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Preface
This report on "The Safety of Nuclear Power Reactors (Light Water-Cooled)
and Related Facilities" was prepared by the staff of the Atomic Energy
Commission in response to a request of the Chairman of the Congressional
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. The Commission believes that the report
is moat timely and welcomes the opportunity to place before the public,
hopefully in a manner understandable to the reasonably informed layman, a
fairly comprehensive statement of fact, along with some history and policy
considerations, regarding the safety and environmental aspects of nuclear
power reactors and their support facilities.
In Dec811ber 1972, a draft version of this report was sent to a cross section
of organizations and individuals in the nuclear and enVironmental fields,
to obtain their comments and suggestions for making the document more
useful to a wide audience. There has been a copious response to this
solicitation, and the Commission wishes to take this opportunity to thank
each person who took the time to read the lengthy draft document and to
comment upon it. A list of those organizations and individuals responding
to the solication follows this Preface.
The December draft has been revised to correct errors, ambiguities and
unintended implications of wording pointed out by reviewers. Some topics
have been reworked and expanded, and new material has been added, for greater
clarity and completeness, along the lines suggested. Many reviewers felt
that-- the draft suffered- by omission of discussion of certain topics in the
context of specific public concerns, or of debates or differing points of
view that are associated with them. A new chapter consisting of selected
topics in this category has been added (Chapter 8.0).
The draft version of the report has been improved considerably as a result
of the review process, but the process has required much more time than
had been anticipated. In order to avoid further delay in making the
document generally available to the public, prior plans to improve artwork,
tables and general format have been dropped. Also, the glossary of nuclear
terms, included as an APPENDIX in the draft, has been dropped. This
glossary, borrowed from an earlier ABC publication, needs extensive rework
to fit the subject matter of this report. Some readers may find currently
'available reference books to be valuable adjuncts to the reading of this
report; for example, the Atomic Energy Deskbook, compiled under ABC
auspices by JOhn F. Bogerton et al, and published by the Reinhold Publishing
Corpo~ation, N.Y. (1963).
This report is the product of a cooperative effort by a number of ABC
divisions and offices representing both the developmental and regulatory
functions. It includes contributions from ABC laboratories, and from
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reviewers .. DOted above. By aDd large, however, it is a s.-ary aDd
cI1scusaion of a large body of published information pertinent to nuclear
aafety, .. interpreted by ABC staff. The reader w11l, therefore, UIlderat8Dcl that a certain degree of pro-nuclear power bias is probably inherent
in the discussion, although staff haa tried to make the presentation sa
slaple, factual and objective aa possible.
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THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
INTRODUCTION
The Status of Nuclear Power in the United States
Over the years, Americans have generally been accustomed to an abundance
of energy resources and the opportunity to choose freely among competing
fuels. Now, however, the Nation faces a situation of constraints in the
availability of fossil fuels (gas, oil, and coal), owing to the rapidly
increasing demand for energy, dwindling domestic reserves of oil and gas
and stringent environmental restrictions on the use of available
supplies. 'The Nation is, therefore, faced with important decisions of
an unprecedented nature. The basic choices nOW' available for the next
several decades appear to be: a) to increase less rapidly our use of
energy; b) use available energy more efficiently; c) to accept a high
degree of dependence on foreign energy resources and to assume all the
costs and risks associated with such dependence, or d) to develop
rapidly adequate means to adapt to the relatively abundant domestic
energy resources, nuclear and coal.
The utilization of nuclear energy resources for the generation of
electricity is an option available to this country as a result of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. The Act enabled and encouraged
governmental support of the extensive research and development programs
needed for the development of nuclear power for large-scale use.
Commercial nuclear electric power was introduced in the U.S. about 15
year,- ago (1957) through the operation of the 60,000 kilowatt (electric).
Shippingport nuclear steam-electric prototype plant, a joint venture of
the Atomic Energy Commission (ARC) and the Duquesne Light Company. The
Shippingport plant is largely based on technology that had been developed
for Naval nuclear propulsion units. Following in 1960 and 1961, respectively, were the Dresden-l (200 ,000 kilowatt) and the Yankee Rowe
(175,000 kilOW'att) plants. These plants are known as Light Water Reactor
Plants (LWR) because they use light (i.e., ordinary) water to transfer
the heat generated in the nuclear fuel to the steam generating equipment.
Since Light Water Reactor Plants are by far the predominant type of
nuclear power plant being purchased and installed by the U.S. utilities
at this time, they are the major subject of this report. Until very
recently, the Light Water Reactor was the only type of nuclear power
plant offered for sal. in substantial quantity by the U.S. industry.
Haw, however, another type of nuclear power plant, the High Temperature
GaS Cooled Reactor Plant (HTGR), is also commercially available.
*Later incre.. ed to 90,000 kilOW'att (electric).
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As of 1 April 1973, u.s. utilities have ordered or announced plans for
193 commercial nuclear electric plants having an aggregate capacity of
about 170 mlllion electric kilowatts. (Includes 185 LWRs and 8 HTGRs).*
Of this number, 30 nuclear plants are now in operation, 59 are in various
stages of construction, 78 are contracted for and 19 have been announced
as future additions to utility capacities. Projecting from present trends
in the purchase of fossil and nuclear plants by the utilities, it appears
likely that nuclear energy will become the predominant source of
electricity in the U.S. within the next 20 years or so.
There are two types of Light Water Reactor Plants, those with Pressurized
Water Reactors (PWR) and those with Boiling Water Reactors (BWR). The
nuclear components of both types are similar. The nuclear steam supply
systems of PWRs are designed by several industrial organizations, so that
there are differences in the details of design and engineering approaches
to various plant systems. BWRs are offered by only one U.S. vendor, but
certain details in design are tailored to the customer's requirements as
with PWR systems. Evolution of engineering details in successive generations of these plants has been rapid, owing to increases in size,
improvements in performance and increased stringency in environmental
regulations and safety standards.
This report does not discuss the specific safety features of reactors used
for naval nuclear propulsion. Due to the unique military characteristics
and military advantages derived from the use of nuclear propulsion in
submarine and surface ships, information relating to the design,
construction and operation of these plants is classified. However, it
can be noted that all current naval reactors are of pressurized water
design and, therefore, bear a similiarity to the LWRs discussed in this
report.
Today, the naval nuclear propulsion program has 123 pressurized water
reactors which have accumulated a total of more than 1000 reactor years
of operation. This is over six times the total operational experience
amassed to date by all of the U.S. commercial nuclear power reactors
combined, the latter figure being about 150 reactor years of operation.
At no time since the first submarine reactor reached critical operation
has the naval nuclear propulsion program experienced a reactor accident.
U.S. nuclear powered submarines and surface ships have visited 87
foreign and 43 domestic ports and are continuing to operate safely and
without harm to the public.
Brief Description of Basic Safety Considerations in the Nuclear Fuel
Cycle
Nuclear fission is a source of heat energy that can take the place of
fossil fuel burning in electric generation plants. Nuclear fuel heats
*In addition, seven small experimental or demonstration plants of various
types were built and operated, but subsequently permanently shut down
because they had served the purpose for which they were built, and in
some cases, were too expensive to operate further.
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water to make steam under pressure, which is then used to spin a turbine
attached to an electric generator. In this respect, nuclear and fossil
fuel plants are quite comparable (See APPENDIX I).
The unique characteristic of nuclear power that imposes an overriding
requirement for safety precautions is the generation of large amounts
of intensely radioactive materials in the nuclear fuel. Such large
amounts of radioactivity are potentially dangerous to all forms of
life if not kept out of environment. The perpetual containment and
control of large amounts of long-lived radioactive materials is a
price that must be paid for man's use of the vast energy resources
contained in uranium and thorium ores.
The various steps required for the operation of LWRs, from the mining of
ore to the ultimate disposal of wastes, are known as the nuclear fuel
cycle. These steps consist of: (1) mining the ore; (2) treatment of the
ore to obtain a uranium concentrate; (3) conversion of the concentrate to
a chemical form suitable for enrichment; (4) enrichment in gaseous
diffusion plants; (5) conversion of the enriched product to a chemical
form suitable for fuel; (6) fabrication of fuel; (7) use of fuel in power
plant; (8) annual removal of spent fuel from power plant and storage for
about 5 months; (9) shipment of spent fuel to a reprocessing plant;
(10) reprocessing of spent fuel and recycle of recovered uranium to
enrichment plant or to storage, recycle of recovered plutonium to fuel
fabrication or storage; (11) treatment of radioactive wastes for disposal;
and (12) packaging and shipment of low-level radioactive wastes for
burial, and solidification, packaging and shipment of high-level wastes to
a Federal repository.
The generation of large amounts of radioactivity begins with step (7),
use of fuel in the power plant, and all activities from this step on
through the fuel cycle must be based on pre-planned, positive,
disciplined practices and procedures for permanent containment and
control of the radioactivity. This is not to say that prior steps do
not require careful and disciplined practices; they most certainly do,
but they are not generally capable of posing the degree of potential
hazards of the later steps involving high levels of radioactivity.
The basic philosophy and practices applied to the design, construction,
licensing and operation of nuclear facilities are described in some
detail in the body of this report. In brief, for nuclear power plants
these include: (1) designs that are as inherently safe as practically
achievable (e.g., which can tolerate large unanticipated upsets without
..jor damage to the plant or threat to the public health and safety);
(2) multiple barriers against the escape of radioactivity to the
enviroument; and (3) a multiplicity of safety devices and systems to
protect the public and the plant from human errors, equipment
failure or malfunction and from severe accidents or events, including
earthquakes and other natural phenomena, as further discussed in a
following section of this Introduction, and in the body of the report.
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'lbe same philosophy and practices are applied to supporting facilities,
such as fuel reprocessing plants, to the shipment of radioactive
.teriaa and to the management of radioactive wastes, with due allowance
for the important characteristics and differences found in each segment
of the fuel cycle. It should be recognized, however, that it is
impractical to build and operate large nuclear power plants and. fuel
reprocessing facilities with an absolute zero release of radioactivity.
Belative1y small quantities of radioactive materials do enter the
envifonmant from such facilities, but these add very little to the
natural background radiation to which all terrestrial life forms have
always been exposed (See Chapter 4.0).
Societal Concerns With Electric Power Generation
AdvaDced industrial societies have become well aware of the effects of
past short-sightedness in certain industrial and technological practices,
as well as the potentially devastating consequences of continuing such
practices in the future. As a result, the introduction of new technological enterprises -- or older ones on an increased scale -- has become
subject to intensive scrutiny by the public and by the Government,
particularly as problems of growth and scale-up are encountered. Members
of the public rightly want to know the nature of these problema and the
dimensions of the risks involved to themselves and to the environment,
and they wish to know whether these risks are cODDllensurate with the
benefits produced.
In this regard, the public role in nuclear power is basic, because from
the start this has been a new technology which has developed under public
auspices. In compliance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
the ABC has established a comprehensive regulatory program to assure
that the public health and safety are protected. This regulatory program
provides an opportunity for the public to be informed about nuclear
power planta, and to participate in the decision-making process
relative to specific licensing actions regarding them.
Public concerns with various aspects of electric power generation, by
whatever means, have been expressed with increasing frequency in recent
years. The environmental effects of fuel mining operations, the combustion products of fossil fuels (particularly coal and oil), the location
of electric power plants and power transmission lines, the discharge of
waste heat to the environment -- have all been the subjects of adverse
public reactions and demands for change. The expressed concerns
relating to nuclear electric power have largely involved: a) the
effecta of the small amounts of routinely released radioactive effluents
from nuclear plants; b) the prospective accUJDUlation of large quantities
of radioactive wastes; c) the transportation of radioactive materials;
d) waste haat problema, as with fossil fuel plants; and e) the fear of
serious accidents involving the release of large amounts of radioactivity
with poteatia1 effect on people and on the environment.
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During the ten year period beginning in 1959, a few commercial nuclear
power plants went into operation with little concern expressed by the
public, usually limited to a small amount of local opposition to
specific plants. During this interval, however, the plans of the
electric utility industry to build many more nuclear plants became
manifest. By the end of 1969, there were only 15 nuclear plants in
operation, but 81 raore were then in various stages of planning or
ccmstruction. Furthermore, few of the early plants had electrical
outputs of raore than 200,000 kilowatts, while newer plants were being
ordered with outputs exceeding a million kilowatts.
In 1969, considerable concern and opposition were beginning to be
expressed 'over the proliferation of electric power plants in general
and nuclear plants in particular, the rapid scale-up in electrical
power output and potential hazards associated with the newer and larger
nuclear plants. Environmental and radiological safety standards were
being debated in the public arena, and a number of individuals and
groups became intervenors in the licensing process for commercial nuclear
plants. Many books and articles critical of nuclear power were being
'published. Moreover, the problems that invariably accompany the rapid
expansion of a complex technology on a commercial scale were becoming
evident.

Related Considerations
The industry was finding for a variety of reasons that its capabilities
to bring commercial plants (both fossil and nuclear) into operation
were_not sufficient to meet the schedules which had been established.
It was encountering frequent opposition to the proposed location of
plants. It was also coping with increasingly stringent environmental
and safety standards (either then in effect or likely to come into
effect), requiring design changes for disposing of waste heat, more
sophisticated safety systems and the backfitting of some of the newer
safety devices to older plants. These problems were perhaps mistakenly
interpreted by some people as reflecting an inability to build safe
plants. Actually, most of the problems reflected increasing public and
governmental insistence on greater margins for the protection of public
health and safety and of the environment, even though the record of the
industry was (and continues to be) outstanding in health and safety
areas.
While industrial productive capability is beginning to catch up with
demands for increased electric capacity, these problems have been
costly, and are not entirely resolved as yet. Aside from the costs of
changes required by environmental or increased safety considerations,
the costs resulting from delays in construction are considerable,
whatever the cause. Many costs will, of course, ultimately be borne
by the public. For example, delays in each large electric generating
plant under construction --fossil or nuclear-- can cost on the order
of $1 million to $5 million per month. 1'hese costs involve such ite_
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as interest on construction loaDS, loss of revenue, and extended work
force costs. Significant delays in bringing needed electric capacity
on the line subject the public to the dangers and inconveniences of
brownouts and blackouts, and the economic hardships that can result
from the need for restraint in the use of electricity.
The procedures established by the ARC for the licensing of nuclear
facilities give interested persons and organizations in this country
a unique opportunity to express their views and concerns in an
effective way during the licensing of eaCh plant, and during rulemaking
public hearings on matters generally applicable to all plants. Through
this process, as well as others, the views of the public are taken into
account in the actions of Government and of the technical and industrial
communities in such matters as the disposition of waste heat to the
enviromaent, the siting of nuclear plants, the further limiting of
routine radioactive emissions from nuclear facilities, the safety of
nuclear power plants, and the long-term storage of radioactive wastes.
Since the costs as well as the consequences of decisions on nuclear
safety DlUSt ultimately be borne by the public, it is important that
interested citizens have the knowledge necessary to understand the
judgments which underlie these decisions. This report is offered in
the hope that it will help members of the public become informed, in
some detail, of the factors of major importance to the safety and
environmental impact of nuclear facilities. The various chapters and
appendices of this report, along with cited reference material, are
intended to present a balanced point of view on issues relating to
nuclear power. Ques tions of policy and emphasis are necessarily part
of the detailed subject matter, and some very basic considerations of
this type are directed to the reader's attention in the following
portions of this introductory section.
The Basic Responsibilities of Government and of Industry on Matters of
Nuclear Safety
'lbe safe design, construction and operation of each commercial nuclear
plant is the direct responsibility of the owner/operator over the life
of the plant. The AEC's responsibility is to protect the health and
safety of the public, and the quality of the environment, by assuring
that the owner/operator of a nuclear facility designs, builds,
operates and maintains the integrity of the plant over its lifetime,
in accordance with established criteria, codes and standards.
The AEC's role is implemented through the licensing and regulation
process including, among other things, the issuance of construction
and operating licenses which specify the framework and details of
actions that the owner/operator must follow in conducting his
activities. ,However, licenses are issued only for those facilities
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which, on careful and detailed renew* of the Safety Analysis Reports
(SAR), among other things, are judged to conform with stated safety
criteria well within the bounds of conservative engineering practices
based on existing knowledge. Designs are not permitted to go to the
borderline of knowledge. General conservatism requires that there
be ample operating margins in strength, ruggedness, and reliability
of equipment and that redundancy and flexibility be provided in
components and sys tams, all as allowance for the fact that no single
body of knowledge should ever be considered complete enough to reduce
uncertainties and risks to zero.
Each nuclear plant is thoroughly tested by the owner/operator, in
accordance with regulations, prior to being placed into operation and
throughout its service life. While it is not practical to carry tests
to the destructive point in actual plants, components and systems 'are
tested individually under conditions that would prevail during normal
and abnormal operating conditions, as closely as it is practical to
simulate them. During the plant start-up stage, the design and
performance of components and systems in the assembled plant are
verified through a comprehensive test program. The intent of this
start-up test program is to detect problems that may arise from
inadequate design, workmanship or deficiencies in cons truction
(welding etc.) which have not been identified in previous design and
construction reviews. These problems are documented, formally
reported to the ABC in accordance with prescribed procedures, and
corrective actions are taken.
Similarly, key process parameters are monitored continuously or
routinely during operation; in-service inspections are carried out to
assure that the high quality and integrity of plant systems are
retained throughout the life of the plant. These inspections include,
as far as possible, the periodic testing of plant safety systems to
assure that they will behave as intended if, and when, they are
needed. Again, problems and deficiencies encountered in the course of
operation, inspection and testing are documented and reported as required,
and corrective actions are taken, including reduction in plant power
level or shutdown of the plant if necessary pending completion of corrective measures. Substantive changes in components, mode of operation and
like changes which the owner/operator may propose are subject to
regulatory review and license amendments as necessary.
The ABC reviews procedures for these actiVities, and subsequently monitors
them, with the objective of assuring that tests are, conducted in
accordance with prescribed procedures, that the results of such testa,
including deficiencies encountered, are formally reported, and that
*In addition to reviews by the Regulatory staff, the COIIIIIission dr.. on
the technical expertise of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(maximum of 15 membeta appointed by the Commission for fixed terms)
which was established to conduct independent reviews and evaluations of
nuclear safety studies and nuclear facility license applications and to
make recommendations, thereon.

correct1.ve actions are taken. It can, if necessary, intercede and stop
operation of any plant until corrective actions are taken. The ABC has
the addi.t1.onal responsibil1.ty of ident:ifying defici.enc1.es that may be
COIIIIIlon to other plants of the same type, and of notifying the owner/
operator of such plants that corrective act1.ons may be needed. All of
these actions by the owner/operator and by the AEC are for the purpose
of establishing and maintaining the integrity of nuclear plants over
their service lives.
Bas1.c· Points of Emphasis on the Safety of Nuclear Faciliti.es
While all nuclear facilities are derived from the same technological
base, they are designed, built and operated by many different organizations in accordance with engineering codes, standards and other
regulatory and industrial criteria. Within the bounds of these codes,
standards and criteria, some latitude is available to the designer and
operator. Such flexibility extends to selection of design characteristics, operating conditions, and designs of coaponents and sys tams for
the protection of the plant, plant personnel and the public from the
consequences of· errors J defects and malfunctions, and from the
consequences of extremely serious accidents in the unlikely event that
these were to occur. 'lbe result 1.s that nuclear facilities differ in
their detailed engineering characteristics and operating flexibility.
1bough such differences exist, the basic features of nuclear facilities
are much the same. They are massive structures which are designed,
built and operated to generate electricity under procedures which assure
that their multiple barriers against accidental release of radioactive
material are not violated -- either by internal forces or by natural
external forces such as earthquakes, tornadoes and flooding. The
components and plant sys tams which are of prime importance from the
standpoint of safety are those which are necessary to the continued
maintenance of the integrity of the fuel elements and the primary system
boundary. 'lbe latter are the major barriers for assuring that undue
amounts of radioactivity are not released to the plant containment and
thence possibly to the outside environment. It is important to emphasize
that maintaining the integrity of the fuel and primary system boundary is
also critically important to the availability J reliability and economics
of each nuclear power plant as an energy producer. Thus, safety,
reliability and economics are closely interrelated.
Extanaive quality assurance programs, covering all facets of each nuclear
facility, are required to assure the initial establishment and continued
1II8intenance of plant integrity. Formal analysis and reporting activities
fora the basis for well-planned and executed inspection and test programo
conducted during fabrication and construction prior to operation, and
over the life of each plant. Such activities are basic to the identification and correction of defects which occur, as some w1.ll in such complex
engineering undertakings.
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In addition to the major barriers provided to prevent the release of

radioactive materialS, each nuclear facility is equipped with a multiplicity of special safety systems and devices. Some of the present-day
systems wer~ designed and installed in recent plants, as the nuclear
facilities grew larger and became more complex, and as additional
safety analysis work highlighted potential concerns. The large plants
now being licensed require that more complex and active engineering
systems be incorporated to provide the same general level of safety
assurance that vas initially judged to be afforded by containment for
the small reactors .envisioned in the earlier phases of the reactor
program. Some of the newer safety systems have been backfitted into
earlier plants.
The question arises as to where one stops an add-on process which
attempts to make a nuclear plant foolproof against human errors,
equipment malfunctions, and natural disasters. Whether the current
level of protection against reactor accidents is too high, too low,
or just right is an item of continuing concern among scientists,
engineers, members of government, industry and the public. Many
people responsible for the design, operation, and safety of nuclear
facilities are concerned that continued emphasis on add-on safety
devices and barriers would not really address the causes of errors
and malfunctions and would not necessarily contribute to enhanced
safety as intended. Other knowledgeable people suggest that
additional safety add-ons 1I8y be required to assure adequate safety
for current plants. Yet others believe that a more optimum approach
to reactor safety would be to utilize an additional independent
barrier (e.g., underground containment).
It is perhaps inevitable that differences of opinion in areas as
complex as the engineering details of nuclear facilities will occur
among scientists, engineers, members of government, industry and the
public. By and large, these kinds of differences get resolved through
constructive discuss~on and debate, the accumulation of more knowledge
from research t and. the experience and data gained from the operating
facilities. During the process, however, 1I8ny members of the public
are frequently left in the position of not having an adequate under.atanding of either the general state of affairs, or of the details
regarding specific facilities on which their interest may be focused.
It is hoped that this report will assist people in gaining a more
general understanding of the issues involved in reactor safety and
guide thea to available detailed information should they desire it.
In exercising its licensing and regulation responsibilities, the ABC
haS placed, and vill continue to place major emphasis on the development
of standards (both in-house and through the auspices of the American
National Standards Institute) and the practices that go with them,
as needed to reflect experience, changes in technology and growth of
the nuclear industry. This emphasis is based on the conviction that
the major reliance for safety must be placed on the integrity of the
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fuel and primary containment system through the use of applicable
standards and quality assurance practices, coupled with a continuing
monitoring program requiring complete and prompt correction of all
significant faults.
The overall record to date, vis-a-vis public health and safety, has
been excellent. However, the increasing complexity and numbers of
large commercial nuclear power plants, as well as the design, equipment and operational deficiencies that have been encountered to date,
dictate the need for industry to intensify its efforts to strengthen
performance in this regard to assure that nuclear power plants will
continue to provide a safe and reliable source of 31ectrica1 energy.
The ABC. on its part, has taken a number of actions directed toward
that end, including the issuance on 1 May, 1972 of a policy statement
which encourages the greater standardization of nuclear power plants
in terms of their design, fabrication, construction, testing and
operation. On 5 March 1973, the ABC announced its readiness to
consider applications for review and licensing of standardized designs
for nuclear power plants and for major plant systems important to
safety.
Guide to the Report
While considerable effort has been made to avoid technical complexities,
a number of technical terms and concepts are essential to a good understanding of this complex subject, and they are therefore used in the
report, along with definitions and explanatory notes. To assist readers
in finding their way to those portions of the report of particular
interest to them, the following brief descriptions are offered in
respect to the various chapters.
Chapter 1.0 describes the basic features of LWR plants and of fuel
reprocessing plants, and the general relationship of these features to
the safety. reliability and potential environmental impact of such
facilities.
Chapters 2.0 and 3.0 describe the Government's regulatory role. its
Rules of Procedure and Regulatory Standards, the underlying safety
philosophy of the Government and that of the industry, and the separate
responsibilities of the Government and of the industry with respect to
safety.
Chapter 4.0 traces the paths of radioactive materials through those
portions of the nuclear fuel cycle, including transportation. where
such materials occur in substantial amounts •. The amounts of
radioactivity typically entering the environment are identified, and
projections to the year 2000 are discussed.
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ellapter S.O describes the regulatory requirement for the analysis of a
broad spectrum of possible operating errors, equipment failure and
other accidents, as well as highly unlikely hypothetical accidents, and
their potential effect on the public in terms of releases of radioactivity
to the environment, if any. Such analyses extend beyond those perforaed
as part of design efforts for other industrial facilities. Nuclear power
plant designs are required to be assessed against conditions considerably
worae than any likely to occur, even if one of these highly unlikely
hypothetical accidents should materialize.
ellapter 6.0 is concerned with the methodology for the quantitative
assessment of societal costs and risks arising from the electric industry.
'!'bis is an area of inquiry for which adequate quantitative data, as well
as proven analytical techniques, are not yet available. However,the
general approaches for obtaining answers on questions of risk are outlined
for the information of the reader.
Obapter 7.0 discusses the ABC's Water Reactor Safety Research Program. In
addition to descriptions of major program actiVities, the discussion in
this chapter tries to put into perspective the relationship of safety
resear~ to other ongoing activities.
ellapter 8.0 collects and reviews selected topics in the context of public
concerns or differences of opinion that may be associated with them.
APPENDIX I presents ·an account of the early history and growth of the
electric industry in the U.S., the current and probable future status
of nuclear power, the growth of total energy use in the u.s. and the
energy resource situation. It also provides an explanation of the
nature of radioactivity and its effects on man, as well as a sumary
of basic nuclear concepts.
APPENDIX II is a brief summary of problems associated with the discharge
of waste heat to the environment. While not a safety matter in the
usual sense, the public has expressed considerable interest in this
environmental impact of all steam-electric power plants. It is,
therefore, included for the reader's information.
APPENDIX III is an historical account of public attitudes, concerns and
involveDalt with nuclear power, and of major actions that have been
taken by the public and by Government and industry as a result of such
concerns.
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mE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER BEACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
CHAPTER 1.0
DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT WATER REAClOR POWER PLAHTS . AND RELATED FACILITIES

By far, the largest fraction of electrical energy produced in the
Uaited States today is produced in central power stations employing
st....driven turbines to turn the electric generators. All such plants·
have certain features in COIIIIUon. First, each has what is known in the
indus try as a "s team supply sys tam", which, as the naae implies, produces
high pressure steam from water. In today's power plants using conventional boilers, the heat needed to produce the s team is supplied by
burning fossil fuels (Oil, gas, or coal). In nuclear plants, this heat
is provided by nuclear fission of uranium and/or plutoniua.
NO matter how it is produced, the energy-rich steam is piped to the

second common feature of all plants, the steam turbines. In entering
and passing through the turbines, the steam imparts energy in the form
of rotary IIOtion to the turbine shaft, which turns the electric
gell8rator to produce electricity. When the "spent" steam leaves the
turbine, it enters the third CODllllon feature of all power plants,
namely the turbine condenser. Here the steam passes over pipes through
which cooling water is passing. By contact with these cooling tubes,
the spent 8team loses most of its remaining energy, and is condensed
back into water, which is then returned to the steam supply system to
begin the cycle allover again.
the cooling water for the turbine condenser may be taken directly from
a river, a lake or the ocean, passed once through the condenser, and
returned directly to its source along with the heat it has absorbed in
condensing the 8te... Where it i8 not desirable to use "once-through"
cooling water for the condensers, the cooling water can be recirculated
through other equipment such as cooling towers, or cooling ponds, to
di88ipate the heat absorbed in the turbine condensers more or less
directly to the atmosphere since this cooling water will remain free of
radioactivi 1:1.
the efficiency with which a turbine can extract energy from. steam, and
convert it to rotary motion to turn the electric generator, is related
to the difference between the te.perature of the steam as it enters
the tul'bine and the temperature at which it exits. Because present
caaaarcial nuclear 8team-generating plants (LWRs) do not produce steam
at as high temperatures and pressures as do commercial foasil-fueled
plants, it is not practical to achieve as large a difference between
tul'bine entrance and exit temperatures in nuclear plants as in
conventional plants. therefore nuclear plants must operate at somewhat
larer thenal efficiencies (8ee Technical Note 1.1.3) than foasil-fueled
plants. More advanced nuclear plants, currently under development, will
have thermal efficiencies comparable with the beat contemporary foaail.
ate. plaDta.
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The two predoad.aant types of power react on currently in use are the
boiling-water reactor (BWR), so-called because it generates steam by
. elirect bolling of water in the nuclear core, and the pressurized-water
reactor (PWR), in which the water coolant is not allowed to go into
bulk boiling, but produces steam in an extemal steam generator;
both types are called light water reactor (LWR) plants.
The nuclear steam supply systems of PWRs are designed by several

different industrial organizations, and adelitional organizatioos are
involved in the layout and cOllstruction of PWR plants. Thus, there
are differences in the details of design and engineering approaches to
various plant syste.. Moreover, engineering details in successive
generations of these plants have evolved rapidly in response to
necessary increases in size, improvements in performance and increased
stringency in environmental regulations and safety standards. Though
the nuclear steam supply systems of BWRs are offered by OIlly one u.s.
vendor, BWR plants are erected by a number of organizations and certain
detalls in design are tailored to the customer's requirements, as in
the case of PWRs. Successive ganeratioos of these plants are also
uodergoing rapid evolution in detail for the reasons stated.
While differences in detail_ exist among PWR plants and among BWR p18llts,
the basic features of each type are much the same. All are musi ve and
complex structures, designed and built to provide multiple barriers to
the escape of radioactive materials, from whatever cause, and to
withstand the occurrence of natural forces, such as those caused by
earthquakes and tomadoes, as well as certain credible uonatural forces,
without comprom1sing these barrien in a manner that would endanger
public health and safety. The basic designs proVide conservative
margins of safety over known requirements. They provide redund8llCY in
major components and instrumentation for inherent safety. These facilities are also equipped with a multiplicity of special safety devices
(see Refs. 1 & 2) and syste. as a second line of defense against damage
to the plant from the small accidents that are likely to occur, and to
protect the plant, plant penonnel and the public in the event that a
serious accident should occur in spite of all those steps taken to avoid
such events.
'lbe nature and function of the major components of PWRs and BWRs are
described in the following sections of this Chapter. Reference 1,
WASH 1082, is a useful source of more detailed information. SiDdlar
descriptions of the major components of fuel reprocessing plants are
given in References 3 & 4. 'lbese two kinds of facilities, along with
equipiDent for transporting radioactive materials to and from them, are
the major operating ses-ents of the nuclear fuel cycle that involve
large amounts of radioactivity that must be contained at all times.
The needed characteristics of facilities for the long-term storage of
radioactive wastes are eliscussed in Chapter 4.0. Design and cOllstruction
considerations particularly pertinent to safety are described in Chapters
2.0 and 5.0.
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1.1 LIGHT WATER POWER REACTOR FUEL
Today, the nuclear fuel used in commercial power reactors of the BWR and
PWR types is in the form of uranium dioxide (U02) pellets encased (clad)
in either stainless steel or zirconium alloy (zircaloy) tubing.. The
fuel pellets are right cylinders usually about one-half inch long with
the diameter varying from about 3/8 inch to over 1/2 inch, depending on
reactor core design (Ref. 1). (See Figure l-la and l-lb).
The pellets are fabricated from U02 powder by forming in a hydraulic
press, followed by heating in a temperature-controlled sintering oven to
achieve the required high density. The pellets are then ground to close
dimensional tolerances. Every step in the pellet fabrication process
(see Ref. 5) is conducted under carefully controlled conditions in order
to meet the rigid requirements on dimensional shape and density, and is
closely checked prior to the cladding step, to achieve fuel stability
during operation, in accordance with design objectives.
The cladding materials used to encase the pellets are welded (and drawn)
or seamless tubing fabricated from either stainless steel or zircaloy;
almost all LWR fuels are clad with one of the zircaloys, today.
Representative samples of the tubing are tested for corrosion resistance
and subjected to hydrostatic testing to determine physical properties,
which include yield and tensile strength. Also, prior to insertion of
the U02 pellets, the tubing is thoroughly cleaned, then subjected to
close checks to assure that dimensional tolerances (diameter, wall
thickness and straightness) are within specifications.
The pellets are inserted into the tubing in (or subsequently provided
with) a helium atmosphere so that the voids in the fuel rod, especially
the annulus (0.003" to 0.005" diametral gap) between the pellet and the
cladding, are filled with helium under varying degrees of pressure,
commensurate with the anticipated range of external pressure forces.
Helium is chemically inert and a good heat transfer medium. After
insertion of (l) the pellets (usually about 12 feet of active fuel
length), (2) insulator-wafer, and (3) expansion spring, the top end-plug
is inserted and welded in place. The completed fuel rod, (Figure l-la),
is carefully checked for leak tightness, the welds are checked for
soundness by X-rays or by destructive examination of sample welds, and
the rod is inspected for surface defects. Completed rods which pass the
inspection tests are assembled into bundles.
*The U02, in turn, is made up of 2~4% U-235 oxide and 96-98% U-238 oxide
(i.e. it is slightly enriched in the U-235 isotope). In the near future,
an appreciable fraction of the fuel in some replacement fuel cores will
contain plutonium (PuOa in place of the U-235 oxide) in a mixed oxide,
U02 .Pu02 , pellet.
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Figure l-l(b).

Slightly-Enriched U0 2 LWR-Fuel Pellets.

1.2 PWR DESCRIPTION (REF. 1)
In PWRs, the path of water within the reactor vessel is downward around
the core barrel and then upward through the fuel elements (see
Figure 1-2). The pressure of a typical large power reactor system is
maintained at about 2250 pounds per square inch (psi), at which pressure
water can be heated to about 650·F without boiling. The high-pressure
water, heated to an average temperature of around 600·F, is piped out of
the reactor vessel into two or more devices called Its team generators."
In the steam generators, the high-pressure reactor coolant water
circulates throu&h tubes whose outer. surfaces are in 09a~...t with a
second st,. . of water returning from the turbine condtlnSer. The latter
vater stream is at considerably lower pz:essure and temperature than the
former, and heat transferred from the hot water inside the tubes causes
the water of the secondary stream to boil and produce steam for the
turbine.
All PWBs emplO1 this dual system for transferring energy from the reactor
fuel to the turbine and are called "indirect cycle" systems. The highpressure circuit comprising the reactor vessel, piping, the necessary
puaps and the inner tube side of the steam generators is termed the
"primary system"; the lower pressure circuit is called the "secondary
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Steam Generator
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Figure 1-2.

Schematic Arrangement of PWI BSSS.

system." (A schematic arrangement of a 1000 HWe* PWR system with four
stesa generatora is shown in Figure 1-2; other designs utilize three or
two steam generators, commensurate with the power level, with one or two
pumps fo~ eaCh steam generator).
1.2.1 Reactor Vessel
p"am reactor vessels are cylindrical in shape, some being over 40 feet
high, with an inside diameter of over 14 feet and wall thicknesses in
excess of 8 inches. A cutaway view of a typical PWR reactor vessel
and ita internals 1& shown in Figure 1-3. 'lbe vessels have removable
top heads (for refueling) provided with fittings to accommodate the
machaDisms for driving neutron-absorbing rods into and out of the core
to control the nuclear chain reaction. Additional control of the chain
reaction 1& provided through the use of variable-concentration neutronabsorbing chemicals, such as boric acid, dissolved in the primary system
coolant.

1.2.2

Fuel

Large PWb contain nearly 40 ,000 fuel rods, totaling about 100 tons of
slightly enriched uranium dioxide. For the larger PWRs, 176 to 220 fuel
rods are assembled into a bundle of square cross-section which normally
is about 8-1/2 inches on a side. PWR fuel assemblies are not surrounded
by a channel to prevent some radial mixing, but are relatively open
arrays (see Figure 1-4).
1.2.3 Steam Generators
There are various designs for steam generators. One cOlDIROn design is
called a vertical V-tube heat exchanger (see Figure 1-5) in which the
heated water from the reactor entera near the bottom, passes through
literally thousands of U-shaped tubes, first in the upward direction
aDd then dowDward, finally leaving near the same elevation at which it
entered. 'lbe upper section of these steam generators contain equipment
to separate small quantities of liquid water droplets from the raw
ste_; such droplets are invariably carried along with the steam from
the boiling fluid. 'lbe lower section of the stea generator in which
boiling occurs is called the evaporator section, aDd the upper section
in which the ste. . is separated from suspended water droplets is called
the stea drum aection.
*Tba watt (ou joule per second) is the co..aouly used un1t of electric
powei';'and the kilowatt (Jar '. 1000 watts) and the meg_att (MIl •
1,000,000 watta) are frequently usecl _ltip1... 'l'bua, 1000 MWe •
1000 _g.atts of electric power (which could be produced in a 3130
IIltherma1 power p1aDt operating with a 32% thermal efficiency).
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PWR Steam Generator

To give an idea of steam generator size and complexity, the following
data are provided for the steam generators (see Figure 1-5) used in a
large PWR plant. Each of the four steam generators has an overall
height of 63 feet with an upper shell (where the steam drum and drying
equipment are located) diameter of 174 inches (14-1/2 feet), and lower
shell (where the evaporator section is located) diameter of 135 inches
(11-1/4 feet). There are 3260 U-tubes through which the primary
coolant is pumped in each steam generator. Since the steam generators
are so large and operate under high pressure, structural strength
requires fabrication from thick steel plate and makes the steam
generators some of the most massive and sizeable objects in the plant.
1.2.4 Primary Coolant Pumps
The primary coolant pumps circulate the water through the primary
coolant system, that is, between the reactor and the stE!!am generator.
High reliability and performance are demanded of the primary system
reactor coolant pumps for the obvious reasons that they (a) provide
vital coolant to the reactor and (b) are critical to operation of the
steam generators. Because the pumps must operate at high temperatures
and pressures, and because they do circulate water which is somewhat
radioactive, the stringent design and manufacturing criteria used for
the other primary components, must apply to the pumps. Each of the
four primary pumps in a typical 1000 MWe PWR is about 30 feet high, is
driven by a 6600 horsepower electric motor and has a pumping capacity
of about 88,500 gallons per minute. The pump casings are designed for
operation at 650·F at a pressure of 2500 pounds per square inch. A
cutaway view of a primary coolant pump is shown in Figure 1-6. Each
PWR employs more than one recirculation loop and pump to meet its
cooling requi~ements (i.e., redundancy in number though not in capacity)
and each pump has a capacity greater than that required to accommodate
removal of the decay-heat load immediately following a reactor "scram".
1.2.5 Pressurizers
PWR steam supply systems are equipped with pressurizers to maintain
required primary coolant pressure during steady-state operation, to
limit pressure changes caused by coolant thermal expansion and
contraction as plant loads change, and to prevent coolant pressure
from exceeding the design pressure of the entire primary system.
A typical pressurizer for a large plant contains immersion-type electric
heaters of about 2000 kilowatt capacity, multiple safety and relief
valves, and a spray nozzle, plus appropriate valves and instruments. The
lower portion of the pressurizer contains liquid water and the upper
portion contains steam. The pressurizer is connected by a surge line
(pressure stabilizer) joining the pressurizer to the hot side (leg) of
one of the reactor coolant loops. When the plant electric load is
decreased, the temperature of the primary coolant rises and a positive
pressure surge in the primary system results in automatic operation of
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the spray system in the top of the pressurizer; this condenses some of
the steam and keeps the pressure below that which would operate the
pressure relief valves. During a negative pressure surge, caused by an
increased plant electrical load, the electric heaters are turned on and
generate sufficient steam within the pressurizer to keep the primary
system pressure above the minimum allowable limit. Like the reactor
vessel, the steam generators, the pumps and all other parts of the
primary system, the pressurizer is also located in the containment. A
pressurizer is shown schematically in Figure 1-2 and a section dr~ing
is shown in Figure 1-7.
1.2.6 PWR Emergency Core Cooling System
As previously noted, each nuclear plant has many different features that

are provided to compensate for operator errors, equipment defects,
abnormal occurrences, and a variety of accidents (Refs. 1 and 2). In
addition, each plant has many safety devices and systems to protect
against damage to the plant or harm to operators and to the general
public. In a nuclear power reactor the fission reaction that produces
most of the heat can be turned off by inserting the control rods into
the reactor core. However, the radioactive decay of the fission
products continues to produce substantial amounts of heat and this
source cannot be turned off (see Section 5.4.2 in Chapter 5.0 for more
detail). A system must be provided to cool the core and prevent the
fuel rods from melting if normal cooling is interrupted. This
emergency core cooling system is one of the more important of the
protective systems and is described briefly here (also see Chapters 2.0
and 5.0).
The major function of the emergency core cooling system of a PWR is to
supply sufficient water to cool the core in the event of a break that
permits water to leak from the primary system. 'lbe break may be very
small or it may be .rupture of the largest coolant pipe in the system.
PWR emergency core cooling systems consist of several independent subsystems, each characterized by redundancy of equipment and flow path
(Ref. 6). This redundancy assures reliability of operation and
continued core cooling even in the event of failure of any single
component to carry out its design functions.
The first system is an accumulator injection system. It consists of two
or more large tanks that are connected through check valves and piping
to the main coolant pipes between the primary coolant pumps and the
reactor vessel or to the reactor vessel itself. These tanks contain
cool borated water stored under nitrogen gas at a pressure of 200 to
650 psi. If a large break were to occur in the reactor primary system,
the hot water would be expelled through the break and the pressure in
the primary system would decrease rapidly. When the pressure became less
than the gas pressure in the accumulators, the cheek valves would open to
discharge rapidly a large volume of water from the accumulators into the
reactor vessel and core. The accumulator injection system is called a
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passive system because it functions automatically without activation of
pumps, motor driven valves, or other equipment.
Two active systems are also incorporated to provide emergency core
cooling.· One is a low-pressure system for use in the event of large
breaks which would result in rapid depressurization and ejection of the
primary coolant. This low-pressure system continu
in ect emergency
~core coolant (ECC). from the refuel ng water stor'88 tank. into t e
primary system for long times after the above-mentioned accumulators are
empty. The other is a high-pressure system to supply ECC if the break
is small and the primary coolant pressure remains high. Tbe active
systems have pumps and valves that must operate if the systems are to
function. Power to operate the active ECC systems is obtainable from
several sources. An active system is energized automatically by coolant
pressure- and level-sensing switches and other switches whose operations
will connect power (normal or emergency) to the appropriate pumps and
valves and thereby initiate emergency core cooling.
Although the arrangements and designs of PWR emergency core cooling
systems vary from plant to plant, depending on the vendor of the steam
supply system, all modern PWR plants employ ~th accumulator in1ection
systems and pump injection systems, with redundancy of equipment to
assure operation.
Further discussion of design considerations for special safety systems,
practices for assuring safety and analyses of hypothetical accident
sequences is presented in Chapters 2.0, 5.0 and 7.0.
1.2.7 Containment
the primary system of a PWR contains a large amount of radioactive
material, mostly in the fuel but partly in the coolant. A leak in a
pipe could result in the release of considerable radioactive material
to the surroundings, so the entire primary system must be installed in
a special building that is capable of holding the material. Such a
building is called the containment.
MOst present-day PWR containments are constructed of reinforced concrete
with a steel liner (see Figure 1-8). All are sized and designed to
withstand the maximum temperature and pressure that would be expected
from the steam produced if all the water in the primary system were
expelled into the containment. Refinements in containment technology
are still being made and containment systems vary widely from plant to
plant. For example, in some PWR plants, the containment space is kept
at slightly below atmospheric pressure so that leakage through the
containment walls would, at most times, be inward from the surroundings.
Other systems have double barriers against escape of material from the
containment space.
Two kinds of additional measures are taken in-'l'WR, plants to minimize the
potential for escape to the environment of any accidental release of
1-15
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radioactive materials. In some plants, cold-water sprays are provided to
condense the steam resulting from a major escape of primary system
coolant into the containment; in other plants, stored ice is used for this
purpose. By condensing the steam, and thus lowering the containment
pressure, the driving force for outward leakage is reduced. Another
safety measure provides blowers to recirculate containment atmosphere
through filters and absorption beds, to remove airborne radioactive
materials. When sprays are used in the containment, chemicals are
usually added to the spray solution to increase the retention of airborne
radioactive materials that dissolve in and become entrained by the spray.
Systems for the control of hydrogen from both metal-water reactions and
radiolytic decomposition of the water are also provided to assure that
flammable concentrations are not reached in the containment (see Ref. 1).
1.3 BWR DESCRIPTION (REF. 1)
The nuclear steam supply system of a BWR consists primarily of the
reactor vessel and equipment inside the vessel. The nuclear fuel
assemblies are arranged inside a core shroud (see Figures 1-9 and 1-10)
in the reactor vessel. Water boils in the core and a mixture of steam
and water flows out the top of the core and through steam separators
at the top of the core shroud. Steam from the separators passes through
dryers to remove all but traces of entrained water and then leaves the
reactor vessel through pipes to the turbine generator. Water from the
steam separators and water returned from the turbine condenser mix, flow
dowaward through the annulus between the core shroud and the reactor
vessel and return to the bottom of the core. Because the energy supplied
to the reactor coolant (water) from the hot fuel is transported directly
(as steam) to the turbine, the BWR system is termed a "direct cycle"
system. The pressure in a typical BWR is maintained at about 1000
pounds per square inch (psi). At this pressure water boils and forms
steam at about 545°F.
1.3.1 Nuclear Steam Supply System
Except for size, the nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) of all BWR plants
in the United States are siD1ilar. Typically, a BWR of 1000 MWe size has a
reactor vessel that is about 21 feet diameter, dver 72 feet in height and
has a wall thickness of 6 to 7 inches. Details of the reactor vessel and
internals for a typical BWR are shown in Figure 1-10. Steam flows from the
reactor vessel to the turbine-generator in multiple main ateam lines. The
head of the vessel and the steam separators and dryers are removable for
refueling the core. Neutron absorbing control and safety elements in the
reactor core are connected to rods that pass through fittings in the bottom
head of the vessel and are operated by hydraulic drives mounted below the
vessel. Because the reactor heat output is sensitive to the rate of flow
of coolant through the core, partial control of the power is effected by
varying the driving flow to the jet pumps and thereby the rate that the
jet puapa recirculate water through the core.
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1.3.2 Fuel
Fuel rods for BWRs, similar to those for PWRs, are about 1/2 inch
diameter with about 12 feet of active fuel length sealed within zircaloy
tubular cladding. Forty-nine fuel rods (64 rods in fuel assemblies for
the most recent BWR/6 system) are installed in a metal channel of square
cross section, 88 shown in Figure 1-11, to form a fuel assembly. The
channel is open at the top and bottom to permit coolant to flow upward
through the 88sembly; however, the closed sides prevent lateral flow of
coolant between adjacent assemblies in the reactor core. The core of a
large BWR of current design may contain as many as 764 fuel assemblies
(at 49 rods per 88sembly this is ~re than 37,000 fuel rods per reactor)
with a total weight of uranium dioxide of more than 372,000 lb.
1.3.3 Primary Coolant Pumps
The amount of heat that can be extracted from a reactor core of a given
size depends on the rate of recirculation of water through the core. In
large BWIs, jet pumps are provided in the annulus outside the core shroud
to greatly increase the circulation rate over the natural circulation
induced by the boiling in the core. Water is withdrawn from the annulus
by motor driven recirculation pumps outside the reactor vessel and is
returned to provide the driving flow for the jet pumps. The jet pumps
deliver water at a high rate from the annulus to the bottom of the core
and provide the pressure to drive the higher flow through the fuel
asemblies. The arrangement of the nuclear steam supply system is shown
schematically in Figure 1-9.
1.3.4 BWR Emergency Core Cooling System (Ref. 6)
BWRs, like PWRs, have multiple provisions for cooling the core fuel in the
event of an unplanned depressurization or loss of coolant from the reactor.
'!he provisions may differ from plant to plant, but all plants have several
independent systems to achieve flooding and/or spraying of the reactor core
with coolant upon receiving a signal of either high drywell pressure or low
reactor vessel water level.
Typical emergency core cooling systems are provided with a high-pressure
core spray system (early BWRs) or a high-pressure coolant-injection system
(latest BWRs) which are provided to assure adequate cooling of the core in
the event of a small leak that results in slow depressurization of the
reactor system. If such a leak should occur, the reactor would shut down
quickly on receipt of a signal of low water level in the reactor vessel.
Failure of the feedwater pumps (and other minor sys'tams which supply water
to the reactor during normal operation) to maintain the water level above
a preselected height above the core or the detection of high-pressure in the
drywell containment (outside the reactor vessel) ·would initiate automatic
action to bring the high-pressure injection system into operation. The
high-pressure coolant pumps are driven by steam turbines. Steam generated
in the reactor (by residual heat in the fuel and in the massive metal of
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the reactor vessel and interaals) drives the turbines.
and flow can be developed in 25 seconds.

Full pump speed

If, for any reason, the feedwater pumps and the high-pressure emergency

cooling systems should be incapable of maintaining the desired reactor
water level, an automatic depressurization system would operate to
diSCharge steam through pressure relief valves into the suppression pool
system (see Section 1.3.2) and thereby lower the pressure in the reactor
so that operation of the low-pressure emergency cooling systems could be
initiated. (The pressure relief valves would automatically open upon
coincident signals of low water level in the reactor vessel and high
pressure in the primary containment.)
A low-pressure core spray system uses two independent loops to provide
emergency cooling for use after the reactor has been depressurized.
Each loop has two electrically-driven (normal and emergency power
sources) centrifugal pumps, and each connects through separate piping
to a separate spray header above the core. These systems spray water
onto the fuel assemblies at flow rates sufficient to cool the core
unassisted. Another independent system, the low-pressure coo1antinjection system, is provided to supplement the low-pressure core
spray system and reflood the core. This latter coolant injection
system utilizes independent pumps and has adequate capacity to protect
the core follOWing even a large break.
1.3.5 Containment
systems of -current-design BWRs generally provide both
"primary" and "secondary" containment. The former is a steel pressure
vessel surrounded by reinforced concrete and designed to withstand
peak transient pressures which might occur in the most severe of the
postulated, though unlikely, loss-of-coo1ant accidents. This primary
containment employs a "drywe11", enclosing the entire reactor vessel
and its recirculation pumps and piping, which is connected through
large ducts to a lower-level pressure-suppression chamber which
stores a large pool of water as shown in Figure 1-12. Under accident
conditions, valves in the main steam lines from the reactor to the
turbine-generators would automatically close, and any steam escaping
from the reactor system would be released entirely within the drywe11.
The resUlting increase in drywe1l pressure would force the air-steam
mixture in the drywell down into and through the water in the pressuresuppression chamber, where the 8team would be completely condensed.
Steam released through the pressure relief valves of the automatic
depressurization system also would be condensed in the preS8ure8uppresion pool, and this pool serves as one source of water for the
emergency core cooling system. Systems for the control of combustib1e
gases from meta1-water reactions and radio1ytic decomposition of the
water are also provided to assure that flammable concentrations are
not reached in the containment.
Con~ainment
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1.11e secondary containment system is the reactor bui.lc1ing which houses
the reactor and ita primary containment system; a typical on-line
system appears in Figure 1-13 and a schematic for the mast advanced
plants is shown in Figure 1-14. The buildings, substructures and
exterior walla up to a level above the top of the drywell are of
poured-in-place reinforced concrete. The secondary containment of
operating BWR plants i8 designed for law leakage, and has sealed joints
and interlocked double door entries. Under postulated accident cond:l.tiona, the normal building ventilation system automatically would shut
dawn and the building would be exhaust-ventilated (so as to maintain a
slight negative pressure therein) by two parallel standby systems wh:l.ch
elischarge through the plant stack or roof exhaust systell, to minimize
ground-level exfiltration possibilities. '!bese gas treataent systems
include high-efficiency particulate air (llEPA) filters and solid
adsorbenta for trapping radioactive halogens, particularly iodine;
that might have leaked from the primary containment.
Tbe IR08 t advanced BWR plants use a separate free-s tanding leak-tigh t
containment shell inside of a sealed building (see Figure 1-14) whiCb
provides a further barrier to the escape of gaseous effluents, as well
88 shielding to further reduce the escape of radiation emanating from
the reactor proper.
1.4

EFFLUENT TREAl'MEN'r EQUIPMENT (GASEOUS EFFLUENTS AND LIQUID WASTES)

Nuclear power plants require equipment for the control of rac1ioactive
material, wherever it may be encountered in the plant outside of the
fuel rocls. Small quantities of raelioactive and nonradioactive gases
as well as soluble and insoluble solicls are formed in the primary coolant
system by neutron activation and corrosion; additional quantities may
enter the primary system from leaks in the fuel cladc1ing. Some of these
raelioactive materials enter the liquid wastes from the primary coolant
sys tam through leaks that develop in the equipment used to purify the
coolant. Gases that must be withdr..-n from the coolant loop are diverted
to off-gas systems. Additional leakage from fuels with failed cladd:l.ng
can occur during refueling operations or during storage of the spent fuel
under water in canals.
'l'he atmosphere in the reactor containment and fuel storage areas, anel in
other areas where the leakage of radioactive gases may be expected,
generally are monitored and the gases passed through charcoal adsorbera
and filters to remove radioactive materials, if necessary, prior to the
controlled release of the gases, although this was. not always done in the
earlier COIIIIIIercial plants. Other gaseous effluents, such as the large
volumes of reactor and turbine building air, generally are 1IIIDni tored and
discharged directly to the atmosphere at roof level. All plant liquid
wastes, including that from laundry and showers, are monitored and treated
as necessary, before release to the environment.
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Conventional waste treatment systems are designed to concentrate and
contain radioactive materials by means of filtration and holdup for gases
and by demineralization, filtration, and evaporation for l.iquids. The
treatment processes are briefly described in this section. Figures 1-15
through 1-18 show schematically the gsseous and liquid waste treatment
ByS tema typical of recently built BWR and PWR plants (Ref. 7).
These
sys tams are more complex than those in earlier plants, and not all of the
newer plants use the same treatment devices. For example, some PWR plants
avoid producing steam. generator blowdown (the purging of their secondary
coolant stream. to remove impurities) by passing the full flow of circulating
secondary coolant through demineralizers. Others cool a fraction of the
secondary coolant flow and pass it through blowdown dem1neralizers before
discharging or recycling it (Figure 1-17); and some plants pasa a blowdown
stream. through a flash tank, from which a part vaporizes and is recondensed
in the turbine condenser (Figure 1-16) and part drains to the liquid waste
treatment system (Figure 1-17). The experience with the release of effluents
from nuclear plants is discussed in Chapter 4.0.
National and international R&D on nuclear-related problems in this field
have been reviewed at AEC Air Cleaning Conferences (see Ref. 8) held in
the USA during the last two decades. These conferences facilitate the
critical review of on-going research and development, ensure that (nonproprietary) studies are truly amenable to industrial application, and make
available the results of the federally-supported R&D to all interested
vendors.
1.4.1 Recombination
The inteuse gamma radiation in the core of an LWR decomposes a small
portion of the coolant water to produce hydrogen and oxygen gases
continually
the reactor operates. In a PWR, the primary loop is
maintained under a pressure of hydrogen and nitrogen and the radiolytic
hydrogen and oxygen gases continuously recombine to form water. In a
BWR, the radiolytic gases and the radioactive gases from leaks in the
fuel cladding enter the gaseous effluent from the turbine (Fig. 1-15),
making it desirable to provide a device in the gaseous waste treatment
system to recombine the gaseous hydrogen and oxygen to form water.
Recombination thus reverses the effect of radiation decomposition of
the water, and - after condensation of the steam that is formed decreases the volume of the gas that mus t be treated.

as

A typical recombiner consists of a replaceable cartridge or bed
containing a catalyst in a steel tank. The catalyst, is generally an
array of metal strips or a ceramic material (e.g., alumina pellets) that
has been precoated with finely divided particles of platinum or palladium.
Provisioas are made for heating and cooling of the bed to maintain its
temperature between approximately 250 and 900·F, as dictated by the
specific flowsheet. At lower temperatures the recombination is less
effective and liquid water may condense in the bed and inhibit diffusion
of gas to the catalys t. At higher temperatures the catalys t has a shorter
. 11fe.
.
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Typically, -the feed gas to a recombiner contains a small amount of
hydrogen (controlled to less than 4 vol %), along with oxygen, inert
diluents (steam, n1trogen, etc.) and small quantities of radioactive
materials. The hydrogen to diluent ratio is monitored and controlled
to miD1mize the possibility of uncontrolled combustion of hydrogen and
oxygen upstream of the recombiner. The catalyst beds in recombiners
gradually lose their effectiveness 1£ they become chemically "poisoned"
by 1i1aterials such as iodine. To avoid this, multiple recombiners in
parallel are used and provisions are made for periodic replacement of
the cartridge or bed of catalyst.
1.4.2 Delay-Decay Storage
Iodine, krypton and xenon constitute the major radiation hazards in
effluent gases from commercial LWRs and only the iodine is chemically
reactive; consequently, physical methods must be used to delay the
release to the atmosphere of these gases.
The amount of radioactive gaseous materials released to the environment
can be significantly reduced by storing the gases for a sufficiently long
period of t t . to allow the short-lived radionuclides to decay to very
low levels. This is accomplished at BWR plants by retaining the gases
for a minimum of 30 min in large holdup pipes or by adsorbing the radioactive gases on large charcoal beds for periods of approximately 16 hr
for radioactive krypton and 9 days for radioactive xenon (Fig. 1-15); at
PWR plants, the gases from the primary coolant are retained in storage
tanks for 30 to 60 days before release (Fig. 1-16). In the case of
BWR's, the gases retained for the shorter periods of time are released
to a tall stack to obtain a greater dilution and dispersion of the gases.
In the case of PWR's, the gases retained for the longer periods are
released from roof vents. At such time as it may become necessary to
1solate specific gases from the environment for very long periods of
time, systems with highly efficient separations capability (for each
specific radioactive gas) will need to be devised and incorporated in
the effluent control systems involved (See Chapter 7.0).
1.4.3

Filtration

High Efficiency Particulate

Air (UIPA) filters have been used effectively
in the nuclear industry to purify gaseous effluents (see Figures 1-15 &
1-16) •. The standard filter units are assembled into modules that have a
cross section of 24 in. z 24 in. and a depth of 11-1/2 in. The nominal
capacity of each module is 1000 cubic feet per minute (cfm) of air. 'l'he
filter _dium is a pleated mat of woven fiberglass ~

'lbe Bcceptance* requirements on n_ UEPA filters specify that the filter
must have an efficiency of 99.97% when tested with uniformly sized
particles of 0.3 micron diameter. * Generally, the filter will remove at
*H:I.l1tary Specificati~D8, Filter, Particulate. MIL-F-51068C dated
8 June 1970.
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least 99.97% of particles that are larger than this size. To prolong
the life of the HEPA filters, a bak of roughing or pre filters normally
precedes the bank or banks of HElA filtea.
Air filtration can be used to purify the large volu.s of gaseous
effluents discharged frOll COIltain_nt buildings, gas decay storage
tanks, and auxiliary buildings. In addition, the filters can retain
radioactive iodiDe (normally a gas) which has been adsorbecl by nall
solid' particles.
Protection against the release of radioiodine is normally accomplished
by iDstalling a bank of charcoal adsorbers 1.mIIlediate1y after the bank
of HEPA filtea. These adsorbers, containing activated charcoal, are
also made in aoclular UDits that have basically the s.- size and air
flow capacity as the HEPA modules.
1.4.4

Demineralization (Ion Exchange)

DemiDeralizers are used to remove dissolved materials from reactor
coolant water and various liquid wastes. They CODsist of steel
tanks filled with a bed of ion exchange resins, which are organic
particles having the appearance of fine sand. The resins have been
chemically treated so that they can adsorb ad retain dissolved
materials, both radioactive ad nonradioactive. The removal
efficiency of ion exchange resins is very high for such dissolved
materials when a fresh bed of resin is used, but the removal
efficiency decreases as the resin becomes saturated with adsorbed
materials.
The de1l1neralizer beds ca be regenerated to remove the absorbed
impurities; those used to purify river or lake water for use in the
reactor system are regenerated and reused. The ions removed frOll
the purified water are, thus, retumed to the river along with the
small amounts of neutralized acid and alkali that are used for
regeneration. However, the dem1.nearl1zer beds used to purify radioactive waste waters generally are used OII.ly ODce; thus, the resins
contaiDing the absorbed radionucl1des constitute a source of solid
waste from the plant.
1.4.S

EVaporation

Evaporation is used to concentrate radioactive contaminants in
aqueous wastes by bol1ing off the water, leaving behind most
dissolved and suspended solida. Evaporators for radioactive waste
can vary frOll simple pots with stea heating pipes coiled inside to
elaborate devices which have puaps to circulate the feed through
outside heaters ad compressors to provide more heat efficiency
frOil the hot vapors. (vapor compression evaporators). Satisfactory
operation can be obtained from simple evaporators equipped with
adequate auxiliaries to achieve the decODtainatiOD factor required.
Depending GIl the aount of dissolved solids in the vaste fed to an
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evaporator, a volume reduction of 10 to 50 can usually be achieved in
the radioactive concentrate.
A level of radioactive material in the distillate as much as 10,000
times below than that in the concentrates can be achieved. To achieve
good separation, it is necessary to avoid foaming and entrainment. In
view of this, laundry wastes containing detergents or other foam producing
materials are normally not evaporated.

1.4.6 Liquid Filtration
Filters are normally used to remove suspended solids from liquid waste.
Cartridge-type filters are changed when either high pressure-drop or
high radioactivity conditions occur. To avoid manual handling of
radioactive filter elements and media, filters can be provided with a
backwash cycle to permit the flow to be reversed or clean water to be
introduced to break the accumulated cake or sludge away from the filter
elements. Deformation of filter elements caused by an excessive
pressure buildup from plugging has been experienced. To avoid these
difficulties, filtration is stopped when the pressure drop rises several
pounds per square inch above normal. Pressure drops caused by bridging
of. solids on the filter can be controlled by periodically backwashing
the filter and bubbling steam into the filter tank to break up the soUd
bridges. All backwashing fluids IIlUSt be accommodated in some effluent
processing system at the facility.
Because laundry wastes -contain such low levels of radioactivity, the
associated filters can usually be handled manually. Cartridge-type
filters are normally used for this application. The cartridges are
changed when the pressure drop across them becomes high.

1.4.7 Centrifugation
Centrifuges separate suspended solids from liquids through the use of
centrifugal force. Basically, a centrifuge is a cylinder or bowl that is
rotated at high velocity about its axis by an electric motor. Usually,
liquids containing suspended radioactive materials are continuously fed
to the centrifuge. The separated solids are retained at the walls of the
bowl by centrifugal force while the clarified liquid overflows and passes
to a surge tank. Periodically, the accumulated solids are ~emoved by
interrupting the flow of feed liquid and washing the solids into a hopper;
such solids subsequently are packaged for solid wastes disposal.
Centrifuges are normally used in waste treatment systems to dewater a1udges
(that result from evaporation and filtration), as a _&DB of preparing the
solids for packaging and shipment.
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1.4. 8 Dl'WIIIIl1ng
Drumming of such solid wastes as those resulting from incorporation of
evaporator concentrates is used to prepare such process wastes for offsite disposal. The liquid concentrates are mixed with a binder material
such as cement to form an impervious, free standing solid. The mixture
is allowed to harden in 55 gallon drums or other suitable shipping
containers to facilitate mechanical handling operations.
Miscellaneous compressible waste such as rags, paper, etc. that are
contaminated are compacted into 55 gallon drums for off-site disposal.
1.4.9 Tritium Discharge
The waste treatment methods described in sections 1.4.4 through 1.4.7
and in Figs. 1-17 and 1-18 do not re1llOve tritium from water; in fact,
there is no economical method for separating waste tritium from water
today. Tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, is formed in the
primary coolant of light water reactors by the action of neutrons on
water and materials dissolved in the water and from leakage from
failed fuel elements (see Chapter 4.0).
In both PWRs and BWRs, any of the primary coolant water which leaves
the primary system is collected, purified by demineralization or
evaporation, and most of the water is recycled back to the primary
coolant system. Since tritium is not separated from the water by
such treatment, it remains in the primary coolant inventory. Some
waste waters .leak from or are withdrawn from this system; consequently,
some tritium is discharged from the reactors in these waste waters.
Some recent reactor system (plant design and operating procedures)
cClllcepts have proposed to recycle all liquids and provide for containment
of all primary-system gases (with selective retention of radioactive gases
UDti1 the radiological hazard has decayed to acceptable levels).
However, these conceptual systems have not been operated nor have the
concepts been verified, as yet; potential prob1e1il8 remaining UDdefined,
include (1) the increased loss of tritium as water vapor (humidity) in
ventilation air as the tritium inventory builds up, and (2) the storage
or shipment and the final disposal of tritiated water, including the
determination of the quantity of excess water which may occur.
1.5

FUEL

REPROCESSING

PLANTS

(REF. 9)

Nuclear reactor fuel elements 1II1st be replaced periodically as they begi.n
to suffer from depletion of fissile fuel material, accumulation of fis8ion
products, 8Dd other UDfavorable irradiation effects. Each year, typical
large power reactors discharge from 25 to 40 tons of spent fuel, in 60 to
200 fuel assemblies (elements). These spent fuel elements are sources of
heat and intense radioactivity. The radioactive_tena1s consist of-·
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f1a8ion products, hardware that has become radioactive from exposure to
neutroDS in the reactor, residual fuel material, and elements such as
_riciua and curium that are fOJ:Dled from neutron capture in the fuel
materials.
'Dle function of a fuel reprocessing plant 18 to recover the residual
fuel materials, uranium and plutonium, in a pure form suitable for re-use
and to isolate radioactive wastes for storage and ultimate disposal. rile
spent fuel 18 transported from the reactor to the reprocessing plant in
heavy, shielded casks after a normal period of storage at the reactor of
about 150 days, which allows for decay of greater than 95% of the sources
of heat and radioactivity of the fuel.
Commercial fuel reproceSSing plants use recovery processes that are
variatioDS of the recovery process that has been used in USABC fadlitf.es
for many years. In these processes the fuel elements are mechanically
sheared into short lengths, the exposed fuel materials are dissolved in
nitric acid, and the dissolved uranium and plutonium are separated from.
fission products using a liquid solvent extraction process (see Techni~
Notes 1.5). The process treatment steps in a reprocessing plant are
described in the follOWing sections and are illustrated in a schematic
flowaheet in Figure 1-19.
Production-scale reprocessing of irradiated low-enrichment nuclear fuels
has been accomplished at the ABC plants in Richland, Washington and
Sav8llllah R1ver, South Carolina for more than twenty years. The ABC
Chemical Processing Plant at the National Reactor Test Station in Idaho
has been operated, as required, over the past twenty years to recover
highly-enriched uranium from irradiated nuclear fuelS.
The first commercial plant (Ref. 10) in the U. S. for reprocessing
irradiated nuclear fuels is the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) facility in
West Valley, N. Y. It began operation in 1966 with a nominal capacity
of 300 metric tons per year of low-enriched uranium fuels irradiated in
light water power reactors; presently the plant is shut-down and is be:l.ng
mOdified to increase its reprocessing capacity and to up-grade its process
flowsheet.
The Mid-west Fuel Recovery Plant (MFRP), built for General Electric
Company in Morris, Illinois (Ref. 10), 18 expected to begin operations
in 1973 with a nominal capacity of 300 metric tons per year of lowenriched uranium fuels irradiated in light water power reactors.
A third coauercial plant (Ref. 10), the BarDWell Nuclear Fuel Plant
(BNFP), is being constructed in Barnwell County, South Carolina for
Allied-Gulf Nuclear Services and is scheduled to initiate operations
in 1974 with a nominal fuel reprocessing capacity of 1500 metric tons
per year of low-enriched uranium fuels.
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION
The separations of dissolved chemicals by contacting two insoluble
liquid phases, one serving as the source of the separable chemica 1s,
are known as liquid-extraction operations.
For example, uranium values * are leached from ores in aqueous
of acid or alkali during milling operations.

If an

sol~tions

aqueous-insol~ble

organic phase capable of preferentially complexing and dissolving
uranium is mixed with this aqueous phase, the uranium values can be
selectively extracted int9 the organic phase while leaving the watersoluble bnpurities as waste in the aqueous phase.
Although only part of the uranium may be extracted in a single contacting, the equilibrated phases can be separated from each other and the
aqueous phase can be contacted with successive portions of fresh organic
phase until the uranium extraction is nearly quantitative.

The

e~tracted

uranium is then stripped from the organic phase by successive contact:fn gs
with clean aqueous phase whose composition is tailored to strip uranium
back into an aqueous

environme~t.

(The resulting uranium-free organic

phase then can be recycled for extraction of more uranium from fresh
ore-leach solutions.)

*

The portion of uranium ore that is valuable for use as nuclear fuels.
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1.S.1 Fuel Receiving and Storage
The spent fuel arrives at the plant in a shipping cask carried by truck,
barge, or railroad car. The lower picture in Figure 1-20 illustrates a
rail cask which is designed to carry highly-irradiated fuels. The cask
is designed to hold either 7 PWR or 18 BWR fuel assemblies and weighs
6S tons. The upper picture shows a currently used cask mounted on a
railroad car. This latter cask weighs 7S tons and is designed to carry
10 PWR fuel elements. Cask walls contain an approximately 4- or 10-in.thick layer of depleted-uranium* or lead, respectively, contained within
2 in. of steel. These dense materials act as a shield to prevent the
passage of radiation (gamma rays) from the fuel through the cask wall.
The heat from the radioactive fuel is dissipated to the air by the
finned outer surface or to cooling water circulated through lengthwise
channels in the· cask wall. When encountered, a defective fuel assembly
is sealed in an aluminum container prior to shipment to prevent the
leakage of radioactive solids or gases into the shipping carrier or fuel
storage pool.
The cask is lifted from the transport vehicle by a crane and lowered
to the bottom (more than SO feet below the water level) of the cask
unloading pool (Fig. 1-21). The water provides shielding from the
radiation when the fuel is removed from the cask and all fuel handling
and storage operations are conducted below a safe water depth. The
sealed end of the cask is unbolted and the fuel elements are transferred to storage canisters which then are stored in storage racks in
the adjacent fuel storage pool.
The pool water is purified continuously by passage through a filter and a
demineralizer (Sect. 1.4.4) which remove both radioactive and nonradioactive dissolved materials. The small amounts (see Chapter 4.0) of
radioactive gases that may be released through defective cladding and 10
to 12 feet of pool water are diluted by large volumes of ventilation air,
purified by filtration, and discharged up the plant stack or from the
roof vent. An underwater hood can be placed directly above a canister
containing defective fuel to collect and carry gases to the stack off-gas
system.
Accidental criticality during normal fuel receiving and storage operations
(and during credible accidents associated with such operations) has been
precluded by: (a) imposing limitations on the batch size for each type
of reactor fuel assembly (or fuel geometry) during all intra-facility
transfer and handling operations; (b) specifically designing all of the
associated fuel handling and transfer systems to implement adherence to
*The U-238 will not present a radioactivity hazard since it is not
exposed to a large enough fast neutron flux to induce fission
within the cask shield.
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Upper - 75-Ton Rail Cask Currently Used For 10 PWR Fuel Assemblies.
Lower - 65-Ton Rail Cask Designed For Shipping Highly-Irradiated
Fuels - 7 PWR or 18 BWR Fuel Assemblies.
VALVE lOX

CORRUGATED STAINLESS
STEel OUTER JACKET

Fig. 1-20

Spent Fuel Shipping Cask.
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Figure 1-21
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these fuel batch limits; and (c) administrative controls of all nuclear
materials by the responsible licensee.
1.5.2 Reprocessing Feed Preparation
Shearing
The first step in reprocessing irradiated nuclear fuels, after removal
of the process tube and end-hardware of the fuel assembly, is to shear
the long fuel assemblies into approximately 1-in pieces to expose the
fuel material for subsequent dissolution in nitric acid. Presently,
this is accomplished by repeated cyclic operation of a hydraulica11ypowered shear blade. An experimental shear, shear blade, and simulated
unirradiated fuel are shown in Figure 1-22. In practice, the sheared
fuel may be collected in a stainless steel cylindrical basket for
transfer to the fuel dissolver, or may be dropped directly into a
basket in the dissolver.
Dissolution
In the dissolver, the fuel material containing the uranium, plutonium
and fission products is dissolved in nitric acid, leaving the cladding
hulls as a residue. The dissolver solution containing the uranium,
plutonium, other actinides and fission products is assayed accurately
and transferred to the feed tank for the purification process. Both
batch and semi-continuous dissolutions of fuel are practiced, today.
In the batch-type dissolver shown in Figure 1-23, the fuel is loaded
into baskets and after dissolution the basket containing the residua1
hulls is withdrawn from the dissolver. In a tray-type dissolver, the
fuel material would be dissolved out of the sheared segments of fuelcladding as they move through the tray; at the outlet, the residual
hulls would be dumped into a rinse solution for final decontamination.
In either case, the residual hulls are examined (visually and/or by
radiation monitor) to assure that fuel dissolution is complete. The
hulls are then placed in containers and transferred to the solid waste
storage area. These hulls constitute an appreciable fraction of the
solid radioactive waste volume that is generated by the fuel
reprocessing plant.
1.5.3 Fuel Purification and Packaging
Uranium and plutonium in irradiated fuels usually are recovered and
purified by a solvent extraction process in which an extractant
dissolved in an immiscible solvent (tributy1 phosphate dissolved in
dodecane or kerosene) is vigorously mixed with the aqueous dissolver
solution. Reprocessing conditions are adjusted so that the uranium
and plutonium preferentially transfer into the organic solvent, and
the fission products remain in the acidic waste water. The co-extracted
uranium and plutonium then are separated from one another in a sim11ar
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. Figure 1-22. Expernnenta1 2S0-Ton Shear, Shear Blade, and SUnu1ated Non-Radioactive Product
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Figure

1-23

Batch Dissolver for Spent Nuclear Fuel.
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second extraction operation. The waste liquids containing the fission
products are transferred to the waste treatment system. Any additional
product-decontamination operations (e.g. ion-exchange cleanup of the
plutonium product solution) are tailored to the specific contaminants
which are characteristic of the flowsheet in use and to the customer's
specifications.
Highly efficient separations are possible by this method such ~hat less
than one part in ten million of the fission products remain with either
the uranium or plutonium products. Achievement of this high separations
capability results, however, in the loss of a fraction of one percent of
the plutonium and uranium products in the fission product waste stream
(at concentrations too low to facilitate economically practical recovery
by today' s technology).
A hybrid reprocessing flowsheet is in use in one commercial reprocessing
plant, the Mid-west Fuel Reprocessing Plant (Ref. 10). The use of
solvent extraction, ion exchange and uranium fluorination processiq
steps accomplish (a) the initial separation of uranium and plutonium from
the fission products with solvent extraction, (b) separation of the
plutonium from the uranium and purification of the plutonium using ion
exchange, and (c) final purification of the uranium in a fluorination/
distillation step.
In solvent extraction operations, two types of equipment are used to mix
the solvent with the dissolver solution; pulse columns and centrifugal
contactors. A pulse column is a 20- to 3O-ft-high pipe filled with
perforated plates (Flg. 1-24). Two liquids with different densities
enter the pulse column at opposite ends and mix as they are pulsed
through the plates. The centrifugal contactor rapidly mixes and
separates such liquids by mechanical and centrifugal action. Figure 1-25
shows a 6-contactor unit (6 ft x 10 ft) which can process 60 gal/min,
equivalent to 6 tons of uranium per day.
the purified uranium and plutonium products are packaged in licensed
shipping containers and shipped to the fuel fabrication plant, either as
aqueous solutions or, as solid plutonium oxide, soliel uranium ouele or
liquiel uraniua hexafluoricle. The MFRP flowsheet produces a uranium
hexafluoride product for direct input to a uranium enrichment plant.
All of the solvent extraction reprocessing plants are considering (Ref. 11)
similar conversion of the recovered uranium to uranium hexafluoride for
direct recycle to a uranium enrichment plant. A critically-safe packaging
and shipping container for plutonium is shown in Figure_1-26; the dimeD8ions
are such that a nuclear chain reaction is physically impossible. Shipments
of product materials to fuel vendors are accOlllllOdated within applicable
Federal rules and regulations (10 CPR 71 and 49 CPR 170-199).
1.5.4 Treatment of Liquid Radioactive Effluents
'lbe latest reprocessing plants are designed to reduce to a practicable
ain1mum the re1e.. e of liquid radioactive effluent under normal operating
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Pulse Column Contactor for the Solvent Extraction Process.
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Figure

1-26 Packagin'g and Shipping Container for Fissionable Materials.
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conditions. Nonradioactive process cooling water is discharged
continuously and, if radioactive materials should leak into the cooling
water, the radiation detection/and diversion system would divert the
water to evaporators or to retention systems.
Evaporators concentrate miscellaneous plant waters that contain low
levels of radioactive materials. The concentrate containing the radioactive materials is sent to a waste storage tank.
Purified vapor is discharged up a 100-meter-high stack. This vapor
contains small amounts of radioactive tritium as tritiated water(see
Chapter 4.0). In some plants, low-level radioactive liquid wastes are
purified to the required limits by chemical precipitation and demineralization and discharged as liquid effluent. A general description of
demineralization is given in Sect. 1.4.4.
Higb-Level Radioactive Waste
The highly radioactive acidic wastes from the solvent extraction system
are concentrated by evaporation to decrease the volume to be stored and
to recover the nitric acid for reuse. A general description of evaporation is given in Section 1.4.5, and a typical evaporator is shown in
Figure 1-27. The amount of volume reduction achieved varies with the
fuel reprocessing conditions used, but generally is about 10 to 50-fold.
The vapor from the evaporator typically contains less than one-hundredthousandth of the radioactive material in the original waste, along with
nitric acid and water. The acid is separated for reuse and the water
vapor may be discharged up the stack or condensed and recycled as process
makeup. The evaporator concentrate may be sent to either a liquid waste
storage tank for interim storage or a feed tank for calcination to a dry
solid.
High-Level Radioactive Liquid Waste Storage
The concentrated liquid wastes from the evaporators contain essentially
all of the nonvolatile fission products from the spent fuel. This liquid
waste may be stored for an interim period, or calcined to a dry solid
before storage. Liquid wastes are stored as acidic solutions in stainless
steel tanks, or as alkaline solutions and slurries in carbon steel tanks.
The tanks range in capacity from about 100,000 to 1 million gallons.
Experience accumulated with tank storage of high-level radioactivity waste
solutions has not been uniformly good (Ref. 12). The causes of tank
failures to date are believed to be well understood and corrective
measures have been incorporated in the designs of waste storage tanks now
under construction. The inability to guarantee long-term integrity of
these systems haa relegated their continued acceptance to interim storage
applications (See Chapter 4.0).
.
Waste storage tanks are in underground stainless steel-lined concrete
vaults (Figure 1-36, Section 1.5.2) which are provided with instrumented
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sumps to continuously monitor integrity of the contained tanks. Decay
heat is removed during storage
by use of water-cooling coils submerged in
\
the waste. The tanks are equipped with devices for measuring temperatures
and liquid levels, detecting leaks, and agitating the contents. They are
also equipped with emergency facilities to maintain cooling and other
essential services. Federal regulations require the solidification of the
wastes within a 5-year period, and transfer to a Federal repository within
10 years.
High-Level Radioactive Waste Solidification
Four processes have been developed for converting liquid wastes to solid
forms which are amenable to shipment and long-term storage in a Federal
repository (Fig. 1-28). (Ref. 12). A waste solidification facility at
the National Reactor Test Station in Idaho has been operational for
several years. It has converted about 2 million gallons of radioactive
wastes, generated by the processing of highly-enriched fuels (Refs •. 13
& 14), to about 30,000 cu. ft. of granular solids, using fluidized-bed
calcination techniques.
In the Waste Solidification Engineering Prototypes at Battelle Northwest
Laboratory, the solidification of simulated wastes from the reprocessing
of power reactor fuels has been demonstrated using several different
processes. (Ref. 15). More than 50 million curies of radioactive fission
products were processed and the solid products were sealed in stainless
. steel containers six to twelve inches in diameter and eight feet long.
The products from these various solidification processes are described in
Table 1-1.
The Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant is presently performing process-shakedown
operations on both its fuel recovery flowsheet and the fluidized-bed
calcination process which will convert their high-level radioactive wastes
to solids, immediately following separation (and verification of contents).
1.5.5· Solid Radioactive Waste Storage and Burial
The stainless steel cylinders containing the solidified high-level wastes
are to be sealed (Fig. 1-29) and stored in racks under water in canals prior
to shipment to a Federal repository (Fig. 1-30). The circulating water will
remove the radioactive decay heat from the cylinders. The water will be
continuously monitored to detect leakage of radioactive materials and will
be purified as required. A failedwaste container would be resealed in a
larger cylinder.

A wide assortment of solid materials containing small amounts of radioactive
materials, relative to the high-level radioactive fission products waste,
constitute another important category of waste. These wastes may include
long-cooled fuel cladding hulls, described previously, if they can be shown
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Table 1-1

CHARACTERIST ICS OF SOLI DIFIED HIGH LEVEL WASTE
POT
CALCi'NE

SPRAY CALCINE
MELT

PHOSPHATE

FORM

MONOUTHIC

MONOLITHIC

MONOLITHIC

DEseRI PTION

SCALE

MICROCRYSTALLINE

GlASS
GLASS

I

....I

VI

BULK DENS ITY, 9/ ml

1.1 - 1. 5

2.7- 3.2

2.7- 3.0

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,
BTU / hr X ft X OF

0.15 - 0.25

0.4- 0.8

0.5- 1.0

w

MAXIMUM HEAT,
WAITS I I SOLID·
SOlUB ILiTY IN COLD
WATER g/ cm 2 - day

85
-1
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230
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10- 4 - 10-7

HARDNESS
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HARD

VERY HARD

FRIAB ILiTY
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TOUGH

BRITTLE

RESIDUAL NITRATE,
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'S 0.'05
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sO.005

9
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Figure 1-30 Concept of an Interim Storage Facility for Solidified High-Level
Radioactive Waste.

to be free. of plutonium and other hazardous actinides. Such was tea are
packaged and eventually will be buried above the groundwater table at
federal- and state-licensed facilities (Fig. 1-31).
1.5.6 Off-Gas Proc88sius and Cleanup
The gaseous effluents, including ventilation air, are treated to remove
chemical and radioactive contaminants before the gases are released, to
eDBure that off-site concentrations remain well below values required by
established regulations. The principal radioactive materials in the
off-gas are tritium, krypton-SS, iodine-131, iodine-129, and radioactive
particulates suspended in the air. The principal nonradioactive
contaminants are nitrogen oxidea.
Gas streams from the spent fuel shearing and dissolution steps, and frOID
venting of process vessels, contain the highest 8llounts of radioactive
materials. They are given exteDBive treatment to reaove radioactive
contaminants and nitrogen oxides prior to discharge through a tall stack
(as much as 100 meters high). Typically, the shear aDd dissolver offgases are combined with the noncondensible gases fr.om the evaporators and
contacted with a mercuric nitrate--nitric acid solution in a scrubber,
where about 99% of the iodine is removed, as seen in the flowsheet of
Figure 1-32. The gas then passes through a column where the nitrogen
oxides are absorbed in water.
At this point, the heated gas is combined with the off-gas from process
equipment for additional treatment. The combined streams pass through a
particulate filter, another scrubber and then through a silver-impregnated
zeolite adsorption bed. for further removal of iodine. Finally. it is
passed through high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters and, in SODle
cases, a deep-bed sand filter before being discharaed through the stack.
The air from the process cells and .other parts of the buildina also passes
through HEPA filters, or a deep-bed sand filter, before entering the stack.
(HEPA filters are described in Section 1.4.3.)
This type of treatment system (see Fig. 1-32) removes at least 99.9% of
the iodine.. from the off-aas and essentially all of the particulate
matter. The krypton-SS and tritiua (as tritiated water) are not reaoved
and are discharged quantitatively to the atlllOsphere. Atmospheric dispersal
of these radionuclides reduces the off-site concentrations to levels that
are well below those that are consider,d acceptable in current federal
regulations. Methods for the removal of krypton and xenon from the stack
*Current regulations do not specify limiting amounts of actinides in
these was tes; however, the anticipated volume of future cladding w_ tea
are large enough to warrant reconsideration.
**The aaseous effluent control system at the NFS fuel reprocessing plant
has not been this efficient, to date; however, the radio-iodine releases
from the plant have been only a small fraction of the licensed releaselimits for the site.
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Figure 1-31 Typical Burial Operations at a Federally Licensed Burial Ground
for the Storage of Low-Radiation-Level Solid Wastes.
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gases, and of tritium from process off-gases, are currently under
development (See Chapters 4.0 and 7.0).
1.5.7 Fuel Reprocessing Plant Description
art1a t '-s conception of a commercial fuel reprocessing plant currently
under cODStruction is shown in Figure 1-33. This plant, the Barnwell
Nuclear Fuel Plant (Ref. 16), is designed to process fuel at a rate of
1500 metric toIlS per year. The plant is located in a rural region of
low population on a site that has an area of about 1700 acrea. The
shortest distance from the main process building complex to privately
owned lands is approximately 1.25 miles.

Au

The main process operatioDS are housed within a 3-ft. to 5-l/2-ft.
thick-walled, heaVily-reinforced concrete central structure which is
approximately 60 ft. wide by 175 ft. long by 70 ft. high, including
the shielding .wall thicknesses. This central structure is subdivided
into smaller enclosures called cells, that are isolated from each other
by appropriate shielding and ventilation systems according to the radioactivity level, equipment maintenance system, and process function. A
longitudinal cross section of a typical plant is shown in Figure 1-34.
A cross section of a typical plant building is shown in Figure 1-35 and
provides additional information on the arrangement lof the process cells
and supporting areas.
Receiving and Storage Facilities
The fuel receiving a~d storage facility is to be used for unloading fuel
from shipping casks and short-term storage of the fuel prior to reprocessing. After the exterior and interior of the cask have been
monitored for radioactive contamination, the cask is to be trauaferred
to a 55-ft deep pit in the 'pool by a ISO-ton crane. The fuel elements
will be removed from the cask one at\a time and transferred to nuclearly
safe fuel storage racks by an unloading crane. The loaded racks will
then be transferred to the 28-ft-deep pool storage area. Provisions
are made for isolating damaged fuel elements in the pool and routing
any radioactive gas to the process ventilation system for cleanup.
The pool is provided with cooling, an emergency water addition system,
and a continuous system for water clarification and removal of radioactivity. Portioua of the pool walls and bottom are lined with stainless
steel for additional integrity. A water leakage collection and
monitoring system is provided to detect and confine any leakage from the
pool structure to prevent migration into the ground.
Remote Maintenance Process Cell
Within the Process Building a remote-maintenance process cell and a roW
of contact maintenance process cells are located side by side, sharing
a common shielding wall. The remote maintenance process ~_ell contaiua
the fuel element shear, the dissolvers, the firat cycle solvent extraction contactora. and evaporators for highly radf:Qactive solutioos.
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Figure 1-33 Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant.
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Cross-Section of a Typical Fuel Reprocessing Plant.

Remotely-operated manipulators and maintenance cranes are provided for
routine process operations and for equipment removal, repair, and
replacement wi thout entry into the cell. '!'hese operations will be
viewed and controlled from galleries above and beside the cell. These
work areas are shielded with 5-1/2 ft of concrete or the equivalent in
shielding glass windows. Facilities are provided for repair of the
manipulators and cranes, cleanup of contaminated equipment that is to
be removed for repair, and for packaging and removal from the plant of
radioactive solid wastes.
The remote maintenance cell and the contact maintenance cells are
provided with stainless steel floor pans to contain spilled fluids.
Sumps within the floor pans are provided with piping and pumps such
that spilled fluids may be returned to the process.
Contact Maintenance Process Cells
'!'he contact maintenance process cells are divided by shielding walls
according to their level of radioactivity and process function. The
Higb Level Cell contains tanks for collecting feed solutions for the
first cycle of solvent extraction and equipment for removal of nitrates
from higb-activity waste solutions· prior to sending them to the waste
storage tanks. The High-Intermediate Level Cell contains the off-gas
Chemical treatment equipment, the solvent extraction equipment for
separating plutonium from uranium, eqUipment for treatment and recycle
of the organic solvent from the first extraction cycle, the general
purpose evaporator, and equipment for concentration of low-activity
wast.fl. '!'he Plutonium Process Cell contains equipment for the first and
second cycle plutonium purification systems, and vessels for plutonium
storage. The Intermediate Level Cell contains equipment for the second
cycle uranium extraction system, for final purification of uranium, for
recovery of nitric acid, for treatment and recycle of the organic
solvent from the se~ond extraction cycle and for the waste solvent
burner.
Liquid Waste Interim Storage Facility
MOst high-level liquid waste from commercial fuel reprocessing operations
will be stored as a highly-concentrated, slightly-acidic solution in
cooled, corrosion-resistant, l40,OOO-gal stainless steel tanks (see
Figure 1-36). One possible combination m:l.ght be three high-level waste
tanks which are contained in a stainless steel-lined, concrete vault
that is buried under about 10 ft of earth for shielding. '1'wo other
waste tanks (one a spare) are provided in a separate part of the vault
for interim storage of less radioactive liquid wastes from the general
purpose waste evaporator. rhese latter wastes do not require cooling
for heat removal.
All piping, tanks, structures above and below ground, and cooling systems
associated with the waste storage system are designed with hiah integrity
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Figure 1-36 Schematic Illustration of Waste Tanks for High- and Low-level
Radioactive liquid Wastes.
.

of containment and redundancy of containment and services to ensure
isolation of radioactive materials from the environment. Process
piping to and from the waste tanks is encased. Ventilation air from
the vessels (used to dilute hydrogen that is formed from radiolytic
decomposition of water) is routed to appropriate vessel off-gas- and .
ventilation treatment systems in the main process building.
Each high-level waste tank has sets of cooling coils, including spares,
to remove the design maximum heat load of about 30 ,000 ,000 Btu/hr from.
the stored waste. -Cooling water circulates through a closed loop system
from the tank coils to a heat exchanger and circulation pump. '!be heat
exchanger is cooled with well water and the uncontaminated cooling water
discharges to the 60,000,000 gallon cooling pond and then to the creek.
Spare heat exchanger cooling loops are provided to ens-ute cooling under
normal and accident conditions. A backup emergency cooling system is
also provided. It consists of duplicate diesel-driven pumps, each
capable of supplying the total cooling demand, that recirculate water
from the cooling pond through the heat exchangers.
'lbe primary and secondary COOling water systems are monitored to detect
any radioactive leakage into them and the waste tanks and tank vaults
are iDS trumented to detect any leaks or abnormal si tuations • '!bese
signals are transmitted to the control room and corrective measures can
be manually or automatically initiated from the control room, depending
on the particular situation. If a tank leaks, the contents can be transferred to the spare tank space and the stainless steel vault liner is
large enough to contain the contents of an entire waste tank.
Corrosion surveillance coupons consisting of samples of the materials of
CODS truction used in the was te tanks are exposed to the was te solutions
in the tanks. Periodically, these coupons are removed and examined to
detect any corrosion of the tank. A substantial corrosion allowance
(extra wall thickness) is provided in the design of the waste tanks and
prOvisions are made to ensure the continued integrity of the waste tank
vault stainless steel liners.
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THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
CHAPTER 2.0

BASIC PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICES FOR ASSURING SAFETY
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 opened nuclear energy to large-scale commercial development in this country. It emphasized that the l\ealth and
safety of the public are always to be matters of prime concern in all such
endeavors. The Act* placed responsibility upon the Atomic Energy Commission for the regulation of the production and utilization of nuclear
energy and made it unlawful " ••• for any person within the United States
to transfer or receive in interstate commerce, manufacture, produce,
transfer, acquire, possess, use, import, or export any utilization or
production facility except under and in accordance with a license
issued by the [Atomic Energy] Commission ••• II The Act also created
the autonomous Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to " ••• review
safety studies and facility license application ••• and ••• advise the
[Atomic Energy] Commission with regard to the hazards of proposed or
existing reactor facilities and the adequacy of proposed reactor safety
standards ••• "
In carrying out this statutory responsibility, the ABC has promulgated a
body of Rules of Procedure and Regulatory Standards which govern the
licensing of nuclear facilities and which is administered by a regulatory
staff. These are revised and updated regularly and many additional
standards are under development or are plaUDed for the future. This part
of the Government's role is described in some detail in Chapter 3.0. The
discussion here concerns the basic philosophy which guides the formulation
of the ABC lbIles of Procedure and llegulatory Standards, and which is the
basis of industrial practices. This philosophy is frequently called
"defense in depth." The reader ahould note that while discussion of
safety philosophy in this report is frequently directed to the nuclear
power plant, the aame basic philosophy applies to other elements of the
fuel cycle, such as fuel reproc..aing plants, taking into consideration
their important characteristics and differences.
It is also important to note that, notwithstanding the Government's
regulatory responsibility and the provisions of the Price-Anderson
Indemnity Act of 1957 (see Chapter 8.0), the primary responsibility
for safety and reliability of any nuclear facility rests with the
owner and operator of that facility. Since economic utilization of
a plant and protection of the larae plant investment· are dependent
upon that plant's safe and reliable operation, licensees are hiahly
.,tivated to achieve maximum levels of safety and reliability. In
the final analysis, safety, reliability and economics are cloaely
coupled and all are of prt.ary concern to the owner/operatora of
facilities.
*Atomic EneraY Act of 1954 as8ll8llde4.
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2.1

DBSIGBPBILOSOPHY'" mE "TBllEELEVELS OF SAFETY

Previous _tion baa been made of the use of m1tip1e, succeaaive barriers
againat the 8SCape of radioactivity from nuclear facilities. Such features
are basic to the desiga. of nuclear power plants, fuel reprocessing plants,
waste diapoaa1 facilities, or any other faci1itiea and actioJl8 (e.g.,
shipping ad storage) which involve significant quantities of radioactivity.
Of equal 11IIportance, however, is the need to assure that these barriers will
DOt be jeopardized by abllOmal occurrences (e.g., equipment failure, hUlll8Jl
error, or natural pheno_a - such as earthquakes). In thia regard, the
industzy strives to protect the plant, the plant operators, and the health
and safety of the public by application of a "defenae in depth" design
philosophy. A COIlv_ient 1II8thod of deacribing this "defense in depth" is
to discuss it in the broader COllcept of three levels of safety. The
three levela concern different deaign considerations, but these n~cessar11y
~ter.sh ad overlap, so that distinctioJl8 as to whether certain design
features be10ng to OIIe or the other of these levels are somewhat arbitrazy.
2.1.1

The First Level of Safety
PRECEPT:

DBSIQl lOll JWtIMUK SAFETY IN NOIMAL OPEIArIOli
AN» MAXIMUM TOLERANCE FOR SYSTEM MALI'UHCTIONS. USE
DBSIQl PEATUUS INHERENTLY FAVORABLE TO SAFE OPERATION;
EMPHASIZE QUALITY, REDUNDANCY, ,INSPECTABILITY AND
TESTABILITY PRIOR TO ACCEPTANCE FOR SUSTAINED
OOHHERCIAL OPERATION AND OVER THE PLANT LIFETIME

A si1lplifled, but correct, stata.nt of the first level phUosophy is
to "siga. and build the plant so it will operate as it is intended with a
higb degree of reliabUity. This state1ll8nt does DOt cODvey, however, the
breadth, depth and thoroughness of activities involved in first level safety
COIlsiderationa. That ia, the first level addresses the prevention of
accidents through the intrinsic features of the design of the plant,
including the quality, redundancy, testability and inspectabi1ity of co.!""
ponents. Those components essential to the safe control of the reactor
ad plant are designed to fall into a safe state, if loss of _ergy or
other adverse cODditions are experienced.
Analyses are made, ad test progr_ are conducted, to find those types of
malfunctions or faults that could affect reliability of operation, so that
they can be guarded against by desiga., quality assurance, or fail-safe
features, as appropriate. Another essential element of the first level
philosophy i. that significant deficiencies encountered during cODstruction,
testing ad operation of plants DUst be recorded, analyzed and cODlDunicated
to designers and operators of other plants, such as to correct or avoid
s1ll11ar adverse experience in the future. The following are so_ specific
examples of first level safety considerations.
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1.

The selection of fuel, coolant and core structural materials which,
in combination, will have inherent stability and safety characteristics, as verified by data from experiments to simulate reactor
core behavior (and as further verified by measurements preliminary
to and during actual plant operation).

2.

The selection and use of structural materials whose physical properties
(e.a., strength, ductility) are well known from prior measurements,
not only in the initial, unirradiated condition, but also throughout
their expected service life. Much nuclear equipment is similar to
that which has been used in fossil plants so a vast amount of
information is available on the performance of such equipment.
Design safety margins (e.g., the provision of extra strenath in
a structural member, beyond that kn~ to be needed for normal
operating conditions) must, in the ease of nuclear plants, include
provision for changes with time, particularly for those structures
subjected to radiation damage from intense neutron and gamma
radiation in the operating reactor.

3.

Design of components in a manner to allow continuous or periodic
monitorina for signs of changes, wear and/or inCipient failure of
parts. Placement of components to allow ease of access for testing, mainte118J1ce and repair. As IIOre plants accU1lllllate operating
experience, data obtained from failures and malfunctions encountered
during testing, maintenance and operation provides increasingly
important feedback to the design process.

4.

Tbe specification and use of the best available, tested engineering
practice and quality standards for the fabrication and installation
of all portions of the plant.

5.

Provision of liquid and aas control and clean-up systems with
sufficient capacity to handle radioactivity and other chemical
impurities, wherever they may be found in the plant. The capacities of these systems are generally selected with a design basis
which is conservative with respect to applicable past operating
experience. This allows for significant variatioDS in system
process flow quantities and amount of radioactive material to
be treated. Continued improvements in the design of these systems
will occur in order to implement the ABC's requirements that
radioactive discharges from nucl,ar facilities, now below lQ eft
Part 20 requirements, be reduced to levels that can be considered
to be aa low as practicable. (See Chapter 4.0). Actual operating
experience provides aa increasing data base regarding the performance
of these systems and the effluent levels that are achievable by
the technology.

6.

Provision of instrumentation and controls to assure that operators
will at all times know and have control of the operational status
of the plant and its various components. Sufficient redundancy
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in the number of key instruments to assure that the failure of
one will not deprive the operators of needed information or force
an othezwise unnecessary plant shutdown. Evaluations of instrument,
control sys tams, and operator responses during rare abnormal occurrences at operating plants provide important checks on the extent
to which this objective is achieved, and bases for implementing
improvements in designs and procedures.
In sumaary, the first level of safety . requires that the plant be soundly

designed, constructed, tested, operated, and maintained in accordance with
very high quality standards and engineering practices, and with a high
degree of freedom from faults and errors. The basic deaign selected must
be inherently stable and have a high tolerance (e.g •• fail-safe features)
for off-normal conditions, should they occur.
2.1.2 The Second Level of Safety
PRECEPT:

ASSUME INCIDENTS WILL OCClJIl IN SPITE OF CARE IN DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION. PROVIDE SAFETY SYSTEMS TO
PROTECT OPERATORS AND THE PUBLIC AND TO PREVENT OR
MINIMIZE DAMAGE WHEN SUCH INCIDENTS OCCUR

Despite the care that is taken in the first level of safety to avoid
failures or operating errors which potentially could lead to safety
problems, it is prudent to anticipate that some will occur during the
service life of a nuclear power plant. A second level of protection
for the operating staff, the public and the plant is provided by reliable
protection devices and sys tau, designed to assure that such incident.
will._ be prevented, arraS ted, or accommodated safely. The requirements
for these protection systems are based on a spectrum of occurrences
which could lead to off-normal operation which the plant design must
safely aCCOllllOdate. In addition, extensive teating programs are undertaken to verify that the protective systems will function adequately.
Conservative design practices, adequate safety margiDa, inspectability,
and independent redundant detecting and actuating equipment are being
incorporated in protection systems* to assure both the effectiveness and
reUability of this second level of defense. In addition, these systems
are designed to be routinely monitored and tested so that there is fu1l
..surance that they will operate reliably if required. Other second
level considerations include, for example:
1.

Supply of offsite power through two physically independent ace...
circuits to the off site network to increase probability of availability when needed. 1he offsite system is baCked up by an onsite

*80 that if one set fails, another will be available for protective
action.
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,electric power system. The OIlsite system consists of two or more
rec1unclal1t md independent power sources which il1 tum are indep8l1d8l1t of the offsite u.etwork. These syste. . are for emers-cy
use in maiDtail1il1s the safety of the plant (e.g •• to keep pumps
111 operatiol1) 1f the 118111. or offsite. power is 1I1terrupted. The
ouite power syst_ are housed 111 earthquake-. flood-, md
tomado-proof structures.
'2.

fast act1l1g reactor shutdOWll (SCRAM) systea, activated by
redundant mel indepel1dent instl'Ulll8D.t chal1els which DIOIlitor
Plallt par_ters mel traslate their aspecti..,. 1I1put si8l1als
through adunclal1t logic ch8Dllels to termil1ate the fission
proceu.

3.

Engineereel liaits OIl the rate at which power ca be increased
by IIOtiol1 of .y ele_t of the control syste. or accidental
ejectiOli thereof frOil the core.

4.

All ...rgGCY core cooling systea (Eces) desiped to provide

A

adequate core coo11l1g in the e¥eat of a systea depressurization
or loss of caolat accident.
2.1.3

The Third Level of Safety
PRECEPT:

l,

PBOVIDE ADDITIONAL SAFETY SYSTEMS AS APPBOPUATE, BASED
(Ii EVALUATION OF BFFECTS OF BYPOTIIITICAL ACCIDIRTS,
WBBBB SOtm PIOTEC'rIVE SYSTIHS AlB ASSllMBD TO FAIL
SDlJLTADOUSLY WITH THB ACCIDENT THEY ABE IRTBNDED
TO <mrJ:1OL.

The third lavel of safety suppleaents the first two through features which
add _rgia 111 the plat .ai8l1 .. aclcIitional ..surace that protection to
the public is provided evea in the evea.t of the occurreace of extremely

UD.l.ikely ad 1.Dforeseen circ. .tancea. This _rgin is evaluated priaarily
by,teatiaa the daaill1 CGDcept ..aiut ..vere hypothetical accidents. involviag the poatulatiOD of independant failure a of so. of the adundant
protecti". syat_ sial&ltaDeOusly with the accident they u:e intended to
coatrol. Frail aaly.s of the.. postulated eveats, several acciclellt sequ.ces an selected • a b_is for the desiga ad 1I1corporatiOD of the
plat features md ..ui,.ent nquired for protection of public health ad
safety. Tba _queacea selected for this purpose ara called Dea1p .asis
AccidelLts (JISA' s) •
2.1.4

!be Deaie .asis Lou-of-COOlat 'ACcident 'forLWla

For light water-cooled 1l1IClur power plata the loaa-of-coolat acc1c1eDt.
v_nia a large pipe, mptura is as_d to occur abruptly ael without
vamiag 111 the priaary caol_t circuit, is the DBA for _sip mel
evalutiOll of "RaiD plat safety feKuraa. Thia ..a.,tioD baa ,b_
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. . . iIlclep_cleatof tIae deslp characteristiea, _terial _d fabricatioD standards, ad .quality .surace practices -.ployed ill . y specific
plaDt.
.1

the _rpacy con cool.ir&a syst_ (BeCS) _d the secOlulary plat
coatainPMt syst... which protect the. public agaillst the possible
COIlaeqUenc:aa of a vide spectrua Of postulated eftllts, an sized OD the
bui. of the desip baais loss-of-coolat accident (LOeA). The desilll
basis loss-of-coolant Jaccident is DOt the ODly accidellt cODsidered md
.siped for ill a Iluc~ar plant, ad other safety syst_ or protective
features are provicled I that are DOt nlated to this DBA. It does provide,
however, a wry ___ eliDg require. .t for the sizillg md specificatiOlls
of a slpificant IlWlber of syste.. Other accidelits .C0D8 ide red for
third-level cleaip features ill a Iluclear pl_t iIlc1ude:
1.
sei..tc &VaIlts
2.
tomados.d ._ciated ml.ssi1es
3.
floods
4.
COJIPOIl8Ilt fai1uns (pumps, ste_ 88Ileratora)
5.
over-pr..surizatiOll without acre
6.
over-power tr.si_ts
This 88Ileral subject is eliscussed lIOn ext. .ive1y ill Chapter 5.0.
2.2

SAI'ITY PRActICES IN POWElt. PLART OONSTlWClI(ti

luclear power pl.t cODstructiOll practices use IUch of that which haa
beeD developed over the yean ill fossil power plant cODstructiOll and
other iadustrial COIlstructioll nquirillg highly miablawsuIts. The
job of' coa.structillg Iluclear facilities is, however, lIOn COIIIP1u than
that for fossU plata. Nuclear plat C0D8t ructioB nquirea a higher
degr•• of thorougbDess, coo rdiaatiOIl, ch.ckiag _d recheckillg to verify
that _teria1s ad COIIIPOIl.lltS cle1ivered for iasta11atiOll cOD.fona to
specificatlou, md the t.stiag of wo~ • it progresses (e.g., X-ray,
a-a ray pictures, ultraaOllic ad cletailed visual exaillatiOll of walcled
joillts to s . . up fl.s, if they aist). BatiOllal aIlgilleerillg codes,
staclards md crit.ria, where availabla, provide a __s to ___ are,
COIltro1 ad doc:.ea.t the activities of supp1i.w, _gilleerillS _d
COIlstructloll penOllll8l to .:I.Ililaiz. the ch_ce of h __ error ia _gi_rina.
Durillg th. relati...l,. shart, 15--year history of coaaercia1 lluc1ear power,

the criteria, cocIea·,aclst_darda for lluc1ear service (See 10 en 50
Sectloa SO.SSa, "Codes ad St_dards") have beea .vo1villg fram the very
cOll8iderable b .... of .good _iIleerillS practice that previously aisted
ill the coaveatloaal power iDcluatry, f1'Oll the e:xperit!Dce of the aaval
auclear power progr_ _el fro. other iIldustries requirillg high iDtegrity
collpOll8lts. DeYel.op--.t .of acIcIitioBal Deeded standards is COD.tilluiDl at
a highlavel. of effort.
The requir.eats md COIIIplezlties of coa.structilla a auclear power plat

have placed couiderabla ___cia

OIl

those cGlpaD.ies _d oraanizatiOlls
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lIlvolv" 1D sach CCIIUItructioa. The eDOl'MUII s:1&e md coat of these plats
u their _j or CGlIIpOMIlts, haft made it pOssible for only those COiIpaai88
with lar.. , well equipped facUities to bid OIl, _d _ga. 1Il, the
coutructiOD of a _jor auclear power plant. The IIOre striDgeat mquire..ats for adbei:eDce to quality aasuraace practices required by ABC
regulatiou have D8ceasitateel, e~ for these . .jor CClmpan1es, that certain
organi&atiDDal mel procedural chaDges be __ • For exaple, it h.. beeR
aeces.ry to develop a laraer md IIOre effecti". quality . .aurance
ciepartaeDt, nportiag lIlclepeacleDtly to a lavel of unage.ut above that of
the c.astructioa superiDteadeat.
One large power pllRt CCIIUItructioa fim estillates that a 1d.a1aua of ao_

25-30 adcIitioaal people are useel at the job site to prodcle the adcl1tioDal
quality ..sur_ce proar- zequ1reel by ABC mgulatiOils for a auclear plaDt
over wbat is .eel for a f.aU fueled plant. In particuler, theee quality
.....race arouPs verify the ead naults for critical safety features such
.. the ICCS systea, the reactor pnssure _ssel, pr1aary coolant system
collpOa_ts ael the cCDtetmneat structure. They further est1llate that aD
adcl1tio.-l work force of at la.. t 15% 18 used 1a the skilleel tracles md
aupport1ag fielel staff to carry out th1a progr_.
It has also been necessary for 1IID8t cOlllpaDies to strengtheD 01.' reorganize
their ncord keep1ag aael ncorel storage techa1ques. Tra1a1ag aDel requalifieatloa progr_ for kay . . . .e_t .ael cCDstruct10a pe1.'8OlUl8l have beco.
aD ess.tial part of upgracl11ag ad Minta1a11l1 the abUity of th...
oraaa1zations to . s i p md builel nuclear facilities.
The actual COIl8tructioa of the nuclear plat nquins that practices be
followed that an DOt a rout1ae part of the cCDstruct10a of major aCDnuclear power . .eratioa facilities. '01.' illustration, so_ ccaaexa nuclear
design, CDGst ructioll mel operat1ag practices an listed below.
Pipig aacl CoIIpoll8llts for . .actor Syste_
1)
Iapl_tatioa of the AS. Section n Coda for lIl-aemce
1aspection requ1nel
.2)

Plutic aael fatigue stress _&lysis of all prilllary syste. COllpOl1eDts
nqu1red

3)

Separate pipe..,s used for duplicated piping syste. .

4)

Ixteasive use of cocI1fieel structural requ1re.ats for C01IpOIl8Dts
(paaps, valftS, sapports)

5)

Electrical Syst_
a) Separat10a of CDGtrol ad protective ayst_
b) o:.plete duplicat:l.oa of protecti". syst_
c) Use of separate cab1aeta, cable tr.,.s, ad peaetratioaa
for duplicate syate_
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6)

DocUllented QuaUty Assurance program in all lt8Dufacturing and
construction activities

1)

Qualification, testing, and certification of CODstruction
working OIl important systems

8)

Camplete and thorough accounting of materials of cOl1struction

9)

Use of special welded joints for ease of inspection

pers~el

Most of the examples tabulated above . e specified in codes and standards
that the ABC requires to be used. S~ of these requirements are DOW
being applied to uou-Duclear systems OIl a limited basis. It is antidpated that, in recognition of the beDefits in plant reliability, an
increasing number of the specific requirements developed for nuclear
systeas will, in the future, be applied to other high pressure
syste• •
Au interesting example of a design and cOl1struction technique developed
for nuclear power plants is a computerized system for determining the
proper routing of the thousands of electrical wires ad cables employed
in such a plant. Interrelated requirements as to total power ratings
allowed in a given cable tray; requirements of each individual power,
instrument, and cODtrol cable; requirements to completely separate
wiring for each system in sets of duplicated safety and protective
equipment; and other cOllstraints are supplied as input to a computer
which provides assignment of the cables to specific cable trays so that
all of the Nquiremeuts are satisfied. This approach is now coming i.nto
use as a solution to a problem observed in earlier nuclear plants, of
problems due to faulty cable routing. This technique may also prove
invaluable in refining engineering understanding and in maintaining full
CODtrol over the changes which occur in such complex electrical systems
during plant design and cODstruction.

2.2.1

Quality Assurance, Codes and Standards

Quality Assurance comprises all actions necessary to provide adequate
confidence that a product or facility will operate satisfactorily in
service. It involves, for example, assurance that the design is
adequate to meet defined and agreed upon requirements; that
manufacturing and COI1struction are carried out in accordance with the
design; that tests cOl1firm the design, the suitability of the procedures
and the capability of the operators; and that the plant is operated
within safe l1a1ts established in the design and maintained in accordance
with accepted practices.
Quality Aasurance progr81118 DUst be carried out in accordance with the
requirements of AEC regulations 011 Quality Assurance for Nuclear Power
Plants. (See 10 CPR SO Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants. ") Codes and standards represent the accepted
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practice in the engineering and cOBstruction industries for assuring
a unifona acceptable level of quality in any product.
Of particular concem early in the history of the nuclear industry was
that many codes used for nomal industrial practice did not Eet the
higher standards required or desired for the nuclear business. Accordingly, many of these codes were improved, supplemented or completely
rewritten. For example, the well known AErican Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASHE) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code - a standard required
by nearly every state in the union - had a complete new section added
(Section III) to specifically cover nuclear vessels and components.
The code has recently been further . .nded and extended to cover piping,
pumps, and valves used in nuclear service and to add sections OB Quality
Assurance _d Non-Destructive Examinations. In all areas, there is
cODstant engineering scrutiny with respect to the adequacy of existing
standards. ~urther, _ extensive industry effort is una way to fill
such gaps as lIllY exist related to quality assurance, perfonaance testing,
component design, ad materials surveillance in order to spread the
design, engineering and construction expertise to every segment of
nuclear construction and operations.
Another matter of importance has been (and continues to be) the
development of new codes where previously they did not exist. Examples
are in such areas as in-aervice inspection, periodic inspection of
caponents after they have been placed in service (to assure they have
not deteriorated) and _rgency electrical power syste_. A joint
effort is being made by the American Concrete Institute (ACI) ad the
ASHE to develop a unified code for the design, CODstruction and
inspection of concrete reactor vesse18 and coa.taimaents. To date,
engineering in this area has been baaed OD ext rapolations of
CODservative ad applicable aspects of the various industry codes,
standards and practices which have been available. This unified
code will be available for trial use and C0.8nt in the near future.
Despite this progresa aany additional standards are still needAd.
DevelopMllt of these stadarda is _deway OIl a priority basia. For
example, the AEC 'a Directorate of Regulatory Standards haa recently
prepared a aubstatial list of high priority staDdards covering all
aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle aDd has reque8ted that the Aaerican
National Stadarda Institute (ANSI) UDdert~e an accelerated effort to
prepare or instigate the preparation of theae atadarda.
Quality .aurace includes the progr_ vhich 88sures that the plant
ia buUt with the s _ llaterials and to the sa. codea ad stadarda
to which it va designacl. It includes the in-field and in-ahop
inapections of materials and cOllpOJ18Dta j the careful doc:u.entation of
all procedurea, 1Iateriala and CGIlpODeIlts 80 they aay be traced through
their proceaa1Dai the qualification of craft __ , inspectors, .aintenance peraoDDel and operators; ad the identification of individual
and . . ._ _t reaponaibUities for such a proar-.
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As carried out in a nuclear plat, the llUlDageuant of a

adequate
quality .. surace program is aD exacting process. The welding of
reactor piping, for example, requires special haDdling ad accountabUity of welding material. This welding DIl8t be done by a quaUfied
welder to a written ad qualified procedure, with proper sign-offs for
each step. During the welding ad at the completion of the weld,
nondestructive tests are performed to assure a acceptable weld in
accordance with applicable codes aDd standards.
As mother example, overall system ad component integrity may be

demonstrated by hydrostatic tests in which the item to be tested is
pressurized, to not less ,than 125% of its design pressure, to detect
leaks. HeliUIII, which has properties which cause it to leak more
readily than alJIost ay other gas or liquid, and which can be detected
in very 81Iall quantities, is also used to search for minute cracks or
potential leaks.
2.2.2

Pre-operational Testing

During the plant construction and start-up stage, verification of the.
performance of components and systems in the assembled plant are assured
through a comprehensive test program. During this stage the entire
containment is pretested to prove its design leaktightness, aDd every
crucial piece of safety related equipment is put through rigorous inplace operational verification tests. This program has DUltiple
purposes, the more importaDt of which are: Ca> to assure that the
construction has been accomplished properly, Cb) to verify that all
equipment ad systems meet their deSign objectives, Cc> to verify that
operating ad emergency procedures are correct aDd reasonable, (d) to
allow the plant operators to familiarize themselves with plaDt equipment 8Qd procedures prior to actual operation, ad Ce> to assist in
operator training 8Qd qualifications. This program is carried out in
accordance with strict written procedures with signed check-offs by
appropriate test, maoagement, and quality assurance personnel at
appropriate steps. Where equipment, systems, or procedures are found
deficient, the deficiencies 8Qd their cause must be corrected.
Following COIIIpletion of the above mentioned test program, 8Q equally
extensive nuclear start-up program is conducted. This program includes
a deliberate step-by-step ascent to full power operation. During th1.s
program the perfo1'll8l1C8 of crucial safety equipment is reaffirad and
the nuclear ad themal perfomance of the reactor core is verified
over a wide range of pOwer levels. The operating characteristics and all of
the plant equipment are checked for normal operation, at increasing power
levels. Operating procedures are verified ad operators develop
increasing fam;1liarity with the plant.
An ex_ple of the level of detail involved in plant start-up tests is the
verification of the adequacy of radiation shielding. The prtaary purpose

of radiation shielding is to protect the plant operating staff during both
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routine and emergency situations. While the reactor is still at a low
power, measurements of radiation levels are made throughout the plant
with sensitive radiation detectors. During this process, several hundred
individual measurements will be made on shielding surrounding the
.
reactor vessel and primary system to verify that it is adequate to limit
any radiation exposure to the operators to insignificant levels. As the
power level is increased many of these measurements are repeated to
assure that no errors were made or unexpected effects observed. These
measurements are made on each newre.actor even if its design is very .
similar to one which has already been extensively tested. In addition
to shielding tests, the performance of crucial safety equipment is
reaffirmed during incremental power increases; that is, tests are made
of relief valve performance, control rod scram capability and ECCS
response.
For recent plants, the nuclear start-up program has required from
several months to a year.
2.3

SAFETY PRACTICES IN POWER PLANT OPERATION

Early in the nuclear power program, it was recognized that the best
designed and constructed power plant, like the most modern airplane,
could not meet high safety or operational standards if it was not operated
and maintained in a disciplined manner by skilled personnel. Accordingly,
key process parameters are monitored continuously or routinely during
operation; in-service inspections are carried out to assure that the asbuilt high quality and integrity of plant systems are retained throughout
the life of the plant. This includes the periodic testing of plant safety
sys tems to assure that they will behave as intended if, and when, they are
needed. Problems and questions encountered in the course of operations,
inspection and testing are documented and reported as required, and
corrective actions are taken, including reduction in plant power level
or shutdown of the plant as may be necessary pending completion of corrective
measures.

As in th, case of pre-operational testing, the AEC reviews procedures for,
and monitors, these activities with the objective of assuring that tests are
conducted in accordance with prescribed procedures, that the tests are
appropriate and accurate, that the results of such tests, including deficiencies
encountered, are formally reported, and that corrective actions are taken.
It can, if necessary, intercede and stop operation of any plant until
corrective actions are taken. The AEC has the additional responsibility of
identifying deficiencies that may be common to other plants of the same type,
for which corrective actions may be needed. All of these actions by the
owner/operator and by the AEC are essential to establishing and maintaining
the integrity of nuclear plants over their service lives.
2.3.1 Operator Qualifications and Training
Operation of all commercial reactors requires that the controls be
manipulated only by an operator licensed by the AEC under the direction
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of a senior operator liC8llsed by the ABC. The licensed operator 1III8t
have completed a comprehensive progr_ of classroom training which
1D.cludes general courses in Duclear theory, health physics, aad mathe. .tics as well as speeific courses OIl the detailed syste., operatiDg
procedures, 8Ild emergency procedures for the pl8D.t for which he is to
be licenaec1. In additioD, a senior operator caa.didate IIWIt have
demonstrated his knowledge of such additional matters as l1mits 8Ild
conditions of the facility license, design modificatioDs, maiDten8D.Ce,
teclmical specification conteDt, 8Ild fuel ad waste haDdling. Each
caa.didate is required to have a certificate of medical examiDation
subllitted by a physieia.
Besides classroom training, a operator or senior operator caa.didate
sst collplete a program of OIL the job traiDiDg (10 cn 55 "Operators'
Licenses"). This DOnally iDcludes work at other similar facilities.
use of traiDing simulators (computers which are progrSIIDed to simulate
normal ad e_rgency operation of a real plmt md which often energ1.ze
instrulll8Dts ad controls, either the same or remarkably s1milar to the
actual plaut), ad familiarization with equipaent and procedures dur1.ng
pre-operatioDal test progr... Following this extensive traiDing
program, au operator cadidate is given both written ad operational
proficieDcy examillations by a ABC operator license examiner. A liceDse,
wheD issued, is normally restricted to a single unit (or UIlits in the
case of multiple UIlit plant) sd may be reDeved after a period of two
years, if sufficieDt evidence is presented that he actively uses the
license ad bas undergone requalification training.
2.3.2

Routine Plat QperatioD

Because of their inherent ad specific design, routine operation of a
large nuclear power plst is a rather straightforward matter.
Prtmarily, routine operatioD represents mOllitoriDg a number of iD8truEDtS ad mald.ng minor adjustments to a series of automatic or mmud
control systems. Startup aDd shutdCllW'n operations, which occur iDfrequently, do require a sequence of manual operations and some direct
m8Ilipulation by the operator. In the event of a system or equipment
malfUDction, automatic controls respond to place the reactor and plant
in the safest possible condition; however, some eventual operator
actioD is gaaerally desirable to minimize effects OIl future plant
operation.
All operations are conducted in strict conformance with written procedures
and all operators are instructed and trained to place the plant in its
safest condition following any questionable or unexplaiDed operatiDg
occurrence. Operation
also be coo.ducted in accordance with technical
specifications approved by the ABC, which delineate the max1111U11 reactor
safety system settings, plant operating limits, miDilllDll cOllditions for
operatioD,equipaaeDt surveillaace require.nts, and adaiDistrative require_ts. All operators ma:1DtaiD logs of each day's operations ad aay

1DU8t.
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significant abnormal occurrences, even if no equipment damage actually
occurred, must be formally reported to the AEC. Through careful
coordination and review of these reports, a history of experience*
and a basis for improvements constantly are being developed and used
(See Section 2.3.4). Such reports also help assure that problems
developing in one plant will not be repeated in other plants.
2.3.3

Maintenance and Surveillance Practices

Because of the substantial investment represented by a large nuclear
power plant, predictable on-line availability is a major consideration.
In recognition of this need, provisions for preventive and corrective
maintenance are an important consideration in both design and operational
programs. Predictable on-line availability of the first nuclear power
plants, those in submarines, was clearly an essential consideration. The
major problem in a nuclear plant is that many of the components become
radioactive and can not be handled by normal means. Careful attention to
design can eliminate many of the problems associated with handling
radioactive components or can eliminate much of the radioactivity (e.g.,
elimination of places in the primary system where erosion and corrosion
products could accumulate).
Maintenance is done to written pre-planned procedures which are carefully
checked-out prior to plant operation. There have been some cases in
which a reactor plant designer went to the extent of building a full
scale mock-up of certain important areas of the plant in order to assure
that sufficient room and access for maintenance exist. This careful
attention to maintenance is provided in recognition that the most
important consideration in assuring the safety of the plant is to
assure that i~ operates reliably throughout its entire lifetime.
2.3.4

Feedback from Operational Experience

The ABC requires that operation of a nuclear plant be conducted in
conformance with written operating and administrative procedures, and
within the limits of the Technical Specifications for the plant. Unusual
occurrences, including equipment malfunctions or failures are required
to be reported to the ABC and are investigated by AEC inspectors. Many
such events are peculiar to the design, construction or maintenance
details of the particular plant in which they occur. Nevertheless,
potentially significant events are evaluated by the regulatory staff
to determine whether they might represent a possible mode of failure
or design deficiency that may require changes in equipment or operating
procedures at the affected plant, or may be common to all plants of the
same type, therefore requiring corrective actions or modifications in
all such plants. In addition, information derived from evaluation of
reports of Uftuaual occurrences provides a base of actual operating
experience data that constitutes an important source of feedback
*See references for Section 2.3.4.
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information to the regulatory licensing, standards and enforcement
programs, and to the industry.
None of the reported events have resulted in direct threats to public
health and safety. A large fraction of the defects and equipment flaws
have been discovered prior to routine operation. However, the number
of defects, equipment malfunction or failure events that have been
encountered during construction, pre-operational and startup testing
and routine nuclear power plant operations to date has been significant,
attesting to the fact that there is considerable room for improvement
in equipment design, plant operation and maintenance, and in management
controls. Listings of unusual occurrences in nuclear facilities are
available in reports prepared by the regulatory staff (Ref. 2) and by
the AEC's Nuclear Information Center at the OakRidge National
Laboratory (Ref. 3).
Analysis of operating experience at nuclear power plants provides important insight into the overall status of safety in the industry and
empirical evidence of the efficacy of the defense in depth approach
to reactor safety. This analysis tends to confirm the view that the
principal safety concerns have been identified, and that the measures
employed to cope with those concerns have been effective.
In spite of the evidence supporting such a view, it would be imprudent
to rely on the fact that no serious accident has yet occurred as assurance
that events of second order importance to safety could not be the causes
of future accidents. For this reason, the regulatory staff performs
continuing evaluations of operating experience to determine the nature,
frequency and causes of incidents, and to identify potential accidentinitiating events not recognized previously.

As the number of operating facilities increases, thus broadening the
statistical base, the quantitative assessment of performance of equipment will be increasingly beneficial in evaluating and predicting the
reliability of nuclear plant components and safety systems. However,
the variations in equipment design, application and operating environment in presently operating plants tend to reduce the immediate value
of suCh a statistical approach for the near-term future. In view of
the increase in the number of operating nuclear power plants, a
computer-baaed Reactor Experience Information System (REXIS) is currently
under development to assist the regulatory staff in evaluating component
failures, determining failure rates, analyzing component and system
reliability and assessing overall plant performance. As operating
experience continues to accumulate, this analytical.tool will become
increasingly meaningful.
Tables 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3, taken from Reference 3, categorize all of the
events reported by licensees to the ABC in 1971 for operating BWRs and
PWRs. The authors have noted that from 75% to 85% of the causes of
suCh events are attributed to maintenance, operator, design, installation
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TABLE 2-1
a.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS (ALL CAUSES)
TOTAL NUMBERS OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

.!21Q

1971

1972

(1)

All Licensed Power Reactors

49

83

121

(2)

New (Licensed <1 yr.) Power
Reactors

25

34

37

Mature (Licensed >1 yr.)
Power Reactors

24

49

84

(3)

b.

AVERAGE RATE OF OCCURRENCE OF (EVENTS/PLANT-MONTH)
1970

1971

1972

(1)

All Power Reactors

0.27

0.40

0.52

(2)

New (Licensed <1 yr .)
Power Reactors

0.81

0.59

1.0

Mature (Licensed >1 yr.)
Power Reactors

0.17

0.27

0.39

(3)

TABLE 2-2 £B1MARY AND MAJOR CONTRIBUTING CAUSES OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

(1)

(2)
(3)

1970

1971

1972

Failure of Passive
Components

22 (43.2%)

17 (20.5%)

27 (22.5%)

Failure or Malfunction
of Active Components

21 (41.2%)

51 (61.5%)

83 (69.2%)

8 (15.6%)

15 (18.0%)

Human Failure

51 (100%)
NOTE:

Some events may have more than one cause.

TABLE 2-3

(1)
(2)
(3)

83 (100%)

10 (8.3%)
120 (100%)

AVERAGE RATES OF OCCURRENCE OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS - BY CAUSES
(EVENTS/PLANT-MONTH)

lli.Q

.ill!.

Failure of Passive
Components

0.12

0.08

0.15

Failure or Malfunction
of Active Components

0.15

0.25

0.36

Human Failure

0.04

0.07

0.04
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and fabrication errors, as opposed to other causes, such as vibration,
corrosion, debris and others. The number of component and system problems
included in Tables 2-1 and 2-2 do not reflect the number of events reported.
This is because any given event may have been initiated by several
contributing causes; and because any single event may involve several
components or systems and lead to secondary events, each of which may
have a different iDll1ediate cause. Also, it should be noted that the
data of Tables 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 do not provide any assessment of the
significance of the events reported. All events reported to the ABC are
investigated as part of the regulatory staff's inspection program. Recent
experience reveals that about 20% of the events reported are considered to
be significant enough to warrant more than routine staff followup by field
inspectors. In 1972, over 600 unusual occurrences were reported by
licensees. Of these, about 120 were highlighted to ABC regulatory management as potentially significant events. (Additional information on this
general topic will be found in Chapter 8.0).
The regulatory requirement for the reporting of events, such as are
discussed here, during component fabrication, plant construction,
preoperation~l testing and routine operations will further the rapid
adjustment and corrective actions taken for the plant involved, but of
equal importance, will assure that such experience will be shared with
the nuclear industry. Indeed, the short history of light water reactors
already has many examples of- improvements made in succeeding generations
of plants, or backfitted into plants already built and operating, to
meet changes in standards to upgrade components and systems on the basis
of feedback from prior operational experiences. Such advances are a
positive objective of Government and industry in the nuclear field, and
can be expected to continue as additional information is obtained from
day-to-day operational experiences and from research and development.
2.4

FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Because of basic functional differences between fuel reprocessing plants
and nuclear power plants, the structure and safety systems of fuel reprocessing plants differ in some respects from those used in nuclear power
reactors; nonetheless, the same safety philosophy is applied to both.
Some of the differences that influence safety systems are as follows:
a)

The fuel reprocessing plant does not have the high temperature
or pressures that are associated with power reactors.

b)

In a power reactor, most of the radioactive materials are encapsulated in the fuel assemblies, but in the fuel reprocessing
plant the radioactive materials are released from the fuel and
must be handled in the reprocessing system.

c)

A decay time, between the time the fuel elements are discharged
from the reactor and the time reprocessing operations are
started, allows much of the radioactivity of the fuel, which
is in the form of short-lived radionuclides to disappear.
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d)

The reprocessing plants are designed to handle the fuel from
10 to 50 large (1000 MWe) reactors.

2.4.1

Structures aDd Coofinement Barriers

Fuel reprocessing plants are designed with multiple confinement barriers
for CODtrol of radioactive materials, but do not require the high-pressure
containment systems that are used in light water power plants. Design
features make it exceedingly unlikely that any accidentally dispersed
radioactive materials could bypass the highly efficient treat1l8Dt and
separation syate_ of reprocessing plants. Air flow is maintained in
the direction of increasing CODtamination potential, and pressures
(relatively low in relation to reactors) senerated in potentially dispersive incidents would be daped out by the large volume of the inner
enclosures.
Critical plant facilities are designed to withstand the effects of
accidents, such as power failure, fires, explosiODs, nuclear excursions,
earthquakes, tornados, aDd impaction by IIlOYing vehicles with uninterrupted functioning of essential cODfin_nt syste.. The structures,
syste_, ad aquipaent an classified according to their function and
the degree of integrity required for plant safety.
In a typical new
plant the clasaification according to usage 1Iight be as follows:
Clasa 1 structurea, syat... , and equipaent are those whose failure
could cause uncootrolled rele.. e of radioactive materials or those
whoae operation is required to effect and maintain a aafe plant shutcIowD. SyateM ad equipment in thia class an deaigned, conatructed,
aDd inspact~ to withstad all poatulated loadings without-loas of
function. POl' exaple, Clasa 1 structures are designed for all DOnal
operating loads plus loads attributable to design basis natural
pbuo. . . .
Baaed upon the natural features of the site ad region, analyais of
the frequ_cy of occurrence, intenaity and aize of the potential natural
pheno..aoa are perfozmed to eat.,liah design baais natural pheD01I8Ila
conaiderations which typically include: a earthquake force resulting
froa a ground aurface acceleration; a short tem (tornado) wind ftlocity;
a abort tem pr..sure drop; ad iapact of tornado-generated llisaUes.
Under theae cODditions, the plat ia designed ad cODstructed for safe
ahutd... ad conf1a.e_t of radioactive .aterial iDvea.tori... Further,
the plaDt ia typically deailDed ad coostructed to pe~t cootinued
operatioa under cODditioa.s of leaaer iDt8ll8ity _d higher probabUity
of OCCUrJ:8DC8.

Clasa 2 atructurea ad ayat_ are thoae whoae failure would DOt nault
ill _ UDCOIltrolled nle.e of radioactive aterials ad whose function
1& DOt nquind to effect and aaiDtaiD a safe plant ahutdGllll.
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Class 3 structures and systems are those not essential for safe shutdown
or aaiDtenance of the plant.
2.4.2

Ventilation ad Off-Gaa Syste_

The process building is supplied with cleaed ad conditioned air that
is introduced into DOrmal access zones under a positive pressure. The
air then flows to l1a1tad aceass zones ad finally to restricted access
zones. The ventilation air flow is maintained in the desired direction
by providing progressively lower pressure levels in inverse relationship
to the potential of/encountering radioactive contamination or radiation
levels. Air fro. the processing cells is comb1l1ed with other exit
ventilation streams, refiltered and monitored for activity before
discharge through the ventilation fans and plant stack to the environ..ut. The principal radionuclide releases froll a fuel reprocessing
plant are krypton-8S ad tritium, neither of which are collected at
the plat. Boutine releases are described 111 IIOre detail in section
4.1.3. Similar systems with minor variations to suit the particular
circumstances are used for all areas containing radioactive materials.
Air is supplied to so_ process vesHls for such purposes as transferring liquids, liquid level determination, mixing of solutions by
air sparging, cd for maintaining nOl1-explosive concentrations of gases
cd vapors. The dissolver off-gas ad vessel off-gas treatment syste_
provide for extensive re.aval of radioactive iodine, particulates and
nitrogen oxides. Processing systems operate at lower pressures than
the processing cells to mlnimize the escape of radioactive material
fEO. the process system. The treated offgas streams are 1IIODitored
before C01IbiJliJlg with the exit ventilation air from the building areas
for final filtration and release via the stack. Oritical systems are
being desigaed to be Class 1 systems aDd are protected by Class 1
structures. The_ syst_ are described in Chapter 1.
2.4.3

Process Safety Syste_

Process safety syste_ have the purpose of llinillizing the probability
of occurrence of accidental conditions that could potentially disperse
radioactive aaterials. These accidental conditions include process
upsets, equipaent lasks, fire, cballlical ezplosiOl1, or"nuclear chain
reactions. Such safetysyste_ are carefully designed aad constructed
aDd iDcorporate use of adIIinistrative controls.
MaiD,istrative controls generally take the form of detailed runsheets
aad checklists that provide a step-by-step guide for each process and
maintenance operation. Critical steps iD the process having safety
impllcations are verified by" supervisory persoanel. The operatiDg staff
is backed up by a tec:hJdcal group that routinely prepares . .terial balances
and as_aes trends that lIllY point to abDOmal process behavior.
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Process operations and enclosures are highly instrumented with sensors
for radiation level, temperature, pressure, volume, weight, flow rate,
and material concentration. Audio-visual alarms and/or automatic
control systems are actuated when process deviations occur. Such
systems detect process upsets; equipment leaks; and changes in mass,
concentration, moderation, or neutron absorber content that could lead
to nuclear excursions.
Nuclear chain reactions are prevented in a fuel reprocessing plant by
assuring that the individual systems are sub critical and that any feasible
assembly of systems is subcritical. Process designs and operating
procedures should, in general, incorporate sufficient factors of safety to
require at least two unlikely, independent and concurrent changes in
process conditions before a criticality accident is possible (double
contingency principle). A favored method of control is to use a geometrical design where the large ratio of surface area to mass of fissile
material is such that the leakage of neutrons from the equipment prevents
a nuclear chain reaction. A second method is the use of neutron absorbers
(called nuclear poisons) that are either placed around or in the fissile
material, so that such a high percentage of the neutrons are absorbed that
a nuclear chain reaction cannot occur. A third method of criticality
control is to limit the mass of fissile material (or the concentration of
fissile material in a solution) to a sub critical value. Shielding material
and separation distances are used to partially or totally isolate systems
from other fissile material.
Plant designs treat hazardous chemicals in conformance with the practice
in both nuclear and non-nuclear industries. Solvent and resin fires
have occurred in fuelreproce8sing operations, and so have chemical
explosions. The causes of these have been determined and measures to
prevent these are engineered into plant design and operating constraints.
Fire detection and automatic extinguishing systems are installed in
areas of the building and some of the processing cells.
Emergency electric power generators are provided to maintain vital services, and an emergency source of cooling water is available in case of
failure of the primary water supply. Cooling water effluent from the
plant is monitored to detect any escape of radioactive materials.
The control room of the plant is designed to be a Class 1 structure
that is isolated from the process by remote instrument systems so that
no transfer of radioactive materials into the control room via instrumentation lines, etc., can occur. The control room may be independently
ventilated and may have redundant control systems for the emergency
systems required to maintain plant confinement. Thus, the essential
control system can function during all emergency situations.
Design basis accidents for fuel reprocessing plants are described in
Chapter S.O.
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2.4.4 Quality Assurance for Fuel Cycle Facilities
In September 1971, Appendix B (Quality Assurance Criteria) to 10 CFR
Part 50 was amended to include fuel reprocessing plants as well as
nuclear power plants. These quality assurance criteria are intended
to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases
for structures, systems and components are correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures and instructions. These
criteria are also intended to assure that systems and components
fabricated and tested in manufacturer's facilities conform to the
specifications, drawings, procedures and instructions as well as to
assure that operating, testing, repairing, maintaining and modifying
the facility are conducted in accordance with quality assurance
practices consistent with those employed during design and construction.
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TIlE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR pm-lER REACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
CHAPTER 3.0
THE GOVERNMENT'S REGULATORY ROLE
3.1 AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY
The Atomic Energy Commission is responsible for regulation of the
production and utilization of atomic energy, and the facilities related
thereto, in order to assure the common defent' and security and to
protect the health and safety of the nublic.- This responsibility is
carried out through issuance of licenses, which specify in detail the
actions an applicant must follow in conducting his pronosed activities.
For example, the ABC issues permits for construction and licenses for
operation of nuclear nowerplants. These nermits and licenses ar~
granted only after a thorough review has shown that nroposed designs
and operational procedures will result in nrotection of the nub lie
health and safety. In addition, the construction, fabrication, testing
and operation of the plants are monitored to assure compliance with
. the permit or license. Prior to issuance of a permit or license, the
ABC must also assess the environmental impact of the proposed constryction
or operation and assess the environmental effects of these actions.1
Thus, a proposed nuclear power nlant would have to be acceptable from
both a safety and environmental standpoint before the requested license
could be granted.
The ABC's responsibility to regulate nuclear nower plants is executed
by the Regulatory staff headed by the Director of Regulation, who reports
directly to the five Atomic Energy Commissioners. The ABC Rules and
Regulations are published in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10,
Chapter I (10 CPR) and have the force of law. Certain portions of 10 CFR
are reproduced and included herein as Appendix 3-1. Notices concerning
rule changes or proposed new rules are published in the Federal Register,
and a time period is usually specified within which interested persons
may comment. After consideration of comments, final rules are published
in the Federal Register and become effective.

3.2

BASIC PHILOSOPHY AND MODE OF OPERATION

Protection, both of the public health and safety and of the environment,
is paramount in the AEC's regulatory activities. The prime safety
consideration in the operation of a nuclear power plant or other nuclear
facility is control of its inventory of radioactive material, both during
normal operation and under accident conditions. If the capability for
such control is judged to be inadequate, a license will be granted only
after suitable design or operational changes have been made.

1/ Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
2/ National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
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The safe design, construction and operation of a proposed plant is the
direct responsibility of the licensee. The AEC's responsibility is to
assure that the licensee takes all steps necessary to provide reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public are not endangered.
This responsibility encompasses the entire lifetime of the nlant, from
initial siting and design through to decommissioning and ultimate
disposal. The regulatory staff inspects the plant during .construction
and throughout its lifetime to verify that all license requ~~e~ents are
being met. It also inspects to assure that decommissioning and disposal
procedures at the end of plant life are conducted as approved.
Prior to receipt of a license application, the AEC provides guidance
to the applicant (in the form of regulations and regulatory guides such
as standards, criteria, and related documents) on conditions the plant
and its operators_ must meet. Upon receipt of the application, the
Regulatory staff conducts detailed reviews of its technical, administrative, and legal aspects. These are intended to verify that the
applicant will abide by all rules and regulations pertinent to the
application, and to establish that his proposed-activity will not
end auger the public health and safety.
The safety reviews performed by the AEC are based on the prinCiple of
"defense-in-depth," as discussed in Chapter 2.0. The Regulatory staff
assures that the plant design complies with regulations and the intent
of regulatory guides under normal conditions of operation, and provides
a multiplicity of lines of defense against accidents.
The first line of defense is that of accident prevention. All structures.
systems. and components important to safety must be designed so that the
probability of an accident occurring is very small. The AEC requires that
each licensee develop and implement ·effective quality assurance programs
for all plant components. Each component must be designed to meet a1l
anticipated operating and accident conditions, must be constructed from
proper materials using proper fabrication techniques, must be inspected to
verify quality of composition and manufacture, and must be installed
properly in the plant. The AEC reviews and approves designs and
subsequently inspects the installed system to determine that quality
verification procedures are followed.
Secondly, plant protection systems are required to assure that safe
conditions are not exceeded in normal operation or as a result of ant~ci
pated operational occurrences. The systems must initiate needed protect~ve
actions and must be designed so that no single failure of a component would
result in loss of the protection function.
I

Regulations require a further extension of the defense-in-depth concept.
The applicant must a'sume that improbable accidents may occur despite the
ateps taken to ..aure a quality product, and must assure that engineeredaafety features are provided to mitigate the potential consequences of
such accidenta. (See Chapter S.O). These engineered safety features are
also reviewed by the Regulatory ataff to verify that they will funct~on
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properly under tbe stringent conditions of bighly unlikely postulated
accidents.
3.3

AEC RULES OF PROCEDURE AND REGULATORY STANDARDS

The AEC's Rules and Regulations are a fundamental part of the regulatory
process. They form the framework of standards, criteria, ~ractices, etc.,
within which nuclear facilities must be designed, built and operated.
While they do not specify detailed designs, they do identify necessary
features of each design, including operational constraints that must be
applied. The AEC's Rules and Regulations have evolved with time, being
established or modified as operational experience is gained in new plants
and as further information is obtained from ongoing research and develo~
ment programs. They have been influenced also by comments received from
other Federal agencies, State agencies, scientific groups, industrial
organizations and other interested persons.
The AEC Regulatory staff works closely with the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) when developing its regulations and regulatory
guides. The Regulatory staff consults with and seeks the advice of the
ACRS in all matters pertaining to reactor safety •. The general mechanism
by which the ACRS has input into AEC regulations and regulatory guides is
as follows: (1) the Regulatory staff develops drafts of regulations or
regulatory guides; (2) the Regulatory staff sends the regulation or
regulatory guide draft to the ACRS for consideration; (3) the ACRS usually
.sets up a subcommittee to discuss in detail the regulation or guide with
appropriate members of the Regulatory staff, and after consultation with
the ACRS subcommittee, the Regulatory staff reflects ACRS suggestions
and resubmits the revised regulation or regulatory guide for consideration
by the full ACRS; (4) the full ACRS makes any additional suggestions or
concurs with the regulation or regulatory guide; and (5) the Atomic
Energy Commission publishes the reSUlting regulation or regulatory guide.
The guidance provided to license applicants takes different forms and is
provided for differing reasons. The intent of certain of the AEC's
published documents is summarized as follows.
Formal Regulations
AEC regulations in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
including the appendices thereto, are promulgated in accordance
with the rule making authority given the AEC in Section 161 of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. These regulations
and appendices have the force and effect of law and, where
applicable, compliance with them is required.
The method of amending AEC regulations is based otl the content
of the intended change. If the requirements do not change or
aplify any existing Part of Title 10, the requirements may be
assigaed a Dew Part. Where the rC!quirements clealwith subject

areas already covered by an existing Part, they are included in
that Part. Depending on such factors as content, length, and
relation to an existing Part, new requirements may be incorporated
by changing or adding to existing paragraphs of the Part, adding
new paragraphs, adding a Subpart, or by providing an appendix to
the Part.
.
Regulatory requirements incorporated into Title 10 can be called
either "standards" or "criteria." Examples are: 10 CFR Part 20 "Standards for Protection Against Radiation," A~nendix A to 10 ern
Part 50 - "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," and
10 CFR Part 100 - "Reactor Site Criteria." 111 general, standards
set forth limits or definitive ways of accomplishing an objective,
whereas criteria provide a yardstick against which something can
be compared as a basis for judging its acceptability. To the extent
that criteria or standards are incorporated in AEC regulations,
they are· regulations having the force and effect of law unless the
context indicates otherwise and, where applicable, com~liance with
them is required.
AEC personnel participate in the committees established by technical
societies to develoo standards for various aspects of design fabrication, construction and operation of nuclear facilities. If the
resulting standards are acceptable to the Regulatory staff, they are
referenced in the regulations and regulatory guides, as discussed
below.
Regulatory (Safety) Guides
Regulatory (formerly designated safety) guides are not regulations
nor are 'they intended as a substitute for regulations; therefore,
compliance with these guides is not required. These guides are
used to describe solutions to safety issues in facility licensing
cases Where it has not yet been determined that a particular
solution to a specific safety question should be made a requirement
and included in the regulations. Specifically, the guides serve
to identify safety issues that should be considered in the design
and in the evaluation of nuclear power plants and to describe a
set of principles and specifications Which, if satisfied, represent
a solution of these issues acceptable to the Regulatory staff and
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. Solutions other than
those set out in the guides will be acceptable if they provide a
aufficient baaia for the findings requisite to the issuance of a
construction permit or an operating license by the Commission.
Regulatory guides will be issued to replace previously-approved
'aafety guides.' Lists (dated 16 March 1973) are provided in
Appendix 3-2, both of 'regulatory guides iasued-to-date' and of
-topics for Which 'regulatory guides are being developed.'
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Other Guides
These are compilations of information which may be useful to an
applicant in complying with certain regulations. Examples of· such
guidel1nes are "Guide for the Planning of Preoperational Testing
Programs," "Guide for the Planning of Initial Startup Programs"
and "Stmdard Format and Cemtent of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants."
Technical lnformatiou Documents
Technical information documents are used to dissellinate DUch of the
scientific and technical informatiou developed or accumulated through
the various programs of the Commission. These documents provide
reference infol'llation md in SODle instances guidance, but by no _ans
are they CODsidered regulations. Nothing therein has the forCe and
effect of law, unless incorporated specifically or by reference in
ARC regulations.
The importance of published standards, codes, criteria and guides cannot be
overemphasized. They represent design, manufacturing md operating techniques
and requirements that have in many 1nstances been verified through extensive
industrial experience; thus, careful attention to thea helps to assure a
high probability that normal operations can be maintained, that all
potential accidents can be controlled. and that equipment will perform
_ intended. The AlC values highly its cooperative efforts with technical
societies in their standards-sett1ng activities. It works with these
organizatious in developing sound standards which represent the views
of the best technical competence in the field and which reflect the best
scientific or industrial practice.
Wherever possible, the ABC incorporates proven natiemal standards and codes
in its regulations, provided they are suitable for nuclear applications.
The nuclear industry has adopted standards em fabrication methods and
specificatious generated by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASHE)
and the Americm Welding Society (AWS), as well as all applicable standards
approved by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Examples of
national standards that have been incorporated by reference in AlC
regulations 1nclude (1) Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) criteria for Nuclear Pawer Plant Protectiou Systems, (2) Section III
of .u.rican Society of. Mechanical Engineers (ASHE) Boiler and Pre.sure
Ves.el Code, and (3) ASHE Code for lnservice Inspection (Section/XI of
the ASHE Boiler ad Pres.ure Vessel Code and Addenda).
Beliance is also placed OIl radiatiou protectiou guidelines developed by
the Itational CoUDCU GIl ladiatiOll Protectiou md Measure_nts (NCIP) and
the International C~s.ion on Radiological ProtectiOll (ICIP). The••
guidelin.s are utilized in the development of ABC Regulations.
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As the AEC develops new or modified regulations and regulatory guides

pertinent to the licensing of nuclear power reactors, it solicits counnents
on a broad scale. Proposed changes in rules are published in the Federal
Register, with an explanation of their intent. Comments are invited from
interested parties and these comments are then considered in the process
of adopting the proposed regulation in final form (or modifying it if
this is considered more appropriate).
If a contemplated rule affects a wide variety of interests, the AEC DUly
elect to hold public rule making hearings. Such hearings provide an
opportunity for interested parties to testify or to present a written
statement expressing their views on the matter. For example, hearings
have been held on the AEC's proposed rule-setting guidelines for
keeping radioactive effluents from light water reactors "as low as
practicable," and on the "interim acceptance criteria for emergency
core cooling systems for light water reactors."
Certain portions of the/AEC's Rules and Regulations are particularly
pertinent to the licensing of nuclear power plants, fuel fabrication
plants, and fuel reprocessing plants. These are Parts 20, 50, 55, 70,
71 and 100, which will be discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
3.3.1

10 CFR 20:

Standards for Protection Against Radiation

Releases of radioactivity during normal operation of nuclear facilities, or
as a result of accidents, could represent a potential health hazard to the
public. These releases must, therefore, either be carefully controlled
within acceptable levels, or in the case of accidents, prevented completely
if at all possible. Control of releases of radioactive materials to the
environment and limitation of radiation doses to workers and members of the
public from operations involving nuclear power reactors and other AEClicensed operations is governed by 10 CFR 20.
The Part 20 regulation was made effective in 1957 and was based on the
recommendations of the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements and the International Commission on Radiological Protection;
subsequently, guidance on radiation protection has been provided by the
Federal Radiation Council. Now, the Environmental Protection Agency has
the authority to establish environmental radiation protection standards.
10 CFR 20 establishes limits on air and water effluent concentrations of
various radionuclides (approximately 250) that must be met by all licensees.
Higher concentration limits may be approved if the licensee demonstrates
that there has been a reasonable effort to minimize the radioactivity
released and if adequate justification is provided to demonstrate that
such limits will not result in exposures of individuals to average
concentrations of radioactive materials in air or water higher than those
specified in the regulation. More restrictive limits may be applied,
should it ever be necessary to assure that exposures of affected population
groups from all sources (other than natural background and medical
procedure exposures) do not exceed specified limits.
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Experience with the operating licensed 1i'ght water cooled reactors to date
shows that radioactivity in water and air effluents has been kept, for the
most part, at less than a few percent of the limits s~ecified in 10 CFR 20.
Consequently, exposures to the public living in the immediate v~cinity of
operating power reactors have been small fractions of those s~ecified by
radiation protection guides.
The ABC has always subscribed to the general principle that radiation
exposures should be kept "as low as nracticab1e." On 2 January 1971,
Part 20 was amended to explicitly state that each licensee should make
every reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures, and releases
of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas, as far
below the limits specified as practicable.
Public rule-making hearings were held during 1972 on the proposed "as
low as practicable" guidance. Analysis of the testimony presented at
these hearings and of the written commentary received is currently
underway. Also, a draft environmental impact statement is being prepared which will describe the environmental effects resulting from
the proposed rule.
Part 20 of the Regulations also establishes limits on quarterly dose
(in rem) to individuals in restricted areas, as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Whole body; head and trunk; active blood-forming
organs; lens of eyes; or gonads ••••••••••••••••••••• 1-1/4
Hands and forearms; feet and ankles ••••••••••••••••• 18-.. 3/4
Skin of whole body •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7-1/2

Whole body doses in excess of 1-1/4 rem in a quarter are ~ermitted,
provided that the dose in any ~uarter does not exceed 3 rem, and the
licensee can demonstrate that an individua1'~ accumulated occupational
dose does not exceed an average of 5 rem per year. Personnel monitoring
is required for each individual who is likely to receive as much as 25%
of the above quarterly limits. Records of exposures received by individuals for whom such monitoring was required must be kept indefinitely
or until the AEC authorizes their disposal.
Part 20 also s~ecifies, among other things, that a licensee must provide
instruction to employees concerning procedures and ~recautions established
at the facility to minimize potential exposures.
3.3.2

10 CFR 50:

Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities

Part 50 provides the bulk of the AEC's regulations concerning the
licensing of nuclear power reactors and other nuclear facilities. It
spells out the procedures for preparation, filing and processing of the
license application and states the technical information that must be
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provided conceming plant design and operation, financial qualifications,
administrative procedures and legal (e.g., antitrust) aspects. The
Appendices to Part 50 provide more detailed guidance on certain important
aspects of the license application.
Procedures for processing license applications will be described in
detail in Section 3.4 of this chapter. The following discussion will
emphasize certain of the key requirements imposed on plant design and
operation.
Basically. the AEC does not specify to an applicant how a proposed plant
DUst be designed and constructed. Rather, detailed guidance is provided
on the performance capabilities the plant DUst possess, particularly
those features relating to safety during normal operation and during
postulated accident conditions. Constraints imposed by plant safety
features may in some instances influence operating procedures. The
conditions under which the nuclear facility will be operated DUst be
identified in technical specifications submitted with the license
application.
As discussed previously, the AEC places great stress

OIl use of applicable
codes and standards. Part 50 reflects this when it states, "Structures,
systems, and components shall be designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality standards commensurate with the
importance of the safety function to be performed •••• " It goes on to
specify the particular ASME, ANSI, ASTM and USAS codes and standards that
DUSt be met by pressure vessels, piping, and pumps and valves that are
part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary. It also requires that
protection systems shall meet the requirements set forth in the IEEE*
279 criteria. The AEC follows quite closely the development of codes
and standards and, if appropriate, may incorporate those that apply to
nuclear facilities in the pertinent portion of 10 CFR. For example,
the ABC is COllsiderinr an addition to Part 50 that would establish
fracture-toughness standards for BWR and PWR coolant-system components
and materials. The standards would be based OIl ASHE recODlllendations
and would utilize test procedures specified by the American Society for
Testing Materials (ASTH).

The national standards effort has not wholly satisfied the need. As
indicated in Chapter 2.0, a list of approximately 170 high priority
standards required for the nuclear industry has recently been
identified.
Appendix A to Part 50 provides a set of General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants. These establish minimum requirements for the
principal design criteria for water cooled nuclear power plants similar
in design cd location to plants for which construction permits have
been issued. The scope of criteria include overall requirements for
protection by multiple fission product barriers, protection and control
*Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
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systems, fluid systems, reactor containment, and fuel and radioactivity
control. The criteria are not static and will be augmented as pertinent
information is obtained from operating plants and research and
development programs.
Quality assurance criteria for nuclear power plants are contained in
Appendix B to Part 50. Compliance with these criteria is required. It
is required that every applicant for a construction permit include in
the preliminary safety analysis report a description of the quality
assurance program to be applied to the design, fabrication, construction,
and testing of the safety-related structures, systems and. components
of the facility. The definition of quality assurance, as given in
Appendix B, includes quality assurance in reactor operations and comprises
all those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide confidence
that the licensee organization, procedures and technical competenC4! can
operate the plant safely throughout its lifetime. Experience in the
design and operation of nuclear power plants has verified the critical
importance of an effective quality assurance program and the AEC
considers such a program to be a vital factor in the safe operation of
nuclear power plants.
Implementation of reactor safety is closely associated with environmental
impact of a proposed plant. The controlled release of radioactivity in
a nuclear plant's gaseous or liquid effluent is of concem to both the
public and the environment. and the AEC has proposed guides* for (1) numerical
values of radioactivity in effluents to be used as design objectives for
light water cooled nuclear power reactors and (2) limiting conditions
of operation for these reactors.
Appendix D to Part 50 outlines the requirements imposed on an applicant
for evaluating the environmental impact of a proposed facility and specifies
the AEC' s role in assessing such impact. Those matters that are not solely
related to plant safety will appear in the AEC's final environmental
statement for a proposed plant. This. along with the regulatory staff's
safety evaluation report, constitutes the AEC evaluation of the licens.
application.
In addition to requirements concerning plant safety during normal
operation and accident conditions, the AEC also requires that provision be
made for emergencies resulting from plant accidents. Appendix E to Part
50** outlines plans that mst be made by the applicant to cope with
accidents within and outside the site boundary to protect public health
and safety. These include means for determining the magnitude of the
release of radioactive materials. medical treatment of injured persons,
and procedures for notifying appropriate officials.
*proposed new Appendix I to 10 CFR So.
**10 cn 50 - Appendix E "Emergency Plans lor Production and Util1zatiOll
Facilities."
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As previously stated, the AEC maintains its regulatory responsibility for

each licensed facility throughout its lifetime. It is important therefore
that deficiencies in plant design and construction be identified as soon as
they appear, not only to permit immediate corrective action by the
licensee, but to identify problems that may be common to other reactors of
the same general design. Such problems are brought to the attention of
other licensees having similar plants and are factored into the consideration of pending applications for similar plants. In April 1912, amendments
to Part 50 became effective that establish uniform requirements for
reporting deficiencies occurring during nuclear power plant design and
const~uction, in order to facilitate ranid feedback of such information and
timely application of corrective measures.
3.3.3

10 CFR 55:

Operators' Licenses

As an adjunct to the licensing of nuclear power reactors, fuel reprocessing

plants, and other production facilities, the Commission requires that
individual licenses be obtained by each person who manipulates the controls
of such facilities. Each applicant must pass a written examination on the
facility's features and operating characteristics. The AEC also requ~res
evidence that the applicant has learned to operate the controls in a
competent and safe manner and that the applicant's physical condition is
satisfactory for performance of all required duties. These requirements
are discussed further in Section 3.4.3 (item 4) of this chapter.
3.3.4

10 CFR 10:

Special Nuclear Material

In addition to licensing the design, construction and operation of nuelear
power reactors, fuel reprocessing plants, and other nuclear faCilitieS,
the AEC also licenses the use of Special Nnuclear Materials (SNM). Tliese
include plutonium, uranium-233 and uranium-235. Part 10 establishes the
procedures and criteria for the issuance of such licenses for use of S~i
outside of facilities defined in 10 CFR 50. Paragraph 10.32 specifies
that each application for a license shall include: a description of the
activity for which the SNM will be utilized; the quantity of SNM and ~ts
physical and chemical forms; the technical qualifications of those
personnel that will be involved in the proposed activity; the plant
safety features; and the operating procedures proposed for protection of
public health and safety. Paragraph 10.32 defines conditions and 1im~ta
tions inherent in such licenses.
3.3.5

10 CFR 11:

Packaging of Radioactive Material for Transport

It is important that radioactive material being transported be positively
controlled so as to prevent its release to the environment. Part 11
specifies the conditions that must be met in the design of packages and
mode of transport to be used in the transport of fissile materials
(applicable isotopes of uranium and plutonium) and of large quantities of
radioactive materials. Packaging requirements (e.g. resistance to effects
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of temperature extremes, variations in atmospheric pressure, vibration
during transport, moisture (including rain and immersion), accidental
impa1ement,impact, penetration, compression, and fire) are indicated
for different quantities of each type of material to be shipped. (See
Chapter 4.0).

3.3.6

10 CFR 100:

Reactor Site Criteria

Part 100 of the regulations provides criteria for the evaluation of the
suitability of sites proposed for construction of nuclear power reactors.
Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 provides detailed siting criteria relative to
seismic and geologic considerations. These criteria and their olace in
the review of applications are discussed in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 of
this chapter and in Chapter 5.0.

3.4

THE REACTOR LICENSING PROCESS

Licensing of nuclear power reactors is a multi-step process that involves.
in addition to the AEC, the applicant, his equipment supoliers, other
Federal and State agencies, and persons or groups whose interests may be
affected by the proposed action. The AECts review of the application is
but one step in this process and it is important that the entire sequence
of events be understood; it will be described in subsequent sections.
Procedures exist by which the public may be represented in deliberations
relating to a license application. These are specified in 10 CFR 2,
"Rules of Practice," which describe how hearings are initiated and conducted and how interested parties may partiCipate in the hearing. In
addition, 10 CFR 9, "Public Records," describes the conditions under
which records in the possession of the AEC pertaining to a specific
license application are or can be made available to any member of the
public.

3.4.1

Informal Site Review

The selection of a reactor site is the responsibility of the company
proposing to build the reactor. The use of a site for a nuclear plant
must be approved by the AEC. Prospective applicants are encouraged to
discuss informally the possible sites for the reactor with the
Regulatory staff before formally filing an apolication for its construction. In this way the applicant can receive additional guidance as to
the acceptability of the sites and the information which must be included
in the application for the construction permit. In his environmental
report, the applicant must compare the merits of several possible sites.
Factors considered in judging the acceptability of proposed sites for Dower
reactors include: dimenSions; characteristics of the site such as
seismology, meteorology, geology and hydrology of the area; population
density in the area surrounding the proposed site; and types of uses of
the surrounding area, such as industrial, farming or residential. Other
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factors considered are: the characteristics of the proposed reactor,
including maximum power level; the particular safety features to be
engineered into the plant, either to prevent accidents or to limit their
consequences~ and the extent to which the design of the reactor incorporates
unique or unusual features that may have a significant bearing on the
probability or consequences of an accident.
In addition to the site criteria provided in 10 CFR 100, the ABC has
proposed an Appendix A to that Part, entitled "Seismic and Geologic
Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." This sets forth the
principal seismic and geologic considerations used in evaluating the
suitability of proposed nuclear power plant sites and the concomitant
parameters for plant design.

3.4.2

Apptication For, and Preliminary Review of, a Construction Permit

Before a company can build a power reactor at a particular site, it must
obtain a construction permit from the ABC. As a major part of the
application, the company files a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
(PSAR). This presents the design criteria and preliminary design information for the proposed reactor and comprehensive data on the proposed site.
The report also discusses various hypothetical accident situations and the
safety features which will be provided to prevent accidents or, if they
should occur, to mitigate their effects an both the public and the
facilities employees. In addition to the application and PSAR, a
separate document entitled "Applicant's Environmental Report - Construction
Permit Stage" must be submitted to comply with the requirements of the
National Environmental Act of 1969 (as delineated in Appendix D of 10 CFR SO) •
When an application is submitted, it is subjected to a preliminary review
for completeness. As a result of the preliminary reviews conducted (requir~ng
about 1 month) to determine the adequacy and completeness of the safety
analysis report, the Regulatory staff has found that most safety analysis
reports, as initially submitted, provide insufficient information to permit
the staff to initiate its review, and it has been necessary for the staff
to make specific requests for additional information. The application is
formally docketed only if it ..ets certain minimum acceptance criteria.
In October 1972 the AEC issued a guide to assist applicants in preparing
safety analysis reports. The guide is entitled "Standard Format and
Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants. II This
document is intended to provide guidance on the information an applicant
must include in the safety analysis report and indicates both the format
and extent to which information should be provided so that the licensing
review may be carried out in a timely manner. This guide will be updated
periodically.
Upon receipt of the applicant's application for a construction permit and
of the required fees, copies of the application are sent to Federal, State
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and local officials, and are placed in the AEC's Public Document Room and
in Public Document Rooms local to the proposed site. A public announcement of the receipt of the application is issued by the AEC and a notice
is published in the Federal Register. Copies of all correspondence and
filings relating to the application must be placed in the Public Document
Rooms in Washington, D.C. and in the local area. These records are
available to any member of the public.
3.4.3

Technical Review by the Regulatory Staff

The Regulatory staff reviews a construction permit application to determine
if the public health and safety will be fully protected. If any portion of
the application is considered to be inadequate, the staff requests the
applicant to modify the plant so that it will be acceptable. If the
appropriate modifications are not made, the apnlication is rejected.
The application is reviewed to determine that the plant design is consistent with AEC Rules and Regulations, regulatory guides and other regulatory
requirements. Design methods and procedures of calculation are examined
to establish their validity. Checks of actual calculations and other
procedures of design and analysis are made by the staff to establish the
validity of the applicant's design and to determine that the applicant
has conducted his analysis and evaluation in sufficient depth and breadth
to support findings in respect to safety.
During the staff's review, the applicant is required to provide such
additional information as is needed by the staff to complete its evaluation.
The principal features of the staff's review can be summarized as follows:
1.

A review is maae of the popu~at!o~ density and use
characteristics of the site environs, a~ the physical
characteristics of the site, including seismology,
meteorology, geology and hydrology to determine-thatthese characteristics have been determined adequately
and have been given appropriate consideration in the
plant design, and that the site characteristics are in
accordance with the siting criteria (10 CFR Part 100),
taking into consideration the design of the facility
including the engineered safety features provided.

2.

A review is performed of the design, fabrication,
construction, testing and expected performance of the
plant structures, systems, and components important
to safety to determine that they are in accord with
the regulations, regulatory guides, and other requirements, and that any departures from these requirements
have been identified and justified.

3.

Evaluations are made of the response of the facility to
various anticipated operating transients and to a broad
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spectrum of hypothetical accidents. The potential
consequences of these hypothetical accidents are then
evaluated conservatively to determine that the calculated potential offsite doses that might result, in
the very unlikely event of their occurrence, would not
exceed apnropriate guidelines for site acceptability,
such as those given in 10 CFR Part 100. (See Chapter 5.0).
4.

A review is made of the applicant's plans for the conduct
of plant operations including the organizational structure,
the technical qualifications of operating and technical
support personnel, the measures taken for industrial
security, and the planning for emergency actions to be
taken in the unlikely event of an accident that might
affect the general public. This review is used to
determine whether the applicant is technically qualified
to operate the plant and whether he has established
effective organizations and plans for continuing safe
operation of the facility.

5.

Evaluations are made of the design of the systems provided
for control of the radiological effluents from the plant to
determine that these systems can control the release of
radioactive wastes from the station within the limits
specified by the regulations and that the applicant will·
operate the facility in such a manner as to reduce radioactive releases to levels that are as low as practicable.

This review is conducted by members of the Regulatory staff and its
consultants over a period of about a year. To the extent feasible and
appropriate, the staff makes use of previous evaluations of other reactors
approved for construction or operations, and previous evaluations of
various aspects of reactor design described in topical reports, to expedite
its review.
The licensing process includes the consideration of research and
development programs proposed by an applicant for a construction permit to
verify plant design features and to confirm design margins. Each application must identify any research and development work that will be conducted
to confirm the adequacy or to resolve any safety questions associated with
the design of a particular facility along with a schedule for completion of
the research and development work showing that such safety questions will
be resolved prior to operation of the facility. After completion of
construction, nuclear power plants are subject to operating license
procedures and requirements. Data obtained from research and development
programs on particular facilities and from the Commission's safety research
program are factored into these licensing revi,ews.
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3.4.4

Review by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, established an Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), and requires that the ACRS
independently review each application for either a construction permit or
an operating license, for a commercial nuclear power reactor, and submit
a report thereon which shall be made a part of the record of the application and available to the public. The ACRS is composed of a maximum of
fifteen members who, though not AEC employees, are appointed by the AEC
for terms of four years each. The members are experienced, technically
trained individuals selected from various technical disciplines, having
applicable experience in industry, research activities, and in the
academic area. The Committee also makes use of consultants in specialized
technical disciplines.
A few days after a safety analysis report is submitted by an applicant and
is docketed, copies are provided to the ACRS by the Regulatory staff. Each
application is assigned to a project subcommittee usually made up of four
to five ACRS members. During the course of the review by the Regulatory
staff, the ACRS is kept informed of the staff's requests for additional
information from the applicant and of meetings held, so that the Subcommittee
Chairman is aware of any developments that may warrant a change in the plan
for subcommittee rev.iew.
In those cases where the plant is a "standard" design and the ~ite appears
generally acceptable, the subcommittee review does not begin until the
Regulatory staff has nearly completed its detailed review of all the safety
related features of the proposed facility. Where either a new or modified
concept or special site considerations are involved, the ACRS subcommittee
will begin its formal review earlier in the process, selecting appropriate
stages in the staff review to begin a series of meetings with applicant and
staff.
Normally, before the full Committee considers a project, the AEC Regulatory
staff provides its Safety Evaluation Report for the Committee's information.
This staff report and the report of the ACRS subcommittee form the basis for
Committee consideration of a project. Special attention is given to those
items which are of particular safety significance for the reactor involved
and any new or advanced features proposed by the applicant. The full
Committee meets at least once with the Regulatory staff and with the appl~
cant to discuss the application. When the Committee has completed its
review, its report is submitted to the AEC in the form of a letter to the
Chairman; this letter report is made public. Both the subcommittee and
full Committee meetings on a project are open to the public.
Following the ACRS meeting, the Regulatory staff issues their Supplementa1
Safety Evaluation Report, to address the safety issues raised by the ACRS
in its letter, and to include any other information made available since
issuance of the original Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.4.5

Public Hearing on Construction Permit

After the staff's Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report, together with the
report of the ACRS, have been issued, a public hearing to consider issuance
of a construction permit for the reactor is scheduled. This hearing will
consider both safety and environmental issues; public notice of the hearing
date is published 30 days in advance in the Federal Register. In addition,
a public announcement is issued by AEC and sent to the news media~n the
vicinity of the site.
The AEC "Rules of Practice" permit persons whose interest may be affected
by the proceeding to intervene as parties in accordance with the requirements of the regulations. Persons who wish only to make a statement of
their views concerning the project may be permitted to make "limited
appearances."
At the time of their issuance, the Regulatory staff's Safety Evaluation
Report and Supplement and the independent recommendations and advice of
the ACRS are made available to the public. Copies of the evaluations
are also furnished to State and local officials and to newspapers in the
area which surrounds the proposed site of the reactor.
The public hearing usually is conducted by a three-member Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board (ASLB) appointed by the Commission or the Chairman
of the ASLB panel. The board is composed of two technical experts and
one lawyer, who acts as chairman of the board for the hearing. The
applicant's testimony in support of the application for a construction
permit consists of the application itself, any amendments to the application which may have been filed, and any other pertinent documents. The
Regulatory staff's testimony consists of the Safety Evaluation Report and
its Supplement. With respect to environmental matters the applicant's
Environmental" Report and the AEC's Final Environmental Statement are
presented also as testimony.
In a hearing for a construction permit, the licensing board will determine:
(1) whether the application and the record of the proceeding contain
sufficient information for assessment of the radiological safety and
environmental impact of the proposed facility and (2) whether review of
the application by the AEC Regulatory staff has been adequate to support
the findings proposed to be made by the Director of Regulation and to
support issuance of a construction permit. For a contested hearing, the
licensing board also considers the contentions and testimonies of the
intervening parties.
The licensing board considers all the evidence which has been presented,
together with findings of fact and conclusions of law filed by the
parties, and issues an initial decision. If the initial decision is
favorable, a construction permit is issued by the Director of Licensing.
If an exception is filed by any party, the initial decision is subject
to review by the Atomic Safety and LicenSing Appeals Board, or by the
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five Atomic Energy Commissioners upon their own motion or upon filing of a '
petition for review.
3.4.6

Review at the Operating License Application Stage

When the construction of the nuclear facility has progressed to the point
where much final design information and plans for operation are ready, the
applicant submits the Final Safety Analysis Report in support of an application for an operating license. The information include plans for
operation, procedures for coping with emergency situations, and pertinent
details on the final design of the reactor itself -- such as containment
design, design of the nuclear core, and waste handling system. Once
again the AEC Regulatory staff makes a detailed review of the information
on the reactor. Amendments to the application and reports may be
submitted from time to time for review by the Regulatory staff. The staff
again prepares a Safety Evaluation Report (re the Operating License) and,
as during the construction permit stage, the ACRS again makes and
independent evaluation and presents its advice to the Commission by
letter. This second Safety Evaluation Report and its Supplement, the ACRS
meetings and their letter to the Commission are available to the public.
A public hearing is not required by law on an application for an operating
license. Normally the Commission will not direct that a hearing be held
at this stage, unless there is substantial public interest which would
warrant that course, or a hearing is requested by a party or person whose
interest would be affected. In the event no hearing is scheduled
initially, the published notice states that in the absence of a timely
petition to intervene and a request for a hearing, the license will be
issued. If a public hearing is held, the same decision process described
for the construction permit hearing is applicable.
Each license for operation of a nuclear reactor contains Technical
Specifications, which set forth the particular safety and environmental
protection measures to be imposed upon the facility and the conditions
of its operation that are to be met in order to assure protection of the
health and safety of the public and of the surrounding environment. The
operating license is usually issued for the design life of the facility.

3.S THE INSPECTION PROGRAM
3.5.1

Program Objectives

The field inspections conducted by Regulatory staff members in the
regional offices are considered to be a key part of the AEC Regulatory
activities in meeting its responsibility to assure protection of the
public health and safety and of the environment. These inspections
provide additional assurrance that power reactors are constructed and
operated safely and in compliance with regulatory requirements.
The primary responsibility for safety rests with the licensee. The AEC
inspects as necessary to assure that the licensee is carrying out this
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responsibility. The on-site inspection program is intended to achieve three
principal objectives. These are:
(1) To ascertain that the apnlicant has implemented an effect~ve
quality assurance program in accordance with his application for
a Construction Permit and in accordance with the Rules and
Regulations of the AEC. A documented and effective QA program is
required, and established, for any work performed on the project
before the work is performed •
.(2) To ascertain whether the facility is constructed in
accordance with the provisions of the Construction Permit and in
accordance with sound and proven engineering principles and
construction practices, that the facility has been tested
adequately, and that the licensee's organization, supporting
functions, procedure development, and training have been
completed satisfactorily. When the Directorate of Regulatory
Operations makes a satisfactory finding of completion, the
Operating License is issued.
(3) To ascertain whether the licensee is operating his plant
and conducting his activities in compliance with the provisions
of his license, with the Rules and Regulations of the AEC and
with the Atomic Energy Act, and whether any condition exists at
the facility which may result in a hazard to the health and
safety of the public.
3.5.2

Elements of the Program

Inspections of power reactors are conducted during construction, during the
preoperational testing, fuel loading and start up testing phases, and
during routine operation. Included in such inspections is the examination
of the quality assurance program established by the applicant and the
degree to which this has been implemented. Also examined on a sampling
basis are the licensee's purchase specifications and records relating to
quality control, the control of materials, and the installation and testing
of equipment. Inspectors observe certain construction and testing activities on a periodic basis. Construction workers, supervisors and management
personnel are interviewed to obtain first-hand information. Inspections of
selected vendors of material and components important to safety are
conducted to determine the extent to which the applicant's quality
assurance program has been implemented through the procurement chain. After
the Operating License is issued, inspections of operating reactors continue
for the life of the plant to assure that operations are being conducted in
accordance with the terms of the license.
Typically, a power reactor is inspected 25 to 30 times during the period of
construction. During initial operations involving fuel loading and testing,
normally about 10 or 12 inspections are made. After the initial operating
periodhaa been completed, there are approximately four inspections annually.
These inspections typically average two to three days at the site.
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Enforceaeot action i. takeD with xe8p8ct to all identified DOacoap1i8Dce
_d safety aatter.. The enforce_t action range. fro. roatiDa utica.
of violation to the i.auaoca of ... order either .upeDdillg or terll1nating
a facility 1iC8ll...
The tecbDical .pecifications of the licen.e require the operator to file

certain periodic report. describing the operation of the facility ad the
nault. of required periodic te.ting. The operator i. also requixed to
fUe report. of aburaaloccurrenca. or incident. that occur. The.e are
all reviewd by the Directorate. of Regulatory Operatlou ad LiC8ll.iIlg
to detera1De that operation. are being cCIDducted safely ad within the
lic. . . condition., that appropriate cornctive action. have been takeD
ad that the utUity . . .g~t maintains 1m effective progr_ of review
aad audit of its operations.
The regulatory .taff prepare. _d di.sea1Date. to all 1iC8ll.... Imd other

interested parties a .ede. of Baactor CClDstructlon ad Reactor Operatillg
Experi_cas reports. These describe experiences, kDowladge of which 1I&Y
be of value to other liC8llsees. Al8o, when the ABC 1eams of a problaa
hav1Dg pot.tial safety .iga.ificaca that II8Y be geDeric ill natare, it
~1ate1y brillg. it to the attentloD of all operaton of s1ld1ar plats.

!

Durillg the lifeti. of a nuclear power plat, the 11cena_ usually finds
that .. a result of experience, chlmge. in procedures ad/or plat equiP1Mlllt
are desirable. The.. 1I8.Y nquin _ct.Dt. to the lic:ea.se or charlaes
to the TecbDical Specificatio.s. Proposed chaps are reviewed b,. the
regulatory staff, which then authorize. or deDie. ch8Ilges to the liC8lUle.
The ngulatory 1upection progr_ coupled with the exped8llce pined to
date froa operatiDa nuclear power plats h88 revealad· . ._ral are_ where
adcl1tioDal a.pbasis i. DOW being focused. These areas CaD be divided iato
two categories:
tho.e 88soc1ated with the perfoZ'II8D.ce of the utUity
_ _g_ _t _d tho. . 88sociated with the perforunC8 of plat &y.te.,
COIIpOll8Ilts _d structures. With nspect to the first category, cartain
.-eral ob. ."atlGu have baeD ude:
1.

2.

Utility..age_t, for the IIMt part, haa bee slow to
ncopi&e the distinction between the orgaD1zation ad
CClDtro1s requixed to operate a nuclear power plat _el
tlla traclitiona1 CClDtrols e ...loyeel in operatiag f08SU
fuel power plat••
In a n.-ber of cases, then appean to be insufficient

......-at participation _el iavo1veMilt 1:ia the clay to
el.,. operation of the fac11ity--partia1ar1,. safet,.
relateel activities.
3.

lull,. effective quality _auranee progr_ ha_ DOt
bee suffic1elltly developed or illpl_teel.
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A regulatory program has been developed and currently is being employed to
exaatne in depth the performance of the management of each utility operating
a nuclear facility and to enforce remedial actions where necessary.
With respect to the performance of reactor systeIDS and equipment, several
areas currently receiving additional attention by the Directorate of
Regulatory Operations are:
1.

Fuel Performance - fuel performance at both BWR and PWR
facilities has been less ideal than anticipated or desired.
Of primary concern is the premature leakage of fuel rods
resulting in releases of fission products - thereby making
it more difficult to attain effluent releases "as low as
practicable."

2.

Valve Performance - There have been a relatively large
number of valve malfunctions in safety related systems.
The" primary concern is that these malfunctions should
not affect the performance of safety systems in the event
they may be called upon to function.

3.

Piping Support Systea Adequacy - There have been several
instances in which valve or pump operations have caused
dallage to auxiliary piping systems. These instances
h.ve, in more severe cases, resulted in failure of the
piping system or its supports. Of primary concern is
that reactor system designers may not have adequately
designed for the effect of dynamic forces in the design
of auxiliary piping support systeas.

4.

B1owdown Incidents - During the 1970-72 period,a series of
incidents involving the unintentional discharge of significant quantities of primary coolant into the primary
conta:1nllent of sOlIe BWRa, during reactor operation, prompted
a detailed revi. of applicable syste-. There does not
.ppear to be one common initi.ting cause for the incidents
evaluated. Several cOllllaOn fe.tures contibuted to the
relative severity of both the initial upset and the plant
responses, aDd currently are being corrected.

In s_ry, nuclear power reactors and other nuclear facilities are subjected
to det.iled revi. by technical experts before construction is peraitted,
before operation is permitted and during the entire period of their opera tina
1ifet1ae. In the event an uns.fe condition should be discovered after
operation begins, either as a result of n. information or experience with
oper.ting plants, the ABC h.s the authority to order the 1iceaaee to abut
dawn or take aay other safety aeaaures which may be nec....ry.
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

RULE$ an

REGULATIONS

PART

STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION

20

•

TITLE 10 - ATOMIC ENERGY

Pr.aIlI88lBLI: DoSE8,

G--.u.

Sec.
20.1
20.2
20.3
20..
20.5
20.11
20.'1

PaoVJsIoN8

Purpose.
Scope.
DeIlnItlODB.
11Dlt8 of I'IIdlatlon dOlle.
Unlts of radloactlvlty.
IntsrpretatloDB.
Commun1catloDB.

~

PDIOIIIIIIIU DosEII, LEYBLB, AND

~

CoNCBNTIIATlON8

poe

20.101
20.102
20.103
20.104
20.105

20.108

20.10'1
20.108

:::

Ellposure of indlviduals to radlatlon
in restricted areas.
Determlnatlon of accumulated dOlle.
bposure of indlvlduals to concentratlODB of radloacuve materlalln restricted areas.
bposure of minors.
Permlaalble levels of radlatlon In unrestricted areas.
ConcentratloDB in elftuents to unrestricted areas.
IIedlcal dlatrnoal8 and therapy.
Orders requlrlng furnlshlng of bloaaaay services.

II)

N

PulcA1I'ftONAJn' ~11BEII

20.201 SUrveys.
20.202 PenIonne1 monltorlDg.
20.201 cautlon slgD8. labels, and elgnaJs.
20,204 Same: exception ••

20.208 Instruction of personnel: posting

of

II)

~

notices to employees.
1O.2O'l

=

Storage of DceDBed materials.

If

WAIITII: DmPoSAL

Oeneral requirement.
Method for obtaining approval of
proposed dIBpc.aI procedures.
20.803 Dlspc.al by release into aanltary 88Werap ayatems.
20.3M Dlspoaal by burlalin soli.
20.llOli Treatment or dlspoaal by Inclneratlon.
20.301
20.302

a.co_,
20.401

20.402

RBPo.TB, AND NOTD'ICATJON

Recorda of surveys, radlatlon monltorIng, and dlsposal.
Reports of theft or 1088 of Ucensed

matsrlal.
20.403 NOtUlcatlODB of incidents.
20.404 Report to former employees of elIposure to radiation.
20.405 Reports of overezpoaurea and exce8dve levels and concentrations.
20.408 Notlce to employees of a:poaure to
I'IIdlatlon.
20.407
20.408

II)

..,

Per-sonnel exposure and monltoring reports.
Reports of personnel exposure on
te ... lnatlon of etqployment or work.

~N8 AIfD ADDrnoNAL IbQVJUlUNTB

20.11.01 ApplIcatlou tCl' aemptloDB.
20.&02 AddltloDal ~uJrsments.
BNwoaci:MENT

VlolatlODa.
Appenda A-(ReserVedJ
Appendlx B- Concentrations In
air and _ter above natural background.
AppendaC.
APpenda D-Unlted States Atomlc Iblerp
Commlaalon ~pIIua oIftcea.
20.601

GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 20.1

Purpose.
(a) The regulations in this part establish standards for protection against
radiation hazards arising out of actiVities
under lice~ Issued by the Atomi(

LzVZLS. AND

CONCENTlLAnONS
Energy Commission and are issued pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954
§ 20.101 Exposure of individuals to ra(68 stat. 919>'
diation in restricted areas,
(b) The use of radioactive material or ~
other sources of radiation not licensed ~
(a) Except as provided in paragraph
by the Commission is not subject to the; (b) of this section, no licensee shall
regulations in this part. However, it is, possess, use, or transfer licensed mateth
f th
ul ti
in thl
rial in such a manner as to cause any
e purpose 0
e reg a ons
S ~
individual in a restricted area to receive
part to control the possession, use, and
trahsfer of licensed material by any liin any period of one calendar quarter
censee in such a manner that exposure
from radioactive material and other
to such material and to radiation from
sources of radiation in the licensee's possuch material, when added to exposures ..., session a dose in excess of the limits
to unlicensed radioactive lDaterial and § specified in the' following table:
to other unllcensed sources of radiation
Rems per calenaar quarter
in the possession of the licensee, and to ::: 1. Whole body; head and trunk; active
radiation therefrom, does not exceed the II)
blood-torming organs; lens of
standards of radiation protection pre- N
eyes; or gonads _____ -----------1 '4
scribed in the regulations in this part.
2. Hands and forearms;
feet and I8%.
ankles______________ ____________
(C) In accordance with recemmenda3. Skin of whole body___ ____________
7%
tions of the Federal Radiation Council,
approved by the President, persons en(b) A licensee may permit an indigaged in activities under licenses issued
vidual in a restricted area to receive a
dose to the whole body greater than that
by the Atomic Energy Commission purpermitted under paragraph (a) of this
suant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
section, provided:
as amended, should, in addition to com(1) During any calendar quarter the
plying with the requirements set forth in
dose to the whole body from radioactive
this part, make every reasonable etlort to
material and other sources of radiation
maintain radiation exposures, and rein the licensee's possession shall not exleases of radioactive materials in emuceed 3 rems; and
ents to unrestricted areas, as far below
(2) The dose to the whole body, when
the limits specified in this part as pracdd d
hid
.
I
ticable. The term "as far below the Umits
a e to t e accumu ate occupatlOna
dose to the wll.ole body. shall not exceed
specified in this part as practicable"
5 (N-1S) rems where "N" ~~_als the inmeans as low as is practicably achievable taking into account the state of tech- ~ dividual's age in years at his last birthnology, and the economics of improve- c day: and
ments in relation to benefits to the;
(3) The licensee has determined the
public health and safety and in relation U i individual's accumulated occupational
to the utilization of atomic energy in the u dose to the whole body on Form AEC-4,
ublic interest.
.. or on a clear and legible record containing all the information required in that
form; and has otherwise complied with
the reQuirements of § 20.102. As used in
paragraph (b) , "Dose to the whole body"
shall be deemed to include any dose to
the whole body, gonads, active bloodforming organs, head and trunk, or lens
of eye.
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ties of radioactive material in excess of '.1 § 20.106 Collce~tration8 jn emuents to
those which might otherwise be permitunrelltrieteti - - .
..
ted under this part for employees in I
(a) No licensee shall ·possess, use or restricted arp.al' during a 40-hour week.
(a) A UeeD8ee au DOt:posseas, use.
transfer licensed material in such a man- Each application under this subparaor transfer ltceNed ~ 80 as to re- .
ner as to cause any individual In a graph shall contain the following
lease to an 1IIl1'eItrIctec U"!8 radioactive
restricted area to be exposed to airborne information:
material in coneenCraUona wh1ch exceed
radioactive material possessed by the
(j) A description of the protective
the limits specifted In Appendix "B'·.
llicensee in an average concentration in equipment to be employed. including the
Table II of this part, except as authorlzecl
t excess of the limits specifted in Appendix
eftlciency of the equipment for the mapursuant to 120.302 or paraeraph <b) of
lB, Table I, of this part. "Expose" as terial involved;
this section. For purposes of thJs seci used in this section means that the in(ii) Procedures for the fttting, maintion concentrations may be averaged over
:dividual is present in an airborne con- tenance and cleaning of the protective
a period not greater than one )fear.
'1' centration. No aJlowance shall be made equipment; and
for the use of protective clothing or
(iii) Procedures governing the use of
(b) An application for a license or
Iequipment, or particle size, except as the protective equip~ent, including su- amendment may Include proposed l1m1ts
'I authorized by the Commission pursuant
pervisory procedures and length of time
higher than those specJ1led in parato paragraph (c) of this section.
th
i
t ill be
db th
d
graph (a) of this section. The Commisi
(b) The limits given in Appendix B,
e equ pmen w
use y e in ision will approve the proPQ6eCi limits
viduals in each work week. The proITable I, of this part are based upon posed
periods for use of the equipment , If the applicant demonstrates:
(1) That the appli~t has made a
exposure to the concentrations specifted by any individual should not be of such
for forty hours in any period of seven
reasonable effort to mln1m1ze the radioconsecutive days. In any such period duration as would discourage observance I activity contained in emuents to unwhere the number of hours of exposure by the individual of the proposed prorestricted areas; and
.
d cedures; and
(2) That it is not likely that radiois less than forty, the limits specifte
(iv) The averll-ge concentrations presactive materiafd1scharged in the emuent
.in the table may be increasedpropori:: ,.ent in the areas occupied by employees.
would result in the exposure of an inditioriately. In any such period where
vidual to concentrations of radioactive
I the number of hours of exposure is
§ 20.105 Permissible le"els of radiation
material in air or waiter exceeding the
'greater than forty, the limits specifted
in unrestricted areas.
limits specified in Appendix "B". Table
lin the table shall be decreased
(a) There may be included in any apof this part.
proportionately.
plication for a license or for amendment " II {c)
An application for h1gher 11m1ta
I
(c) (1) Except as authorized by the of a license proposed limits upon levels ~ pursuant
to paragraph (b) 9f this secI Commission pursuant to this paragr~ph,
of radiation in unrestricted areas result- ! tion shall include information demonno allowance shall be made for particle ing from the applicant's possession or ~ strating that the applicant has made a
I size or the use of protective clothing . use of radioactive material and other I.. reasonable effort to mlnlmlr.e the radio:or equipment in determining whether an , sour:ces of radiation. Such applications ~ activity dt.scharged In elluents to unre, individual is exposed to an airborne con- ' I!hould include information as to antici-.
stricted areas, and shall include, as
· centration in excess of the limits speci- : pated average radiation levels and anpertitlent:
fted in Appendix B, Table I.
. ticipated occupancy' times for each
(1) Information as to flow rates, total
(2) The Commission may authorize a unresti'icted area involved. The Comvolume of emuent, peak concentra.t1on of
licensee to expose an individual in a re-, mission will approve the proposed limits
each radionuc1ide in the ellud, and constricted area·to airborne concentrations if the applicant demonstrates that the
centration of eaCh radionuc1ide In the
,in excess of the limits specifted in Ap- propOsed limits are not likely to cause . elluent averaged over a period of one
:pendix B, Table I, upon receipt of an any iridividual to receive a dose to the
)fear at the POint where the e1IIuent; leaves
a stack, tube, pipe, or similar conduit:
, application demonstrating that the con- whole body in any period of one calendar
,(2) A'descriptlon of the properties of
:centration is composed in whole or in year in excess of 0.5 rem.
the elluents, including:
:pe,rt of particles of suchs1ze that such
(b) Except as authorized by the Com(1) chemical composition;
particles are not respirable; and that mission purSUant to paragraph (a) of
(Ii) phys1ca1 ~r18t1C8, 1nclucUna ~
the individual will not inhale the j:On- this section. no licensee shall possess, use
suspended solids content In Hquld ellu- I
centrations in excess of the l!mits estab- i or transfer licensed material in such a
ents, and nature of Baa or aerosol for 8.1r ,llshed in Appendix B, Table I. Each I JJlanner as to crea~ in aliy unrestricted
. elluents;
.
:
·application under this subparagraph'· area from radioactive material and other
(111) the hydrogen ion concentrations .,
•shall include an analysis of particle sizes sources of radiation in his possession:
(pH) of Hquld e1IIuents: and
...
· in the concentrations; and a description
(1) Radiation levels which, if an indl(Iv) the sIBe range of particUla.tes In I
: of the methods used in determining the vidual were continuously present in the
e1IIuerits released Into air;
· particle
sizes.
(3) A description of the antic1pa.ted
Commission may authorize area, could resuIt in h'·
... reeeIvIng a dose
(3) The
human OCCllPa.DCJ' in the unreetr1cted
· a licensee to expose an individual in a ~~u~~~~ss of two millirems in anyone
&rea where the h1gheetccmcentratlon of
I restricted area to airborne concentra(2) Radiation levels which, if an Indiradioactive material from the e1IIuent 18
I tions iri excess of the limits spec1fted in vidual were continuously present in the
expected, and, in the case of .. river or.'
B, Table' I, UPon receipt of area, could result in his receiving a dose
stream, a descripUonO! water WI88 down•
J'APpendix
stream. from the point of release of the
' application demonstrating that the in exce. of 100 millirems in any seven
t•huUvidual
will wear appropriate proemuent.
. .teQtJ.ve equipment and that the individual consecutive days,
.wUi not inhale, ingest or absorb Quanti§ 20.103 Exposure or individualll to
concentrations of radioactive rna·
"
terial in restricted areall.

I
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(4) Information as to the highest concentration of each rad10nuclide in an
unrestricted area, including anticipated
concentrations averaged over a period of
one year:
(i) In air at any point of human occupancy;or
.
(it) In water at points of use downstream from the point of release of the
ellluent.
(5) The background concentration of
radionuclides in the receiving river or
stream prior to the release of liquid
ellluent.
(6) A description of the environmental
monitoring equipment, including sensitivity of the system, and procedures and
calculations to determine concentrations
of rad10nuclides in the unrestricted area
and possible reconcentrations of radionuclides.
(7) A description of· thl! waste treatment facilities and procedures used to
reduce the concentration of radionuclides
in ellluents prior to their .release.
(d) For the purposes of this section
the concentration lim1ts in Appendix lOB",
Table II of this part .shall apply at the
boundary of the restricted area. The
concentration of .radioactive material
discharged through a stack, pipe or simIlar conduit may be determined with
respect to the point where the material
leaves the conduit. If the conduit discharges within the restl'1cted area, the
concentration at the boundary may be
. determined by applying appropriate
factors for dilution, dispel·sion. or decay
between the point of dischal'ge and the
boundary.
(e) In addition to limiting concentrations in ellluent streams, the Commission may limit quantities of radioactive materials released in air or water
during a specified periOd of time if it
appears that the dally intake of radioactive material from air, water. or food
by a suitable sample of an exPOsed population group, averaged over a perwd
not exceeding one year, would otherwise
exceed the dally intake resulting from
continuous exposure to air or water containing one-third the concentration of
radioactive materials spec11led in AppendiJ: "B", Table II of this part.
(f) The provisions of this section do
not apply to cUsPosal of radioactive material into sanitary· sewerage systems.
which is lovemed by I 20.303

! § 20.107

Medical diapoei. and therapy.

:

Notblnr in the reBUlations in this part
. shaUbe interpreted as limiting the in: tentlonal exposure of patients to radiaI tlon for the purpose of medical diagnosis
medical therapy.

I:
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UNITID STATES ATOMIC INIIGY COMMISSION

I U LES • nil REG U LA T ION S .

PART
50

LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION
FACILITIES

I

50.53
50.54
50.55

Sec.

50.1

laai., purpa.a, and procadura.
. applicable.
DefinltiOD••
IntarpretatlOD••
C_lcaUOD••

50.2
50.3
50.4

UQUIIIIIIII'l

50.10
50.11

or

50.31
50.32
50.33
50.34
50.340

50.35
50.36
50.360
50.37
50.38

Convera1on of construction
.......... t of Ucenoe.
lo.uance of oper.Uns Ucenoe.
. aeadna • •nd report of tb. Adv1sory
C..nttea on I.eactor Safeeuard •.
AutbodsaUon of chana •• ,

50.57
50.58
50.59

t •• t.

ALLOCATIOR

50.42
50.43
50.44
50.45

•

PUblic In.pection of appUc.tion••

50.51
50.52

l a _ a of licea.a. and COD• tructioa paratu.
of lic• •a. 1'_ _ 1.
c:c.h1D1DS Uc • •a ••
~atioa

........ 36 FR 3255

GlNERAL PROVISIOJfS

50.70
50.71

In.paction••
Helntenance of record., _k1DS
of report •.

or LICBR81.8 -- CSBDI'l'OlS'
I.ICIlft -- slJUlllDia or LICBR8BI

ftAIISl'BI8

50.80
50.81
50.82

Tren.f.r of licen.e•. ·
Credltor r .... l.Uon••
Applic.tion. for taratDltion
of lieen•• I.

or LICBR81 01. ClOIISftllC'rIOII
PBIMI'r A'Z IIBQIII81' or IICILIID.

AHIIIIIIBIIT
50.90
50.91

Application for ........t of
Ucen•• or con.tructlon
paratt.
lo.Dlnca of .........nt.

I.BVOCATIOR. SUSPIIISIOR. IIODIPICATIOR •
MIBIIIIIBII'r or LICBR8I.S AJII) a.ftlJCTIOR PBlKIft. IIIBIGIIlCY OPDATIORS
BY 1'1IB COIIIISSIOR

50.100

l.evocat1oD, IU.p_alon. IIOdlficatiOD of Uc.n••• and
con.truction p...tte for cau.a.
50.101 btak1DS po•••• l1on of .pect.l
nuclear . .tarlal.
50.102 C_lol1on operaUoa after
revoceUoa.
50.103 Su.pana1oa and opar.Uon In Val'
or notiODll _rsency.

or

50.109

lackfitttns.

50.110 Vl01ationa.
APnIIDICBI

De.1 lin Cr I t e. 10
f 0. Hue I ea. Po_. PI ant.

:or Appendl x A.-Gan •• ol

Appeadb _..queUty Aleurenee Crit.rla
fOW. 1l!at1ee1" ' - 1 ' Ilanu'and

--..t.

.,uel.~proeessing

giants

C.£ Qa1cIa for tu '1Denc1el
Deta ... blat. . W_Uaa lequlrad
to . .tabU... 11Denc1el QualificaUon.
fow 'ecUlt~ Coutructioa 'enit. end
Clpant1DS L1c_•
jppeDdb II-'tat_t of GenerAl roJ'cy
... Pl'Clcadura: IIIpl_Catioa of tba
. . t t _ l ....i _ l roUcy Act of
I'" CJl'lic Lev 91-190)
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Basis purpose, and procedures
applicable. The regulations in this part
§ 50.1

'" are promulgated by the Atomic Energy
~ Commi!!sion, pursuant to the Atomic EnIII: ergy Act of 1954 (68 Stat. 919), to pro!&. vide for the Ucensing of production and
N. utilization facilities.

HA1DIAL

IIACICllftIIIG

C - .tand.rd••
AddlUODIl .t.udard. for el...
104 UCID••••
AddltiODll .tandard. for cia ••
103 lic.......
Addlti_l .t.ndard••nd provldoa• •ffacUns ela.. 103
lic...... for cOllllrclal _er.
Standard. for liclD•••
autboda1DS export only.
Standard. for cODltruCtiOD
paratt ••

U . . . . . LDllTATIcas. AID OOIIDI'rIORI
LICBI8B1 AIID COI8DDCrIOR PBlMIft
50.50

IIJa.BAJ.

AllocaUon of .peclal nuel..r
_tarlal.

SUJIIIAIDII PQR LICD8BS AJII)
a.DDCrIOR PBlMIft

50.40
50.41

and uperilHlita.

or Incur.

IIIBPlC'rIOR. UODaDS. UPOIlft

rllins of applicatlon, for UCID••• ; oatb or .fflraetion.
CoIIblnlns applic.UOD ••
111aluUon of r.peUUoo.
CODtlDt. of appUcaUODs;
sen.ral lnforaeUOD.
CODtIDta of applic.Uonl;
technlcal lDforuUOD.
De.tsn objectiv•• , for .qulpa8Dt
to control rel ...e. of radloacUve
. .tedal in .ffluentl-nuel .. r
power reactor ••
I._nee of COD.truction pe..lta.
Technlc.l .pac lfic.Uon••
Tacbnlcal .p.dfic.tion. OD
.f£lu_u frOll nucl .. r _er
r ..ctor••
q r . _ t 11alUns .cce•• to
b.trlctad Det••
. 1Da11JlbUlty of c.rtlln .ppU-

caCa.

50.39

50.56

50.60

APPLlCATIORS PQR LIClllSIS, rOllI, COIITBlITS,
IIBLIGIlILI'n' or CBIll'AI. ·APPLl!CAII'l'S

50.30

CODdltlons ot constructlon p.. ralt. and oper.tins UCeDse.
permit to llcenae; or

Cl... 104 licen ••• ; for . .dlcal
tb.r.py .nd r .... rcb .nd
dev.l .........t f.dUUeo.
Cia.. 103 liclD.es; for COllaerdal .nd lDc1u.tdal
f.cUltl •••
CODotruCUOD pa..lt1.

50.23

50.S5b

LIClllSI, BBCBPTIOIIS

'lVo el••••• of licenses.

50.22

Appond'" I-...r.aucy Plen. for Production end DUUsation raclUti••
Appendla ,-PoUcy W.Uns to tb. B1Uns
of PUal l.aproca.. l ... Pl.nt. end bl.ted W•• ta KeDI&_t radlities

pertaining to antitrust matters·.

CLASSIPlCATIOR AJII) DlSCIlIPTIOR
or LICB1I8B8

50.20
50.21

Jud.dlctional U ..ltation ••
CODdltion. of Ucen.e ••
COD«!ltion. of CODStruCtion
p...lt ••

5 O.55aCodes and standards

Llcen.a requlred.
IxcepUona and exeapUono fro.
liclD•••
Speclfic lXeaptiOD••
Attack. and d•• trucUva .ct. by
__le. of tb. ODited Stata.;
.nd daf.n••• cUvlUa••

50.12
SO,I3

T IT L E 10 - AT 0 M ICE N ERG Y

-

REQtrIRUlI:JfT

or LICbSl:, EXCEPTIONS

Liceme required<a)Except as
provided In I 50.11, no person within the
§ 50.10

United States shall transfer or receive
in Interstate commerce, manufacture,

produce, transfer. acquire, possess, use,
import, or export any production or
utllization fac1l1ty except as authorized
by a license issued by the Commission.
_ <b) No person shall begin the construction of a production or utllization
facllity on a site on which the fae1l1ty is
to be operated untll a construction permit has been issued. As used in this paragraph, the term "construction" shall be
deemed to include pouring the foundation for, or the installation of, any portion of the permanent fac1l1ty on the
site, but does not include:
(1) Site exploration. site excavation,
preparation of the site for construction
of the fac1l1ty, including the driving of
pUes, and construction of roadways, rail,!.Oad spurs. and transmission lines;
(2) l'rOc\lrementor manufacture of
OCIIDDOnena or the lao111t1'
(S) ~ 01 DOn-Duoleu taolUU. (ncb u twilo-reneratora and
turbine bUildinp) and temJM)l'U')" buDdinc. (.ach ai construction equipment
.torqe abeda) for use in connection wltll
the construcUon'of the facJUt7: and
(4) With reapect to production or
utilization facUlties. other than teatlne
faclllti... required to be Ucenaed pur.uant to section 104 a. or section 104 o. of
the Act. the construction of buUdl~.
which wl1l be uaed for actiY1ti. other
than operation of a facUlty and which
may alao be uaed to house a facUit)". "(Por
example. the construction of a cOlle..e
laboratorJ bulldini with apace tor In.
.tallaUon of a traini~ reactor Sa not
atrected by th18 paracraph.)

, • SO.ll Exeepli_. and exempllov.s lrom

_

lleenlle.

:.Jfothlng in this part shall be deemed
to'requlre a licen&& for:
(a) The manUfaCture. production, or
acquisition by the Department of Defense
of any utlllzation facility authorized pur, suant to section 91 of the Act, o~ the use
•
ot such faclUty by the Department of Defense or by a person under contract with
and for the account of the Department
of Defense·,
(b) The processing, fabrication, or refining of speCial nuclear material, or the
separation of special nuclear material.
or the separation of special nuclear
material from othe~· substances, by a
prime contractor of the Commission under a prime contract for:
(1) The performance of work for the
Commission at a United states Govemment-owned or controlled site;
(2) Research in. or development.
manufacture. storage, testing or transportatlon of. atomic weapons or components thereof; or
(3) The use or operil.t1on of a. produc·
tlon or utwzatton faclllty In a United

(e) The transportation or possession f alte evaluation facton ldentlfiect in Part
of any production or utilization faclUty' 100 of this chapter. Such &SSeSSIDent
by a common or contract carrier or ware- .' ahall c;ontaln an analysts and evaluation
houseman in the regular course of car- . ;of . . major structures, systema and
rlage for another or storage incident compOnents of the faeUlty which bear
thereto.
aIgnj1lcan*ly on the acceptablllty of the
t
11 ens!
nd
. alte under, the Site evaluation factors
Any person exemp from c
ng u er .1dentl1led Iii ,Parli 100 of t;bl:s cha.Pter,
th1a part prior to the effective date of •• __ ._....n .. t the facillt...... " be """""'rthis amendment who would otherwise be - ...........
required by virtue of paragraph (b), (c) ated at the ulttrnate power le\rel which Is
or (d) of this section to obtain a llcense contemplated by the applleant;. With
..._
be
t
respect to operation at the projected
shall cono.u.ue to
so exemp on an lnltlal power level, ,the applicant is reInterim basis. Such Interim exemption
sh&n expire SO days from the effective qulred to submit information prescribed
date of this amendment, unless within In subparagtaphs (2)-(8) of this parasaid SO-day period either an application graph. as. well as the information refor a license covering the activity or an qulred by this subparagraph, In support
application for an appropriate exemp- of the appUcation for a construction
tlon under this section Is filed with the' permit.
Commission. If either such application. (2) A summary deSCription and disIs filed within such SO-day period. tlle cusslon of the faCility, with special
.Interim .exeml»tlon shall remain In effect atentlon to design and operating char- I
untll ftnal action in the matter is taken acterlstics, unus~a.l or novel design
by the CommlM1on.
I features,
and pnncipal safety considI erations.
.
I (3) The prelimlnsry deSign of the f·a.:tIlty, including:
• SO.34 Conl_.. 01 appHeations: tech.
'P 'llle PrlDClpal. design criteria for
,
nieal information.
! the faclllty.1 AppendIX A. General Design

-..J..... . ,. -.

I

~=: o~~o=ac:rbl::esU:~ _A~'2 PJ'ellmlnary safety analystS report. ' ~~ri~=ea;;:~:~~tsio~t~;
contractor of theCoDUD18a1on under his -... application for.a construction per- • prlnclpal deSign criteria for water-cooled
prime contract 01' subcontract. when mit aJJ,all tnc1ude a preliminary safety nuclear power 'plants simllar In design
the CommJss1on detennlne8 that the exreport. The minimum Inform&- : and location to plants for which conemption of the prime contractor ~ sub~ tton to be Included aha11 cona1at of the structlim permits have previously been
'contractor Is authorized by law: and that: f o U o w l n f : l s s u e c l by the Commlsslon and· provides
'under the terms of the contractorJ,ub(I) A deecrlptton and safety asaeas- :lQidance to applicants for construction
contract; there ia· adequate ,aaauraDCe ment of the alte on wblch the facUlty fa i permitS in establishlIfg principal design
that ttle work thel-euncIez: _ be accom- : .to be located, with appropriate attention' criteria for other types of nuclear power
plished wlthout undue rlaktothe pubJjc., to features .afrectlDg faplllty design. Spe- _units:
hea11ib and safety;
.
cI&l attention should be d1rected to the . '<11> The design basea and the relation
(c) The construction or operation of
I of the design bllse8 to the principal dea production or utll1zatlon faclUtJ for the
: ~gn criteria;
Commlsslon at a UnIted States Govern.
<iiI> Information relative to materials
ment-oWned or controlled site. Including
1 TtuI app11caDt may proviclelDformatlon No, of construction, general arrangement.
the transportation of the production or
qulred by tbls .paragraph lD the form ata I and approximate dimensions, sufllclent to
utilization facWtJ to or from such site
dl8cu8IIlon. With 8pecUlo refereDCe8, or aJmI- provide reasonable assurance that the'
and the performance of contract se"-.
Iarltl. to·aDd cWrtreDotia from. fac1llt1. of? final design will conform to the design
Ices durlng temporary interruptions of
Ilmtlar dea1gD far .wIll
.. ob awu-.tl0D8..
bases with adequate margin for safety.
such transportation: or the construction ..,J?!!VI~JbeeDA1!fl.~.~"'Jn'm.''!''~J_·' (f) A preliminary analysis and evalor operation of a production or utll1za. '
i uatlon of the design and performance of'
tlon faclllty In the performance of re•. structures. systems, and components of
search In. or development, manufac. the faclllty with the objective of assessture, storace, testm.. or transportation
Ing the risk to publlc health and safety
of, atomic weaPons or compone~ts
reeultlng from operation ot the tacll1ty
thereof; or the use or operation of a
and including determination of (1) the
production or utll1zatlon facWtJ in a.
,llUU"gins of safety during normal operaUnited 'States Oovernment-owned V'\'tlons and transient conditions antlcihlcle or vessel: Provfcled. That wcb
pated dUring the life of the facUlty. and
· activities are conducted by a Prime con(8) the adequacy.f structures, systema.
· tractor of the Commission UDder his
and components provided for the preprime contract ,nth the Commlsa1m1;
Yentlon. of acc1dents and' the mitigation
of the consequences of aCCidents.
(d)· & .... eonavuctIon or operatton 0 a
(5) An Identification and Justification
producUon 01' utW-taoa. facl1lty b7 a
for the selection of those variables. eon• prime CIQDt.nctor 01' IUIMIoDtractoz' of the
dltlons, or other lteins which are de-.
·(!cwnmlaJon UDda' Ida PmU Contract or
termined as the result of preliminary
IUllcaDtnct when the OoiDml"'" deter.fe" analysis and evaluation to be
miDeI tbat the fUIIlPUoD of &be prbne
probable subjects of technical speclftca- i..
CClDtractor 01' lubcontnctor fa a u t h o r - t l o n s .for the faolllty, with special atten1Md bj Jaw: UId tbU, uader'the tenII8 Of
tlon given to those Items which may alethe con~ 01' IUbcontnct. there fa &de..uicantl7 lnftuence the final deaign:.
qua&e. a.uruee tb&$ the work' tbeI'eProrIidc4. however. That this requlreUDder can be IIOCOIDPIiabed wlthou' un~
ment Is not applicable to an a~l1catlon
due rIIk t.o the public bealth UId .rev:
for a construction permit filed Plio.. to·

a.ila1f8I"
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(.) A p~lmlnary plan for the appll- .
cant~. Qf.an1z&tl0n. tralDln. ~ ~non. ne1; ~ conduct of operatlons:. 1
.'
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(7) A description of the quality assurance program to be applied to the design,
fabrication, construction, and testing of
·the structures, systems, and components
of the facll1ty. Appendix B, "Quality Asilurance Criteria for Nuclear Power
»lants and Fuel Reprocessing P.lantS"
"
sets forth the requirements i(W
quality assurance programs for nuclear
power plants and fucl reprocessing
plants.'
The description of the
qua1ity assurance program for a nuclear
power plant or a fuel reprocessing
plant
shall include a discussion

,e8s
to be performed,lnstrumentatlon and, maintain control over radioactive macontrol systems, ventilation and filter; terlals in gaseous and liquid emuents pro-

I

systems, electrical systems, auxiliary and duced during normal reactor operations.
emergency systems. and radioactive including expected operational occurwaste handUng systems shall be d1s- rences. In the case of an 'application filed
cussed insofar as they are pertinent.
on or after January 2, 1971, the applicaI'
(3) TIle kinds and quantities of radlo- tion shall also identify the design objecactive materials expected to be produced: tives, and the means to be employed" for
In the operation and the means for con- keeping levels of radioactive material in
trolling and limiting radioactive effiuents emuents to unrestricted areas as low as
and radiation exposures,withln the limits' practicable. The term "as low as pracset forth In Part 20 o~ thiS chapter.
: ticable" as used in this part means as low
(4) A final analYSIS .and evaluation ot, as is practicably achievable taking into
the design and performance of struc-'
tures. systems, and components with the account the s~ate of techno~og~, an.d the
objective stated In paragraph (a) (4) of economics of Improv~ments In I elatIon to
of how the applicable requirements of this section and taking Into account any; bene~ts to th~ publIc health. ~nd.safety
, Appendix B will be satisfied.
pertinent Information developed since: and !n relati?n to the. ~tIllzatlon of
(a) An identification of thoSe structhe submittal of the preliminary safety' atomIC energy In ~e ~ublIc Interest. ,
tUl'es, systems o~ comJ>o~ents of the faanalysis report.
: (b) Each appllcatlon for a permit to
c1l1ty. If any, which l'~qUl\'e research ~nd"l
(5) A description and evaluation of; ~onstru~t a nuelea,!' power reactor shall
devf'lopment to c0!lfilln the adequacy of the results of the applicant's programs,l Include.
their ,design; an Identification Ilnd de- I including research and development. Ifl
(1) A description of the preliminary
scriptIOn of the :esearch and develop- any to demonstrate that any safetyl design of equipment to be installed purmellt program which will be conducted to que~tions IdenUficd at tl,le COllstruction! suant to paragraph (a) of this section:
r~solve any safety questions ~sociated , permit stage have been resolved.
(2) An estimate of:
With such structures. systems or com-;
(6) The following information con(I) The quantity of each of the priu'ponents; and a schedu~e of the research
: cipal radio-nuclides expected to be rerntng facility operation:
and development,proglam showing that
(1) The
applicant's organizatiOnaljleased annually to unrestricted areas in
such 1;afcty questIOns will be resolved at structure. allocations or responsibilities liquid emuents produced during normal
or before the laLcst date stated In the and authorities, and persolmel qU[lliflca- reactor operatiOns' and
application for completion of constructions requirements;
(ti) The quantity of each of the print tlon of the facility.
.. ..
.
'
i al di
I'd
f th
h lid
' (9) The technical quallficatl?ns of the
(n) Managerial and administrative ': c p . ra ,o-nuc I es 0
e gases, a es.
appl1cant to engage 1.9 the proposed ac- controls to be used to assure safe open- and particulates expected to b~ released
tivitles in accordance with the regula- tion. Appendix B, "Quality As8uraDDe annually to unrestrIcted areas 111 gaseous
.J.ions in this chapter.
Criteria for N~clear powe~ Plants and emuen~ produced during normal reactor
,
(10) A discussion of the applicant's
Fuel Reprocessmg ~lants
sea operatIOns.
. .
.
prel1m1nary plans for coping with emerforth the requirements for such controls . ~3) A general ~escrIptIon of the p~ 0gencies. Appendix E sets forth items
for nuclear power plants and
VISIOns fo~ packagln~. storage, and ~,IPwhich shall be included in these plana.
fuel reprocessing plants. The informa- ment OtJSlte of sohd waste ,:ontaImng
(b) Final safety analysis re11Ort. Each
tion on the controls to be used for a radioactive materials re~ul~1I1g, f.l'01Il
application for a license to operate a
nuclear power plant or Ii' fuel
treatment of gaseous and I1quld effluen ts
facility shall Include a final safety analrocessing plant shall include a dia- and from other sources.
)Osis report., The flnal safety analysis reC~iOn of how the applicable
(c) Each application for a license to
port shall mclude Information that dets f Ap dix B w1ll be sat1sAe4'
operate a nuclear power reactor shall
scribes the faclllty. presents the design
8lell 0
pen
include (1) a description of the equip.,..
bases and the limits on Its operatio1\. and
,
(ill) Plans for preoperattonal test1Dc ment and procedures for the control of
presents a safety analysis of the struc- ; an,d initial operations. The Comm1~ gaseous and liquid effluents and for the
tures. ~ystems. and components and of ~ has developed documents entitled "Guide maintenance and use of equipment inthe facll1ty as a whole, and shall include
Por The P1anning Of PreoperatiODa1 tall d'
d'
t'
t
te
P
If
tin Pro
s" and "Guide For The s
e m ra loac Ive was e sys ms,. urthe following:
(1) All current information such as
Tea g
~ial Start Pro ' .. , suant to paragraph (a) of this sectIOn;
the results of environmental a'nd mete ~ Planning Of
up
grams
and (2) a revised estimate of the inforta
orological monitoring programs which I to help apPMc~ts
ttadequate mation required in paragraph (b) (2) of
has been developed since issuance of the '..plans ppursuan~f
dB t cron.
al this section if the expected releases and
t
tl
(iv) lans or con uc 0 norm
.
con.S ruc on permit, relating to site evaloperations Including maintenance sur- exposures ditJer sigmficantIy from the
:ro~ fa~tors identified-In .Part 100 of '1 velllance ~nd periodic testing of ~truc- .estimates submitted in the applica\ion
,(s2 Clap er.
~ I tures, Sy;tems, and components;
for a cOllStruction permit.
) A description and analysis of the 1ft _
structures. systems, and components of ~
(.) Plana for copIq with em.erteILthe facUlty, with emphasis upon per- If cles, which shall include the items epee.{ormance reqUirements, the bases, with
in Appendix E._
technical Justification therefor, upon ~
(vi) Proposed technical specificatIons
which such requirements h~ve been eaprepared in accordance with the retabl1shed, and the evaluatlona required
utrements of § 50.36.
to show that ~ety functions w111 be ac- ~ (7) The technical qualifications of the
compl1shed, The description shall be sut- ~ applicant to engage in the proposed acficlent to permit understanding of the: Uv1ties in accordan«e with the reguIasystem designs and their relationship to tlons in this chapter.
safety evaluations.
(1) For nuclear reactors. such items 114 1ft •
Deeip oIti~va for . . . . .
the reactor core, reactor coolant system, 10
ment to CODIrOI rele_ of radloadiYe
Instrumentation and control systems,:;;:
~aeriaI In eillu_t_uele• .,.__
'electrical systems, containment system,
ftaeton.
othet' eng:lneered safety features, auxill- II! .,(a) AD applieation for a permU; ..
ary land emergency systems, power con- 1ft tlallltruct • nuclear power reactcw . . .
vep,lnn systems, radioactive waste han- ' .... _ ....a' ........... -ti
f th
11oft..... dl_ sYstems, and fucl hBlldllng systems
_ ...... a............. QIl 0
e pre - .
sh",l be discussed insofar as they are
of equlpa:xen' to be Installed to
.,.;;tinent.
I
Guldea are .v.ll.ble for, lnaptC\18Il
.. Ule' 00mDl1le1oD'. Publta Do8IaIiUlt . . . .
. , ) For facilities other than nuclear
'I,"' • 8~ !'W., l1li4 oopa. .., \Ie __
tors, such items as the chemical, '. . . . by ad~1II a ....ueft .. tile .,.....
Pliis1cal, metallurgical, or nuclear proc. . CIIf RefUIMlOD, V.8. ...... . . .
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INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the proVisions of § 50.34, an
application for a construction permit must
Include the prlnclpal design criteria for a
proposed. faclllty. The principal design crl1eria establish the necessary design, fabrlca,.on, construction, testing, and performance
tequirements for structures, systems, and
components important 1;0 safety; that Is,
structures, Eystexns, and components that
provlde reasonable assurance that the facUlty
can be operated without undue risk to the
health and safety of ·the public.
These General Design Orlterla establish
minimum requirements for the prinCipal
design criteria for water-cooled nuclear
power plants slmUar in design and location
to plants for Which construction permlts have
beeJ;l tssued by the COmmlsslon. The General
Design 0ritel'1a are also considered to be generally applicable 1;0 other types of nuclear
power units and are Intended to provide
guidance In establishing the principal de81gn criterla for such other unitS.
The development of these General Design
CrIteria 18 not yet complete. For example,
BOms of the definitions need further ampllflcatlon. Also, BOme of the specific design requirements for structures, systexns, and components tmPortant to safety have not as yet
been suitably defined. Their omlB8lon does
not reueve any applicant from considering
these matters In. the design Of a specific facUlty and .•tlsfylng the necessary safety requirements. These ·matters Include:
(1) Consideration of the need to design
against single faUures of passive components
In lluld systexns Important to safety. (See
Deflnltion of 81ngle FaUure.)
(2) Consideration of redundancy and diversity requirements for fluid systems Important to safety. A "system" could consist of
a number of subsystexns each of which is
tIeP~tely capable of performing the specl.Aed ~ safety function. The minimum
accepta'ble redundancy and diversity of subsystems &Dd eomponents within a subsystem.
aDd' the req,u1recl Interconnection and Independence of the subsystems hue not yet
~ developed ell' dellned. (See' Criteria 34,
311,38,41, and ".)
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(3) Consideration of the type, size, and
orientation of possible breaks in components
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary in
determining design requirements· to suitably
protect agalnst postulated 10ss-of-cooIant
accidents. (See Definition of Loss of Coolant
ACCidents.)
(4) Consideration of the possibility of systematic, nonrandom, concurrent failures of
redundant elements In the design of protection systems and reactivity control syste.tD.s.
(See Criteria 22, 24, 26, and 29.)
It is expected that the criteria will be
augmented and changed from time to t1lne
as important new requirements for these and
other features are developed.
There will be some water-cooled nuclear
power plants for whlah the General Design
Criteria are not su1ll.clent and for which
additional criteria roust be Identified and satisfied In the Interest of public safety. In particular, It Is expected that additional or different criteria will be needed to take into
account unusual sites and environmental
'condltlons, and for water-cooled nuclear
power units of advanced design. Also, there
may be water-cooled nuclear power units for
which fulfillment of some of the General
Design Crlterla may not be necessary or upproprlate. For plants such as these, departures from the General Design Criteria ~"\'lst
be IdentUled and Justified.
DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

Nuclear power unit. A nuclear power uuit

means a nuclear power reactor and associated equipment necessary for electriC po-w-er
generation and Includes those structures,
systexns, and components requireC\ to provide
reasonable assurance the faclUty can be o}>erated without undue' risk to the health and
safety of the public.
LoBS Of COQlant accidents. Loss of coole.nt
accidents mean those postulated accidents
that result from the loss of reactor coola:qt
at a rate In excess of the capability of "the
reactor coolant makeup system from breaks
In the reactor coolant preBBure boundary. up
to and Including a break equivalent In size
to the double-ende-d rupture of the largest
pipe ot the reactor coolant system.'
Single failure. A single failure means an
occunence wh1ch results 1n the loss of
capabutty of a component to perforlD. Its
Intended safety functioris. Multiple fall ures
resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be a Bln~le fallure, Fluid and
elec1a'lc systexns are considered to be designed against an aBBumed. single failure U
neither (1) a single failure of any active
component (assuming pass~ve components
function properly) nor (2) a single faUure
of a passive component (assuming active
components functton properly), results in. a.
1088 of the capablllty Of the system to perform Its safety functions."
Anticipclted operational occurrences. AnticIpated operational occurrences mean those
conditions of normal operation which are
expected to occur one or more times during
the Ufe of the nuclear power unit and Incl ude
but. are not limited to loss of power to a.11
recirculation pumps, tripping of the. turbine
generator .set, isolation of the. main condenser, and IOS8 of all olfslte power.
• Further detailS relating to the type, SiVA,
and orientation of postulated breaks In speclflc components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are under development•
• Single failures of passive com'ponents In
electric< systems mould be _umed In
deslgnlnl against a single failure. The conditions under whi<:h a Bingle failure or p
.passlve component In a lluld system should
be consiclereclln dealgnlng the aystem against
a slnlle fallure are under development.

,

I

1. Ouerlill Bequlrem~t8
11. ProtectIOn by Multiple Ff.Bfon ProfJuct
Criterion l~uaZfty BtIHlllM"IU and records.'
Barrier.
Structures, aysteme, and components ImCrUerion lD-Beactor design. The reactor

pol"tant to safety man be designed, fabrl-,
cated, ereeted, and tested to quaUty stand- '
ards commensurate with the Importance of I
the safety functions to be performed. Where :
generally recognIZed codes and standards are '
used, ttiey shall be Identitled and evaluated :
,to determine their appllcablllty, adequacy,
and suMclency and shall be supplemented or'
modified as neceaary to 88Bure a quallty
product In keeping with, the required safety
function. A quallty B88urance program shall ,
be established and Implemented. In order to
provide adequate B88urance that these structUles, systems, and components wlll satlsfactorlly perform their safety functions.
Appropriate records of the design, fabrlcatlon, erection, and testing of structures, systems, .and components Important to safety
shall be ma.1ntalned by or under the control
of the nuclear power unit Ucensee throughout
the'Ufe of the unit,
'

;lOre and lIIIIIOClated coolant, control, and
protection systems shall be dea1gne4 with
appropriate margin to assure tbat specl.1led
acceptable fuel design 11m1ts an not ezceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the effects of anticipated
bperatlonal occurrences.
Criterion ll-Beactor inherent protection.

sO as to mlJilmlze to the extent practical the
llkellbood of their simultaneous faUure under
operating and postulated accident and envlroDplental conditions. A swltchyard common to both circuits Is acceptable. Each of
these circuits shall be designed to be available In sumclent time following a loss of all
onslte alternating current power supplles
and the other offslte electric power circuit,
to assure that specified acceptable fuel design llmlts and design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not
exceeded. One of these circuits shall be designed to be available within a few seconds
. following a loss-of-coolant accident to assure
that core coollng, contalnment Integrity, and
otber vital safety functions are maintained.
Provlslonll shall be Inc:1uded to minimize
the prob8lbillty of losing eleotrlc power from
any of the remainIng supplies as a resulJt of,
or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear power unit, the 1'llSS
of power from the transmission network, 01'
the loss of power from the onslte eledtr1c
power supplies.

The reactor core and assoclated coolant syetems shall be designed so that In'the power
operating range the net effect of the prompt
Inherent nuclear fe~back' characteristics
tends to compensate for a rapid 1ncreaSe In
reactivity.
Criterion lZ-8uppression 01 reactor power
oscillations. The reactor core and 8BBOClated
cooIIant, control, and protection systequs shall
be designed to assure that power oscl11atlons
Which can result In coJ;ldltions exceeding
specified acceptable fuel design 11m1ts an
not pbll81ble or can be rellably and readlly
Criterion Z-DeBign bases lor protection detected and suppressed.
against noturlJl phenomenlJ. Structures, sysCriterion 13-1nstrumentlJtion IJnIl control.
C1Wterion 1.-1nspection OM testing 01
tems, and components Important to safety Instrumentation shall be provided to monl- electriccll pouier sy,tems. Electric: power sysshall be designed to withstand the effects of tor variables and systems over their antlcl- tems Important to safety sDall be designed
natural phenomena such as earthquakes, pated ranges for ~ormal operation, for to permit' appropriate
tornadoes, hurricanes, :ll.oo4s, tsunami, and anticipated operational occurrences, and for
perlodlo inspection and testing of
seiches without loss of capablllty to perform accident Conditions as appropriate to assure Important areas and features, such as wiring,
their safety functions. The design bases for
adequate· 'safety, Including those variables insulation, connectiOns, and switchboards,
these struct'ures, systems, and components and systems that can affect the fiJSlon proc- to asB888 the continuity of 'the systems and
shall refiect: (1) Appropriate consideration e88 the Integrity of the reactor core, the the condition of their components. The sysof the most severe of the natural phenomena n.:ctor coolant, PreBl!ure boundary, and the tems shall be designed with a ca.pablllty to
that have been historically reported for the
containment and Ita associated systems. Ap- test periodically (1) the operablllty and
site and surrounding area, with suMclent
proprlate controls shall ,be provided to malnperformance of the COJ:l1ponents
margin for the limited accuracy, quantity,
tall!, these va.r1a.bles, and systems within functional
of the systems, such as onslte power sources,
and period of time In which the historical
prescribed operating ranges.
relays, switches, and buses, and (2) the opdata have been accumulated, (2) appropriate
Criterion 14-Beactor cooum~ pressure erablllty of the systems as a whole and, under
combinations of the effects of normal and
bouMlJry. The reactor coolant pr888ure conditions as close to design as practical, the
accident conditions with the effeets of the
boundary 8haU be dea1gned, fabricated, full operation sequence that brings the sysnatural phenomena and (3) the Importance
erectB4, and tested 80 as to have an extremely tems Into operation, including operation of
of the safety functions to be performed.
low probab111ty of abnormal leakage, of appl1cable portions of the protection system,
Criterion 3-Fire protection. Structures,
rapidly propagating failure, and of gross and the tl'6Dllfer of power among,the nuclear
systems, and components Important to safety ~pture.
power unit, the offstte power system, and the
shall be designed and located to minimize,
Criterion 15-Bellptor coolant 8y,tem de- onBlte power system.
'
consistent with other safety requirements,
The ~ coolant system and assoCriterion 19-Cont.rol room. A control room
the probab1l1ty and effect of fires and ex_ted auldllary, control, and protection sys- shall be provided from which actions can be
ploslons. Noncombustible and heat resistant
teme shall be dea1gned with su1llclent margin taken to operate the nuclear power uldt
materials shall be used wherever practIcal to, asSure tbat the dea1gn conditions Of Jibe safely under normal conditions and to malnthroughout the unit, particularly In loeazeactor coolant preBSure boundary are not taIn It In a safe condition under accident
tiona such as the containment and control
ezceeded d.\lriJiC any condition of normal conditions, Inc~udlng 1088-of-oool&nt acclroom. Plre detection and fighting systems ' Operation, lnc1udlng antlo1pated operational dents. Adequate radiation protection shall be
of approprtate capacity and capablll ty shall ·OCCUlTences.
provided to permit acce88 and occupancy of
be provided and designed to mlnlmlze,the adCriterion 16-Cont/linment cJuigft: Reac- the control room under accident condltlona
'verse
etrects
of
:II.res
on
structures,
systems,
t:)f
containment
and
8BBOC1Ii.ted
systiems
shall
without personnel receiving radiation ezI
,and componenta Important to safety. Plrebe provided to estab11Bh an eaientlally leak- posures In excese of II rem whole body, or
fighting systems shall be designed to assure
tlCht ba.rr1er agalnBt the uncontrolled re- Its eqUivalent to any part of the body, for
, that their rupture or inadvertent. operation
lease of radioactivity to the environment and the duration of the accident.
, does not significantly 1mpalr the safety capato assure tbat the containment design conEquipment at appropriate locations out'blllty of these structures, Systems, and dlt10ns Important to safety are not ez- side the control room shall be provided (1)
.components.
ceeded.- for as long as postulated accident with a design capablUty for prompt hot shut- ,
Criterion 4-EnvfronmentlJl IJnd mis~ile deconditions require.
down of the reactor, including llecesBarJ:
sign blJ88s. structures, systems, and com- , Criterion I1-Electric power s,s(ems.· An
instrumentation and controls. to malntain ,
ponenta Important to ..rety shall be designed .:OD8ltct electric power system and an otrslte the wilt In a safe condition during hot shut- .
to accommodate tlIe effects of and to be com- electric power system shall be provided to cloWn, and (2) with a potential ca.pablllty ,
patible with the envnonmental conditions permit functlonlng"of structures, systems, for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor '
IIIIIIOCla.ted with normal operation, mainte- and comJl!bD.ents Important to safety. The through· the use of suitable procedures.
nance, testing, anel postulatB4 accidents, Infunction for.~ system (B88umlng
111. Protectfma anll BelJCtiutty Control
cluding lQss-of-coolant accidents. These , ..rety
the other system Is not funot1On~) shall be
8y8tem~
structU!'es, sYRema, and componentS shall be , to provide su1Ilclent capacity aDd capabillty
appropriately protected against dynamic ef- , 1!0 assure that (,1) specl.1led acceptable fuel
Critericm 2o-Protec«on sy.tem /UflCtionB.
feets, Including the firects of m1tlslles, pipe ! design 11m1ts and design conditions of the The protection system shall be ~d (1)
whipping, and dl8charglng :ll.ulds, that may
coolant Pl'MBure boundary are not to· initiate automatically the operation of
result from equipment failures and from :nacIior
, Gceedell as a' result of' antlo1pated opera- appropriate systemil including the reaot1v1t~
eMI1ts and conditions outside the nuclear i ttOllBl occurrences and (2) the core 18 cooled control s~ms. to _ure tbat specl:II.ed ac,power unit.
and· containment integrity and other Vital ceptable fuel design llmlts are not exceeded
1 functions an malDtalned
In the event of 118 a Nault of aDtlo1pated operational ocourrences and (2) to se~ accldent condlCriterfma 5-Shllring 01 .tructures, 8y.tems.1 pOstUlated accldeDta.
.
Uons and to initiate the operation of systems
;;; aM component,. Structures, systems, and: '.' The onslte electrlc power suppl1es, lnc1udand components Important to safety.
;" components Important to safety shall not bel Ing the batteries, and the ons1te e~c
Oriterion 21-Protectfma 8yBtem relilJb,Ut"
~ shared aJIl!)Df. nuclear: power units UJIleaa It' ~Ibutlon system, shall have su1Ilo1enof;
can,be shown tIlat such sharing w111 not 1tIg- Independence, redundancy. and testablUty to GIld testa""'". The protection system shall
~ n11lcantly impair their' aJ)Ulty to perform perform their ..rety functions _~ a
be deslgnecl for high functlonal rellablll~
and lIIaerv10e .testabUlty COIDDl8DBUrate with
their safety funct1OD8, Including, In tile evmt, BIngle fenure.
the safety funotlonB to be perfOl'lDed.. Be~ of an accldent In one uldt, aD oIdezi~ lbu""l
Blectr1c power from theti'anam188lon netdUllllancJ and Independence desIped Into
., down and coo14own of the ren"'lnl. . unltB.; wor1l: to ,the ons1te electric d18trlbutlon
system shall be suppUed by two pbyslcally the p&'Otect1on system shall be su1lIc1ent to
Independent c1rcu1te (pot nec-rlly on
separate rJghts' of way) cIes1ped and located

"11".
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Oritfllioa 2B-Beacttvfty Jlmlt.. The reactivity control systems shall be cle8igned
with appropriate limits on the potential
amount and rate of reactivity Increase to 88sure that the effects of postulated. reactivity
accI.dents can neither (1) result In damage to
the reactor coolant prea&ure boundary greater
than l1m1ted. local yielding nor (3) su1llclently dl8turb the core, Its support atructurea or other reactor prea&ure v_I ,lnternale to Impair algnlftcantly the capabUtty to
cool the core. These poatulated reactivity
accidents shall Include consideration of rod
ejection (unleS8 prevented by positive
means), rod dropout, ateam line rupture,
changes In reactor coolant temperature and
prea&ure, and cold Water addition.

the reactor coolant preeaure boundary are
not exceeded.
Suitable redundancy In components and
features, and suitable Interconnect10D8, leak
detection, and I8olatlon capabll1tles lhall be
provided to allaure that for onslte electrlcr
powersyatem operation (888UJJllng off81te
power 18 not available) and for offalte electrier power system operation (ass~lng onalte power Is Dot available) the system safety
function can be accomplished. assUming a.
alngle fallure.

·1
I

Criterio'f 35--Emugency core cooling. A

system to proVide abundant emergency
core .cool1ng shall be provided. The systeDJ.
safety function 8hall be to transfer heat
from the . r~~ ~-ore followlnsr: any.1;", of
';'rcactor" C()OIan\~t a rate such that (1) fuel
and Clad d8lna.I!:" that could Interfere with
continued effective core cooling Is prevented
and (3) clad metal-water reaction Is llmlted
to negligible ~ounts.
Suitable redundancy In components and
featUres, and SUitable Interconnectlo.ns, leak
detection, Isolation. and containment. capabUttles shall be provided to assuretbat for
onslte electriC' pOwer system operation (assumlng offalte p,pwer i8 not avallable) and
for offalte electric: power syatem operation
(allsuming onsite power Is not avallable) the.
syatem safety function can be accompllsbed.
assuming a slngle fallure.
.

I

Crit.erton 29-Protection agaifUJ.t antictJlClted operational OCCU7Tences; The protec-

tlon and reactivity control syatems shall ~
dealgned to assure an extremely high prObabWty of accomplishing their safety functlon8 In the event of antiCipated operational

occurrences,'

IV. "utd ByBtemll
Oriterton 3D-Qtudity 01 reactor coolant
pr6llSUre boundary, Components which are

I

part of the reactor coolant prea&ure boundary
8hall

I'

be de8lgned. fabricated, erected, and

tested. to the highest quallty standards prac-

ttcal, Means shall be provided for detecting
and, to th.e extent practical, Identifying. th.e
location of the source of .reactor coolant

I

CriteriOn·. 36-Inspection 01' emergency .
core cooling' s1l.tem • The emergency core

~erlon 31-FTacture prevention 01 reactor coolant pressure boundary. The reactor

coollng

~yate~

ll.pPcropnate

shall be designed to permit.

.

coolant prea&ure boundary shall be designed per odic Inspection of lmportant compowith su1llc1ent margin to asaure that when ,. nents, such &8 spray rings In the reactor
8tressecl under operating, maintenance. test- presaure vessel, water injection nozzles, and
1D8, and postulated accident conditions (1) ! piping, to asaure the Integrity and CILpab1l1ty
$he boundary behavellin a nonbrlttle
0If the sy&tem.
.
and ·(3) the probab1l1tyof rapidly propa-.I Criterton 37-Te8ti"11 01 emergency core
ptlng fracture Is minimized.. The deslgn COOung II1IlJtem. The emergency core COOling
IIhIill reflect constderatlon of service tempera- ; system shall bel. designed to permit approtures and other conditions of the boundary prlate pUlodic presaure and functional test~
material under operating. maintenance, test- .Ing to assure (1) the. structural and leak1D8; and postulated acc1dent conditions anel tight integrity 0If Its components•. (2) the
the uncerta1nties In determlnlng (1) mate- operabU1ty anel performance of the active
rial properties. (2) the effecta of irradiation components of the syatem. and (3) the oper~
on materlal properties. (8) realdual, steady- ab1l1ty 0If the system all a whole and, under
state and tranalent stresses, and (4) s1ze f conditions &8 close to design 88 practtcaJ. the I
bwa.
.
0
performance of the full operational sequence
Criterion 32-Inspection 01 reactor coolant that brings the syatem Into operM;lon, In-.
pr8llSUre ~ndary, Components which
cludlng operation 0If applicable portions· of
part of the reactor cOolant presaure boundary the ,protection ~. the transter between
aball be cl8s1gned to Permit (1) periodic tnand emergency power sources. and
lIpect10n anel test~ of Important &reaa anel the operation 0If the a880Ciated cooling water
features to assess their structural and leak- system.
.
tlghtlntegr1ty, and (2) an appropriate mateCriterion 3B-CDllttd"ment he.t removal.
rial surve11lance program for the reactor A system. 110 _ove heat from the reactor
JIl"881IN veesel.
.'
.
containment ~ be proVided. The 8fBteDl.
Orit8rloJl 33-B«ictor coolant 1na1ceupi A safety fUDCt10n 8hall be to rec:tuce" rapidly.
aystem to supply reiictor coolant Diakeup for conslstent with the funct1oD1ils ~ other
.protectlon !IP1DBt smau breaks In the re~ &II8OC1ated 8)'8tema. the contain ...., preaactoI'. cooiaDt PN88W'8 boundary aball be sure and temperatum follOWlngan,.Ioss-ofprovlclect. The system ..safety functionaball coolant acc1deDtancl malnta.lu,..... at
IMt to &88UI'8 that specUl.ed acceptable fuel acceptably loW leve18."
. . .... ,
deBlgn l1m1t8 are ~t Uceedeelu a result of
Bu1~le redUDclancJ·Jn C!OQJPCIUDts.a,n4 .
nactor coolant. due to leakage from. the 'eaturell,ancl Iultable 1ntercoDIMICt.i,ona,Jea
nactor ooolant pNIi!IIure IioUDdary and' nap- detection. I8olatlon. and
mre of 8IIIall plptD8 01' other amall cOmpo- bU1t~ Ihall be provtded to tUI8\U'6,~ for
Dents 1Vhlcb are put of the 'bcIundary The onalte electrlct power aystem operatl~
8J8Wm 8h&1l be deIdped to U8Ure
for 8UDdDg cdf81te power ja Q.ot available)
onalte .l8etricY pawSI' 1JBtem·. operation for otrslte eJectrIef
(~cdfalte power ja not avatlable)
lor otralte.lectrIc- power a,stem operation .
(.-um~ ODIIte power ja,!IOt a..uable) 'the ~~r;t!f,! ,..'t"'~lti. .~~
aptem aar.ty Iunct10n can:be accoJDl)JJabed
DI1D8 th.p1~ pumps. andftlvte ...... &o "ritalOlY&1
malDtaiQ. .eoolaDt:*ftDtOI'JI-:d1ll'lll8 .. DOrDW .1.
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the oper~blllty and performance of the active
components of the system, and (3) the operability of the system as a whole, and, under
condi tions as close to the design as practical,
the performance of the full operational sequence that brings the system Into operation, including operation of a,pplicable portions of the protection system, the transfer
between normal and emergency power
sources, and the operation of the associated
cooling water system,
Criterion 41-Containment atmosphere
cleanup. Systems to control fission products,

hydrogen, oxygen, and other substances
which may be released into the reactor containment shall be provided as necessary to
reduce, consistent with the functioning of
other associated systems, the concentration
and quality of fission products released to
th,e environment following postulated accldents, and to control the concentration of
hydrogen or oxygen and other substances In
the containment atmosphere following postulated a,ccidents to assure that containment
Integrity is maintained.
Ea,ch system shall have suitable redundancy in components and features, and sultable interconnections, leak detection, Isolation, and containment capablllties to assure
that for onsite electrical power system operation (assuming offslte power Is not avallable) and for offsite electric: power system
loperation (assuming onslte power Is not
available) Its safety function can be accompllshed, a8suming a single failure.'

I

Criterion 42-Inspection of containment

structural and 1eaktlght Integrity of Its componentS, (2) the operabll1ty and the performance of tn..e active components of the system,
and (3) the operablllty of the system as ..
whole and, under conditions as cloee to design as practical, the performance of the full
operational sequence that brings the system
Into operation for reactor shutdown and for
loss-of"coolant accidents, lncludlng operation of appl1cable portions of the protection
system and the transfer between normal and
emergency power sources.
V. Reactor Contalnment
Criterion 50---Containment design basis.

The reactor containment structure, IncludIng access openings, penetrations, and the
containment heatremov.al system shall be
designed. so that the containment str'l'cture
and Its Internal compartments can accommodate, without exceeding the design leakage rate and, with sufficient margin, the
calculated pressure and temperature condltlons resulting from any loss-of-coolant accldent. This margin shall rellect conslder~
tlon of (1) the effects of potential energy
llOurces which have not been Included In the
determination of the peak conditions, such
as energy In steam generators and energy
from metal-water and other chemical reactlons that may result from degraded emergency core cool1ng functioning, (2) the llmIted experience and experimental data avallable for dellning accident phenomena and
containment responses, and (3) the conservatlsm of the calculational model and
Input parameters.
.

talnment Isolation provisions for .. specUlc
class of llnes, such as lnstrument l1nes, are
acceptable on some other dellned basis:
(1) One locked closed isolation valve inside and one locked closed .isolatlon valve
outside containment; or .
(2) One automatic Isolation valve inside
and one IQcked closed Isolation valve outside
containment; or
(3) One locked closed Isolation valve Inside and one automatic Isolation valve outside containment. A simple check valve may
not be used as the automatic Isolation valve
outside contalnment; or
. (4) One automatic Isolation valve inside
and one automatic lsolatlon valve outside
containment. A simple check valve ma.y not
be used as the automatic Isolatlon valve outside containment.
Isolation valves outside containment shall be
located as close to containment as pra.ctlcal
and upon loss of actuating power, automatic
Isolation valves shall be designed to take the
position that provides greater safety.
. Other appropriate requirements to minimize the probability or consequences of an
accidental rupture of these lines or of llnes
connected to them shall be provided as
necessary to assure adequate safety. Determination of the appropriateness ot these
requirements, such as hl~her quality In
design, fabrication, and testing, additional
provisions for fnservlce Inspection, protec- i
tlon against more severe natural phenomena,
and additional Isolation valves and con1laln- I
ment, shall Include consideration of the pop- '
ulatlon density,; use characteristics, and
physical characteristics of the site environs.

atmosphere cleanup systems. The contalnment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be
Criterion 51-Fracture prevention 01 condesigned to permit appl'opriat.e
talnment pres8ure boundarl/. The reactor
Criterion 56-Primary containment isolaperiodic Inspection of imcontainment boundary shall be designed with tion.
Each line that connects dlFectly to the
port8nt components, such as filter frames, , sufficient margin to assure that under oper~ containment
atmosphere and penetrates
ducts, and piping to assure the Integrity and atlng maintenance, testing, and postulated primary reactor
containment shall be procapability of the systems.
' accld~nt conditions (1) Its ferrltlc ma~rlals vided with containment isola.tlon valves as
Criterion 43-Testing Of containment at- behave In a nonbrlttle manner and (2) the
follows, unless it can be demonstrated that
mosphere cleanup systems. The containment I probablllty of rapidly propagating fracture the containment Isolation provisions tor a
atmosphere cleanup systems shall be designed is minimized. The design shall rellect con- speclllc class of lines, such as Instrument
to permit appropriate periodiC pressure and slderatlon of service temperatures. and other lines, are acceptable on some other dellned
functional testing to assure (1) the struc- conditions of the containment boundary ma- basis:
tural and leaktlght Integrity of Its compo- terlal during operation, maintenance, test(1) One locked closed Isolation valve Innents, (2) the operability and performance' lng, and postulated accident conditions, an~ side and one locked closed isolation valve'
of the active components of the systems such the uncertainties In determining (1) mate
outside containment; or
as fans, filters, dampers, pumps, and valves 'rlal properties, (2) reSidual, steady-state, an~
(2) One automatic Isolation valve Inside
and (3) the operab!llty of the systems as a tranSient stresses, and. (3) size of llaws.
and one locked closed Isolation valve outwhole and, under conditions as close to de-Criterion 52---Capablltty lor containment side containment; or
sign as practical, the performance of the full leakage rate testing. The reactor contalnment
(3) One locked closed Isolation valve Inoperational sequence that brings the sys- and other equipment which may be subjected side and one automatic Isolation valve out- I
tems Into operation, Including operation of to containment test conditions shall be de- sIde containment. A simple check valve may
a.ppIlcable portions of the protection sys- signed so that periodic integrated leakage not be used as the automatic isolation valve
tern, the transfer between normal and emer- rate testing c~n be conducted at contaln- outside containment; or
gency power sources, and the operation of, ment design pressure.
(4) One automatic Isolation valve inside
a,..<sociated systems.
!
Criterion 53-Provisions lor containment and one automatic Isolation valve outside
Criterion 44-Cooling water. A system to
testing afid inspection. The reactor contaln- containment. A simple check valve may not
transfer heat from structures, systems, and ment Ehall be designed to permlJ; (1).
be used as the automatic isolation valve outcomponents Important to safety, to an ultl- 'appropriate pcncdlC lJ!.specside containment.
mate heat sink shall be provided. The system tion of all Important areas, such as penetraIsolation
valves outSide ~ntalnment shall
safety function shall be to transfer the com- tlons, (2) an appropriate survelllance probe located as close to the containment as
blned heat load of these structures, systems, gram, and (3) periodic testlflg at contalnpractical and upon loss of actuating pawer,
and components under normal operating and ment design pressure of the leaktlghtness of
automatic Isolation valves shall be designed
accident conditions. penetrations which have reslllent seals and
to
take the poSition that provides greater
Suitable redundancy In components and expansion bellows. .
safety.
features, and suitable Interconnections, leak
Criterion 54-Piping sl/stems penetrating
Criterion 57---Closed system isolation
detection, and Isolation capabilities shall containment. F'lplng systems penetrating
valves. EI;h line that penetrates primary'rebe provided to assure that for onsite electri- primary reactor containment shall be proactor contalnment and Is neither part of the
c: power system operation (assuming off- vided with leak detection, Isolation, and conreactor coolant pressure boundary nor consite power Is not available) and for offslte talnment capabiIltles having redundancy, renected directly to the containment atmoselectric power system operation (asSuming l1ab!llty, and performance capab!llties which
phere shall have at least one containment
onsite power Is not available) the system rellect the Importance to safety of Isolating
Isolation
valve which shall' be elther autosafety function can be accomplished, as- these piping systems. Such piping systems
matic,
or locked closed, or capable of k'emote
sumlng a single failure.
shall be designed with a capablllty to test
Criterion 45-lnspection 0/ COOling water periodically the o'p.erabillty ot the Isolation . manual operation. This valve shall be outside contalnment and located as close to the
system The cooling water system shall be de- valves and associated apparatus and to detercontainment as practical. A simple check
signed 'to permit'
1 ' " te
mine If valve leakage Is within acceptable
app oplla
'Imlts
valve may not be used as the automa.tl!,
periodic Inspection of 1m
.
.
isolation valve.
,
..
, ·s sucn Ill! neal; excnangel'!O
Criterion 55-Reactor coolant pressure
ponil~o ~()m~~n::u~e the Integrity and ca- boundarl/ penetraUfig containment. Each
VI. Fuel an" Radioactivity Con.trol
and p p ng,
t
Une that Is part of the reactor coolant presCriterion. 60---con.trol 01 reZeaae. 01 radiopablllty of the sys em. .
.
s- sure bounaazy and that penetrates primary
active materiaZll to the environment. The DUCriterion 46-Testing of coolmg. water sy
reactor containment shall be provided with
clear power unit design &ball Include meane
tern. The cooling water system shall be de- I containment 1.sOiation valves as follows, un~Igned to permit appropriate perlodlc(lP)rt~- less It can be demonstrated that the consure I\nd functional testing to assure
e

i

f

I

to control suitably the release ot radioactive
materials In gaseous and liquid effluents
and to handle radioactive solid wastes proI duced during normal reactor operation, Including anticipated operational occurrences.
Sufftclent holdup capacity shall be provided
for retention ot gaseous and llquld effluents
containing radioactive materials, particularly where unfavorable site environmental
conditions can be expected to Impose unusual operational limitations upon the release of such effluents to the environment.
Criterion 61-Fuel storage and handling
and radioactivity control. The fuel storage
and handling, radioactive waste, and other
systems which may contain radioactivity
shall be designed to assure adequate safety
under normal and postulated accident conditions. These systems shall be designed (1\
· with. a capability to ... PI!;':"II).lt .
.
"'appropriate periodic. inspectloll and
testing ot compolllm1s Important to safety,
(2) with suitable shielding tor radiation
protection, (3) with appropriate contalnt ment, confinement, and filtering systems,
: (4) with a residual heat removal capability
~ having rellablllty and testability that reI flects the Importance to safety of decay heat
· and other residual heat removal, and (5)
'to prevent significant reduction In fuel
, storage coolant Inventory under accident
· conditions.

I

, Criterion 62-Preventlon Of criticality In
, fuel storage and handling. Crltlcallty In the

fuel storage and handling system shall be·
· prevented by physical' systems or processes,
; preferably by use of geometrically safe
.: configurations.
Criterion 63-Monttoring fuel and waste
!storage. Appropriate systems shall be pro.!

· vlded In fuel storage and radioactive waste
and associated handling areas ( I)
to detect conditions that may result In loss
lof residual heat removal capab1l1ty and ex; cesslve radiation levels and (2) to Initiate
Jappropriate safety actions.
! systems

I

,

Critmon 64-Monitorlng radioactivity re-

I leases. Means shall be provided for monltor-

/Ing the reactor containment atmosphere,
" spaces containing components for rec1rcula=
(tlon of loss-of-coolant accident fiulds, efflu.. ent discharge paths, and the plant environs
· for radloa~tlvlty that may be released from
.1 normal
operations, Including anticipated
~ operatlonaloccul'rences, and from postulated
accldente.

APPENDIX B - QUALITY ASSuRANCE CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS AND FUEL REPROCESSING PLANTS

Introduction. Every appllcant for a conIItruction permit 18 required by the provisions
of f 60.3~ to Include In Its preliminary safety
analysis report a deacrlptlon of the quality
assurance program to be applied to the design, fabrication, construction, and testing
of the structures, systems, and components
of the faclllty. Every applicant tor an operatIng license 18 required to Include, In lte
· lI.nal safety analysis report, Information per, talnlng to the managerial and administrative
~ controls to be used. to assure safe operation.
· Nuclear power plants and fuel
: reprocesSing plants'lnclude structures, sys· tems, ana components that prevent or mltl~ gate the consequenoes ot postulated accidents
that could cause undue risk to the health
and satety ot the public. This appendix estab118hes quality assurance requirements !Dr the
design, construction, and operation ot those
structures, systems, and components. The
pertinent requirements ot this appendix apply to aU activities affecting the satetyrelated functions ot those structures. systems, and components: these activities Include designing, purchasing. fabricating,
handling, shipping, storing, cleaning, erectIllg, Installing, Inspecting, testing, operating,
maintaining, repairing. refueling, and
modifying.
As used In this appendix, "quality assurance" comprises aU those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that a structure, system,
or component will perform satisfactorily In
service. Quality assurance Includes quality
control, which comprises those quality assurance actions related to the physical characteristics of a material, structure, component,
or system which provide a meaila to control
· the quality ot the material, structure, com: ponent, or system to predetermined requirements.
I. ORGANIZATION

The applicant' shall be responsible for the
establishment and execution of the quality
assurance. program. The applicant may delegate to other organizations the work ot estabIlshJng and executing the quality assurance
program, or any part thereot, but sha.1l retalll responslb1l1ty theretor. The authority
and duties of persons and organizations per_
tc;>rmlng Quallty assurance functions sh~ be
Gle&rl)' eetabllabecl and del1Deateclln writing.
· Suob penons IIIld orpDI8atloDt IIWl have
sulBclent authority and or~al tree~m to Identity quallt)' problems; to initiate,
zecommend, or pr,ovlde lI01utlons; and to
verify implementatloD of aotutlons. In general, assurance of quality requires management me'Uqres which provlJle that the individual or 1P"0up assigned the'rellponslb1l1ty
for check1nC, .udltlDc, tnspectIDI, or otherwise verlt,mg that an aetlvlty baa beel\ cor,rectly pertwmecl 18 InclepeDdent of tile In. dlvldu~ or IfOUP d1nIctl)' reIQKlD8lble tor
.-tor. . . u.s apeclAc eottvHr.

I

While the term "applicant" la used In

~Ulese crlterla, the requirements are, ot cdurse,
lappl1cable after luch a person has received
a license to construct and operate a nuclear
powerplant. Th_ orlter1a WUI a1Io be UBed
;for guidance In eftluating the adequacy of
IqUa1lty ~ PI'Ofl'UlllIn _ by holders
ioI oonstructlOB Permits and operatlnf

Iu.ens.·

II. QUALITY AIIII1J1IAHCI: noGBAK
, The appllc;ant shall establish at "the earUest
~ practicable time, consl8tent wI~ the schedule
for accompllahlDg the activities, a qqaJ.lt)' u· Buranee program whJob COblpU_ Wlth the
\ requirements of this appendls. T'hla program
,shall be documented·by wrItteil pol1c1e8, pm· cedures, or instructions and shall be carr1ed
· out throughout plant Ute In acoordance with
· those poliCies, procedures, or ID8tn1ctloDa.
'The applfcant shall identity the struCtures.
IIyBtems, and components to be covered" b)"
the quanty e.saurance prosram and the maJCIIl'
organizations participating In the program,
! togej;ber with the designated ruDctloDII of
· these organizations. The quality assurance
'program shall provide control over actlvl.
!affecting the quality of the IdentUled ~
·tures, systems, and components. 1;0 an extent;
.conslstent with their Importance to safety.
· Activities affecting quality shall be acoom-!
'pllshed under Iultably controlled condlt1oDs.
;Controlled conditions 1nclude the use of:
appropriate equipment; SUItable env.1ronmental conditions for accomp1lllhlng the
activity, such as a.dequate cleannejl8; and assurance that all prerequl81tes for t!le given
activity have been satlsAed. 'l"he program
shall take Into account the need for spec1al
controls, processes, test eqUipment, tools, and
skills to attain the required qualtt;', and the
need for verification of quality by hIspectlon and test. The program shall provide for
indoctrination and tra1nlng of personnel pertormlng activities alfectlng qual1ty III! necessary to assure that Suitable pro1lc1ency \II'
achieved and maintained. The IIPpUcant shall
regularly' review the status and adequacy of
the quallty assurance program. 1I4a.nagement;
of other organizations partlclpa.tlng In the
quality assurance program shall regularly
review the status and adequacy of that part
ot the quality assurance progralD. which they
are executing.

m.

HBIGN OONTllOL

Measures shall be establl8hecl to assure
that applicable regulator; requirements and
the design basis, as de11ned In I ~ and u
specified In the license application, for tholle
structures, systems, and component. to which
thl8 append~ applles are correctly translated Into spec11lcatlons, drawblp, procedures, and instructions. Th_ measures shall
Include provlalons to assure tha.1i appropriate
quality' standards are spec1l1.ed a.nd 1nc1uded
In design documents and that deviations
trom such standards are controlled. lleasure.
shall also be established for the selection .mel
review for suitability of appllcatlOD of materials, parts, eqUipment, and proceues. that
are essential to the safety-related functions
of the structures, systems and components.
Measures shall be establl8hecl for the
k1entl1l.catlon and control of· dealp lDtertaces and for coordination amOllg partlclpd.ll1g design org&n1zatlons. on.- _ures
IshalllnCIUde the eatr.bUshmebt d' procedures
;&mOllg partlclpatlng'deslgn orpnJzatlons for
I~e revle'!V'. approval, rel_. dJ8tr1butlon.
,and revISion of documents InvolYlnB des1gD
lnter1-.
The design contrOl _ _ BbIi.lI provldt
for verifying or checklDlr ~ 1ldeq1lllq ciot
design, such as bJ ,.... pert~ of ~
reviews, bJ the use of altemate 01' 8IDqtWled
calculational metboda, or br Ule perrCII'IDanee ot a BUltable teIIUII8 p~ TIle~.
Ing or ob~ ~ IIIuIIl be perfonblld.,
individuals or groupe other thaD uu.e 1rIMI
performed tile orlglnal dellgn, but Who . . ,
be from the 8UUI organlBatiOll. Wh-. .....
program 18 uaed to .verlfy the acleq1llloGj of •
specUlC del1gD feature In deu of otbw YerifrIng 01' obecklng p~, It SbaU Iaolude
8Ultable qulllUlcatlon test1ntr of • p~
unlt under the IIIOIt adv_ cIe8Ip -.11tlons. DesIgn control ineu_ ~ be lip.
piled to .~ such as the foUowtD.ar: _ _
phplCII, BtniBB, thenual, h)'Clraullc. and 1IoIIIil.

dent analJBes; compatlbWty. _
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accesslblUty for Inservlce Inspection, maintenance, and repair; and delineation of acceptbce crlterla for Inspections and tests.
Deslgn changes, includlng 1leld changes,
shall be subject to design control measures
commensurate with those appUed to the
orlginal design and be approved by the organization that performed the original design
unless the appllcant designates another responsible organization.

by heat number, part number, aerial number,
or other approprlate means, either on the
Item or on records ·tracee.ble to the item. as
required throughout fabrication, erectIOn,
Installation, and use of the Item. These Identl1lcation and contrOl measures shall be
designed to prevent the use of Incorrect or
defective materlal, parts, and components.
IX. CONTROL 0:1' SPECIAL PROCESSES

Measures shall be established to assure
that special processes, Including welding,
heat treating, and nondestructive testing,
are controlled and accompllshed by quallfied personnel using qualified procedures
in accordance with appllcable codes, standards, apeclficllltlOns, criteria, and other
special requirements.
x. INSPECtION
A program for inspection of actlvltles
alfectlng quality shall be establlshed and
executed by or. for the organization performlng the activity to verify conformance with
the documented InstructiOns, procedures,
and drawings for accompllshlng the activity.
Such inspection shall be performed by individuals other than those who performed
the activity being Inspected. Examinations,
measurements, or tests of material or prod.
ucts processed shall be performed for each
work operatlon where necessary to assure
quality. If Inspection of processed materlal
or products Is Impossible or disadvantageous,
Indlrect control by monitoring processing
methods, eqUipment, and personnel shall be
provided. Both Inspection and process monltorlng shall be provided when control Is
Inadequate without both. If mandatory Inspection hold points, which require witDeBBlng or Inspecting by the appllcant's
deSignated representative and beyond which
work sball not proceed. without the consent
of its designated representative are required,
the specific hold points shall be Indicated In
approprlate documents.

IV. PaOct7UIID!:NT DOC11I1UINT CONTROL

Measures shall be esta.bllahed to assure
that appllcable regulatory requireme~ts, dealgn bases, and other requirements Which are
necessary to assure adequate quality are
aultablyincluded or referenced in the documents for· procurement of material, equipment, and services, whether purchased by
the appUcant or by its contractors or subcontractors. To the extent necessary, procurement documents shall require contractors or subcontractors to provide a quallty
assurance program cOQSlstent with the
pertinent provlalons of thls appendix.
v. INSTRUCTIONS, PROCBDt1lIES, AND DRAWINGS
Activities alfectlng quallty shall be preBCrlbed by documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, or a type appropriate to
the circumstances and shall be accompllshed
In accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings. Instructions, procedures, or drawings shall include approprlate
quantitative or qualitative acceptance crlterla for determining that important activities have been satlsfactorlly acoompllshed.
VI. DOCl1I1D!:NT CONTROL

Measures shall be established to control
the Issuance of documents, such as Instructions, procedures, and drawings, including
changes thereto, Which prescribe all activities
a1fectlng quallty. These measures shall assure
that documents, Includlng changes, are reviewed for adequacy and approved for release
by authorized personnel ~d are dlstrlbuted
to and ueed at the location where the prescribed activity IS performed. Changes to
documents shall be reviewed and approved
by the same organlmtlons tha.t performed
the original review and approval unless the
applloant designates another responsible
organlzatlon.
VII. CONTROL 0:1' Pt1RCHASED MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT, AND SERVICES

Measures shall be establlshed. to assure
that. purohased materlal, equipment, and
serv1cee, whether purchased directly 91"
through contractors and aubcontractors, cbIlfOJ"IJi. to the procurement documents. These
measures shalllnqlude provlslons, as approprllllte, for source evaluation and selection,
objective evidenoe of quality furnJahed. by
1II:I.e contractor or subcontractor, inspection
at the coIlitradlior or- subcontractor source,
and eumlnatton of products upon dellvery.
Doc\Ullllll.tIIl'J' evldenoe tiIa.t materlal and
equipment oont_ 410 the procurement requlralentll IIbIU be anlillible at the nucleM~t

or fuel reprocessing plant.
.... pI1Gr to lDataUatlOll or UjI8
:.::,.......... aD4l equapmeot. 'l1lla clGcN~ Ma1I be retaJDed at the
..,... pcnrm»laDt or fuel
reprocessing plant. 81.. UId IIbaII be auIl.-ent to IdIIBtlfy tile IPeoUIc ~
.

web .. oocI.es, 8tandal'llB, or 8p8Clftcatlou,

met by U1e purchaaecl material and equip_to The eftectlV811e811 or· the control or
cauallty bJ ooatnobOra and WbcOII1tractorB
IIba11 be ......- by the appllc&nt or designee
at ~ OODalatent wlth tb,e ImpOrtance,
~leJdty, and quantity of the procIuct or
...-vtceI.
YIII.

~'I'IOJI' AIMD CONTROL

o:r MATDIALS,

PAII'III, AND COJIPONUITII

Meuures lIhaU be establlsbed for the IdenWlc&tloi1 and GOIlVol or materldl, parts,
IIlCl ~enta. lIlciucllna partl~ faMI........."'... 'n., . . ._un
aM" . ".....tlon of UM ~ t. .......WIMd .

XI. TB8T OONTROL

A test program shall be establlshed. to
assure that all tllstlng required. to demonatrate that structures, systems, and components will perform satisfactOrily In service ls
Identl1led and performed In accordance with
written .test procedures which Incorporate
the requirements and acceptance limits contained. In appllcable dealgn documents. The
test program shall Include, as appropriate,
proof tests prlor to installation, preoperational tests, and operational tests durlng nuClear power plant or fuel_ reprocessing
plant operation, of structures,
aystems, and components. Teat procedures
Shall Include provisions for assuring that all
prerequlsltes for the given test have been
met, that adequa.te test Instrumentation ls
&vallable and used, and tha.t the test ls performed. under suitable environmental condltlons. Test results shall be documented and
evaluated to assure that test requirements
have been satlsfied..
xu. CONTROL o:r MBAaVRING AIMD TEST

*

IIQt1IPKIDIT

Measures shall be est&b1lBhecl to assure
tb&t tools, pges, instruments, and other
measurlng and testing devloee ueed In Ieit1vlt1ea aft'eotlng quality are property CODtrolled, callbra.ted, and a4Justecl. at speCI1led
periods to maintain accuracy within necessary llmits.
XUI. HANDLING, BTORAGI: AND 8HIPl'lNG

llaasures shall be establl8hed to control
the handllng, alOrage, shipping. Cleaning and
preservation of material and equipment in
accordance w\.~ work and lnapectlon Instructions to prevent damat18 or detei1.ora"on. When neceaaa.ry for Jiart1cular produets, Ipeclal protective enVironments, such
as Inert gas atmosphere, specUlc molature
content levels, and temperature levela, mall
be specifled. and provided.
.
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XIV. INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING 8TATUS

*

Measures shall be established to Indicate,
by the use of markings £ouch as stamps, tags,
labels, routing cards, or other suitable means,
the atatus of inspections and tests performed
upon Individual IteIns of the nuclear ·power
plant or fuel· reproceSSing plant;
These meaeures shall provide for tbe
identlflcatlon of Items wblcb have aa.tlsfactorlly passed required lnBpections and tests,
where nec_ry to preclude Inadvertent bypassing of such InspectiOns and tests. Measures shall also be established for Indicating
the operating status of structures, systeJns,
and components of the nuclear power plant

* orsuchfuelas reprocessing
plant,
by tagging valves and Switch.., to
prevent Inadvertent operation.
xv. NONCO!(roRMING MATERIALS,

PARTS,

OR

COMPONENTS

Measures shall be eatabllshed to control
materials, parts, or components which do not
conform to requirements In order to prevent
their Inadvertent use or Installation. These
measures shall Include, as appropriate, procedures for ld,jlntlfica"tlon, documentation,
segregation, dlsposltlon, and notlfioatlon to
aft'ected organlza.tlons. Nonconforming IteIns
shall be reviewed· and accepted, rejected,
repaired or reworked. in accordance with
documented procedures.
.
XVI. CORRECTIVE ACTION

Measures she.ll be established to assure that
conditions adverse to quality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations;
defective material and eqUipment, and nonconformances are promptly identified and
corrected. In the case of slgnl1loant conditions adverse to qUality, the measures shall
assure that the .<:&use of the condition ls
determined and ·correctlve action taken to
preclude repetitlon:The Identi1lcation of the
significant condition adverse to quality, the
osuse of the condition, and the corrective
action taken sh·all be documented and
reported to approprlate levels of management.
XVII. QUALITY ASSURANCI: RECORDS

SuMclent records shall be maintained to
furnish evidence of activities aft'ectlng
quallty. The records shall include at least
the following: Operating logs and the results
of reviews, Inspections, tests, audits, monltorlng of work performance, and materlals
analyses. The records shall also illclu,e
closely-related data su$ as qualifications 01
personnel, procedures, and eq~lpment. inspection and test records shall, as a mini-'
mum, Identify the Inspector or data recorder,
the type of observation, the results, the acceptab1l1ty, and the action taken In connection ~th any deficiencies nOted. Records
shall be Identifiable and retrievable. Conslstent with applicable regulatory requiremellts, the applicant shall eetabllah requirements concerning record retention, such
as
duration,
locatton,
and
assigned
responalbllltJ.

.nm. ,.t1Drrs
A comprehenslve system of planned and
periodic audits shall be carried out to verify
compliance with all aspects of the quality
assurance program and to determine the
elfectlveness of the program. The audits shall
be performed In accordance with the written
procedures or check llsts by appropnately
trained personnel not having direct responalbUlties In the arefB being audited. Audlt results shall be documented and reviewed by
management. having responsibillty In the
aNa audlted. I"oIlowup action, lncludlill re...udlt of deflcle~t areas, shall be tUen where
andl_ted•

APPENDIX D--INTI!:RIM STATEMENT or GENERAL POLICY AND PROCEDURE: IMPLEMENTATION or THI!: NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY ACT or 1969 (PuBLrc LAW 91-190)
INTRODUCTION
On July 23, 1971, the U.s. Court of Appealll
for the District of Columbia Circuit rendered
Its decision In Calvert CUffs' Coordinating
Committee, Inc., et 101. v. United States
Atomic Energy Commission, et aI., Nos. 24,839
and 24,871, holding that AtomiC Energy Commission regulations for the implementation
of the National Environmental Pcillcy Act of
1969 (NEPA) In AEC llcenslng proceedings
did not comply In several specified respects
with the dictates of that Act, and remanding
the proceedings to the Commission for rule
making consistent with the court's opinion.
The Court of Appeals' decision required, In
summary, that the Commission's rules make
provision for the following:
1. Independent lIubstantive review of envIrOnmental matters In uncontested as weU
1\11 contested cases by presiding AtomiC Safety
and Licensing Boards.
2. Consideration of NEPA envIrOnmental
Issues In connectIon with aU nUl}lear power
reactor licensing actiOns which took place
after January I, 1970 (the effeetlve date ot
NEPA).
3. Independent evaluation and balancing
of certain environmental factors, such lIS
thermal effects, notwltl1Btandlll8 the tact
that other Federal or State qeneles have
already certUled that thetr own environmental standards are satisll.ed. by the pro.
posed lIcenslll8 action. In each Individual
_ , the beneAts of the llcenelll8 action
must be assessed and weighed. agaln,t en.
monmental costll: .nd alternatives mullt

be eonsldered whtch would affect the bal· extent prscUcable, quantify the various factors considered. To the extent that suob
anclng of values.
4. NEPA review, and appropriate aetlon faotors oannot be qua.ntl.lI.ed, they &ha.ll be
after such review, for eonstructlon permits dlScuseed In qualItative tAIIrmB. The EnvironIssued prior 10 January I, 1970, In cases mental Report should contain sulllclent data
where an operating license has not as yet ro aid the Commission In its develop:rnent of
been Issued. The court's opinion also states an Independent cost-benell.t analys1.s covertbat, In order that this review be as effec- Ing the factors apec1l1.ed In this pa.ra.gra.ph.
tive as pOSSible, the Commission should con·
4. The Environmental Report required by
sider the requirement of a temporary halt pamgraph 1 shall Include a discUSEHon of
In construction pending Its review and the the status of compUance of the faclllty with
backfIttlng of technological Innovations.
applicable environmental quaJ.tty atandal"ds
As summary background, tbe National En- and reqUirements (Including, but not l1m1ted
vironmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law to, thermal and other water quality standal"ds
91-190) became effective on January I, promulgated under the FedemJ. Wa~ Pol1970. The Commission published on AprU 2, lution Control Act) which bave been iDlp08ed
1970, In Its Initial Implementation of tbe by Federal, State, and regional agencies havAct, an Appendix D to Part 50 stating gen- wg responslb1l1ty for environmental proteceral Commission policy and procedure for ex- tion. In addition, the environmental impact
erelslng AEC responslbU1tles under tbe Act of the t:acU1ty shall be fully discussed wltb
In Its licensing proceedings (35 F.R. 5463). respect to matters covm"ed by such llita.ndards
Substantial amendments to AppendIX D and requirements I.rrespectlve of whether ..
were published 011 December 4,1970 (35 F.R. certlll.oatlon from the appropnate autho~y
18469), and furtber minor amendments on has been obtalned (Including, but not 1Im~. to, any certification obtRlned pursuant
July 7, 1971 (36 F.R. 12731).
The amendments to Appendix D Issued to section 21(b) of the FederaJ. Wa.ter Polherewith bave been adopted by the Com- lution Collitrol Act·). Such discUSSIon. s.baJl
mission to make Interim changes In Its reg- be refIected In the cost-benedt analysts preulations for ImplementatIon of NEPA In scribed In pamgraph 3. Whtle Sllltlafaot4on of
AEC licensing proceedings in llght of tbe AEO standuds and criteria. perta.lning to
radiological effects will be necessary to meet
Court of APpeals' decision.
A. Basfc procedures. 1. Each applicant 1 for the lloenalng requ.lrements of the Atomio
a permit to construct a· nUclear power reae· Energy Act, the cost-benell.t analys.1s pre'tor, testing facUlty, or fuel reprocessing scribed In paragraph 3 sbaJ1, for the purposes
plant, . or such otber production or utUIza- at the National :tnvlronmenta.l Polley Act;.
tlon fac1llty whose construction or opera- consider the radiological effects, fIOgether
tion may be determined by the Commission with the thennal effects and the other environmental effects, of the fac1l1ty.
to have a Significant Impact ontbe environ5. Each· applicant. for a license to operate a
ment, shall submit wltb his application three
hundred (300) copies, In the case of a nu- production or utilization facility described in
paragraph
I, shall submit with his applicaclear power reactor, testlll8 facUlty, or fuel
reprocessing plant, or two hundred (200) tion three bundred (300) copies, In the case
copIes, In the case of such otber produc- of a nuclear power reactor, testing :raclllty,
tion or ut111za.tion fac111ty, of a sepa.rate doc- or fuel reprocessing plant, or two hundred
ument, entitled "Applicant's EnvIronmental (200) copies, In the case (.>f any other proReport--Constructlon Permit Stage," which duction or utilization faclUty described m
discusses the followIng environmental con- paragraph I, of a separate document, to be
entitled "Applicant's Environmental BesIderations:
which
(a) The environmental Impact of the po1't--Operatlng License Stage,"
dlScusees the same environmental consideraproposed action,
(b) Any adverse environmental effects tions described In paragraphs 1..-4, but. only to
which ca.nnot be avoided sbould the proposal the extsnt that they differ from those dIScussed In the Applicant's EnvlrOllD1ental
be Implemented,
Report prevlouely submitted In accordance
(c) Alternatives to the proposed aetl.on,
(d) The relationship between lOcal ehOl't- with paragraph 1. The "Applicant's Environterm uses of man's enmonment and the mental Repo~eratlng License Stage"
ma.1ntena.nce and enhancement of long-term may Incorporate by reference any m:rorinatlon contained In the Applicant's. Environproduotdvlty, and
(e) Any IrreVersible and Irretrievable com- mental Report previously Bubmltted m
mit-menta of resources which would be in- accordance with paragraph 1. With respect
volved In the proposed action should It be to the operation of nuclear power reactors,
the applicant, unless otherwise required by
Implemented.
2. The discussion of eJtern1lltiveB to the the Commission, shall submit the ..Appliproposed action In the Environmental Report cant's Environmental Report-operatlng
requIred by parsgrillph 1 shall be sulllcienUy License Stage" only In connection with the
completfl to aid the Oomln1sslon In develop- Arst licensing action that would authorize
Ing and exploring, purBUa.nJt to seot1on 102 full-power operation of the facUlty,' except
(2) (D) of the N1IItional EnvlronmentaJ. PoIJcy that sueh report shall be SUbmitted in conAot, "&pproprlate alterruutives • • • In any nection with the conversion of a provisional
proposal which Involves um"eIIolved confticts operating lIcenae to a full-term llcense.
concerning alternatIve UII88 at aV8llIa.bl.a
resourees."
~ 6. After receipt of any Applicant's en3. The Environmental Report ;required by N vlronmental report, the Director of Regl\paragraph 1 sOOll Include a e.ost-benedt ;-Ilatlon or his designee will cause to be pubanalysis wb.1ch eonsld",ra and be.lances ihe 11'1 llshed In the FEDEIlAL REGISTER a summary
envlronm~nta.l effects of the tIaoIlIty and;-l notice of the avaUab111ty Of the report, a.nd
the alternatives avaUable tor reduclJlfl or
the report wl11 be placed In the AEC's pubavoidlJlfl adverse environmental effects, 1\11 Il: lIc docllment room at 1717 H Street NW"
well as the enVironmental, economic, t4!0h~ "" Washington, D.C. In the public document
nlca.l and other beneAta of the facUlty. The
room estaol!shed oy the Commission In the
~~ aNllysls ehfIJl, to the full. ~ Vicinity of the site of the proposed taclUty
1 Where the "appUcant", aa used In thll
appendiX, II a Federal agency, dlll.'erent arrangements tor Implementing the National
Bnvlronmentl'l Policy Act ~y be made, pursuant to the guldeUnes established. by the
OQuMll 01:1 Bnvlronm,,'Ot.l quant,.

I
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'where a file of documents penalning to the
proposed faclUty is maintained, a.nd In State,
regional, and metropol1tan clearinghouses I~
the vicinity' of the site of the proposed f:
c!lity, wher.e tdocuments pertaining to t ~
environmental impact of the prop~sed faC!~
t" are made available to members of
e
p~bl1C pursuant to the "Guidelines on Statements' on Proposed Federal Actions Affectlllg
the Environment" of the Council on Environmental Quallty.1
In addition, a pubUlS
IIImOUDCemant of the avalIablUty of the ntport wUI be made. Any commenta by Inter..ted per1IOD.I on the repert w111 be coDllldered
by the Commlsllion's regulatory statr, and
there will be further opportunity for pubUc
comment In accordance with paragraph 7.
The Director of Regulation or his designee
wlll analyze the report and prepare a draft
detailed statement of environmental conBlderatloris. The draft detalled statement will
contaln an assessment of the matters specified In pamgraph 1: a preliminary costbenefit analysis based on the factors specUied
In paragraph 3: and an analyslB, pursuant to
section 102(2) (D) of the National Environmental Pollcy Act, of appropriate alternatives
to the proposed llceD.llng action In any case
which Involves unresolved conflicts concernIng alternative uses of available resources
(I.e., an analJIIlB of alternatives which would
alter the envlronmentallmpact and the costbenefit balance). The Commi88lon will then
trBD.Imlt a copy of the report and of the dratt
deta.lled statement to such Federal agencl..
designated by the Coun:lll on Environmental
Quality as having "JurlBdlctlon by law or
special ezpertlBe with respect to any envlronmentallmpact Involved" or .. "authorized to
develop and enforce environmental standards" as the Commi88lon determines are appropriate,' and to the Governor or .-pproprlate State and local olllclals, who are authorIzed to develop and enforce environmental
standards, of any affected State. The trBD.Imlttal will request comment on the report
and the draft detailed statement ~thln
Fforty-five (46) days
or within
IUch longer time as the Comm1lI8I.on may
deem appropriate. (In ~dance with t 2.101
(b) ot Part I, the Comml88lon w1l1 also send
a copy of the appllcatlon to the Governor
or other appropriate olllcial of the State In
which the facUlty lB to be located and will
publlBh In the PI:DDAL Rl:olBTZII a notice of
receipt of the application, stating the purpose of the application and specHnng the
location at which the proposed activity' w111
be conducted.) Comments on an "Applicant's
Bnvlronmental Report-Operatlng License
8tage" and on the dratt detalled statement
prepareclln oonnectlon therewith will be requested only as to environmental matters
Ulat dUfer from those previously COD.lldered
at the con8tructlon permit stage. If any such
Pecleral agency or State or local olllcial falls
to provide the Comml88lon ~th comments
within the time ."eclfled by the CommlBBlon,

138 P.R, 'M2f, parlllraph t{b).
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-Requests far comment. on Envlrollmental Reports and draft detailed statements
from the BDvlronmental Protection Agency
wtll Include a Nqu..t for comments with re~
8p8Ct to water quallty aspects of the propoMd actloIl tor which a certillcation pursuUlt to NOt1oD 21(b) of the Pederal Wa_
1'o1111UCIIl OonUoi Act JuIB been ~ed, and
--l"IIII*'to..,..,.. 01 tile ~ aotIDII.
to Whleb . . . . . . . of the 01. . . AIr .an JIll

........

It will be presumed that the agency or oIIIclal

On the bula of the foregoing evaluatlolll! aDd
analYHB, the deta.lled statement will Include
• concluslon by the Director of Regulation or
his' designee as to whether,. after wetghlng
the environmental, economic, techDlcal and
other benefits against environmental cbBta
and considering available alternatiVes, the
aot1on called for Is Issuance or denial of the
the Appllcant's EnVIronmental Report and proposed permit or llcense or Its appropriate
the draft detalled statement. Th~ summary conditioning to protect environmental values,
notice to be publlshed pursuant to this paraDetalled statements prepared In oonnec.-IC graph will· request, within forty-1iv~ .(4t»
tlon with an appllcatlon for an operating
days 01' suCh longer period as the Commission l!cense will cover orily environmental conmay detennlDe to be practicable, comment slderations which differ from those discussed.
from Interested persons on the proposed in the detailed statement previously prepared
action and on the draft statement. The sum- In 'connectlon with the application for a conmary notice w1l1 also contain a statement to structlon permit and may Incorporate by
the effect that the ~ents of Federal reference any Information contained In the
agencies and state and local olllcials thereon deta.lled statement previously prepared In
will be available when received.'
connection with the appllcatlon for a COJ1. 8. Atter receipt of the comments requested structlon permit. With respect to the opera_
pursuant to paragraphs 6 and 7, the Director tlon of nuclear power reactors, It lB expected
of Regulation or his designee will prepare that In moat cases the detalJed statement wl11
a final detaUed statement on the envlron- be prepared only In connection with the flrB1i
mental considerations specified In paragraph llcenslng action that authorizes full-power
1,Includlng a dlBcussion of problems and ob- operation of the facUlty,' eltoept that such
Jectlons raised by Federal, State, and local a detalled statement wUl be prepared In conagencies or ofllclals and private orgaDlzations nectlon with the conversion of a provlslonal
and individuals al\d the disposition thereof. operating llcense to a full-term llcense.
The detailed statement will contain a final
9. The CommlBBlon wlll transmlt to the
cost-benefit analysis which considers and Council on Environmental Quality coplee of
balances the environmental effects of the (a) each Appllcant's Environmental Report,
facllltyand the altel"llAtlves available for re- (b) each draft detailed statement, (c) com.duclng O!' avoiding adverse environmental ef- ments thereon received from Pederal, State,
fects, as well .. the environmental, economic, and local Bgflncles and olllcials and private
techDlcal, and other benefits of the faclllty, organlzatlons and Individuals, and (d) each
The cost-benefit analyslB will, to the fullest detaUed statement prepared pursuant to
elttent practicable, quantify the varioUB fac- paragraph 8. Copies of such report, cba:ft
tors considered. To the extent that such fac- statements, comments and statements wU1
tors cannot be quantlfled, they wUl be dlB- be made available to the publlc -as provided
cussed In qualltatlve terms. In the case of In thls appendllt and as provided In 10 CPR
any proposed llcensing action that Involves Pat't 9. and will accompany the appllcatlon
unresolved contllcts concerDlng alternative through, and will be considered In, the Com.uses of available resources, the Deta.lled mlBBlon's review processes. After each detailed
Statement will contain an analysis, pursuant statement becomes available, a notice of Ita
to section 102(2) (D) of the National Envl- avallabUlty will be publlBhed in' the FmIl:JLAL
ronmental Policy Act, of alternatives to the Rl:olSTEll, and copies will be made ava1lable
proposed llcenslng action which would alter to appropriate Federal, State and local. agenthe environmental Impact and the cost- cles and State, regional, and metropolitan
benettt balance. Compliance of faclllty eon- clearlnghouses.- To the maztmum elttent
structlon or operation with environmental
ractlcable, no construction permit or .operatquality standards and requirements (lnclud- Ing license In connection WIth which a delng, but not limited to, thermal and other tailed statement lB required by pamgraph 8
water quality standards promulgated under w1l1 be 188ued until ninety (90) daJII after
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act) the draft detailed statement 80 required haa
which have been Imposed by Federal, State been circulated for comment, tumlshed to
and regional agencies having responslblllJty the Counoll on Environmental Quality, and
for environmental protection will receive due made available to the publlc, and until thlrt,.
consideration. In addition, the environmental (30) daJII after the final detailed statement
Impact of the facility wUl be considered In therefor has been made available to the
the cost-benefit analJIIl8 with respect to Council and the public. If _the final detailed
matters covered by such standards and re- statement lB filed within Dlnety (90) clays
qulrements, Irrespective of whether a certl- after a draft statement h .. been circulated
ficatlon from the appropriate authority has for comment, furnished to the Council and
bean obtained (Including, but not limited to, made available to the public, the thirty (aO)
any certification obtained pursuant to sec- day penod and ninety (90) day period
tlon 21(b) of the Federal Water Pollution ILUn concurrently to the utent that the,.
Control Act·), While satlafactlon of AEO Ioverlap.
In addition, the draft detailed
standards and criteria pertaining to radlo- I statement will be made available to the publOgical effects wUl be necessary to meet e!he. '" lie at least fifteen (15) days prior to the
licensing requirements of the Atomic En BY I ' time of any relevant hearing. At any such
Act the cost-beneft.t analysis wUl, ,for the r-.
"
purPoses of the National Environment.aJ. 0'1 hearing, the positIon C'f the CommISSion s
regulatory sta!f will not be presented until
Pollcy Act, consider the radiological effects,
to ether with the thermal effects and the et: the final detaIled statement is madc R.v:ulot~er environmental deets, of the facility, ~ able to the p\lbllc. The f~rcgolng provisions
will not preclude an npplIcant for a facllity
'This paragraph applles only with respect; I ' construction permit or opcratill~ license
flo proceedlngs in which the draft detailed M from presenting Its case on ellvlronnlcntal
statement lB circulated after June 30, 1971, In 1IIl.tters ns well as on radiological heal th_ and
aocordance with the "Guidelines on statesafety matters prior to the end of the til teen
ments on Proposed Pederal ActIons Affecting
d~y period.
the Environment" of the Counell on Environmental QualIty (88 P.R. 'MIt).
• ThlB statement Is In additiOn to the statet No permit or llcense wBl, of course, be
tr t1
-'t
luuecl with r8Bp!!Ct to an activity for wblch
ment prepared at the COlli! uc on __ ¥""
a oentacatloD Nq1lind bJ" II8CtSon 21 (b) of
s~~~ CPR ParI; 0 lmplemelitll the Preed.oID
the PedenI Water Pollution Control Aot hM
of InformatIOn Act, _UOn Nt til. title • of
not beaD obtalned.
the lJ'Dltsd StAItN Code.
has DO comment to make, unl_ a apecldc
eltteD.llon of time has bean requested,
draft
7. In adClltlon, upon prepvatlon Of a
deta.Ued statemen.t, the Comm188lon wUl
cause to be publlBhed In the FEDERAL REGISTBB a summary nOtIce of the avallablllty of

ma,.
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10. In a proceeding for the issuance ot a
construction permit or an operating license
tor a production orutlllzation facillty described in paragraph 1 In which a hearhlg
Is held, the regulatory staff will offer the detalled statement in evidence. Any party to
the proceeding may take a position anCl
ojfer evidence on env!Zonment~ a&.P8CU! of
the proposed licensing action in acc<h-dance
with the provisions of Subpart G of Part :I
ot this chapter.
11. In a proceeding tor the Issuance ot a
construction permit tor a.production or utilization facility described in paragraph I, the
atomic safety and licensing board will (a)
determine whether the requirements ot section 102(2) (C) and (D) ot the National
Environmental Policy Act and this appendix
have been complied with in the proceeding,
(b) Independently consider the final balance
among confiicting environmental factors in
the record of the proceeding for the permit
with a view to determining the appropriate
action to be taken, and (c) determine, after
weighing the environmental, economiC, technical, and other benefits against environmental costs and considering available alternatives, whether the permit should be Issued,
denied, or appropnately conditioned to protect environmental values.
In a contested proceeding for the Issuance
of a construction permit for such a faclllty,
I'the AtomiC Safety and Licensing Board wlll
N also (d) decide any matters In controversy
~among
the parties and (e) determine
III whether, in accordance with this appendix,
~ the construction permit should be Issued as
proposed. In an uncontested proceeding ~or
r:t:jthe issuance of a construction permit for
rz.tsuch a facility, the AtomiC Safety and LIcensing Board will also determine whether
I'the NEPA review conducted by the ComM mission's regulatory staff has been adequate.
In I. proceeding tor the issuance ot an
operating license for a production or utilization faCility described in paragraph 1 In
which a henring is held and matters covered
by this appendix are in issue, the atomic
safety and licensing board wlll decide those
matters III controversy among the parties.
The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's
Initial deciSion may Include findings and
conclusiollS which affirm or modify the contents of the detailed statement described In
paragrapll 8. To the extent that findings and
conclusions different from those In the detailed statement are reached, the detalled
statement shall be deemed modified to that
extent and, as modified, transmitted to the
Councll on Environmental Quality and made
available to the public pursuant to paragraph 9. If the Commission or the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, in a
decision on review ot the initial deciSion,
eaches conclusions different from the AtomiC
Safety and Licensing Board with respect to
envil-onmental aspects, the detalled statement shall be deemed modified to that extent and, as modified, transmitted to the
Council on Environmental Quality and made
avallable to the public pursuant to paragraph 9.

11. The Atomic Safety and. L1ce1l8lDg
COUl'IIII of the hear\.ng on
application for a license to operate a production or ttWlzatlon faclllty descrlbed in
pa,ragraph I, may. authorl2le, pursuant to
1 110.67 (c) , the loading of :\luclear fuel in the
nactor core and limited operaItton within
the IICOIM 01 1 1IO.67(c) , upon compliance
wtt.h the procedures descrlbed theretn.
Where any party to- the proceeding opposes
nch authorlzat.lon on the baels of matotera
ooverecl by this appendix, the prov1sl.OIIII 01
paragn.ph 11 mall apply in regard to the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board'B determination of Buch DIIIIIItera. Any license so
JllBUed will be without prejudice to Bubsequent llceDBIng action which may be taken
by the CommlllBlon with regard to the ennronmental aspects of the facUlty, and any
license lBBued win· be conditioned to that
effect. 0.
18.
Board, during the
1m

*

~

•• In a proceeding In which a hearing Is re-·
quired tor the lBsuance of an operating ll~ cense for nuclear power reactor, the appllcant
may make a motion in writing, pursuant to
~ I 50.57 (d) , for a temporary operating license
authorizing operation Of. the facllity pendr:t:j Ing 1lnal action on the appllca"tion. If such a
IZ.t motion Is made, the provisions of § 50.57(d)
and Subpart P of Part. 2 of this chapter shall
" apply In regard to the Atomic Safety and
f? ~censing Board'B determination in the
~tter.

#,
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1<1. 'nle CommI.Elon hllB determined. t.b&t
~ following actlvltles subject to ma.terlals
~censllltr may also 8lgnl1leantly &trect the

r-ttty of the _ftronmellt:.. (a) L t _
tor p068es8lOlll and use of special nuclear maberlal for processlng and fuel fabrlcatlon,
ICrap recovery and conversion of uranium
tIeD1luorlde; (b) Ucensee for possession and
I18e of source materlal for uranium mnUng
.nd production of uranium he:u.fluorlde; and
(c) Ucenaes authorlzlng commercial ~o
Wltlve waste disposal by land burial. AppU~nte for such llcenses shall submlt two hun:Ired (200) copies of an EnvIronmental ReIIOI'f; Which dIBcusses the environmental conJ1deratlons descrlbed In paragraphs 1-4. Es:apt as the context may otherwl8e require,
~rocedures and measuresllmllar to thoee
1eecrlbed In Sect10ns A, B. D, and E of tblB
.ppendlx will be folloyed in prooeedlngs for
;be Issuance of such llcenses. The procedures
md measures to be followed with respect to
iI18Iterlals Ucenses wlll, of course, reflect the
I'a.ct that, unlike the llcensing.of production
mel utlllzatlon facllltles, the lJcenslng of
IIlaterlals does not require separate authorl!lll.tlons for construction and operation. 0rdJ!1arIly, therefore, there will be only one Ap~Ucant'8 Environmental Report required and
)l1ly one detailed statement prepared In oonIlectlon with an appllcatlOll for a materlala
license. U a proposed aubaequelJlt Ucenallng
lOtion Involves enVironmental conslderaUons
which cWl'er a1gnlflcantly from those cUaNIIIed In the Environmental Report ftled and
;he detailed statement prevloU8ly prepared
III connection with the ~glnal Ucenslng
1Cti0n, a supplementary detailed staltement
rill be prepared. In a proceedlng for the lBIlJance of a materlala llcense within the pur/lew of tblB paragraph Where the requlre_ t s of paragraphs 1-9 have not as yet been
1118t, the activity for which the llcenae IB
IOUght may be authorized wltb appropriate
IlmltaUons, upon a sh~ that the conduct
)f the actiVity, 8IjI llmlted, wlll not bave a
Ilgnlflcant, advene impact on the quauty of
;he ell,vlronment. In addition, the CommlBdon recognlze8 that there may be other cUlUIJ18ta:nces where, conslstent with approprl.te regard for environmental values, the conluct of such actIvitles may be warranted durIng the period of the ongoing NEPA envlronlIlelllta.l review. Aocordlngly, the aotIvlty fot
wll!oh the llcense IB sought may be authorIZed. with· appropriate Umltatlona after condderatlon and balanclng of the factors
lesCrlbed below: Prollidect, hOUlever, That
IUch activity may not b8 authortzed for a
~erlod In excese of four (4) months except
llpon apeclftc prlor approval of the ComIIllsslon. Such approval wlll be extended only
lor good cause shown.
J'ACTOIIS

(a) Whether It IB likely that the act4v1ty
conducted during tile prospecttve review
~od will gl", I'lBe to a Blgnlftcant, adverse
Impact on the environment; the Dfl/ture and
Ixtent of such impact, It any, and whether
redress of any such adverse environmental
Impact CII.D reasonably be e1fected shoul4
IIIlOdlflcatlon or'Wmlnatlon of the Ucenae reIUlt from the ongoing NEPA environmental

I'8V1ew.

PrlmM:v Importance under thIB Cll'lterlon are
'tile needs to be eerved by the conduct of tile
'llCtinty; the avallablllty of alternative
1IOUl'OeII, It &ny, to meet· those !leeds OIl a
timely basls; and delay costa to the licensee
and to consumers.
Any license so Issued will be without preJudice to subsequent llcenslng actlOill which
may be tal!::en by the CommtlllllOll with regard to the envIronmental aspects of the
activity, and any llcense lasued will be condltloned to that efrect.
B. Procedures fur relliftll of certain license.
to comtruct or operate prod1lCtfon ur utiliation famlitia IItrd certain Zfcetllel tor 8OUroll
material, IpeCiIIZ fttICZ- mllterial IItrd byproduct "'lItllrilll iNtIe4 i. thll JNIIiOd Jtm'lUJ1'1I 1. 19N-Septembet t, 1971
1. All holden of ~) construction permlllll 01' operatlng ltcensee for production or utnlzatlon faclllties of the type

descrlbed In section A.1, (b) llcenses for poseess10n and use of special nuclear materlal
for processing and fuel fabrlcatlon, scrap
recovery and converBlon of ~nlum hexaflUlO1'lde, (c) licenses for pOResldOD and use
of source materlal fot uranium mllling and
production of uranium hexaflUoride, and (d)
Ucenses authorlzlng commercial ra4loactlve
1I'II8te dJspoIal ..,. land burial, lBBued during
the perlod .ra~u~ I, 1~70September 'r,ii'lii
".,..u 8Ul)mlt,
. . IOOn- lIB poa'.all)1e, tiut no later thaD (stxt,
(80) days after iSept,ember t~ 19U
01' WCIb later date lIB may be
approved by the Oom!fllB8lon upon good cause
shown. the approprle.te number of ooples of
an Bnvlronmental Report as apeclfted In sectionA 1-8.
U an Environmental Report had been submitted prlor to the Jeauance of the ~t
or llcenae, a supplement to that report, c0verIng the matters dlllCrlbed In section A 1-8
to the extent not previously covered\ may be
submitted In lieu of a new Environmental
Report.
2. After receIpt of any Bnvlronmental Report or any supplement to an Environmental
Report submitted pursuant to paragraph 1
of thts Beetlon, the procedures eat out In
aeetlon A 8-8 wlll be followed, except that
comments will be requested, and must be
nIC8lved, within tblrty (80) days from Pederal
apncles, State and local oftlclals and interes1ied persona on Envlronmetal Reports and
draft detalled statements. U no comments
are 8Ubmltted within thirty (80) days by
BUCh apooles, oftlclala, or persona, it wtll be
presumed that such agenCies, o1IIcIals or pertIOII8'have no commeuts to make. The detallBO
statement (or supplemen1lll.1 detaned statement. as appropriate) prepared by the DIrector of Regulation or hIB designee pursuant to
section A 8 mlll, on the ba8la of the anal,..
and evaluations desCrIbed therein, lnclUde a
ooncluslon by the Dlreetor of Regula.tlon OIL'
his designee .. to wh~er, &ftIIr W8lgblng
the envlionmental, economiC, techn10al and
otIaer behdts acalnat envlronmen1lll.1 costa
and oonsldering avaUable alternatlves, the
actlon called for 1B continuation, modUlcatlon or terminatlon of the permit or UceIUlll
or Ita IIpproprlate oonditlOnlng to protect;
enviromnental ftl11llll.

3. The Director of Reg'Ula.tlon wlll, IIi tlle
case of a construction permit for 0. nuclear
power or test reaotor or a fuel reprocessing
plant. publish In the FEDERAL REGISTER ,a
notice of hearing, in accordance with § 2.703
of thIB c.ha.pter,· on NEPA environmen'tl::J
Issues as defined in &ectlon A.11, which hearing notice ma.y be included In the notIce required by paragraph 2. With r~pect to any
other permit or Ucense for a facUlty of a type
~ described In section A.I, the Director of
1.0 Regula.tlon wlll publish a notice In the FEo00 DAL REGISTER, which may be Included In the
I::t:: notice reqUired by paragr&ll>h 2, providing
IZ.4 thart;, within thirty (30) days from the da.te
of publlcatlml of the notice, the holder of
.the permit or license may file & request for
& hewrlng and any person whose Interest may
be affected by the proceeding ma.y, In accordance with I 2.714 of this chapter. file a petition .for leave to Intervene and request a
hearing. In any hea.ring held pursu~nt to this
paragra.ph, the provisions of sections A.IO
and 11 will a.pply. The Commission or the .
preSiding AtomiC Sa.il!ty and Licensing Board,
as G/P'PI'OPria.te, mos.y prescribe the time wlt,hin
which proceedings, or any portions thereof, .
conducted pursuant to this paragmph wHl be
completed.

C. Procedures for review Of certain constTtwtion permits for production ur uttltzation facilities issued priur to January 1, 1970,
for which operating licenses have not been
issued. •
1. Each
holder of a permit to construct a production
m or utilization faclllty of the type described
r-. in section A.1 issued prior to January 1, 1970,
ltl for which neither an operating license nor a
..... notice of opportunity for hearing on the opN erMing license application had been Issued
prior to October 31, 1971, shall submit the
I::t:: appropriate number of copies of an EnvlronIZ.4 mental report as speCified In sections A.l-4
of this appendix as soon as possible, but no
1.0 later than sixty (60) days after September 9,
M 1971, or such later date as may be approved
by the Commlsslon upon good cause shown.
It an environmental report had been BUbmitted prlor to September 9, 1971, a supplement to that report, ooverlng the matters
descrlbed In sections A.l-4 to the extent not
previously covered, may be submitted In lleu
ot a new environmental report.

(b) Wh~er the aotlvlty cOillducted durIng the prospectlve review perlod would fore:.lOBe 8ubaequeDJt adoptlon of alterDllltlvea In
t.he conduct of the HUvlty of the type t.ba.t;
)Ould result from the ongoing NEPA envlronnental review.
(c) The e1fect of delay In the
G«
Ibe aetlvlty upoD the publ1c tnten8t, Of

OOD4_

• Addltlonal lICtl?1tlea llUbtect to

materlal.l

iIceDIlIIC ma, be det;enIdDeIl to -tp'flcaDtJr

.ar.n uae

.-at_ ., uae ...... ,
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S. 'Upon NCIlpt of an BD~tIIl Be(]I' lII1pp1emental BIlvbaluDental Bepon
wbmltted purBuut to paragraph 1, the pr0cedures Bet out In section A. 8-9 will be
followed., escept that comments will .,. requested, a.n4 must be reoe1ved, within
thirty (80)· days f!Om Pederal apJICles, State
aDd local oftIcla.1B, ud IntMested penIOll8 on
Bl111ronmental ~ a.D4 draft detailed
statements. It no oomments lIN su.bm1tted
Within t~J (80) days bJ such agencies,
oftIoI&lB 01' perIIOll8, It wlll be presumed th&t
iI1cb I\I'8nCtes, o1IIcIa.1B 01' persons have DO
Oomment to make. The detailed statement
(or lIUppIementa.l detailed statement, 88 appropriate) prepared bJ the DIrector of Replatlon or hla designee purauut to HCtlon
A.8 win, on t1,1e baala of the 1UIa1J888 .ud
evaluations deacrlbed tbereln, Include a. conclUBlon 88 to whether, after _lghlDC the
en?lronmental. economic, technloa.l and other
beneIIlta ap.1nBt envlronmantal ClO8t8 and
COD8lderlDC
alternatives. the actlOll
oa.lled
fOJ' 18ava.U1loble
the continuation,
01' termination of the constniction perDBt or
its appropr1&te condltlonnr to pt"Otect enVironmental values. Upon preparation of the
detailed statement, the DUector of BeIUl'"
1;1on wlll publlBh In tbe PBDDAL a-JB1'D a
DOt1oe, wb!oh DlaJ be Inciuded In the JdSoe
:requ1re4 bJ aectton A.9, It8ttlDC f~ bI8, or
:aate deslgDee'.,. concl1l8loll" as ~ the
.oommua~ IIIIIDdJAoaUob or ~
of aM -vuftIoD ,..... 01' It. ~
port

mocWl__

emIdI~

_....1,1..

..,

...,...10

e~~

The Director of Regula.tlon w1ll
a.!so publish in the FEDERAL REGISTER a notice

r·which may

be included In the notice setting
forth Ilis or his deSignee's conclusion as rilqo speats the continu.a.tio~. modifica.tion or
~ termination of the construction pennit or Its
00 a.pproprlate conditioning to protect envl.l' _
me
on
Ix: - IlIta.l values. providing tha.t within thirty
ILl (30) days from 1ibe date of 1ts publleaotloll.
any person Whose Interest may be affected by
t ' the prOceeding may, 1n 8CCOII'da.nce. with
:"'l f 2.714 of thJs chapter flae a petLt10n 1
ea.v
'
.or
.e to In:tervene a.nd reque9t a he-'\!'lng.
In anJ
bea.rlnr. the provls.lons ot sect10n A. 10 and 11
will'apply to the extent pertinent. The Oommission 01' the prealdlnr Atomic sa.tety and
Licensinr Boa.rd, 88 appropriate, maJ prescribe the time w1thin which proceedlDp, or
any portion. thereof, conducted pursuant to
thlB parag:l'8oph will be conducted.

~

any person whose interest may be affected
by the proceeding maJ file a petition for le.ave
to Intervene in accordance with § 2.714 of
tbis chapter and request a hearing with respect to the issuance ot an operating license
for the facility. NotWithstanding the provisions of section A. the provisions of section
D, including paragraphs 2 and 3 of that
section, wUl then be appl1cable to the
proceeding.
(b) In any proceeding other tha.n a proceeding described In subparagraph (a) of
this paragraph 3, the review of envlroDmental matters conducted in accordance
With this section C will not be dupl1cated at
the operating license stage, absent new
significant information relevant to those
matters.

fore September 9, 1971, may, pursua.nt to
150.57(d). make a motion in 'Writing tor the
issuance of a temporary opera.ting license.
(b) The Atomic Sa.fety and Licensing
Board, if the pertinent requirements of
160.67 (c) or (d). as appropriate, have been
sa.tisfied, may grant the appllcant·s motiOll
upon:
(I) Finding that the proposed lIcensing:letion will not have a significant, ndverse Impact on the qua.!ity of the environment. or
(11) Consldering and balancing the followIng factors:
(4) Whether it is likely that operation
during the prospective review period will give
rise to a significant. adverse lInpact on the
environment; the nature and extent of such
impact. if any; and whetlier redress of any
such adverse envlronmenta.! impact can reasonably be· effected should modification or
D. Procedures applicable to pending heartermillatlon of the Hcense result from the
i ngs or proceed'mg8 t 0 b e noti"
ongoing NEPA environmental review;
ce... i n th e near
"
(b) Whether operation during the profuture. 1. In proceedings in which hearings
re pending 88 of September 9. 1971, or In r-! spectlve review period would foreclose s~lb
hlch a. dra.ft or fina.! deta.iled statement of r-.. sequent adoption of alternatives in facility
envlronmenta.! consldera.tlons prepa.red bJ 00 design or operation of the type that could
the Director of Regulation or his designee r-! result from the ongoing NEPA environmenas been Circulated prior to said date U in r-! tal review; and "
the case of an application for a construction
(c) The effect of delay in fa.cility operaermit, or in which a notice of opportunity ~ tion upon the public interest. Of primary
or hearing on the application has been Iss1,led .... importance under this criterion are the
rior to October 31. 1971, in the case of an
power needs to be served by the facility;.
application for an operating license. the ~ the availabtllty of alternative sources, if
presiding Atomic Sa.fety and Licensing Board.
any, to meet those needs on a timely basis;
and delay costs to the licensee and to
w1ll, if the requirements of paragraphs 1-9
en of section A hsve not as yet been met,.proco~umers:
I ' ceed expeditiously with the aspects of the
Provided, however, That operation beyond
ttl application related to the Commission's
twenty percent (20%) of full power will
r-! licensing requirements under the Atomic
not be authorized except UpO:l specific prior
N
nergy Act pending the submission of enapproval of the Commissioners.'"
IV vironm.ental reports and deta.lled stateme~s
If any party. including the staff. opposes
.... as speClfied in section A and compliance Wlth
the request, the provisions of § 50.57 (c)
ILl other applioa.ble requirements of section A.
or (d). as appropriate, will apply with reA supplement to the environmental report,
spect to the resolution of tile objections of
\0 covering the matters described in sect10ns
such party and the making of findings reM A.I-4 to the extent not previously covered,
quired by § 50.57 (c) or (d) an.d to Is paramay be submitted 1n lieu ot a new ·environgraph. The CommiSSion or the presiding
mental report. Upon receipt of the supple.AtoInlc Safety and Licensing Board, as
menta.! envlronmenta.l report. the procedures
appropriate, may prescribe the time within
et out in sections A.6-9 wlll be tollowed.
wllich the proceeding. or any portion thereof.
except that comments will be requested, and
will be completed. Auy license so issued will
ust be received, wi-thin thirty (30) days
be without prejudice to subsequent licensing
rom Federa.! agencies. State a.nd local offiaction which may be taken by the Commiselals, and interested persons on envlronsion With regard to the environmental
mental reports and draft deta.lled statements.
aspects of the facility. and any license isu no comments are submitted within thirty
!.ued will be conditioned to that effect.
(30) days by such agencies, Officials, or persons. it will be· presumed that such agencies,
fticials. or persons have no comment to
make. In any subsequent session of the.hearing held on the matters covered by this appendix. the provisions ot sections A.I0 and
11 will apply to the extent pertinent. The
Commission or the presiding l'.tomic Sa.fety
and Licensing Board, as appropriate, may
prescribe the time within which the proceeding. or any portion thereof, will be oompleted.

3. (a) In any facility license proceeding
subject to this section C in which the Commission el';Umalfs tlmt construction ot the
facility will he completed by. or soon after,
tho cmnpl('tion or tho review or environmcntal mattcrll conducted in accordance with
this scctlon C, the environmental review
~ will consider the ellects of tIle operation, as
2. (n) In a proceeding In which a helLl'lng Is
~ well as the constrnctlon ot, the facility and
requircd for the I~H\laIlCe of an opernilng li-I the Director ot Regulation or his designee
cense
for a JlIlcleru' power renctor. where the
.n Will, in the detailed sta.tement-descrlbed in
final detailed statement required by para-I paragraph 2, set forth his conclusion as
.respects the issuance or denlal of an oper- r-! graph 8 of section A has not been completed,
. the applicant may. pursuant to § 50.57 (c) ,
~a.ting llcenso or its appropriate conditioning
ma·ke a motion in writing for the issuance ot
~ to protect environmenta.l va.lues. In such a.
a license autllorlzlng the loading of fuel in
proceeding, a notice of COllSlderatioD of
the reactor core and limited operation wltmn
:"1·lssuance of operating license wilt'" be pubthe scope of § 50.57(c), or, if the appllcatlon
:"'lllsbed In the FEDERAL RBGu'ru. In lieu of the
for
the operating license was filed on or benotice described In paragtaph J of thlB section, providing that, within thlrtJ (30) days
from 'he elate of publication of the notice.

~

~

1 No lI.ftdiDS8 shall be made 'by the Board
concerning operation beyond twent, percent (20%) of fun power.
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3. This paragraph applies to proceedings
on an application for an operating license
for which a notice of opportunity for hearing was issued prior to October 31, 197~, and
no hearing has been requested. In such proceedings an environmental repor,t or a supplement to the environmental report, covering
the matters described in sections A.1-4 to
the extent not previously covered, shall be
submitted. Upon receipt of the supplemental
environmental report, the procedures set out
in sections A.6-9 will be followed, except
that comments will be requested, and must
be received, within thirty (30) days from
Federal agencies, State and local officials, and
interested persons on environmental reports
and draft detailed statements. If no comments ,are submitted within thirty (30) days
by such agencies, officials, or persons, it wiil
be presumed that such agencies, officials, or
persons have no comment to make.
In addition ,to the pertinent provisions of p=grruphs 1-9 of section A, tho
provisions of r;;ectlon B.;J w1111 be followed.

E. Consideration 0/ nupension of certain
permi" anti licens/l$ perr4tng NEPA Environmental Review.
1. In regard to (a) proceedings subject to
Section B other than those In which a hear-

Ing on an operating license application has
commenced, (b) proceedings subject to section C Involving nuclear power reactors and
testing facilities," and (c) proceedings In
which the Commission estimates that construction under a permit will not be completed by January I, 1972, the Commission
w1l1 consider and determine, In accordance
with the provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4
of this section E, whether the permit or license should be suspended, In whole or In
part, pending completion of the NBPA environmental review s'Dec11led In those sections.

~

**

*37 FR 864
**36 FR 21579

VIew and will pubHabtbat detennlnatlon
ill the PJmn.u. REolsTa. A public &nnoun08ment of that determination will also be
made.
(a> If the CommlBB1on determines that
the permit or license lIball be suspended, &Il
order to mow cause pursuant to I 2.202 of
thJa chapter mall be served upon. the li-

censee and the provisions of that section
followed. IS
(b) Any peraon whose Interest may be
afl'ected by the proceeding. other than the
licensee. may flle a request for & hearing
within thirty (30) days after publication
of the CommI8Slon's determinatioD. on thla
matter In the FI:D:u.u. REGISTEB. Such request IIhall set forth the'matters, with'reference to the criteria set out in paragraph
S. alleged to warrant • lNIlpeD8ion determination othel' than tbat made by tohe Com1BiIlIloIl, aDd thII.l1 . . fortllill. faoot;uM ......
ter1be- requeet, If ill. OomJnI"on iltIterIIIIbIeB that tile ma~ra stated in .uell ~
wanant .. heu'lng. a notice elf 1l_ _
_
'WIll be publlahed ill the
~

.-t

-,statement
,If, In S,UCh proceedings, the final detailed
required by paragraph 8 of sec-

tion A has not been completed. the Con:mission may issue a license authorizing the
loading of fuel In the reactor core, and
limited operation within the scope of s 5057
(c) or may, for a nuclear power reactor
'for which the appplication for the operatr-I Ing license was filed on or before SeptemI ' ber 9, 1971, Issue a temporary operatll1g
CO license authorizing operation of the facility,
r-I after making the appropriate findings on
r-I the matters specified In § 5O.57(a) and
(i) Upon a finding that the pr?po.sed lip::; censlng action will not have a slgmficant,
I%-i adverse impact on the quality of tile en\'lronment or
r-- (ii) After consideration of and bn.lancing
M of the fn.ctors specified in pn.ragraph 2.(0)
,(ii) of this sec lion D:
: Proviilcc/, /£OlOcl'cr, Thn.t opern.t.ion beyond
'twenty percent (20'/0) of full power Will not
be authorized except In emergency Situations or other situations where the public
J.[lterest so requires.
Any license
so lssued w11l be without prejudice to subsequent licensJ.ng action which may be taken
by the Commission with regard to ·the environmental aspects of the facility, and any
license Issued will be conditioned to that
effect.

.. Tbe CommIaaton will thereafter determine whether the penn1t or l1cene IIbBU lie
IlUSp8nded pending NEPA _viro~tal 118-

a.a-.

(c) The Commission or the prealclinC
/t.tomic Safety and LicenalDg BOu-d. .. appropriate, may prescribe the time wlthlD
wblch a proceeding. or anJ portion. thereof,
00Ddw:te4 PUl'IIuant to tbIs paragraph .8b&11
be completed.

S. Each holder of a permit or license Bub"
ject to paragraph 1 of this section E shall
furnish to the Commission, before 40 days
after September ., 1971 or such later date
.. may be approved by tile CommlBB1on upon
good cause shown, a written statement of any
reasons, with supporting factual 8ubml.slllon.
V'hy. with reference to the criteria In paragrap,h 2, the permit or Ucense lIbould not be
suspended, In whole or 1h Dart, pending completion of tile NEPA environmental reVIew
lIp8C1f1.ed In sections B, C, or D. Such dOCUments WW be publicly avan"ble and any
Interested person may 8ubmlt comments
thereon to the Oomm.I8IIlon.

.. Poel reJll"OC888lDl pIaJIIta haft been . cluded "nee only one lUcia plant is subject to
_tlon C and Its construction Ie complete.
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POLICY DLA'l'ING TO TBII lIlTING ~ J'Ul:L DPIUlCJIII8JKG PLAN'1'II AND DLA'l'BD WAS'l'l: IlANARJIUft' .ACILl'1'JI:II

1. Publle health and aatety considerations
relatlng to llceDHd fuel reprocetl81ng plante
do not require that such facllltiea be located
on land owned and controllecl by the Pederal
Government. Such plante, including the faellltiea for the temporary storage of hlghlevel radloactlve waStes, may be located on
prlvately owned property.
2. A fuel reproceaalng plant's Inventory of
high-level IIquld radloactlve wastes will be
llmlted to that produced In the prlor 5 yea.ra.
(Por the purpose of thla atatement of policy,
"high-level llquld radloactlve wastea" means
thcee lIQueoua wutea resulting from the
oJl8l'atlon of the flrIIt cycle 101vent extraction
sJBtem, orequlvalent. and the concentrated
wutea from Bubsequent extraction cycles, or
eqlllvalent. In a faclllty for reproceaslng lr~ted" reactor fum.) IIlgh-Ievel llquld
~ iadloactlve wastes shall be converted to a
II> dry solid as required to comply with thla
~ Inftntory llmltation, and placed In a Haled
'" contalner prior to transfer to a Pederal n... poaltory In" a Bhlpplng C88II:: meeting tbe nIl> quiremente of 10 CPR Part 'II. The dry lO11d
.. eball be chemlcally, thermally, and radlolytlcally Btable to the'extent that the equlllbrlum preuure In the sealed con.talner wlll
not exceecl the safe operating preasure for
that contalner during the period from canDIng through a minimum of 90 daYB after
receipt (transfer of physical custody) at the
Peeleral repoaltory. All of th_ high-level
radloactlve Wastell IIhall be transfe.rred to a
Peeleral repoa1tory no later than 10 yean
following separation of fiIIII10n products from
the ~adlated fuel. Upon receipt. the Pederal
repository will. aasume permanent custody
~ th_ radioactive waste materials although
mctuau,.. will pay the Pederal Government
a charge which together with Interest on
unexpended balances wlll be deBlgned to d ...
fray all OOlIte of dlapoAl and perpetual surveUIance. ABO wDl take tltle to the ra4loactlft waste material upon tranllter to a
JI'edenl repoaltory. Befon retirement of the
reproceulng plant from operatlonal status
and before termlnatlon of llcenslng"pursuant
to 1110.82, trailsfer of all such wastes to a
Neral repoaltory ahall be completed. Pederal
repoaltonea, Whlch wlll be llmlted In numbet,
wDI be dealgnated later by the CommlaBlOD.
8. J)lapcu.l of hlgh-Ievel radloactlve fiIIII10n
-product waste material wlll not be permltted
on any land other than that owned and eontrollecl by the Pederal Government.
f. A dea1gn obJectlve for fuel reproceas1ng
planta shall be to facllitate decon.tamlnatlon
and removal of all algnlflcant ~adloactlve
waStes ~t the time the faclllty III permanently
decOmmlBllloned. CrIteria for the extent of
deooDtamlnatlon to be required upoa deceJlllmlutonlng and llcense termlnatlon will be
developed In consultation with competent
lft)up8. Opportunlty wlll be afforded for PUIllie comment before such crlterla are made
effective.
I. Appllcants proposing to operate fuel reproceaslng plante. In submlttlng Informatlon
concernlng flnanclal quallflcations as required by 1 SO.38 (f), aball Include information enabling the CommlIIalon to determine
whether the applicant Is flnanclally qualifled.
amonl other things. to provlde for ~e removal and dlaposal of J'adloactlve waatea,
during opIn'atlon and upon deoommil8lonlng
of the faclllty. In accordance with the CommlllBlon's recuJ.atlona, including the requirement. set out In thla apDendlx.
II. With respect to fuel reproceulng plante
I already lIceDHd, the licenses wID be ap_ propriate1y condltloned to ~ out the pur• poeea of the pollCJ- stated above with respect
1ft to ~gh-Ievel iadlOactlve 1II8Ion product
11K wastes generated after lnIItaUatlon of new
IL equipment for interim storage of liquid
.. waatea, or after 1nBta1lation of equipment
reqalNd for 1ol1cll1lcatlon without Interlm

liquid storage. In either case, auoh equlpment
ahall be lnBtalled at the earl1eat practlcable
date, taklnB lnto account the t1Jile required
for ~gn, p!'OC(urem8l1t and lDatallatlon
thereof. With respeot to such plante, 'the
appllcatlon of the polley stated In this appendix to exlatiIII& wutea &Del to wane.
generated prior to the 1nBtallatlon of such
equlpment, wlll be the IlUbJeot of a further
TUle making prooeedlng.

i
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PROPOSED RULE MAKING

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
[ 10 CFR Part 50 J
LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND
UTILIZATION FACILlnES
Light-Wafer-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors

The Atomic Energy Commission has
under consideration amendments to its
regulation, 10 CF'R Part 50, "Licensing
of Production and Utilization Facilities,"
which would supplement the regulation
with a new Appendix I to that part to
provide numerical guides for design objective$ and technical specification requirements for limiting conditions for
operation for light-water-cooled nuclear
power reactors to keep radioactivity in
I eftluents as low as practicable.
On December 3, 1970, the Atomic
Energy Commission published in the
FEDERAL RBGISTER
(35 F.R. 18385)
amendments to 10 CF'R Part 50 that
specified design and operating reqUirements for nuclear power reactors to keep
levels of radioactivity in eftluents to unrestricted areas as low as practicable.
The amendments provided qualitative
gUidance, but not numerical criteria, for
, determining when design objectives and
operations meet the reqUirements for
keeping levels of radioactivity in eftluents
as low as practicable.
The Commission noted in the statement of Considerations published with
the amendments the desirabWty of de, veloping more definitive gUidance in connection with the amendments and that
it was initiating discussions with the
nuclear power industry and other competent groups to achieve that goal.
The Commission considers that the
'proposed numerical gUides for design
objectives and technical spec1ftcation
reqUirements for limiting conditioDs for
operation for llght-water-cooled nuclear
power reactors set out below would meet
the criterion "as low as practicable" for
radioactive material in eftIuents released
to unrestricted areas. The gUidance
would be spec1ftcally applicable onlY to
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors and would not necessarily be appropriate for other types of nuclear power
reactors and other kinds of nuclear
, facWties.
As noted in the Statement of Considerations accompanyina' the amendments
to Part 50 published in the FDEIlAL RJ:aISTD on December 3, 1970, the Commission has always subacr1bed to the
general principle that. within established
radiation protection gUides, radiation
exposures to the public should be kept
as low as practicable. This general principle has been a central one in the field
of radiation protection for many years.
Operating licenses include provisions to
limlt anll COIIltrol radioactive eftluenta
from the planta. Experience has shown
that licensees have generallY kept exposures to radiatioo and releases of
radioactivity in eftIuenta to levell well
below the limits specified in 10 CPR Part

20. 8pec:lftcally, experience with licensed tion which may, on a temporary basis,
llght-water-cooled nuclear power reac- result in exposures higher than the few
tors to date shows that radioactivity in perceni of ll8Itural background radiation,
water an~ air e1IIuents has been kept at; but well within radia.tion protection
low levels-for the most part small per- gUides. Recognition of the need for this
centages of the Part 20 limits. Resultant operating fiex1bi1ity is currently stated in
exposures to the public living in the I 50.36a(b).
The Commission believes that the proimmediate viCinity of operating power
reactors have been small percentages of posed guides f;ir design objectives and
Federal radiation protection gUides.
limiting conditions for opemtion for
The Commission also noted that, in light-water-cooled nuclear power reacgeneral, the release of radioactivity in tors set out below provide a reasonable
effluents from nuclear power reactors basis at the present time for implementnow in operation have been within ranges ing the principle that radioactive maiethat may be considered "as low as prac- rial in effluents released to unrestricted
tic able," and that, as a result of advances areas should be kept "as low as practiIn reactor technology, further reduction cable." As noted in the amendments to
of those releases can be achieved. The Part 50 published on December 3, 1970,
amendments to Part 50 published on De- "The term 'as low as practicable' as used
cember 3, 1970, were intended to give in this part means as Ibw as is practicably
appropriate regulatory effect, with re- achievable taking into account the state
spect to radioactivity in eftluents from of technology, and the economics of imnuclear power reactors, to the qualitative provements in relation to benefits to the
guidance of the Federal Radiation Coun- public health and safety and in relation
cil that radiation doses should be kept to the utilization of atomic energy in
"as low as practicable". The proposed the public interest." The Commission will
guides set out below are intended to pro- continue to evaluate the appropriateness
vide quantitative guidance. to that end of these guides for light-water-cooled nufor light-water-cooled nuclear power clear power reactors in light of further
reactors.
operating experience.
The proposed numerical gUides are . Under the President's Reorganization
based on present light-water-cooled nu- Plan No. 3 of 1970, the Environmental
clear power reactor operating experience Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible
and state of technology (including recent for establishing generally applicable enimprovements) . In developing the gUides vironmental radiation standards for the
the Commission has taken into· account protection of the general environment
comments and suggestions by represent- from radioa.ct1ve materials. The AEC is
atives of power reactor suppliers, elec- reeponslb1e for the implementation and
trlca1 utiUties, architect-engineering enforcement of EPA's generally apfirms, environmental and conservation plicable environmental standards.
EPA has under consideration generally
groups and States in which nuclear
power reactors are loca.ted on the general appUoable environmental standards for
subject of definitive gUidance for nuclear these types of power reactors. AEC has
power reactors. Meetings were held by the consulted EPA in the development of the
Commission with these groups in Janu- gUides on design objectives and limiting
ary and February 1971. The participants conditions for operation set forth below
in these meetings were provided an op- to control radioactivity in eftluent reportunlty to express their. views on the leases. If the design objectives and OJ)need for more definitive guidance for emting limits established herein should
design objectives for llght-water-cooled prove to be 1ncompa.tible with any gennuclear power reactors to keep radio- erally applicable environmental standactivity in e1IIuents as low as prac- a.rd herea.fter established by EPA, the
tloable; whether the gUidance should AEC w1l1 modify these objectives and
be expressed in terms of waste treatment limits as necesll8.ry.
eqUipment reqUirements and per1'ormThe proposed gUides for design objecance specifications or nUmerical criteria tlves and limiting conditions for 'operaon quantities and concentrations released tlon for light-water-oooled nuclear power
to the environment; and to suggest what reactors are consistent with the basic
equipment or numerical crltl-.r1a would radiation protection standards and
be appropriate at this time.
IU1des recommended by the International
Generally, the partlc1pan.ta favored Commission on Radiological Protection
numerical criteria. Views were expressed . (ICRP) , the National Council on R&that the criteria should be derived from . diation Protectioo and Measurementa
potential doses to people or in the form (NCRP) , and the Federal ~atioo
of quantities and concentrations of radio- Council (PRe); (The funCtions of the
active material emitted to the environ- PRe were transferred to the Environment. Some opinions were expressed that mental Protection Aaency PUl'llWlllt to
present technology (including recent im- Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970.)
provements) is such that light-water- These standards form the basiS for the
cooled nuclear power reactors can be Commission's regulation, 10 CPR Part
designed to keep exposures to the public 20, "StaDdarcis for Protection Aplnst
in the o1rsl.te environment within a few Radiation". In this rera.rd, tile NCRP
percent of exposures from natural back- azmounced OIl Jan......... 28 1971tbe regro1Dld r a d i a t i O l l - "
,
The ~ alIo streaBed the 1m- 1 _ of NCRP Report No. 39, "BaIlie
portance of operating lI.ex1b1Uty to take Radiation Protection Crlteri..... '!'be
into account unusual conditions of opera- NCRP noted that a 10-year study by tile
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Council has confirmed the validity of
most of the basic radiation protection
criteria presently used by governmental
agencies to regulate the exposure of the
population and of radiation workers. The
dose limits for individual members of
the public remain at 0.5 rem per year
and the yearly dose limit of 0.17 rem per
person averaged over the population is
unchanged. These limits are compatible
with the limits and guides recommended
by the ICRP and the FRO and apply
to exposures· from all sources other
than medical procedures ar d natural
background.
The NCRP-ICRP-FRC recommended
limits and guides give appropriate consideration to the overall reqUirements of
health protection and the beneficial use
of radiation and atomic energy. Any
biological effects that may occur at the
low levels of the limits and guides occur
so infrequently that they cannot be detected with existing techniques. The
standards setting groups have added to
the numerical guidance the general
admonition that all radiation exposure
should be held to lowest practicable level.
This admonition takes into account t,hat
generally applicable standards or rules
established to cover many situations
must necessarily be set at a higher level
than may be justified iI). any given individual situation.
The acceptability of a given level of
exposure for a particular activity can be
determined only by giving due regard
to the reasons for permitting the exposure. This means that, within the basic
standards of FRC, NCRP, and ICRP, different limitations on exposure levels are
appropriate for various types of activities
depending upon the circumstances. A
level tha.t is practicable for one type of
activity may not be pr ..cticable for a different type of activity.
The proposed guides for design objectives and limitations on operations set
forth below would be speCifically applicable to light-water-cooled nuclear power
reactors. Light-water-cooled nuclear
power reactors are the only type of power
reactors that are being installed in relatively large numbers and on which there
is substantial operating experience in the
United States. The guides would not
necessarily be appropriate for controling levels of radioactivity in effluents from
other types of nuclear power reactors.
On the basis of present information on
the technology of these other types of
reactors, it ill ,expected that releases of
radioactivity in effluents can generally be
kept within the proposed gUides for
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors. The Commission plans to develop
numerical guides on levels of radioactivity in effluents that may be considered
as low as practicable for other types of
nuclear power reactors such as gas cooled
and fast breeder reactors as adequate design and operating experience is acquired. In the meantime, design objectives and technical specifications for limiting conditions for operation to carry
out the purposes of keeping levels of
.radioactivity in effluents to unrestricted

areas as low as practicable will be specified for other types of nuclear power
reactors on a case-by-case basis.
Neither would the guides necessarily
be appropriate for controlling levels of
radioactivity in effluent!' from other kinds
of ~lUclear facilities such as fuel reprocessmg plants, fuel fabrication plants or
radiOisotope processing p:'d.llts where the
deSign characteristics of the plant and
nature of operations involve different
considerations. The Commission is giving
further consideration to appropriate
am~ndme~ts .to its regulations to specify
deSIgn objectives and limiting conditions
for operation to minimize levels of radioactivity released in the operation of
other types of licensed facilities such as
reactor. fuel reprocessing plants.
Expected consequences of guides for
design objectives. The proposed guides

for design objectives for light-watercooled nuclear power reactors have been
selected primarily on the basis that existing technology makes it feasible to
design and operate light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactors within the guides.
The design objectives are expressed in
terms of guides for limiting the number
of quantities and for limiting concentrations of radioactive materials in effluents
It is expected that conformance with th~
guides on design objectives would achieve
the following resUlts:
1. Provide reasonable assurance that
annual exposures to individuals living
near the boundary of a site where one or
more light-water-cooled nuclear power
reactors are located, from radioactivity
released in either liquid or gaseous effluents from all such reactors, will generally be less than about 5 percent of
average exposures from natural background radiation.l This level of exposure
is about 1 percent of Federal radiation
protection guides for individual members
of the public.
2. Provide reasonable assurance that
annual exposures to sizeable population
groups from radioactivity released in
either liquid or gaseous effluents from all
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors on all sites in the United States for
the foreseeable future will generally be
less than about 1 percent of exposures
from natural background radiation. This
level of exposure is also less than 1 percent of Federal radiation protection
guides for the average population dose.
These levels of exposure would be indistinguishable from exposures due to
variation in natural background radiation, would not be measurable with existing techniques, and would be estimated
from effluent data from nuclear power
plants by calculational techniques. These
levels of exposure are obviously very low
in comparison with the much higher exposures incurred by the public from
natural background due Jo cosmic radiation, natural radioactivity in the body
and in all materials with which people
1 Average expoSures due to natural background radiation In the United States are
In the range of 100-1211 mllllrems per year.
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come into contact, air travel, and from
many activities commonly engaged in by
the public.
~pe~ific proviSions of guides for design
oblectwes. The proposed guides for radi-

oactive materials in liquid emuents
would specify limitations on annual
total quantities of radioactive material
except tritium, and annual average con~
centrations of radioactive material -in
effluent, prior to dilution in a natural
body of water, released by each lightwater-cooled nuclear power reactor at a
site. The' release of the concentrations
and total quantity of radioactive material from a site at these levels is not likely
to result in exposures to the whole body
or any organ of an individual in the offsite environment in excess of 5 milIirems
I~ derivin? .the guides on design objec~
tIve quantItIes and concentrations conservative assumptions have been 'made
on dilution factors, phYSical, and biological concentration factors in the food
c!lain, dietary intakes and other pertinent factors to relate quantities released to exposures offsite.
. The proposed guides for design objectIVes for radioactive materials in gaseous effluents would limit the total quantity of radioactive material released from
a site to the offsite environment so that
annual average exposure rates due to
noble gases at any location on the boundary of the site or in the offSite environment would not be likely to exceed 10
m.il1irems. Annual average concentrations at any location on the boundary of
a site or in the offsite environment from
radioactive iodines or radioactive material in particulate fonn would be limited
to specified values.
The proposed guides for design objective concentrations specified for radioactive iodines or radioactive material in
particulate fonn would include a reduction factor of 100,000 for Part 20 concentration values in air that would allow
for possible exposures from certain radioactive materials that may be concentrated in the food chain. Resultant
exposures to individuals offsite would not
be expected to exceed 5 millirems per
year. The reduction factor would include
a 1,000 factor by which the maximum
pennissible concentration of radioactive
iodine in air should be reduced to allow
for the milk. exposure pathway. This
factor of 1,000 has been derived for radioactive iodine, taking into account the
milk pathway. However, it has been arbitrarily applied to radionuclides of
iodine and to all radionuclides in particulate fonn with a half-life greater than
8 days. The factor is not appropriate for
iodine where milk is not a pathway of
exposure or for other radionuclides under any actual conditions of exposure.
The factor is highly conservative for
radionuclides other than iodine and is
applied only because it appears feasible
to meet these very low levels. The specified annual average exposure rates of 10
millirems from noble gases and specified
concentrations of radioiodlnes and particulates at any location on the boundary
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of the site or in the offsite environment erage exposures to large population
provide re&Ilonable assurance that actual groups would be less than 1 millirem per
annual exposures to the whole body or year.
any organ of an lndlv1dual member of
Guides on technicaZ specifications limthe public wU1 not exceed 5. mWirems.
iting conditions lor operation. The proThe 'proposed guides for design objec- posed guidance would include provtslons
tives woulcl provide that an applicant for developing technical speci1lcations
for a permit to construct a light-water- with respect to limiting conditions for
cooled nuclear power reactor at a par- operation to control radioactivity in efticular site could propose design objec- f1.uents from light-water-cooled nuclear
tive quantities and concentrations ~ power reactors during normal operatiOns.
eMuents higher than those specified m The technical specifications would be inthe gUides. The Commission would ap- cluded as conditions in operating liprove the design objectives if the appli- . censes. These provisions are designed to
cant provided reasonable assurance that, assure that reasona.ble efforts are made
taking into account the environmental to keep actual releases of radioactivity in
characteristics,of the site, the concentra- eMuents during operation to levels that
tions and total quantity of radioactive are within the guides on design objective
material released by all light-water~ quantities and concentrations. It is excooled nuclear power reactors at the site pected that actual levels of radioactivity
in either liquid or gaseous eMuents would in eMuents will normally be within the
not result in actual exposures to the des1gn objective levels. It is necessary,
whole body or any organ of an individual however, that nuclear power reactors dein the offsite environment in ~xcess of 5 signed for generating electricity have a
m1llirems per year.
high degree of reliabllity. Operating f1.exThe proposed guides for design objec- ibility is needed to take into account
tives (expressed as quantities and con- some variation in the small quantities of
centrations in eMuents) for light-water- radioactivity that leak from fuel elecooled nuclear power reactors are ments which may, on a transient basis,
sumc1entlf conservative tp .l!1'QYide rea- result in levels of radioactivity in emuAnnable . aSSUrance that, for most ents in excess of the design objective
locations having environmental char- quantities and concentrations.
acteristics likely to be considered acThe proposed guidance would provide
ceptable by the Commission for a nuclear . operating f1.exib11ity and at the same time
power reactor site, increases in radiation assure a positive system of control, by a
exposures to individual members of the graded scale of action by the licensee, to
public living at the site boundary, due reduce releases of radioactivity if rates of
to radioactive material in either liqUid or release actually experienced, averaged
gaseous emuents from operation 'of light- over any calendar quarter, are such that
water-cooled nuclear power reactors at the quantities or concentrations in emuthe site, will generally be lesl! t~ 5 ents would be likely to exceed twice the
millirenis per year and average exposures design objective quantities and concento sizea.ble population groups wIll gen- trations. The proposed Appendix I would
eJ:~.>be less than 1 m1l1ire~ per year.
provide that the Commission may take'
Nevertheless, the guides proVlde that the appropriate action to assure that release
Commission may specify, as design ob- rates are reduced if rates of release of
jectives, quantities and concentrations quantities and concentrations in effluents
of radioactive material above background actually experienced, averaged over any
in either liquid or gaseous emuents to be calendar quar·ter, lndlcate that annual
released to unrestricted areas. that are rates of release are likely to exceed a
lower than the speci1led quantities and range of 4-8 times the design objective
concentrations if it appears. th~t for a quantities and concentrations. Release
particular site the specified Quantities rates within this range would be expected
and concentrations are likely to result in to keep the annual exposure rate to indiannual exposures to an individual that viduals offsite within a range of 20-40
would exceed 5 mlll1rems.
mrems per year during the quarterly
Conformance with the proposed guides period. In the proposed guidance on techfor. design objective Quantities and con- nical specifl.cations, provtslon would be
centrations in emuents would provide made for an appropriate period of time
reasonable assurance that the resultant for all licensees of light-water-cooled
whole body dose to the total population nuclear power reactors to implement the
exposed would be leas than about 400 guidance with respect to facW.ty
man-rems • per year per 1,000 megawatts operation.
electrical installed nuclear gell!!rating
Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
capacity at a site from radleaetive mate- 1954, as amended, and section 553 of title
rial in liquid and gaseOus eMuents. Av- 5 of the United States Code, notice is
hereby given that· adoption of the followlDi amendment to 10 CP'R Part 50 is con• A useful measure ot the total exposure
Cif a Jar.. number of pel'aoDa Ie the ~-rem. templated. AU interested persons who
The expolure of al11 FOUl' ofP!1'1IQI11 m....- wish to submit comments or sunest10ns
ured In man-tema·li·tbe prOdUCt of the num- in connection with the propOled amendber of perlOns In the l1'Oup tlmu the averap ment should send them to the SecretalT
exposure In fems of the members of the of the Comm1ss1on, U.S. Atomic Energy
,poup. Thus, it MCh member of a popul.... Commission, Wasl11qton, D.C.. 20545.
tlon IfOIlP of 1 mWlon people were esposecl
to 0.001 rem (1 mlUirem) , the total man-rem Attention: Chief. Public Proceed1np
.xposure would be 1,000 man-rem.
Branch, within 80 days after publication
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of this notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER.
Comments and sl1tgestions received after
that period will be considered if it Is practicable to do so, but assurance of consideration cannot be given except as to
comments fI.led within the period specified Copies of comments received may be
examined in the Commission's Public
Document Room at 1'717 H Street NW .•
Washington, D.C.
1. Section 50.34a of 10 CPR Part 50 is
amended by adding the following sentence at the end of paragraph (a):
§ 5O.34a Design objectives Cor equipment to eontrol releases oC radioactive material in eftluenlll--nucl_r
power reactors.

(a) • • • The guides set out in Appendix I provide numericaJ guidance on
design objectives for ltght-water-cooled
nuclear power reactors to meet the reqUirement that radioactive material in
eMuentS released to unrestricted areas be
kept "as low as practteable."

•

•

•

•

•

2. Section 5O.36a of 10 CPR Part 50 18
amended by adding the follow1n8 sen-

tence at the end of paragraph (b):

§ 50.S6a Tedmieal 8peeifieatioas_ effluents from nw:lear power Naeton.

•

•

•

•

•

(b) • • • The guides set out in Appendix I provide numer1ca1 1Uid.aDce on
limltlnc conditions for operation :for
light-water-cooled nuclear power :reactors to meet the requirement tbat
radioactive materials in eIluentB released
to unrestricted areas be kept "as low as
practicable."
3. A new Appendix I Is added to read
as follows:
.

ov-

.0.

APnNDu: I-NmoaIc.u.
1'0. DaDaN
OIlJllCTIVl:ll AmI LDnTINo ooNDl'1'IOHII
OPsaATION To MDT Ta. CRrraION "AS Low
AS PaACTICAIILII" 1'08 R&DIOACl'l'n. MA'l'DZAL
IN LIOBT-WATIIII.cooUO NVCLIWI P o _
Rl:ACTOR EITL"UBNT8

SI:cTION I. Ifttr04uctWn. sectlon &O.3u(a)
provides that an application for a permlt to
construct a nuclear power reactor IIhall Include a deecr1ptlon of the prellmlJlarJ c1edp
of equipment to be lnItalled to maintain
oontrol ovilr radlolllcti'ft materIala m pIleOUS
and Uqul4 duents produced c11U'lq JlO1"IDal
reactor openr.tloDa, IncludlDa expeCted operatlonal occurrences. In the _
of an appllcatlon ftIed on or after JanUlll'J' 2, 1971, til.
appllcatlon must al8o' ldentlt)' the cledp
obJectlves, and the means to be _ployed.
tor keeping levela of racI10actlve matertal
lli duents 'to unrestricted areu "11/1 low as
practicable".
Sectlon 1I0.88a contalns provlalons dealgnecl
to ....ure that rel_ of rad1o&ctlvlt)' trom
nuclear power reacton to 1UI1'eItrlctec1 areas
during normal reactor operatlons, Including
expected operatlonal occurrencea, are kept
..... low III practlcable".
Thll appendlJ: provldse numerical auldanee on dealgn obJectlvell and llmltlns oond.ltlona for operetlon to IIIIIIat appllcantl for,
and holders of, UC8naea for I1ght-watercool.d nuclear power rellCtoN In meetlns the
requirement that radloactlve material Iv.
elllulllDlt8 relM8eCl from thclee tac1U:tAes to u.nreatrlctecl areu be kept "III low III practicabl.... Thll CUldance fa appropriate 0111,.
tor llght-water-coo1ecl nuclear power reacton
and not tor oth.r t)'pel ot nuclear facllltl-.
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SEc. n. Guides on design objectives jor
Zight-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
licensed under 10 CFB Pm1; SO. The guides
ror design pbjectives (expressed as quantities
and oonoellltrations or r8d.loactive material
In eMuents) ror l1ght-water-cooled nuclear
power reactors specified In paragraphs A and
B of this section are suMclently conservative
to provide rel'SOnable assurance that, for
most locations having environmental characteristics likely to be cons!der~ acceptable
by the Commission for a nuclear power reactor site, resultant Increases in radiation
exposures to Individual members of the public living at the site boundary, due to operation of ltght-water-cooled nuclear power reactors at the s!Jte, will genera.lly be le.ss than
5 percent of exposures due to natural .background radiation and average exposures to
sizeable population groups will generally be
. less than 1 percen.t of exposures due to natural baCkground radiation. The guides on
design objectives for lIght-water-cooled
nuclear power reactors set forth In paragraphs A and B or this section may be used
by an applicant for a permit to construct
a llghlt-water-cooled nuclear power reactor
as guidance In meeting .the requirements of
I 50.34& (a) that applications filed a.fter January 2, 1971, Idellltlfy the design objectives,
and the means to be employed, for keeping
levels of radioactive material In eMue...ts to
unresta1cted areas as low as practlca.ble.
A. For radioactive material above background In liquid eMuents to be released to
unrestricted areas by each lIght-water-cooied
nuclear power reactor at a site:
1. The estimated annual total quantity of
radioactive material, except trltlu~, shoUld
not exceed Ii curies; and
2. The estimated annual average concentnIitlon of radioactive material prior to dilutloD In a natura.l body of water, except tritIum, should not exceed 0.00002 microcurie
(20 plcocurles) per liter; and
3. The estimated annual average concentnl.t.1on of tritium prior to dilution In a natuzal body of water should not exceed 0.005
mlerocur1e (Ii,ooo plcocurles) per liter.
B. Por radioactive material above backp'ound In gaseous eM\lellltB, the estimated
total qUallltitles of radioactive material to be
released to unrestricted areas by all lIghtwater-cooled nuclear power reactors at a site
mould not result In:
1. An annual avera8e exposure ra.te due to
noble gases at any location on the boundary
of the s!.te or In the oIfslte environment In
excess of 10 mlllirems;3 and

higher than those specilied In those paragraphs may be deemed to meet the requirement for keeping levels of radi06Ctlve ma.teriaJ. In eMuents to unrestricted areas as low
as practicable If the applicant prowd"'l reasonable assurance that:
1. For radlO6Ctlve materiaJ. above background In uqu.1d eMuents to be released to
unrestricted areas by aU lIght-wa ter-cooled
nuclear power reactors lit "& site, the proposed higher quant.1t1e& or concentrations
wUl not resUlt In annual exposmes to the
whole body or any organ of an Individual in
excess of 5 mllllrems; • and
'2. For radioactive noble gases and lodlnes
and mdlos.ctive material In particulate form
above background In gaseous eMuents to be
relea.sed to unrestricted areas by aU Jlghtwa.ter-cooled nuclear power reactors a.t a site,
the proposed higher quantities and concentrations will not resUlt In annual exposures
to the whole body or any organ of an Individual In excess of 5 mIlllrems.
D. Notwithstanding the guidance In paragraphs A, B, and C above, for a particUlar site
the CommdSslon may specify, as guddance on
design objectives, lowerquantltles and llOncentratlons of radioa.ct1 ve materiaJ. above
background In eMuents to be released to unrestricted areas If It appears tha.t the use of
the design objectives described in those paragraphs Is l1kely to resUlt dn releases of total
quantities of radloa.ctlve mater:lal from all
lIght-water-cooled nuclear power reactors at
the alte that are estimated to cause a.n annual exposure In excess of 5 mUl1rems to the
whole body or any organ of an Individual In
the offslte enVllronment from radioactive materlal above background In either lIqUild or
gaseous elftuelllts.
SEC. In. Guides on technical specifications
jor limiting conditions jor operation jor
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
liCenaed under 10 CFB Part 50. The guides on
lI!m1t.1ng conditions for operation for 11ght-

water-COOled nuclear power reactors set forth
below may be used by an appUcant for a
l1cense to operate a lIght-water-cooled nuclear power reactor as guidance In developIng technical specifications under § 50.36& (a)
to keep levels of radioactive materials In

• For purposes of the guides In Appendix I,
ellipOSure of members of the pul>l1c should be
estimated from dlBtrlbutlons In the envirOnment of rad:loactlve material rele<..sed In eMuenrts. For estimates of external exposure the
rem may be considered eqUilvalent to the rad;
and account should be taken of the appro2. Annual average concentratiOns at any priate phyalca1 parameters (energy of radialocM;lon on the boundary of the alte or In tion, a.bsorptlon coeMc:1ents, etc.). Estimates
t!le olfBLte environment of radioactive lod11nes, of Internal dose commitment, in terms of
or Ndloact1ve materkAl In partdoUlate fonn the common unit of dose equivalence (rem),
with a balf-lUe greater than 8 days, In ex- should be generally con&1stent with the con_
of the concentrations In a.ir specdfied In ventions or assumptions for ca.lcUlatlonal
Appendix B, Ta.ble n, Column I, of 10 CPR purposes most recently pubLIshed by the International CommlSalon on Raddologlca1 ProPart 20, divided by 100,000.
C. NotwithstancUng the guidance m para- tect.1on wbdch apply directly to intakea of
graphs A. and B above, design objectives, mdloactlve materl8.l from air and water, and
balled on quant.1tles and concentratiOns of those appllC8lbl4!O to water may be applied to
J'&dI,oa.cti ve ma.terlal above background In Intakes from food. These conventions or asemuents to be released to \Inreatr1cted areas, sumptiOns should be used for ca.lcUlat.1ons of
dose equivalence except for exposures due to
strontlum-89, stront.1um-90, or radilonuclldes
• An exposure ra.te such that a hypothetical of Iodine. For those radlonuc11des the biologiindividual continuously present In the open cal and physical assumptions of FRO Report
..t any location on the boundary of the site No. 2 should be. used. It 18 _umed that anor In the offslte environment would not in- nual average concentrat.lons of radiloact1ve
cur an annual exposure In excess of 5 ml1l1- lod1ne In the environment, as listed in P8.rt
rems.*ThIs neglects the reduction In the 20, Appen4ix B, Tehle n, would result In
exposures to a real Individual t.hat would ann'li6l doses of 1.5 rerns to the thyroid 8II1d
be atrorded by the d1st&nce from the site the concentrat.1on of IItirOntlum-89 01' stronboundary at which the individual Is located, tlum-90 would result In annual d<leeS of 0.1i
shielding provided by living Indoors and rem to obhe bone. Exposure to the whole body
periods of time the individual 18 not present should be usessed as exposure to the gonads
or red bone marrow.
.
In the &rea.
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eMuents to unrestricted areas as low as
practicable.
Section 1i0.36a.(b) provides tbat ldcensees
IIha.U be guided by certedn oonsIderatlons In
estabUsh1n.g and implementing operating
procedures that take iIllto acoount the need
for operating fieXlh1llty while at the same
1l\Jme assure th&t the ldcensee wUI exert his
best effort to keep levels of nI.(Uoactlve material in eMu'ents as low as practicable. The
guidance set forth below proVildes more specific guidance to Ucensees In this respect.
In using the guides set forth In section
IV _ It Is expected that it should generally
be feasible to keep average annual releases
of radioactive material In elll.uents from
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
within the levels set forth as numerical
guides for design objectiveS" In section n
abOve. At the same time, the licensee Is permitted the fiexlblllty of operation, compatiblE
with considerations of health and safety, to
assure that the public Is provided a dependable source of power even under unusual
operating conditions which ma.y temporarlly
resUlt In releases higher than such numerical
guides for design objectives, but still within
levels that assure that actual exposures to
the public are small fractions of natural
background radiation. It Is expected that In
using this operational fiexlblllty under unusual operating conditions, the licensee wlll
exert his best efforts to keep levels of radioactive material In eMuents wlt1-ln the numerical guides for design objectives.
SEC. lV. Guides jor limiting conditions jor
operation jor light-water-cooled nuclear
power reactors. A. It rates of release of radioactive matertals In etftuente from 14g!ht-

water-cooled nuclear power reactors a.ctually
experienced, avera.ged over any calendar
quarter, are such tha.t the estimated annual
quantities or concentrations of ra.d1oactlve
material In effluents a.re l1kely to exceed
twice the design objective quantities and
concentrations set forth In section U above,
the I1censee should:
1. make an Investlga.tlon to Identify the
causes for such release rates; and
2. define and Initiate a program of action
to redUce such release rates to the design
levels; and
3. report these actions to the Commission
on a timely basis.
B. It rates of release of r8d.loactlve material In liquid or gaseous eMuents actually
experienced, a.veraged over any calendar
quarter, are such that estimated annual
quantities or concentrations at r8d.1oactlve
material In effluents are l1kely to exceed a
range of 4-8 times the design objective
quantities and concentrations set forth In
section n above," the Commission will take
appropriate action to assure that such release rates are reduced. (Section 1i0.36&(a)
(2) requires the l1censee to submit .certaln
reports to the Conun.\s8lon with regard to the
quantities of the principal radlonuclldes
released to unrestricted areas. It also provides that, on the basiS of such reports and
any additional information the Commlsslon
may obtain from the licensee and others,
the Commission may from time to time
require the licensee to tlake such action as
the Commission deems appropriate.)
C. The guides for limiting conditions for
operation descr1·bed In' paragr&pbB A and B
of this section are applicable to techn1cal
• Belease ~tes Within this ranee would be
expected to keep the annual uposure rate
to individuals olfsltll within a I'IID&'8 of - 40 mrem& per year during thiB quarterly
period.
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apec1flcations Included In any. license author1z1ng operation of a light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactor constructed pUl'lluant
to a construction permit for wb1cb application was flIed. on or after January 2, 1971.
For llght-water-cooled. nuclear power reactors
constructed pursuant to a construction permit for which appUcatlon was flIed prior to
January 2, 1971, approprla1!e technical specl-

lI.cations should be developed to carry out
the purpoatlB of keeping levels of radioactive
material in ellluents to unrestricted areas
as low as practicable. In any event, all holdem
of licenses author1z1ng operation of a lightwater-cooled. nuclear power reactor should,
after (36 months from effective date of thlB
guide), develop techn1ca1 specUlcations In
conformity With the guides of this Section.
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(Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.s.C. 22(1)

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 4th
day of Julie 1971.
For the Atomic Energy CommJasion.
W.B.McCOOL,
~ecreto.1'1I 01 the

Commis,ion.
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PART
55

OPERATORS' LICENSES

Purpoae.
Scope.
License requirements.
Dehnltlons.
Communications.
Interpretations.

66.7
66.8
66.9

Speclftc exemptions.
Additional requirements.
Exemptions from license.

§ 55.1

LICII:NSJ: ApPLICATIONS

66.10 Contents of applications.
66.11 Requirements for the approval ot application
65.12 Re-appllcatlons.
WIIITTEN EXAMINATIONS AND OPDATING TESTS

66.30' Scope of examinations.
&6.21 Content of operator written examination.
615.22 Content of senior operator written
examination.
66;23 Scope of operator .and senior operator
operating test.
.
611..2t Waiver of examination al1d test reqUirements.
66.26 A!1mlntstratlon of operating test prior
to Initial criticality.
....

!!:

LIc1INUS

...

Issuance of licensee.
Conditions of the licenses.
Expiration.
Renewal of licenses.

MOOII'ICATIOJf AJfD RKvOcATION
&15.~

cw

.:f

...

..

LIONS_

Moc1lftcatlon and revocation of 11censee.
Jil'otlftcation ofdlBablllt)'.•

II.tl

BJm)acmIDf'l'

65.150 Vloiatwll8.
ClaTD'lCATII:

or MDICAL EXAMINATION

11.80 lbamInatlon form.
~5.61

Ltc~nse

requirements for

persons desl~nated prior to
eff~ctlve date of t~,ls amendment to direct licensed
actlvltlu of licensed
opcr.tors

Purpose.

The regulations in this part establish
procedures and criteria for the issuance
of licenses to operators, including senior
operators, of fac1l1ties licensed or authorized pursuant to the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, and Parts 50
or 115 of this chapter; and provide for
the terms and conditions upon which
the Commission will issue these licenseE..

ExCEPTIONS

&15.30
&&.81
&15.82
55.33

T IT L E 10 - AT 0 M 1C ENE R G Y

GENERAL PROVISIONS

GENI£RAL PROVISIONS

Sec.
66.1
66.2
66.3
66.t
66.6
65.6

•

§ 55.25 &ope of operator and senior
operator ojteratinc tests_

The operating tests administered to
applicants for operator and senior operator licenses are generally slmllar In
scope. The operating test, to the extent
appl1cable to the fac1l1ty requires the applicant to demonstrate an undel'standing
of:
(a) Pre-start-up procedures for the
facility,including associated plant equip§ 55.2 Scope.
ment which could affect reactivity.
The regulations contained in this part
(b) Required manlpulatton of console
apply to any individual who manipulates
to bring the facility from shutthe controls of any fac1l1ty licensed or controls
authorized pursuant to Parts 50 or U5 down to designated power levels.
(c) The source and significance of anof this chapter and to any individual
designated by a fac1l1ty licensee or holder nunciator signals and condition-indiof an autborization to be responsible for cating signals and remedia.l action redirecting the licensed activities of li- sponsive thereto.
(d) The instrumentation system and
censed operators.
the
source and signl1lcance of reactor
§ 55.3 Lieense requirements.
instrument readings.
(a) No person may perform the func(e) The behavior characteristics of
tion of an operator as deftned In this the facility.
part except as authorized by a license
(f) The control manipulation required
issued by the Conun1sS1on;
to obtain desired operating results dur(b) No person may perform the func- ing normal, abnormal and emergency
tion of a senior operator as deftned in situations.
this part except as authorized by a li(g) The operation of the facility's
cense issued by the Commission.
heat removal systems, including primary coolant, emergency coolant, and
decay beat removal gysteDlS, and the
relation of the proper operation of these
sYSteIIlS to the operation of the facility.
(h) The operation of the fac111ty's
auxiliary systems which could aflect
reactivity.
(1) The use and function of the facility's radiation monitoring systems, Including 'fixed radiation monitors and
alarms, portable survey Instruments,
and personnel monitoring equipment.
(J) The s1gn11lcance of racUation .hazards, including pennlllSible levels of
radiation, levels In excess of those authorized and procedures to reduce excessive levels of radiation and to guard
aga1nat personnel exposure.
(It) The emergency plan for the facility, including the operator's or senior
. operator's responsibility
to decide
whether the plan should be executed and
the duties assigned under the plan.
(1) The necessity for a careful. approach to the responsibility associated
with the safe operation of the facility.
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MATE~

E~FORCEMENT

('E)I[RA L PRCN I S IONS

70.71

S~c.

70.1
70.2
70. 'l
70.4

Purpo.e
Scope
License requirements
D~flnl tions

70.S
70.6

Conrrunication!l

GENERAL PROVISIONS

tnterpretations

§ 70.1

EXEMPTIONS

70.11
70.12
70.11
70.14

Persons usi"" special nuclear
material under certain Atomic
Energy Conm! Iston contracts
Carriers
Department of Defense
Specific "xempt~ons
GENERAL LICENSES

70.18
70.19
70.20

Tvpe of licenses
General Iicen.e fo< calibration
or reference sources
Genera 1 license -to own
spec 1a 1 nuc 1 ea r materia 1

Filing
Content. of application.
Requirements for the approval
of application.

70.24

Addl tiona 1 requl,rement5

70.11
70.12
70.11
70. 'l!.
70.11

tosuanc" of licenses
Conditions of llcen.e.
Renewal of licenses
Amendment of licenseR
Cn... lsslon action on appllca-

?O.lb
70.17
iO. J8

Inalienabllltvof IIcens ••
DIKel.tmer of warranties
Reduction and termination of
allocations
Spec If I c Ii cens.. f or the
manufacture of c.llbr~tton or
reference sources

LICEN!ES

ti ons to renew or amel"'ld

70.19

ACOI!ISITlON, I:SE, A~D TRANSFER OF
SPECIAL !IllCLEAR MATERIAL

70.:'1

Authorized u •• of opecla'

70.42

Tranofer of special nuclear
... terlal
Cr~dilor regulations

nuc: lear mIIteri al

70.44

RECORDS, REPORTS AND INSPECTIONS

70. Sl
70.~2

70.51
70.S4
70. ~S
70. S6

Records
Reports of accidental
criticality or loss of special
nuclear material
Material status reports
Material transfer reports
Inspect Ions
Test.

,«)DIFtCATtON A)II) REVOCATION
OF LICENSES

70.61
70.62

Modification and revocation of
licenses
Su.penslon and opc!ratlon In war
or national _rSency

Purpose.

(a) The regulations in this part estabUsh procedures and criteria for the

~ issuance of Ucenses to receive title to,

own, acquire, deUver, receive, possess,

~

~ use, transfer, import, and export special
~

nuclear material; and establish and pro:"
vide for the terms and conditions upon
which· the Commission will issue such
licenses.
r <b) The regulations contained in this
: part are Issued pursuant to the Atomic
.... Energy Act of 1954 <68 Stat. 919).
no

§ 70:"",

R·,quiremenl8 for Ihe ap,)rovul

of appilcaliofts.

LICENSE APPLICATIONS

70.21
70.22
10.21

Violations

fA)" An application for a license, other
t.haa a license for export, wUl be approved if the CommJss1on detennines

that:
(1) The special nuclear material Is to
lx' used far the conduct of roo.. ·rch or
development activities of a type ~',"~;ficd
in section 31 of the Act: in activitieg li. oensed by the Comm1ss1an 1oIll!:ler section
103 ar 104 of the Act, or tor'.lUCh other
1 .".lj as the Comm.tsS1on detenn1nes to
oa appropriate to carry out the plJl1X)8e8
of the Act;
(2) The applica"lt ., qualified by reason of trainlng.Uld experience to use the
material for the PI.! POSe requested In
accordance with tiu regulations In this
chapter;
(3) The applicant's proposed equipment and faclUties are adequate to protect health and mJn!mJze danger to life
or property;
1

The deecr1ptton of the quality aaaura.nce

program Iihould Include a dl8cUS8llon of bow
the arltena In Appendix B of Part 60 of tllla
, chapter will be met.
• The types of IWMroh and development
... '.Ivltlee 8peClAed In aootlon 81 Me tboee re-

IMine 10:
(I) Nudeu~;
(:I) The theory aDd production of atomlo
enertD', Includlng Prooellllee, mater1ala, aDd
dev10ee related to sum produatiOll;
(8) utwmtlon of lIIM!C1al nUCleu Dl8Iterlal
Imd I'Idloaot.lve material for med1eal, biological, ap1cUltural, health 01' ml.lItary purpoeee;
(") UtUlzation of epecIal nuoleu material,
atomlo energy, IUl4 l'IIodIoaatlve material IUl4
prooeIIIIee entailed In the utlllzation or produotlon of atomlo energy 01' 8Ucl1 material for
.u otober p~, tncludlne IndUllltrlal use,
tile p_tlOIl of WIIIoble energy, aDd tile
demon.tn.tlOll of tile pI'IIoOt1oaI ftlue of utilI.
satlon or production faoUltlee tor lDduatrtai
01' commerolal purpoeee; aDd
(I) Tbe proteot1oD. of healtll aDd the ~
IIIOMOG at. _~ durl~ ~ aDd ~uo
tIaIa' ........
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(4) The appllcant's proposed procedures to protect health and to m1n1mize
danaer to life or property are adequate;
(5) Where the nature of the proposed
activities is such as to reqUire cons1deration by the COJDJnJss1on, that the appllcant appears to be financially qual1fled
to engage in the proposed activities In accordance with the regulations in this
'part;
(6) Where the applicant is required
to submit a summary deSCription of the
fWldamental material controls provided
In his procedures for the control of and
accoWlting for special nuclear material
pursuant to § 70.22(b) (2), the awllcant's proposed controls are adequate;
(7) The applicant has satisfied any
appllcable requirements contained in
appendix D of Part 50 of thts chapter;
and
(8) Where the proposed activity Is the
operation of a plutonium processing and
fuel fabrication plant. construction of
the principal structures, systems, and
components approved pursuant to paragraph (b) of thts section has been completed In accordance with the application.
(b) The Commission will approve construction of the principal structures.
systems, and components of a plutonium
processing and fuel fabrication plant on
the basis of information ftled pursuant
to § 70.22<f) when the Commission has
determined that the design bases of the
principal structures, systems, and components, and the quality assurance pro,gram provide reasonable assurance of
protection against natural phenomena
,and the cliDsequences of potential accidents.' Faliur~ to obtain Commission
approveJ. prior to beginning of such construction may be grOWl~ for denial of a
license to possess and use special nuclear
material in a plutonium processing and
fuel fabrication plant.

I 70.2. AdditioftCJI requirement.. Ca)
In addition to any other requirement!! of
these regulations. each licensee who under any license Is authorized to possess
In excess of 500 grams of contained.
U-235. 300 grams of plutonium. or 300
grams of U-233 shall In accordance with
plana approved by the CommISsion:
(1) lIoIalntaln In each area in which
special nuclear material subject to such
license Is handled. used. or stored. a
monitoring system. including gamma or
neutron-sensitive r a d I a t Ion devices.
which will energize clearly audible alarm
signals in the event a condition of accidental Cl'ltlcaHty occurs which generates radiation levels of 300 rem per hour
,one foot trom the source of the condition.
The monitoring devices In the System
shall have a preset alarm point ot not
less than 5 m1llirem per hour (in order to
avoid false alarms) nor more than 20
m1Ulrem per hour. In no event may any
such device be farther than 120 teet from
special nuclear material being bandIed.
used. or stored; lesser d18tances may be
necess&l7 to meet the requirement!! of
this subsection on account of Interveno.1na" shielding or other pertinent factor..
.......
... _ _ :~,..tt"(a)(1)1II-'=
to NqUIra 1IIIdIhMIr . . .

~

wUa apeala1 nu.ote.r -*tal III ban
_ ...
_ _ llaleld'. .
~

~

(2) Maintain
comprehrnaive emerpnc,. procedures In each area !n which
special nuclear material subject to such
Ucenae Ia handled. used. or atored to
assure that all personnel withdraw to an
area of safety upon the BOunding of the
alarm. These procedures shall inclUde
the conduct of drllla to famlllarlze all
personnel with the evacuation plan;
plans and designation of respons1ble individuals for detel'lD1n1ng the cause of
the alarm; and placement radiation survey devices In access1ble locations for use
In such emergency.
(b) Each applicant for a license shaD
descrlbe his plans for compllance with
the requirement!! of this section sa a
part of his application for a license.
Cc) Each lIcensee. who on the eft'ective
date of this section holdl a llceDle described In paragraph (a) of thls eecUOIl,
aba1l file his plans for compliance with
the requirement!! of thJ8 section In sextupllcate with the Comm1aslon fOr approval within 30 days after the date upon
which this &ect1on lIecomes eft'ectiTe.
This report shall include the date by
which he proposes to complete the installation of the monltorln!f system.
Information previously filed with the
Commission In appltcatlons. statements
or reports may be Incor.,orated by ~f
erenee. provided that such references
are clear and spec Illc. The requirements of this section shall be deemed to
have been suspended with respect to any
llcensee flUng a report pursuant to thls
paragraph pending further actton by the
Commls8lon.
Cd) Any licensee who belteves th.t
!food cause exists wby he should be
granted an exemption tn whole or In part
from the requirements of this sectloD
IIUU' apply to the c!)mmJssJon tor such
eumptlon. SlRlh appUca.tion shan specIfJ b1a·ftUODI for the relief requested.
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Sec.
71.1

71.2
71.8

71."
71.5
71.t

7 to 7

Purpose.
SCope.
Requirement for llcenM.
De1lnlttoD8.
Exemptlona.
General hcenae for Ihlpment of llcenaed material.
Genera 1 lic.ne. for .hi.-ent in DOT
specification containera and in
packal.S licen ••d for ua. by anoth.r
licensee.

n.s COmmunlcatlona.
71.9
Interpretatlona.
n.10 Additional requtrementa.
11.11 Specl1l.c exemptloD8.
n.12 LImited exemption for Ihlpment of
specl&! nuclear material.
11.13 Llmlted exemption for Ihlpment of
larle quantities of llceJlllld material.
71.14

Amendment of exiatins licen ••••

'71.21
'71.22
'71.23

Subpart......aJcenH A............
Contenta of appllcatloL
Paclrap dllCrlptton.
Paclrap evaluatlOD.
Procedural oontroJL
A4dlt1on&1lDfonaaUaL

•

TITLE 10 - ATOMIC ENERGY

·(2) No pactap contalna ft8aUe materlalln exceu of tbe amounts apecUl.ed In
the following table. and each package ia

Subpart A-General Provisions

S 71.1

Purpose.

labeled wtth the.correapondlnl tranapon
(a) TbIa part prescribes procedures Index:
and standards for approval'''' the AtOmic
Eneru CollUDlla1on' of pactas1nI and
Mufmum qU8lltlty oIl11111e materlalla
shlpplng procec:lurea for ftaslle materlal
allJ!lle PMbP
eon.
(uranium 233. uranium 235, plutonium
apcmdlD'
238. plutonium 239. and plutonium 241>
v-_ PIu.... Plutonium
U-2811
..PD-Be
(Jrama) (Jrama) DIwD
_troD
~
and for larp quantltlea of Ucenaed maCInma)
terials. as deflned In 1 '1U(f). and p~
( Jrama)
scribes certaln requlrements governlnl
311-40
27-30
2I-2iI
a»-4OO
10
8uch packallng and ahlpplng.
.as
2&-27
21-2iI
8
1110-240
8
(b) The packaling and transport of !
21-"
1~~
z.2iI
18-21
17...1110
tbeee materiala lB· also IlUbject to other :
1..18
1..20
a-17
16-31
2
parts of th1a chapter anc;l to the regula- - - - - - - - - - - - - tlona of other agencles bavlnl jw1BdlcNOTJ:. Comblnatlona of ftIBlle ma~rlals are j'
tlon over means of transport. The re- authOrlBed. Par combinatlona of ftUlle materials. the transport Index la the BUIll of the
qulrements of thia part are In addltlon to. lndlvtdual
correapondlnl trlllllPort Indexes.:;
and not In IlUbetltutlon for. other re· , The total tranaport
lndu 8ball not exc~d 10. =
quirements.

..

-...

,

,
~

noM

71.21

i: 71.6Iicenaed
GenenI neen_ lor .hip_t 01'
materiaL

IubpartC-. . . . . . . . . . . . .
'71.81 Gener&lltandardafor &11 pacIraIIq.
'JU2 Structural ItaDdarda for la.rp quaa-

tit,. packallnC.

71.83

n.s..

71.85

71.88
71.87

71.88
71.89

7UO
7Ul

..

Crltlc&1lt,. ltandarda for IluUe material packapil.
.
Evaluation of a Ilnlle packap.
Standarda for nonaal condltlona of
. transport for a single pacUp.. '.
Standards for b)"pOtbetlc&1 acclcSeDt.,
condltlonl for allnlle paUap.
.
Evaluation of an
of· ,..,.... of
1IR11e material.
.
8pecl1I.c atandarda for a PIuIle. Clue
I pack. . . . .
8pecl1l.c standards for • PlaUe Clue
IIpaclrap.
Specl1l.c standards' for • PIa1te CIaaa
Wlhlpment.
.
Pre'vIoWll,.coD8tructed. pacbpl far·
Irradlated 80lld nuclear fuel.

ana,.

Subpart D-OpendInl Proaci....
71.111 Bltablllhment and' malntenance of
procedune.

71.112 A8awnptloD8 .. to UUDOWD pr0perties.
PnllmlDalT deterJII1IlatlODI.
7U1. Routine determlnatlODI.

n.aa

71.81

Reports.

71.n Recorda.
71 •• In8peotlon and teItL
71.14 Vlolatl0D8.

r'

, A IIItneral Ucenae ia hereby laIIued. to
penoaa holdiDlr apecUI.c llcensea iuued
.pUftU&nt to thi8 chapter, to deJlver UI
108IY8d material to a carrier for.....
'port, Wlthaut 00III.Pl7Iq WltIl UMlpUk, ' " ataadarda of 8ubpui C 01 Uda pUt. ;. 71.7 General IieeaM lor Ihlpment In
.'Wben eltber:
DOT IJNIC1fication eoatainen and in
(a) The materlal ia abJpped . . a ....
lieeDled lor 1Ue h,. another
'aile Clua m ablpment wttll tile followcea-.
Iq llm1tattona on lta contents:
.\ aenerallloeDae .. hereby 1aIIUed, to
(l) No alnIle packap contalna a larIe
I perIIQD8 holdtDa a Ieneral or apeclftc U·
'quantlty of llcenaed material... detIDed
1Iaued P1ImI&Ilt to tbJa ehapter.
bl. 7U(l); and
.
' t o dell... llceDaed ma~ to a carrier
(2) The ftulle
oont.nta 01
for tnDapon:
':tbeabtpmentdo notaceed: .
: (a) III a IIP8CUIcaUon container for
m 500 I!'&ID8 ofU1'Ud1UD 21S. 01'
' 11aII1le material .. apecUled bl I1'1UN
(11) 300 Ir&ma total of urud.. 233.
i (b) or (0) or for a IaIp quantlty of
,plutonium 238. plutonl. . _ . and pluradklacttft material .. apecUled bl
'tonIum241; or
11'JUH(c) or 1171.3"(0) 'of the rep..
.'
(111) An7 aomblnaiton of UI'U1iuID 213.
1aUou of the Departmat of TruIapor:uranlum 231. and plutonium 111 such I . . . . . . CPR Put 171; 01'
'quantttlea that tile aulD of tile raUoe of
(b) JD a PMIraIe'" ... for IUch
tbe quan.tlty of each 'of them to the quail;'
iNrPOIe baa beeD lloenaed b, the ComtttJ' apecUl.ed In 1lUbd1'9lBl0DB (l) and (U) I mJuloa. pro'ricled tbat:
of th1a IlUbpararrapla does not exceed I (1) The penon 1IIlDa a PacbIe purunlty; 01'
. auantto the II8Dera1 JJoeue Pl'f"lded '"
. <tv) 2500 IP'UD8 of plutcmJum 238, : tbia 1IN'III'&P1l:
plutcmJum 238. and pJutoD1um 2.1 encap(l) lIM • copy of the IP8C11Ic UOenae
aulated as plutcmJum-bel7Wum neutron . I autbolUlnl UI8 of til. pactap and
11OUrceII. With no one PacbIe containln. I documents referreclto In th. lloeDae 01'
In ezceea of 400 IP'UDI of plutonium 238.
applJcatlClll;·
.
plutQnlum 239. and pJutoDl. . 241; or
I (U) CoInpl1ea wttll the terms and coaI
(b) The material iI'abJpped as PlaIlle '1 dlttoua of the apecUIo 1IceaIe and tile
. .CIua II pacblea With the foDcntIq
appl1cable req1llnmeDts of tbII part. and
I:=:DII on the contents of each I
(W) Prlor.totll.8nh_ofthe.;....
(1) No pacbn contains a larre quan_ ' i &P. aubmlts In wrltlq to the DJrector.
ttf;J' of l1cenaecl materla1, .. ddned In : Dlvialon 01. Mafierlall LIceDaIn•• bllJUUDe
"d
I and l1cenIe number. the DUDe and 111 '11 ...~ (f) •••...
cenae number of the holder of the ape: cUIc JIceD8e autborbllna me of th.
PMtate. &ad the model number of the
J*CkaI1q; and
i' .(2) '!'be G8CI1Ic 110IaIt au&tlomM . .
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of the pacbp under the aeneraI ~
, provlded bl tbla paracrapb.

r

"terIal

c:::
I'"

I

an

p&drqe Of racao.otItelllaterlalabaU be
eftluat.ed .. fo11o. . : . .'
.
(1) 'l'he &bIUW Of . . . . . towt~

ataDd aondlUon. ~ to occur .In
DOt'III&l tI"aD8II01't 1IbaIl' be.ulB•• 1I b)'

fubJecttne & . . . . . pactap. or lCIle
moIIeI~ b7 W. or other ..........t.· to

the DGi'ID&l condtUona. Of traDaport' . .
BPecIfteIIin I 71.3&; and

.,(1) '!'be effect on' a packqe of cOnditions Utel7 to occur In an aco1dent
shall be asseaaed by subJectlnl a sample
package or8C&le model. by teat or other
usessment. to the hypothetlcal accident
concUtkms as speclfled in 1.71.38.
,
(b) 'l'aJdnB Into account controll to·
:bI exercised by the shipper. the Com!mJss1on may permit the shipment to be
II evaluated togeth~r with or. without the
transporting vehicle. fQr the purpose of
one or more teats.
(c) Normal conditions of transport
and hJpothetle&l accident conclltions diffel'8nt from. tho8e spec1fltd In • 71;35 and
I 71.38 may be approved by the Commlaston If the controls· propoeed to be
exerclsed by the sblpper are deDUmstra.ted to be adequate to assure the
safety of the aldpment.
.

• 71.35 Standard. for' nonna. eondi·
tions olaralUpOl't (ora .;n~ paek.
ap.

Ca) A package used for the shipment
of ftfistle material or a Jarge quantity Of
licensed matertal, .. de1lned In • ,U(I).
shall be so designed andoona~
and ltscontbnta.80 Urn1ted that under the
normal; condltion. of transport apec18ed
In Appendix A of th1s part':
.
•
(1) There wD1 be . . . .1eNe ·of·radioactive .matAil1al troaa ~. eoat&tmnent
veseel;

'.

.'

(I) '1bedectlveneaa;of'tbe PM*aaJn,
wU1 not be ft.bstaI1~ reduced:
(3) There will benolldlRure Of .....
or VaPOrs In the p&CbI't .bleb. Could,
throuah atl7 crecUblelncrease of preII8Ul'8
or an exploaion. slgnjftcantIy reduce the
dectiveneasOf the pacJcqe:"
.
(4)Rad1o&cttft contNilfDaUon·ot· &he
llqutd or p,iIIioua Pl'bllat7eooNtdlDOt
exceed 10" cui1eI of actlvtty of Group I
radlonucUdei per mUlU1ter~l)( 10" cur1eI
·Of aetivttyOf Group IIradlOnucUdell per
mID1Uter•. lxl0" om:s.. of: acttfttf. Of
GroUp mUld GrOup.IV ·i'&CUon1iCUdes
per mUlntter; and

.'
(I) There wlll be no 10M of coolant.
Cb) A JMCbp UIIId for _."tproent
Of flssUe material· ab&ll be, ao deaIcned

=-"~=J:.uCO:~
of tIanspOrt ·arIeCUled III .~ 'A of

tbSul&I't: .
.
.' .
.
· mThe paebae'WJB ... ~;
(2) 'The PometrIo fOlBloftbe put..
:r~tentswou1d not._ ~UaIJJ'

(3) There wlll be noleabDofw"
IIltotbe ocm....nm.t.·v. . . 'l'bIa Iequlrement need not .... ... st.; III the
· eftIuaUon of.undIIIUcfjII P&OIraIII'Ubder
Ul."C&) •. 1·71.31(&)(1). orUUO(a).
Jt bu· bNIl· ....... tba$ . 1DOde1'MIon ..
PreMnt·to IUOh ua ~ tcfGa1llM!
·maImuID nutlrib'
-db. &be.
ob...kIaI . . . . . . . . . , _ or b iDa';'
t.rIaI; UId

:bmnerslcm"'"

(4) There wW be no substantial reduc- . ture. Thennal, and water
tion in the elrectiveness of the packag- conditions. In the aequenoe Usted In ApIng. including:
pendix B, the pactage would he subW Reduction by more than 5 percent critical. In determlnlnl' whether this
In the total. effective volume of the standard is satlsfted,. It shall be assumed
packaging on which nuclear safety is that:
assessed'
(1) The ftssUe material is in the moat
. (11) ~uctlon bylDpre than 5 perreactive credible configuration conalstent
cent in the elrective spac1ng on which with the damaged condition of the p&e)tnuclear safety is assessed, between the age and the chemical and physical form.
center of the containment vessel and the of the contents;
outer surface of the packaging; or
(2) Water moderation occurs to the
(lU) Occurrence of any aperture in
most reactive crecUble extent consistent
the outer .surface of the packaging large with the damaged condition of the packenough to pennit the entry of a 4-inch age and the chemical and physical form.
cube.
of the contents; and
(c) A package used for the shipment
(3) There is redection by water on all
of a laree quantity of licensed material, sides and as close as Is conslstent with
as defined In I 71.4<f>, shall be 80 de- the damaged condition of the package.
signed and constructed and its contents
§ 71.37 EvaluatiOn 01 an arr." 01 pack80 limited that under the nonnal cona.es 01 ii.lIe material.
ditions of transport specifted in Appendix
A of this part, the containment vessel
(a) The effect of the transport enviwould not be vented directly to the ronment on the nuclear safety of an aratmospbere.
ray of pack.,esof ftfisile material shall be
evaluated by subjecting a sample pack§ 71.36 SlandarcJs lor hypothetical accident conditions lor a sin81e packa8e.
age or a scale model. by test or other
assessment, to the hypothetlcal accident
(a) A package used for the shipment
conditions speclfted. In. 1 71.38. 1 71.39.
of a large quantity of radioactive mateor I 71.40 for the proposed tissUe class,
rial, as defined In § 71.4 (f) , or for the
and by assuming that each package In
shipment of tissile material when the
the array is damaged to the same extent
package will contain more than 0.001
as the· sample package or scale model .
.curie of Group I radionuclides, 0.05 curie
In the case of a PIsslle Class .m ship-.
of Group n radionuclides, 3 curies of
ment, the Commission may, taking into
Group nI radionuclides, 20 curies of
Group IV or Group V radlonuclides o.r.. account controls to be exercl.sed by the
shipper, pennit the ahipment to be
:-o.d!onuclidcs In special fJrm. 01' 1,000 (·valuated
as a whole rather than as In-'
curies of Group VI or Group vn radlodlvidual packages. and elther with or
nuclide~ shall be 80 designed and conwithout the transportlng vehicle. for the
purpose of one or 1001'8 tests.
structed and its contents 80 limited that
(b) In determin1nl Whether the standif subjected to the hypothetical accident
Dreis of II 71.38(b), .71.39(a) (2). md
conditions specifted In Appendix B of this 71.40(b) aN satls1'led, It shall be assumed
part as the Free Drop, PunctUl'8, Ther- t.hat:
mal, and Water Immersion conditions In
( 1) The ftsslle material is in the most
the sequence listed in Appendix B, it wlll reactive credible conftguration consistent
meet the following conditions:
wUh the damaged condition of the pack(1) The reduction of shielding would
r;ge, the chemical and physical form of·
not be sufticient to Increase the external the contents, and controls exerclaed over
radiation dose rate to more than 1,000 the number of packages to be transmillirems per hour at 3 feet from the ex- ported together; and
ternal surface of the package.
.
. (2) Water moderation occurs to the I
(2) No radioactive material would be . most reactive credible extent consistent'
released from the package except for with the damaged condition of the packgases and contaminated coalant contain- age and the chemical and physical form.
ing total radloacUvity exceeding neither:
of the contents.
(l) 0.1 percent of the total radioactivity of the package contents; nor
§ 71.38 Specific standard. lor a Fissile
(u) 0.01 curie of Group I radionuCIa•• I packa.e.
clides, 0.5 curie of G.roup n radiO.nuclides,
A PlssJ.le Class I pack.,e shall be 80'
10 curies of Group m radionuclides, 10 • deslened and constructed and Its con-'
curies of Group IV radionuclides. and i tents so li1Jl1ted that:
1,000 curies of inert gases irrespective of
(a) Any number of such undamaged.
transport group.
packages would be 8'ilbcrlt1cal In my
A package need not satisfy the Nqulre- arr&nlement, and with optimum interments of thls paragraph if it contains spersed hydroaenous moderation unlesa
only low speciftc activity materials, as there is a greater amount of interspersed
defined in I 71.4 (g) , and is transported IDocleration In the packBllnlr. In which
on a motor vehicle, ranroad car, &1rcraft. case that greater amount may be conInland water craft, or hold or de'ek of stdered; and
' .
a seagoing vessel assigned for the lO1e
(b) Two hundred' ftfty such J)II,Ckagea
use of the licensee.
would be'subcrltlcalln any arra.nsement.. '
If each packale were subjected to the

I.

(b) A package uaed for the ahlpment
Of flMlle material shall be 10 deaIIned
and constructed and ltI oqntents 10 BInlted that If subjected to tile hJpothetlca1
acc1dent conditions spec1fted In~
B Of th1s part .. tile PneDrop. Punc-
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- Subpart B-License Applications
§ 71.21 Contenb of .ppUeation.
An application for a spec11ic ncense

under this part may be submitted as an
application for a license or llcense
amendment under this chapter and shall
include, for each proposed packaging
design and method of tra.nsport,-the following information In addition to any
otherwise required:
(a) A paekage descrlption as reqUired
by 171.22;
(b) A package evaluation as reqUired
by 171.23;
(c) A descrlption of proposed procedural controls as required by 171.24;
(d) In the case of 1Iss1le materlal, an
identtflcation of .the proposed 1Iss1le class.
§ 71.22 P.ek.p de.eription.
The appllcatton shall include a description of the proposed package in su1Ilcient
deta1l to identify the package accurately
and to provide a IIUfIlctent basis for
evaluation of the packaging. The descrlption should include:
(a) With respect to the packaging:
(1) Gross weight;
(2) Model number;
(3) SpecUlc mater1ills of Construction,
weights, dimensions, and fabrication
methods of:
(1) Receptacles, identifying the one
which is considered to be the containment vessel;
(11) Materials apecUlcally used as non1lssUe neutron absorbers or moderators;
(W) Internal and external structures
supporting or protecting receptacles;
(iv) Valves, sampling ports, lifting devices, and tie-down devices;
(v) Structural and mechanical means
for the traBSfer and dissipation of heat;
and
(4) Identl.flcation and volumes oi any
coolants and of receptacles containing
f coolant.
(b) With respect to the contents of the
package:
(1) Identtflcation
arid maximum
radioactivity of radioactive constituents;
(2) Identtflcation and m a x i in u m
quantities of flssUe constituents;
(3) Chemical and physical form;
(4) Extent of reflection, the amount
and identity of non-fissile neutron absorbers in the flssUe constitutents, and
. the atqmic ratio of moderator to flssUe
constituents;
.
(5) .MaXimum weight; and
(6) Maximum amount of decay heat.
§ 71.23 P.ekap ev.lu.tion.
The applicant shall:
(a) Demonstrate that the package
satisftes the standards ipecUled in SubpartC;
(b) For a F1ssile Class II package,
ascertain and apecify the number of
s1m1lar packag!!8 which may be transPOrted together In accordance with
171.39; and
(c) For a F1ssile Class m shipment,
describe any proposed apeclal controls
and precautions to be exercl8ed during
transport, loading, unloading, and handling, and in the event of accident- or
delay.
§ 71.24 Proc:ecIur.1 eontrols.
The applicant shall describe the r.egu-

Subpart C--Package Standards

(3) Each tie-down device which la • t
.
. structural part of the package shall be
§ 71.31 General stand.reb for aU paek. ! SO designed that failure of the device
.pnlr.
under excessive load would not impair
(a) Packaging shall be of such ma- the ab1l1ty of the package to meet other
terlals and construction that there will be requirements of this subpart."
no signl.flcant chemical, galvanic, or § 71.32 Stru~tur.1 standard, for Iar..
other reaction among the packaging
quantity p.ek.ging.
.
components, or between the packaging
components and the package contents.
Packaging used to ship. a large quan(b) Packaging shall be equipped with tity of licensed materlal, as deftned in
a positive closure which wUl prevent in- § 71.4(f), shall be designed and conadvertent opening.
structed in compliance with the struc(c) IMting devices:
tural standards of this section. Stand(1) If there is a sYstem of lifting deards different from those specl.fled in
vices which is a structural part of the this section may be approved by the
package, the SJ'Su:m shan be capable Cof Commission if .the controls proposed to
support1n,g three times the weight of the be exercised by the shipper are demonloaded package without generating stress strated to be adequate to assure the
in any materlal of the packaging in ex- safety of the shipment.
cess of its yield strength.
(a) Load resistance. Regarded as a
(2) If there is 'a system of lifting desimple beam supported at its ends along
vices which is a structural part only of any major axis, packaging shall be
the lid, the system shan be capable of ca,pable of withstanding a static load,
supporting three times the weight of the normal to and uniformly distributed.
lid and any attachments without gener- along its length, equal to 5 times its fully
atIng stress In any material of the lid loaded weight, without generating stress
in excess of its yield strength.
in ariy material of the packaging in ex(3) If there is a structural part of the
cess of its yield strength.
package which could be employed to 11ft
(b) External . pressure. . Packaging
the package and which- does not comply shall be adequate to assure that the
with subparagraph (1) of this paragraph, containment vessel will suffer no 1088 of
the part shall be securely covered or contents if subjected to an external pres.locked during transport in such a manner sure of 25 pounds per square inch gauge. I
&II to prevent its use for that purpose.
(4) Each lifting device which is a § 71.33 Critieality st.ndards for fi8sile '
material paekages.
structural part of the package shall be
so designed that failure of the device
(a) A' package used for the shipment
under excessive load would not impair of fissile material shall be so designed
the .containment or shielding properties and constructed and its contents so
of the package.
limited that it would be subcrltical If· it
(d) Tie-down devices:
is assumed tllat water leaks Into the con(1) If there is a BYstem of tie-down
tainment vessel, and:
devices which is a structural part of the
(1) Water moderation of the contents
package, the sYstem shan be capable of occurs to the most reactive credible exwithstanding, without generating stress tent consistent with the chemical and
in any materlal of the package In excess
physical form of the contents; and
of its yield strength, a static force ap(2) The containment vessel is fully
plied to the cen~r of gravity of the packreflected on all sides bY water.
age having a verticllJ component of two
(b) A package used for the shipment
times the weight of the package with
tts contents, a horizontal component of fissile material shall be so designed
alOng the direction in which the vehicle and constructed and its contents 80
llmlted that it would be subcrltical If it
travels of 10 times the Weight of the
is assumed that any contents of the
package with its contents, and a horipackage which are liquid during nonbal
zontal component in the transverse ditransport leak out of the containment
rection of 5 times the Weight of the
vessel, and that the flssile materlal is
package with its contents.
then:
(2) If there is a structural part of the
(1) In the most reactive credible conpackage which could be employed to tie
figuration consistent with the chemical
the package down and which does not
and physical form of the material;
comply with subparagraph (1) of this
(2) Moderated by water outside of the
paragraph, the part shall be securelY
containment vessel to the most reactive
covered or locked during transport in
credible extent; and
such a manner as to prevent its use for
(3) Fully reflected on all sid.. ~
that purpose.
.
water.
(c) The Commission may approve eXceptions to the requirements of this section where the containment vessel incorporates special design features which
would preclude leakage of liquids In
spite of any single packaging error and
appropriate measures are taken before
each shipment to verify the leak tightness of each containment veuel.
Evaluation of • sinlrle p.ek....
(a) The effect of the transport ehVironment on the safety of any s1nale

fl 71.34

lar and periodic 1nspect1on procedures
. proposed to comply with I 71.51<b) .
.' § 71.25

Addition.l inform.tion.

The Commission may at any time require further information In order to en-

able it to determine whether a license
should be granted, denied, modUled, suspended, or revoked.
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• hypothetical accident conditions specifled in Appendix B of this part as the
,Free Drop, Thermal, and Water Immersion conditions, in the sequence listed in
Appendix B, with close reflection by
water on all sides of the array and with
optimum interspersed hydrogenous moderlttion unless there Is a greater amount
of Interspersed moderation In the packaging, in which case that greater amount
may be considered. The condition of
the package shall be assumed to be as
described in § 71.37.
§ 71.39 Specific standards for a Fissile
Class II package.

(a) A Fissile Class iI package shall
be so designed and constructed and Its
contents so limited, and the number of
such packages which may be transported
together so l1m1ted, that:
(1) Five times that number of such
undamaged packages would 'be subcritical in any arrangement If closely reflected by water; and
(2) Twice that number. of such packages would be subcr1tlcalln any arrangement If each package were subjected to
the hypothetical accident conditions
specified in Appendix B of th~s part as
the Free Drop, Thermal, and Water Im,mersion conditions, in the sequence listed
in Appendix B, with close reflection by
water on all sides of the array and with
optimum interspersed hydrogenous moderation unless there Is a greater amount
.of interspersed moderation in the packaging,in which case that greater amount
may be considered, The condition of
the package shall be assumed to be as
described in § 71.37.
.... (b) The transport index for each Fissile Class II package is calculated by
dividing the number 50 by the number
OJ! such Fissile Class II packages which
may be transported together as deter:nined under the limitations of para~raph (a) of this section, The calculated
number shall be rounded up to the first
,!iecimal place.
§ 71.40 Specific' standards for a Fi8sile
Class III shipment.

A package for Fissile Class m shipment shall be so designed and constructed
and its contents so limited, and the number of packages in a Fissile Class III
shipment shall be so limited, that:
(a) The undamaged shipment would
be subcritical with an Identical shipment in contact with it and with the
two shipments closely reflected on -all
'sides by water; and
(b) The shipment would be subcritical
If each package were subjected to the
hypothetical accident conditions specifled in Appendix B of this part as the
Free Drop, Thermal, and Water Immersion conditions, in the sequence listed
in Appendix B, with close reflection by
water on all sides of the array and with
the packages in the most reactive ar'rangement and with the most reactive
degree of Interspersed hydrogenous mod~ratlon which would be credible con-

s1der1ns the controls to be exercised over
the ah1pment. The condition of the
pactap lIhall be assumed to be as deacr1bed in I '11.37. Hypothetical acc1dent
conditions dUrerent from thOle speclftecli
1ft this paragraph may be approved by
the Commission if the controls proposed
to be exercised by the sh1pper are demonstrated to be, adequate to. assure the
safety of the sh1pment.
§ 71.41 Previously constructed pack.
aps for irradiated ..,lid nuelear fuel.
Notw1th8tan~g

any other prov1aions
of this Subpart, a package, the uae of
which has been authorized by the Comm1ss1On for the transport of Irradiated
soUd nuclear fuel on or after September
23, 1981. and which has been completely
constructed prior to January I, 1987,
shall be deemed to comply with the
package standards of this subpart for
that purpose.

8. Penctratw-Impact of the hem1apherlcal end of a vertical steel cylinder 1 %. Ineta_
In dllmeter and weighing 18 pounda. dropped
froDl a !Ie1Ft of 40 Inch. onto ,the u~
surface of the packap. which. III upilctecl
to be ~t vulnerable to pun~tun.. Th. Ions
'uta Of tb..··CJ11Dder shall be perpendknzlar
to the I*'uae .Urface~

-

- II. Comprufto1lr-Por pack.... not" eJ:ceecI.In, 10,000 poUDdB In _"ht, a compreulve
load equlll to either a t I _ the weight of:
the packap or 2 pounda per equare loch
mUltiplied by the mulmum horizontal croea
Action of the~. whlallever II greater.
The load llhall be applied during a period of:
240 hoUl'll, uniformly agaIDst the top and bot-

tom of the pacuae In the poaItion In which
the package would. normally be transported.
APPmmn

B-H'I'POTIDIrICAL ACCJDKNT
COInIJTIONS

The following hypothetlcal acc1dent concl1tlou are to be applied sequentially. 10 the
order Indlcaad, to determine their ~ula. tin decf; on a packap or array of packageB.
, 1 . ' " Drop--A free drop through. cUatance of 80 feet onto a flat _ntlally un- .
ylelcUna horizontal ~ace, striking the surf _ In • position for which mulmUJ:D
~... Is ezpectecl.

2. Puncture-A free drop :tauough a cUatance of' '"' Inches striking, In a poIIltlon for
which" maDm~ dauu&ge .~ ~, the
top end of a vertical cyllDdrlcal D)1'li:l 1ltee1
bar .mounteCi. on an esaentlally unyielding
horblODtal surface. The bar ehall be 6 Inches
In diameter, with the top horizontal ~d its
edp rounded to a radius of not more than
A. . . .IClS
one-qaaner Inch, and ot such a length ae 1;0
AIftInII&
~ ~um damage to the PIlCkaP, but
.
Ar-MCIUIAL COJfDmo.... CIIr
;; no" l-.tIlan 8 Inch.. long. The long. ut. of:
-ru._
;e the ... ahall be perpendicular to the un.... ~ .... ~ - - a ~-)'IeI. . . . borIzontal surface.
aI tnIIIIpCIft Ia to be IIPplled ~ to. .. fIermG~EJ:poIIure to a thermal teat in
CIMInaIDs Ita etreat on a ptIObp.
. . " . . . tIM heat Input to the package II not
I. H~ sunllJht at an UIlbIeIltR 1. . "tbQ that whlch would r ..ult froIn
~tun ~ 110" P. In 8tIJl air.
. ellpOllUre of the whOle package to a radlatlon
t. CofcI...-AA UDblmt ~ture at -40 0 ' envl1'onment of 1,.76 0 P. for 80 mlnuteil With
P. III RIll air and llbade.
an ·eml.Balvlty coe1Ilclent of 0.11, auumlng the
•• ~_a.pUdo ~ ~ 0.1
of the packap have an abllOl'ptlon
ttme. daD..... atllla.pUrta ~.
codlc1ent; of. 0.8. The package IIluIll not be
.. VtllNftoli.-Vlttra$lOD .--.11), incident cooied art'4c1ally until 3 hours after the teat
to tnID8port.
period unles. It can be ahOWD t.bat the teznI . . . . . . -",.1/-A water 1IJlI'&)' 8U1Ilctentl)' perature on-the IDBlciil of the pac..,e haa
to .... tile entire eKpOMd. surface Of begun to fall In leu than 8 hoUl'll.
tIM paebp acept the bottom eontlDuOU8l)' - •. Wa'.,. 1m_ricin (ftBalle materlal pack~ ~ a PIftGII ~ 10 minute..
.... onl'y).....nnmer.lon In water to the otent
that all portions of "the package to be tested
..... 1liliiii" ., ~ ..... of WllWttIr • JlIdOCI of II:Ot 1_ ~. Jmln•.

I

.1Uf_

Ilea.,.
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REACTOR SITE CRITERIA

§ 100.3

DefinltioDI.

As used In this part:
(a) "Exclusion area" means that area
surrounding the reactor, In which the
reactor licensee has the authority to determine an activities Including exclusion
or removal of personnel and property
from the area. This area may be traversed by a highway. railroad, or waterway. provided these are not so close to
the faCility as to Interfere with normal
operations of the facility and provided
appropriate and elJective arrangements
§ 100.1 PurpoII,..
are made to control traffic on the highway. railroad. or waterway, In case 01
(a) It. Is the purpose of this part to
emergency, to protect the pubJlc health
describe criteria which guide the Comand safety. Residence within the exmission In Its evaluation of the suitabilclusion area shall normally be pro-·
Ity of propc)sc~aJ.tes for stationary power and testingfr~rs subject ftc> Part . hlblted. In any evep~:real~ents shall be
subji!ct to ready r..efriOval In case of ne50 of !.his chapter.
.
(
ces,o;lty. Activit-lea unrrlal.pd to operation
(b) Ius· ~mclent experl~nqe has be~n a9of the reactor may be permitted In an
cumulated to permit Uie·wrltlng ot--d"eexclusion area under appropriate limitatailed standards that would provide a
tions. provided that no slgnlftcant haz~uantltatlve correlation of all factors
ards to the public health and salety wlll
slgniftcant to the question of acceptaresult.
Ilillty of reactor sites. TIlis part Is in(b) "Low population zor e" means the
!.ended as an Interim guide to Identify
area immediately surrounding the exIL number of factors considered by the
clusion area which contalna residents,
Commission in the evaluation of reactor
the total number and density of which
sites and the general criteria used at
are such that there Is a reasonable prob~hls time as guides In approving or disability that approprlate protective
ILPprovlng proposed sites•. Any appllmeasures could be taken In their behalf
:ant who believes that factors ot.herthan
In the event of a serious accident. These
,hose set forth In the guide should be
guides do not specify a permissible popu'onsldered by the Commission wlll be exlation density or total population within
;ected to demonstrrr.te the applicability
this zone because the situation may vary
Uld significance of such factors.
from case to case. Whether a specl1lc
~ I 00.2
~ope.
number of people can. for example, be
evacuatl!d from a specific area, or in(a) This part applies to applications
structed to take shelter, on a tlmel,
,Ied under Part 50 and 115 of this chapbasis wlii depend on many factors such
;er for s~Uonary power and testing
as 10c\Uon, number and size of high·eactors.
ways, HCOpe and extent of advance plan(b) The site criteria contained In this
ning. and actual distribution of residents
>art apply primarily to reactors of a
within the area.
renera) type and design on which ex(c) "Population
center
distance"
>erlence has been developed. but can also
means thr distance from the reactor to
Ie applied to other reactor types. In
the nearest boundary of a densely populartlcular, for reactors that are novel
lated center containing more than.about
n design and unproven as prototypes
25,000 residents.
If pilot plants, It Is expected that these
(d) "Power reactor" means a nuclear
)ulc criteria will be appUed In a manreactor of a type described In I 50.21 (b)
ler t.llat taltea toto account the lack
or 50.22 of this chapter designed to llro)f experience. In the application of
duce electrical or heat energy.
,hese c.r1teria which are deliberately tlex. (e) "Testing reactor" means a "testble the safeguards provlded~lther
Ing faclUty" as deftned In I 50.1 01 this
ilte' Isolation or engineered features-chapter.
ihouid reflect the lack 01 certainty that
Inly experience can provide.
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BID· EVALtrATlO" FACTORS

• 100.10 F.dor. to he considered when
e".luatln" .itea.

Factors consldeted In the evaluation of
sites Include those relating both to the
proposed reactor design and the characteristics peculiar to the site. It Is e:ll:pected that reactors wtll reftect through
their de81gn, construction and operation
an 9tremely low probability for acctdents that could result In release of atgnlflcant quantities of radioactive fission
product.. In addition. t.be site location
and the enalnCl!red features Included as
aateguarda &8atl15t the hazardous COn.lequences of an accident. shOUld one occur,
should Insure a low rlsk of public exposurp.. In particular. the Commission
'will take the following fDctors Into consideration In determlnin~ the acceptablUty of a site for a power or testing
reactor:
(a) Characteristics of reactor design
and proposed operation Including:
(1) Intended use of the reactor IncludIng the proposed maximum power level
and the nature and Inventory of contained radioactive materials;
(2) The extent to which generally
accepted engineering standards are applied to the design of the reactor;
(3) The extent to which the reactor
Incorporates unique or unusual features
having a significant bearing on the
probabUlty or consequences of accidental
release of radioactive materials;
(4) The safety features that are to be
. engIneered Into the facility and those
barriers that must be breached as a result of an accident before a release of
radioactive material to t.he environment
can occur.
(b) Popwatlon density and use cbaracterlstlcs of the site environs. Including
the exclusion area, low ·populatlon zone,
and population center distance.
(c) Physical characteristics 01 the
alte, tocludJng seismology, meteorology,
geology and hydrology.
(I) The design for the faCility should
conform to accepted building codes or
standards for areas having equivalent
earthquake histories. No facility should
be located closer than one-fourth mUe
from. the aurface location of a kncnm
active earthquake fault.
(2) Meteorological conditiON at the
alta and In the BWTOunding area should
be eonaldered.

PART 100 - REACTOR SITE CRITERIA
(3) OeoIOilcal and h7drolo,lcal char-.
acterlstle. of Ute ptOpoaed alte MQ haye
• bearbta on the consequences of an
escape of radioactive material from the
facUlty. Special precautions should be
planned If a reactor is to be located at
a alte where a slgnlftcant quantity .of
radioactive emu"nt might accldentaU,.
flow Into nearby streams Dr rivers or
might find ready access to underground
water tables,
J~'
(d) Where unfavorable phyalcal char~
acterlatlca of \he site emt, the proposed
site ma,. nevertheless be found to be
acceptable If the deslln of the facllty
Includes appropriate and adequate compensat1n8 enllneerlng safeguards.

(2)" "A low pOpulation zone 01 such ....
\ha\an IndlYidual located :a\ &n7 poln'
on ItS outer boundary who 'I. eJlPOsed to
'he radioactive cloud resulting from the
postulated ftsslon product release (durIng the entire period cif Ita passage)
would not receive a total radiation dose
to the whole body In excess of 215 rem or
a total radiation dose in exc:eaa of 300
rem to the thyroid from Iodine eXJ)OlUre.
,- (3) A pOpulation center dl.tance of at
'least one and one-third times the dis'tance froUl the reactor to the outer
boundary of the low popUlatlon zone.
In applying this guide, due consideration
shOUld be ilven to the population distribution within the population center,
• 100.11 Detenrunatlon or exclusion
Where very large cities are Inyolved, a
area, 1011' population zone, and populreater distance may be neceaaary belatJon center dlitanee..
cause of total Integrated population dOle
(a) Aa an aid In evalu..tlnl a proposed
consideration.
alte, an applicant should assume a
(b) For sites for muUlple reactor faAssIon produce release I from the core,
clUtles cQnslderatlon should be given -to
the expected demona\rable leek rate
the following :
from the containment and the meteoro(1) If the reactors 'are Independent to
100Icai eondlUons pertinent to his site to
the extent that an accident In one reacderive an exclusion area, a low populator would not Initiate an accident In antion zone and population oenter dlatanee.
other, the size of the exclusion area, low
Por the purpose of this analyall, which
population zone and population center
shall set forth the basla for the numeridistance shall be fulftlled with respect
cal values used, the applicant should
to each reactor Individually. The endetermine the following:
velopes of the plan overlay of the areas
(1) An exclusion area of such size that
so calculated shall then be taken as Ylelr
an Individual located at any point on Its
respective boundaries.
(2) U the reactors are Interconnected
boundary for two hours immediately
following uNlet of the postulated ftsslon
to the extent that an accident In one
product release would not receive a total
reactor could affect the safety of opera, radiation dose to the whole body In extion of an,. other, the size of the exclu: cess of 25 rem I or a total radiation. dose sion area, low population zone and popuIRtlon center distance shall be based
, In excess of 300 rem • to the thyroid from
: Iodine exposure.
upon the assumption that all interconnected reactors emit their postulated
fission product releases simultaneously.
Thts requirement may be reduced In
relation to the degree of coupling between reactors, the probablUty of concomitant accidents and the probabUlty
that an Individual would not be exposed
to the radiation elfects from simultaneous releases. The applicant would be
expected to justify to the satisfaction of
the AEC the basis for such a reduction
I The flulon product release aaeumed for
In the :lource term.
these calculatlonll IIhould be belled upon a
(3) The applicant Is expected to show
that the simultaneous operation of
major KCldent. hypothesized for purposell of
alte analJIIla or -postulated from coDIIlderamultiple reactor!! at Ii site wlll not result
tiona of poeslbla accidental events, that
In total radioactive emuent releases bewould reeult In potential bazardll not exIi ta f
11 bl
ceeded bJ' t.bose from an, accldent ooneldered
yond the allowable ml 0 app ca ,e
ored1ble. SUch KCldenu ha.... pneralJy
regula-tlons.
been uawned to rellult. In aubetantlal meltNOTIi: Por further guidance In developdown 01 the core wltIl lIu'-quent releaee of
Ing the exclusion area, the low population
appncIIIIIIe quAIl~ 01 a.IoD producta.
EOne, and the population center dlltance,
reference III made to Technical Information
• Tbe whole bod, doe. of 211 rein referred
to above corr_pondl numerically to tile once
Document 14844, dated March 23, 1982, which
contalDII a prOcedural method and a ample
In a lifetime acCidental or emel1JllnOJ doee
for radiation workerll whlcb, accOl'dln, to
calculation that. result In dlstancel rou,blJ'
NCRP recommendatlona may be dlllrlllarded
reflecting current siting practiCes of the ComIn the detennlnatlon of their radiation exmlBIIlon. TIle calculatlonll delcrlbed In Tecbpoeure atatul! (lee NBS Handbook 89 dated
nlcal Information Document IU44 may be
JUDe II, 19119). However, neither Its UIIII nor
UIIed u a point of departure for conllderatbat. of tile 800 rem value fill' t.hJ1'Old IXtlon of particular lite reqUirements Which
, poeurll' u set fortb In thllll!' lita criteria
may relult from evaluation of t.he charaeauldse lII'a Intended to ImplJ' tbat tbeee
t.erilltice ot a particular reactor, Its purpose
numberll conatltute eeceptable limits for
and metbod of operation.
emergency doeee to the public uDder aoeldent _ Popl.. of Technical IDfonnMloft DocUconditione. Ratber, thla 211 rem whole body !I ment 14844 -J' be obtained from tile Cum.,alue and the 800 rem thyroid .,.lue' ba.,. ~ mleelon'a Public Document. Room, l'll'l B
been . , forth In the. JUldee u reference' Di: Street NW., Wublnlton. D.O., 01' bf wrlU. .
val-. '1I'bicII IIua be 1IIIed In the ,..aI_tlon .. tbe DInIct.or, D1'f1as.;,n 01 ae.otor Llcenahll,
of r.ctGr ..tee with H8JIIIC" to ......... _ US. Atomic KneI'lJ' CommIeaIon. W .......r-a. eooldenta of uceedllllIJ loW ......... lon, D.O., 2OM1.
'bUt" of occurrence, and low rIIIl 01 pub... '--upoeun to ndJaUoL
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APPENDIX 3-2
DIVISION 1 - POWER REACTORS
(a) REGULATORY GUIDES APPROVED*
Title

Number

1.1 Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core
Cooling and Containment Heat Removal System
Pumps
1.2 Thermal Shock to Reactor Pressure Vessels
1.3 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Radiological Consequences of a Loss of Coolant
Accident for Boiling Water Reactors
1.4 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Radiological Consequences of a Loss of Coolant,
Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors
1.5 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Radiological Consequences of a Steam Line Break
Accident for Boiling Water Reactors
1.6 Independence Between Redundant Standby (onsite)
Power Sources and Between Their Distribution
Systems
1.7 Control of Combustible Gsa Concentrations in
Containment Following a Loss of Coolant Accident
1.8 Personnel Selection and Training
1.9 Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for
Standby Power Supplies
1.10 Mechanical (Cadweld) Splices in Reinforcing Bars
of Concrete Containments
1.11 Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor
Containment
1.12 Instrumentation for Earthquakes
,1.13 Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis
1.14 Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity
1.15 Testing of Reinforcing Bars for Concrete Structures
1.16 Reporting of Operating Information
1.17 Protection Against Industrial Sabotage
1.18 Structural Acceptance Test for Concrete Primary
Reactor Containments
1.19 Nondestructive Examination of Primary Containment
Liner Welda (Revision 1 of SG 19)
1.20 Vibration Measurements on Reactor Internals
1.21 Measuring and Reporting of Effluents from Nuclear
Power Plant
1.22 Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation
Functions
*Approvals

88

of 16 March 1973.

(Fcrmerly designated "Safety Guides.")
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APPENDIX 3-2 (a) - continued
Number
1.23
1.24
1.25

1.26
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.31
1.32
1.33
1.34
1.35
1.36
1.37
1.38
1.39
1.40
1.41

Title
Onsite Meteorological Programs
Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Radiological Consequences of a Pressurized
Water Reactor Gas Storage Tank Failure
Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling
Accident in the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility
for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors
Quality Group Classifications and Standards
Ultimate Heat Sink
Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Design and
Construction)
Seismic Design Classification
Quality Assurance Requirements for the Installation,
Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation and
Electric Equipment
Control of Stainless Steel Welding
Use of IEEE Std 308-1971, "Criteria for Class IE
Electric Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations"
Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation)
Control of Electroslag Weld Properties (12/28/72)
Inservice Surveillance of Ungrouted Tendons In Prestressed
Concrete Containment Structures (2/5/73)
Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for Austenitic Stainless
Steel (2/23/73)
Quality Assurance Requirement for Cleaning of Fluid
Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants (3/16/73)
Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging, Shipping,
Receiving, Storage, and Handling of Items for WaterCooled Nuclear Power Plants (3/16/73)
Housekeeping Requirement for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants (3/16/73)
Qualification Tests of Continuous-Duty Motors Installed
Inside the Containment of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants (3/16/73)
Preoperational Testing of Redundant On-site Electric Power
Systems to Verify Proper Load Group Assignments (3/16/73)
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DIVISION 1 - POWER REACTORS
(b) REGULATORY GUIDES UNDER DEVELOPMENT l

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
!/

Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant
Safety Systems
AvailabUity of Electric Power Sources
Requirements for Instrumentation to Assess Nuclear Power Plant
Conditions During and Following an Accident for Water-Cooled
Reactors
Shared Emergency and Shutdown Power Systems at Multi-Unit Sites
Physical Independence of Safety-Related Electric Systems
Isolating Low Pressure Systems Connected to the Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary
Assumptions 'for Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection Accident for
Pressurized Water Reactors
Assumptions for Evaluating a Control Rod Drop Accident for Boiling
Water Reactors
Requirements for Collection. Storage. and Maintenance of Quality
Assurance Records for Nuclear Power Plants
Requirements for Assessing Ability of Material Underneath Nuclear
Power Plant Foundations to Withstand Safe Shutdown Earthquake
Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants
Design Phase Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants
Qualification Tests of Electric Valve Operators for Use in Nuclear
Power Plants
Fire Protection Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
Protective Coatings for Nuclear Reactor Containment Facilities
Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective Coatings Applied
to Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants
Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power
Generating Station Protective Systems
Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment
Additional Material Requirements for Bolting
Inservice Surveillance of Grouted Prestressing Tendons
Stainless Steel Overlay Welding
Design Loading Combinations for Fluid System Components
Design Loading Combinations for Primary Metal Containment Systems
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leak Detection System
Concrete Placement in Category I Structures
Control of Sensitized Stainless Steel
Design Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Stations
Seismic Input Motion to Uncoupled Structural Model
Control of Preheat Temperature for Low Alloy Steel Welding
Rules for lnservice Inspection of Class 3 and Class C Nuclear
Power Plant Components
In development.

88

of 3/16/73.
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Primary Reactor Containment (Concrete) Design and Analysis
Preservice Testing of In-Situ Components
Preheat Temperature Control During Low Alloy Steel Welding
Installation of Over-Pressure Devices
Nondestructive Examination of Tubular Products
Category I Structural Foundations
Maintenance of Water Purity in BWRs
Manual Initiation of Protective Actions
'Electric Penetration Assemblies in Nuclear Power Plant
Containment Structures
Qualifications of Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel
for Nuclear Power Plants
Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and
Testing of Mechanical Equipment and Systems
Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection,
and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel
Design, Testing and Maintenance Criteria for Atmosphere Cleanup
System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants
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THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
CHAPTER 4.0
RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: POPULATION EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION
FROM THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE
Figure 4-1 is a schematic representation of the entire nuclear fuel cycle
for current designs of light water cooled reactors. The main steps in
today's fuel cycle industry, which is based principally on the use of
slightly-enriched uranium in light wat~r reactors, are: (1) mining of
uranium ore; (2) milling and refining to U308; (3) conversion of U308
to UF6; (4) enrichment of U-235 from the natural content of 0.711%
to about 3% isotopic concentration; (5) preparation of U02 fuel pellets
and fabrication into fuel assemblies; (6) production of useful energy in
a nuclear reactor; (7) chemical reprocessing to recover uranium and
plutonium free of fission products; (8) recycle of the recovered uranium
to enrichment plant or to storage; (9) storage of plutonium for future
use; and (10) storage of high-level radioactive wastes. This last step
includes temporary storage in liquid form followed by conversion to solid
form at the reprocessing plant, and finally, shipment of the solidified
waste to a Federal Repository for storage.
About half of the steps in the nuclear fuel cycle involve materials
having relatively low radiation intensity such as natural or slightly enriched uranium. This is true of steps 1 through 5 of Figure 4-1,
except that uranium mining poses some long-term risks if prolonged
inhalation of radon and particulate matter is involved in underground
operations without adequate ventilation. (Ref. 1).
The areas of the fuel cycle involving potential environmental impacts
of significance are (1) the routine effluents of radioactivity from
nuclear power plants and fuel reprocessing plants (steps 6 and 7);
(2) the transportation of irradiated fuel from nuclear power plants
to fuel reprocessing plants, and the transportation of high-level
radioactive wastes from the reprocessing plants to a Federal Repository;
(3) the storage of high-level radioactive wastes (step 10); and (4) the
discharge of waste heat from nuclear power plants (step 6). The control
and disposition of radioactive materials in these steps are discussed .
in the following sections of this chapter. A brief discussion of the
discharge of waste heat from nuclear power plants is given in APPENDIX
II to this report.
4.1

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS AND POPULATION DOSES FRaM NUCLEAR FACILITIES

To place this topic in perspective, it is necessary to keep in mind the
fact that man has always lived in a background of naturally-occurring
radioactivity and other ionizing radiation. This background is due
to cnsmic rays from the sun and outer space, radiation from naturally-'
occurring radioactive elements in the earth, and radiation from
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THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE
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Notation in Powers of Ten
Note that:
10

= 101

100 = lOx10

102

1000
10000
0.1

1
=10

0.01

=

=

=

lOx10x10

=

(the 1 usually not written)
103

= lOxl0x10x10 = 104 etc.

10- 1

1

10- 2

1

= 100 = lOxlO

0.001

Examples:

1

1

1000

lOx10x10

17,000,000,000

=

etc.

1.7 x 10,000,000,000

= 1.7 x 1010

0.0071

,,"7.1x_1_
1000
... 7.1 z 10- 3

In expressing numbers in powers of ten, it is customary to rearrange the number, as suggested in the examples, into a number
between land 10 times the appropriate power of ten. Other
arrangements are permissible and occaSionally used. For example:
17,000,000,000 - 1.7 x 1010 (customary form)
.. 17 x 109
'" 170 x 108
1700 x 107
0.17 x lOll
... 0.017 x 1012 etc.

naturally-occurriag radioactive ele..at8 iacorporated iDto maa'8 body
ti8auea from food aad water caas...d (aee APPENDIX 1). More recaatly.
1I8D baa alao beea exposed to raclioactivity of his OWD. matiag, 8uch _
fro. X-raya used iD .dical diapoaia ad treableDt. ad a variety of
other source a iacludiDg auclear weapoaa testa, auclear power plats,
aDd fuel reproceaaiDg plats. Table 4-1 prea.ts a tabulatioa of the
various source a of radioactivity to which 11811 i8 usually or occaaioaally
expoaed (aef. 2).
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Table 4-1.
1970 AVERAGE ANNUAL WHOLE BODY DOSE TO U. S. POPULATION
a.
FROM VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL SOURCES, mrem
Average
Environmenta 1
Natural
Fallout

130
4

Medical
b
Diagnostic
c
Therapeutic
d
Radiopharmaceutic
Misce llaneous
Television
Commercial Products
Air Transport
Commercial Nuclear Power
Facilities
a

100 - 25:::

72

200-400,000
44 - 279
0.1
1.9
1 - 3
0.003
.

Estimates from Reference 2; mrem = millirem, see
APPENDIX I for definition and discussion.

bAbdominal dose 10 cm below surface of abdomen equivalent to an ovarian dose in females.
c Gonad dose from radiation therapy per patient.
dDose is in mrem/year/patient.
It v1ll be noted that in the U.S. the "average" member of the genera1
public has beeD reeeiviIlg E e.timated annual dose of about 0.003
II1llirea frOll radioactive effluent. fro. the nuclear industry (in
1970), or about USO,OOO _ Blch _ from natural background radiatioa.
As with moat averaged population figun. of this .ort, the figure. are
useful indice. for . .y purpo.e., but • •t be interpreted _d uaed v1.t:h

care.
People l1Ying within a fev llile. of nuclear facilities haft certainly
received dose. higher thE the e.ti1l8t:ed popUlation ayerage., 8Ild people
liviDg far froll the. . place. haye receiyed le... as will be di.cua.ed 1.u
.,re detail. EDvil'ODIl8Dtal .uneillEce progr_ are routinely cOllducted
aroua.d all nuclear.. facility .ite. to deteratn. radiODuclicle cOllceutra1:ione
in air, water _d foodstuff. produ~d in the vicinity of the . . fac:l.l1.1:i•••
In additioD to the.e routine .tudi... .pecial field .tudie. have beeD
conducte4 by the U.S. Public Health Seniee _4 cODtinued by the
IaYiraa.ental Protect10DAaency iD COBjunctiou with the Atoaic Energy
eo.d.••ioD~ State health depar~t.. _4 the facility operators at
..,eral .uclear reactor.it•• (llef. 3). Thu. far,the" .tu4:l.e. 1D41.cate
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the radionuclide concentrations in the environment are below detectable
limits using normal surveillance equipment. Only in a few cases, using
very sensitive detection equipment, has any radiation been detected above
the normal ambient backgro1md from natural radioactivity. Because of
the very low off-site doses which cannot generally be detected, population
doses are usually calculated, based on estimates of the compositions and
magnitude of the radioactive emissions from the nuclear plants.
The radiation doses generally received by people in this country as a
result of the nuclear pOwer industry have thus far been a very small
addition to the unavoidable doses due to natural backgro1md radiation.
thus, the questions that need to be answered are: what are the implications or effects of these small additional doses on man, and are the
annual doses soing to remain small as the nuclear industry grows to be
the predominant source of electricity in this C01mtry over the next
few decades? These questions will be addressed in sections 4.1.4 and
4.1.5.
Some Terms and Abbreviations Used in Chapter 4.0
1.

Power and Energy
W
watt
KW kilowatt
MW megawatt
Kwt kilowattthermal

unit of power in the metric system.
a thousand watts
a million watts
thermal power (heat rate) measured in thousands
of watts•

.MWt megawattthermal

thermal power measured in millions of watts

MWe megawattelectric

= electric power measured in millions of watts

MWd (t) megawatt day
(thermal)

=

Note:

2.

heat energy (power x time) measured in millions
of watt days. Other commonly used measures are
watt-hours and kilowatt-hours.

For a light water nuclear power plant, about 3 MWt are
required for each MWe produced (i.e., the efficiency of
conversion of heat to electricity is about 33 1/3%).
Hence, 1/3 of the heat generated in the nuclear fuel is
converted to electricity and the remaining 2/3 is rejected to the environment as "wa·ste heat". See APPENDIX
I for definitions of power and energy.

Radiation
~

= unit of absorbed dose of ionizing radiation.

See APPENDIX

I for definition and discussion.
unit of quantity of radioactive materials. Any amount of
radioactive material decaying at the rate of 3.7 x 1010
disintegrations per second is ! curie of that ~terial.
See APPENDIX I - Basic Nuclear Concepts.
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4.1.1

Sources and Amounts of Radioactivity Confined in Nuclear Facilities

The basic features of nuclear power plants and fuel reprocessing plants,
including equipment and processes for the treatment and control of
gaseous and liquid activities, are described in Chapter 1.0. Except for
uranium fuel, the "radioactive materials in these facilities all arise
from operation of the nuclear power plant and are the result of two
processes: (1) fission, which occurs within the uranium dioxide (U02)
fuel pellets whenever the reactor operates and (2) neutron activation,
which is the process wherein fission neutrons are captured by various
non-radioactive atomic nuclei throughout the reactor core region, which
then become radiQactive. Of the two processes, fission is by far the
predominant source of radioactivity. Under typical onerating conditions,
the quantity of radioactivity contained in the fuel of a 1000 MWe plant
is nearly 1000 times greater than the quantity of radioactivity in
activation products throughout the core region of the plant. A large
fraction of the activation products is formed within the fuel cladding
and within structural members of the core where they are immobile and
remain indefinitely. Essentially all of the fission products are
retained within the fuel elements until they are processed to recover
fissile material.
Nuclear Power Plants
The total amount of radioactivity in an operating nuclear power plant
depends on its power level and time in operation. When a light water
nuclear plant (LWR) in the 1000 }fi1e size range is first placed into
operation, for example, it is loaded with unirradiated, but naturallyradioactive uranium fuel (enriched to about 3% U-235) having an aggregate activity of about 150 curies in a typical PWR loading and about
300 curies in a BWR loading (Table 4-2 lists some typical PWR and BWR
fuel loading and discharge data for reference). With nuclear operation
at 8°wer, the quantity of radioactivity increases to the order of 1.7 x
101 curies between refueling operations, which occur about once a year
(see Table 4-3). Since only a fraction of the core is replaced during
refueling, a large inventory of radioactive material is retained in the
core after initial power operation. The quantity would be greater or
smaller for the same kind of plant with larger or smaller ~ower level,
respectively.
When the reactor is shut down, the generation of radioactivity ceases,
and the quantity of radioactivity in the spent fuel decreases, initially
at a very rapid rate due mostly to the decay of short-lived fission
products to longer-lived or non-radioactive nuclides. At the same time,
substantial quantities of heat continue to be generated in the spent
fuel due to the interaction of the intense radiation of the decaying
radionuclides with atoms and molecules in the spent fuel and surrounding
media. The amount of heat generated decreases with time as radioactive
decay progresses;' this heat is called "decay heat."
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Table 4-2
LWR - FUEL DATA
Initial Core Loading
Type

Bt\TR

PHR

Kl'le, Gross

1100

1100

149

87

193

Rods/Assembly

764
-'- -.49

Annual

1/4 Core

Initia 1 Charge (Me tric tons of uraniura)
Assemblies/Core

Dischar~e

204

1/3 Core

Metric tons of uranium

37

29

Metric tons of U02

42

33

191

64

9,359

13,056

Number of assemblies
Number of rods

·1.928 x 106

Number of pellets

3.13 x 106

Pellets. U02
Outside Diame.ter, inches

0.488

He igh t. inche s
Density (grams per cubic centimeter)
Pellets/Rod (144 inches)

0.7
10.22
206

Pellets/Asse~bly

10.094
7.712 x 106

Pellets/Core

0.367
0.6
10.2-10.3
240
48,960

9.45 x 106

Table 4-3 provides some calculated values for the quantities of radio~
activity and heat associated with the entire core of a 1100 MWe PWR after
a sustained period of operation. The values indicate bow these quantities
would decrease with time after mactor shutdown. To a good approximation,
these values would also apply to a comparable BWR core under the sa_
circumatamces. The values in Table 4-3 are based on the assumption that
the whole core loading of fuel is allowed to decay. Actually, as
shown in Table 4-2, generally only one-third of the fuel in a PWR (onefourth in a BWR) is removed and mplaced with fresh fuel each year, so that
aoat of the fuel reaa1ns in the reactor from three to four years.
The portion of irradiated fuel discharged annually from LWRs is stored in
water pools in the reactor plants. These storage pools provide cooling
for the decay heat and shielding for plant operators against the intense
radiation of the spent fuel. The storage pool water is circulated through
clean-up systems to remove fission or activation products which may be
released to the pool during decay storage (this is part of the overall
plant liquid waste treatment systea; see section 4.1.2).
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Table 4-3

Radioactivitr (megacuries)

Decay
'l'iJne

(days)
0
1

5
15
30
~
I

60

C))

120
210
365
1,097
3,653

Calculated Radioactivity of 1100 MWe PWR* at Shutdown
and as a Function of Decay TUne

Iodine and
Bromine Isotopes

1,435
265
101
28.7
6. 'TIJ
0.1~94

0.00282
0.00000309
0.00000218
0.00000218
0.00000218

Noble
Gases

1,240
221
105
29.0
4.77
0.784
0.659
0.61t8
0.630
0.553
0.353

All Fission
Products

13,800
2,890
1,870
1,280
91~7

656
1~01

244
146
IJ7.3
17.9
I

Actinides

Activation
Products

3,450
1,330
1l]2
39.7
9.35
6.32
5.90
5.56
5.17
~... 1~5
3.27

10.6
9.19
8.42
7.50
6.40
4.76
2.'76
1.36
0.614
0.324
0.132

Total
Thermal Power
Total

17,250
4,230
2 J 310

1,330
963
666
1~10

250
152
52.0
21.3

(kvl)

225,000
17 ,1~OO
9,720
5,600
4,~0

2,350
1,71'0
1,100
659
204
67

~eactor is assumed to be shut down just before refueling after a sustained (293-day) period at a specific
power of 37.5 MW/metric ton. The time average specific power over the previous 1100 days is 30 MW/metric
ton. The reactor is fueled with 3.3% enriched uranium totaling 82 metric tons of enriched uranium fuel.

After about 150 days storage, the radioactive rate of decay in the spent
fuel has slowed cOllsiderably. By this time, many of the shorter-lived
radionuclides have decayed to non-radioactive species and the continuing
decay is paced by the longer-lived radionuclides in the fuel. Longer
storage of 30 to 60 additional days does not result in substantial further
reduction in total radioactivity. Consequently, the spent fuel is loaded
into heavily-shielded shipping casks for transfer to a fuel reprocessing
plant after about a 150 day cooling period. (Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-2
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Fuel Reprocessing Plants
The source of all radioactivity in fuel reprocessing plants is the spent
fuel shipped to the plant from a nUllber of nuclear power plants. Table 4-4
presents typical amounts of radioactivity expected per metric ton
(1000 kilograms o~ about 2200 pounds) of uranium in the spent fuel.
Since fuel reprocessing plant capacities will range from 300 metric
tons to 1500 metric tons uranium per year* in the foreseeable future
(see section 4.1.3), Table 4-4 also presents the total annual quantities
of radioactivity that will pass through reprocessing plants of those
capacities. After fuel reprocessing, essentially all of this radioactivity
(less quantities that are released or decay) will reside in the highlevel liquid waste tanks at the reprocessing plant un til such time that
the waste 1s converted to solid form and shipped to a storage facility
(see section 4.3).
Table 4-4
Est imated Average Annual Quantit ies of Rad ionuc lides
Del ivered to Fuel Reprocessing Plants

Nuclide

Typical Amount
Cumulative Annual Quantities Delivered
in Fuel 1/
(Curies)
(Curies/metric ton) 300 Metric Ton/year
1500 Metric Tons/year

Fission Products
Actinides
Krypton-a5

6

1320 x 10 6

6600 x 10 6

130,000

39 x 10 6

195 x 106

11,000

3.3 x 10 6

16.5 x 10 6

4.4 x 10

1.1 x 106

Tritium

700

210,000

2/
Iodine-131-

2.2

660

3300

Iodine-129

0.037

11

55

TOtal

...v4.5 x 106

........ 1360 x 10

6

"",6800 x 10

6

1/ PWR fuel with exposure of 33,000 MWD/tonne, average specific power of
30 ~/tonne and decay time of 150 days. Comparable BWR fuel would
contain about two-thirds as much radioactivity per metric ton.

II

Iodine-131 has an 8 day half-life, so that cumulative amounts indicate
amounts delivered in fuel with 150 days decay. Af~8r 1 year, the 2.2
curies per tonne will have decayed to about 2 x 10 curies.
metr ie ton

= tonne

• 1000 kilograms :' 2200 lbs.

*Corresponding to the fuel annually discharged from about 10 to 50 LWRs
of 1000 MWe capacity, respectively.
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4.1.2

Radioactive Effluents from Nuclear Facilities

Effluents from Power Plants
Fuel rods for both PWRs and BWRs, consist of U02 fuel pellets encapsulated
in stainless steel or zirca10y cladding. The vast majority of the radionuclides produced by fission are retained within the pellets until the
fuel is eventually removed from the reactor and reprocessed. Some of the
more volatile fission products diffuse out of the fuel pellets and
normally occupy the annular space (gap) between the fuel and cladding.
During reactor operation, cladding defects can result from mechanical or
thermal stresses, corrosion and other causes and allow the escape of small
amounts of the volatile fission products into the primary coolant. Boiling
water reactors (BWRs) and pressurized water reactors (PWRs) have experienced maximum activity levels in the coolant equivalent to the continuous
release of the fuel-cladding gap activity in about 0.5% of the fuel rods,
but typical levels are lower ( ... 0.1%-0.2% of the rods). (Ref. 4a)".
The fission products which manage to enter the primary coolant follow one
of two paths (Figures 4-3 and 4-4): (1) the noble gases (primarily isotopes
of krypton and xenon) sooner or later are separated from the coolant and
enter the plant off-gas system, and (2) the remaining fission products
become dissolved in the coolant, or become finely suspended solids in the
coolant, and are largely removed by the coolant purification systems.
Radioactive gases are formed also by neutron reaction with components of the
coolant and by activation of trace quantities of dissolved air. Most of
these are radioisotopes of nitrogen and oxygen which have half-lives of less
than 30 seconds, so that they decay to non-radioactive atoms within the
shielded confines of the plant. They are significant more from the point of
view of in-plant radiation protection than from environmental impact. Only
nitrogen-13, with a half-life of 10 minutes, requires consideration in offgas treatment system effluent analysis and the only in those cases where
system delay time is relatively short. The activation gases and their
stable daughter products (if gaseous) mix with the fission product gases in
the off-gas system.
Dissolved or particulate activation products also appear in the coolant as
a result of neutron activation of materials which are eroded or corroded
from the surfaces of structural and cladding materials in the core. These
combine with dissolved or particulate fission product activities and are
controlled in the plant liquid treatment systems.
Gaseous Effluents
In considering the discharge of gaseous radioactive effluents from
nuclear power plants, it is necessary to consider certain distinctions
between BWR altd PWR design features, and between older and newer BWRs.
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Figure 4-3
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In all BWRs, the coolant is circulated through the reactor core where
steam is produced. The steam is then routed through the turbine,
condensed and the condensate retumed to the core (see Chapter 1. 0) •
The nODCondensable gases (primarily oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen,
krypton and xenon) carried with the steam collect in the turbine
condenser where they are continuously removed by an air ejector and
discharged to the off-gas system.
In most currently-operating BWR plants, a mintmum holdup ttme of about 30
minutes is provided on air-ejector off-gases prior to release through an
elevated stack. The activity of the gas is monitored near the beginning
of the hold-up period and in the stack to assure that emission rates
to the atmosphere are within specified ltmits. In all BWRs now being
designed or built, additional equipment is being provided in the offgas system to ,hold up the radioactive off-gases for longer periods.
The principal components are charcoal beds which selectively adsorb
krypton and xenon, as well as iodine and particulates that may be in
the gas stream. Typical retention times for noble gases under design
basis conditions depend primarily on charcoal bed operating temperature.
For systems operated at ambient (_70°F) temperature, delay ttmes of up
to 20 hours for kryptons and 15 days for xenons are attainable (Ref.
4b). For systems designed to operate at low (_OOF) temperature, delay
tiaes of about 2 days for kryptons and about 6 weeks for xenons can
be achieved. (Figure 4-5). In addition to the use of charcoal beds,
cryogenic distillation and selective absorption in organic solvents
are being considered for the retention of xenon and krypton. (See
Chapter 7.0 for a description of these processes.)
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Figure 4-5
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BWR CONDENSER OFFGAS SYSTEM

In PWRs, the primary coolant circulates in a closed circuit, steam
being generated in a secondary circuit (see Chapter 1.0). Some of the
gaseous materials formed by neutron activation, or entering the primary
coolant f:::om the fuel, may be continuously separated from a small side
stream circuit to a volume control tank or gas stripper from which
they are transferred to gas storage tanks. At such times that the plant
is shut down and the primary circuit is depressurized, essentially
all residual gaseous activity is removed from the coolant and also
transferred to the gas storage tanks. Tanks are bled off at controlled
release rates to the atmosphere. As a result of this mode of operation,
the hold-up of gases prior to release from PWR plants averages 30-60
days.
Table 4-5 lists the radioactive gases which predominate in the gaseous
effluents from LWRs. They are all isotopes of the inert gases, krypton
and xenon. Very small amounts of finely divided solids (particulates)
radioiodine, and tritium are released with the gaseous effluents (see
Table 4-12 in section 4.1.3). The gaseous activity release values in
Table 4-5 are calculated for a 1000 MWe LWR, assuming fission gas
leakage from 0.2% of the fuel rods.
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Table 4-5
ESTTIMATED GASEOUS EFFLUENT ACTIVITY
FROM 1000 MWe LIGHT WATER REACTORS.
Release Rate (microcurie5*/sec)!!
--------------------------------~
31
4/
30 min. celav ?J
:-Ialf-Li:e
1 ~ay delay -60 d.::v delay .Nuclide
I
I
83l!lKr
1.86 hr.
3.600
0.5
0
85 Kr
10
10
10.76 yr •
10
:•. 85mKr

4.4

6,400

hr.

156

0

1.3 hr.

19.200

2.8 hr.

20,400

60

0

4110

0

0

226
15 da~ ddav ~I

10

3.2 min.

0.06

0

Kr act!vitv (micro-

50 1000 {aporox. )

curies/sec)
11.9 day

5.27 day

15

6

6,400

880

2

0.4

133~e

2.3 day

240

2

0

135Xe

9.2 hr.

21,600

0

0

13SII)ce

15.6 min.

10,400

0

0

3.8 Inin.

1.120

0

0

31,200

0

0

137Xe
138Xe

14 min.

Jotal Xe activity

72,000 (aD::>rox. )

iTota1 Xe and Kr Activity
(microcuries/sec)

i

122,000

333

2.4

1.100

12

27 1 500

300

I

iTota1 Xe and Kr Activity
(curies!yr)

!

III

III

3 1°°°1°00
Assumes oper&tion with 0.2% clad defects.

Typical hold-up time in BWRs built to date.

·31 Typical hold-up times for mVRs using charcoal beds.

I~/
I

Typical hold-up time in PWRs.

* microcurie

m

10- 6 curie

c

0.000001 curie.

The quantities of inert gas radioactivity released to the atmosphere
depend on the off-gas hold up time within the nuclear plant, as shown
in Table 4-5, because most of the krypton and xenon radionuclides
decay more or less completely to non-radioactive species within 60 days
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or so. Thus in PWRs, which retain off-gases 30-60 days or longer prior
to release, much of the .inert gas activity decays within the shielded
confines of the plant. Krypton-a5 plus a small amount of xenon-131m
(m - metastable, decaying by emission of gamm~ radiation to stable
Xenon-13l) are substantially the only residual radioactive gases
discharged to the environment.
For BWRs, the emission rates of gaseous activity with a 30 minute
delay time are substantially greater than those from a PWR, but they
are, nevertheless, well within currently specified limits.* The
addition of recombiner charcoal beds to the BWR off-gas system is
expected to reduce the gaseous activity emission rate to between
1/100 and 1/2000 of the rate with a 30 minute hold-up depending on
the temperature of the beds. Table 4-5 provides a base-line of
estimated gaseous activity releases from LWRs for comparison with
past experience, as summarized in Tables 4-9 and 4-11, in Section 4.1.3.
Liquid

Effluents

In both PWR and BWR plants, more or less conventional liquid treatment
systems are provided to maintain dissolved or particulate radioactive
species in the primary coolant at low levels. Also, potentially radioactive liquids from vents, drains, valve leaks, etc., are collected and
treated by demineralization, filtration and evaporation, as appropriate
to reduce the amount of radioactive material in the liquid effluent.
These processes are described briefly in Chapter 1.0.
After hold-up for analysis to assure that levels of radioactivity are
within specified limits, treated liquids may be recycled to the plant
or discharged to nearby bodies of water. When discharged, such liquids
are diluted with the cooling water leaving the turbine condenser, such
that concentrations of radioactive materials are well below specified
limits as they enter the river, lake, or ocean - and are further diluted
as they travel from the point of entry. Certain radionuclides may
accumulate in, or be concentrated by, living organisms or build-up in
soil or sediments. While reconcentration phenomena could increase the
radioactivity ingested with food materials such as milk, shellfish and
meat, such phenomena are considered for each reactor in the licensing
process. The annual quantities of radioactivity released in liquid
effluents from LWRs in the u.S. are summarized in Tables 4-10 and
4-11 in section 4.1.3.
*In noting the large curie amounts of gaseous activities released
from LWRs, particularly in comparison with the small amounts of
activity in liquid effluents, the relative biological significance
must be considered. For example, the annual release of a million
curies of krypton-a5 would contribute about 1 mi1lirem to the skin
dose of a person residing at the plant boundary. However, the
annual release of only 0.5 curie of iodine-13l could result in a
dose of 1 miI1irem/yr. to the thyroid, (because of the concentration
mechanism for iodine) through the grass-cow-milk chain.
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Solid wast. . produced from the liquid treatMnt systelll8, and other
solids (such as the de1llinerali~er resins) are packaged in steel dl'UllS
for shipment to low-level radioactive waste burial grounds. These
wastes will typically contain a total of 2500 to 5000 curies per
year of mixed radioactive species from a 1000 MWe power plant.
Tritium
It will be noted from Tables 4-10 and 4-11 that releases of tritium
(hydrogeo-3; balf-life 12.3 years) have ranged from a few curies per
year from BWR liquid effluents to several thousand curies per year from
PWRs. These qU8Dtities are coly a part of the total &lM)unt of tritiUlll
generated in LWBs. Host of the tritillll not released to the envirolUlellt
in these effluents may eventually be released at the fuel reprocessing
plant, until such time as new, developing technology for retaining
tritium at the reprocessing plant replaces current technology. Tritiua
releases do not present a significant environmental problem at this
time.
Tritillll is generated in LWRa both from fission and· from neutron activation processes. In both BWRs and PWRs, about coe fission in 10,000
produces three fission frasments* (instead of the usual two), one of
which is tritium. (Ref • 5). The fission yield of tritium is not
precisely known, but the annual production of fission product tritium
in a 1000 KWe BWR or PWR will probably be in the range of 15,000 to
25,000 curies, or about 1.5 to 2.5 grams of tritium. (This estimate
takes into consideration the contribution of plutonium fissions with an
estillated tritium yield· about twice that from uranillll fission. PlutoniWl
is for.d in the LWR fuel and ultimately accounts for coe-third or more
of the fissions.) The available evidence indicates that 99% or more of
the fission product tritiUlll remains with the fuel rods which are clad
with zirconium alloy until it is reprocessed.** (Refs. 6 and 7).
Tritiua is also foraed from neutron captures by any of several light
nuclides, if these are present in the coolant or in neutron absorber
rods in the core. The principal activation sources encountered in
practice are compounds of boron and lithba. In both BWRs and PWRs,
boron is generally, but not always, used in cODtrol rods (neutron
absorber rods). Scae of the tritiua formed in such control rods may
flnd its way into the coolant.
In PWRs, a
coolant as
controlled
operations

soluble boron compound (boric acid) is introduced into the
an additional control . .terial, _d its cODcentration is
by eitheT special ldea1.neralizers" or by "feed and bleed"
(i.e., su.altaaeous injection into and draing from the

*called ternary fission
**Since all LWBa will eviclently be using zirconium aUoy cladclina in
the near future, it need only be noted parenthetically that perhapa
as much a. 30% of the f • •ion procluct tritium aanqe. to escape
th~h atainle.. ateel c1addina.
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reactor coolant system until the desired boron cODcentration is
obtained) • Also, small amounts of soluble lithium compomds enter
PWR coolant from other systems used to CODt rol the acidity of the
coolant. Tritium generated by neutron activation of these sources
becomes an integral part of the coolant water, and accounts for more
tritiUlll in reactor plant effluents than any other source. Neither
soluble boron nor l1thiUlll compounds are used in BWRs, and this is the
major reason for the smaller amounts of tritiUlll in BWR liquid effluents.
table 4-6 shows the estimated quantities of tritium expected in the
coolants of BWRs, and in PWRa of the 1000 MWe size range, as currently
designed. It sbould be noted, however, that with currently-available
technology most of the tritium not released to the environment at the
LWR plant may be released at the fuel reprocessing plant when the fuel
is eventually reprocessed. The fate of the tritiUlll present in the
cladding during reprocessing is uncertain.

Table 4-6
Tritium Disposition in 1000 MWe LWRs

Maximum Expected Releases to the
Coolant curies/year

Tr it ium Source

Ternary Fission (assuming
0.1% enters coolant)

PWR

BWR

40

40

560

Soluble Boron
Lithium - Reactions

17

Deuterium Reaction

10

10

627

50

TOTAL

Triti. . in contact with vater or water vapor quickly beco.s a part of
the vater. Triti. . gas, either as T2 or RT, exchanges with ordinary
hydrogen fmm water (B20) to form HTO, for asaple:
HT + 8 20 + HTO + 8 2 •
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Thus, when trit!. . enters or is formed in the coolant of an LWR., or enters
the aqueous dissolver solution in the fuel reprocessing plant, it beco_s
an integral part of the water, from which it is difficult to separate.
Since the water coolant of DlDSt LWRs, _d the water used in a reprocessing
plant, is currently discharged to the envirOD..ut, more or less continuously,
all tritium goes into the environment with it.*
Figure 4-6 depicts total 8IDOUIltS of triti_ from global sources, as well
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as from the u.s. nuclear industry. There is a constant inventory of
naturally-occurring triti1lll produced by the action of conic radiation
on constituents of the atlIOapbere. By far the largeat source of
tritiUIR presently in the environment has been from nuclear weapons
testing, but this tritiUII will C4X1tinue to disappear frOll the environment
if it is not replenisbed by further weapons testing in the atmosphere.
(Ref. 6). In 1970, the average annual radiation dose from all sources
of tritiUll was about 0.04 mUlirem per .person (Ref. 2).
Tritiuaa from the nuclear industry ia thus far a small fraction of the
aisting enviroamental inventory. It could constitute a IIOre significant
fraction in future years if all of it is released to the environlEDt.
Technology for isolating tritium in fuel reprocessing plants is currently
being developed and suitable equi.-ent should be available for use in
future years. Figure 4-7 reflects the expectation that environmental
tritiuaa from the nuclear power industry can be maintained at very low
level a in future years.
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Effluents from Fuel Reprocessing Plants
The first commercial fuel reprocessing plant in the U.S., the Nuclear
Fuel Services (NFS) facility in West Valley, New York, began operation
in 1966 with a capacity to process 300 metric tons of uranium per year,
in the form of irradiated fuel.
The Mid-West Fuel Reprocessing Plant (MFRP), owned by the General
Electric Company and located in Morris, Illinois, is expected to begin
operation in 1973, with a capacity of 300 metric tons of irradiated
uranium per year. A third commercial plant, the Barnwell Nuclear
Fuel Plant (BNFP); owned by Allied-Gulf Nuclear Services, is under
construction in Barnwell County, South Carolina, and is scheduled for
operation in 1974. Its designed processing capacity* is 1500 metric
tons of uranium (as irradiated fuel) per year.
Effluent control systems of fuel reprocessing plants have been designed
to maintain releases of radioactive materials to the environment at the
lowest practical levels within the capability of current technology.
The current state of technology is such that present-generation
reprocessing plants release all noble gases (almost entirely krypton-85),
substantially all tritium, and a small fraction of other radioactive
materials. The Mid-West Fuel Reprocessing Plant (MFRP) and Barnwell
Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP) are designed for no release of radioactive
liquids, but essentially all of the tritium will be released in the
form of water vapor in gaseous effluents. The Nuclear Fuel Services
plant (NFS) releases liquid effluent that has been treated to remove
most of the radioactive materials. A portion of the tritium entering
the NFS 'p1ant with the fuel is released to the environs with the liquid
effluent.
The average radioactive releases from the NFS plant in the gaseous and
liquid effluents in the years 1966 to 1971 are listed in Table 4-13,
section 4.1.3. The maximum annual release of krypton-85, iodine-131
and particulates were 7.2, less than 1, and 35 percent, respectively,
of the limits that have been established for the plant. The maximum
annual release of radioactive materials in the purified liquid effluent
was 22 percent of the licensing limit. Estimated doses and dose
commitments from the 1968 releases are given in Tables 4-14 and 4-15.
Environmental reports, which provide estimates of the radiation exposures
to the people in-the surrounding area, have been prepared for the MFRP
and BNFP reprocessing plants. (Table 4-16). The maximum whole body
exposure rates at the plant boundaries are estimated as 1.078 and 0.5
mi11irem per year, respectively. These exposures are less than 1% of
*Nominal capacity of 1300 metric tons/yr used in calculations.
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the natural background radiation exposures received by the general
population in those locations. The average population exposure rate
in a 50-mi1e radius around the plants is estimated to be 0.016 and
0.04 mi11irem per person per year, respectively. (Ref. 8).
The processes being developed for improved effluent control in future
reprocessing plants are described briefly in Chapter 7.0.
4.1. 3 Past and Present Population Doses from Radioactive EffluentsGeneral Information on Radiation Doses
The doses of ionizing radiation which people receive are usually expressed
in terms of whole body dose or equivalent whole body dose in rem units
(originally an acronym for roentgen-equiva1ent~an). The rem is
defined and discussed in APPENDIX I to this report.
Internal radiation doses to specific parts of the body, such as lungs,
liver, thyroid and bones are of interest when radionuclides are taken into
the body which tend to deposit and remain within specific organs. For
uniform whole body exposures due to X or gamma radiation, the gonads and
red bone marrow are considered to be the critical organs. (Ref. 9).
The radiation dose delivered to an individual depends not only on the
nature of the radiation emitted but also on how the exposure is administered
and the duration of the exposure. It is a fairly simple task to determine
the dose delivered to an individual from an external source such as a
chest x-ray. However, when small quantities of radionuc1ides are taken
into the body, either through inhalation, ingestion in food or drink or
absorption through the skin, dose determinations become more complex.
Some nuclides, for example, pass rapidly through the body and are eliminated
in a matter of hours or days. Others can collect in specific organs or
in the bone and can be retained for months or years.
The rate at which these materials are naturally eliminated from the body
depends both on the naturally-occurring decay of the radionuclide and on
the biological elimination processes involved. The rate at which the body
naturally excretes a given isotope follows a pattern similar to, but
independent of , radioactive decay. Thus, it has become coumon practice
to refer to the length of time required for the body to eliminate half
of the body content of a chemical substance as the "biological half-life"
for that substance.
In determining dose, then, two half-lives must be considered, the radioactive decay (physical) half-life and the biological half-life. An
effective half-life can be calculated which takes into account both the
physical and the biological half-lives. As would be expected, it is the
shorter of the two that controls the disappearance of radioactivity from
the body as shown in Table 4-7.
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Table 4-7
Half-lives of Radionuclides in

Bod~

Organs

11

Half-Life Radionuclide
Hydrogen-3
(Tritium)

y

Critical
Organ
whole body

Ph~sical

12.6 y

Biological
12 d

Iodine-13l

thyroid

Strontium-90

bone

Plutonium-239

bone
lung

Cobalt-60

whole body

5.3 y

Iron-55

spleen

2.7 y

600 d

Iron-59

spleen

45.1 d

600 d

Manganese-54

liver

303

d

Cesium-137

whole body

30

y

Effective
11.97 d

8

d

138d

28

y

50 y

18

y
y

200 y
500 d

198
500

24,400
24,400

99.5 d

7.6

9.5
388

d
Y

y
d
d
d

41.9

d

25 d

23

d

70 d

70

d

!I d - days, y - years
'!:.I Mixed

in body water as tritiated water.

Once ingestion has occurred, the body or organ will continue to be exposed
to radiation as long as the material remains in the body. Once in the
body, there is often little that can be done to speed up its elimination.
At this point, the body or specific organ is said to have received a
!Idose c01llllitment." This dose depends on the effective half-life (duration
of exposure), the nature of the radiation emitted and the mass of the
organ. If the effective half-life is long compared with the life of man,
then some reasonable span of years is taken for calculating the dose
colllllitment. The span of 50 years is usually taken as representative of
the average time from ingestion to normal death that the radionuclide
would be contributing a radiation dose to the organ or whole body, although
longer times may be required of infants and other young children.
Table 4-8 shows the dose commitments that would result from the deposition
in the body of an adult of one microcurie (10-6 curie) of the indicated
isotope.
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Table 4-8
Dose Commitment from One Microcurie of
Radionuclide in Critical Organ

Radionuclide

Radiation

11

Weight of
Critical Organ Critical Organ

Dose
Comm! tment •
Rem

HydrC?gen-3 (Tritium)

Beta

Whole body

Iodine-13l

Beta

Thyroid

Strontium-90 -

Beta

Bone

15 lb.

78

Plutonium-239

Alpha

Bone

15 lb.

35,600

Cobalt-60

Gamma

Whole Hody

154 lb.

0.015

Iron-55

Electron
Capture

Spleen

5.3 oz.

1.24

Iron-59

Gamma

Spleen

5.3 oz.

7.02

Manganese-54

Electron
Capture

Liver

3.7 lb.

0.23

Cesium-137

G8IIIIla

Whole body

154 lb.

0.0436

21

11

154 lb.
0.7 oz.

0.000167
6

Mixed in body water as tritiated water.

!I Includes Beta radiation from daughter yttrium-90.

In the case of tritium, because of its short biological half-life and
iodine-13l, because of its short radioactive half-life, almost the entire
dose is delivered in three or four months; after that time essentially
all the radionuclide has disappeared from the body. In the case of
strontium-90 and plutOllium-239, the full 50 years would be required to
deposit the doses as given in the table.
Tabulation of Data
In this section, there are tabulations of the measured releases of
radioactivity from nuclear power plants in operation in the U.S. and
calculated radiation doses to people as a result of these releases.
Calculated doses from the only operating commercial fuel reprocessing
plant in the U.S. are listed and also the predicted doses from two
other reprocessing plants not yet in operation. The figures given are
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estimated annual boundary doses -- that is, the doses people might have
received if they lived at, or very near to, the plant boundary throughout
the year -- and average annual population doses to people living within a
50-mile radius of the plant. All aqueous and gaseous effluents, averaged
over the year, have been well within license limits for each of the
facilities. It should be noted that an overall average annual dose from
nuclear effluents of about 0.003 millirem per person to the whole body has
been estimated for the year 1970 for the u.s. public at large. A similar
average for all people living within a 50-mile radius of all nuclear
plants was 0.009 millirem in 1970 (Ref. 2).
Within the past few years, a unit called the man-rem has come into frequent
use, as reflected in the tables. It is the product of the number of
people exposed to radiation and the exposure they receive. Thus, one
man-rem could correspond to one person receiving one rem, a thousand
people receiving one millirem, or even 500 people receiving one
millirem plus 250 receiving two millirem.
The man-rem notation is probably most useful to those attempting to
relate doses received by large population groups to the possible effects
of radiation, if any, on the group. It does have the advantage of
relating doses received to real people instead of hypothetical people
(such as those assumed to be spending their time at plant boundaries;
the fact that a person might receive a relatively large dose at a plant
boundary does not necessarily mean that there is anyone there to receive
such a dose). When the man-rem is used, it means that the actual number
of people prospectively exposed to the radiation has been taken into
consideration for specified areas.
To illustrate the use of the man-rem unit, the following example is
offered:
Average p~r person radiation doses from background
radiation, diagnostic X-rays and nuclear plant
effluents in the u.s. during 1970 were about 0.130
rem, 0.07 rem and 0.000003 rem respectively.
U.S. population in 1970: 205,000,000.
Man-rea due to background radiation in 1970:
205;000,000 X 0.13 • 26,650,000 man-rem.
Man-rem due to diagnostic X-rays in 1970:
205,000,000 X 0.07 • 14,350,000 man-rem.
Man-rem due to nuclear plant effluents in 1970:
205,000,000 X 0.000003 • 615 man-rem.
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Table 12 Releases of Iodines and Particulates - 1971 (Ref. 10, 11)
Fuel Reprocessing Plants
Table 13 Liquid and Gaseous Effluents from the NFS Fuel Reprocessing
Plant -- 1966 through 1971 (Ref. 12, 13, 14)
Table 14 Estimated Doses from NFS Effluents - 1968 (Ref. 15)
Table 15 Dose Commitment Accrued in 1968 in the Vicinity of
NFS (Ref. 15)
Table 16 Estimates of Exposures from the Barnwell and Mid-West
Reprocessing Plants (Ref. 8)
4.1.4

Estimated Future Population Doaes

Although radiation doses arising from the nuclear industry have thus far
been very small, so has the industry. In 1970, one couaercial fuel reprocessing plant and 18 nuclear power plants, with an aggregate capacity
of about 6900 MWe, were in operation. By the year 2000, there will
probably be about 20 fuel reprocessing plants and about 1000 nuclear
power plants, with an aggregate capacity of about 1,100,000 MWe,* in
operation. Growth in the nuclear industry will undoubtedly continue
beyond that time.
The question of how the growth of the industry will affect the radiation
doses received by the population has been receiving considerable attention,
both from GoVernment and the industry. On the basis of a detailed ABC
analytical study, taking into consideration the status of existing and
developing technology for the control of radioactive releases from
nuclear facilities, as well as contemplated changes in the regulated
limits of such releases, it appe~ra certain that radiation doses due to
the nuclear industry can and will be maintained at a small fraction of
natural background doses, indefinitely. (Ref. 16).
Numerical Guides for Maintaining Radioactive Releases as Low as Practicable
In June 1971, the AEC proposed revising 10 CPR 50 to include Append~x 1
which would provide numerical guides for LWR design and operationw~th
respect to keeping radioactivity in effluents as low as practicable. The
lias low as practicable II concept was expressly established in an amendment
to Title 10, Part 20 and Part 50, of the Federal Code of Regulations,
*About 20 reprocessing plants, esch with an annual capacity of 1500 tOIlS of
irradiated uranium, would be needed to process spent fuel from 1,100,000 MWe
of installed nuclear capacity. This number i. merely suggestive of the
capacity needed. S1m1larly, the figure for nuclear plants could be smaller.
if their average capacities are greater than 1100 MWe.
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Table 4-9
CURIES OF NOBLE GASES RELEASED,
BOUNDARY AND AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL DOSES AND
POPULATION DOSES (MAN-REM) FOR 1971

TYPE

FACILITY

WITHIN 50 MILES
Population
Average
Dose
Individual
BOUNDARY DOSE
Dose
CURIES RELEASED
(1
(mrem)
(man-r~)
(mrem)
.035

.00005

.77

13

.3

.0003

.41

San Onofre

7670

2.2

.002

PWR

Conn Yankee

3250

5.6

.003

PWR

Ginna

31800

5.0

.004

PWR

H. B. Robinson

PWR

Point Beach

BWR

Oyster Creek

516,000

BWR

Nine Mile Point

253,000

BWR

Dresden (1,2,3)

1,330,000

32.

.057

420.

BWR

Humboldt Bay

514,000

160.

.54

61.

BWR

Big Rock Poin t

284,000

4.6

.026

BWR

Millstone

276,000

5.5

.0056

BWR

Monticello

76,000

4.4

.0036

PWR

Indian Point

PWk

yankee Rowe

PWR

360

6.3
11
4.5

18

.05

.00002

.015

838

.2

.0008

.15(2)

31.
4.8

.013
.009

(1) The man-rem dose for a group of people is the product of the
average dose to those people and the number of people.
(2) Man-rem dose is for the population within 40 miles for this
facility.
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46.
8.2

3.1
15.
4.4

Table 4-10.
RELEASES IN LIQUID EFFLUENTS DURING 1971 COMPARED WITH PROPOSED DESIGN OBJECTIVES*

Curies
ll\e1eased

Facility
Indian Point

1-lixed Fiss ion and Carras ion Products
Tritium
Ratio of Release
\Concentration Ratio of Release
Curies Concentration Ratio of Release
to DesiKn Obiective
(Ci/1)
to Design Objective Released
to Design Objective
( Cill)

81.

Yankee Rowe
San Onofre

220

16

.0115
1.54
5.88

Ginna

.96

H. B. Robinson

.736

.147

Point Beach

.15

.03

~Conn.

Yankee

~

Oyster Creek

.0058
.31

1890

.378

.002
.12

1685
4570

5940
7200

l.19
1.4

1.17

1.3

.065

5830

7800

1.56

.19

1.38

.069

154

210

.042

.57

118.3

1860

.372

.014

266

450

.09

2.4

Nine Nile Point 32.2
Dresden 1
Humboldt Bay

725

.041
2.4

12.1

Dresden 2 & 3

11.

11.5
.27

.016

12.4

78
27

1.05

8.7

30

.006

.85
.57

8.5

30

.006

1.7

10.3

60

.012

1.3
.0027

12.7
.59

18

.0036

24

.0048

.56
3.45

21.5

6.4

11.3
69

6.15

1.2

21

23.2
1. 84

4.6
.37

17
11.4

.79

34
26

.0054

~

:3:

I'Q

Big Rock Point

3.46
19.65
.014

Millstone
Monticello
-

_ .. __ ._-

-~--

*Numerical
I

tN
~
I

--

3.9
.0028
--

.054

----

guides for liquid effluent design objectives in proposed Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50 are: for
radioactive material except tritium~
5 curies annually and an average concentration of 20 picocurles
per liter, and for tritium an average concentration of 5000 picocuries per liter.

Table 4-11
CO:-tPARISOX OF EFFLUENTS

1969 - 1971

CASES
-.---

.... ~... LLI~

Total Curies Released
(Less 3H and Dissolved Cases)

Facility

Pressurized Water

Yankee ROI4'e
Onofre

Connecticut Yankee

I. E. Cinna
B. I. Robinson
,a:..
I

N

Point Beach-l

\0

~S

---lli!_

1970

1971

~

-1970

.J?l!.

725

0,025

0.08

0.21

-~

1970

-.1lli

J2!L .lliQ.

1971

28.0

7.8

81 •. 1

1100

410

0.60

1.7

0.36

0.02

0.03

0.01

1200

1500

1680

0.004

0.017

0.0128

<0,001

<0.001

<O.OO( 1

8.0

7.6

1.54

3500

4800

4570

0.26

4.2

7.67

<0,001

<0.001

<O.OOC 1

12.0

6.7

5.9

5200

7400

5830

0.19

0.7

3.25

O,gOl

0.OC2

0.03

10.0

0.96

<L

110

154

-

<0.001

-

-

0.05

0.17

118

-

<O.O'll

0.74

0.02

-

-

O.lS

-

Oyster Creek

0.48

18.5

12.1

5

22

21.5

7.0

Nine Mile Point

0.9

28.0

32.2

<L

20

12.4

0.06

Dresden-1

9.5

8.2

6.2

5

8.7

31

38.5

RUI\".bo1d t

D~y

Big Rock POint
KlU.atonc-l
Montlcello

-

-

23.2

6.0

-

10

-

-

266

Water Reactors

Dresden-2/3

Curies

Reac~2!~

Indian Point-1
S~

Halogens and Particulates
vith half-lives >8 daye

Koble Cas Curiee
_tx 10 3)

TrititCl Curies
Released

800

110
9.5
900

-

1.5

2.4

1.8

<S

<1

<7.5

490

540

12.0

4.7

3.5

28

54

10.3

200

280

-

-

-

-

19.7
0.01

-- -

12.7
0.6

-

-

--

31.8
0.018
0.838

- -

-

Bone
Detecte IS

<0.000 1

516

0.003

0.32

2.14

253

cO.001

cO.06

0.78

753

0.26

3.3

<0.67

580

-

1.6

a.68

514

0.65

0.35

0.3

284

0.2

0~13

0.61

276

75.8

- - -

4.0
0.052

Table 4-12
RELEASES OF HALOGENS AND PARTICULATES FOR 1971
COMPARED WITH PROPOSED DESIGN OBJECTIVES

FACILITY

RBLEASE
(Ci/yr)

PROPOSED
.~
DESIGN OBJECTIVE"

RATIO OF RELEASE
TO DESIGN OBJECTIVE

""

Indian Point

.053

.21

Yankee Rowe

.0007

.0001

.14

San Onofre

.0056

.0001

.018

Conn Yankee

.0014

.031

22.

Ginna

.012

• 17

14 •

Robinson

.0011

not detected

Point Beach

--

.0001

4.0

---

Oyster Creek

.88

2.14

2.4

Nine Mile Point

.33

.8

2.4

Dresden (1,2,3)

.52

4.3

Humboldt Bay

.039

.3

7.7

Big Rock Point

.27

.6

2.2

Millstone

.66

4.0

6.1

Monticello

.07

.052

*Permissible

18.

.74

release times 0.007. The permissible release is a site dependent
constant times the effective MPC for 'the radionuclide mixture divided by 700.
The proposed design objective is the same constant times the effective MPC
divided by 100,000.
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Table 4-13
NiB fUel Repro~essing Plant
Liquid and Gaseous Effluents ~or the
Period from 1966 through 1971 a
Calendar Year
1966

1967

1968

230.000

990,000

15,000,000

1969

1970

1971

580,000

910,000

720,000

790,000

66,000,000

39,000,000

60,000,000

38,000,006

45,OOO,OCQ

77.000

330,000

190,000

300,000

180,000

220,000

4.000

20,000

12,000

18.000

12,000

13.000

Estimated ProJ2erties of
l!!el Processed B
Reactor exposure, MWd (t)
Gross beta, curies
85 Kr , curies
3

H. curies

l29 1 , curies

0.26

1.1

0.65

1.0

0.61

0.74

90sr , curies

530.000

2,300,000

1,300,000

2,100,000

1,200,000

1,500,000

Liguid F.ffluents
0.038

0.056

0.14

0.38

.10

0.06

Gross .beta, curies

8.3

31

46

140

87

77

3H, curies

290

Gross alpha, curies

4,200

2,600

6,000

4,SOO

3,800

1291 , curies
90 .
Sr, curiell

?

0.07

0.028

0.22

0.34

0.21

?

4.4

'5.0

10.1

14.2

6.6

Percent of 1imitC

6

11

9

19

22

13

Gaseous Effluents
Part icu 1ates, curies

0.15

0.045

1.1

0.12

0.18

0.01

85Kr , curies

77,000

330;000

190,000

300,000

180,000

220,000

131 1 , curies

4)..06

<0.06

<0.06

.(,0.06

<0.06

<0.06

4.6

14.

35.

3,8

5.7

85Kr,. curies

1.7

7.2

4.2

6.5

4.1

5.0

1311, curies

<1.

(I.

<1.

<1.

<~.

<.t.

Percent of 1imitsd
Particulates

a~nvironmental Effects of ProduciES Electric Power, Part 2 (Vol. 1), pp. 1711-31.

b
'
Rougb estimates
based upon 85Kr release and assuming average fuel decay time of 1 year.
cPercent of 10 CFR 20 concentration guides in Cattaraugus Creek.
dpercent of imposed operat ing 1 fIIIits.
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Table 4-14
Dose to Individuals in Vicinity of
Nuclear Fuel Services in 1968.

Radionuclide

90
Sr

Critical
Organ

Radiation Dose, mrem/year
Typical
Individuala

Maxiaom

Individualb

Bone

38

Whole
Body

257

134

Cs

l37 es

Whole
Body

Negligible

1.2

3

Whole
Body

Negligible

2

H

85

ICr

Whole
Body

0.05

External
GaDma

0.3

a "The typical individual" is a hypothetical adult inges6ing
average concentrations of specific radionuc1ides based on
local enviroDll8nta1 surveys (Ref. 14, page 2).
b t"rhe _xi... individual It is assu_d to ingest half the dietary
intake quantitiea that the "typical individual It iEapata. This
intake is supp1e-.nted by deer meat from animal. caught onaite
or Dear BPS and peraoaal1y caught freah fiah fro. the mouth of
Cattaraugua Creek (Baf. 14 page 3).
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Table 4-15
Dose Commitment Accrued In 1968 In The Vicinity of Nuclear
Fue 1 Services
.-

Dose cornrnitmenta
(rnillirem)
Radionuclide
90Sr b

Critical
organ
Bone

137Cs

Whole body

13ltes
60Co

Whole body
G. I. tract

106Ru-Rh
3H

G. I. tract

8SKr

~Dose

Whole body

Whole body

Media
DietC
Deer
Fish
Diet
Deer
Fish
Deer
Deer
Fish
Fish
Diet
Deer
Fish
Drinking water
Air (Inhalation
and skin
absorption)
Submersion in
air

Typical
individual f
77 _
1.9
16
1.7
1.6
0.2
0.4
<0.01
0.05
0.9
<0.1
0.1

~Iaximum
II individual

I

<0.17
<0.05

90
d 227
215
4.5
e200
8.6
48
0.2
0.5
16.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0
0.1

0.05

0.3

<0~01

per 50 years or 'accumulation in a lifetime'.

b For 90 Sr 7 percent of the dose commitment to bone d~livered is
delivered during the first year after intake:
Diet: 5.4 millirem (typical) and 6.3 millirem (maximum).
Deer: 0.1 millirem (typical) and 16 millirem (maximum).
Fish: 1.1 millirem (typical) and 15 millirem (maximum).
For other radionuclides
90 percent of the dose delivered in the first
year after intake.
cDiet intake indirectly determined through use of radionuclide value
reported in milk.
dRepresents whole fish. The majority of 90Sr concentrates in bone
which is usually considered inedible. Therefore the dose commitment may
represent a high estimate.
e From sample caught onsite.
f"See footnote on Table 4-18 for definition of 'typical'
and maximum individual".

f

Table 4-16.

ESTIMATES OF THE OFF-SITE RADIATION EXPOSURES THAT

WILL RESULT FROM OPERATION OF THE MIDWEST FUEL RECOVERY
PLANT AND THE BARNWELL NUCLEAR FUEL PLANT.

Annual Average Radionuc1ide Release, curies
85 Kr

4,200,000

14,000,000

120,000

580,000

131 1

0.17

0.38

129 1

0.016

0.047

Beta-, Gamma-emitting Particulates

1.2

Alpha-emitting Particulates

0.016

0.14

Skin

6.616

6.5

Thyroid

1.082

5.8

Bone

2.258

0.7

Whole Body

1.078

0.5

(Natural Background)

(140)

(125)

3H

14.

Maximum Off-Site Exposure Rate, mrem/year

Average Population Exposure Rate

c

Within 50-mile Radius, mrem/year

Whole Body

0.016

0.04

aFina1 Environmental Statement by Fuels and Materials, Directorate of
Licensing, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission; "Final Environmental
Statement Related to Operation of The Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant by
The General Electric Company, DOCKET NUMBER 50-268" (December 1972).
bBarnwe1l Nuclear Fuel Plant - Environmental Report, DOCKET NUMBER
50-332; Allied-Gulf Nuclear Services (November 1971).
c
Population data based upon 1970 census of the United States.
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published on December 3, 1970, and _ans "as low as is practicably achievable,
taking into account the state of technology and the economics of improveEnt
in relation to benefits to the public health and safety and in relation to
the utilization of atomic energy in the public interest." (Ref. 17). The
proposed guides CODsist of (1) numerical values for levels of radioactivity
in effluents to be used as design objectives for LWR stations and (2)
limiting conditions of operation for LWR stations.
The basic objective of the design guides is to limit the dose to the
whole body or to any organ of an individual offsite to maxima of 5 mi11irea
per year from radioactive material in liquid effluents and 5 mi11irea
per year to the whole body or to any organ of individuals offsite from
radioactive material in gaseous effluents.
Design Objectives - Liquid Effluents
The proposed design objective guides for liquid effluents would limit
radioactive material (except tritium) in liquid effluents from each LWR
at a site to a total annual quantity of radioactive materials not exceeding
5 curies and an average annual concentration of 20 picocuries (picocurie 10-12 curies) per liter or less prior to dilution in a natural body of
water. The proposed design objective for tritium is an average annual
concentration of 5000 picocuries (5 x 10-9 curies) per liter or less prior
to dilution in a natural body of water.
Operating Experience
The quantities and concentrations of radioactive materials in liquid
effluents from the major light water cooled nuclear power reactors in
the U.S., for operation during 1971, are given in Table 4-10. The
maximum quantity released was 81 curies and the minimum was -0.01 curies,
and 7 of the 15 stations listed had releases which exceeded the proposed
design objective of 5 curies. The average of all releases to date is greater
than the design objective; however, existing nuclear facilities would
have to up-grade their effluent control systems at such time as more
restrictive licensing guidelines are adopted, as proposed in 10 eFR 50 Appendix I (Ref. 4):
" - . In any event, all holders of licenses authorizing operation
of a 1ight-water-coo1ed nuclear power reactor·should, after
(36 moDths from effective date of this guide), develop technical
specifications in conformity with the guides of this section."
The related concentrations ranged from a high of ~20 picocuries per liter
to a low of 0.041 picocuries per liter, and 5 of the 15 stations had
release concentrations in excess of the design objective of 20 pi co curies
per liter. The average concentration is about 1.4 times the design
objective.
Tritiua concentrations were in the range from less than 20 picocuries per
liter to 7,800 picocuries per liter, and 3 of the stations (all PWRs) had
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concentrations greater than the design objective of 5000 picocuries per
liter. The release data and comparisons with the design objectives for
the years 1969, 1970 and 1971 are given in Tables 4-10 and 4-11.
Estimated Maximum Doses to People
If it is assumed that all of an individual's drinking water were to be
obtained from a reactor effluent canal which contained the design
objective concentration of 20 picocuries per liter of mixed fission and
activation products, his annual whole body dose would be 0.68 millirem.
If the water also contained the design objective concentration of 5000
picocuries per liter of tritium, he would receive an additional whole body
dose of 0.83 millirem. If this individual also ate an average of 50 grams
per day of fish grown in this effluent, he would receive an additional
annual whole body dose of 3.8 millirem, making the total annual whole
body dose about 5.3 mUirem. For a reactor with sea water in the.
effluent canal, there would be no comparable doses due to the drinking
of the water, and the annual whole body dose due to the eating of sea
foods taken from the canal would be about 3.6 millirem (Appendix A of
Ref. 18).
By comparison, if this hypothetical individual's source of intake had
come from effluents with the highest concentration of radioactive mater~als
(except tritium) thus far reported, his annual whole body dose might be as
large as 16 millire.. It i~ most unlikely, however, that any such prolonged exposure to these sources of intake would actually occur, and it
is a reasonable expectation that meeting the design objective release
concentrations will assure that even those few individuals with the higtaest
exposures (that might be obtained in practice) will not receive annual
whole body doses in excess of 5 m1llirem.
The populations using drinking water from the natural bodies of water
into which the liquid effluents from cu~ntly-operating reactors flow
are small, and with the additional dilutions provided by the water body,
the average dose per person is reduced to less than 0.01 millirem.
Populations near some of the reactors now being built or planned will tEl
some cases be cODsiderably larger, ad if they obtain their drinking water
from the water bodies into which the liquid effluents flow, the total
population dose would be larger. It is not expected that the average
amual whole body dose to individuals in a large population would be ally
larger tha about 0.1 millirea for individual reactors operated within
the proposed design objectives. (See ''The Year 2000 Study," beginning
on page 4-38 of this report).
Desisn Objectives - Gaseous Effluents
The proposed design objective guide for the release of DOble gases is tilat
the total 8Dnual release from all reactors at a given site should not
result in a average dose rate greater than 10 1I1llire1l per year in the
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plant boundary enviroos.* The design objective for the gaseous releases
of iodine isotopes and particulates with half-lives greater than 8 days
is that the annual average concentrations at any location on the boundary
of the site or in the nearby environment should not be in excess of the
currently-specified maximum permissible concentrations in air, divided
by 100,000. This takes int~ account the possible concentration of iodine
via the grass-c:ow-milk chain to human ingestion or other comparable chains.
Operating Experience and Estimated Doses to People
The quantities of noble gases released from the major light water cooled
nuclear reactors operated during 1971 and the calculated annual doses at
the plant boundary and to the population within 50 miles of the reactor
sites are given in Table 4-9. The calculated annual whole body doses
that could have resulted at the boundaries from the measured gaseous
releases range from a minimum of 0.035 millirem to a maximum of 160 millirem. The average doses for people residing within a 50 mile radius range
from 0.00002 to 0.5 mill1rem. Release data and comparisons for 1969,
1910 and 1971 are given in Table 4-11.
The quantities of iodines and particulates released in gaseous effluents
for 1971 are given in Table 4-12. The total annual releases of iodines
and particulates in gaseo~ effluents range from a minimum of less than
0.0001 curies to a maximum of 4.3 curies. Release data for releases during
1969, 1970 and 1971 are given in Table 4-11.
Higher quantities and concentrations than those discussed above may be
deemed to meet the requirement for keeping levels of radioactivity in
effluents as low as practicable if the applicant provides reasonable
assurance that proposed higher quantities and/or concentrations will not
result in annual exposures to any organ of an individual in excess of
5 millire1l8/per year from liquid or gaseous effluents. The Co1Imdssion
may specify lower quantities and concentrations than those discussed
above if it appears that the use of the design objectives is likely to
cause." annual exposure in excess of 5 millirems to the whole body or
organ of ." individual from liquid or gaseous effluents.
Applicable Technology for Effluent and Dose Reduction
Based OIl data from current operating LWR stations, it appears to be well
within the capability of currently-available technology to maintain LWR
gaseous and liquid effluent releases at levels which provide assurance that
annual radiation doses to the whole body or to any organ of an individual
will not be in excess of 5 milllrem per year. In some cases, only
relatively minor changes in the equipment and practices currently employed
will be required. Reduction. in the release of radioactive materials can
be achieved through the increased use of conventional technology to process
previously untreated sources and through utiliz8tion of additional
collection and decontamination processes.
*However, it must be shown that the annual dose to any organ of any individual
will not exceed 5 milllrea as a consequence of gaseous effluents.
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Examples of the use of existing technology include the addition of
evaporators or demineralizers to treat liquids from floor drains and
other sources presently treated with less effective means, or not at
all. Complete recycling of water within the power plant is the only
available means for tritium effluent control. Extensions of existing
practices to reduce radioactivity in gaseous airborne effluents include
longer hold times through the use of greater compression in pressurized
storage tanks, and the addition of high-efficiency filters and charcoal
adsorbers for potentially-contaminated plant air sources.
A number of additional processes are available to reduce radioactivity in
gaseous releases. One is the previously mentioned additional holdup time
through the use of charcoal beds for the decay of short-lived radioisotopes.
A variation of this technique is adsorption on charcoal at liquid nitrogen
temperatures for recovery and retention of krypton and xenon. This process
has been demonstrated, at an AEC-operated fuel reprocessing facility, at a
gas throughput same as plant-scale operations. Other processes for
recovery and retention (bottling) of radioactive gases from LWR off-gas
systems have been developed or are in advanced stages of development (see
Chapter 7.0). The installation of equipment for this purpose is planned
for several LWRs now being designed.
Specific data relating to the efficiency of radwaste systems for removing
specific radionuclides from effluents of power reactors operating at
design power levels and over long operating periods are needed to provide
firm answers on the feasibility of meeting all of the proposed numerical
guides, particularly those for radioiodines. Such definitive data are
limited at this time because releases of radioactive material in effluent
from operating nuclear power stations generally have been well below the
limits specified in 10 CPR Part 20 and generally only a few percent of
those limits.' Licensees have been required to make measurements of the
radioactive material in effluents. Since the limits have not been
approached, even for the more conservative unidentified radionuclide
limits, licensees have not been required to routinely perform detailed
analyses to determine concentrations or quantities of individual radionuclides in effluents. The Draft Environmental Statement addressed to
the proposed numerical guides (Ref. 9b) indicates that some difficulty
may be anticipated in achieving some of the proposed guideline values,
particularly for radioiodine.
The Year 2000 Study
Beginning about 2 years ago, the AEC undertook a detailed study to
ascertain what kinds and amounts of radioactive materials would be
reaching a large segment of the u.S. population from the nuclear industry
by the year 2000. (Ref. 16). The area selected for initial investigation
in this pilot study comprises the watersheds of the upper Mississippi
River (above its confluence with the Ohio River) and of the lower portion
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of the Missouri River (below Pierre, South Dakota). The study area
encompasses 303,230 square miles and includes the entire state of Iowa
and portions of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois ~ Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska,and South Dakota (Figure 4-8).
I

It was re4:ognized that an evaluation would be needed of the effects on

radiation dose to the population resulting from the airborne contribution of radionuclides from adj acent areas. To account for this
contribution, a peripheral zone some 200 miles wide and surrounding the
basic study area was defined and designated as the "air envelope." This
is also shown in Figure 4-8.
The study area has a population today of about 18 million, roughly 70%
of which may be classified as urban, 10% as farming, and 20% as rural
nonfarm. By the Year 2000 this population is projected to reach 29
million. Today and in the year 2000, the area accounts for and will
continue to account for about 10% of the total electric energy generation
and consumption of the United States. With the "air envelope" boundary
region added, about 25% of total U.S. generation is represented.
The boundaries of the study area were established along county lines
and the majority of the data were collected at the county level. The
479 counties comprising the study area were combined into 300 environEntal and demographic units called centroids. Dose calculations were
made in accordance with the centroid structure.
Major factors considered in project1ugpopulation dose include eating
habits, food production techniques, recreational habits and population
growth patterns. A massive data bank containing information pertinent
to the population and living pattems of the study area was established
and used. Included were data ClIl population distribution by location, age
group, cd urban-rural classification; dietary habits and work cd
recreational patterns; drinking water supply and treatment; cd food
production, consumption, transport within the study area, and food imports
from outside the region. These data were obtained from many cognizant
organizations including the U.S. Geological Survey, the Corps of Engineers,
the National Ocecographic and Atmospheric Administration, the Bureau of
Census, the Department of Agriculture, state Fisheries Departments, and
regional planning and conservation cODlllittees.
Forty-five separate pathways leading to human exposure were considered.
These included contributions from direct exposure to radionuclides in air
and water, cd on the ground, air inhalation, ingestion of water and the
ingestion of some 35 separate categories of food. Food-chain relationships
of radionuclide cClllcentrations were calculated for each food type for each
of the 45 separate fission cd activation products included in the study.
Some of the major assumptions made in setting up the model for the ''base
case" in this study include: (1) the introduction of the Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Beactor (LMFBR) ClIl a co1llll8rcial scale such that about half of

Figure 4-8
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the installed nuclear capacity in the year 2000 would consist of LMFBR
plants, and half LWR plants, (2) all nuclear plants wOuld have equipment
needed to coilfoDD with the "as low as practicable" guidelines, but only
LMFBRs were assumed to have bottling equipment for inert gases, (3) no
tritium removal equipment was assumed for fuel reprocessing plants, but
inert gas bottling equipment was assumed for these plants.
Regional Dose Rate Esttmates
The results of the study show that, on, the average throughout the region,
the year 2000 dose rate to a representative individual would be increased
by roughly 0.2 mLllirem per year because of the presence of nuclear
facilities.
These dose estimates are based on the contributions from
nuclear power reactors and spent fuel reprocessing plants only when these
plants are assumed to be equipped with advanced waste tTeatment systems.
These esttmates do not include the contributions from fuel fabrication
plants, transportation of new and spent fuel or radioactive waste shipments
ad disposal operations. They also do not contain potential contributions
from abnormal or accidental releases from ay facility or operation. The
comparable dose rate from natural background radiation in the area is
about 140 millirem per year (see Table 4-17).
As might be expected over a -region as large ad diverse as the study area,

the spread in estimated exposures is substatial, ranging from 1.1 x 10-3
to 1.2 1I1llirem per year. Nevertheless, 99 percent of the population
was esttmated to receive total body dose rates less than 0.5 millirem/year
(Figure 4-9). A very small fraction of the population could receive up to
1.2 1IIillirem/year - a value which is still only about one percent of the
natural background. Exposure patterns for the three age groups considered
(adult, teenager, child) varied only slightly from that for the entire
population. It should be noted that the average annual dose in the year
2000 (Table 4-17 ad Figure 4-9) is the sum of the external radiation
received during each mooth (due to radionuclides found in the environment
that mooth) ad the internal radiation received during the subsequent
12-11lonth following each mooth's exposure history. Also, the 50..,.ear
dose commitment is defined here as the radiation dose an individual would
be COIIIIitted to during the following 50 years due to the intake of
radionuclides during the year 2000.
A few individuals, living near the boundaries of nuclear sites, IIdght
receive doses higher than those indicated. Proposed AEC regulations
would restrict organ and total-body dose rates at the boundaries of
nuclear power plant sites to 5 IIdllirea/year or less. For greater
distances, it was esttmated in the study that a person living one mile
from a nuclear power plant might receive a total-body close rate of 0.02
to 0.15 millirem/year from that one installation, depending on the type
of plant installed. A person living one mile from a nuclear fuel
reprocessing plant could receive a skin dose rate of approximately
7 millirem/year. It is expected that only a very few individuals would
live as close as one mile to these plants • In terms of the regional
study, these dos~ contributions are not significat.
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TABLE 4-17
AVERAGE ANNUAL DOSES AND 50-YEAR DOSE COMMITMENTS
RECEIVED FROM RADIONUCLIDE RELEASES BY POPULATION OF STUDY AREA
Organ

~

•

~
to.)

Average Individual
Child
Teen
Adult

Average of [Maximum POEulation GrouEJ*
Adult
Child
Teen

Total Body
GI Tract
Thyroid
Bone
Lungs
Skin
Liver

0.122
0.034
1.038
0.044
0.0742
0.038
0.146

0.119
0.045
0.601
0.031
0.071
0.038
0.133

ANNUAL DOSE RATE, mrem/yr
0.199
0.132
0.058
0.036
0.889
1.680
0.030
0.065
0.110
0.081
0.038
0.038
0.206
0.175

Total Body
GI Tract
Thyroid
Bone
Lungs
Skin
Liver

0.106
0
0.940
0.039
0.183
0
0.128

0.101
0
0.442
0.021
0.181
0
0.115

50-YEAR DOSE COMMITMENT, mrem
0.181
0.117
0
0
0.637
1.580
0.017
0.073
0.190
0.204
0
0
0.187
0.158

--

0.125
0.0478
0.797
0.040
0.075
0.038
0.150

0.211
0.061
1.090
0.037
0.115
0.038
0.223

0.109
0
0.638
0.039
0.185
0
0.132

0.195
0
0.893
0.030
0.209
0
0.205

* The maximum population group consists of those individuals in each centroid whose dietary
habits and pattern of work and recreation tend to maximize their exposure to radionuclides
in the environment. This group should not be confused with the few individuals living near
the boundaries of nuclear plant sites.

AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL TOTAL BODY DOSE RATE
(Yelr 2(D) Study)
Figure 4-9
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The natural baCkground figures include roughly 25 millirem/year due to
natural radiation sources within the body (carbon-14, potassium-40,
etc.) • The incremental body burden of radionuclides resulting from
operation of nuclear facilities is only a very small fraction of this.
For a person exposed for ane year to the average radionuclide concentrations estimated in this study for the year 2000, the total dose
*01IIIlitment to his body, over a 50-year period, resulting from the decay
of the added radionuclide burden, would be less than 0.2 millirem less than one percent of the annual dose fr.om the natural body burden.
Specific Radionuclide Contributions to Dose Rate
Of the 45 radionuclides considered in the study, isotopes of only three
elements contributed the bulk of the radiation dose rate. These three
elements, tritium, iodine, and cesium, contribute about 95% of the total
body dose rate and 80% or more of the dose rate to the organs considered
(except for the skin where krypton and xenon contribute about 50%). The
dose rate breakdown by radionuclide for the various organs cODsidered is
given in Figure 4-10.
Examination of the figure reveals tritium to be a major contributor to
1II8I1y of the organs and to the whole body. This is due partly to the
fact that no tritium removal from effluents was assumed. While there
were development programs in progress for tritium removal technology
at the initiation of this study, the state of the art did not comply
with the study groundrule of involving presently-available technology
so they were not considered. It may be noted, however, that if the study
bad assumed treatment. systems for removal of 99% of the tritium from fuel
reprocessing plant effluents, the calculated average dose rate would have
been about 0.03 .tllire. per year instead of the preViously stated 0.2
millirem per year. Technology related to tritium removal is being
developed (aee Chapter 7.0).
Effects of "Advaced" Treatment Syste_
, i

The effecta OIl resulta of the study which might be expected if the use
of altemate types of waste treatment systems were assUllled are indicated
by the following results:

•

All nuclear plants in the atudy except LWBa were· assumed to
be equipped with syatem for bottling noble gases, with an
assuaed decont8ldnation factor of 300. If the LWBs were
similarly equipped, average reductions of 20% to 30% in skin
dose might occur; negligible changes would be seen in the
doee to other organa or to total-body dose.

•

If no reprocessing planta or power plants in the study had
bottling syatems for noble gases, regional population dose
would increase to approximately 0.26 1II1llirell per year (an
increase of only about 30%) - primarily from the additional
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PERCENT CONTRIBUTION TO DOSE RATE OF INDIVIDUAL RADIONUCLIDES
(Year 2(XX) Study)
Figure 4-1Q
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Kr-85 released from reprocessing plants. A reduction in
the release of tritium by a factor of 100 would reduce
the total body dose to the population by about a factor
of five.
Conclusions
The Year 2000 Study represents a detailed and thorough analysis of population dose due to nuclear facility effluents, projected to a time when
the generation of electricity in nuclear power plants will exceed the
total amount of electricity generated by all types of plants at the
present time. The results indicate that, with relatively modest changes
in equipment and practices for effluent control, radiation doses from
the nuclear industry can be maintained at a very small fraction of the
unavoidable natural background radiation dose. Moreover, the study shows
that with more advanced effluent control technology - which is being
developed - radiation doses from the nuclear industry could be held to
even lower levels.
While it is planned to extend the Year 2000 Study to include other major
sectors of the country, it is expected that the study of other sectors
will also indicate a small contribution to background radiation. It
appears, therefore, that radiation doses from the nuclear industry will
remain low throughout the country, as the industry grows. The fact that
the average population dose due to nuclear power will evidently increase
from the estimated 0.003 mi11irem per person per year in 1970 to perhaps
as 1IIlch as 0.2 millirem in 2000 may be of some significance (see Somatic
and Genetic Effects in the following section), but it is difficult to
ascribe any great significance to this change. This small dose is added,
after all, to a base of over 200 mi11irem per year from all other sources
(see Figure 4-11), and which can differ by as 1IIlch as 30 mi1lirem per
year for aD individual living in a brick house, as compared with a
wooden house.
4.1.5

Somatic and Genetic Risks from Low Radiation Doses

The somatic effects of radiation are effects (e.g., leukemia, nausea,
loss of hair, etc.) that may be exhibited by individuals exposed to
sufficiently large amounts of ionizing radiation. Genetic effects are
distinguished from somatic effects in that they do not appear as clinical
signs or symptoms in the exposed individuals, but rather in their offspring.
The effects of ionizing radiation on man are discussed in a general way in
APPENDIX I. In this chapter, the question of main interest is the effect(s)
of very low levels of radiation on man, especially from the small amounts
of ionizing radiation which enter the enviTOnment by way of effluents
fro. the nuclear indus try •
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In the early part of this century. both early and late effects of ser~ous
proportions were observed when people were exposed accidentally (or out
of ignorance as to effects) to large doses of radiation from x-rays and
from radium isolated from uranium ore. (Refs. 19, 20). These sources
were, of course, the earliest man-made sources of ionizing radiation.
Effects observed from x-ray exposures were generally similar to those
observed as a result of external body exposures to radium and other radioactive substances; however, x-ray exposures were the most frequent cause
of radiation effects, by far, because of their more extensive use. Some
effec~s typically observed on various exposed persons were eye irritation,
reddening of the skin (erythema), skin sores. or loss of hair. Such
clinical signs appeared in relatively short periods (hours, days, weeks)
after exposure, and the exposed individuals generally recovered from these
effects.
After many years of experience with man-made ionizing radiation sources.
however, it became apparent that malignancies (leukemia and other cancers)
appearing in some people were attributable to excessive external and
internal exposures that had occurred many years before (late effects) •
In the case of ingested radium (radium dial painters in watch factories.
for example, ingested small amounts of radium through using their lips
to point the brushes), the predominant malignancy was found to be bone
cancer, also appearing many years after such ingestion (Ref. 21).

On the basis of such observations on relatively small numbers of individuals
(moatly occupational workers), early attempts were made to establish
radiation exposure limits at which the obvious clinical signs or symptoms
would not be seen. Limits established by this criterion were named
"tolerance doses." Although not. explicitly stated in many of the ear1y
documents, the general idea that seems to have prevailed at that time was
that tolerance dose referred to a level set safely below the "thresho1d
dose" for a given effect. The threshold dose, in turn, was considered to
be a dose below which no biological damage would accrue. Beginning about
1944, the tel'll8, maxlllum permissible dose, or maximum permiSSible exposure,
were adopted in lieu of tolerance dose.
The idea that all important effects of exposure to radiation have threshold
valu.. has been subject to question over a period of several decades -initially because of genetic radiation effects observed in experiments
with fruit flies and later with other species, predominantly mice. By
the early 1950's many of those responsible for reccaaending radiation
protection standards had adopted, 88 a working hypothesis. the assumption
that there 1& no level of exposure below which there is certainty that no
effect, genetic or somatic, may occur. As recorded in "Guidance for the
Preparation of National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(HeaP) Rec~dations," (1958 - Ref. 22):
lithe risk to the individual is not precisely detel'llinable but,
hCIIWever ...11, it is believed not to be zero. Even if the injury
should prove to be proportional to the amount of radiation the
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individual ~ceives, to the best of our present knowledge, the
new permissible levels are thought not to constitute aD unacceptable
risk. Since the new rules are designed to limit the potential
hazards to the individual and to the reproductive cells, it is
therefore, necessary to control the radiation dose to the population
as a whole, as well as to the individual. For this reason, maximum
permissible doses are set for the small percentage of the whole
population who may be occupationally exposed, in order that they
not be involved in risks greater thaD are normally accepted in
industry. Also radiation workers represent a somewhat selected
group in that individuals presumably of the greatest susceptibility
(i.e., infants aDd children) are not included. However, for the
persons located immediately outside of controlled areas, the
permissible level is adjusted downward from that in the controlled
area because the number of such persons may not be negligible.
With this downward adjustment, the risk to the individual 1s
negligible so that small transient deviations from the prescribed
levels are unimportant."
.
On the basis of these kinds of considerations, the standards groups* have
established their recOlllllended numerical "maximum permissible" doses for
occupational workers in activities involving ionizing radiation. Lower
limits have been recommended for other individuals in the general population. The recOlllllended liDiits generally exclude radiation from natural
background sources and medical procedures (Refs. 9, 23, 24b). The maximum
permissible dose currently recommended for the individual radiation worker
is a working lifetime average of 5 rem (5000 millirem) per year. The dose
limit recODlllended for individual members of the general public is 0.5 rem
(500 m1llirem) per year, and an average of 0.17 rem (170 millirem) per
year for a suitable sample of the population.** These are not offered as
routine, permissive doses, but rather as limits to be observed with the
understanding that man-made radiation doses should always be kept as low
as practicable. 00 the other hand, these recommended limits are substaDtially below the levels where obvious somatic effects have been
observed in man and for which genetic effects can only be inferred from
indirect evidence.

Assessing Biological Risks
The dile1Da faced in estimating biological risks from very low levels of
ionizing radiation may be stated succinctly. There is inadequate data to
*The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), the
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP), The
Federal Radiation Council aDd more recently, the EnvirolUDeDtal Protect:lon
Agency (EPA) (Ref. 24a).
**The 170 m:l.llire1ll limit is for 1IlO8t members of the population, who am
not IIlOIl1tored for radiation exposure, as occupational workers am.
It was set (Ill the 88sUIIIPtion that the maximum exposure of any individual
is UDlikely to be IIIDm than 3 times the average. Three times 170 is
about 500, so the 170 1II1llim1ll limit i8 really intended to keep anyone
fraa receiving more than 500 m:l.lllmll.
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show that there are no effects, but if there are effects, they have not
been detected or measured in human population groups with existing
techniques (Ref. 25). One reason for this dilemma is that ionizing
radiation does not produce exotic, previously unknown effects in man.
What is at question for low levels of radiation, such as from nuclear
power plant effluents, is the possibility that they may contribute to
some 81Iall increase in the numbers of cancers, leukemias, hereditary
defects, etc. already occurring the the population in relatively large
numbers. The problem, then, is to detect a small change, if any, in the
fairly substantial number of cases occurring each year in the population,
iB a manner that would allow clear attribution to low doses of radiation.
A direct answer to this general question would require the observation
of many millions of people over several generations under laboratory-like
controls.
The best estimates available for radiation induced cancers which may
result from exposures to low levels of radiation have been derived by
extrapolation from the observed effects of "very large doses of ionizing
radiation delivered to certain groups of people* at high dose rates.
Studies of groups of people who have received doses hundreds to thousands
of times higher than the various recoumended dose limits have shown a
significant increase above the normal incidence of leukemia and other
malignant diseases. If QQe assumes that there is a straight line (linear)
relationship between such observed effects and the high doses that produce
them, even to levels of exposure approaching zero (i.e., no threshold), one
may use the procedure suggested in Figure 4-12 to estimate assumed effects
at very low doses.
Figure 4-U does not depict any real data, but it does portray the basic
technique for estimating low dose iBduction of cancers. A straight line
is drawn from the origin (zero effect - zero dose above background)
through the data points at high doses in a manner that gives appropriate
weight to the data (solid line). If the scatter in the data is large
and/or the coofidence placed in the data points is higher for some
than others, it may be deemed appropriate to show a range of uncertainty
(dashed liBes) iB fixing the slope of the line. The slope(s) of the
l1ae(s) selected (e.g., deaths per million person-years per rem) permit
estimates or ranges of estimates to be made for low dose effects.
It is a matter of some importance to know the assumptions involved in
this linear, non-threshold extrapolation (Ref. 25) .N_ly, it is
888U1led that:

*e.g., Japanese exposed to radiation from atomic bombs during World
War II, ad groups of patients treated with x-rays for non-1la1ignant
diseases.
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FIGURE 4-12 LINEAR NON-THRESHOLD EXTRAPOLATION

1.
2.
3.

A linear d08e-effect relationship exists for all radiation effects
from high doses in the ranges of several h\D1dred rem down to low
dose above backgrOund (i.e., no threshold).
All low doses delivered to an organ are completely additive no matter
at what rate they are delivered or what intervals there 1lIIY be in
delivery.
There is no biological recovery of radiation effect frOil low doses.

As they axe cOllservative assumptions, they should lead to an overestimation of the hazards for very low doses and dose rates. Estimates

based OIl th_ can be cOllsidered upper limits of effect, not precise
eatimatea of the effecta that might actually occur.
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Estiaates have also been made for radiation-induced genetic effects
(Dlltations) in DUIIl in spite of the fact that there is an almost complete
absence of data on such effects in man. In this regard, a 1956 report of
the Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Atomic RadiatiOD
(BEAR), National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council (Ref. 26,
p. 23-24), DOtes:
II ••• the best OIle can do is to use the excellent information on
such lDwer fOrE as fruit flies, the emerging information from
,mice, the few sparse data we have for man ••• and then use the
kind of biological judgment which has, after all, been so generally
successful in interrelating the properties of fOrE of life which
superficially appear so unlike but which turn out to be so
remarkably s:lm1lar in their basic aspects."
The Federal Radiation Council (PRC) , whose activities have since been
transferred to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in 1970 asked
the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) for information relevant to an
evaluation of present radiation protection guides. The NAB Advisory
COIIIIlittee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) and its
subcOlllldttees, in response to the PRC request, submitted a report, nThe
Effects OIl Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, II
(Bef. 27). This report makes the following observations (among others)
on the estfaation of genetic effects of radiation:
IISince 1956, our knowledge of genetics has been revolutionized.
The chemical structure of the gene and the nature of the DUtation
pmcess are now understood in great detail. The number of recognized
genetic diseases has increased by more than four-fold. One disease
after another is being understood in molecular and chemical terms.
Human chrOlDosomes can now be studied with great precision, whereas
at the time of the BEAR report not even the correct number of h\DDan
chromosomes was known. Chromosome aberrations have been shown to
be an' important cause of human malformation and embryonic death.
With such deep fundamental knowledge one might expect that est~tion
of radiation risks could now be made with considerable precision.
Unfortunately, there are serious gaps in our knowledge. Most serious
are: (1) almost complete absence of information OIl radiation-induced
uutation in man; and (2) our inability to quantify the relation
between an increased mutation rate and deleterious effects an h\DDaD
well-being.
'~e have reviewed the recommendations and risk estfaates of the 1956
National Academy of Sciences COIIIDittee on the Biological Effects of
Atomic Radiation (BEAR) and believe that, if anything, the risks
estfaated at that tfae were on the high side. The main reasons for
this are the discoveries that radiation at low dose-rates is COD-
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siderably less effective thaD the s _ dose at a faster rate 8Ild
that the female mouse is for _ch of her lifetime very resistant
to radiation-induced .lIUtation. Another reason is the failure of
mice whose mcestora have been irradiated heavily for many
generations (45 ill one case) to show measurable effects OIl
viability or fertility.
IfWe ncoaaend that calculatiOll8 for low doses be made by assuming
that the relatiollsb1pbetween the lowest accurate measurements
_d zero iIlducedeffect at zero i8 Unear. The assumption is
plausible for DUtations and chromosome breaks; for other effects,
such as llOIl-d1sj unction, which may depend mainly 011 other mechanislllS,
it is a COIlservative procedure ill which any error is likely to be
on the safe side. If

BEIR Estimates Applied to Nuclear Effluents
The estimates appearing in the BEIR Committee report (Ref. 27) of cancer
mortality and genetic effects due to ionizing radiation are used here for
the estimation of the contribution that routille nuclear effluents might
make to these effects in the U. S. population. The results of the Year
2000 Study (previously described - Ref. 16) suggest that the average
'illdividual dose of ionizillg radiation due to nuclear indUstry effluents
wUl reach a steady state at about 0.0002 rem per year per persOll around
the year 2000. The population ill the year 2000 may be about 300 million.

For ~tilluous exposun"of the U.S. population to 0.1 rem/year (e.g.,
background radiation), the BEIR CoIIIIIittee estimated (Ref. 27, pp. l6S-;169)
2000 to 9000 8DIlual cancer deaths (1967 population figures used) with the
II08t l1kely value being approximately 3000-4000 cancer deaths (or a 1%
iIlcreaae in the spontaneous rate). Using an average of 35g0, ODe can
calculate a rate of about 177 cancer deaths per rem per 10 persons. For
0.0002 1'811 per year~ the rate would then be 0.035 cancer deaths per
laD peraon8-year, or about 10 deaths per year among 300 million people.
Based OD current CaDcer death rates, this would be in addition to a
IlOraal expectation of about 486,000 cancer deaths per year among 300
I11ll1on people. (Table 4-18).
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Table 4-18
Cancer Deathsl

/ in U.S. Population - Year 2000

Total Cancer Deaths Expected!/

486,000/yr

Deaths Attributable to Background Radiationl/
Deaths Attributable to Medical

x-rays~/

Deaths Attributable to Nuclear Effluentsi

5,3l0/yr
3,720/yr

/

10/yr

1/ Deaths from all types of cancer among 300 million people. All
numbers rounded.
!/

Based on 1970 rate of 1620 deaths per million people.

1/ Assuming 0.1 rem per year average individual dose.

Since the
BEIR estimates were based on incidence in excess of normal,
which already includes deaths due to background, the number
is in~luded in the Table as an indication of that portion of
total "expected deaths due to background radiation. The same
comment applies to medical x-rays, which have been a quasichronic source of exposure to the public for many years.

~/

Assuming 0.07 rem per year average individual dose.

i/ As discussed in text.

It should be noted that a~ estimate of
about 0.0004 rem/yr in the year 2000 appears in Reference 2,
"Estimates of Ionizing Radiation Doses in the United States
(1960-2000)." This would place deaths /yr at 20 instead of
the 10 listed in the Table.

Table 4-19 i. adapted fr_ the BEIll ea.1ttee report (Ref. 27. p. S7) to
.bow their e.ttaated incidence of aaneticdiseas88 induced by ionizing
radiation. The table i. keyed to the effect of 5 rea per generation
(i.e., 0.170 rea per year over 30 yean) per Bd.1lion live births, but it
i, DOt . a t to 1IIp1y that the population rill be exposed to this doe.
rate f1:Oll .ourc.. other th_ natural backgroUlld radiation _d diagnostic
x-ray••
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Table 4-19 Estimated Effect of 5 Rem Per Generation
On A Population of One Million Live Births.

Disease
Classification

Effect of 5 rem per generation

Current
incidence

Dominant diseases

10,000

Chromosomal and
recessive diseases

10,000

First Generation

50-500

·15,000
Congenital anomalies
Anomalies expressed
10,000
later
Constitutional and
degenerative diseases 15,000

Total

60,000

Equilibrium

250-2500

Relatively
slight

Very slow
increase

5-500

50-5000

60-1000

300-7500

To scale these estiaates to the incidence attributable to continuous
exposure to 0.0002 rea/year from nuclear effluents, it is noted that the
current birth rate is about 3.6 million live births per year, and it is
assumed to 1:8II81n constant (1.e. , about S million live b1rths per year
from a population of 300 mil11on). On this basis, the scaled equilibrita
rates would be 2 to 44 cases of genetic d1seasesper year attributable to
nuclear effluents, in addition to an expected spmtaneous incidence of
300,000 cues per year.
Concluaions
Then is DO pnci.. Icnowledge of the effects of low levels of ionizing
radiation CD 1118D, but the information at hand is sufficient: to strongly
suggest that such effects are vary small in magnitude. E.aD though the
...uaption is made that DO level of exposure to radiation can be considered
to be absolutely free of risk, the risks "sociated with low levels of
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ezpoeure are eviclelltly 80 1Gw that it is quite reasOllable to carry OIl _ _y
activities reault1D.g 1D. exposuxes to 1D8I11ade racliation, if· the risks
resulting from exposures to radiation are less important than the bene£its
to individuals and to 80ciety from activities which result in the exposure.
4.2

THE TRANSPORTATION OF SPENT FUEL AND SOLIDIFIED HIGH-LEVEL
1W)IOACTIVE WASTES

'the very extensive precautions used to assure CCIltaimaent of radioact1.vity
in nuclear power plants and fuel reprocessing plants must obvtoUily be
aaintained during the necessary shipments of spent fuel and of solidif1.ed
high-level radioactive wastes. SC1118 1D.formation pertinent to quantit1.es
of the highly radioactive .teriaa that _st be transported f...-oa the
nuclear power plant to the fuel xeprocessing plant, and frCII the latter
to a peraanent repository, axe listed 1D. Table 4-20. (Ref. 28).
TABLE 4-20
Eat:laated Shipa_t of Spent Fuel and Solidified Waste

Calendar Year

!2!!Q.

~

150

500

3,500

11,500

Shipaemts per Year, if all by Rail

1,200

4,000

Shipaents per Year, if all by Truck

7,200

24,000

Ship_ts in Transit., if all by Rail

23

75

Shipaants in Transit*, if all by Truck

79

260

9.7

37

44

320

3

170

Projected Installed Nuclear Capacity
(tbDuaanU. of MWe)
Spent Fuel Processed ADDually (_tric tons)
Spent Fuel Shipped

--

Vo1_ of High-Level Radioactive Vute,
if Solidified :u.ediately
ADnual Production (thousaDds of cubic feet)
~latecl

Solidified Wute

~hipped**

Shi,..ats Per Year by Rail
Ship_ts in

T~_sit*

4

*bpected _bel' of sld.,...ts in progress
**Shipped 10 yean after separation.
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GIl

.y day.

The traaaportation of radioactive ...terials is subject to the regulat10ns of
both the DepartaeDt of Tr_sportation (DOT) _d the ABC. The Federal policy
regarding the transportation of radioactive wute is that it shall be
packaged _d prepared forshipDleDt in such a .aDDer that v1ll ensure the
protection of public health _d safety during the tr8Dsportation (Raf. 29).
For the large ..,unts of radioactivity associated with spent fuel ad
sol1dified high-level mte. the st_darda iaposed by Dar ad AEC regulations provide that the packaging (Type B packages) shall prevent the
uncODtrolled los8 or diape1'8al of the radioactive cODtents, retain shielding efficieDcy. assure nuclear criticality safety* ad provide adequate
heat dissipation not only under normalcOlldit1ons of transport, but also
UDder severe accident conditions. The packages DUst provide protection
against high speed 1IIpact. puncture, fire ad water iJIIIIersion.
The regulations require certification that the package design is capable
of withstanding specified tests zelated to these accident cODditions with
no more than a small specified aount of loss of cOlltents or shielding. The
tests which must be aalyzed or performed in sequence are: a 30-foot fall
ODto 8D essentially unyielding surface, followed by a 4O-inch drop onto a
6-inch dia.ter steel pin, followed by 30 mnutes in a l475°F fire. followed
by a 8-hour immersion in 3 feet of water for fissile packages.**
,

The 3O-foot free drop test cOlldition zesults in a package impact velocity
of 30 miles per hour. Although, under actual transport cOllditions the
vehicle carrying the package may be traveling at higher speeds, the
probability is small that the package will apact a massive solid
obstruction before its velocity haa been zeduced substantially by a series
of glancing impacts ad cushioned by impact with more fragible materials
like bending metal, earth or wooden structures. Thus the impact stresiles
which would be received by a package in a drop test are far greater than
would be encountered in moat transportation accidents.
The regulations do not require that the prescribed tests actually be COllducted if it can be clearly shown, through engineering evaluations or
comparative data, that the material or item would be capable of performing
satisfactorily under ·the prescribed test cOllditions. In making the
engineering evaluation, it is necessary to assume that all of the energy
acquired by the packaae during its free fall. is expended in producing
defol'llation of the package. Thus. in the evaluation it is aasUll8d that
the object 1IIpacted by the package is unyielding 8Dd provides no cushioning
for the package.
*i.e., to prevent a nuclear chain zeact1on; such as occurs in the core of
_ operating reactor; but even if a criticality accident did occur, it
could not possibly have CGD88quenC8S approaching those of a nuclear weapon.
**It must be a.phaaized that only prototype model packages are subaitted to
such tests, DOt each. 8Dd every package built 8Dd used in transport. However. each particular design, 8Dd cOlls8quently each package used, _st
be built to withstand these conditions.
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Actual teata have beea CODducted OIl prototypical package. to sub.tantiate
the calculation methods. A drop te.t facility used for experim.ntal teata
i • • hown in Figure. 4-13 and 4-14. The base or foundation of this tower
sati.fie. the CODdition of _ "essentially unyielding .urface" by virtue
of the hardness and toughne •• of the armor-plate impact surface, the
....iv. reinforced cOllcrete base and it. .upport fro. bedroCk.
The fire test CODdition is intended to produce daaage in the package
equivalent to what would be expected if the paCkage were exposed to
fl_s fro. bum1Dg kerosene or gasoline for a period of. 30 1II1nutea.
Actual fire teat. also have been conducted to verify calculation.
(Ref. 30).
Prior to use each package de.ign i. .ubaitted to the ABC along with teat
data and/or calculatiou which .ub.tantiate the capabUity of the package
to _et the requirement. for normal tran.port ad accident condition.
defined by the regulatiou. If, after review by the ABC, it can be
concluded that the package wUl, in fact, _ t the regulatory requirement.,
the ABC will i ••ue a certificate of approval for the paCkage.
4.2.1

Spent Fuel Ship!!Dt*

Each year, on the average, frOil on.-fourth to one-third of the fuel 1D. a
light water nactor i. replaced with fre.h fuel. A fuel e181l8Dt nmoved
fraa the reactor will be es.entially unchanged in appearace ad contain
80IIe of the original useful uraiUlll-235, which is recoverable. As a
result of the irradiation ad U.sioning of the urai_, the fuel element
will contain some plutonium and large amounts of fi.sion products. As
previou.ly 1adicated, the _ount of radioactivity remaining in the fuel
varie., in part, according to the length of t1ae after discharge from the
reactor. After discharge frOil the reactor, the fuel elements are placed
under water in a storage pool for radioactive decay and cooling prior to
being lDaded into a cuk for tr• •port •

.

The amount of radioactivity in the .pent fuel decre.. e. quite rapidly
during the fir.t few day. aftar di.charge. After 150 days cooling,
however, each irradiated PWR fuel element still cODtain. approxt.ately
2,000,000 curies of radioactivity, of which 5,000 curies is in gaseous
fon (see Table. 4-21, 4-22 ad 4-23). The radioactivity in a BWR
elellllDt is about half of the content of a PWR element because of its

_all.r s1&••

*Hu.ch of the _terial in this .ectiOD haa been taken fro. Reference 30.
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Pigure 4-13

ORNL 40-Foot Drop Tower
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TABLE 4-21
Radioactivity of Irradiated Puel(3l)
(curie. per _tric toa of ar8Di_)
Cooling Period (in day.)
90
'.19xl06 ·4.39xl06 2.22zl06 3.l7xlOS

FissiOn Products
Actinides (Pu,
Total

CIa, All,

etc.)

1.42xlOS 1.36xlOS 1.24xlOS
6.33zl0' 4.Slxl06 2.34xl06
TABLE

4-22

Predominate Fis.ion Products in G~eous Form(3l)
Included in Radioactivity of Irradiated Puel
(curies per _tric tOIl of Urarliua)
Cooling Period (in d.,s)
90

36S

Krypton-8S

1.13xl0 4 1.12xl04 1.OSxl04 6.0Sxl0 3

X. . .-13la

1.06xl02 3.27

1.OSxlO-S

Iodine-13l

3.Slxl02 2.17

1.9SzlO-S

TABLE

4-23
Thanal Ellerp in Irradiated Fuel (31)
(watts per .tric ton of urant...)
Cooling Period .(in d.,s)
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Packaging
At the present time a few shielded containers are available and in operation,
servicing first generation commercial nuclear power plants. The truck
casks, shown in Figures 4-l5a and 4-15b, can carry either 4 first generation
BWR fuel assemblies or 2 first generation PWR fuel assemblies and are
typical of other spent fuel casks. These casks are cylindrical in shape,
approximately 3 feet in diameter, 13 feet long and weigh 20 to 25 metric
tons. The rail casks, also cylindrical in shape, have dimensions only a
little larger than truck casks but weigh up to 65 metric tons. The Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc., X-2 rail cask pictured in Figure 4-l5c was put into
service in 1969 and represents the latest design rail cask for first
generation fuel. It can carry either 7 first generation PWR fuel elements
or 15 first generation BWR elements. First generation fuel elements range
in length from 110 to 135 inches, and are 4 1/2 to 7 1/2 inches square.
The fuel elements used in second generation power plants, that is plants
brought on-line in 1969 or later and discharging fuel after early 1971,
vary from 160 to 177 inches long and 5 1/2 to 8 1/2 inches square. They
are irradiated at higher specific powers for longer periods than first
generation fuels. Thus the first generation fuel shipping casks do not
have sufficient length, cavity diameter, shielding and heat dissipating
capacity to be used for transporting the forthcoming generation of more
advanced fuels. Proposed designs of casks for these fuels which the
applicants consider meet the regulations are currently being reviewed
by the ABC. The basic cask design practice follows that established
for the first saneration fuels. The casks will carry about the same
number of fuel elements but will be heavier, up to 35 metric tons for
truck casks and 70 to 100 met ric tons for rail casks.
Radiation shielding is provided in the cask walls. Thick steel and lead
or depleted uranium, which accounts for most of the cask weight, is used
to attenuate gamma radiation from the fission products. Hydrogenous
material such as wood or water is used to absorb the neutrons which are
generated by the spontaneous fission of transuranic nuclides which will
be present in highly-irradiated fuel in sufficient quantity to make this
a significant source of ionizing radiation.
Because of their length, power reactor fuel assemblies are normally
shipped in a horizontal orientation. These assemblies are designed to
operate in the vertical position, however, and excessive strain may be
applied to the fuel pins if insufficient support is provided for the
assemblies while they are transported in the horizontal position. A fuel
magazine is inserted in the cask cavity to provide this support as
uniformly as possible over the entire fuel assembly length. The magazines
are designed to limit the movement of each assembly and to prevent load
application to an assembly other than that due to its own weight. In
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CASK INFORMATION
MODEL NUMBER - IF100Bl29
NO. OF CASKS - 3
APPROX. WT. - 44,000 Ibs
DATE OF FIRST AEC LICENSE - FEB. 191»
SPECIAL PERMITS - B OF E NO. 1472
REF DWGS - KNAPP MILLS DWG. NO. F-207S
FI RST USE - DRESDEN I

I.

LOCATION

Figure 4-15 (a).
GE Truck-Cask For Shipping
4 Irradiated BWR Fuel Assemblies
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Figure 4-1.5~b).
GE Truck-Cask For Shipping
2 Irradiated PWR Fuel Assemblies.

CASK INFORMATION
KlOEL NUMBER -IF:!OOBI40*
NO. OF CASKS - 3
APPROX. WT. - 56,000 Ibs
DA1E OF FIRST AEC LICENSE - JANUARY 1966
SPECIAL PERMITS - DDT-SP-5169
REF. DWGS- - KNAPP MILLS DWG NO. 2427
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Figure 4-15 (c).
Nuclear Fuel services' x-2 Rail-Cask
For Shipping Spent LWR-Fuels.

multiple fuel ele_t cuks, the magazines may incorporate neut rOIl
abaorbing materials to provide assurance of nuclear criticality
prevention.
The cask alao must provide the _an. to dissipate the heat produced by
radioactive decay. Water i8 usually used in a central cavity as a heat
transfer Mdiua or priaary coolant to transfer the decay heat frOll the
fuel elaaeilt8 to the body of the cask. The heat is usually dissipated
to the air throuah fins ClIl the surface of the cuk cCllltainer by natural
proces. .s. lor SOll8 of the larger casks, air is forced over the fins by
blowers to increase the cooling. In one design currently being developed,
heat _changers using a secCllldary coolant with cooling coils running into
the body of the cask literally pmap the heat out and into the atmosphere;
the priaary coolant (i.e., coolant in ccotact with the fuel) is not
brought outside of the cask cavity. Reliable, redmdant systems are used
where mechanical syste_ are relied on to assure cooling for safety. The
cavity is usually protected fro. exces8ive pressure by a rupture disk
or a pressure relief valve.
Transport Cmditions
At pre. .t, all shipaents of irradiated fuel an aacle exclUSive-use, by
truck or rail. Sa.e barge shipaents II&Y be made in the future. It i.
UDl.1kely that such shipments wUl be shipped in general freight as
lese-than-truckload or lesa-than-carload lots. Typical irradiated fuel
shipping conditions are pre8ented in Table 4-24.
TABLE 4-24
TYPICAL IIJW)IATED lUEL SHIPMENT CONDITICliS
0.5

M'l' irradiated fuel per cuk for truck

3.2 MT irradiated fuel per cask for rail
1

60
10
1000

cask per truck or rail car
truck shipments per 1000 MWe reactor-year
raU shipaents per 1000 MIle reactor-year
lI11es shipping distance frca power plant to fuel 1'8covery plant.

The e.cillated average d1stmce from the nuclear power plant site to the
fuel recovery plaDt over which the irradiated fuel would be· tran8ported
is 1000 1I1l.s as 8bDwn in the table. This j GUmey would require aD
..,..... trans1t t:1ae of about 3 days by truck and about 8 days by rail.
It is posabl. to IIIIke sh1,..ts of spent fuel by _tor freight frca all
reactor sites to all reprocessi.g sites. Hally nuclear power plants do
DDt bav. rail service dir.ctly mto the plant site. lor this reason,
tho.. plan~s are .ither restricted to highway shi,..ats using the l1ghterw18ht cuks or ...t rely upon intenediate trucking by special equip_ t to the _rest railhead. ODly a few of the nuclear power facilities
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are located on navigable wateNays. AlaQ, GIlly OI1e fuel recovery plant
currently-operating or..plaoned will have the capacity of receiving
shipments by water.
.
If barge transport of casks is to be used, construction of docking
facilities might be required, at a coat of from $25,000 to $1,000,000.
(Ref. 32). Because of the probable high coat, docking facilities are
unlikely to be built GIlly for the purpose of shipping irradiated fuel
eleaents. If docks are required for other purposes, they may be used
for the transportation of irradiated fuel. Barge shipments can be
expected to take longer,in-transit requiring possibly 10 or 15 days,
depending on the mute.
There are no plans at present to ship irradiated fuel elements by air.
The possibility of air shipment is UDder study in the aj,rlines industry
to determine if the economics and safety aspects are acceptable. In
all cases, air shipments will require truck movement from the nuclear
power .plant site to the airport and from the airport to the fuel
recovery plant site.
Effects

011

the EnvirODmeDt Under Normal Conditions

The . rate of mlease of heat ~o the air from each cask will be about 10 to
70 kilowatts or from about 35,000 to 250,000 Btu/hr, depending 011 the type
and amount of irradiated fuel cOl1tained. This can be compared to the rate
at which waste heat is mleased from a 100 horsepower truck engine which
is about 50 kilowatts or 180,000 Btu/hr. The temperature of the air which
contacts the loaded cask- will be increased a few degrees but the temperature
of the air a few feet from the cask would remain unaffected. The longest
period of tiae that GIle would expect the loaded cask to be present at a
particular location, other than at the nuclear power plant site or the fuel
recovery plant site, would be about eight hours, e.g., during the driver
rest periods at truck stops or terminals and in rail yards awaiting makeup
of trains. Because the amount of heat is small and is being released
over the entire transportation route, no appreciable effect 011 the
envirODlllent will msult.
The Dar regulations (Ref. 29) limit the temperature at any accessible
surface of the . cask to not more than lSO·P at any time during transport,
including stopover points. Although this temperature is not high enough
to present a fire hazard, it could cauae burns if cOl1tacted by bare skin.
Since access to the cask is controlled, the likelihood of people becoming
burned in this manner is quite low. There have been no known cases of
such burna from those shipments which have been made with surface temperatures Dear the l80·P ltait.
The radiation dose rate at the surface of packages of radioactive 1IIaterial
is limited by the DOT regulations to no more than 200 mrem/hr, and at
3 feet from the 8urface to no mre than 10 mrem/hr. If the shipment is
1Iade in a closed truck or rail car, the radiation doae rate at 3 feet fro.
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the surface of the cask may be as high as 1,000 mrem/hr, provided that
the radiation dose rate does not exceed 200 mrem/hr at the surface of
the vehicle, 10 mrem/hr at 6 feet from the surface of the vehicle, and
2 mrem/hr in either the driver's compartment or in a normally-occupied
pOSition in a rail car. Because of the large size of the packages used
for shipping irradiated fuel, the limiting factor will be the radiation
dose rate at either 3 feet from the surface of the package, or six feet
from the vehicle. Therefore, the radiation dose rate at the package
surface will be considerably below those allowed by the regulation.
DOT regulations also require that there must be no significant removable
surface contamination on the surface of the package.
Based on actual experience, radiation dose rates around irradiated fuel
casks may, in some cases, exceed 200 mrem/hr at the surface of the cask,
but will meet the limitations of 1,000 mrem/hr for closed vehicle shipments. In order to meet the limitation of 10 mrem/hr at 6 feet from the
vehicle surface, the dose rate will rarely exceed about 50 to 60 mrem/hr
at the vehicle surface, or 25 mrem/hr at 3 feet from the truck or rail
car. Although a radiation dose rate of 2 mrem/hr is permitted in a truck
cab, the dose rate based on actual experience is likely not to exceed
0.2 mrem/hr, due to the distance from the cask and shielding provided by
intervening material.
Effects on the Environment Under Accident Conditions
Irradiated fuel elements are loaded into the shipping cask in the
storage pool, underwater, and under carefully controlled conditions. The
cask, with the fuel elements inside, is not removed from the water storage
pool until the lid is in place. The cask is then removed from the pool,
"buttoned up" (1.e., the lid bolts tightened in place, valves checked and
capped or sealed, and the pressure, temperature, and radiation levels are
checked, etc.), decontaminated, and prepared for shipment. As long as
the procedures are followed, there would be no adverse effect on the
environment.
If, as a result of an accident or failure to follow procedures, an
irradiated fuel element was withdrawn from the water and dropped or
involved in a fire, 80me damage to the fuel element could result. This
would be within the controlled area inside the nuclear power plant and
any release would be contained so there should be no adverse effect on
the environment.
The likelihood of leakage of coolant from a cask is very small because
of the rugged, leaktight design of the cask and the procedures the shipper
18 required to follow to ensure leaktightness when preparing the cask for
abipment. Taking into account the size of the components in casks and the
attention to detail required in the cask closing-sealing procedures, the
chances of a human error in the closing of casks is estimated to be very
_11.
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The consequences of a leak depend on the amount of radioactive material
which could be released by an undiscovered leak. According to information
supplied by the N-14 Committee of The American National Standards Institute,
leakage of liquid at a rate of 0.001 ml/sec or about 80 drops an hour is
about the smallest that can be detected by visual observation of a large
container. It is expected that leakage at a rate exceeding 0.001 ml/sec
would be detected and corrected at the reactor site.
The AEC requires that each container for transporting irradiated fuel be
tested, prior to delivery to a carrier for transport, to ensure the leak
tightness of the container.
In the unlikely event that the containment· is breached, the cClGtainer
design and the form of the nuclear fuel are such that releases of radioactivity are unlikely and those releases that do occur would be limited
to gases and liquid coolant present in the cavity. The uranium, actinides,
and most of the fission products remain tightly-bound in the oxide pellets.
Some of the gases and most of the volatile and semi-volatile actinides and
fission products which are released from the oxide pellets will be retained
by the cladding in the void spaces of the fuel rods. Penet ration of the
cladding of the fuel rods may be expected to release some of the gases and
gross fission products from the void spaces into the cask cavity and
coolant.
The amount of radioactivity released can be related to the number of fuel
rods which are perforated. In the absence of severe impact, it is
believed conservative to ass1.ll1e that 0.25% of the fuel rods may be perforated. Vehicle impact velocities below 50 mph are unlikely to cause
rod perforation. Transportation accident statistics from DOT show the
likelihood of an accident in which a vehicle is impacted at a velocity
greater than 50 mph, is CIG the order of ClGe in a hundred million vehicle
miles. The records further show that in about 20% of all truck accidents
and 10% of all rail---accidents the impact velocities exceed 50 mph. Therefore in the large majority of accidents in which the shipping cClGtainer
vehicle conceivably could be involved, the estimated releases of radioactivity are unlikely to exceed the cClGtamination levels associated with
0.25% of the fuel rods being perforated. In the remainder of the accidents,
it i. unlikely that more than 10% of the rods would be perforated due to
the 1apact.
The total aaouats of the important g88es, actinides, and gross fission
products in low-enriched fuel which has been cooled 150 days after
irradiation at a power level of 30 MW/Hr for a total of 33,000 MWD/MT
(typical of current fuel de.igns) are listed in Table 4-25 below. The
:1aportant activities in the void apaces of the fuel rods are also listed~
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TABLE 4-25
ESTIMATED ActIVITY AVAILABLE FOR RELEASE IN THE
EVENT OF FUEL BOD CLADDING PENETRATION

% in void spaces
of fuel mds* &
% leached by
coolant

Kr-85

Total Inventory(28)
150 days cooling
curies/met ric ton
.
4
1.12 x 10

1-131

2.17

2

-2
4.3 x 10

Other fission
products

6
4.38 x 10

0.01**

400

Actinide.,
(Pu, Am, em)

5
1.36 x 10

essentially none

Xe-13lm

3.27

Type of
Radioactive
Material

30

2
_3(30)

1-129

2 x 10

H-3

2
6.92 x 10

30
1

Aetivity in
void spaces
curies/metric ton
3.4 x 10

3

neg.***
0.1***
6 x 10-4 ***
7***

*ltea1istic gap acti~ties in terms of percent of total inventory prepared
by ABC 's Directorate of Licensing based on tefetences 33 (a) through (k).
**A conservative (high) value estimated OIl the basis of leaching the outer
1.2 x 10-5 inches frOID the surface of the uranium oxide fuel.
***Due to the _U amounts present, the dose cGIltribution froa Xe, 1-129,
H-3, aDd the actinide8 may be neglected compated to the dose8 from the
other radionuclide8.
If the cask i8 involved in a fire lasting IIOre than 1 hour, the temperature
m the cask cavity may be mcreased so that the pre8sure in the cavity also
i8 increased. A fire occurs in about 1.5% of the truck and'rail accident8
aDd about 1% of those fires 11&1 be expected to last more than an hour. If
DO corrective action i. taken, in a few hours the temperature of the fuel
in the cask v1l1 increase, cause m over-pre88ure in the cask cavity, and
release so_ of the coolmt through the vent SY8tem. Later, 80me of the
fuel 11&1 reach a tellperature at which the cladding wUl perforate. Perforation i. due to overpre.sure of gase8 in the air gap8 and weakening of the
claclcU.ng due to mcreased temperature. For GIle rail cask de8ign, it i8
est:l.aated that 50% of the roda would be perforated if the cask were
1DYolveci m a fire lasting as long as 4 or IIOre bours. The likelihood of
_ acc1d_t of this type i8 GIl the order of GIle 1.n ten bUlion vehicle
1111•••
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To place thia ev_tuality in perapectift regarding it. _virODlleDtal
effecta, if a rail cask CODtain1D1 3.2 _tric tons of irradiated fuel
(7 PWB. fuel asaeablies) were involved in ... accident in which all fuel'
rods were perforated ad au of the coolant released, about 11,000 curie.
of krypton-8S, 0.2 curies of iodine-13l ad 1300 curie. of gro.. fi ..ioa
products might be released. Table 4-26 presenta the eatiaated CGllaequ_ _ •
of this type of accicleD.t assUlll1.ng a ground-leftl releaae,UIlder avera..
weather conditioD.8, of all of the krypt~ and iodine and 1% of the gr• •
fiasion products. Based OD Dor accident records the expected frequeac,
of a train accident sufficiently .evere to c ....e such _ eveDt would be
leas than (lDce in 1013 vehicle miles aDd since in OIlly 1 in 1000 auch,
accidents would the rail cask be expected to suffer such .eftn .s-••
the reaultaat expected frequeng of a release of radioactirity of this
magnitude would be ODce in 1016 vehicle 1I1le••
Table 4-26
CALCULATED DOSES FROM RAIL ACCIDENT*
Centerline Dose**
Organ

(rem)

Average Do.e**
(rem)

Skin
Bone marrow,
gonads, lens
of the eye

12

0.6

0.2

Thyroid

0.2

Fission
Products

Bone

60

3

"

Lung

80

4

Kr-85

1-131

Gross

* This accident releases 11,000 Ci of 85Kr , 0.2 Ci of l31I and 1300'Ct
of mixed fission products.
**The radioactive material would be distributed downwind from the
accident so that the isopleth (Le., boundary lines of equal
doses) would be cigar-shaped. The centerline dose is the dos.
which might be received by a person on the centerline of that
pattern at a distance of 50 meters from the accident and the
average dose is the average of the doses to all Persons ~t
50 meters in all directions from the accident.
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Considering current cask design practices, it is almost impossible that
a cask 'could be damaged to the extent that one or more fuel elements
would be released from the cask. The methods of installing and secur1.ng
cask closure devices are such that the closure device 1.8 not likely to
be opened or removed in any accident. Release of a fuel element cou1d
occur only in an extremely severe accident in which some truly unusual
circumstances m1Sht be able to cause rupture of the cask.
4.2.2

Shipment of Hiah-Level Radioactive Wastes

The shipment of high-level wastes proceeds from a fuel reprocessing
plant to a Federal repository. High-level radioactive wastes are those
containing the bulk (99.999+%) of the non-volatile fission products
separated from uranium and plutonium in a fuel reprocessing plant. For
each ton of fuel reprocessed, about 330 gallons of high~level liquid
waste is produced which must be converted to a solid before shipment;
the 330 gallons of liquid waste will produce about 3 cubic feet of
solidified waste (Ref. 31). These 3 cubic feet of solidified waste ,,1.11,
after 10 years' cooling, contain about 300,000 curies of activity
producing about 4000 BTU per hour of heat output and would contain about
50 grams of plutonium. Commercial shipping casks for solidified highlevel waste have not been designed as yet but are expected to be si..1.1ar
to those for shipping spent fuel except the neutron shield will be
smaller. The solid waste generated from the spent fuel annually
d1.8charged from one 1000 MW(e) reactor would amount to about 90 cubic
feet. This voluae of waste could readily be accomodated in a single rail
cask thus requiring only one shipment per year per 1000 MW(e) reactor.
It 18 not expected that the shipment of solidified waste from a reprocessing
plant to a repository will occur to any significant extent for at least 10
years. In the absence of specific cask design, a thorough review of the
safety aspecta and environmental effects of waste shipment cannot be made.
ROIffever, the very extensive precautions used to assure confinement of
.radioactivity in the transport of spent fuel will also be applied to the
transport of solid waste.
4.3 mE LONG-TUM STORAGE OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
4.3.1 Some Characteristics of High-Level Radioactive Wastes
As mentioned in aection 4.1.1, the vast majority of the radioactive
..terials created during the operation of nuclear power plants will be
separated from spent fuel (many Will have decayed to non-radioactive
species by that time) and placed in high-level liquid waste tanka, ef.ther
.. a process-stage or for temporary storage at the fuel reprocessing plant.
Better than 99.999+% of the nOD-volatile fiaaion producta aDd aome actf.n1.de
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elements* present in the fuel at the time of reprocessing will be present
in these high-level wastes. Also, a small fraction of the uranium and
plutonium in the fuel will carry over to the wastes, due to the fact that
separation efficiencies are less than 100%.
Due to the large quantities of radioactive materials involved, the long
half-lives of many of the radionuclides and their biological hazard,
these wastes must be isolated from man's envirmment for very lmg
periods of time. For this purpose, it is planned that the liquid
wastes will be converted to solids at the reprocessing plant and then
shipped to a suitable repository (see section 4.3.4). Some notion of
the length of time required for such isolation may be gained from the
information in the following paragraphs aP.d tables.

Tables 4-27 and 4-28 show the approximate radioactive composition ~f
high-level wastes originating from LWR-fuels, at various ages after their
generation. Frem the point of view of external radiation to man, Table 4-29
shows that the wastes would remain exceedingly dangerous (lethal exposures
possible) for several hundred years, if approached even for brief periods
without shielding. After about 700 years, radiation at the surface of
the waste solids will reach a value which will not change much for many
thousands of years thereafter.** This radiation level is still sufficiently
high to warrant continued isolation from man's environment.

*During operation of a nuclear power reactor, some of the fission
neutrons convert uranium ata. to heavier ata., such as neptunium
and plutonium. Once formed, neutron captures by these heavier atoma
produce still heavier ata., such as americium and curium. This
series of elements, including uranium, is called the actinide series.
The separatiOns processes in the fuel reprocessing plant separate
about 99.5% of the uranium and plutonium from the fission products
and other actinide elements, which go to the high-level waste tanks
along with the 0.5% of uranium and plutonium not recovered. The
99.5% recoveries represent the practical limits of the processing
methods currently in use. Special process steps can be added to
recover additional plutmiUJI should this be deemed necessary because
of the very long term need for surveillance and control of plutoniumbearing wastes. However, no such requirement has been established to
date and the coat of these added steps would greatly exceed the fuel
value of the recovered plutonium.
**The radiation doses that could be received in this t1ae period would be
largely due to neutrons issuing from the spontaneous fis.im of SODe of
the long-lived actinides in the wastes.
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TABLE 4-27

11

Fission Product Radioactivity in High-Level Wastes from Soent LWR Fue1-

Nuclide

Half-Life

90Sr_90y
99 Tc

28.8 yrs~

1.0 yr

1,100 ~I

2.7 yrs.
2.1 yrs.

134 Cs
137m
137
BB.
Cs-

980 ~I
8,300

165,000 ~I

285 days

300

Pm

155!u
Total Curies

2.6 yrs.
90 years
1.8 years

13,200
14

30 yrs.

1~1Sm.

11

y

14

125 Sb-125mTe

147

120,000

210,000 years

l06au.. 1 06Rh

144Ce.144Pr

per metric ton of fuel charged to reac tor
10 years
100 years
1000 years
C~ries
t~I:

i

14

01-..1

o 3/

0

0

0

0

21,000 .

y

3 x 10- 6

0

1.9 x 10- 7
0

7,900

.
-7
3.6 x 10

1,100

520

160

0

0

-300,000

.-35,000

.....,15

0
0.4

Assumes fuel burn-up of about 33,000 MWD/metric ton. Only those fission products with significant activity remaining after ten years are listed.
Parent-daughter radionuclide pairs, in equilibrium.

o indicates

less than... 1 x 10-7curies.
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· TABLE 4-28
. 1/
Actinides Expected in Wastes from Spent LWR Fuel -

Nuclide

Half-Life
(years)

237 Np

6
2.1 x 10

238 pu
239 pu
240pu
24lpu
242

Grams per metric ton
of
10 years
100 :tears

24 lAm
243Am
244 Cm

i/

760

770 2/

89

6

4
2.4 x 10
3
6.8 x 10

27

3
28 2/

20

40

13

3

0.025

o ~l

1.8

1.8

1.8

5
3.8 x 10

Pu

after
1000 :tears

fuel~

U

810

0.007
34 'Ll
37

458

54

50

13

3
7.6 x 10

90

90

83
0

18.1

21

Total grams/metric ton fuel
(Activity, including daughter
products)

0.7

1/

983
983
979
(",10,000 curi~s) (,.,2200 curies) (...w600 curies)

1/

Assumes fuel burnup of about 33,000 MWD/metric ton.
Only those actinides present in significant quantities listed.

y

Increases because nuclide is daughter product of other radionuclide present: Example: 24lAm~237Np + alpha.

o indicates

less than 10-16 gram.
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TABLE4-29. Radiation Dose Rate as a Function of Time and Distance
from an Unshielded Container of High-Level Wastea,b

Dose Rate, rem/hr, when distance
from the outer surface is:

Time Since Fuel
Reprocessing,
years

1 ft

3 ft

10 ft

10

163,000

44,300

5900

100

14,800

4030

537

1000'

3.45

0.936

0.125

aBased upon a 6-in.-diam (Schedule 40 pipe) by 8-ft-long (active
length) container of high-level waste from LWR fUel (33,000 MWd/metric
ton and 30 MW/metric ton) that generates 5000 watts of thermal power .
at the time of disposal, which is 10 years after reprocessing (10.4l
years after reactor discharge).
bThese results - including the contributions of primary gamma, neutron,
and secondary gamma radiation - are based upon calculations presented
in ORNL-TM-3403 for time periods through 100 years and similar, but
unpublished, calculations for later times.

In addition to radiation issuing from the wastes, there is a potentia1
radiological hazard from the long-lived radionuclides, should they manage
to enter the water-food chain and be ingested by man. In principal, this
potential hazard would persist as long as any of these radionuclides
re.ain in significant quantities (milliooS of years), although the risks
involved probably becoae comparable to th08e from naturally-occurring
radioactive ores in a .atter of thousands of years. The time periods
required for these wastes to decay to innocuous levels are so great that
there i8 really no choice today but to plan on permanent or ultimate
disposal. Fortunately, there are many places in the earth's crust where
geological formations bave been isolated from ground waters for hundreds
of lI111ions of years. and probably will cootinue to be isolated for
loog periods in the future. Storage of wastes in theses places, therefore,
appears to offer the best prospect for the long-term isolation required
(see section 4.3.3).
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4.3.2
An

Experience with the Storage of High-Level Radioactive Wastes

accumulation of high-level radioactive wastes, equivalent to about

86 million gallons of liquid wastes from reprocessing of spent reactor
fuels, has been generated from AEC operations (ref. 28). These wastes

are stored in the form of liquids, solids or sludges in underground
tanks at the Hanford Works near Richland, Washington, at the Savannah

River Plant near Aiken, South Carolina, and at the National Reactor
Testing Station (NRIS) in Idaho (Figure 4-16). Tank storage of these
materials has been accomplished safely over the 25 years since they began
to be generated, despite the fact that some leaks have occurred. Extensive
measurements at the leak locations show that the material released has
remained in the immediate vicinity of the tanks. Steps have been taken
to transfer waste from leaking tanks to spares or to otherwise seal the
leaks. MOre r~c~nt tank designs incorporate additional capability to
detect and contain any leakage that might occur.

THERMOCOUPLES

LIQUID LEVEL

TANK

'·".;;:j:,<",~;',;;,'1

Fipre 4-16

';, , ·,,;'..~:~~(:,::·:<:"t\;BIGB-LBVIL -WASTE STORAGE TANK •
.
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Recosmizing the need to develop very long-term storage capability for
these high-level radioactive wastes, the ABC has several activities
underway consisting of:
(1) Concentration and solidification of the Hanford wastes to
reduce the volume and mobility of these wastes in their storage
tanks. Since inception of this program, 41 million gallons
have been concentrated or solidified in place. Also, for
prospective removal of these wastes to a more permanent location, the feasibility of an alternate storage method at the
Hanford site is being considered. One concept being studied
involves drilling several test boles into the basaltic bedrock
beneath the Hanford site during the next several years for
evaluation of: (a) stratigraphy of the basaltic layers under
the Hanford site; (b) the long-term safety of storing wastes in
basaltic caverns; (c) the engineering problems in mining caverns
in the basaltic formations; and (d) alternate methods for handling
and emplacing wastes in the underground caverns.
(2) Exploratory studies have been made of the possibility of
deep underground storage at Savannah River for concentrated
liquid wastes Originating at that site. Existing liquid
wastes are being reduced in volume and mobility by concentration into a high-density slurry. The practicability of storing
these wastes in caverns mined in the bedrock beneath the site
has been under study since 1960. A number of test borings
have been made as part of a program of geological, geochemical,
and hydrological .studies. Work leading toward excavation of a
shaft and tunnels to permit study of the rock formation in
place has been stopped pending a more detailed evaluation of
the alternatives.
(3) The continued coa.version of liquid wastes at the National
Reactor Teating Station (NErS) in Idaho into solid granular
form in a waste solidification facility. Of a total of about
4 million gallons of liquid waste generated at the Idaho Chemical
Procesaing Plaot, about 2 million gallons have been withdrawn from
the storage tanka and coaverted to solid form during the past 9-10
years. The.. aolida are now stored in high-integrity underground
bina at the Idaho site.
4.3.3 The Develop!!Dt of Capabilitiea for Pe~anently Isolating High-Level
Radioactive Wastea from Man's Enviroament
The use of tank atorage for liquid waates has always been coa.sidered an
interill .aa8ure. Since the earlieat daya of the atollic energy progr_,
re..arch and development work has been conducted with the objective of
providing techniques for the more permanent storage of high-level wastes
in a way that: (a) ensures isolation from the environ_nt, and
(b) requires little reliance OIl human aurveillance and intervention during
the tille the .aste could be a potential biological hazard.
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In 1955, at the request of the ABC, a committee of prominent earth
scientists was established by the National Academy of Sciences -National
Research Council (NAS-NRC) to consider the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes within the United States. In their report, (Ref. 34) which
was issued in 1957, this committee recommended that the ABC follow two
general approaches: (a) a continuation of the efforts that had been
initiated on the development of processes for the solidification of highlevel liquid wastes, and (b) an exploratory program on the possible use
of naturally-occurring salt formations as places for long-term isolation
of these wastes. Development programs' along these lines have been
conducted with good results since that time.
Waste Solidification Processes
With respect to waste solidification, development work has successfully
dellODstrated the technical feasibility of converting liquid wastes to
stable, solid forms by several processes (Ref. 35). Solidification not
only decreases the potential for the accidental release of this kind of
. waste to the environment, but alao reduces wlUDles to be stored considerably and contributes to safety in the transfer of these materials to
permanent disposal sites. Table 4-30 summarizes the properties of
solids from the solidification processes which have been investigated
over the last 15 years (see Chapter 1.0). As .ntioned previously, one
of these processes has been in practical use at the HIlTS, for almost
10 years now, for the cODversion of liquid wastes to solids.

On the basis of the results in waste solidification developments, the ABC
aa.nounceda policy (July 1970) requiring cClllllDercial fuel reproces80rsto
solidify high-level liquid wastes within 5 years of their generation,
ad to ship the solidified wastes to a Federal repository (see
Section 4.3.4) within 10 years of their generation at the reprocessing
plant.
Storage in Bedded-Salt Deposits
Among the many factors considered, the problea of providing for the
continued surveillance and control for the many thousands of years
necessary for.decay must have been an important factor in the National
Academy of Sciences' recOlEendation that "the 1D08t promsing method of
disposal of high-level waste ••• see_ to be in salt deposits." (Ref. 34).
Burial ina deep geologic forution, such as salt, would free DI8D fJ:OIIl
.
the burden of continuous surveillance and control, ODce the used portion
were filled ad sealed-off.

The potential advantages of salt over other rock types as a _di_ for
the disposal of hip-level radioactive waste can be s.-arized s1llply.
In lI8Ily areas, salt deposits have remained virtually undisturbed since
the U . they were fOl'lled by evaporation of ancient se... This took
place several hundreds of millions of years ago. Consequently, our
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TABLE 4-30

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLIDIFIED HIGH-LEVEL WASTE
CALCINE
.---

SPRAY CALCINE
MELT
------------ --

FORM

MONOLITHIC

MONOLITHIC

DEseRI PrION

SCALE

BULK DENS ITY, 9/ ml

1.1 -1.5

2.7- 3.2

2.7- 3.0

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,
STUI hr x ft x of

0.15 - 0.25

0.4- 0.8

0.5- 1. 0

POT

~

•

ClO

0

85

MAXJMUM HEAT,
WATTS I L SOUD"
SOLU BIUTY IN COLD
WATER g/ cm 2 - day

MICROCRYSTALLINE

1.0 -10

230
-1

SOFT

HARDNESS

FRIAS ILITY

CRUMBLY

RES IDUAl NITRATE,
WT. % OF PRODUcr

~

0.'05

PHOSPHATE
GLASS

~.-----

---

.. --~--

MONOLITHIC
GLASS

210

10-3 - 10"'6

10- 4 - 10-7

HARD-

VERY HARD

TOUGH
_~ 0.005

BRITTLE
sO.005

11
9
13
NUMBER RUNS TO DATE
.. For Storage in Ai r in 8-inch Diameter Pots; Maximum waste Temperatu res =900°C;
Maximu m Pot VVal1 Temp-sratu res = 42SoC.
'

confidence in their stability lUDy years into the future is better than
for other rock types. Being soluble in water, the very presence of salt
in massive bodies beneath the ground attests to the fact that salt has,
in general, been isolated froa circulating ground waters for this period
of time. For my form of geologic storage, it is ODly through transport
in ground water that buried solidified wastes could come into cODtact
with mao's environment.
In 1957, the ABC initiated a program to test the feasibility of storing
high-level wastes in some of the massive salt deposits underlying large
areas of this COUDtry (Figure 4-17 shows the location . d approximate
extent of kaown salt deposits in the U.S.). At that tiae, there was
no assurance that . y of the solidification processes being actively
pursued would be successful. COIlsequently,initial studies were· cOllcerned
with the storage of liquid waste in salt caverns. A field cIe1Ionstration
was carried out in a 1I1ne in ButchinBOD, it8Dsas, using simulated, though
not radioactive, liquid wastes. These tests showed that there were . .y
practical proble_ to be resolved in developing this cODcept.
More recently, the feasibility of storing solidified high-level waste in
deeply-buried salt was explored in • expertment known as Project Salt
Vault, cOllductedby the Oak i1dge National Laboratory in an unused salt
mine near Lyona, Kanaas between 1963 md 1966. In this expertM1lt,
containers of highly.radioactive test reactor fuel, used to simulate
the radioactive and themal. properties of solidified waste, were buried
(aad later ntrieved) and effecta OD the salt _asured (aee Figures
4-l8(a),(b) aad (c». Thia experiment obtained needed data OD the
engineering properties of salt at elevated temperatures and indicated
that there were no grosa detrimental effects OD the stability of the
. .It as a reault of exposure to heat or racl1ation (Ref. 36).
4.3.4

lederal Repository for B1gh-LevelRadioactive Waste Storaae

Baaed OIl the encouraging results of the waste solidificatioa progr. .
and Project Salt Vault, the ABC gave serious cOllsideratioa to the use
of the abandoned salt lI1ne at Lyoaa, IC8Ilsas 88 a pilot facility and a
initial Federal Bapoaitory for the storage of solidified high-level
wast.a, which will sooa be produced frCII the nuclear -power industry.
Toward thia end, the ABC mitiated detailed studies of the geology and
hyclroloaY of the Lyona site to evaluate the adequacy of this particular
site for. the long-tem isolation of radioacti". wastea. The. . atudiea
have revealed posaible routea for the entry of water into the Lyoaa
1I1ne, n.-1y: (a) a findiDg that three of 29 old o1J. and gas bore
bD1es in ad Dear the site lilly be difficult to plug adequately againat
water aeepa. . ad (b). the _niDg activities of a nearby operating salt
...... which recently 8DIlOuncedplans for expanded operatioDa involving
the use of vater to eliaso1ve and l'81IOve salt.
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(SEE PIERCE AND RICH, U.S.G.S. BULL. 1148)
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Major Design Phases

PROJECT SALT VAULT-

FID..D TEST 1963 - 1969
Figure 4-18 (b)
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As a rellUlc of chese ·difficulcies at ebe Lyons sice, che AlC 8DDOUIlced
in May of 1972, DeW plaaa for che inCerim .aDagemanc of solidified
-wasCas. These plans propose ebe conscrucCion of engineered surface
facilicies capable of sCoring che solidified wasces frOID co~rcial
operaU,ona. It is incended ebac chese faciliCies will be available
for use when che f.1.rsC qua:aCities of waste are ready for delivery
from coaaercial reprocessing plants in 1979 or 1980. They will be
desilD8d so ebac ebe wasCes can be safely isolated for a long period
(a 1I1ni... of 100 years is being used as a design criterion for the
strucCure) buc they will also be designed to permit removal of che
stored wastes to more permanent storage sites in due course.

The ...jor current developaant effq,rt within the ABC is to bring the
bedded-salc concept, about whiGh 80 much is known, to ebe point of proven
acceptability by ebe cODstruction and operation of a piloc facility in a
salt bed. In -the piloc plant prograDl about 500 to 1000 full-size sealed
canisters of commercial high-level waste would be placed in the pilot
facility UIlder coaplecely retrievable cOllditions. During the pilot plant
operacion, the canisters would be continuously monitored and any failed
(orfaillng) canisten would be immediately removed. The facility would
be highly inscruaented so that the effects of heat and radiation OD
various parcs of ebe salc bed and its surroUlldings could be decerained
and ~red w1ch the effeccs predicted from laboratory and field
exper1aaDtal work.
At the end of ebe pilot plant operatiOD, and based OIl analysis and
evaluat10a of data obtained eberefrom, a decision could be made.. to
whether disposal in bedded-salt had, in fact, been proven safe, ecexaOll1c
aDd accepCab~. If at ebe end of ebe pilot plant operation, or at any
tilla during the coUrse of such operation, use of bedded-salt is cexatraindicated, ebe aaplaced caniscers would be reaoved from the facility and
cransferred to ebe surface scorage facility. If evaluation of the
pilot planc operation indicated thac che bedded-salt disposal option is
accepCable, Che piloC planc. could be converced Co a full-scale operacing
facilicy, re-.ly Co accept fucure new c~rcial deliveries as well ..
ebe ..cerial alre-.ly in surface scorage. The possibilicy thac ebe pilot
planc could becoM an operaCing full-scale repository would be a factor
in aelecclon of ebe pilot plant site.
lIa IIddit10a to the rather axe.nsi". progr_ of research, deftlopaant.

testina. desip, construction and pilot plant operation UIlder way 011. the
beddecl-salt caa.cept. ebe ec-tssion 18 currently ultug a eborough
e.aluation of all ocher pot_tully-attractive near- and long-tem
disposal cexacepts in order to: (1) ..sure Chat no fe.ible cexacept has
b.... overlooked; and (2) lay the grOUlld work for future progr_ should·
the work OR bedded-salt DOt Dsult in acceptability of that CODcept for
_1'1 18ng-tel'll disposal. A final reporc of this e.aluation will be
is.... in the s _ r of 1973.
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4.3.5

The Burial of Solid Wastes from Other Sources

In addition to the high-level wastes, there i8 a wide as80rtaent of solid
aaterials containing relatively amall amount8 of radioactive . .teria18
being generated in the various parts of the nuclear fuel cycle. These
wastes include, for example, the fuel-cladding hulls left behind in the
d1asolver in the fuel reprocessing plant, ion-exchange deaineralizers
from power plants and reprocessing plants, and solidified concentrates
from the treatment of liquids containing small amounts of radioactivity.
Such wastes are packaged as required forinter8ite tr8D8portation and,
eventually, are buried above the groundwater table at Federal- and Statelicensed burial ground8 (Figure 4-19).
The ABC 18 currently 8tudying other alternatives for the di8pOBal of bulk
vastes contaainated with low-level or trace quantities of plutonium or
other tr8D8-uraniwa nuclides. * These studies . .y result in aendaents to
applicable ABC r.plationa. All wastes stored or buried at ABC 8lt.. with
.ign1ficant contamination by trans-uranium nuclides are being .egregated,
packaged and .tored in such a fashion that they can be readily retrieved
as contaaination-free packages for an interi. period of 20 years (and
continue to be r.trievable even beyond that time).
Eatimated quantities of both low-level solid wastes and solidified highlev.l radioactive wastes produced aanually for each 1000 MWe LWR in
operation are given in Table 4-31.
4.4

PLUTONIUM I1f THE LWlt FUEL CYCLE

During operation of an LWR power plant, fissile plutonium (Pu-239) is
formed in the fuel (.ee Appendix I - Basic Nuclear Concepts). For each
Iram of U-235 fis.ioned in LWR fuel, as INch as 0.9 gram of Pu-239 is
foraed within the fuel pellets.** Generally more than half of the
plutoniua fonted undergo.. fission in place, thus contributing sianificantly to the eneray produced in the power plant. The plutonium that
..capes fiB. ion remains with the fuel until reprocessed. Dep.nding on
power level and tia. over which the fuel baa been operated, as 1I1Ich as
aix kilolr... of fi.sile plutonium parton of spent fuel will be available
for recovery at the reprocessing plant (Table 4-32).
*Tr&D8uranic nuclid.. • .l_enta heavier than uranium, .uch as
neptunium, plutonium, • •ricium, curium, etc.
**Bach of a nuab.r of U-238 nuclei in the fuel captures a fission
. neutron and then trauaforu spontaneously to Neptuniua-239, which
d.cay. to Pu-239. Once formed, Pu-239 nuclei will ordinarily
andergo fi •• ion upon absorption of a neutron. but a faw nuclei
tra_form to Pu-24O instead. Neutron capture by Pu-240 produc..
Pu-24l etc. Tha, the plutonium recovered frOil LWR fuel conaista
of ....ral plutonium isotopea. (See Table 4-34.)
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Typical Burial Operations at a Federally Licensed Burial Ground
for the Storage of Low-Radiation-Level Solid Wastes.
Figure 4-19

TABLE 4-31
Quantities of Solid 'Radioactive ~fstes for Each Operating
1000 Wwe Lw'R
Low Level Solid from Power Plant

2000-4000
60,000-100,000

Cubic Feet/yr
Ki1ograms/yr
Number 55 gal.
Drums/yr
Burial Ground
Area Used
Square feet/yr

270-540
1800-3500

Produced at Reprocessing Plant Site
High Level Solid
Cubic feet/yr
Kilograms/yr
Number. 6" x 10'
Containers/yr
Repository Space
Required, Square feet/yr

90
5000
60
12,000

Cladding Hull s
Cubic feet/yr
Kilograms/yr
Number 30 gal.
Drums/yr
Area/yr

60
7,600
15
Depends on whether storage is
required at a commercial burial
ground or Federal Repository

Low-Level Solids
Cubic feet/yr
Ki1ograms/yr
Number 55 gal.
Drums/yr
Burial Ground
Square feet/yr

600-4000
30,000-65,000
80-540
1,000-5,000

Produced at Fabrication Plant Site
Pu Contaminated Wastes

12,000 *
1500 *
Depends on whether storage requ~red
atFederal Repository or Comlcl s~te...
:II "Environmental Statement - LMFBR Demonstration Plant", WASH-1509;
Appendix I, Table A-2.
* Assumes recycle of plutonium i~ LWR-fuel. Such recycle is not
currently being practiced so that this is a potential, not an
existing, source of wastes from the LWR-fuel cycle.
Cubic feet/yr
Number 5S gal. Drums/yr
Repos i tory.
Area Iyea r
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Table 4-32
PWR FUEL

MATERIAL BALANCES
Grams per Metric Ton of Uranium Charged to Reactor
Exposure MWD IMTU*
U-235 Charged
U-235 Discharged
U-235 Consumed
fissile Pu Produced
fissile Pu Discharged
fissile Pu Consumed

13,000

20,000

26,000

33,000

33,000
20 1 000
13,000

33,000
15 1000
18,000

33,000
11 1 000
22,000

33,000
8 1 000
25,000

8,000
4 1 300
3,700

_ 12,000
5.000
7,000

17,000
6 1 000
11,000

22,000
6 1000
16,000

*Exposure is expre8sed in thermal megawatt days per metric ton
of uranium (MWD/MTU) in the fuel; 33,000 MWD/MTU i8 equivalent
to a fuel residence time in the reactor of about three year8-at-p~er.
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Table 4-33 gives a projection of the quantities of plutonium that may be
accU1lU1ated from LWR operations over the next decade or so in the U.5.
(i.e., contained in spent fuel araiting mprocessing, or separated and
either stored or mcyc1ed for use in fmsh fuel). The projection
assumes continued growth of the twa industry approximately as depicted
in Pigum 1-7 of Appendix I. Thus far, a total of about 1200 kg. of
p1utoni. . has been t'ecovemd from cOlllllercia1 LWR fuels, and an additional
2000 kg. (estimated) current1y* msides in spent LWR fuel in storage,
_aiting reprocessing. Over the next decade, the quantity of LWR byproduct plutonium available for recovery and use is expected to incmase
to the order of 30,000-40,000 kilograms per year.
P1utoniU1l is a valuable nuclear fuel and can be used in LWRs in lieu of
the naturally occurring fissile U-235, which needs to be enriched from
its 0.711% cODcentration in natural urani= to about 3% for use in LWR.
fuel. Plutonium is a necessary fuel for the Liquid Metal Past Breeder
Reactor currently under development and will be used extensively as
breeder fuel in the future. As a replacement for enriched uranium in
LWR fuel, ** plutonium would have a value of about $6.00 per gr811 fissile
content (i.e., Pu-239 + Pu-241). This value is estimated OIl the basis of
the value of an equivalent 8JIIOUilt of enriched uranium, with appropriate
adjustment for differences in the costs of fabricating p1utODiua and
enriched urani.. fuels, respectively. Thus, the mooetary value of the
anD.ua1 production of by-product LWR plutonium as a potential mcycle fuel
for LWRs could grow to more than $150 million per year in the next decade
or so. The economic value of this plutonium as breeder reactor fuel
would be even greater.
To date, plutonium has not been a significant factor in the LWR fuel
cycle, but this situation is UIldergoing fairly rapid change. By the
1980s, tons of LWR by-product plutonium presumably will be recovered
each year for use as LWR recycle fuel or as breeder mactor fuel. The
lWlIber of facilities for reprocessing spent fuel, _d fabricating
plutoni. . fuels _d the nUlllber of plutonium shipments between facilities will increase accordingly. In view of the highly toxic nature of
plutoni. ., as evidenced largely frCID animal studies (ref. 37), it is
essential for the industry _d the Govemment to assure that any
quantity of plutonium that may be released to the environment will be
insignificant interaa of human health _d safety.
*End of Calendar Year 1972.
**Teclmology for such plutonium recycle exists and several coaaercially
fabricated PuO /Uo fuel assublies are being irradiated on a prooftest basis.
pdncip1e, up to 1/3 of a core loading of plutGlliUlll
fuel can be used in a PWR (somewhat more in a BWR) without the need
for changes in the control system. A number of utilities have plans
for plutoni.. recycle to their LWRa. A significant fraction of LWR
by-product plutonium will probably not be in recycle until the early
1980s _d beyond.

Ii
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Table 4-33
By-product Plutoni~1
from LWR's, Available per Year
for Recovery
Calendar
Year
prior to 1973
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

1981
1982
1983

Plutonium Available For Recovery
per Year, Kilograms
Cumulative, Kilograas

2,00011 11
520
1,400
6,100
8,900
.13,000
15,000
17,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000

2,00~1
2,500
3,900
10,000
19,000
32,000
47,000
64,000
84,000
110,000
140,000
170,000

11 Plutonium mass includes all isotopes; the mass of fissile
-

isotopes (Pu-239, Pu-241) constitutes about 71% of the
total. Though plutonium quantities are not projected in
WASH-1139 the estimates used here are based on the most
likely nuclear power growth in the U.S. as developed in
WASH-1139 (1972) .

21 A total of approximately 2000 kg of plutonium in discharged
-

spent fuel was awaiting recovery at end of calendar year 1972.
In addition, approximately 1200 kilograms have,been recovered
at NFS of which the AEC purchased about 900 kilograms under
the guaranteed purchase price program which expired
December 31, 1970. Other material has been sold overseas and
about 200 kilograms are in a storage facility cODStructec1 by
the New York State Atomic and Space Development Authority
(ASDA) at its Western New York Nuclear Service Center, West
Valley, New York.

11 All numbers rounded to two significant figures.
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Table 4-34
Composition by Isotope of Plutonium
Produced in Uranium-Fueled Power Reactors
Composition in Weight Percent*
YSDkee (PWR)
Exposure, MWD/MTU

Dresden! Unit 1 (BWRl
Exposure! MWD /MTU

24,000

33,000

23.000

1.0

1.9

0.8

1.4

Pu-239

67.7

63.3

63.4

52.9

Pu-240

18.8

19.2

24.8

27.7

Pu-24l

10.0

11.7

8.3

12.1

Pu-242

2.5

3.9

2.7

5.9

Isotope
Pu-238**

-34,000

The values shown in this table were determined by actual burnup
and plutonium measurements on power reactor fuels. The
differences in isotopic composition between plutonium from PWRs
and from BWRs are real but che.rActeristic of smaller reactors -about 500 MWe or less. As reactor sizes approach 1000 MWe or
more, the differences in plutonium compositions from the two
types of reactors are expected to be smaller. This is one
reason calculated isotopic compositions for plutonium from the
two types of reactors are usually similar.
*The contribution of individual isotopes to the total radioactivity
of the mixture is not proportional to their weight because of
differing half-lives. For example, Pu-238 at 1.9 weight-percent
contributes more radioactivity than 63.3 weight-percent Pu-239
because its half-life (89 years) is so much shorter than that of
Pu-239 (24,360 years).
**Np-237 forms when sufficiently energetic fission neutrons cause
two neutrons to be ejected from U-238 nuclei: U-238 (n, 2n)
U-237 + Np-237. Neutron capture by Np-237 leads to the formation
of Pu-238: Np-237 + n + Np-238 + Pu-238.
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4.4.1

P1~toniua

Toxicity

As DOted in the PlutoniUli Handbook (Ref. 37):

"There are lD8Ily criteria that might be employed in _asuring the
toxicity of a substance such as plutOGium. Almost all these
criteria would relegate plutonium to the category of the highest
toxicity and greatest potential hazard. Only injury statistics
would iadicate othenrise, for there have been no demonstrable
injuries attributable to less than supracritica1* concentrations
of plutonium. Kay factors have contributed to this enviable
safety record, but chief amoog them was the recognition of the
hazardous nature of plutonium before enough plutonium existed to
constitute a hazard." (Ref. 37, p. 785)
Indeed, it should be DOted that there is. over a quar~r century of experience
in the production, reprocessing, shipment and fabrication of very large quant1.ties of plutonium, stesing from the production of weapons plutonium begillll1.a.&
during World War 11. Consideriag the 1.D1precedented nature of these activ1t1.es,
growing from the discovery of this new (man-made) element in 1941, it is tru1y
remarkable that our current asses8IRent of plutonium toxicity in man is based
almost entirely on laboratory experiments with animals, and by analogy with
similar radio toxic substances such as radium. There have been DO huaan
fatalities or adverse biological effects that can be 1.D1equivocally attributed
to p1utoniUII, despite the large am01.D1t of plutoniUII handled since 1941.
The major potential hazard of plutonium is assUlied to be the eventual induct:ion
of bone cancer or l1.D1g cancer ia individuals, if ingestion or inhalation of
sufficient aJIOUIlts of plutonium occurs. Laboratory experiments with mice, rats
and dogs clearly indicate that bone, lung and other cancers can be induced over
a long period of ti_ by microcurie quantities of p1utoniUll (Ref. 37).
Prior to the time that plutoniUll became available in large quantities,
it had been assumed that plutonium toxicity would be comparable to that of
radium**, for which a considerable body of information was available fro.
*i.e., concentrations sufficient to permit a nuclear chain reaction (as in
a fuel reprocessing plant accident), from which the potential hazard would
be neutron and g_a radiation, as opposed to the hazard of plutODium,
per see See Section 5.6.2 of Chapter 5.0.
**The potential danger of exposure to plutonium was recognized by its
discoverer, Glenn Seaborg. He was aware of the similarity of the radioactive properties of plutoniUll and radium and of the toxicity of the
latter element which caused bone cancer in man after deposition of
microgram quantities in the body. In an effort to leam more about the
biological and metabolic properties of plutODium (and, hopefully, thereby
to avert another 'disaster such as happened in the raci1um dial painting
industry in the 1920s), Seaborg transferred about 10 1118 of plutonium to
Joseph Hamilton of the Crocker Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley,
Califomia, for biological experimentation. Thanks to Seaborg's
foresightedness, many basic facts related to the biology of plutonium
were known when the first milligram samples of production material
arrived at Los Alamos in the spring of 1944 (Ref. 39).
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the unfortUlUlte experiences of individuals (particularly watch dial
painters) who had ingested m:l.Dute quautities of radi... (Ref. 21). On the
basis of this assumed ~lIparabUitYt it was thought that a plutODium body
burden up to about 4-5 m:f.crogra1l8 would be acceptable (Ref. 38). By 1945,
however, sufficient information became avaUable from experiments with
small animals to suggest that plutonium is more toxic than radiUII, aud the
maxi.,m penaissible body burcien was revised downward to 1 mLcrogram.
Currently, the maximum perm:f.ssible body burden recommended by the
International Commission OD Radiological Protection (ICRP) 1s 0.04 microcurie
(0.6 microgram) -of Pu-239 (Ref. 40).
Translation of a perm:f.ssible body burden into limits for daily intake, or
118x inpam penaissible concentration (MPC) in water and air requires knowledge
of such factors 88 absorption of ingested plutonium from the gastrointestinal
tract and the fraction of inhaled material deposited and retained in the lung
or moved to other tissues of the body. This information is largely deri. ved
from auimal studies, although an increasing amount of data on the distri.bution of plutoniUIB in hUIBau tissues is being obtained from. post-mortem
examinations of occupationally-exposed persons who die in accidents or from
natural causes.
On the basis of such informaCion, the ICRP has recommended MPCs for

occupational workers. These are the basis for regulations which COIltr01 the
release of Pu. MPCs for occupational workers (40 hour week) recOlBended by
ICRP aud for exposurea of the general public which appear in Colllldssion
regulations are presented in Table 4-35.
In setting maximum perm:f.ssible body burdens, such as 0.04 mcrocurie Pu-239
or 0.1 microcuries Ra-226 for occupational workers, those orgaaizations
concerned with radiological protection are endeavoring to use all available
information to set liaits at which severe radiation injuries (e.g. caacera)
in au individual are very unlikely. Nevertheless, the possibility of some
dsk is ackuowledged for any exposure to radiation, however small. For
this reason, as ellphasized previously in this chapter, AEC regulations
require that licensees keep releases of all radioactive materials frOil their
facilities 88 far below MPC values 88 is practicable.
Plutonium has been produced, processed, handled, fabricated, shipped,
etc. in large quantities OD a uon-co.ercial basis for about 29 years
now. According to such information as exists <Xl the subject, it aeems
unlikely that any Elllber of the general public has acquired a plut<Xli\Dll
body burden more than a small fraction of the maximum permissible amount,
and essentially all of this small burden has resulted from atmospheric
weapons testing (see Section 4.4.2). On the other baud, a significaat
naber of workers have acquired body burdens approaching or exceeding
the currently-accepted l1m1t. ABC cODtractors in the period from 1956
through 1966 reported a total of 136 internal depositions of plutoni\Dll
that exceeded 25% of a DWdmum perm:1ssible body burden (Ref. 41). Some
occupational exposures which occurred in the earliest days of plutoai1a
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Table 4-35
Maximum Permissible Concentrations (MPC)
for Plutonium-239
(microcuries per cubic centimeter)
Occupational (Ref. 40)

Unrestricted Areas (10 CPR 20)

In Water

In Air

In Water

In Air

Soluble

1 x 10-4

2 x 10-12

5 x 10-6

6 x 10-14

Insoluble

8 x 10-4

4 x 10-11

3 x 10-5

r

The
for
the
and

x 10-12

organ judged to be at greatest risk (critical organ)
soluble plutonium is bone. For insoluble plutonium
critical organ is the lung in the case of inhalation
the gastrointestinal tract in the case of ingestion.
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availability are worthy of note frOll the point of view of medical follCM'up. Specifically, 26 ..men. of the organization (the Los Al8llDs
Scientific Laboratory) set up during World War II to mceive sad process
plutoni. ., acquimd plutOllilll body burdens currently estimated to range frca
1/ 8 to 10 times the presently-accepted l1m1t. One of the group died some
yean ago of natural causes. The maa1ning twenty-five have mceived
periodic and thorough Edical examinations since 1952, the latest be1Dg
in the 1971-72 period, involving 21 of the group (Ref. 38, 39). In the 27-28
years since exposures occurred, no Edicsl sigDs nor symptaas have been
found that can be UIlequivocally related to the presence of plutoniUlil in
the bodies of these people.
4.4.2

Plutoa1ua in the EnvirODmeDt

The reader may have encoUlltemd state.uts such as the following, quoted
from a meant magazine article:
". •• Plutonium has a half-life of 24,360 yean. And it's
going to be produced in too lots in a fully developed
nuclear power industry. Roughly ooe1l1llionth of a gr81l,
or 30-m1llionths of aD ounce, of plutooiUIII is enough to
produce a lUllg cancer. So in a pound of plutoniUlll
distributed into the biosphere, you've got enough plutoniUlil
for billions of lung, cancer cases. • • • Can you visualize
aD industry handling tOIlS of plutoni1.lll, shipping it in
casks 00 highways, and not having a few pounds get out?"
(Bef. 42, p.2l)
While the quoted statement does not claim that a pound of plutooium
released to the b10sphem will actually cause a billion lung cancers,
its wording obviously evokes a frightening but misleading .utal
image. Such stateDalts Can be grossly misleading because they do not
reflect existing knowledge mgarding the behavior of .plutooium in the
envirODDleD.t and its pathways to DI8D. This information is briefly
presented in the following sections of this chapter.
Weapons ,all-out ad PathwayS to Man
There have been several estimates of the quantity of plutonium that
has entered the envirooment frail above-grouod weapons tests (banned
in 1964 by the U.S., U.K. ad USSR). These estimated values range
*Orig1nally thought to be 29, but 3 wem fouod later to be
relatively free of plutonium 00 the basis of urinalyses based
on improved . . .ureDalt techniques (Ref. 39).
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from about 5 tons of Pu-239 (300,000 curies) to 11 tons (680,000 curies)
(Ref. 42); the lower value probably is more realistic. Most of thls
plutonium has been widely dispersed through initial elevation to the
stratosphere, so that it occurs only in small concentrations from
diluted and gradual fall-out throughout the world.
-22
Current air concentrations of Pu-239 are typically about 10
curies per
cubic cent~ter; concentrations in ocean waters have been measured at
3.5-30 x 10- 9 curies per. cubic centimeter (Ref. 43). In the northern
hemisphere, Pu-239 deposition levels on land (exclusive of isolated
weapons areas) are of the order of 10-3 curies per square kilometer
(about 0.4 of a square mle) based on measurements of soil core
samples extending generally to 20 centimeters (about 8 inches) below
the surface in the places sampled (Ref. 44).
Measurements indicate that the inhalation of weapons fall-out plutonlum
has been the major source, by far, for the amounts of plutonium present
in the bodies of members of the general public.* This conclusion ls
supported by the ext remely low plutoniUII levels that have been measured
in the tissues of non-occupationally exposed humans (Refs. 45 and 46).
These post~ortem measurements (on samples obtained from 1953 to the
present) have revealed a maximum plutonium concentration of 2 x 10-13
curie per gram in lymph nodes associated with the lung. The distribution
pattern in these and maoy other autopsy tissue samples strongly suggests
that deposition of fall-out plutonium in the population resulted from
direct inba1ation, rather than by way of the food chain.
These observations are cODsistent with other considerations which
indicate that the water-food chain provides many natural obstacles
which limit the amount of environmental plutonium which reaches man.
Some of the major factors include:
1.

Minimal uptake of plutonium by plants - the concentration of
Pu (per gram dry weight of the plant) is of the order of 10-4
of the plutonium concentration (per gram of soll) present in
the soil (Refs. 37, 48);

*The cumulative fall-out deposit of plutonium from pre-1963
weapons tests was 98% down by 1965 and is now essentially complete.
Additional French and mainland Chinese atmospheric weapons tests
have added about 5% to the fall-out being experienced prior to the:l.r
occurrence (Ref. 47).
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2.

Inefficient absorption of ingested plutonium form the gas~ro
intestinal tract -- experiments indicate that between 10- and
10-6 of the Pu ingested by experimental animals is absorbed
depending on the chemical state and physical form of the
plutonium and the age of the animal (the lell u~es 3 x 10-5
for man) (Ref. 37);
.

3.

Many factors acting to reduce concentrations of plutonium
introducted into the aquatic environment, such as relative
insolubility and tendency to absorb on sedimenting particles in
bottom sediments (Ref. 43).

On the other hand, plutonium is known to be concentrated by many marine

organisms, the most effective "concentrators" found thus far being
giant kelp and mixed zoo-plankton (Ref. 49). Some of these organisms
(including bottom feeders) are prey for fish that are used for human
consumption, and so could have an effect in bringing plutonium -concentrated significantly above ocean water background levels -- into
man and other fish-eating animals.
From the limited number of measurements available in fish and mussels,
it appears that the greatest plutonium reconcentrations (relative to
seawater concentrations) occur in the inedible portions -- bones or
shell. Though concentration factors in edible portions can be
considerable -- e.g., from 5 times (Blue Fish) and 286 times (Blue
MUssel) greater arithmetically (Ref. 50~, per gram of tissue, than a
mean seawater concentration of 6 x 10-1 curie per cubic centimeter -the concentrations are still exceedingly small. A person could eat
such fish or shell fish as a main source of protein over a lifetime
without acqu~ring more than 10-5 of a maximum permissible body burden
from this source.
Other Sources of Environmental Plutonium
There have been accidents and errors which have also contributed to the
plutonium burden now in the environment, although the SJIOuuts have been
small by comparison with that from weapons testing in the atmosphere. The
following examples include the major contributors:
1.

A space nuclear auxiliary power device (SNAP-9A) which failed
to achieve orbi t', burned up over the Indian Ocean in April
1964. This unit was fueled with 1,000 grams of Pu-238, which
has a half-life of about 89 years. In Reference 47, the reader
will find a summary of measurements that have been made on
Pu-238 fall-out in the period, 1964-1969.

2.

There have been ••veral accidents involving surface impaction
of unarmed nuclear weapons fro. aircraft (by dropping or by
crash) resulting in the local dispersion of plutonium. Cleanup
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operacions bave removed most of this plutonium from the environmenc,
buc 100% clean-up usually is not possible. See, for example,
Reference 51, ''Radioecological Investigations of Plutonium in an
ArcCic Marine Environment," which followed the 1968 crash
of a B-52 bomber, on the ice near the Thule airbase in
Greenland. An estimated 400 grams or so of plutonium were
introduced into the marine environment by this accident.
A more general discussion of factors of imporcance in this
type of accident may be found in Reference 52.
3.

A fire in a pluconium fabrication plant, at the Rocky FlaCs
site in Colorado in 1969, was followed by extensive
measurements of plutonium in the environs of the plant
(Refs. 53, 54, 55). From the results of these measurements,
it has been concluded that very little pluconium escaped
from the plant as a xesult of the fixe (about 0.003 grams).
However, the measurements did point to areas of surface
contamination hundreds of times greater than that which has
occurred from weapons fall-out. The origin of this plutonium
cCIDtam1nation was traced to material scattexed by the wind
from a contaminated area where plutonium-contaminated
cutting oils had been stoxed until about a year before the
fire. Oil cOlltaining plutonium bad leaked prior to removal
of the dl"UlllS. Estimates of the wind-scattered plutonium
from this contaminated oil range from 5 to 60 grams (Ref. 56).
The area of highest contamination has been covered with fill
dirt and a layer of asphalt.

4.4.3

Plutonium in Effluents from Nuclear Facilities

Plutonium has not been detected anong the radionucl1des found in
liquid or gaseous effluents from LWR power plants and, thus, this
portion of the nuclear fuel cycle does not contribute significantly to
the envir~tal plutonium burden. In a thorough surveillance scudy
of radionuclides in the various aqueous and gaseous streams of an
operating BWR (Ref. 3a), neptunium-239 - the pxecursor of Pu-239 - was
decected in the priaary coolaat, but not in the waters of the spent
fuel scorage canal, nor in effluents from the plant. Undoubtedly, trace
amounts of plutonium are contained in solid, low-level wastes generated
in the LWR plant aqueous clean-up systems (see Sections 4.1.2 aad
4.3.5) •
The shipment of spent fuel from power plants to xeprocessing plants
has not been, and is not likely to be, a significant source of envirCXlmental plutonium - even under sevexe transportation accidenc conditions.
The maximum opportunity for plutonium xelease to the envirCllUllellC is at
the reprocessing plant, where the spent fuel from 10 or more power plants
is diaantled, dissolved and submitted to various operations each year.
As previously noted, there has been only one commercial xeprocessiDg planc
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in operation to date -- the Nuclear Fuel Services Plant (NFS) in
Wes t Valley, N. Y., which began operation in 1966.
Measurements made in !969 by the Public Health Service on liquid effluents
from the NPS plant (Ref. 14) show the plutonium alpha activity (pu 238 +
Pu 239) was being discharged to the aqueous environment at a rate of no
more than 0.05 gram per year. Dilution at the point of discharge was
such that the plutonium concentration was about 5 x 10-9 micro curies per
cubic centimeter of water (or 1 x 10- 3 of the MPC), which is typical of
the monitored alpha activity near the discharge point since the plant
started operation (Ref. 57). Airborne (particulate) alpha activity
measurements made at the s tack. during the same period (Ref. 13) ranged
from 2.3 to 6.6 x 10-14 microcurie per cubic centimeter of air; this
corresponds to an annual contribution (with ~O day operation of the plant)
of about 20 microcuries of widely dispersed plutonium to the environmental
burden.
The Mid-West Fuel Recovery Plant is just starting operations, and the
Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant is still under construction. Both of these
fuel reprocessing plants are designed to have no liquid effluents, and
all releases of radioactive effluents from the plant will be solely through
the stack. The preliminary safety analyses for these plants (Refs. 8a and
8b) do consider airborne plutonium particulates from future operations.
Based on what appear to be conservative assumptions, the estimated
airborne plutonium releases are quite comparable with the NFS experience
cited above. In Chapter 5.0, there is a brief discussion of hypothetical
accidents (design basis accidents) in fuel reprocessing plants, including
some involving potential plutonium releases.
Thus far, there is very little co_rcial experience with the fabrication of
mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fuels for recycle to LWRs. A few industrial
plutonium "glove box facilities" of small capacity exist which have been
used to prepare a few recycle fuel assemblies. Perhaps the best experienee
available on plutonium control in fuel fabrication facilities is that
accumulated at an AEC prototype production line for fast breeder fuel. The
facility is located at the Hanford site, and although it currently prepares
mixed oxide fuel with a much higher plutonium concentration than will be
typical of LWR recycle fuel, the equip_nt and operations are essentially
the s _ , and the facility w8Suaed in the past to prepare a variety of
LWR recycle experimental fuel forma.
All handling of plutonium is within the confines of "glove boxes," so
naed because of arm-length gloves installed in the boxes to permit
1I8Il1,l8]. operatloga within the box (see figure 4-20). The glove boxes are
carefully sealed-off frOil the roOlll atmosphere, and all air and other

*there would be further dilution of airborne particulates at ground
level at the plant boundary, 80 that breathable concentrations
wen coDaiderably below HPC for air.
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Figure 4-20. An Industrial Fuel Fabrication Glove-Box Line (Babcock & Wilcox).

gases used within the boxes are conducted through several banks of highefficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters before being exhausted to the
atmosphere. At the Hanford facility, which has been in operation for
about 10 years, particulate alpha activity has been detected on the first
two banks of HEPA filters, but not on the final stack filters. 'lbe final
sampling-filters have never shown detectable alpha activity during the
life of this facility.
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THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
CHAPTER 5.0
EVALUATIONS OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS
5 .1 ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY
The Atomic Energy Commission requires that the primary assurance of safety
be attained through a high degree of reliability and predictability obtained
by the application of rigorous standards in the design, construction, and
operation of the nuclear facility, and through extensive quality assurance
actions. In addition, in accordance with the defense-in-depth concept,
safety features and engineered safeguards systems are p.rovided to prevent
or to accommodate the consequences of accidents postulated to occur in
spite of these measures.
Thus, the Commission's regulations, as stated in Section 50.34 of 10 CPR
Part 50, require thateaeb applicant requesting a construction permit or
operating license for a nuclear power plant, or a fuel reprocessing plant,
provide an analysis and evaluation of the design and performance of the
st~ctures, systems, and ~ponents of the facility, with the objective
of assessing the risk to public health and safety resUlting from operation
of the facility. These analyses are to include a determination of (a) the
margins of safety during normal operations and transient conditions antic~
pated during the life of the facility, and (b) the adequacy of structures,
systems and components provided for the prevention of accidents and the
mitigation of the consequences of accidents.
The conditions analyzed range from relatively trivial events that result
in essentially no risk to the public (releases within the criteria for
routine operation), and which might occur with moderate frequency, to
accident situations "with a theoretical potential for large consequences,
but __~~~eb are very unlikely to occur. The range of accidents considered
can be categorized into three classes described as follows:
1.

Events of moderate frequency (anticipated operational
leading to no abnormal radioactive releases
from the facility.

occu~rences)

2.

Events of small probability with the potential for
small radioactive release from the facility.

3.

Potentially severe accidents of extremely low probability,
postulated to establish the performance requirements of
engineered safety features and used in evaluating the
acceptability of the facility site.
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It is highly desirable for both safety and economic reasons that the
first class, moderate frequency events such as partial loss of forced
reactor coolant flow, should result in reactor shutdown with no radioactive release from the fuel, and with the plant capable of readily
returning to power after corrective action is taken. Analysis and
evaluation of these moderate frequency conditions, examples of which are
listed in part A of Table 5-1 offer the opportunity to detect and correct
faults in a particular plant design, which might otherwise lead to more
serious failures. Safety is certainly enhanced if all those events which
can be identified as having a reasonable chance of occurring are shown to
be covered by design considerations for protection against their occurrence,
or against their ability to produce significant damage to the plant if
they do occur.
The second class of events considered in the deSign evaluations, such as
complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow or partial loss of reactor
coolant from -small breaks or cracks in pipes, 1DUS t be shown to presen t
minimal radiological consequences. The actual occurrence of suchacc~dents
may t however t prevent resumption of plant operation for a considerable
time due to the potential for failure of the cladding of some fuel rods
and the consequent requirement for replacement anti cleanup.
Evaluation of these accidents (examples given in part B of Table 5-1) ,
must show that under accident conditions the engineered safety features
and containment barriers function effectively to eliminate (or reduce
to an insignificant level) the potential for radioactive release to the
enviroument. In this way, assurance is gained that these unlikely
events would lead to little or no risk to public health and safety.
These studies also show the effectiveness of safety features designed
into the facility to cope with unlikely accidents, and show the margins
of safety that exist in the reactor facility design by indicating the
type of failures that can be accommodated without raising safety
concerns.
To provide additional defense in depth, extremely unlikely accidents of
the third class (part C of Table 5-1) are postulated to occur in spite of
their low probability of occurrence and the steps taken to prevent th~.
These hypothetical events are evaluated using highly conservative assumptions,
as for example, a major rupture of a pipe in the reactor coolant system
(a loss-of-coolant accident), along with degraded performance of safety
systeas. Consideration of such postulated accidents, and the provision
of engineered safety features to assure that their potential radiolog:i.ca1
consequences would reault: in a low risk to the public health and safe t:y ,
are required by the AEC reactor site criteria (10 CPR Part 100).
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TABLE 5-1
POSTULATED REACTOR FACILITY ACCIDENTS
A.

B.

C.

MOderate Frequency Events (no abnormal radioactive release from the
facility)
1.
Withdrawal of control rod at maximum speed due to malfunction
or error.
2.
Failure of one safety rod to scram.
3.
Partial loss of normal forced reactor coolant flow
4.
Unintentional startup of an inactive reactor coolant loop
5.
Loss of external electrical load and/or turbine trip
6.
Loss of off-site electrical power.
7.
Excessive load increase.
8.
Loss of normal feedwater flow.
9.
Inadvertent depressurization of the primary coolant system.
Infrequent Accidents of Small Probability (abnormal radioactive
release possible, but not expected)
1.
Small leaks and breaks in pipes (or minor leaks in large
primary or secondary system pipes).
2.
Inadvertent loading of a fuel assembly into an improper posi tion.
3.
Complete loss of normal forced reactor coolant flow.
4.
Complete loss of all A-C power (station blackout).
5.
Major leakage in radioactive waste decay tank.
Highly Unlikely Accidents (postulated for evaluating site acceptability)
1.
Major rupture of pipes containing reactor coolant up to and
including double-ended rupture of largest pipe in the primary
coolant system (loss of coolant accident)
2.
Major secondary or steam system pipe rupture up to and including
double-ended rupture of a main steam pipe.
3.
Control rod ejection.
4.
Severe fuel handling accident.
5.
Tornadoes, flooding and earthquakes.
5.2

ASSESSMENT OF SITE ACCEPTABILITY

The ARC Regulations, 10 CFR, Part 100, "Reactor Site Criteria." require
that for the purposes of radiological dose calculations, two boundaries
be considered in connection with a proposed nuclear power plant site:
(1) the "exclusion area" boundary and (2) the "low population zone"
boundary. The "exclusion area" is defined as that area surro~ding the
reactor in which the reactor licensee has the authority to determine
all activities, including exclusion or removal of personnel and property
from the area. The" low population zone" is the area immediately
surrounding the "exclusion area" which mayor may Dot contain residents.
and 1 ts boundary mus t be no more than three quarters of the dis tance
from the reactor to the neares t boundary of a population center
containing about 25,000 residents.
In addition, the site criteria state that the radioactivity release
assumed for use in the evaluation of site acceptability should be based
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upon a " ••• major accident, hypothesized for purposes of site analysis
or postulated from considerations of possible accidental events, but
that would rault" in potenti"al hazards not exceeded by those from any
accident considered credible." A number of hypothetical accidents,
called Design Basis Accidents (DBA), are considered in making this
evaluation.
On the basis of the DBA analyses and other pertinent information, the AEC

regulatory staff determines whether or not the specific reactor design,
including the engineered safety features, located at the specific site
proposed by the applicant provides acceptable protection to the public.
As part of this determination, the regulatory staff takes into consideration
the population density within the "low population zone" as well as other
factors, such as number and size of highways, schools, factories, hospitals,
etc., the scope and extent of advance emergency planning and the actual
distribution of residents within the zone.
5.3 DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS - NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The hypothetical accidents evaluated during the safety review of power
reactors include 1) loss of the reactor coolant reSUlting from postulated
major ruptures in the primary coolant system piping (loss-of-coolant
accidents), 2) damage to reactor fuel during reactor operation as a
result of rapid power increase beyond design limits, caused by withdrawal
of control rods at maximum speed due to postulated control system fai1ures,
3) damage to reactor fuel during refueling operations such as dropping an
irradiated fuel assembly and 4) in PWR's, system transients resUlting from
major ruptures in the reactor secondary or steam system piping.
For each of these types of accidents, the potential exists for breach~ng
of the fuel rod cladding and release of radioactive material from the
reactor fuel, transport of a portion of this radioactive material through
leakage paths in the containment barriers and finally, for leakage of some
portion of it to the environment. The analysis of each type of accident
is performed to determine whether there is assurance that adequate safety
features have been engineered into the plant, in the form of passive
barriers or active systems, to limit the consequences of a release of
fission products from the reactor fuel, and to show that the maximum radiological doses would not exceed the values specified in 10 CFR Part l~O,
even using highly pessimistic assumptions.
Experience in such analyses has shown that for many water cooled reactors,
the accident that results in the largest calculated potential radiological
consequeaces to the public is the loss-of-coolant accideat in which a
major failure of OBe of the large coolant pipes in the primary coolant
system is postulated, aloag with degraded performance of systems designed
to counteract its consequences.
Where knowledge is limited, or where conditions may vary, particularly
cautious assumptions IllU8t be used. For example, if the ability to
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precisely predict fuel rod cooling during the course of a postulated
accident cannot be adequately deDlOllStrated, the evaluation must use
appropriately lower va1~ than those expected to exist for cooling
capability. If the meteorological conditions could, on infrequent
occasions, result in poor atmospheric dispersion, the evaluation 1IU8t
assume that poor dispersion conditions exist for long periods of time
(from two hours to thirty days).
The following section deseribes in greater detail the design basis 10ssof-coolant accident and the nature of the assumptions made in performing
the accident analyses.. The results of such 81lalyses are used for
evaluation of site acceptability for a specific plant and for determining
the adequacy of the engineered safety features provided to ameliorate
the consequences of the accident.
5.4
5.4.1

EVALUATION OF THE DBA LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA)

tOCA Description

The postulated LOCA begillS with the assumption that an instantaneous
break occurs in the primary, or reactor, coolant system piping in spite
of the extellSive measures taken in the design, cOllStruction, testing
and iaspection of the piping and operation 81ld mainten81lce of the pl81lt
to assure that such breaks do not occur. A range of sizes of pipe breaks
is collSidered, the largest being the hypothetical sever81lce of the largest
pipe in 'the primary system in such a way that reactor coolant would discharge unimpeded from both ends of the severed pipe. This type of break
is referred to as a "doub1e-ended guillotine break," 81ld usually leads
to the most severe calculated consequences.
Because the primary coolant system coneains water under high pressure, a
large pipe break would result in the rapid expulsion of a large fraction
of the reactor cool81lt into the COIltaiDment surrounding the reactor. In
PWR's, cold water sprays or stored ice are provided to condense the ste_
resulting from this expulsion while in BWR' s, the ste_ is condensed in
the water-filled pressure-suppression chamber. CondellSing the ste_
lowers contaiDllent pressure, and thus reduces the driving force for outWard
leakage. At the end of the b1owdown (expulsion) period, the primary system
would be filled mostly with saturated steam at the same pressure as that
in the contaiDlU.nt. This pres8ure would be higher than the normal ataospheric pressure, because much of the original contained theraal energy of
the reactor coolant would have beentranaferred to the contaillMnt ataoaphere, rai8ing its teaperature and therefore ,itspreasure; however. the
resulting decrease in steam temperature would result in a maximum containEnt pressure that is much lower th81l a calculated pressure, for isotherm.al.steam. In fact, since the LOCA is the moat severe accident with regard to
eoergy release to the contalDant. it establishes the pressure that the
contaiu.ent I118t be designed to accODDlOdate.
If emergency cooling water,vere Dot supplied to the IlUclearreactor core
to-remove heat, an increase in cladding te.perature and 1088 of integriey
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of the cladding material surrounding the fuel pellets could occur. There
is still much residual heat being generated in the fuel from the previous1ygenerated radioactive fission products which remain in the fuel. 11IIIIledlate1y
after shutdown of the reactor, the fuel still generates about 7% of the
heat generated during power operation, from the decay of fission products
(and thus is called decay heat) t but this decreases fairly rapidly as
the fisslon product activity decreases:

.... 7.3% NOHR @ "Shutdown".
Figure 5-1
Decay-Heat Generat ion Rate vs Time
in LWR Operating with Capacity of
1000 MWe (3077 MWtherma1)

15 minutes.

II ~ 0.5%

NOHR after 1 day.

2.0
1.5
1.0
Days after "shutdown"
*NOHR is Normal Opera~irtg Heat-Rate at design power.

0.5

As indicated in the above sketch, the fuel rods for a 1000 MWe nuclear

plant collectively generate about 3100 MW of heat during full power
operation, and they are still genera~ing about. 225 MW of heat (froll the
decay of fission products) bllediate1y after shutdown. This heat DUSt
be removed in order to maintain aD acceptable temperature in the reactor
core, and syet. . are provided to accoaplieh this. Without such provisions
for reaoval of decay-heat, the temperature of the cladding would increase
to the point where the cladding on s . . of the fuel e1_ts would _It
and one or .ore additional consequencea could nau1t as follows:
1.

rapid genera~iOll of s te_ .. molten fuel drops into
the vater reaaining in the bottoa of the reactor
pr_sure "..se1;

2.

energ.tic chemical reactions between the hot fuel
and structural . .terial of the core and the vate~
ateaa wd.xture;

3.

._ratiOll of a large aount of hydrogen .. a
nau1t of thea. _tal....ater reac~icma;
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4.

escape of aOlle fission products from the primary
system to the «:ontainment and possibly froathe
plant co the surrounding environment ••

The emergency core cooling aya teDIS whicll are provided, and the secondary
plant contaiDDlent systems, are designed, built and installed in order to
protect the public agaiDat the possible consequences of a wide spectrum
of postulated accidents, up to and including the design basis 10ss-ofcoolant accident. lor example. the consequences of a hydrogen bui1d-up
are taken into account by sizing and designing the cOlltaiDDlent structure
to aCC01llllodate such a situation. Further, the capability is provided for
_asuring, mixing and controlling the hydrogen concentration within the
contai11lllent to eoDServative lim ts in order to prevent bumin, or
explosioDS •
All things COD8idered, it is highly unlikely that a well-designed, wellbuilt and well-mOlli tored nuclear pawer plant would ever experience a
major primary systaD rupture. Moreover, if conditions existed that could
potentially lead to such an event as small leaks or pipe failures, it is
highly probable that such conditions would cause plant shutdown and
corrective action before a major hazard could develop. Purther, it is
difficult to accept the possibility that stainless steel piping' procured
to high quality standards, inspected and tested before and after installation, and operated within design l1aits, would ever fail abruptly
wi thout warning.
However, in order to l1m1t the consequences of a LOCA, unlikely as one
may be, light-water power reactors are provided with emergency core
cooling syaau. (EeeS). The Eees for PWIa and BWRs are described briefly
in Chapter 1.0. An automatic control systea seDSes the occurrence of a
LOCA and coordinates the operation of the different parts of the Ices as
they are needed. The function of the Ices is essentially to supply water
to the core after the loss-of-coolant accident (via spray end/or flooding
systems) to cool and lillit the temperature increase of the cladding
material surrounding the fuel, thus preventing significant core daage
and subsequent release of radioactive gases, and to continue this cooling
88 long 88 needed.

5.4.2 Istimating PIIe1 Rod Behavior
In detel'll1D1ng the acceptability of proposed lees, the ABC regulatory staff
rev1_s LOCA ealcu1atioDS performed by the applicant. and ._ures the
*In the c:GIIplete absence of eool:1Da. the cours. of eventa vou14 Ie. to
_lting of fuel 1IIl4 structural _ter1ala. Of the events that eou14 theil
be poatulated to occur. ODe postulated .equence _ . - that aolten 4ebria
would fall to the botte. of the· con· ....sel ancl. _It ita way thrOup the
v....l. throqh COIlcnta "low the vea..18lld th_ce lata the 80il below
(see lef. 4 p.14l-l47, aDd Chap. 8.0).
Th1a haS b _ called the "Ch1iia S1ll4rcma. II aince the _lcen . .cerial 18
heading ..-ral1y in the 4lrection of ChiDa. Th1a .equence of events· s..
cona1clered utnaly ual1ke1y "cause of the COIlc:apta of cIef. .e-iD-ciepth
applied to reactor 4eaip incluclina ECeS.
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results against four acceptance' criteria. These criteria define (1) the
acceptable calculated fuel rod cladding temperature behavior, (2) the
extent of the cheDd.ca1 reaction between fuel cladding and the water and
steam coolant, (3) the requira.nt for maintenance of a c001ab1e-core
gecaetry, and (4) the 10ng-tem cooling requirement.
It should be recognized that the criteria do not in any sense represent
threshold levels, which if exceeded will autoaatiea11y result in a
specific public safety problem. What they do represent is a conservative stata.nt of conditions which, if generally met, will provide a high
degree of confidence that public safety is protected even if a highly
unlikely loss of coolant accident occurs. The detailed methods used in
the ABC evaluation and the acceptance criteria for the ECCS are discussed
in the ABC Interim Policy Statement for BCes (Ref. 1), the ABC staff
testi1llOny prepared for a public rule-making hearing in 1972 (Ref. 2). and
industry topical reports.
The overall approach employed in the evaluation of the LOCA is to develop
calculations with ample safety margins to accolDodate all uncertaint1.es
in par_ters used. Many of the pessimistic assumptions which are l.nvoked
to coapensate for uncertainties may significantly increase the calculated
fuel rod cladding temperature and thus the predicted core damage. These
conservatisms result in a calculated peak temperature which may be well
above the value obtaiued when assumptions are made to predict the perforaance
realistically. However, it is through this conservative approach and its
margios that reasonable assurance of the adequacy of the BCCS is obtained.
The calculational models used for these evaluations are very complex,
and involve the. use of many assumptions. Bxtensive effort has been expended
by the industry and by the ABC and ita contractors to assess the va11.dity
of the various calculational techniques used, the appropriateness of the
assumptions chosen, and the experimental data available to support thea.
This continuing study is described in much detail in the testimony provided in the BCCS.rule-makin~hearing currently in progress (Docket No.
RM-SO-1).

Besides coDServatin in the calculational techniques, the design of the
BCCS must be shown to provide the required perfonance in spite of yet
additional conservative assumptions with regard to component malfunctions.
Table 5-2 is a partial list of 80lIl8 of the conservative assumptions used,
illustrating the _ltip1icity of conservatins. The table also contains
a comparison with more realistic assumptions which could be used in LOCA
calculations. All previously eaphasized s . . of these conservatis1l8 are
employed b.caus. of d.ficiencies in present codes and evaluation lIIOdela
while some account for possible s18t_ malfunctions. All an gamp1e of
the for.ar, OIle of the lIOre severely conservative assumptions currently
i .....d by the ABC on PWR plant. is the required assumption that all of
the _rgeney coolant injected during the blovdown is lost because l.t :la
carried out through the· break and no water r_ins in the ".ss.l at the end
of blovdowD. In actual fact,' hCMIver, because' _rgeney coolant r.ach.. the
PWa v ....1 during the 1att.r stages of b1owdowD it is expect.d that some of
the coolant would r~n in the ...se1. A more r.alistic calculation would
give credit to this retention of coolant.
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'lABLE 5-2
PARTiAL COMPA1l1S0H OF UALIS'lIC ASSUMP'lIOHS WID
CONSIJlVATIVB ASSUMPTIOHS OF LOCA ClLC1JLA'lIOHS

Realiatic Asa_ptioD8
A.

B.

C.

D.

Accident ~n1tiati01l
1. CraCk in large pipe
or ruptured smaller pipe
resulting in shutdawaand
repair.

1.

Double-ended or major break
of largest pipe.

nectrical SY! ta8
1. Off-site power i.
available.

1.

Off-.ite power i. not available. and
one of _ltiple _qency diesel.
generators fails toatart.

Power
1. 'rhe plant 18 operated at
100% power or lea ••

1.

The plant i. operated at 102% power
(PWR). 105% power (BWR) cODtinuoualy
to account for poe.ible iD8t~t
error••
Hottest region of core asa1lMd- to be
at the lIU1aua allowable peakiDa
factor due to ab8Ol'll&l condition.
Decay heat i. cODServatively above
be.t e.timate to account for
uncertainties in prediction.

2. ' Hottest _region of core has
expected peaking factor.

2.

3.

3.

Decay heat follon beat
estimate prediction.

ICCS

r:-Allcoapoaents
2.

3.
I.

Conaervative Aa.U!ptioaa

of the ICCS
operate when called upon.

1.

Break occura in syatea auch
that a . . of water frOll
ICCS reach1ag broken loop
i. effective.
Ptapa deliver at higher than
d.. ign flaw rate.

2.

The ''wora t coaaequeace" aingle active
component fails to operate when called upon.
All water frOil the ECCS reachina the
'broken loop is loe t to the cOlltainaent
(PWa only).
fl~

3.

PWlpS deliver at design

rate.

Reactor coolant puapa&r8 tripped and"
coasting down or ...~d to have a
locked impeller.
All ...rgmey water deUvered duriDIthe 'blovdown is loIIt (PD _1,).

ICCS Perfor.ance

1.

lleactor coolant pWlp. COlltinua to run.

1.

2.

So. eaerg8DCY water
delivered during the blowdawn reaches and rema1D8 -in
pressure "..••1.
Beat estimate heat transfer
coefficients .. ed.
l'uel rods wi'll have a
cl1atribution of t..,arature.

2.

3.
4.

3.
4.
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Conservative lawerheat traaafer
coefficients used.
AttenuOll 1. foc.ed _ the hott_t
ainale fuel rod.

5.4.3 Estimating Radiological Dose
It is the practice in conservative safety evaluations to assume
conditions for release of radioactive fission products from the reactor
fuel to the containment (and thus available for leakage to the environment) that are worse than actually expected from the DBA. The conditions
assuaed for the status of fuel during the DBA result in an arbitrary
assumption of release to the containment of 15% of the total fission
products contained in the core, consisting of 100% of the inventory of
radioactive noble gases and 50% of the inventory of radioactive iodine
isotopes developed f1'01ll full power operation of the core. These values
would be consistent only with an accident in which the Eees had minimal
effectiveness, thereby permitting significant core melting.
In addition, conservatism is imposed on the treatment of the released
fission products in the calculation of the radioactivity entering the
environment. One of the 1IlOst significant barriers to the release of
fission products to the environment from a postulated 10ss-of-coolant
accident is the containment building. This structure is designed to
have a very low leakage rate even under the internal pressure which
would result froID the design basis accident. This pressure would
rapidly decrease as heat is absorbed by the internal structures and
lost by conduction to the outside air. In addition, spray systems in
PWR's would be automatically operated to condense the steam and reduce
the building pressure,whi1e in a BWR containment pressure is reduced
by stesa condensation in the pressure suppression pool. lor accident
calculations, however, the containment is conservatively assumed to
leak at a rate corresponding to the peak accident pressure for the first
24 hours and 50% of that rate for the remaining duration of the accident.
In some desiaos, engineered safety features are provided to further
minimize containment leak rates. These leak rates would corft,spond to
a situation in which the engi.ered safety systems installed to reduce
the containment pressure (see Chapter 1.0) are essentially ineffective,
and a pessimistiC account is taken of the natural processes that would
tend to reduce the pressure more rapidly.

The accident analyses take into account the reduction in the amount of
~adioactive material available for leakage to the environment by engineered safety features such as containment sprays and recirculating
filter systems. Consistent with the required conservative approach, the
amount of cleanup is evaluated for each system using conservative
asSUliptions for par_ters such as adsorption and filtration efficiencies.
The potential dos_ at the exclusion area boundary and the low population
zone are calculated assuming that the accident occurs when the meteoro10gic8L1
conditions are worse (from the standpoint of the calculated doses) than
those that would be expected to prevail at the site approximately 95% of
the time.
Table 5-3 pruenta the results frOID typical calculations of potential
offsite doses due to several kinds of design basis accidents for Which
plat protective systems were assuaed not to operate as planned (i .e.,
5-10 .

involving pessiaistic assumptions such as those discussed above). Even
with the considerable nuaber of pessimistic assumptions employed, the
calculated doses (believed to be upper-limit values) that might be
obtained by a person out-of-doors in the vicinity of the plant for the entire
course of the accident are moderace. Whole body doses, for example,
are comparable to those from medical fluoroscopic examinations.
TABLE 5-3
POTENTIAL OFFSITE DOSES DUE TO DESIGN

BASIS ACCIDENTS (CONSERVAnVE CASE)
Two Hour
Exclusion Boundary
(3200 Feet)
Thyroid
Whole Body
(Rem)
(Rem)

Duration of Accident
Low Population Zone
(4 Hiles)

Thyroid

Whole Body

(Rem)

(Rem.)

Accident
Loss of Coo1a1lt
Control Rod Ejection
Fuel Handling
Ste_ Line Break
10 CPR 100 Dose
Guideline
5.5

3
<1

155

<1
2

16
300

81

2
1

<1
<1
3

25

300

3
<1
<1
1

25

COMPARISON WITH REALISTIC ANALYSES

As already noted, the combination of the accidents postulated and the

assumptions used for the analyses, in which the perfonumce of various
safety features is purposely ignored or underestimated, is such that the
resultant calculated consequences will exceed those that would actually
be expected to result fro. ally accident judged to be credible. 'or exaap1e,
studies made by AlC staff and others (Ref. 3) show fuel cladding tnperatures in the range from 1200 to 1600·' being predicted for more realistic
calculationa, as compared to 2300·P for some of the more conservative
calcu1ationa used for judging acceptability of the ICCS design.
Similarly, the radiological conaequences that might realistically result
fxom the unlikely event of a LOCA have been explored in CODDection with
enviro_ntal evaluatiaaa. In this connection, the Atomic Bneray
Ccna1asion has issued as proposed _Ddaenta to Appendix D of its regulation 10 cn Part 50, an "Interim Stat. .nt of Geueral Policy and
Procedure: I1Ilpl_ntation of the National Invirmmental Policy Act of
*1000 !tWe Nuclear Pover Plant basis.
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.

1969." The proposed amendments specify certain' standardized assumpt1.ons
to be used in evaluating risks due to postulated accidents in Euvir~ntal
Reports submitted by applicants for construction permits or operating
licenses for nuclear power reactors. These assumptions are presented
in Appendix 5-1.
Since it is not practical to consider all possible accidents in deta1.l,
the spectrum of potential accidents, ranging in severity from trivia1
to very serious, is divided into nine classes. Examples of these
classes of accidents are presented in Table 5-4.
The radiological environmental effects are calculated using reasonab1e
assUllptions, justifiable calculational models and techniques, and
realistic assessments of environmental effects. The environmental impact
can be evaluated by the relative radiological influence that the nue1ear
facility has with respect to the background characteristics already
present. The latter include natural radiation background and man-made
exposure sources such as medical X-rays.
Radiological impact can be evaluated in terms of the radiation doses
delivered to individuals and to the population as a whole. Population
doses due to airbome radiation are obtained by combining the individual
doses, as calculated by standard dose models, with the population distribution around the site.
Population exposures also result from liquid releases. For a short
duration release, the important factors are the total quantity of each
radionuc1ide released and the fraction which eventually is consumed by
hUll8ll8 • The maximum, population exposure naturally results when the
entirety of the release enters humans either through the ingestion of
aquatic food chains or the drinking of containated water, taking into
account dilution and concentration effects and such natural effects as
settling and radioactive decay in transit.
Some calculations of radiological impact, based on realistic assumpt1.ons,
for typical hypothetical accidents in Classes 2 through 8 (Table 5-4) are
sU1llllarized in Table 5-5. For these particular calculations, a typical
PWR was used as a model.
In SUl88ry. the loss-of-coo1ant accident is not expected to create a
significant risk to the public in the highly unlikely event that it
should actually occur in a light water nuclear power plant. Realist1.c
analyses indicate that if the ECCS performs as intended by design,
actual fuel cladding t_peratures would be maintained at levels where
significant fuel damage would not be expected, and very little fission
product activity would escape from the fuel to the reactor contaimaellt.
Activity escaping froa contaiDlllent to the euvirons of the plant would,
according to rea1is'tic analyses of the LOCA. result in insignificant
radiation doses to the public.
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TABLE 5-4
REACTOR FACIUTY
CLASSIFICATION OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS AND OCCURRENCES
No. Of
Class

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLE(S)

1

Trivial Incidents

Small spills
Small leaks inside contaiameDt

2

~c.

small releases outside
Containment

Spills
Leaks and pipe breaks

3

Radwaste System Failures

Equipment-Failure
Serious malfunction or human
error

4

Events that Release Radioactivity
into the Primary System

Fuel defects during normal
operation
Transients outside expected
range of variables

5

Events that Release Radioactivity
into Secondary System

Class 4 and Heat Exchanger Leak

6

Refueling Accid~nts Inside
Containment

Drop fuel element
Drop heavy object .onto fuel
Mechanical malfunction o'r 108s
of cooling in transfer tube

7

Accidents to Spent Fuel Outside
Containment,

Drop fuel element
Drop heavy object onto fuel
Drop shielding cask - los8 of
cooling to cask, transportation
incident on site

Accident Initiation Events considered in Design-Basis
evaluation in the Safety Analysis
Report

Reactivity Transient
Rupture of Primary Piping
Flow Decrease - Ste..line Break

Hypothetical Sequences of Failures
MOre Severe than Class 8

Successive Failure8 of Multiple
Barriers normally provided and
maintained

9
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TABLE 5-5
RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF TYPICAL PWR ACCIDENTS.
(REALISTIC CASE)

Accident

Individual Dose at
!xcl_ion Radius
(rea/event)

Class 2
10 gallon per day
continu0a8 leak rate
frOil sources autside
containment

Individual Dose
at 25 Miles
(rem/event)

Dose to Population
Within 50 Miles
(man-reml event)

5 z 10-6

1 x 10- 8

2 x 10- 2

5 x 10-9

1 x 10- 11

2 x 10-5

2 x 10- 8

4 x 10- 11

8 x 10- 5

6 x 10-6

1 x 10- 8

2 x 10- 2

Class 7
Fuel handlibg accident
outside containment

3 x 10- 4

6 z 10- 7

1 x 100

Class 8
Loss of coolant

8 z 10- 3

2 x 10-5

3 x 10 1

Class 3
Gases from inadvertent
discharge of part of
boric acid condensate
tank
Class 5
Loss of load
Class 6
Fuel handling accident
inside containment
(3 days after shutdown)

*Doses are whole body doses. Batural background dose is approximately
105 wan-rea/yr. for the assumed population within the SO mile radius
of the nuclear plant (i.e., 7SO,000 to 1,000,000 people).
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5.6

ACCIDENT CONSIDERATIONS - FUEL REPROCESSING PLANTS

At fuel reprocessing plants, operations having a potential for the
oecurrence of equipment failures or accidents whiCh could disperse
significant amounts of radioactive contaminants are performed within
shielded process cells. These cells are designed to maintain adequate
confinement capability in the event of accidents or natural phenomena
muCh more severe than has been experienced historically for suCh plants*
or in the locality of the plant.
It is expected that during the life of the plant, some equipment failures
will occur. Accordingly, monitors are provided in the system to detect
process or equipment failures and to provide corrective action automatically, or signal a need for corrective action. Moreover, the plant
is designed to cope with such failures or accidents, and the cells and
equipment are designed so that they can be decontaminated for the· repair
or replacement of equipment. A ventilation system provides assurance
that the contaminated air from within the cells or from any inadvertent
releases within the plant, will be routed through high efficiency filters
that remove airborne radioactive particulates before the ventilation air
is discharged to the stack.
5.6.1

Accidents Postulated for Assessment of Reprocessing Plant

Safe~

As with nuclear power reactors, licensing procedures include the analysis
of reprocessing plant design features with respect to a wide spectrum of
credible accidents and the consequence that might result if an accident
should occur. While maj or equipment failures, or spills of radioactive
materials within the plant, might disrupt operations and cause the plant
to shutdown for cleanup and repair, it is not expected that such occurrences would result in the release of significant amounts of radioactivity
so as to contaminate the offsite environs. That is, radioactive contamination would be confined within the process cell, or within the process
building, and little if any 1I1ght escape to contaminate the area in the
vicinity of tile plant, within the plant's exclusion area. Only a few
accidents involving radioactive aaterials have occurred in existing
plants, and none resulted in significant contamination beyond the
iJluEdiate vicinity of the plant~ The experience gained from these few
accidents has resulted in improved safety procedures and features so
that the probability of similar occurrences in the future is extre.ly
low.
The following are examples of types of accidents that are postulated
with respect to the analysis of irradiated fuel reprocessing operations.
Those listed below are not expected to result in d1.scemible cOllta.1nation

*Operational experience has been accumulated over aore than 20 years with
ABC fuel reproc:easing plants. These plants are located at the Hanford
and Savannah River production sites, and at the National Reactor Test
Station in Idaho.
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of the environs offsite, nor discemible exposure to the public
(ref. 5, 6).
Potential Consequence

Abnormal Event
Drop fuel cask into
cask unloading pool

Possible rupture of fuel pins and
release of fission gas to atmosphere;
contamination of storage pool water.

Fuel· element hung up
in air during transfer
to shear

Possible overheating and rupture of
fuel pins; release of fission gas
to atmosphere of cell.

Ignition of zirconium
fires

Small fire of short duration little, if any, damage.

Rapid chemical reaction
in dissolver

Vessel pressurized, seals bloWn,
fission gases released to atmosphere; cell contaminated.

Leak in recovered acid

Contamination of cell or pipetrench in area of leak.

line
Leak of any vessel or

line confining radioactive
material

Contamination of cell or pipe-trench;
transfer material to spare tank space,
decontaminate cell and equipment.
repair failure or replace equipment.

Excessive entrainment radioactivity in evaporator
Overheads

Contamination of recovered acid or
effluents, which must be recycled.

Failure of an iodine scrubber

Reduced iodine removal efficiency of
backup systems; shutdown plant until
adequate efficiency restored.

Filter failure

Detectable increase of radioactiv1.ty
in stack effluent; shutdown plant
and replace filter.

Loss of ventilation zone
control differential-pressure

Possible migration of radioacti,r.Lty
from controlled area to 11m1ted control
area; correct deficiency and decontaminate building area.

Solvent fire

Hay plug filter, contaminate cel1 and
ventilation exhaust ducts;could require
extensive cleanup of cell and ducts,
and replacement of filter. while plant
shutdown for repairs.
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Plutonium or was ~ concentrator explosion .

Blowback of air, contamination of
cell and possibly of adjacent limitedcontrol area near cell; could require
exteusive cleanup of cell and adjacent
building area, while plant shutdown for
repairs; possible airbome particulate
resulting in offsite exposures of less
than 1 IIrem.

UF tank leak

Air concentration of toxic HF could
lethal to unprotected persODS in
vicinity of tank; not discemib1e
off site.
b~

5.6.2

Some Postulated Accidents Analyzed for an Existing Plant

Table 5-6 summarizes the possible cODSequences of some of the 1I0re significant potential accidents which have been postulated and analyzed for
the Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant (ref. 6,7). The table is followed by a
brief discussion of each postulated accident. Even such major accidents,
if they should occur, are not expected to result in radiological exposures
that would have any discemible effect on the public health and safety.
TABLE 5-6

. ESTIMATED RADIATION EXPOSURE AT SITE PEllIMETER
RESULTING FROM POSTULATED ACCIDENTS
Organ

Accident

Organ of
Greatest
Exposure

criticality incident
Ion-exchange resin·fire
UF6 10adout system leak.
Storage pool cooler leak
Fuel assembly rupture

Thyroid
Lung
Bone
Bone
Thyroid

0.04
0.001
0.01
0.01
0.002

Dose

(rem)

Criticality Incident
,
A criticality incident in a reprocessing plant is an unlikely event
because the design of equipment and process limitations prevent such
incidents. Safe spacing is ensured in storage basins by physically
spacing the fuel elements in safe geometry even when dropped. Process
systems and controls are designed to prevent assembly of an unsafe array.
Nevertheless, a criticality accident is postulated, in which a burst of
1018 fissions is assumed. This yield is approximately an order of
magnitude greater thaD that which has been experienced, on the average,
in past accidents. It is further assw.d that all noble gases and
halogens (or halides) are discharged frOil the plant stack without takiDa
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credit for filters, and that the airborne fission products arrive at the
site boundary 15 minutes after the burst. It is estimated that the
whole body exposure tram gamma radiation that an individual at the site
boundary could receive is approximately 3 mrem. and that the dose
commitment to the thyroid from radioiodine is 40 mrem.
Ion-Exchange Resin 'Fire
S1m1larly, the design of equipment and process limitations prevent the
occurrence and limit the consequences of a postulated ion-exchange
resin fire. However, in postulating a hypothetical ion-exchange resin
fire, it is aSsumed that 128 liters of resin, containing 30 gm of plutonium
per liter, are ~ontained in the column section that ruptures and burns.
On the basis of known filter efficiencies and the results of burning
experiments with metallic plutonium, it is estimated that approximately
10-5 of the plutonium, as insoluble plutonium oxide, passes the filter
and is expelled through the stack. The resultant dose to the lung of
an individual at the site boundary is estimated to be 1 mrem.
UF6 Loadout Sys tem Leak
In a postulatedUF6 loadout system leak, 350 kg of UF6 is assumed to
escape as a result of a cylinder valve break at the loading temperature.
The specific alpha activity of uranium in fuel irradiated to 33,000 Wtld/T
is approximately 1.4 Ci/kg. If it is assumed that theUF6 bypasses the
filter and is expelled as U02F2 via the stack, the resultant dose to the
bone of an individual at the slte boundary is estimated to be approximately 12 mrem.
Storage poor Cooler Leak
A leak in the storage pool cooler was postulated. The pool water activity
is assumed to be approximately 5 x 10- 3 pCi/ml. On the basis of Savannah
River contaminant composition observations, Ce-144 is chosen to represent
the potential hazard of the mixture of contaminants. It is assumed that
1.5 gal/min of cooling water is vaporized during the course of one week.
Inspection programs assure· detection within one week, and a higher rate
of leakage would be detectable earlier. Assuming release outside the
containment at ground level in the building wake, the estimated dose to
the bone of an individual at the site boundary is approximately 10 mrem.
ruel Assembly Rupture
A fuel assembly rupture is postulated, in which all of the fuel pins in
one element rupture under 20 feet of water in the fuel storage pool.
One element contains about 0.45 Hr of irr8diated uranium. The rupture
of all the fuel pins in the element .would release approximately one""third
of the Kr-8S inventory and 3% of the iodine inventory, i.e •• that which
had diff~ed from the fuel into the void' space in the fuel element.
The gases in the void space would escape and bubble to the surface of the
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fuel storage pool. However, 1IlOst of the iodine would be absorbed in
the fuel storage pool water. On the basis that one-third of the Kr-85
and 0.1% of the iodine escape to the surface of the fuel storage pool
and are exhausted to the atmosphere, the estimated exposure (primarily
to the thyroid) of an individual at the site boundary is approximately
2 mrem.

The design basis accidents involving acts of nature or other external
forces are the same as those that are assumed for the design of nuclear
power plants. The general po11cyis that process and confineaent
systems will be designed, tested, routinely inspected, and maintained
so that exposure to credible external events or forces (loss of power,
earthquakes, tornados, floods, hurricanes, impaction by 1IlO\Ping vehicles,
etc.)w1ll not impair the ability to shut down the plant safely and
maintain safe shutdown conditions.
The storage of high-level radioactive wastes in stainless steel tanks
within stainless-steel-lined vaults, with redundant cooling systems,
multiple sources of cooling water supply, spare tanks, and elaborate
monitoring and alarasystems is deemed to represent a degree of containment as being essentially .accident proof.
Moreover, these
coafinement systems are designed and constructed with a high degree of
quality assurance to ensure their capability to withstand acetdents,
earthquake and tornado effects.
For these reasons, the' probability
of an accidental release of radioactivity is considered to be extremely
low.
5.7

ACCIDENTS MORE SEVERE TRAM THE DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

The probabi1U:y of occurrence of the design basis accidents in power
reactors and fuel reprocessing plants is very small. If sequences of
successive failures more severe than those required to be considend
in the design basis of protection systems and engineend safety
features are postulated, the calculated consequences would, of course,
be more severe. It is clear that the assuaptioas of successive
failures can be carried to the point at which safety &ysm. can no
longer be shown by conservative calcu1atioas to cope with the
postulated accident. However, the probability of occurrence of the
required number of successive failures is so small that the risk to
the population and environment is extremely low (see Chapter 6.0).
Defense in depth through aa1tiple physical barriers, quality assurance
for design, manufacture and operatiOll, continued surveillance and
testing and conservative design an all applied to pmvide and maintain
the required high degree of assurance that potential accidents .ore
severe than the design basis accidents will rema1nof such low
probability that the environmental risk is negligible.
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5.8 CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation of postulated accidents is an essential part of the ABC's
safety reviews. These evaluations serve many purposes. They are
required to show that sites meet the requirements of 10 CPR 100, and
they indicate the safety margins and tolerances for abnormal operat:l.on
designe4 into nuclear facilities, and the efficacy of .other &afety
devices to insure low risk to the public. The detailed analyses performed reveal those component malfunctions which could affect safety,
so that such malfunctions can be guarded against by design, quality
control, reduadancy and engineered safety features, as required. Such
analyses may also indicate the need to change the design or consider
additional engineered safety features, and in general they point up
the areas in which further safety research and safety system development would be beneficial.
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: Appendix 5-1
small spUts and leaks of radioactive materials
outside containment. These releases shall be
included and. evalUated. und,r: routine
releases ttl ~ . .til. proposed Appen~
dUel;
ACCIDZJC'r-4.G

......ABTIi s~ J'AlLUBJ:

3.1. EqufprRdt laIkage or. mId/unction
(InclUdes operator errOr).
(a) RadlosctiYe . gues and liquids: 25 percent of average tnventory In the largest
storage tank shall be assumed to be released.
(b:) JII.eteorology assumptlons-x/Q values
are to be 1/10 of tbollegiven In Al!:C Safety
Guide No. lar 4.'
(e) Consequences should be calculated by
welgbtlng the e!recta In dl1ferent directions
by the frequency the wind blows In each
dlrectlon.
3.2 BeleaH of _Ie gas .torage tank contenta (InclUdeB failure of release valve and
ruptur~

dlakII).

(a) 100 percent of the average tank Inventory.shall be .assumed t() be released.
(b) JleteoroloiD' IIIIINmpttons-x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of thOR given ttl AEC Safety
Guide No.8 ,or 4.
(c) Consequences ahoUld be calculated by
welghtlng the etrec&a Indllrerent directions
by the trequeDCJ' 1ihe wind blows In each
direction.
3.3

BeleaH oj liquid tDGale .torage tank

ccmtenta.
(a) Radloa.cUVeUqu1d&-l00 perCent of tbe
average iItoZ'ap taDIt Inventory lIhaJ.l be assumed t()·lIe·apJJJed GIl the ftoor of the buildIng.

(b) BuSdlDg ~ shall be uaumed to

nmatn Intact.

(c) MeteorolDlJ'..amptlons-x/Q values

ahall be 1/10 of tIIme given In Al!lO Safety
Guide No. 8.QI' 4.
(d) Consequ8JlCI!iJ lIbould be calculated by
welghttng the elf. . . In durere11t d1rectlons
by the frequeDCJ tile wind blows In each
d1rect1on.
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In accordance with pr~sed Appencu. I.
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(f) Meteorology assumptlons-z/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those given In 'AEC Safety
Guide No.8 or 4.
"
(g) Consequences should be calculated '&y
weighting the effects In different directions
by the frequency the wind blows In each
direction.
ACCIDENT-'7.0 SPENT PUEL HANDLING
•
ACCIDEN'l'

7.1 Fuel ",sembly I!rop in fuel storage
pool.
(a) The gap activity (noble gases and
halogens) In one row ot fuel pins shall be
assumed to be released. lnto the water. (Gap
activity shall be 1 percent of total activity
lnapln.)
(b) One week decay time before accident
occurs shall be assumed.
(c) Iodlne decontamination factor 'In
water shall be 500.
(d) Charcoal tUter e1llclency for lod1nes
shall be 99 percent.
(e) Meteorology assumptlons-x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those given In AEC Safety
Guide No.8 or 4.
(f) Consequences shall be calculated by
weighting the effects In different directions
by the frequency the wind blowsln each
direction.
7.2 Heavy obJect drop onto fuel rack.
A~ENT-S.O

'.1

(a) The gap activity (noble gases and halogens) In one average fuel assembly shall be
assumed to be released into the water. (Gap
activity is 1 percent of total activity in a
pln).
(b) 80 days decay time before the accident
occurs shall be assumed.
(c) Iodine decontamination factor In
water shall be 500.
(d) Charcoal filter elllciency for iodlnes
shall be 99 percent.
(e) Meteorology assumptloJl&-x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those given In AEC Safety
Guide No. 8 or 4.
(f) Consequences should be calculated by
weighting the effects In different directions
by the frequency the wind blows in each
direction.
7.3 Fuel cask drop.
(a) Noble gas gap activity from one fully
loaded fuel cask (120 day cooling) shall be
assumed to be released. (Gap activity shall
be 1 percent of total activity In the pins).
(b) Meteorology assumptlon&-x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those given In AEC Safety
G\1lde No. 3 or 4.
(c) Consequences should be calculated by
weighting the effects in dUferent directions
by the frequency the wind blows in each
direction.

ACCIDENT INITIATJ;ON EVENTS CONSIDERED IN DESIGN BASIS EVAL17AT10lil IN TUB
SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

Loss-ol-coolant accidents.

Small pipe break (6" or less)
(a) Source term-The average radioactivity
inventory in the primary coolant shall be
assumed (This inventory shall be based
on operation with 0.5 percl;nt failed fuel).

(b) Filter efficiencies shall be 95 percent for
lnternal filters and 99 percent for external
fUters.
(c) 50 percent building mixing for bolllng
water reaCtors shall be assumed.
(d) For the effects of Plateout, Sprays, DecontamInation Factor In Pool, and Core
Sprays the following reduction factors shall
be assumed:
For pressurize/! water reactors~.05 with
chemical additives In sprays, 0.2 for no
chemical additives.
For botlfng water reactor~.2.
(e) A realistic building leak ra.te as a function of time shall be assumed.
(f) Meteorology AssumptloDII-x/Q values
shall" be 1/10 of those given in AEC Safety
Guide No.8 or 4.
(g) Consequences should be calculated by
weighting the effects in different directions
by the frequency the wind blows in each
direction.
8.1(80)

Break in instrument line from pri-

mq 'latem that penetrates the containment (Unes not provided w~th Isolation
e&pa.b1l1tyinslde containment).
(a) The prlma.ry coolant Inventory of noble
sases and halogens shall be based on operation with 0.& percent failed fuel.
(b)" Release rate through failed Une shall
be 8IIIIumed constant for the four hour duration of the accident.
(c) Chat-coal Olter emclenci shall be 99
percent.
(d) Reductlon factor from combined
plateout aDd buUdins mlldns shall 1Mi 0.1.

Large pipe break

(a) Source term-The average radioactivity
Inventory in the primary cOolant shall be
assumed (This inventory shall be based on
operation with 0.5 percent failed fuel).
plus release Into the coolant of:
For pressurizel! water reactor&-2 percent
of the core inventory of halogens and
noble gases.
For boiling watl!T reactors--0.2 percent
of the core inventory of balogens and
noble gases.
(b) Fllter elllclencies shall be 95 percent for
internal filters and 99 percent for external
filter!!.
(c) 50 percent bullding mixing for bo1l1ng
water reactors shall be assumed.
(d) For the effects of Pla~eout, Containment
Sprays, Core Sprays (values based on 0.5
percent of halogens in organic form) the
following reduction factors shall '()8 aISsumed:
For pressurized water reactor'~.05 with
chemical additives in sprays, 0.2 for no
chemical additives.
For boiling water reactor~.2.

(e) A rea.llstic building leak rate as a function of time and Including design leakage
of steamUne valves in BWRs shall be
assumed.
(f) Meteorology Assumptlon&-x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those given in AEC Safet.y
Guide No.3 or 4.
(g) Consequences should be calculated by
weighting the effects In different directions by the frequency the wind blows In
each direction.
(e) Meteorology assumptloJl&-x/Q valuea
shall be 1/10 of those given in AEC Safety
Guide No.3.
(1) Consequences shall be calculated. by
weighting the eft'eets In" dlft'erent directions
by the frequency the wind blows In each
direction.
8.2(8) Rol! election accfl!ent (presstlriaed
water reactor).

(a) 0.2 percent of the core Inventory of
nOble gases and halogens shall be assumed
to be released Into the prlInsry coolant plus
the average inventory In the primary coolant

based on operation with 0.5 percent failed
fuel.
(b) Loss-of-ooolant accident occurs with
break size equlvalent to diameter of rod
hOusing (See assumptions for Accident 8.1).
8.2(b) Bo4 d.rop acciclent (bomng water
reactor).
Raclioactive material released..
(a) 0.025 percent of the core Inventory of

noble gases and 0.025 percent of the core Inventory of halogens shall be assumed to be
released Into the coolant.
(b) l' percent of the halogens in the reactor coolant shall be assumed to be released into the condenser.

(c) The mechanical vacuum pump shaD
lSe assumed to be automatically isolated bJ'
high radiation Signal on the steamline.
(d) Radioactivity shall be assumed to c&rrJ'
over to the condenser where 10 percent of
the halogens shall be assumed to be a.vaUable for leakage from the condenser to the
environment at 0.5. per...ent/day for the
course of the accident (24 hours).
(e) Meteorology assumptlons--x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those given In AEC SatetJ
Guide No.3.
(f) Consequences should be calculated bJ'
weighting the effects In different directions
by the frequency the wind blows in each
direction.

8.3 (6)

8teamlin.e breakB (pre8surized water Teactors-outside containment).
Break size equal to area ol8G/ety vGlve thTOtJt.
8mGU bretJk

LGrge break

(a) Prlmary coola.nt activlty shall be based
on operation with 0.5 percent faUed fuel.
The primary system contribution during
the course of the accident shall be based
on a 20 gal./day tube leak.
(b) During the course of the accident a
halogen reduction factor of 0.1 shall be
a.ppUed to the primary coolant source when
the steam generator tubes are covered; a
factor of 0.5 shall be used when the tubes
are uncovered.
(c) Secondary coolant system radioactivity
prior to the accident shall be based on:
(a) 20 gallons per day prlmary-tosecondary leak.
(b) Blowdown of 10 g.p.m.
(d) Volume of one stea.m generator shall be
assumed to be released to the a.tmosphere
with an iodine partition factor of 10.
(e) Meteorology Assumptlons-x/Q values
shall be IJitl of those gtven in AEC satety
Guide No. 4.
(f) Consequences shall be calculated by
weighting the etrects in d1tferent directions
by the frequency the wind blows In eacb
directiOn.

(a) PrImary coolant activity shall be based
on operatlon with 0.5 percent failed fuel.
The primary system contribution during
the course of the accident shall be based
on a 20 gal./day tube leak.
(b) A halogen reduction factor of 0.5 shall
be appUed to the primary coolant source
during the course of the accident.

8.3 (b)

(c) Secondary coolant system radioactivity
prior to the accident shall be based on:
(a) 20 gallons per day primary-to.
secondary leak.
(b) Blowdown of 10 g.p.m.
(d) Volume of one steam generator shall be
assumed to be released to the atmosphere
with an Iodine partltion factor of 10.
(e) Meteorology Assumptlons-x/Q values
shall be 1Jlo of those given In AEC Satety
Guide No.4.
(f) Consequences shall be calculated bJ'
weighting the etrects in dltrerent directiOns
by the frequency the wind blows in eacb
direction.

8teamlin.e breGk. (boiling wGter reactor).
8mGU pipe breGk (01

% It.')

(a.) Primary coolant activity shall be based
on operation with 0.5 percent fa.Ued fuel.
(b) The main steamline shall be assumed to
fail releasing coolant untU 5 seconds atter
isolation signal is received.
(0) Halogens In the fluid released to the
Mmosphere shall' be at 1/10 the primary
system liquid concentration.
(d) Meteorology assumptlons-x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those In AEC Safety Guide
No.3.
(e) Consequences shall be calculated by
weighting the etrects in c1ltrerent directions
by the frequ.ency the wind blows tn eacb

cUrectlon.

Large breGk
(a) Primary coolant actlVlty shall be based
On operation with 0.5 percent falled fuel.
(b) Main steBmllne shall be assumed to fau
releasing that amount of coolant corresponding to a 5-second Isolation time.
(c) 1/2 the halogens in the fluld exiting the
break shall be assumed to be released to
the a.tmoaphere.
(d) Meteorology assumptlons-x/Q values
shall be 1/10 of those in AEC Safety Gulde
No.3.
(e) Consequences shall be calculated bJ
weighting the elfects In different c1lrectioua
by the freque1lCy the wind blows In each

cUrectlon.
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THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
CHAPTER 6.0
CURRENT APPROACHES TO THE ASSESSMENT OF SOCIETAL RISKS
6.1 THE TREND TOWARD COST-RISK-BENEFIT ASSESSMENT ON A SOCIETAL SCALE
Along with a widespread growth in public awareness and concern about
large-scale technological activities, ·there is a growing demand for
quantitative assessments of the risks and benefits involved. People
want to know how safe these kinds of activities are with respect to
themselves and with respect to the environment, and they want to be
assured that proposed new technological enterprises are justified by
the benefits accruing from them in comparison.with the-risks involved.
As noted in a recent report issued by the National Academy of Engineering
(Ref. 1);
"Particularly in, the areas of health and safety, the government
is making, and the public is demanding, an increasing number of
preemptive decisions that involve, or should involve, a decisionmaking process capable of evaluating human risks (immediate and
potential) as well as other costs and balancing social benefits.
There is an increasing need and awareness of the government's
responsibility to take into account the benefits and the risks
associated with program decisions, consumer demands, new regulations of the Food and Drug Administration concerning efficacy
as well as safety in drugs, and the landmark National Environmental Policy Act, which requires governmental agencies to study
and publish evaluative statements prior to the making of project
decisions with significant environmental impact."
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, which became law
on January 1, 1970, requires all Federal agencies (in part) to:
" (A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which wil~
insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and
the environmental design arts in planning and in decision making
which may ~ave an impact on,man's environment;
(B) identify and develop metb,ods and procedures, ;in consultation
,with the Council on Environmental Quality established by title II
of this Act,which will insure that presently unquantified
environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate
consideration in decision making along with economic and technical
considerations;
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(C) include in every recommendation or report on proposals for
legislation and other major Federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible official on-(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be
avoided should the proposal be implemented,
(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,
(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term
productivity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources which would be involved in the proposed action
should it be implemented."
Although directed to the activities of Federal agencies, as opposed to
private individuals and organizations, the Act affects most enterpr~ses,
both public and private, which could have a significant impact on the
environment. In administering laws pertinent to public health and safety.
pure water and air standards , etc., and in exercising licensing and regulation functions, the various Federal agencies are required to carry out the
NEPA policies, wherever applicable. For example, the AEC now requires
(10 cn SO, Appendix D*) all applicants for licenses to build and operate
nuclear facilities to submit an Environmental Report covering the items
liated in PaJ't C of the portion of NEPA quoted above. In addition, the
ABC regulations provide that:

"The Environmental Report ••• ahall include a cost-benefit
analyaia (emphasis added) which conaiders and balances the
environmental effects of the facility and the alternatives
available for reducing or avoiding adverse environmental
effects, aa well as the enVironmental, economic, technical
and other benefits of the facility •••• " **
Coat-benefit analyais techniques have been developed and have come ~nto
rather extenaive use Over the past few decades as a tool in induatr~al
and Governmental decision-making. Such analyses have usually been based
on purely economic and material resource conaiderationa, and have been
generally used to identify alternate waya to obtain a given ''benefit''
(e.g., a commercial product, generation of electricity, weapons systems)
*See Appendix 3-1, Chapter 3.0.
**The Environmental Report aubmitted to the ABC by the applicant ia used
by the ABC in connection with the agency aaaeaaBent and atatement (aa
required by NEPA) on the enviromaental iapact of the proposed nue1ear
faeility.

in order to find those paths that will minimize the expenditure of funds
and material resources needed. What is sought now is an extension of
this type of analysis to take into account, as far as possible, the
societal risks encountered as a result of producing the benefit, in
addition to economic and resource considerations.
The cost-benefit analysis required of license applicants under AEC
regulations extends beyond purely economic and resource considerations,
but it is not yet practical to quantify all elements of the cost-riskbenefit analysis to the extent that may ultimately be desired. There
are currently gaps in the information needed to make certain quantitative
risk assessments and there are unresolved questions concerning meaningfu1
ways to treat some kinds of data, including previously unquantified values.
Some of the problems standing in the way of thoroughgoing societal risk
assessments will be discussed, in connection with the generation of
electricity, in following sections of this chapter, along with descriptions
of the kinds of assessments that can be made at this time.
6.2

SOME DEFINITIONS AND OTHER BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Safety is a subjective concept for which it would be difficult to define
generally useful quantitative units. If a quantitative answer is needed
to a question such as, ''how safe is this activity?", an indirect answer
(if known) would have to be given in terms of risk, which is generally
understood to mean the chance of loss or harm. Once some quantitative
notion of specified risks is obtained, judgments may be exercised as to
relative safety in the specified area. This is generally conceived to be
an inverse function of risk (i.e., the lower the risk, the greater the
safety, and vice versa), but this concept is not always valid if the
risks being considered are confined to a narrow area. For example,
society could presumably free itself from the specific risks engendered
in the generation and use of electricity by abandoning the generation of
electricity. This course of action would, however, engender other risks
quite likely of a larger magnitude, so that societal safety would not
necessarily be enhanced.
Most people recognize, at least on reflection, that there is no such thing
as a zero risk activity in a man's experience. Nature (or man) has not
been able to make even the necessary acts of breathing and eating foolproof -- upwards of a thousand people die in this country each year due
to "inhalation or ingestion leading to obstruction and suffocation"
(Ref. 2). Thus, people are always at risk from many sources. and they
must constantly cope with risk. As noted in the previously cited
National Academy of Engineering report (Ref. 1):
"There is nothing new in the statement that man must cope with
risks. In making decisions affecting his safety, man makes
judgments, whether explicitly or not, in which he compares the

costs, the benefits, and the risks involved. The decisionmaking process is incredibly complex. The decision maker is
often confronted with an array of factors the extent of which
he may not even know; but even if known, he may not be able in
many instances to control them."
From learning and experience, each individual has his own particular
notions of the relative magnitudes of the risks to whIch he may be
exposed, but these are generally not quantitative nor necessarily
perceived in the order of ranking in which a more formal assessment
might place them. Reactions to a given risk, therefore, do vary
considerably from one person to another.
A major task in the developing cost-risk-benefit analysis methodology is
to define terms in a manner which will permit costs, risks and benefits
to be impartially compared. The definitions given in the following
section are not in general use, but are suggestive of the kinds of,
definitions that will need to be adopted on a generally agreed upon
basis.
6.2.1

Benefit, Risk and Cost Definitions

Benefit is the expected gain (measured in appropriate units) per year,
or other unit of time, to a person or to a population from a given
source. For the generation of electricity, the direct product of value
to society is electrical energy, commonly measured in units of kilowatthours of electricity (kwhe). A kwhe generated from one source of energy
(e.g, coal) has characteristics identical with a kwhe from any other
source (e.g., nuclear fission), and it is convenient to define a unit of
benefit as a opecified number of kilowatt-hours of electricity generated
per year. Other benefits can be ascribed to the generation of electricity,
but will not be included in this discussion (e.g., the benefits of the
industry to the national economy, gainful employment of those involved in
deSign, construction, operation of facilities, distribution of electricity,
etc.; the benefits of the availability of electric energy on a widescale
basis as opposed to non-availability).
A dictionary definition of risk is "the possibility of loss or injury to
people and preperty". A more useful definition for cost-risk-benefit
assessment may be "the expected detriment-per-year to a person or to a
popUlation from a given cause". The latter definition emphasizes the
need to express risk quantitatively. In the context of cost-risk-benefit
assessment, societal risk may be defined as the total risk* to society
from those activities involved in producing the benefit. Where applicable,
this includes risk of insults to the environment, or risks arising from
such insults. Thus, for the generation of electricity, risk assessment
*Including what may be called the noraal, "everyday" risks and the
risks from infrequent, but large consequence accidents as discussed
in Section 6.4.
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Should include: (a) risk of death or injury to miners of coal, uranium
ore, etc., as weil as immediate and future detriments from the mining
operation to the environment and to the general public, and similar
considerations for b) the shipment of the mined material and subsequent
preparation for use in the power plant, c) transportation of fuel to the
power plant, d) operation of the power plant, e) distribution of electric
energy, f) transportation and disposition of spent fuel or wastes, etc ••
In the same context, the term 'cos~ includes the direct expenditures of
funds and other resources needed to produce the benefit, measured in
common units (e.g., dollars). It also includes monetary values of the
expected detriments to people and to the environment resulting from all
of the activities involved in producing the benefit (e.g., loss of life,
injury, oil spills, etc.) insofar as it may be possible to place a dollar
value upon them which would be a meaningful index of their value to
society. There are obvious difficulties involved in placing monetary
values on things or events that have traditionally been viewed as
intangible or non-quantifiable (e.g., the value of human life), and
there are obvious difficulties in recognizing and quantifying the effects
of present-day activities on future generations.
The identification and quantification of the benefits, risks and costs of
auy major activity (such as the generation of electricity) in the broad
societal sense, and the synthesis of such values into a comprehensive
analysis for decision making, is a goal which has not yet been reached.
With the growing interest and effort now directed to developing information and techniques for such analyses, however, one may expect some
fairly rapid developments in this area. At the present time, emphasis in_
exploratory work is being placed on the assessment of societal risks as a
prerequisite to other assessments, and the following portions of this
chapter will be oriented accordingly.
6.2.2

Statistical Data and its Use in Assessing Risk

The basic raw material for future risk assessment in the societal sense
is the counting and compilation of actual events (earthquakes; accidental
injuries and fatalaties, fires, etc.) for a large social group and
geographic area, such as the u.S. and its population. Such statistics
are gathered in great detail on a national scale in the U.S., and
compilations are issued annually -- as for example, the "Accident Facts"
publications of the National Safety Council (Ref. 3) or the "Statistical
Abstract of the United States," published by the Department of Commerce
(Ref. 2), and many others.
Table 6-1, compiled from "Accident Facts," displays some selected accident
fatality statistics for the U.S. over a period of years. In addition to
total numbers of fatalities by accident category, the table displays the
rates (numbers of fatalities per 100,000 resident pOpulation). Inspection
of the rate figures indicates rather small changes from year to year in
most accident fatality rates and thereby provides a basis for guessing the
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Table 6--1

Some U. S. Accident Death Statistics

1967-1970

*

Number per 100,000 of resident
population

--.2ccldent

Total Deaths

.!2ll 11968 !ill. 1970
53,100 ;55,200 :';6,400 ~4,800

1967
26.8

1968

!ill.

illQ

-Mutor Vehicle

27.6

27.9

26.9

9,000 17,500

10.0

10.0

9.4

8.6

Fil Us

I
19,800 r9,900

fires, burns

7,7007,500 7,100 6,700

3.9

3.8

3.5

3.3

Drowning

6,800 7,400

7,300 7,300

3.4

3.7

3.6

3.6

Firearms

2,800 2,600 2,600 2,300

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.1

Poisoning

2,400 2,400

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.5

2,500 3,000

ataclysm

155

129

NA

NA

0.08

0.06

NA

NA

Lig',tnlng

110

162

NA

NA

0.06

0.08

NA

NA

From "Accident. Facts" (ref. 2)

NA

c

not yet available iram this
source.

Table 6-2
Some U. S. Accirient Death Statistics - 1967. 1968

_.Ac<:.ident

Motor Vehicle

.

Falle .

Probability of
Dea th . De.r Pers.on. Aer Year

Total De3th.s

.!2ll

1968

1968

53,100

55,200

2.7 x 10.4

2.8 x 10.4

19,800

19,900

1.0

10.4

1.0 x 10-4

.!2ll
:It

Fires, burns

7,700

7,500

3.9 x 10·5

Drowning

6,800

7,400

3.4 x 10. 5

3.7 x 10- 5

FirearmS

2,800

2,600

1.4 x 10- 5

1.3 x 10- 5

Poisoning

2,400

2,400

1.2 x 10. 5

1.2 x 10- 5

Cataclysm

155

129

8

10. 7

6 x 10- 7

Lightning

no

162

6 x 10. 7

8 x 10. 7
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:It

3.8

:It

10.5

approximate number of fatalities in each category for a year or so into
the future, with some confidence that the guesses will be reasonably close
to reality.
Table 6-2 repeats the accident data for the year 1967 and 1968, but disp1ays
the rates in terms of a "probability of death per person per year." This
mode of expression of rate is frequently used in analyzing risks mathematically. These probabilities are really the same as the 1967 and 1968 rates
in Table 6-1, but they are expressed in "notation in powers of ten" and they
assume a different "name." A few words of explanation are in order for
those readers who are not familiar with the mathematical expression of
probability, and are given in the "Notes for Section 6.2.2."
In using numbers such as those displayed in Table 6-2. one must insist on
knowing all of the assumptions, expressed or implied, associated with the
number. To do otherwise might result in misinterpretation and misuse of
the data. As an example, consider the number of fatalities from falls as
listed in Table 6-2. A person consulting such a table at the end of 1967
might have concluded that his risk, as a member of the u.S. population, of
sufferi:g a fftal fall in the next year was "one c~ance in 10,000" (1.e.,
1 z 10- • 10,000 ). -Actually, the number 1 x 10- was derived from the
number of fatalities counted during 1967, and to use the number to predict
future risk involves the assumption that the rate will remain the same,
among other things (in this case, it did remain the same in 1968). Also,
such use of the number involves the tacit assumption that all members of
the U.S. population are equally exposed or susceptible to the risk. This
is rarely true in human events.
Indeed, more detailed examination of the 1967 data (in Ref. 3) by age group
shows that about 3 out of 4 (actually 73%) of the fall fatalities were
people of age 65 and over. Thus, the risk to persons under 65 years of age
is evidently much smaller than the risk to persons at age 65 and over, and
the risk of death for either group must certainly be different than the
1 x 10-4 implied by averaging the fatalities over the total population:
Deaths by Falling
1967

per 100,000
in Age Group

N~er

Probability of Death
per Person per Year
(in age group)

*

19,800 total

10*

1 x 10-4

14,454 at age 65 and over

75

7.5 x 10- 4

5,346 at ages below 65

3

* for

total population
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3 x 10-5

DRAFT

Notes for Section 6.2.2
In a "one-winner" lottery with a million ticket holders, and assuming a
random selection of the winner, each ticket holder has the right to expect
an equal chance of winning, but he will also know that his chance is only
"one in a million". In the mathematics of probability, this chance is expressed by the fraction:
1
which can also be written as 1 x 10- 6
1,000,000
or 0.000001, each being understood to mean a probability of one in a million.
Similarly, an accident fatality rate, for example, counted at 27 persons per
hundred thousand per year can be expressed as
27
= 27 10~5 = 2 7
100
000
x
• x
-4
.,
10
and so on. If it is assumed that all persons in the population have equa~
exposure to the risk of death from the type of accident under consideration,
then it can also be considered that the numbers mean, "27 chances* of death
per year per 100,000 exposed persons," or "2.7 chances per year per 10,000 exposed persons," or even "0.27 chances per 1,000". The fractional nurribers obtained in this manner obviously have no physical meaning by themselves (since
only a whole person dies), but they can be easily related to whole numbers of
fatalities, and they are useful in mathematical analyses of risk. To see why
the name of this kind of fraction is as stated in Table 6-2, one need only
note the following:
'
The rate of 27 fatalities per)
year per 100,000 population )

= 27
= 2.7
=

of death Eer
100,000 (persons)

~chances

~ear)

x 10- 4 ~chances of death Eer
(one person)
1

~ear)

2.7 x 10- 4 chances of death per year
per person

Thus, the fractional number can be called the probability of death per person
per year, with the understandings and assumptions stated above.

*

In using the word "chance" in this context, it must be recognized that its
precise meaning is that 27 persons per 100,000 population did die from a
given kind of accident during a year's time, and we are now perceiving that
the individual chance of death was 27 x 10-5 = 0.00027 or about 1 in 3,700.
If we assume, or have reason to believe, that the rate will continue unchanged into the future, then we may also assume, or believe, that individua~
chances will remain the same.
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Though risks are bome unequally within an exposed population, a sufficiency
of data frequent1y permits fairly precise projections of risk without
knowledge as to its distribution among individuals. Insurance risks, for
example, are formulated with good precision from mortality and accident
fre-quency tables for various age groups, based on the "historical" knowledge
that rates change rather slowly in these categories and that factors
influencing changes (e.g. improved roads, advances in medicine) are usually
quite visible and can be taken into account. Forecasts of risk become a
formidable problem when an adequate statistical base is not available, as
will be discussed in section 6.4.

6.2.3

Finding Common Grounds for Comparison of Fatal and Non-fatal Accidents

The risk of premature death by any of the various hazards to which people are
exposed probably is a matter of more emotional concem to the average person
than other CODmon risks (e.g., non-fatal injury or illness from the same
hazards) • On the other hand, the number of disabling injuries per year
resulting from a given hazard frequently exceed the number of fatalities by
factors of 100 to 1,000, and by some standards could constitute a greater
loss to society than the fatalities.
The CODmon measure of non-fatal injury and illness in the societal sense
is the time lost by the individual from normal activities. The units are
man-hours or man-days of lost time. Such lost time data can be related to
costs (dollar losses) to individuals and to society, but only in the sense
of economic loss. HUIIl8D suffering and other personal consequences of lost
time are DOt obviously quantifiable in terms of dollars, except in the
limited sense that courts of justice do allow somewhat arbitrary cash
settlements in those cases where judgements of mSpODsibility for injury
are made.
Deaths from accidents can be expressed in terms of equivalent man-days
lost, although many people may find this distasteful and not consistent with
their personal views OIl this kind of loss. Based on analyses made by the
American National Standards Institute (Ref. 4), a value of 6,000 man-days
has been derived for accident fatalities. This figure applies to all such
fatalities because it represents the "average" fatality and, in effect,
says that age at death for the "average" fatality is such that about 20
years of work potential are lost. This is a number that may have to be changed
from tille to time in the future if the currently perceived pattem changes.
The equating of accident fatalities with lost time is in wide use today,
and 6000 man-days is used extens1vely as a malistic measure of loss. For
DOn-fatal accidents, permanent disabilities are assessed at the full
6,000 man-days (as if a fatality) and permanent partial disabilities are
assessed with proportionately fewer days.
Figures 6-1 and 6-2 are particularly pertinent to the subject of this
report, since they summarize the inJury-fatality mcord of Ale operations
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(all laboratories aDd contractors, but not including military personnel or
ABC licensee eaployees) over the initial 28 years of these activities
(Ref. 5). The conventions described above were used in compiling the data,
and the lost days are displayed in terms days lost per million man-hours of
work (severity rate). In Figure 6-1, the AEC severity rate is shown along
with the average for all u.s. industries, the latter having been compiled by
the National Safety Council (NSC). It should be noted that the ABC severity
rate reflects the large _ount of cODstruction work during the early World War
II years, with its characteristically higher accident rate. Figure 6-2 shows
that the potential hazard of occupational radiation injury has been control1ed
80 successfully that it has proved to be a truly negligible risk in comparison
with other risks, at least as measured in this manner.

6.2.4

Attitudes towards Risk

Before examining the kinds and magnitudes (levels) of risks that may be
associated with nuclear power in the societal sense, it may be useful to
consider briefly the question: ''How safe is safe enough?" Certainly,
there should be a high degree of agreement between a society and agencies
making decisions in its behalf as to what constitutes an acceptable level
of risk. This question, and related questions as to priorities in efforts
(including the expenditure of public funds) to make things safer in a
world full of risks are most vexing. The discussion in the follOWing
paragraphs is confined to a narrow area of risk (i.e., personal risk in
common accidents) but may be suggestive of attitudes on a wider basis.
It has been noted (Otway and Erdmann, Ref. 6) that there is an apparent
consistency in public attitudes towards familiar risks, such as those
listed in Table 6-2. The probabUit1es per person per year listed for
the various kinds of accidents are, in this case, identical with the risk
of death from the accidents cODsidered. As pointed_~ut in the reference,
accidents providing a death risk of the order of 10
per person per year
to the general public* are difficult to find. When a risk approaches
this level, immediate action is taken to reduce the hazard. This level
of accident fatality risk 1s evidently unacceptable to everyone.

-4

At an accident risk level of 10' per person per year, people are evidently
less inclined to concerted action, but are willing to spend money to contro1
the hazard. Money is spent for traffic contro~; fire departments are maintained; fences are built to prevent falls. Safety slogans popularized for
accidents in this category show an element of fear (e.g., "the life you save
may be your own").

-5

.

Risks at a level of 10
per person per year are still recognized in an
active sense.' Parents warn their children about these hazards (e.g.,
drowning, firearms, poisoning) and people may accept a certain amount of
*Risks of this order are not uncODlDOD in some sports and in some industria1
activities, when measured for the limited groups at risk (i.e., exposed to
the hazards involved).
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inconvenience to avoid such risks. Safety slogans for these risks have a,
precautionary ring: "never swim alone"; "never leave medicines within a
child's reach".
-6
Accidents having a probability of the order of 10
(or less) per person
per year are evidently not of great concern to the average person. He
may be ~are of these accidents. but feels that they will not happen to
him. WheD he hears of such an accident, he may even feel that, to an
exte~t, it is the result of stupidity ("everyone knows you shouldn't stand
under a tree during a lightning storm"). Phrases associated with these
hazards have an element of resignation: "an Act of God."

These qualitative observations suggest unacceptable public accident fatality
risk at levels of 10-3 , and higher. per person per year, negligible at 10-6
and lower, and acceptable to varying degrees for risks falling between
these levels. As a matter of fact, more comprehensive and systematic
studies of risks tend to confirm these simple obseivations to a surprising
degree, while revealing (not unexpectedly) that the assessment of public
attitudes toward risk involves a number of complex and perplexing factors
(Ref. 1, 7).
It has been pointed out, for example, that some members of the public (if
not most) accept what they consider to be voluntary risks at considerably
higher apparent risk levels than they will accept from involuntary risks
(i.e •• those risks for which they feel they have no personal control or
choice) • " . •• As one would expect. we are loath to let others do unto
us what we happily do to· ourse1 ves" (Ref. 1).

-2

The rate of death fmm' disease (about 10
or about 1 out of 100 persons
per year in the U.S.) has been proposed as an index of the upper limit
of acceptabUity of risk on a voluntary basis (C. Starr, Ref. 1). As
DOted in the reference, the risk of death in most sporting activities
is surprisingly close to the risk of . death from disease - almost as
though, in sports, the individual's subconscious computer adjusted his
courage· and allowed him to take risks associated with a fatality level
equaling, but not exceeding, the statistical mortality due to involuntary
exposure to disease.
Apart from the question of voluntary VB. involuntary risk, these studies
point to the degree of public acceptance of a risk as being keyed to what
the public perceives its associated benefits to be. This is shown
schematically in Figure 6-3 (Ref. 1 and 7). The .figure shows the relation
between the per capita. beDefits of a system, expressed in arbitrary units,
and the acceptable risk expressed as probability of death per year per
person. The highest level of acceptable risks has been taken as the normal
U.S. death rate from disease, as suggested above; the lowest level for
reference is taken as the risk of death from natural events -- lightning,
flood, earthquakes, insect and-:nake bites, etc. (about one death per
year per million people, or 10
per person).
*per capita of the exposed population.
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As suggested in F:1gure 6-3, an averaged involuntary risk may be cOD.sidered

"excessive" if it exceeds the incidence rate of disease, "high" if it
approaches it, "moderate" 1£ the risk is about 10-100 t1JDes less, "low"
if it appmaches the level of natural hazards, and "negligible" if it
is below this. Events in these last two levels of risk have historically
been treated with resignation by people in general -- perhaps in
recognition of their relatively minor impact on societal welfare as
compared to the effort required to avoid the risk.
The tentative caoc1usiao emerging fmm these kinds of caosiderations is
that any risk created by a new sOcio-technical system (such as nuclear
power) will pmbably be generally acceptable ("safe enough") if the risk
level. in eombination with the perceived benefit level, falls into the area
below the curve in Figure 6-3 or some similar curve. Obviously t such a
tentative conclusion is open to debate and subject to modification as
sre insight is gained in this complex area of inquiry.
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6.3

COMPARATIVE SOCIETAL RISKS FROM THE GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY
BY VARIOUS MEANS

As suggested in Section 6.2.1. the identification and 88sesaaeot of the
societal risks associated with the generation of electricity require a _
ezamiuation of all activities involved in its production - fr_ the
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a1Din, of the ea.eray resources through the ult:f.llate disposal of waste
products. Th:f.s:f.s a large aDd cOlllplu task to which significant effort
has onlyrecea.tly been directed. Very few results aDd conclusiOll8 are
yet avd.lable in publ:f.shed reports. The various el__ts of the task
are beinl a&II:f.ned aad assessed with:f.n the ABC (Ref. 8) and elsewhere (e.a ••
Ref. 7, 9), however, ancl a fer ObsenatioM on the status of such work
rill be . .de here. 'lbe CGlalOn, "everyday" variety of risks are conaiclered
:f.n this section of the chapter. III Section 6.4, the magnitude of rub
from the "uceed:f.ngly low probability/large cODSequence" type of eVeDt
rill be coasiderecl.
6.3.1

Basic Approach and Examples of Comparative Compilatioaa

The objective of .uch of the work in progress :f.s to find, campile and
... es. data OIl fatalities, injuries, illness88, 8IlvirOll1lental insults.
etc., which are 1ncurrecl in all of the activities needed to produce the
benefit (i. e. t electricity) and to relate these to the benefit. In
principle, when all activities cOIlIItituting a particular mode of geDeratina electricity are analyzed ancl added in COlll101l 1IIlits, the result i.
a measure of the "price" that society pays in addition to the direct
ecODOmic costs of th:f.sbenefit.

As an example of the general approach ancl the problems encountered at this
early stage of 1nquiry, an a.s ....ant of that portion of the societal
"price" attributable to occupational hazards in the fos.il and nuclear
electric fuel cycles rill be sUlllllarized. This assessment :f.8 taken from an
ABC study (Ref. 8) which is not yet complete, so that the results reported
here are not complete in all respects. In the referencecl study, the unit
of benefit is taken as the electric energy produced by a 1000 MWe plant
per normal operating year (i.e., the equivalent of full power production
about 75% of the time). or about 6.6 billion electric kwh per year. The
production. of this amount of electric energy requires the mining of about
2.3 1II11lion tons of coal, the production of 10 million barrels of 011.
or 64 billion cubic feet of natural 1&8, or the min1ilg of about 9800 toaa
of uramUil ore (130-150 tons of natural uran:f.um· . . .sureel .. the metal).
all on aD annual basi.. No attempt is made 1n the AlC study (Ref. 8) to
determ:f.lle the absolute societal value, 1il dollars, of a umt of electrical
.eray.
Fiaure 6-4a is a bloc~ cliaaram representing the uraniu. fuel cycle for
light water DUclear power plants in .ufficient detail to focus on the
sip:f.ficaDt areas of occupational hazarcl in this fuel cycle. Incluclecl
in the figure are the annual material flows pro-rated to the aanual
support of a 1000 MYe light vater reactor. The 1970 uranium production
figur_ show about 54% of the uraniu. cOIling frOil underground m:f.nes. ancl
the balance fro. surface llinea. This detail :f.s needed for both uruaiua
ancl coal because the ha.ards ..sociated with undergrOUllCl. va. surface
Iduna are quite cliffereDt in both cuu.
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FIGURE 6-4a

THE LIGHT WATER REACTOR FUEL CYCLE
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FIGURE 6-4b

lJottoa Ash
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THE COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT FUEL CYCLE

S1milarly, Figure" 6-4b 1s an equivalent blockdiagr8lll for the coal fuel
cycle. In 1970, about 600 mUliOll tons of coal were m1ned, about 56%"
coaing froll UDclerground mines sd the balance frca surface mines. Recorda
also show that SS% of all mined coal VeDt to utUities for the generation
of electricity, sel the proportions coming to the utUities froa under-"
ground a:ul strip ~DeS are also known. With this kind of information,
it is possible to take the reported accident rates (e.g., fatalities and
DOll-fatal injuries) for the appropriate bozes in the Figures 6-4a anel 6-4b
sd to calculate a pro-rata" share for the generation of 6.6 billion kWh
of electricity with urani_ sd coal. * On repeating this process for oil
mel gas fuel cycles, ana obtains sets of n_bers as shown ill Tables 6-3
sd 6-4.**Us1ng the convention of 88signing 6,000 lII8Il-days to accicleDt
fatalities "sd the reported non-fatal accident severity rate to estimate
lII8Il-days lost, these nWDbers are cClllbined ad displayed graphically in
Figure 6-S.
The iIlfonaation displayed in Figure 6-S is a retrospective asses_ant of
occupatioDal safety, baaed OIl accident statistics, labor productivity, fuel
production and processing figures typical of a period 1965-l970. Injury
rates have been wcluced to the s _ basia, i.e., 6.6 bUlion kilowatt hours
of electrical anergy, in order to render th_ comparative aDd additive.
An'independent aases_ant (Ref. 9) using data averaged over the years "
1965-l969 bAa revealed s1milar waults.
'the data s.-.rized in Figure 6-S for the occupational hazarcla in the
various fuel cycles do not include the occupational health hazards of
''black lung" (coal vorkers' pne_ocOlliosis vhich may result frOll chl'ODic
inhalation of fine coal dust) aDd malignancies vhich may result frCllll
occupation8l. qpGsure to radiation. By using the nWDbers derived frOll "
linear extrapolation, discussed in section 4.l.S of Chapter 4.0, upper
limits for the oCcurrence of malignancies froa low levels" of ionizing
radiation __y be 88suaed for the average of __ ured occupational doses "
as shown in Table 6-Sa.*** British data OIl "black 1ung" incidence 8IIlOIlg
coal miners, including the reduced incidence observed since dust abatement
procedures vere put into practice in British coal mf.nes, provides a basis
for the numbers sbDwll in Table 6-Sb (Ref. 10). Caaparable statistics have
not been caapUed for U.S. coal miners. The" data of Tables 6-Sa and 6-Sb
vere not includ8d in Figure 6-S, because additionally needed data Ob ~he
consequences of these hazarcla(degrees of disabUity or ntllber of fatalities
directly attributable to them) vere not available to COIlvert the iIldicatecl "
iDcidence rates to compatible units (i.e., . .-days lost).
It should be borne in mind thatauch asses_ants aa the occupational
health and safety analysis discussed above, are transient. at best. Conditions and 88S1lRPtiona can change drastically 88 nev technologies are
*For si1lplicity, a rule-of-thUlib of SO% underground pmeluction vas aaa_d
for both uranium sd coal.
**Injuries at oil fielcla and" refineriesvere apportioned a.ona the
refinelJ proelucts OIl a B'J.'U-c:cmtant basis.
***Genetic effecta, which may also b• •att.ated, 1I8re Dot lDcU.ucled ill the
draft _Cerial (lef.. 8) reported here.
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Table 6-3
OCCUPATICtiAL FATALITIES DUE TO ACCIDENTS*
(Fatalities per 1000 MWe plant year**)

w

Fossil
Cea .Q!.! !!!!.
0.96 0.06 0.02
0.02 0.04

m

Nuclear

M

0.09
0.09
Mining
0.003
0.003 MilliDg
0.0003 0.0002 Convers1oD
0.001 0.001
Enricbl8ent
0.0004 0.0005 Fabricat :loll
0.0001 0.0001 lleproces.1ng
Transportation
O.OS 0.03 0.02
0.002
0.002
Transportation
Power Plant Operation. 0.03 ~ 0.03
0.01
Power Plant Operation
0.01
Totals
1.1 0.16 0.07
0.1
0.1
Totals
*From1965-l970 Injury Bates and Production Data.
**Basis: 1000 MWe Power Plant generating 6.6 Billion Kilowatt Hours of
Electricity, at 751 Capacity Factor.
Mining/Pumpi.
Fuel ProcessiDg

Table 6-4
OCCUPATIONAL NON-FATAL INJURIES DUE TO ACCIDENTS*
(Injuries per 1000 MWe Plant Year**)
Foss 11
Nuclear
£2!! Q!! !!!!.
oM
.mm
Mining/Pumping
39.8 7.S 2.5
3.6
3.3
Mining
0.7 3.0
rue 1 Process1DS
0.99
0.85
M1l1iDg
0.028 0.026 Conversion
0.18
0.16
Enric ....nt
0.26
0.31
Fabrication
0.079
0.092
lleprocessiDg
Transportation
5.1 1.1 1.3
0.045 0.045
Transportation
Power Plant Operation
1.2 1.2 1:!
Power Plant Operation
1.3
1:1
Totals
46.8 12.8 5.0
6.5
6.1
Totals
*From 1965-1970 Injury Rates and Production Data
**Basis: 1000 MWe Power Plant generating 6.6 Billion lCiloWatt Hours of
Electricity, at 751 Capacity Factor.
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Table 6-5 a
Occupational Health Risks in the Uranium Fuel Cycle

Occupational
Dose

twa

0.4 man-ra~5)
MWe-Yr

Plant

Reprocessing
Plant
Uranium Mine

0I

N

o

1.25 man-raJ5)
tons
uran:fium

~etrl,c

.
Norma li za tim
Factor (4)
750 MWe-Yr
30 Metric
tons
uranium

1.3 (~) man/WJl11
tons U30S

Normalized
Occupational
Dose

Risk.

Expected Occurrences
Per 1000 MWe
Reactor per Year
___(or_der of magnitude)

jOO man-rad

0.0001 malignancy/rad(l) (6)

0.03 malignancies

38 man-rad

0.0001 malignancy/rad(l) (6)

0.004 malignancies

0.0001 lung malignancyl
WJl1{1)
.

0.01 lungmalig.

SO Metric(3) 104 man-WJl1
tons U3 QS

(1) Whole body dose; estim8ted urper limit

(3)

(2) WJl1 - working level mon~hj 4·WJl1/yearj
3 MT U30Shniner-year.

160 MTU30 S required for one 1000 MWe UlR per year;
50% underground mining.

(4)

Basis:

Fuel cycle requirements are those of one
1000 MWe plant operating for one year at
75% load factor.

(5) estimates based on the following:
(i)

Report of the. United Nations

(H)

"The Centralization of Occupational Radiation Exposure Information" a report by the Assistant for
Workmen's Cqupensation and Radiation Recordli of the USAEC's experience 1970. Office of Workmen's
compensatio~and Radiation Records, Office bf the General Manager,USAEC, Washington, D.C.

(Hi)
(6)

ScientificCOIlI$Iittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, to.be published.

best available unpublished information for reprocessing plants.

esj:imates based on the following:
(1)

Dophin. G. W.. , et. al., in Proc. of·a Seminar on Environmental Contamination by Radioactive
Materi4ls, March 24~28. 1969. pp. 241-254. lABA. Vienna (1969).

(H)

International CODDIlission of Radiological Prptection, .ICRP Publication 8. Pergamon Preu.
Oxford (l96!l).

(Hi)

Internationa:1Commission of Radiological PrPtection, ICRP Publication 14, P~rgamon Pre •• ,
Oxford (1966.).

(7) . Lundin. r.I., at. al., Department of Health Edueauon and Welfare. PubUc Health Service. Rationel
Institute lOT Occupational Safety, Rational Institute of Environmental Sclence JOint Monograph

10. l,(June 1971),

Table 6-5 b.
Occupational Health Risks in the Coal Fuel Cycle
Incident
Rate
Simple
Pneumoconiosis
N

Massive
Fibrosis

-4

Norma lizat ion
Factor (1)

'

2 cases/lOOO manyr(2)

2.5 x 10
man-yr/
ton coal

0J)2 casesllOOO(2)
man-yr

2.5 x 10
man-yrl
t;on coal

G\

...•

Inverse
Productivity

-4

Ex'pected Cases per 1000
MWe Plant Per Year '

1.2 million tonI!!

0.7

1.2 million tons

0.007

Coal requiremepts for one lQOO MWe coal-,firedplantoper~ting for ore
year at 75% load factor. A~sume 50";t of coal frOm underground mining.

(1)

Basis:

(2)

Estimated rate with dust ab.tement, based on U. K. experience, .ref:Jethro Gough
Statement to Senate Subcommittee on: Lab~T in Hearings on Coal M~ne Health and
Safety, Part 3, Washin~ton D. C. (1969).

installed, as new health and safety measures are imposed. For example,
siDee 1970 accidental fatalities in bituminous coal miDes, on a permillion-tOIl baais, have been reduced practically in half, owing to the
implementation of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.
The average fatality rate for the period 1964 to 1970 was -0.45 fatalities
per million tons (Ref. 11). The rate reported by the National Coal
Association (Ref. 12) for 1972 was 0.26 fatalities per million tons. In
spite of the chaDging nature of such risk studies as outlined in this
section, these 8D&1yses do provide perspective, aDd reveal order of
magnitude aDd relative importaDce of the occupational hazards of the
COIIlpeting fuel cycles.
6.3.2

Problema to be Resolved

the asaes8llleDt of occupational risks will evidently prove to be the
easiest part of cost-risk-benefit aDalysis of alternate meaDS of producing
electricity. this is partly because of the relatively good records kept
for the health aDd safety of industrial workers, at least in recent years,
aDd partly because the consequences of industrial hazards are easily
identified with the source-. This is frequently not the case for the more
or less involuntary risks to which the general public is exposed as a mau1t
ofiDdustrial activities. For example, a risk of immediate cmcern to the
public stems from atmospheric pollutants issuing from electric generating
plants, particularly oxides of sulfur, nitrogen aDd hydrocarbons from
the burning of fossil fuels ad the low levels of radiation from nuclear
plant effluents. As sblwm in table 6-6, however, similar concerns arise
from several other sources, largely resulting from the burning of fossil
fuels in other applications (e.g., automobUes) Ref. 13). to this DUSt be
added the further complication that particulate matter in the atmosphere
combines with the noxious chemicals arising from the burning of fossil
fuels to intensify their effect m people (Ref. 14).
- Figure 6-6 (based on information in Ref. 7 8Ild 15) sUDallarizes avaUable
information concerning the principle air po11ut8llts issuing from electric
generating p1aDts: radioactive materials, sulfur dioxide (S02) and oxides
of nitrogen (NOx ). For each of these materials, the range of measured
levels of exposure to the public are indicated in Figure 6-6. It should
be noted, however, that societal action (e.g., legislation for cleaD air
staDdards, use of low-sulfur oil 8Ild coal, abatement procedures, etc.)
is gradually bringing such levels down. See Figure 6-7, from Ref. 15.
the small ~unt of enviroamental radioactivity resulting from the
lOutine operation of nuclear fael1ities is (aDd is expected to remain)
a very small addition to natural background levels. the societal risk
attributable to such small additional exposure to the general public is
believed to be exceedingly small. On the other hand, atmospheric sulfur
dioxide cmcentrations have occasionally extended far into the concentration
range where serious clinical effects are perceivable, particularly in highly
industrialized urban areas. Indeed, the effects of such atmospheric
po11utaDts become dramatically visible during episodic events, such as
a temperature inversion over an urbaD area which results in a temporary
buildup of pollutant concentrations.
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Table 6-6.
SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION IN THE U. S. (1970).
IQaaatlt7 ....m..... of to... _

,.... Estimates)

Carboa
_

Hydro- Partiecarbons - alates

Sulfur
oDd.

NltrapD
oDdes

OIIde
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21.1
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a.1
.11
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8.1
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8oun:e: U.S. Environmental Protection ApDC}'. unpubllsbed data.

Table 6-7.
INVENTORY LAND USE
(Acres during Service Life of a 1000 MWe Power Plant.)
FossU
Kin in~IPllIIlP.ing (3)
File1 Processing

Waste Disposal
trarisportation
Power Plant Operation
totals·

Basis:

Nuclear

~

ill

~

~

~

24,000
100

70
100

90
30

850
12-42
2-20
6-15
63
112
(2)

850
12-42
2-20
6-15
63
112
(2)
NA

(1)
NA

1.200
25,300

S

S

NA

110

NA

24.0
310

lQQ

--.!QQ

400

430

1,500

~,500

1000 MWe Power Plant
75% Capacity Factor

Kining (3)
KU llng (4)
Conversion
Enrichment
Fabrica tion
Reprocessing
Waste Disposal
transportation
Powe~ 'lant Operation
Totals

S "" Small

NA

= Not

applicable

(1)

Coal ash waste disposal area committed for 30 year power plant life
is included in Power Plant Operation.

(2)

Rad-waste disposal area committed for 30 year power plant life is
included in Reprocessing.

(3)

Land disturbance - commitment for 30 year power plant life is included.

(4)

Land commitment for U-mine tailings, for 30 year power plant life,
is inc luded.
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0.0

DudAI the wont of sucla 1Imu:s:l.oaa/pollut10R epl80des, pract1call, every
GpOs" penoa sbov• •1p. of 1rr.t.tat1oa (e.I., watery eye.). the _re
.uacept1ble people requlre ho.p1tal1zatloD for treatMat of . . . ae_n
.,.,to., .... the _t.uacept1ble bec:oae fata1f.tle.. The. api80tiC
....t. an a .ource of 1afonat:lo1l for evaluat10a of the tinct c __ queace. to huaaa of ace_1ft pollut_t CClDceIltratioaa fa tlw atIlOIIphere.
the ca• • of reaplratory allaellt. or death. fa ace.. of thoa. llOmall.y
_pectecl prori4e at la_t a IOUlh ladez of these COIlaeqwmce..
OIl
thi. acI other Idncla of data.1IlvolY1aa hlah CClDceIltrat:lou of pollut_t.,
__ att...,t. haft beeD __ to clerive a ....ral nlat::I.ORahlp bet....
exposure _d effecta, exteacUaa to low COIlceatratloDa "hen .ucIa cause
_d effect are DDt . .Uy cIlscem_le (Iaf. 7, 9). ODe sucla cornlat::I.oD
baa be_ .ed.lD a atudy of ri.ks frca oll-fired el.ctric a-eratlaa
plat. ( ... S.ct:loll 6.4.2 _d 1af.1'8Ilce 7, App_cIix VI).

B_.

rable 6-7 briDa. together the eatilaatecl lacl us. per 1000 Ill. plat
operatlaa CD the various fuel cycles (Ief. 8). Thi. 1a the _y part of
1acl 11Ipact 88. . . .t. BeyORcl the.. type. of ll\Dben, CDe is cCDfroated
with a bevilcleriAa mel c:oaplex array of pot_tial pre.eat mel future
.ffect. reaultillg frca such lael use: aubsicleDce (aill1dDg) of lael
over m:l.Deel areu, pollut101l frca floocllag mel/or elraluage fl'Oll 1I1De.,
chages ill water elralD... patt.ma naultiDg fram surface 1Il1li.Dg, etc.
Qulte appareatly, __y . .-yean of effort w111 be zequinel ill studi•• ,
r ....rch aDd 8D&ly.i. to arrive at quat1tative la.1gbt ••
6.3.3

So.e reat_i". CcaclusiOR.

What has b _ cllecus.eel ill the preceelilla paragraph. ie the risk-ua. ._ _ t

port:loll of a _r. or l . .s forll8l approach to the . . . .-.at of coat-r:1.kbeDefit for several avaU_le .odes of ...erat:iIll electricity GIl a large
acale. PrelildDary work CORfina what _ght haw beeD _ticipateel: the
teak i. forldclable _eI ls b...t with cllff1cult proble_. If the purpo.e
of the tuk 1. to obtAIl absolute value. for aocietal coats. thm th:1. i.
a SOal that ca probably aaly be approachecl _eI Dever fully aclaievecl.
011 a COIIParative baa:1a. it caa prob_ly b. cODclucleci fro. the eviclellc:e at
haDcI that the wative patten nvealeel ill Fipre 6-5 gaDerally .., be
aaiDtaiae4 88 .ore arua of societal ri.k .....__t yielel quatitativa
Whatever societal cletdaeDt. an 88sociated with the occupat:1oaa1
health rieka (rable 6-5), _n will SO to coal thaD to other fuel cycle.
(e.I., about _
cue of black l_g em be ezpecteel ill 88sociatioavitla
the . . . .t of coal _cIeel for 1 year'. operat1oa of • 1000 lIWe plat; ill.
CDIIP&ri8OD, Moat 0.04 _li.....cy. aaag occupat1oaal workere i8 iaclicatecl
for the ..ouat of urmi_ _cIecl for . . year's operat:1OD of a 1000 MIle
auc:le.r pl_t). S1ailarly, the h:1gheat pro-rata .ban of &tII08pJlaric
poUut:loa goe. to coal bumiDg, MZt to oil ad la_t to Batural au _ .
tIae f.aU fuel cycle.. LacI.e facton . . cmawbellllDaly laraer for
the coal cycla tha the othem. 'rhua ale ca ezpect the heialat of the

Yal....

*Statecl dUfenrat1y, _ upper U.lIlt of _out 1 aalipaDcy • •oc:iated
vith ,a 25 year .upply of urmiua for a 1000 .,. Iluclear pl.at.
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bars ill lis.e 6-5 (or 80M s1aUar figure) to sr- coasiderably .. other
societal detrilleDta are addeel, but 11kaly ill the order of 1'.akias a1reacly
perc:e1Yecl, UIll.••• lI8jor _-ses occur ill respect to the various perceiveel

r1ake.*
6.4

ASSBSSHDIT OF TIlE LOW-raOBABn.1TY /BIGH..corSIQUllCETYPB OF Bvmrr

Batura fraq_t1y procluces events with catutrophic coasequ_cea to 1188k.iDcl mel/or to other llv1ag apecies. SiIlSla natural events, sach u
floocla, have m.u1teel in .. l188y .. 900,000 h - . fatalities ill a short
perioel of t1M ill nlative1y mceat Jd.tory (Chilla - 1887 - laf. 16). In
..tem tecbDDlog1ca1 society, MDk1Dcl 18 al80 upoaeel to clus.. of 1I8IllIIIcle d.aka. . . there . . occuiolaally ....n cODaequeac•• ill certain
acc:l.cl_t situatiolUl. TIIu. far, th.lIOnt of ........ catutrophic eveat.
ha.ve extracted nlative1y ama11 CODsequaacea ill cOilpariaou with uatum' s
wont evet., but the potential aiata for ...__acle catutroph. . of
wry large aapitucle ill .ituaticnaa that C8Il at laut be i_giDael.
Public appnbau.:LoD doe. alat for the potential el. . . . the fi.aiola
procluct bventory of a large nuclear power plat coulel cause if releued
to the envlr.-.aC. There is a mCUrreDt ezpre••iOD of ·fear by SOlIe
~er. of the public that __ elay, ao_how, theae p1_Cs are soins to
haft acc:l.clenc. of .uch ....rity· that thousaacla - if DOt 1I111:LoDs - of
people vUl be exposeel to :Lou1z1Dg 1'acllatiou sufficient to cause rielescale
sickneas . . daatb. A reu011able reaponse to this fear ia that such
. .ent. an judgeel to be of auch low probabUity that they fall far into
the ueSl1gibla riak category. The ri.k camaot be saiel to be . .ro,
howaver, _el _ obvious que.tiOD ia: "C_ thia juelpent be .upporteel
with reliable nuaben mpm·• •tiDa the probabUitie. of accident. _el the
u.oclateel ri.ks.,"
While thus have been a few serious accidents with early reactor
faclliti. . (a. . Section 6.4.1), accideats affecciJlg the public health
. . safety have DOt occurreel vith cc.aercia1 nuclear pow.r pl_ts, so
there ia 110 put experlauce (atatistics) to us. ill m_riDs the question.
If auabers repre_tills probabUitiea of .evere accidencs mel .soelateel
risks are ueecleel, th.y ...t be d8cluceel or inf.rrecl by so_ inclinct __s.
The problea is ... of .st1aat1Dg the probab11iti.s of acc1clents that have
bappeuel.

".1'

For the puc dec. . or eo, a n'-'er of 1Dclivlcluala mel groupa - both here
mel abroacl - have b _ ap10rillS _thocla for .stiaatinS such probabUit1ea
for auclear power p1&ta. The malts of the.. eff~rta thus far elo support
the jud.....t that the probabUiti. . of ·seftm acc1deats are aCMCIba1y low.
but fev people are vUllas to accept Cbe nsulcs iVet, as beiDS auffici_tly
ao18Clly bueel as to npm. .t the m1labla n.era be1ag eought. The
. . . .al approach to the pzoblaa uaeel in 80_ mceaC etu.u.es i. describeel
in Section 6.4.2.
*The helP\:! the 'coal bar' in ligun 6-5 coulcl b. l_ereel by about

...-thin

._

tbs bu18 of 1972 elata ill fatal coal IliDiaS 1D.jur:1es.
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6.4.1

S...re Acc1deDt !!peri._ca

There have beeD rqctor acc1c1eDt. iIlvolv1ng core cIaIIqe in a fewexper1aeDta1.
ca.t aDd productioD reactoza both here aDd abroad (production reactor. were
the fir.t kiDd of .1&able reactors built cluriDa World War II ad thereafter
for the production of plutODiua). In additioR. th.re have be. a fe" .
deliberate de.tructive te.t. inapecial reactor facilitie. to ObtaiD iaforJl&tlon about ..r1oua acc1c1eDt aequeace.. Table 6-8i. a collpilatlou of
.uch acclcl.at. or te.t. (bf. 17) .bovill. the at8llt of d....8Dd the raD,_
of apo.un to ioII1zill. radiation .asured for op~rat1a. pezaOllll81 ad
oth.rs. The iDteruted reader w111 fiDd fairly detailed de.criptiOD. of
the -=cUat. iD Baf.rcca 17. ''The Tecba.olo., of Nuclear leactor Saf.ty. II
It v1ll be noted fro. Table 6-8 that the

deare.

of reactor c1aap ra••d
latal1tiu to three
.a1at_aDc:e persOllllel occurred .. a re.ult of the S1.-1 acc1cJeatat the
HatioDal. Beactor Te.t Stat10D ill Iclabo (1961). III all other c..... the
caD. . ...-ce. to people (_tly operatiDg persomael) were upo.urea to ioD1z1D.a
radiation quit. collparable to thos. recei_d ill the COUrs. of
c:I1apo.t1;c
. .teal ad deDtal X-rcy aaa1uatiOils. The W1Ddacala acc1de1lt, wblch oceurred
ill BDgl.... 1D 1957. rel....d a e.tiut.d total of about 20,000 curies of
iodiDe-l31 to the atIIO.pbere over a 24 hour p.riod (Ref. 18). There were DO
fataliti•• , aDd .asunamts . . . at the t i . iDdicat. that radiatioD 4108••
received both by pe1'8OD1lel cop1Dg with the accident ad by the ezpo.ed
population ware aull (Baf. 18 ad 19). UD.der diff.rent c1rcu.ataDce. tha
tho.e surrOUlUltDs th8 Willdacale accideat. th. me..e of 20,000 curie. of
1od1aa-l31 could haft _re ..".re caa&equeace. thaD those uperiaced frea
thi. iDc1deDt.
up to total core _.tructt. 1D .,.. 1D.atac...

.0_

6.4.2

G8Deral

.,mach -

11__41 I.ut Data

Two fairly receDt .tu.cl1u report.d ill th. lit.rature are used _ a . ively
.. a baste for ~ di.cu.1oD iD thte aDd followillg S.ction.. Th••e are
(a) a paper by Oq,ay ad IrclIIIam (Ref. 6) deal1D.S with reactor sitiDg froa
a ri.k poiDt of ~v, ad (b) a paper by Otway, Lohrcl1Dg ad Battat .
(Iaf. 20) which npre• •t. a atea.lOIl ad refiDe_t of the _thodo~.,
Nt forth iD Bafermce 6, as applied to a .peCific re..areb reactor of '
.all power retiDs.*
The basic approach used ill the cited pap.ra, for the probabilistic·

aalyete of poteatiel accidents, i. to ....... nr10ua .eqU8llce. of ewat.

1ead1D& to a racI10active rele... of any size. If the iIlcl1v1dual .vet. iD
the . . . . . . . . .uaca em b. cbaract.ri..d with IaaowIl or estillat.d frequeuei••
of occurr.ce, tIleD the probability of the sequeatial or s1aultaneoU8
~

. . .ral ruder • •kiIlS .ore detailed iIlfonatiOil th_ provided iD
tb1. reportwuld. be well advi.ed to .tan w1I:h thue papen, but .hoUld
a1ao caalllialt _n ncat caatributiou to the literature, such as
refenace 21 ('1'be L-. of COolat Accideat ad the IDvirCllaMllt ..; A
'robUlliatlc Viev). Alao the ark of ,. I.. ramer. UD1ted liAa• •
AtaBc ....rlY ....thority, v1l1 be of 1ate~.t (for -ap1-. Baf. 22).
, . . . . . work apeed the probabil1sticapproacb to auclear power plat
aafety __.....t vId.ch i. curreatly beilla pursued both h.re ad abroad.
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Table 6-8
REACTOR ACe lDENTS INVOLVING CRITICALITY OR REACTIVITY CHANGES

Date
Dec. 1949

Location, name
LASL
(water boiler>
crit, 1944, 1950

Total
Fissions

~-4x 10 16

Cause (C)
Queaching Mechanism (Q)

Person (P)
Radiati.on dose (R)

Damage

(C) Manual withdrawal of 2 contr~1 rods
(Q) Expansion and rise ofneutron
temperature

P-l: R-2.5r gamma

None

(C) Control rod mal-operation,
safety circuit failurecomplex
(Q) Dump of D20 moderator

P-none, except in
clean-up; many P
got "mall doses,
highest 17r, most
less than 3.9r

Core badly damaged,
removed, replaced

22 July 1954 NRTS Idaho BORAX 4.68xlO 18 (C) Estimate of expected
!transient tests 1954)
excursion low
(Q) Steam void disassembly

P-none
R-none

Core destroyed

Hanford Production
Reactor
First one critical
September 1944
29 Nov. 1955 NRTS Idaho EBR-I
Mark-II
Operations in 1951

(C) Water leak changed reactor
pattern, short period occurred
(Q) Control rod changes then
scram

P-none
R-none

Some fuel elements
failed or were
damaged

4.7xl0 17

(C) Estimate of expected re·sults
low - earliest scram attempts
not effective
(Q) Shutoff by second scram;
fuel bowing a factor

P-none
R-minor

Core melted, little
other contamination

Graphiteuranium
fire

(C) Wigner energy release, Uburning triggered by nuclear
overheating
(Q) Flooding'with H2O

P-none serious
R-widespread
radioacti:vit~, milk
over 200 mi area
destroyed

Severe core damage
reactor not rebuilt

12 Dec. 1952 Chalk River, Canada ~.6x 10 20
NRX, criticality 1947,
full power May 1948

3 Oct. 1954

9 Oct. 1957

England-Windscale
Operations in
July 1950

Local
over-

heating

18 Nov. 1958 NRTS - HTRE-3
crit. October 1958

Not known (C) System on auto-control with
faulty instrumentation
(Q) Meltdown slump and/or scram

P-none
R-some site
contamination

Core melted, baaic
system undamaged

24 July 1959 Santa Susannn, Cal.
SRE crit. 1957
at power May 1958

2x 10 19
(in last
minute)

(C) Coolant channel blockage oby
impurities overheating,
perhaps fuel bowing
(Q) Manual scram

P-none
R-release was
"'0.3% of core
activity inventory

12 of 43 elements
melted, core
~emoved and replaced

3 April 1960

Waltz Mill, Pa.
WTR
crit. 1959

Overheat
of one
element

(C) Undercooled, perhaps faulty
fuel- negative auto control
response
(Q) Manual scram

P-none

1 element melted.
1106 to clean up
damage

3 Jan. 1961

NRTS
SL-l
erit. August 1958

1.5x 10 18

(C) Manual withdrawal of central
control rod
(Q) Expansion, boiling, core
evaporation

5 Nov. 1962

NRTS
SPERT I
(destructive tests)

~-minor

release

to site

3P-all fatal
Core des troyed,
R> SOOr/hr in bldg.; vessel rose 9 ft,
in recovery 14P got reactor dismantled
R> 5r

(C) Planned experiment-reaetivity P-none
transient as planned, energy·
R-minor site
release effects more destruc- contamination
tive than planned
(Q) Expansion, steam void, no
melting involved
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Core destroyed
(destruction ~anned
on th is test or next)

occurrence of the events along the assumed pathway may be calculated. By
repeating this process for a luaber of accident sequences of varying severity,
an "accident envelope" may be developed, such as those showu in figures
6-8 _d 6-9. Actually, finding or estimating the separate evat frequenc:l.es
OIl a sound basis is the 1IOst formidable and challenging part of the analysis.
One of the most important data inputs to probablistic analyses of nuclear
power plants is the estimated failure or malfunction rates for individual
systems and components. :rable 6-9 is the particular compilation of such
numbers that was used in the study by Otway and Erdmann (Ref. 6). However,
these numbers were used by the authors primarily to illustrate the
methodology and, as stated by the authors, lithe approximate nature of the
failure rate data in this study precludes any meaningful statistical
,.l'\&J.y.a1a of the results." For example, the rate used for prim~ry pipe
coolant J:Upture was unduly pessimstic, and the number 5 x 10- per year
was used in the follow-on study (Ref. 20), as explained in the note accompanying Table 6-9.
A realistic study of this type for a large nuclear power plant would
involve a very large number of components including piping, pumps, valves,
tanks, electric power components and instrumentation and cODtrol equipment.
Such factors as adequacy of design to cope with common-mode failures and
the implications of inspection, maintenance and repair frequency would
have to be factored into the system and component reliability estimates.
Furthermore, because of the number of systems provided that affect safety
and the course of accident sequences, extensive studies of the interrelationship of these systems wou~d also have to be made.
Since there have been no random or spontaneous failures in nuclear grade
pressure vessels and primary piping, rates such as those listed in
Table 6-9 are necessarily estimated from experience in non-nuclear
systems. Such estimates are generally based on two factors: (a) records
of failures from the past experience of non-nuclear industries with
respect to pressure vessels and piping, generally using different materia1s
and built to less stringent standards than those used in nuclear plants,
and frequently used under harsher substances (e.g., corrosive chemicals),
and (b) the exercise of engineering judgments to decide how these recorded
failures can be translated to random failure rate numbers for components
built to much more stringent standards, more thoroughly t~ted prior to being
placed in service, and monitored and inspected thereafter.
At present, this is the best available method of estimating some component
failure rates, but it does introduce possibly large uncertainties into
the base-line data. Also, subsequent use of the numbers may implicitly
ignore what will probably prevail in actuality, namely that few, if any,
gross failures of this sort will occur suddenly, without warning. In plants
which are inspected and maintained at frequent intervals and DlOIlitored more
or less continuously, it seems highly likely that incipient vessel or pip~Dg
failures can be detected in time to take actions which will prevent their
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Table 6-9
Component Failure Rates Used in Otway-Erdmann Study

System or Component

Failure rate*

Primary coolant pipe rupture

10

-3

Reactor pressure vessel (catastrophic failure)

/yr
6
10- / yr

Emergency coolant injection start

10-2/demand

Core flooding system

10

-3

-2

/demand

Reactor building spray system start

10

Reactor building emergency cooling start

10-2/demand per unit

Reactor shutdown system

10-5/demand

Rod withdrawal at power

10-2/ yr

Reactivity fault at startup (all causes)

10-4/ yr

/demand per unit

*From Reference 6. According to the reference, papers consulted in connection
with the estimation of these numbers were references 23 through 29 listed at
the end of this chapter.
NOTE: It appears that the number used for primary coolant pipe rupture
(10- 3 per year) was estimated from non-nuclear pipe failures of varying
degrees. For complete pipe severence, a frequency of about 5 x 10- 5
per year can be inferred for non-nuclear piping, so that an even smaller
frequency could reasonably be expected of nuclear grade pipe owing to
the stringent standards, inspections, etc. used in its manufacture and
use. In a follow-on study, Reference 20, the 10-3 per year figure was
characterized as "pessimistic" and a 5 x 10- 5 per year rate was used
"conservatively" for the small research reactor under study. Reference
21 uses 1 x 10- 5 for BWR primary pipe rupture. It is clear that such
numbers are not precisely known for nuclear systems for the reasons discussed in the text of this chapter.
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becoming m initiating event for a catastrophic accident. Thus, even if
the numbers in Table 6-9 were to represent good estimates of random failure
rates, it is a fair pres~ption that they would overstate the frequency
of failures that will actually lead to a high consequence accident,
unless modified to represent expected rates for failures occurring without
warning.
The operation of commercial nuclear power plants is accumulating experience
with some systems and components which have failed for various reasons
(e.g., valves, control rod drives, instruments). This kind of actual plant
experience can be used to estimate data such as displayed in Table 6-9, but
the inferred rates will probably not remain the same as initially perceived.
ABC regulations require the nuclear industry to report all events that may
have bearing on pl8l1t safety, and to take steps (e.g., redesign, strengthen
standards and quality assurance activities, increase inspection frequency,
etc.) to avoid similar events in the future. Thus, a continuing process of
upgrading coaponent reliability is likely shifting such initially perceived
rates to lower values.
6.4.3 Probabilities - Nuclear Plants
With these cautionary notes, the next step is to use the base data of
Table 6-9 to try to perceive how these particular events and frequencies
might combine with the estimated frequencies (probability) of other independent
events (e.g., earthquakes, tornadoes exceeding the plant design limitations;
failure of protective systems when most needed, etc.) to produce severe
consequences. The probabilities of selected independent events are treated
in accordance with the mathematics of probability to obtain probabilities
for a number of combined events (i.e., simultaneous or sequential incidents)
which are postulated to result in the release of fission products to the
enviromnent •
This process of combining random events DUst also be accompanied with an
assumed model of consequences (i.e., release of fission products to the
enviroDJllent). Since it is impossible to perceive the detailed course of
such assumed events leading to such releases, it is necessary to make
additional simplifying assumptions. In this case (Ref. 6), it was assumed
fl • • • that a high fuel temperature* is involved in any large-acale accidental
release of fission products. Implicit in this high temperature fuel
assumption is a deficiency in either the reactor cooling system or the
reactivity control system, or both •••• "
Some results of the study under consideration are shown in Figure 6-8, which
plots the probability of events per reactor operating year which may
give the indicated fission product release. The points shown in the figure
represent the results of the individual cases calculated. As noted by
the authors (Ref. 6): "The loss-of-coolant accident chain is an order
of magnitude higher (than the eJcess reactivity chain) in fission product
release at a probability of 10- /year, the point where both chains
*such as to produce fuel melting
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temiDate. * ••••• In addition to the accident fond.ng the.e curves, a
cluster of acc~dents of higher probability (10-2 to 10-4) were ite.ized.
These hazards ~ncluded such th111gs as fuel Iumdling1ll1shaps 8I1d steam
1111e rupture; the dotted extension to the loss of coolant chain [in
Fig. 6-8] was made to include these relatively 1I1.nor accidents. This
curve termtDates at a probability of 10-2/year with a corresponding fission
proc1uct release of OIle curie - no accident that would release 1Il0re iodine
with greater frequency could be identified."
For convenience in displaying the data of Figs. 6-8 and 6-9, the authors
have expressed fission product release in terms of equivaleBt curies
of iodine-lll (i.e., equiValent in the sense of presumed biological
risk), but have considered associated fission proc1ucts in individual
risk calculations. It shauld be noted that the shape of the "accident
envelope" curve is not necessarily a straight 1111e for all nactors 8I1d
that Fig. 6-8 should not be 80 interpreted. Fig. 6-9 is based on the
mocl1fied methodology set forth in Reference 20 for a small research reactor
and shows that the shape of the accident envelop curve will vary for different
reactor types, md as a function of the methodology used.
While noting the authors' cautionary remarks OIl interpnting their
results, the following interpretations of Figure 6-8 are offered as
illustrations of the basic _aning of sucb calculations: For a thousand
operating nuclear power pl_ts (the approximate number expected by the year
2000) bav1ng the characteristics assumed directly or indirectly in the study,
the clumce of 811 accident leading to the release of about S mllion curies
of activity is calculated froa this !tudy to be about one in 100 billion
each year (10-14 P!!tabUity/yr x 10 reactor years of operation per
calendar year - 10
coabiued probabUity per year for all reactors).
However, for an accident leading to the release of 1 to 10 curies*, the
chance is about once a ye,r from ~ of 1000 operating reactors (10-l
probability per year x 10 reactor years of operation per calendar year 1 per year).
For the approxiaate mld-point of the loss-of-coolant accident chain in
Figure 6-8, the accident releasing about 20,000 curies of iodine-lll
*Although not explicitly stated in the paper, this 1& taken to _811 that
no loss-of-coolant or reactivity accident could be identified that
would release more iodine (about 100 curies) with greater freqency.
**th1s is numerically comparable to the annual releases of radioactivity
experienced in liquid effluents from LWRs (see Table 4-11, Chapter 4.0),
but in this CODtext taplies a sudden release due to abnormal circumstances. By reference to Tables S-4 and S-S 111 Chapter S.O, it will
be noted that accidents which could lead to releases of this order are
routinely considered 111 safety malyses of plants undergoing the
licensing process and would clearly not be expected to have public
health and safety implications.
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-10
(equivalent) has a probability of occurrence of 10
per year for the
1000 HWe PWR model used iD the study.* It is iDteresting to note from
Figure 6-9 that a similar probability/release emerges from the Study
(Ref. 20) of an 8 HW (thermal) research reactor not provided with secondary
contaiament, as is the PWR. In this regard, the authors (R.ef. 20) state:
lilt is interesting that our accident source term (£1ssi011product release VB accident probability curve, ••• ) is almost
the same as that found for a 100o-MWe (320o-MWth) pressurized
water reactor (PWR) and that integrated source terms are
almost identical. A couple of inferences could be made from
this. One is that the source terms for most thermal reactors
as presently designed and sited might be quite similar. A
second is that this similarity may give a very crude measure
of the effectiveness of some of the PWR safeguards. Nr-ely,
the PWR contaiament and atlllOspheric cooling and spray ):Iystems
may account for an effective power reduction from 3200 to
8 MWth, a factor of 400. This statement DUst be viewed with
extreme caution because there are many other basic differences in design between a PWR and a tank-type research
reactor •••• II
-10
The interpretation of a probability, such as 10
per year, runs into some
philosphical questions. It is mathematically correct to interpret this
probability as meaning a chance for the postulated accident to occur once
iD 1010 years per nuclear power plant, a period of time exceeding the age
of the earth (about 4.5 x 109 years), and exceeding the nominal 30-40 year
service life of a nuclear plant by a seemingly** ridiculous amount. Even
when interpreted for 1000 operating 1000 MWe PWRs, as done above, the
probability becomes a chance once in ten million years for 1000 operating
plants. Such time periods extend far beyond h\Dllan experience. As a
practical matter, probabilities of this order probably should be taken to
mean nothing more than a calculation which, if believed, indicates
essentially negligible chances of occurrence of the accident(s) to which
it refers.
6.4.4

Individual R.isk Estimates

To relate the results of Figure 6-8 to individual mortality risk, additional
assumptions are needed. In this case, the authors chose to " ••• determine
*The previously mentioned Windscale accident, leading to the release of
20,000 curies of iodine-13l, obviously was a DlDre probable event than
the one assUllled here. The Windscale reactor was of totally different
design than a PWR, and was provided with safety systems not really
comparable with the sophisticated systems built into commercial nuclear
power plants.
**seemingly, because the arithmetic of probability does not reveal actual
dates of occurrence, all the arithmetic can do is to suggest that if a
power plant, or a series of identical power plants, could be operated long
enough, the chances for the assumed event would be as indicated by the
arithmetical result, which in turn is dependent on input assumptions.
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the max:lmum value of the individual risk by neglecting the fission product
distribution probabi1ity.* That is, all fission product releases will be
assumed to occur with the wind blowing to the most densely populated
sector UDder inversion conditions with no wind shift during the course of
the release" (Ref. 6). In addition, no evacuation of people in the
downwind area was assumed in this study (see Section 6.4.6).
COIlsidering the series of "upper limit" assumptions, it is encouraging to
fiDd the very low individual risk values emerging from this study. As
stated in reference 6, "For a dellse urban population of 50 persons per
acre, the total risk to the popUlation was found to be 9 x 10-5 fatalities
per year, or about 0.003 deaths during a 30 year reactor lifetime •••• ".
For the assumptions used in this paper concerning the population at risk,
this death risk could also be expressed (in the manner of Table' 6-2) as
being between 10-10 and 10-11 (say 5 x 10-11 ) death per person per year
for the "average" person in the exposed population. As shown in Figure
6-10, however, iDdividua1 risk changes with distance from the power plant
and, for the 1000 MWe PWR studied, varies from 10-7 per person per year at
about 0.2 mile (an assumed plant boundary distance) to 10-13 at about 60
miles.
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DISTANCE FROM REACTOR (METERS)

Figure 6-10. Individual Mortality Risk
versus Distance, for a 1000 MWe PWR.
(From Ref ~ 7)

*From the context, this phrase is probably only meant to indicate the
neglecting of weather conditions other than the ''worst case" weather
condition assumed.
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The character of· _ uti_teel ri.k fr.· a vel'7 iIlfreq_t e"..t i • •
what cliff.reat tluID. the e.tt. .teelriek. preuoue1, _t1oaeel 1a th1a
Chapter. The current1, expecteel 2.8 z 10-4 cleath per perlIOIl per
fro. auto acc1deDt., for 8UIIp1e, i. deriveel fl'. the a ....er of death.
tlaat haft occurrecl ill the populat1cm ill p. .t yean froll this hazarel.
The 5 z
_ath per persOll per ,ear clerived fl'. the Otva7-lrcbIm1l
Stuel, (Ref. 6) is baMei OIl .etillated fatalities that 1I1ght occur ia
ep1aocl1c .e .....t. who.. chau.ee of occurrilla i. perhaps 'Ollce ia vel'7 loIlg
per:l.ocl. of t1ae.' Associat.eI riek. an _ee..ari1, eati1lated for the
.... lAl p.rioel. ael are, therefon, con88p01lcliDg1, _11 __ expn....
.. a . .ual riak.

'_I'

.l,O-n

6.4.5

CCllliaOll Jtocle I'allur. .

The aDber. giY8D above have bee1l derived with a llUIab.r of Upp.r 1i1d.t
.....,tiola. ad an beJ.1e'ftcl to ONatat. ri.k to the expo.eeI populatioll.
A factor aot expl1c1t~1 taJum iDto cCIDeideratiOll ·iIl thia .tuely (laf. 6).
hawe9er, ie the so-called Ilco.CID _ _ fai1ure ll , whoee -'e.io1l coulel
part1a11, offMt the oventat...at·if they wen to be a .ip1ficatfactor
ill acc1de1lt .equece.. C__..ca failun.* areiateractioll. withiD or
bet_ _ ey8c- vbenill CIIl8 fa:l.1un cause. mother. or a a ....r of fdlun.
nault froll a .:Laale cauae. A pot_tial ca.ou aocle fa:l.lureillvolv1q. for
_ _le, the pnaal'7
a .uppo.ed1, :1acIepeacleat. ~t or ••f.t1
s,.t_ ( ••1. a break ill a pipe
]Qcated that the· escapilla . t e . a:Laht
cauae fallun of . .ther critical cOlllp01l81lt) ca obvioual, chase the
.•ev.re acc:1cleat probabllid... calcu1ateel _del' the . . ...,tioa of
of .uch s,steas.

.,.te.-".0

1.1lcIePeacI--

III pr1Dciple, it ia poss1bla to • •_
the effect of Co.aOll IIOda fAltire.
e.tiaated probab111t1 auabea b, iIltroeluciDl . . . . . . c .... mto calculat:lou of the type discus." "ON. The effect of Ca.Mm aoda fdlun.
bet.... the pd.11ar7 . ,. . . ad oth.r critical . , . t _ ill a
re_reb
nactor was explored ill a . . .ral - ' 1 ' b, the authors of lefereac:e 20
(Ot." LohrcliDa ael Battat) ~ Aka, • ...,tioD ill_I".. the values placed
OIl the probabUit1 tlaat a failur. ill the pnaal'7 .,ste•. rill c..... a
fAlun 1a the various saf.parel
Such value. an DOt bavaad
be . .t~eel lIlth judge_t. ad iIltaitioD. Oa. the bui. of th..auapt:ioDa _eI the n.ult. of thi. portioD of the .tudy ......t that: the
i1ld1v1dua1 ri_ eaUllateei frail acc1de1lt probabilitie. llilht be iIlcn....
OIl

...u

_.c·

.,.teas.

.,.c.a

*It is a aoal of nactor cleai. . to .... all aaf.ty
_eI critical
C.,oUllts iIlclep81lcleat of OM mother ill all fons. .able c1rc.... t_cea.·
such that c o _ aocI. fa:l.lun.c:a1lOt occur.lJGwever • • c . . . . aocIe
fAlure poteatial ca1lOt be ruled out ab.olutely . _ i a the II08t canful
cleaigu b.c..... 1t is pmbabl, iIIpo. .ibla to fbresee all cira.st_ca.
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-11
-10
10
to 5 :It 10
) if cc.aoa IlOcle
failures constitute a si8Dificant factor in potential acciclent sequences.*

by a factor of 10 (e.g., from 5

6.4.6

:It

Accident Countermeasures

The very pessimistic assumptions used in the studies reported above, for
fission product release to the environment, most likely lead to an overstatement of risk. In addition, it is important to note that nuclear
licensees are required (paragraph 50.34 and Appendix E of 10 CPR 50) to
make - amd submit for review and approval - provisions for coping with
off-site _ergeacies arising from conceivable plant accidents. Indeed,
1Iaediate public health actions can reduce the cCXlsequences of a fission
product release accident by large factors.
Evacuation of people in the path of a radioactive "cloud" at dist_ces
fairly close to the plant (e.g., within a few mile radius and beyGlld in
the direction of the "cloud" as necessary) can probably be effected
within a 24 hour period or less. As noted in Reference 6, evacuation
with:lD this ti_ period would be expected to reduce whole body radiation
doses by a factor of 4, as compared with. the doses people would receive
if they remained in the area indefinitely.
Iod:lDe-13l (8 day half-life) is CXle of the most :Important of the sbortlived fission product nuclides of public health significance. The pathway
through which this radionuclide gains entry to the human body is princi.pally
by ingestion of fresh dairy products, although inhalation would probabl.y
be _ important pathway during early stages of a fission product release.
Two kinds of countemeasures can be expected to reduce individual risks
from iodine-13l CODsiderably. First, the addition of stable iodine to
the diet and the _dical administration of thyroid extract will induce
gradually, over a few days, a reduction of about 80% in radioiodine
accumulation by the thyroid gland (Bef. 30). Second, control of the food
pathway seems practicable (e.g., interim use of ev~rated or powdered
milk, feediug of dairy cows with uncontaminated feeds, etc.).
If cOlla1cleratlona, such as the foregOing, were assumed in human risk
est1llate models, it see_ likely that risk magnitudes calculated with more
pessimistic models would be reduced by a factor of 10 or more.
6.4.7

Probabilities - Other Plants

A recent report (May 1972, Ref. 7) prepared for the Resources Agency of

California by personael of the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences,
*Beference 20 deals with a nuclear reactor of much smaller power rating
than the 1000 MWe PWR considered in reference 6. However, these calculations are purely mathematical and independent of the size of the
reactor, and, therefore, may be taken as a rough index of the way CQllllllOQ
.ode failures could affect estimated probabilities and risks.
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UCLA, iaclwle. _ . . . . . . . . of the 1_ probability /hiah CCIIlaeqU.C. type
of ~ for • 1000 Ill. oU-fireel el.ctric ....ratiaa plat •. Scile of
the nRlta of tid. . . . . . . .t an .-.riaecl ill n.aun 6-U, aaper1apoaecl
_ the 1000 Ill. PW& naulta .of Pipre 6-8. As stat.el ill Ref. . . .ce 7, " •••
. .tiDe Gperatioa of a .uclear plat pnseat. a ai8llific&tly ...u.r
public heal.t:h ri.k thaD the r01ltiae operatioa of a oU-fireel plat,
typically by a factor of 10 to 100. •• • The public health riak elue to
cC1clmtal
fl'Oll either a auclear or oil-firecJ plaiat are both of
the a _ IllllDitucie, mel about CIU 'buaelreel tho_ael daes
I' thaD
the risk flOll TOUt:1ae operatiGD of the plata. • .....

n1e._

_all.

Figure 6-11.
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1'Id.a particular .tucly pointa out that th.n is a ator_ capacity of the
order of two 1Ii11101l barnla of oU.aociat.el with .ach 1000 HWe oUfkeel plat. Althouah." of this .tora.. way DOt_ oa the plat ait.,
it i.
far XtIIIft8el. It th.nfon posea a poteatial hual'cl throuah
fil'e . . _ploa:1o. ael nl. . . . of aoziou .ubata. .a ( •• a., sulfur
cl:1oD.de, hydmcarboDs) to the DUrby _vir..-.t. Ko .uch larp-aca1e
...at has occU'nel at 01' . .ar the aite of a oil-find plat, but: a

""1'
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pZ'obab:Ulty caD be l8ferRd f1'Gll nch fln loa• • "blch hne occurre4
at _d.ou type. of pzopertl•• (e.a., bulk. teniDal., plpe11De .tatiOU)
0ftI' a a.-ber of y.... Thi. 1• •bDn 18 rtaur. 6-12 (fra. lef. 7).
Aa witla the auelear plaatat:udy • ....a.uel 18 pnceell8a . .cU,_., then
18 a _ _ to . . . a a ....r of ••t1aat•• ael • •..,tloD. 18 nlatilll
the. re1ea. . probab111tie. to l8cI1vlclual rieke, . . . . . .riuel 18
P1pn 6-13. Particular DOte .boulcl be t.ua of the fact that l1aun 6-13
i. attn. . . 1D tans of C1aulati". .rtality (death. per year per Id.l1MD
populatloD), 18 pmporUcm to cIi.ta_ f1'Gll the plat.

The l8folUtioa CODta1Deel 18 l1aun 6-13 18 eIl.play" 1D a cliffenat
fonat 1D ftpn 6-14, "hicb la perhapa . . . . . .t e.ier to iIlterpnt. M
aoteet 18 the refenaceel nport (lef. 1), "... Ia the oU-finel e.e, the
COIIbtDat1oa. of the . a t "".ae _teoroloa1cal ecaelltloaa ael the lar. .at
fln IliPt be apacteel _ce ill a .uliOD ,.are ael eou1cl c . .e about 70
reaplratory death. paZ' 1d.l11oa. popu1atioD (about cae-half of the DOnal

_ual rate)...

Ia the a.clear cae" a pnbabUlty cabe • •1peel to •
_ _tSOO cacer cleath.* per Id.llloD populatioD (about
...-tldrel of tba DOnal aaual eacer Z'ate) - e.tiuted to occur le..
tIaaD _ce 1a 100 w111:1.oD yeaa ••• If

• •y f _

6.4.8

1wpact of

AC~t

ABC Study

What has __ cliac..... 18 the pn_eIlaa fev .actioD. i. the _-calleel
Ifprobabillatie aaly.la of low probabUity /h1ah CODaequ__ eventa,"
f.uofar • the,'c-. be percel. .el ad cal,.eI with the kDowleelp ael '
taclm1que. _allable at ,thia t1wa. The cae.. de.cribed are ...,lare
of __ ftI7 receDt ,mel enati". atucl1e. ill a evol!1aa 11De of _thoclol.o&1
foZ'c acaael1Daly difficult area of iDquiry. The efforte to elata .re DOt
witlaout ftCOaauab1e cI1ffie.ltie. ad __ nailltia., but they are procluc1Da
n..J.ta ....Z'ally caui.teat with prioZ' aotl_. bu. _ 1Dtuti_ or

-t.

J....

It 18 • falZ' pnauwpt10a that kaov1ecl.. mel teclmiqu.a will be 1IIproveci
ill proport1oa. to the lutun effort devoted to .uch studle.. III th18
GDDDeCtioD, tlae A&C .... nceatly _denekeD • q_tltati"., probabl118Uc
._y to try CO zueh _ _ _ _ l8&£ul ccacl_lODs _out the riata of
_iAlata fn. auclear power pl_ta carnDtly 1a .nice. Sl8ce auclear
pow_ plat operat1Da apen.ce to date baa DOt bMa auffiC1_t to obt:a1D
ataal data dinctly pertiDeDt to lDIf pa-obabUlty ewat., auch _ •
• 'Yen reector acc1deDt, it w11l be aece...ry to usa vario_ probabiliatic
..cbo1lo1oa1e., 1Dcl.udiDa clecle:l8a malysla techDlq.. . . fault tna., to
pnd1ct the pmNblllty ad i1Ipllcatiaa. ,of th_ e ...ta. Aleboush than
wl11 be __ illpncla10a 1a aucla pndictiaa. ,_.ltiv1ty aaly_ w111 be
. .rfoned to ca.t tbe validity of the pndictiaaa ad to place the
zuulta 1D . .npactl..... Tbua. alebovab tIae _.lta of thi. aeacly wUl.
of aeceaaity, lack • directly ."l1cabla elat. bua, the atudy ..-thela.
~uch

_tiaaca. would _cIoubtedly be lonr lf calcu1ateelfrow tIae nceat

.att_al Acaclemy,' of Sel_ce. Raport ellscuued :I.D Secd_ 4.1.5 of C2laptar
4.0.
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should provide an important step in the application of quantitative risk
analysis methods to nuclear power safety.
Event trees (References 31, 32, 33, 34) will be used to show, for various
accident-initiating events such as the los.-of-coolant accident, the
logical sequence of the operation of engineered safety systeas provided
to protect the public from the consequences of such initiating events.
These trees identify the significant accident sequences involving combinations of operation or failure of the various engineered safety features.
The probabilities of individual safety syste. failures will be determined
by the use of fault trees (References 31, 35, 36, 37). Fault tree
methodology enables systea reliability to be determined by the logical
aggregation of coaponent reliabilities for which appropriate reliability
data is available. With these inputs, risks fro. nuclear power plants
will be c01llputed and then cOIIPared with so. of the other risks of the
aodem world.
Current planning calls for an initial report in the Spring of 1974.
6.4.9 A Summary of Risk Esti..tes
Est1aateB of individual risk from the nuclear generatic;m of electricity
are beginning to emerge froa studies, such .. those summarized in this
Chapter, but such numbers ar~bound to change as aore information is accrued
and .. estimating _thodologies evolve. Table 6-10 provides a comparative
listing of the individual risk of death fro. a variety of hazards to which
the U.S. population is exposed, including nuclear hazards. MOrtality risk
is, of course,not the only risk from these hazards, but it iSlIOre
easily ae..ured than the .ore subjectively evaluated risk of injury and
is used here for siaplicity. It is possible to conclude fro. the order
of ranking currently perceived that nuclear power presents one of the
s..lleat aan-..de risks (IIOrtality) to which mankind is exposed.
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Table 6-10
Listing of Death Risk to U. S. Population from
Selected Hazards

Annual Chance of Death
One Person out of:

Hazard

Probability of
Death ~er Person Year

1.6 x 10- 3
2.8 x 10- 4
3.7 x 10 -5

Choking on Food

AI

625
3,600
27,000
100,000

Cancer from Medical X-rays

> 100,000

(1 x 10- 5

Lightning

1,000,000

0.8 x 10

Cancer (all types)
Auto Accident
Drowning

Cancer from Nuclear Effluents
Nuclear Power Plant Accidents
leading to Releases of
Jladioactivity

#OJ

All

>25,000,000

<4 x

10,000,000,000

N

10- 5
-6

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)

10- 8

(3)

10-10?

(4)

(1)

Based on current rates as recorded in Reference 2, for example.

(2)

Based
BEIR Coomittee data (see Section 4.1.5 of Chapter 4.0)
and an assumed average individual dose of 0.07 rem annually from
diagnostic x-rays.

(3;

Based on BEIR Committee data and an assumed average. individual dose
of 0.0002 rem annually from nuclear effluents projected to the year 2000.

(4)

Baaed on References 6 and ,20 as discussed in this chapter. The question
mark is used simply to remind the reader that probabilities of this sort
are particularly susceptible to chauge as more sophisticated methodology
~nld:.eci"ltionat data' an developed and applied.

0.,.

-Note:

As noted in Section 6.2:2, population averaged probabilitie:s
inherently assume equal exposure or susceptibility to the
hazard, which is .rarely correct. The figur~are intended only
to convey a "feeling" for the ranking perceivable with today"s
information.
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TBI SAFETY

or NUCLBAIl

POWBR UAClOIS (LIGII'l WArBJt-coGLED)
AND BLArED I'ACILITIBS
aIAP'lBll 7.0

'DII WATER-REActOR SAnTY IISBAICH PIOGIWI
(AHD BBLATED EllLUBN'l IISEAl.al)
'lila deYel.o,....t of water zeactor plat cte.ips begaa iD the late 1940'.
ad early 1950's wbeD the AlC iD1tiated a broadly baaed naearch md
deftlOpll8Dt (ll6D) prOlr_ 1II'YolY1Dg . .y actiY1t1es md cODtractor
oqaaizatiDu. TIle producta of these actiY1tiea, which iDcluded the
mg1Dee1'1.Da md operatiDn of test facUitie. md dellmstrat10D plat.,.
are: 1) tbB body of iDfonation DOW ."ailable for use iD the Lim i1ldu.try
ad iD ita nplation, ad 2) _ e.tablisheel capabUity withiD ABC 8Dd
industrial laboratories for perfol'll1Dg COIIpla, applied nuclear ns. .reb
md teat1Da progr.... Thia capabUity, __ und iD tens of kaowledgeable
ad experi_ced people _d UDique experiaeatal nactora 8114 teat facilities,
provides a contiDu1Da focus am the safety of nuclear power pl_ts.

rJJe iDfonatiDn obtained fro. prior R&D, as well

88

experiace fro. the

de.tga, conatruction _41 operatiOil of early cie1IoDatratioa plaDts, is
easmttal to the present desip, camstruction aDd operation of reliable
aDd safe c:o_ercial l1ght water nuclear power pl_ts, _41 to the licensiDg
md regulatiDn of these plaDts. Adequate knowledge of the chaDgea that
occur, for exaple, to fuel, structural materials, piping, valve. _41
welds during the fabrication procesa, during noraal operation of a nuclear
power plat, ad during abl101'IIal operat1llg conditions, is needed to
eatablish safe dea1p lillits ad safe operatiDg practices.
In thl8 a.ae, JEch of the R&D associated rith plat deaigu aDd develC)p1ll8Dt,
aDd mated experi_ce; could be called safety waearch. Thia dea1pat1oa
haa, however, generally beeD waened for work iD apecialued an.. matUla
priaad.ly to: 1) the development of techniques for 8Il&1yziDg, "'.riDg,
testiDg aDdll81Dta1n1ag the iDtegrity of the priDcipal boundaries of a
nuclear plat (it. fuel cladding, the priaary coo18l1t .y.t_, _41 the
coata:lDwat systea) over its service life,_d 2) 8D&lytic _41 exper1lleAta1
progr... 011 the possible causes md effect. of postulated accideat ....
or abllODI8l aperat1Da behanor. nae.e 1Iattera an, of course, of
1IIport8Dce 1:0 plat dea1p c • •iderat1oas for IlOnal _4 ,ot_ti&11y
abDOnal operatiDg CDDditiODa iD nspect to prO'Yid1Dg protectiOD for
the plat, plaDt aperatiDg penODRel., md the public health _el safety.

_ce.

III caa.ider1Da the role of gcmam..at .pon_wel safety naeareh progr_
iD IIIIclear pl_t safety . . . . . . . .t, it 18 iIIportmt to recopi.e that
the iDfonatioD. froa .uchprogr_ i. GIlly . e of . . .y coas:l.darBioD. which
_ter iDto . .fety j . . . .t. applied to a .pecific pl_tB a partin1ar
slte. Applicat. for nactor c..tructioD ad. operatiDg peJ:ld.t. ~
. . teat data ad. aalytical _tho_ cIewlopeei 111 the ABC &&fetl' HD pzoP:_.
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IMat tbeir n.pouibi1ity for utety ael the adequate .upport of l1cea.se
app11catiou. camaot be fulfilleel by UN of .uch data aloae. HaDy other
factor. JI1IIIt alao be ccaaiclereel ill ......iag cIe.igaa, ael ill juclglleDt•
. . to the adequacy of av.ilable JW) data for 1I8e ia c ...en.ti". clea~lPl.
Tb8_ iaclude the choice of _aly.i. _thou, llateriala, equip_t de.lp.,
f.bricat:loa _thou, caaatruct:loa pr.ctices, quality ..sur_ce progr_,
iIUIpect10a progr_, mel the lJ.ke. Haet of the.. cCla.icler.tioas are
.upporteel by ABC 8DCl iad_try .poaaored progr_ to develop mel e.tabli.h
Codes, Criteri., S.fety Gutclea, ael St_darcla. Ia fact, the AEC
activities ia the. . are. . are .poaaoreel by both the ••fety R&D proar_
..ct the regulatory proar- ia recopiti08 of their direct importance to
.afety.
Thus, .afety .....rch eloe. DOt by it.e1f produce iaforaatloa that _8uns
safety. ihe .afety of a auclear p1_t depeau CIa . .y f.ctora, but . . .t
......Uy upoa bow viae1y _el how vel1 tlae ac~ated body of laaov1edae -vbather derivecl fl'• • •fety n_rch, ....ral R&D, prior eag1Deer1Dg,
coutructiag, aperatiag _d ..uateaace eapert8Dce - is .ed by .11 of
the participat. ia ita desip, caa..tl'1lct:loa, operat:loa, ..uateaaace md
regulatiaa. over the plat'. aenice life.
WhUe the accuaulated iafomat:loa ia aucla.r techaology, as ill ay other
1mcJIrJ.eclae, ia DOt vithout gapa _d UDcertaiatie. ill the accuracy
of elata, there are . .y opt1ou a"ailable ia deaip, eag1aeer1Dg aDd
operatioa of IWcle.r p1_ta to CGIIptIIl8ate for UDcertaiat1e. md to reduce
. . .elated r1aka to accaptable low "al.a. IadUDd_cy ia cOllpOlleDta ad
iutr-.ta, COIl8enati" _a1aeer1a, pr.ctices provicl1ag sabataDtiel
-raiu, .afety devices md ay.te., fiss:loa product barrien, md a viele
r_,e of cboicea ia oper.tiag par_ten are all be1a1 uaed to produce safe
md wiable p1mt desigae. S:bdl..r flexibility ia _gtaeer1Dg md
oper.t1ou1 practice. ia available to re.olve aclcl1ti08.1 q • •tiou. that ~
ariae duria, CGDBtl'1lct:loa, testial _d OftI' the oper.tial 11fe of a
aue1ear facility.
body of

7.1

HISTOIlICAL PBlSPICTIVB

7he Atomc IDerl1 Act of 19S4 ...i ....d to the Ato1llc Boerl1 C~.a~GD

the reapouibility for lit. de...1op. .t _d uti1iaatioa of atadc eaergy
for peaceful purpoae. to the . .t.a ext_t caa.aist_t ••• with the
baalth _d . .fety of the public". Ia re.poa.ae to thi. . .date, the ABC
baa carried out ext. .ai" aafety R&D proar_ clirected tow.rd obtaiDiag
_ uacler.t..ct1ag of nactor .y.te., ca.p_ _t., md . .tert.1a, md the
phy.ica1 1,.,. wld.cb aovem their beh.vior, . . they relate to aafety.
A ~or port108 of reactor safety R&D va laitially perfonad _ a part
of .pecific aper'-tal or . . .str.ti08 nactor de...1o,_tprogr_
for the ao1utioa of proble_ clireetly related to a p.rticul.r reaetor
_alp. .u the proposed reactor . .ip. bea. aore a_roua ad
cliverse, s.fety UD proar- vere 1a1tiated to abtaia b_ic tec:bllAlopcal
iafonat:loa for _velopial _ _dant_dial of pot_tia1 .afety are_
_ _ to blUd claa• • of lipt vater reacton.
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Saf.ty re_rch _4 davel.op..at progr_ were fint 1a1tiated ill aupport
of the early d.ve1opaeat _d applicatiOll of the Preasurtzed Water
ieactor cOlleept for Iluclear ahip propulaiaa, _d later for the fint
• ___ tration of ~rclal nuclear pow.r iD the Shippingport Atomc
Power Station vhich "gao operatiDg iD 1957 (Ref. 1).
The b_ic approach ill ..suriDg a high level of safety in the claaip of
naYal propulsion reacton _d of the Shippingport pl_t v_ to ...,h_iz.
reactor COIIpODeIlt aDd priaary syst•• structural iDt.grity Oftr the 11fe
of the plaDt, through the applicatlOll of sound eDgiDeeriDg practices
ad riaorous at teDtion to quality _sur_ce iD _ter.1ala selection,
fabrication, _d pl_t COIlstructlOD. The preveatlOD of accideat. _d of
th. rel.... of radioactive fissiOll products to the eDvir_ _t va a
priM cOllsideration, _4 thi. obj.ctive was furth.r punued by __ s.iDa
plaDt perfoJ:II8DC8 ov.r a rage of postulated accideDta, fr_ relati...ly
lI1aor operatioa.al iDcicieDts to those vhere _jor reactor core a-ae
II1ght b. expected, if the accident vere to occur.

Results of the safety .valuatlou were sabst_tlated by re_rch _d
deYalo...nt progr.. in the
of great.st uncertainty _d pote.tial
COD88queace. of th. postulated accident, _d the data were incorporated
iDto plaDt .sip, vbere appropriate. QuestlOlla vere raised OIl the
couequeace. of nuclear power ezcuraions, 08 the respon. . of the reactor
to flow re4uctiou _d loss of cool_t, _ well .. the relat.d que.tioDa
of fuel failure, ~tdOllD, ad fissioa product release to the COIltata.Dt:
syst_. The nlated saf.ty researc:ta _d develop_t progr_ that vere
iDitiated at that t t . to r.spor.d to these que.tlODs included studies
of reactor clyD&ll1c behavior _d COIltrol (which led to the cOllstructlOll
of .the SPBU III saf.ty te.t facility); studies of reactor fuel Mltdown _d . . .ure..ats of radioactivity levels due to fisslOll product
zel.... ; studies of high temperature .tal-water reactions, hydrogen
.volution, _d fla.aabllity; _d COIltainlEDt response to the accidental
rupture of primary system pipiDg _d cool_t depressurlzation.

are_

The develop. . .t of the Boiling Wat.r Reactor COllC.pt was preceded by
maoy questiou related to the safety _d feasibility of boiling wat.r
directly in the reactor core to create ste.. for pow.r gea.ration
(Ref. 2). Early calculations of boiling water power behavior suggested
tbat the collap.. of ste. . babblea in the core mght tDitiat. auddeD
. d unsafe fluctuattoas or oscillations in power level. The safety
queation tbat h_ to be .avered was ''what vill haPPeD if the reactor is
iD_v.rtently allowed to 'run _ay' without . y _claaDical cOlltrol of i t .
power. II Such questiou led to the BOIAX (Bo1liDg Reactor Expert_ts)
series of four reactor tests which vere iDitlat.d iD th. early 1950' ••
The first of th... axpen....ts, BOIAX I, a DOD-pressurtzed react-or, "..
conceived .. a .__ of clat.l'II1D.iDg whether or not the fol:MtiOD of ate_
in the reactor would reduce nuclear reactivity . d so cause the sy.ce.
to beCOM aelf-reaulatiDg.
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DuriDl the a..-r of 1953, BORAX I DOt CIIl1y de. .atrated tbat a bo11ml
reactor baa a high degree of 1Dhenut safety in ita ability to apcmt_eoua1y
or naturally ahut 1taelf daInl in a power excura101l, but alao that it c_
operate atab1y over a vide r_le of ate. . w1el cClllel1t1oua. BORAX I v . .
deatroyecL1u the . _ r of 1954 1Ja a p1_eel a:peri..ut by deliberately
v1thclraw1D1 the COIltro1 rocl at _ exceaa1_ rate, beyonel it. dea1p l1ll1t,
to create a rapid power ri.. vhich cau..d fuel -.ltiDl aadiDl to a aCe. .
explo.101l. Thia teat provided valuable iDforut1on wh:1ch v .. later applied
iD the aatety _alya1a aod dea1p of reactor CCIIltro1a and protective
ayat_. The later ..riaa of BORAX open-ta (II, III, _el IV) iDvo1ftd
adcl1t1oDal leftla of dea1p co1llpled.ty to obta:I.D mforut1ou nlateel co
aperation at preaaure aod power, 1nc1ud1D1 a turb1D.e _d geuerator to
.taulate behavior .~cted in a C01IIp1ete power a-aeratiDl syate••
~rpower te.tml, 1u1t1ated with the
BOIAX ezpen-ts, v .. at_dad in ~e SPEIr proar_ to eucOlllp.. a _ra
detaUecl reactor tr• •1ent iD"..t1lat1ODa COftrial a rap of reactor type.
_el nactor core da.1p.. The SPIUlT (Special Power Ezcura10D Reactor Teata)
. .r1ea of nactor teat. (1954-1971) cClll.1.ted of both integral core reactor
aper1aeDt. and laboratory ~ri_t. of IIbDOnal reactor behavior. The
reactor exper~t. vere c:ouducteel at the AlC 'a Hat1oDa1 iaactor Teat1D1
S tat10a 1D. Iclabo.

The n&ecor dyuaa:1c mel traa1_t

The objective of the SPEIT proar- ... to obta1D. experi_tal clata •
uuclear acun101l* behavior, reactor iDatabllity, the c.a.quencs. of
fuel _ltDI mel other .ffecta repre. .t1al poatulat.d abDOmal reactor

be.v1or. ADalytical atud1ea of the data vere couciucteel to develop _
tmder.tacl1Da of the various _chao~ that mf1ueuce nactor clp.ald.c
behavior, particularly thoa. _ch_1u8 vhich are . . .ciat.d with larapower 1Dcr..... dur1ug a reactor traai_t (i.e., a ahort-tera ....t
Dvolviaa Chap D reactor power lawl).
lour cl1ff.reat te.t reacton ware uaed iD theaperi_tal proar-: 1) SPDT
I, a taak-cype reactor, OP" to the ataD8pbe~ ,vith DO proviaiOll for forceel
caol8llt c1rculat1oa; 2) SPB17 II, a presaurizeel reactor (to 300 p.1)
da81.... for bea", wat.r .,darateci (effect of neutral l1f.-t:l.a) oper1aeuta
at ___rate 1D1tial powen; 3) SPEaT III, a full,-pre.aurized nactor (to
2500 p.i) bavina forcecl circulatiOll, aoel capable of p.er op.rat1on up to
60 _.--tta theraal for abIDrt periode of t:lae; ad 4) SPUT IV, a lara~type reactor with proviaion for coolat flGll ad the physical siz. to
_~te lara- cor...
Alar.. nu.b.r of tachu1cal nport. have been
pub1ie.... deacribiaa the zuult. of vork perforael vith thea. fac1l1t1eil,
ad a few of ~ refenacea are aivea at the end of thia chapter (Ref. 3-8).

rol.loriDa a ••ria of traa18Dt t ••t. to at1lCly power 1atabi11ey for poo1type naarch nacton, the SPBI1' IV facility v .. cao_rt.d to a fuel
taattaa f.cU1t1, ....ipateel the Capaula Driwr Con, for perfo_DS fuel
faUun t ••tiDa over a rage of fuel pin ...1au .dar .iaulat.el power
acuniOll CDIIdit:1oDa •

• ap1. . . . ad rapiel ri..a :1D power.
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From the large number of transient tests (more than 3000) conducted with
these facilities, it has been demonstrated that reactors representative
of current designs have inherent self-shutdown features, such that even
severe nuclear excursions would be self-limiting in. the power levels they
attain, without t1le action of control rods. The information obtained in
these tests, through the development and verification of analysis methods,
permits prediction of the nuclear excursion behavior of light water reactors
with a high degree of confidence in the expected results. This information
represents a 1II&j or contribution to the knowledge of reactor transient
power behavior, for safety assessment, and as an aid in reactor power
control and protective instrumentation designs to prevent the occurrence
of such accidents.
In addition to the BORAX and SPERI reactors, other complex and costly
facilities were and are being designed and constructed for operating as part
of the reactor safety research program. These include the T~ reactor
(Transient Reactor Testing), LOFT (Loss of Fluid Test) and PBF (Power
Burst Facility) at the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho, and the
CSE (Containment Systems Experiments) facilities at the Hanford site in the
State of Washington. These and other facilities of more recent origin are
identified in following sections of this Chapter.
7.2

CURRENT PROGRAM

PLAI.~NING

AND IMPLEMENTATION

The Water Reactor Safety R&D Program is currently conducted in accordance
with a comprehensive plan, which has been published as a public document,
WASH-1146 (Ref. 9). The draft of the plan was extensively reviewed by
the major elements of the nuclear community (including AEC's Regulatory
Directorates, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, the commercial
nuclear industry, and theAEC's laboratories and principal contractors).
Comments on the technical content and priOrities were incorporated in the
current program document which was issued early in 1970, forming a basis
for program implementation.
As noted in the Program Plan document, the comments reflected many

different opinions on such matters as what research should be done, its
scope and relative priority, and its relevance to different reactor plant
types and to specific designs of the same type. Moreover, these comments
reflected differences of opinion from personnel and organizations depending
on their roles such as performers of R&D, reviewers of R&D, or users of
R&D, as plant designers or as plant safety reviewers. The diversity of
views on these matters, particularly those from plant designers, reflects
the considerable latitude that the designer has to select plant system
characteristics which mayor may not require supportive analyses based
on data from these safety research and development efforts~
The Plan identifies and discusses the water reactor safety research and
development program elements and establishes priorities for their
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performance. The Plan is implemented by specific scopes of work and annual
work assignments to AEC laboratories and other contractors to undertake
particular elements of the overall program. Portions of important programsidentified in the Plan also are performed by the reactor plant suppl~ers
and by the utilities, in direct support of specific applicat~ons for
nuclear power plants.
Analytical and experimental programs covering many aspects of the eng~neering
of LWR plants are conducted by both the AEC and by the LWR industry and
contribute to the growing pool of specialized safety-related knowledge.
Industry research is either n self-supported effort by the principal reactor
and component vendors, who maintain highly~competent research staffs and
facilities, or work performed by other research laboratories for these
vendors or for utility groups. Some work is being performed under jo~nt
sponsorship of the AEC, the vendors, and the utilities.
The principal AEC s~fety research efforts are presently performed by
Aerojet Nuclear Company (ANC) at the National Reactor Testing Station in
Idaho, and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Tennessee. Other
investigations for AEC in specialized areas are conducted by univers~ties.
research institutes and reactor vendors. An important factor in selecting
the organizations responsible for the conduct of work is the need for
specialized facilities or expertise that may be available from certa~n
organizations or the availability of isolated sites for high-risk tests.
Prime responsibility for the conduct of the AEC's water reactors safety
program lies with the newly-created Division of Reactor Safety Research
(RSR), subject to review and approval by the Commission and the annual
budget review by the Congress; however, until the Commission's recent
reorgaa1zation* of its operating divisions, this responsibility had been
assigned to the former Division of Reactor Development and TechnologJr (now
the Division of Reactor Research and Developaent). Technical advice and
input into the program are formally provided by the Office of the Director
of Regulation and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards from the
participation of these organizations in the review of the program planning
as well as the results of its implementation. These reviews have served as
a means for the expression, on the part of licensing authorities, of the
type of information needed to assist the licensing and regulatory function.
Another important input to the safety research program is derived from
problema encountered in the construction, operation, and maintenance of
the commercial reactors, particularly as the larger plants are tested
and enter their initial commercial operating period.. This experience,
reported through formal procedures, is examined by the operator, des~gner
and by the regulatory groups as it may relate to potential 'safety issues.
Some of these deficiencies may emphasize the importance of reexamining
the results of previously conducted safety· research programs, or for
conducting additional research in specific areas. Most of the defic~encies
*AEC Public Announcement No. B.-209 for rel.se on Tuesday, 15 May 1973.
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or areas of concern thus identified, however, are usually resolved by the
plant designers and operators through the use of a number of options (such
as those previously enumerated) for each specific reactor plant to provide
the required protection for the plant, operators and the public.
To provide opportunities for industry to identify safety research and
development needs, to assist in discussing and resolving technically complex
considerations associated with safety analysis, and to avoid unnecessary
duplication of effort by AEC and industry programs, a number of ad hoc
technical meetings and program reviews have been held over the years. To'
further these goals, the Commission has approved the establishment of a
light water reactor safety research coordinating committee consisting of
representatives of AEC,* reactor vendors and the utility industry. This
committee will keep the Commission and the industry informed of on-going
and planned safety programs, technical approaches to the resolution of
safety questions, and recommended program priorities.
The planning, coordination and evaluation of the Water Reactor Safety Program
has been aided by the Water Reactor Safety Program Office, a technical group
of Aerojet Nuclear Company, located at the National Reactor Testing Station
in Idaho. The Program Office is responsible for evaluating ongoing water
reactor safety research projects and recommending changes to make projects
achieve their objectives most effectively.
AEC also sponsors the Nuclear Safety Information Center at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, which collects, stores, evaluates, and disseminates nuclear
safety information generated throughout the world. The Center publishes a
Program and Project Information File which contains scope and progress
information on current nuclear safety research contracts, as well as
numerous other documents especially related to nuclear safety.
7.3

PRIMARY SYSTEM INTEGRITY

The AEC and industry both conduct substantial research and development
programs directed to the assurance of primary system integrity. This
includes the integrity of the reactor pressure boundary components such
as piping, valves, reactor vessels, pumps, and heat exchangers. The
importance of primary system integrity can be readily appreciated when
it is recognized that, as long as the primary system can be maintained
intact, there can be little hazard to the plant personnel or to the
public from the spectrum of accidents which can be postulated to result
in even gross release of fission products from the fuel elements.
It is in recognition of the importance of primary system integrity that
a significant part of the safety program, in addition to applicable
engineering practices, is devoted to the development of the technical
basis for providing increased assurance of reactor plant reliability
*General Manager's staff members, with the option for Regulatory staff
to attend meetings as observers.
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and integrity. This is sought through a systematic engineering approach
embodying the development and application of improved engineering
standards, codes, criteria, and strengthened quality assurance pract:l.ces.
Thus, applicabll~ty of this work is the broadest possible.
i

This effort is strongly reinforced by the emphasis of many others an
compliance with appropriate codes, criteria, and standards -- e.g., the
Regulatory bodies in requiring implementation of the Quality Assurance
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, issued on June 27, 1970 (10 crR 50
Appendix B and supplement 10 crR 50.55a) and through the ever-increasing
efforts by all of the major industrial associations such as ASME, ANS,
IEEE and ASTM.
Technology for high-pressure steam systems has been evolving since early
in the industrial revolution. In addition, the engineering practices
related to pressure vessel and piping integrity were among the first to
benefit from the establishment of standards and codes, inspection during
the life of the system, and regulated state and national licensing
requirements (for example, portions of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code are required in nearly every state in the country). As a
consequence, a technological and engineering base has been developed
which provides a high degree of assurance that systems designed, bui1t
and operated in accordance with the established standards and quality
assurance -practices can be expected to operate in a predictable, rel:l.able
and safe manner. However, the use of new materials, new designs and
larger sizes, as well as deficiencies found by construction and
operating experience, provide incentives for further work in this area
to assure that safety margins are maintained as these advances are
considered or made.
Recognizing that some fabrication, construction, or maintenance errors
can occur, nondestructive inspection techniques have been developed and
are required to be used to detect material defects well before they
develop into serious problems resulting in potential loss of primary
system integrity. Also, experience has shown that most failures caused
by the growth of flaws or defects signal their presence through fluid
leakage well before reaching a critical size. Instrumentation and
procedures are provided to enable early detection of defects or leakage
and to permit safe shutdown and repair, with the capability of restoring
the system to its o~g1nal high integrity.
7.3.1

Criteria, Standards, Codes and Quality Assurance

The information gained from primary system research programs as well as
'from other areas of research and development provides a technical baais
for the continuing effort of developing or upgrading criteria, standards
and cod.s for the design, construction, operation and inspection of
syst... and components of nuclear power plants. It is basically through
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this path that the data and analyses from these programs are ultimately
iDcorporated into currant practices for application as an essential part
of the efforts to establish a highly reliable and safe power reactor
plant.
Widely used reviews of current practices in the design, fabrication, and
iDspection of large pressure vessels (Ref. 10) and of the design of
piping systems aDd components (Ref. 11) have been prepared under AECsponsored nuclear safety research and develop_nt programs. A significant
portion of the information incorporated in the very de1ll8Dding industrial
codes for nuclear vessels, piping and components (Sections III, and XI
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASHE) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Cocle) bas also been cleveloped under AEC research prograllll. Work
performed for naval propulsion units for.d the essential basis for Section
III, and other safety program activities bave since provided information to
expand these codes specifically in the areas of fracture prevention
criteria, improved design rules for components, and establishing the
technical basis for providing structural materials which are resistant
to irradiation effects.
7.3.2

Inspection Techniques

Periodic inspection of reactor components and systems during their operating
lifetime ("in-service iDspection") is a prerequisite to contiDuing the
operation of a'reactor with assurance that its margin of safety remains
adequate. Physical size and complexity, inaccessibility, and problems such
as high temperature and radiation require the shutdown of a reactor in
order to perform maj or inspections using current techniques. However,
continuous monitoring for flaws which may have grown until they penetrate
the wall of the pressure boundary is provided by means of leak detection
through changes in containment low-level radioactivity, humidity, noise or
through system water inventory.
As a result of jOint AEC-Industry Cooperative ProgramS

OD non-destructive
testing and other programs supported by the Edison Electric Institute,
substantial gains have been made in the development of improved ultrasonic
examination techniques and in the proper interpretation of the results of
such examination. This improved capabUity is represented by a new
standard for ultrasonic examination recently adopted (.JaD. 1973) under
Section XI of the ASHE Code ("Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear
Reactor Coolant Systems ") •

To provide _ additional inspection tool, the AEC-supported programs at
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Ref. 12) and Idaho Nuclear
Corporation (Ref. 13) on acoustic emission devices which might be used
for continuous, on-line maaitoring of primary system structures for
crack growth (through the detection of high-frequency sound waves which
are eII1tted by fl_s with aD1 significant changes in stress level). This
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equipment is now being produced cOlllllercially and has been used successfully
in the detection and approximate location of flaws during hydrostatic
testing. Tests recently completed in a joint AEC-Edison Electric Inst:1.tute
program at NRrS (on the decommissioned EBOR reactor) confirm the util1.t:y
of the equipment during periodic pressure testing, but indicate problems
in interpretation of results on an operating reactor because o~ the
interference of "backgroUDd noise".
7.3.3 Heavy-Section Steel Technology

The trend toward very large power reactors, with their necessarily very
thick-walled pressure vessels and piping (up to twelve-inch-thick vessels
and four-inch-thick piping), has brought with it a need for additiona1
UDderstanding of thick-section steel behavior. The Heavy Section Stee1
Technology (USST) Program is fulfilling these needs for heavy section steel
components such as the thick-walled reactor pressure vessel. (Ref •. 14, 15).
The USST program currently represents the focal point for a maj or part: of
nuclear safety research and development in the primary system integrity
area.
The work to date UDder this program has indicated that rapid failures
are very unlikely to occur in the materials currently used in reactor
vessels even in the presence of flaws of sufficient size to be easily
detected, UDless the vessel is somehow overstressed far beyond its
design point. Methods have been developed to provide a quantitative
evaluation of the condition of the vessel material after a period of
service, based upon tests of small specimens of the actual materials
of the vessel. All co1llllercial reactors are required to place a number
of these small surveillance specimens in the reactor at a position
wnere they are exposed to the same radiation and chemical environment
as the reactor vessel walls and other important structures. These
specimens are tested at interva~s during the service life of the plant.
Additional assurance of the continuing integrity of an operating vesse1
is thus obtained.
Other work on the behavior of primary system structural materials inc1udes
the AEC-sponsored work on irradiation effects at the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) which has led to the development and commercial avai1ability
of a steel for pressure vessels exhibiting a lower sensitivity to rad1.ation
effects than previously available coumercial steels. The materials property
data from this work are being incorporated into appropriate codes and
standards. (Ref. 16).
Investigations sponsored by the AEC on nuclear piping have produced
information which has been used for revising and improving the USA
Standard for Nuclear Power Piping and its successor, the piping sectio~8
of the ASHE Code. More specifically, the ORNL programs on nozzle ana1Y8is
method development and on piping design criteria have provided stress
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index factors used in quantitative design methods. ABC sponsored programs
at the General Electric Co. and at the Battelle Memorial Ins tl tute for
studying the conditions under which pipe failure might occur have provided
quantitative information on fatigue crackgrowth and on the combinations
of flaw sizes and forces which nuclear piping can withstand without
failure.
Additional program activities being conducted to enhance assurance of
primary system integrity include work on reliability analysis, stress
analysis, fatigue analYSiS, and the effects of various reactor coolant
properties on stress corrosion cracking of primary system boundary and
structural materials. Other accomplishments of the safety research
programs on primary system integrity include the development of design
analysis techniques which have now been incorporated into design codes,
both indus trial and ABC, covering various components of the reactor
system such as pumps and valves.
.
7.4

RESEARCH PEIaINENT TO THE DESIGN BASIS LOSS-Ol-CooLANT ACCIDENT

The 10ss-of-coo1ant accident (LOeA) and emergency core cooling. systems
(BCCS) are discussed in Chapter 5.0 in the context of the design· basis
accident for LWRs. The high degree of conservatism* used in calculating
the course of events during· theLOCA--as c:ompared to calculations USing
less conservative or realistic* assumptions (Table 5-2 - Chapter 5.0) -is shown in ligure 7-1. The designs of c:o.ercial plants and their
engineered safety systems are gove:med by conservative assumptions for
those phenOllena for which definitive information is not yet available,
providing a basis for the design of emergency core cooling systems which
will prevent a LOCA froa endangering the public health and safety. With
conservative assuaptions, the calculations of the reactor and safety
system response to the LOCA result in substantially more severe calculated
consequeaC88 than when realistic asSUilptions are used.
Research and develop_at work in the area of emergency coolaut behavior is
expected to provide confidence in the overall conservatism of present accident analyses _thods and to better define aisting safety _rginsby
pmvid1ng the necessary data for the IIOre realistic accident calcu1atioaa.
1IThe tel'll "conservative" in 11811re 7-1 and elsewhere ·in the tat
denotes the use of 888U11Pt:laaa, data, and COIIbinations of variables which tend to procl1Jca extre.e results in the analysiS of
reactor accidents.
The ten "realis tic" app11_ to _thods of calculating accident
behavior when the input par_ten to the im tiati_ of the
accident are eztre.e or "conservative" but the raaincler of the
analysis ..,1oys data and variable choices which, b_d OIl the
judpent of aperts, rep~. .ta an ezpected course of behavior
if the accident wre to happen.
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Accord1Daly, a subat8Rtial portion of the ABC'a water reactor aafety
r ....rch i. directed toward increasing the detailed knowledge of
pOatulated LOCA eventa. The following discussion of this work ia
largely preaented in terms of the characteriatics of pressurized water
reactora, but a1ai1ar cooaiderationa would apply to boiling water
reactors.

COMPARISON OF PWR FUEL CLAD TEMPERATURES DURING
A POSTULATED LOS$-OF-COOLANT EVENT
FIGURE 7-1
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depicts the teaperatures when 88l1U1lptioa:s believed to be 1IIOre realiatic
are used. For collv_iellca in analysia, the events occurring during the
firat 100 seconds of a LOCA are roughly divided into three periods which
correspond to (1) the period in which the coolant is expelled froll the
primary syate. (blowdown), (2) the period following the blowdown during
which the emergency coolant waterbegtna to fill the primary veaael
(refill), ad (3) the period during which the emergency coolant begins
to cool the core (reflood). The ongoing and projected research ia
direct_d toward obtaining more detailed information 88 to the actual
course of eventa in each of these periods.
7.4.1

LaCA Research and Development

The purpose of the experimental progrUl ia to provide sufficient information
for the develop. .t ad 88aeS8ll8llt of analytical IIIOdels- which deacribe
the course of events in the reactor syst_ and core 88 a result of a
postulated loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Three basic typea of
ezperillental programs are ellployed:
1.

Separate effects teata - teats where only ODe separable
pbeDQlaIOll (for example t blowdown) 18 studied, with the
interrelated influence of other effects deliberately DOt
included. These e:xperill8llts provide data to aid in
developing malytical deacriptions of phenomena that are
difficult to deacribe froll first principles.

2.

Systems effects tests - tests of more than ODe related
pheno..aon or where the influence of relevant parta of
the reactor ayatell are included in order to eatabliah
any influence they aay have on the various separate
effecta. The.. teata 88aure that illportant cODaicierationa were DOt overlooked or misrepreaented in aeparate
effects teata. The data froll thia type of test provide
for model sophistication to account for interaction
effecta.

3.

Integral teata - teats where an entire &yatea is repreaented
in order to combine all of the aeparate effecta in
their proper relation to each other. The major purpoae
of integral teata ia to confira the predicti". capability
of aDalytical 1IOdela deri vad frOil aeparate ayate. and
separate effect a testa. More specifically. auch teata
assure that coupling and continuity of the phenomena
DOt inveatigated in the aeparate effects teata are being
properly considered in the analytical models.

One of the aoat iIlportant considerationa in planning thia uperillental
progr811 ia to _sure that reaulta frCD individual exper1aents can be
applied to a full-aize reactor plant. Full-scale teatillg of the individual components and syatems of each reactor plant ia routinely
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conducted in pre-operational and operational testing over the range of
variables expected during normal operatiOD to establish the capabUity
of the plant to accommodate normal operating and anticipated off-oorma1
conditions. However, full-scale testing of many engineered safeguard
systems such as ECCS under accident conditions in a commercial operatLng
reactor is not practical; in addition, to conduct such tests at fu1lscale in special facilities would be complex and expensive. Also any
reasonable number of full-scale ECC system tests could delineate only a
small part of the spectrum of par_ters that hss to be includt;d in a
meaningful analysis.
The ABC hss chosen, instead, a program composed of a variety of inter~
related tests, in which both smalr and large-scale experiments are b~g
c:onducted, as appropriate to the specific problem, and from which
calytical models are -"eing developed, assessed, and improved as data
become available. Full-scale tests of certain separate effects are
.ployed wherever the engineering compromise between the amount of data
to be obtained and the iaterpretation of the tests indicates the
desirabUity or necessity of full-scale tests of certain parameters.
7.4.2

Separate and Systems Effects Experimental Programs Blawdown

The first phenomenon which occurs in the time sequence of a LOCA is the
b1owdown. Pressurized water cODtained ia the system flashes to steam
• it escapes from the rupture. During this period it is important to
detend.ne: 1) the rate at which the water and steam escape frca the
nactor cooling system, 2) the forces placed on the reactor core and
other structures by this escaping water and steam, and 3) the amount
of hast re1lOV8d from the fuel elements during this process, so that
the. pheDoMDa em be properly characterized in the analytical IIOdels
for predictiag this event in any water reactor systea.
Since an UDderstandillg of the theru1-hydraul!c behavior associated
with the ucaping water ad stea is necessary for predicting the
reaaiDder of the LOCA, the ABC safety program haa applied substantial
effort ill this area. Analytical .,..ls de_loped under ABC direction
for describing LOCA pheDOIIeDa include modifications of codes developed
UDder the Naval Reactors proar-. A number of experimental progr_
ha_ baa undertakeD to develop an UDderstanding of blowdawn behavior
iac1udiDg l,,"ooratory-scale _del expen..ants, the Seaiscale b1owdown
test .eries, ~d the ContaiDMllt Syst_ Experiment. of PWR. blOwdawn
te.t. (Jlef. 11, 18). Adclitional OD10ing effort is being CCXlducted
with the 1-1/2 Loop S.uscale serie., cd the planned LOn - 55 MWth
(-a_att theraal) llOIl-IWClear cd nuclear b10wdawn . .rie. (s_ sectioD.
1.4.3). The. apen.a.ts wUl also provide infomatioa 011 forces ( 8
COIllpO_ts associated with sudden depressurization cd will provide data
needed to _.ss the abUity of the \:ode. developed in the ABC progr_.
cd el.wbare, to predict the. forces accurately.
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Because of lack of specific, applicable heat transfer data, the analytical.
models currently used in safety evaluations give little credit for the
heat removed from the fuel elements during the blowdowu process which
influences the level of teaperature rise that is achieved in the time
interval before emergency cooling water is circulated through the
reactor core. Based on scoping tests and detailed analytical investigations,
it is expected that a substantial amount of heat is removed during this
process. Apparatus to conduct experiments to characterize such blowdowu
heat transfer is now being built. A major program using full-length,
electrically-heated elements representing BWR fuel has been initiated
at the General Electric Company, and a similar program has been initiated
for PWR conditions at ORNL. Additional programs in cooperation with
other reactor vendors ad universities have been proposed.
Accuaulator Injection and Refill
During the latter stages of blowdown and during the refill period follow1D.8
the blowdown. the various emergency core cooling systems begin to inject
water into the reactor vessel. The many and complex competing processes
within the vessel must be understood in order to make realistic predictions
of the time of termination of the heat up transient and the successful
initiation of cool-dowu.
Due to the complexity of steaa-water interaction processes, the current
generation of industry and ABC calculational codes are not able to
describe the detailed behavior of the injected water from first principle
considerations, and the applicable confirmatory experimental work has not
been completed. Therefore, in evaluations of ECCS performance done in
accordance with the current ABC Interim Policy Statement, it is conservat~vely
usuaed that initially all of this water fails to enter the bottom plenum
of the vessel, ~ither by being prevented from entering the vessel or
because it is swept out through the same break as the normal reactor coolag
water.
Data regarding the entry of water into vessels undergoing blowdowu are
being obtained in a steam-water mixing program currently underway, at
Combustion Engineering, Inc., as part of the AEC-Industry Cooperative
program. Other work to provide information on the amount of water reaa1n~Dg
in the reactor veseel is currently in progress 88 part of the Semiscale
cd LOFT programs at NITS. Additionally, a comprehensive experimeutal
progX'D to investigate e_rgency coolant delivery duX'ing blowdown i_
being plauDed by the Battelle Pacific Northwe_t Laboratory employing
large-acale models of PWR primary vessels.
The reactor operating power level will be reduced u a result of the
lOss of water which stops the nuclear fissiou process. However,
throuabout the blowclowu ad subsequent refill periods, the reactor fuel
continues to generate heat at a small fractiou of the operatiq level
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because of the dec.., of radioactive fission products accumulsted iu
prior operation. Unless this heat is :removed, the temperatu:re of the
fuel el.emeDts will begiD. to iucrease. Current aalytical JlDdels
conservatively calculate blowdowa heat trasfer, ad sabstatisl heatup of the cladci1Dg is calculated before effective e_rgeucy core cooling
begiILs. Depeucliug GIl the asSUllptions emploYed in cOllputing the
effectiveness of the ECCS, the clad may :reach temperatures at which
fuel cladcl1ug failures occur ad mc:reases in the rate of chemical
:reactions between cladcl1ug ad water are expected.
These types of pbeDCIIIleDa have been extensively studied iu a number of
experiments GIl fuel overheatilLg ad iuteraction with water at ANL ad
at GE's metallurgical facUities in Cincinnati (Ref. 19). A Fuel
Element Failure Program has been conducted at OBNL, in which electricall.y
heated representations of fuel rods ad fuel bundles were subjected to
conditions similar to those postulated to occur during a 10ss-of-coolSBt
accident ad their failure characteristics studied (Ref. 20). Similar
work has been performed extensively by :reactor vendors. The Power
Burst FacUity (PBF) program (see section 7.4.3) will perform similar
studies usilLg actual nuclear fuel to assure that differences between the
electrically-heated representations of fuel rods ad actual nuclear fuel
rods are known ad interpretable, ad to extend the rage of par. .tera
beyond that which em be studied with electrical heatem.
Reflood
Once the emergency core cooliDg watet: refills the bottOlll of a PWR reactor
vessel ad enters the :reactor core (reflood period), cooling of the fue1
elemaats is initiated. Originally it was believed that effective cooling
would not occur UIltil the fuel ele.nts were nearly covered (or "flooded")
with water; however, it is now well established 88 a result of the mUST
(luel HeatUp Siaulation Test) (Ref. 21), SECHT (Scoping E_rgency Cool8Dt
Heat TraDsfer) (!lef. 22) mad FLECHT (Full-Length &.rgency Coolat Heat
Trmasfer) test series (Ref. 23, 24) that cooling over the full length of
the fuel begins very shortly after water first enters the lower part of
the fuel el__ ts.
To provide sufficieDtly well characterized data to use ill ..alytical
1IDCiels, two separate FLICIlT series were Ulldertaken - a Bva series at
General Electric ad a PWR series at Westinghouse. The separate effect a
proar- at Westinghouse has been extendad UDder a cooperatift program
(I'LECBT-SET) to include a :representation of a reactor coolat loop to
study the effects of the rest of the syste. on flooding rates, fluid
behavior, ad effective heat trmasfer coefficients.

Aa the water level ri..s ilL the core, the rate of floodiDg ad cooliILl
1s affected by the prevailiDI pressure in the reactor CODtafnwent
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building. This effect h.. been investigated iD the FLEQlT te.t .eries
previously mentioned. ADotherimportant factor in establi.b1ug the
rate of core floodiDg iD PWR' s for cold leg breaks is the resist_ce
to flow through the reactor cool_t pumps _d the .team generators.
Under the present AEC interim policy eo LOCA _alysis, calculations
during reflood are made using the ceosenative "sUllption that the
pump rotors are locked, hence aaxt m1 zing the reliist_ce to steam flow
_d therefore minimiziDg the calculated' core reflood rate. The effect
of iDcoming emergency core cooliDg water is also presently calculated
to illpecle .team flow.
Cooperative programs with the reactor veodors are beiug developed to
study the relevant pump characteristics aDd steaa-water mixing phenomena
during emergeDeY cool_t iDjection. A major ceosideration for these
teats is the very large test facilities required, ad the large ..,UDt.
of st. . . aDd water required. These require_nts are beiDg identified _d
effort. beiDg made tolDcate suitable uisting facilities or to pla for
aewones.
The ste.. generators also impede the flow of .team· through the intact ad
f~l1ed loops; this effect i. beiDg studied .. part of the FLECHT-SET
program. The effect. of iDcma1ug aaergency core cooling _ter on the
eacapiug steam is being iDvestigated iD the (previously I8ltioned) Combustion
EngineeriDg .te. .-vater mixiDg program. Initial results of the steam-water
1I1xiDg tests iDdicate that there is little or no steam flDw impedace
due to the iDcaatag eaeraency cooling water.
7.4.3

LOn _d PBI'

The Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) facility, a SS MWt (_gwatt thermal.) IIOdel
of a Pressurized Water Reactor, is being ceostructed at the National
Reactor TestiDg Station iD Idaho (Figures 7-2 _d 7-3). LOFT was
originally proposed . . a facility for studying a complete core .ttdowu
_d associated release of fission products. However, in 1967 the facility
was reoriented to serve the purpose of iDvestigatiDg the. ability of BeCS
to prevent a core II8l.tdowu. This reorientation required alaoat complete
re-engiDeeriDg of the facility to include the addition of _rgency core
cooliDg syste.. _d subst_tial modifications of the facility design to
..sure that the pheDoaana that would occur in LOFT during a LOCA would be
representative of those of interest for a large PWB.. In addition, COIIplex
technical problems had to be solved 80 that the facility would survive a
large nUllber of extre_ly severe tests without jeopardizing the test
program or the safety of the operatiDg personnel.
As pre88lltly dea1ped _d being CGIlstructed, the LOn reactor sy~e.

contains the principal e1e_ts of a pressurized _ter power reactor
syst. .: nuclear reactor core with repreaentati". fuel el--.ts ad
claddiDg; reactor coo11Dg syste. with puaps, valves, ad ste_ a-erator;
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Figure 7-2.
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Raising of LOFT ContainmentVessel Door (200 tons).
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reactor contaiDaent building with sprays, filters and post-accident
lDatrumeDtatioo; and an emergency core cooling system repreaentative
of that OIl large PWRs. In the LOn program, a loss-of-coolant accident:
will be initiated by deliberately opening one of the reactor- cooling
pipes. The systea is sufficiently well inatl'Ulalted that each of
the :Important variables can be recorded and studied throughout the
course of the "accident". Although LOPT is DOt as large as current
power reactors, LOCA phenomena will be sufficiently well characterized
to provide a test of lD8Dy aspects of the aDalytical aodels applied
to the perfonamC8 of the large power mactors. The LOFT facility
will be completed by late 1973 or early 1974 and operational testing ia
expected to begin in early 19 74. (Ref. 2S).
In addition to LOn, the AEC has built and is mady to begin testing
in another UDique test mactor, the Power Burst Facility (PBF) Figure 7 -4, at the NRTS in Idaho. Like LOn, the program of the PBF has
changed significantly since the facility was originally conceived and
construction began. Originally, the PBF program was designed to provide
infonaation on the behavior of test fuel UDder a variety of postulated
large and rapid power riae (excursion) accidents. During the period that
the facility was being constructed, the power mactor designers took
positive design steps to mduce the probability of occurrence of such
events to such a low value that the mquirement for this type of
info1'lll&tion diminished. Accordingly, the PBF program was reoriented to
study the behavior of fuel similar to that used in current power mactors
UDder other asaumed accident and off-normal operating conditions. These
conditions include flow reductions, overpower aDd loss-of-coolant
accidents, aDd substantially decreased emphasis on the power excursion
accidents for which the facility was originaily designed. (Ref. 26).
It is presently expected that fuel testing in PBF will begin in the
SUDIIler of 1973.
In terms of dollar investments, the current Lon and PBF facilities and
associated program activities represent a substaDtial fraction of the
ABC's safety R&D program. These large facilities am, however, focal
points for numerous mlated experimental and analytical programs aDd,
as such, tie together major program elements discussed in this chapter.

7.S

CONTAINMENT

The pri,JIe fUDction of containment systems is to provide an independent
physical barrier to contain the total fluid energy associated with a
severe, postulated loss-of- coolant accident and to prevent the escape
of fission products to the enVil'ODMl1t. All light-vater power mactora
are provided with this important safety feature. Although containment
syst_ have been in use for lD8Dy years, cODtainment design is still
in _ active state of development (Ref. 27) by the industry, directed
toward providing CODtaiDIIeDt designs which are less expensive to CODStruct
and at the s _ time providing funda.antal 1IIlproV81D8nts over previous
clesipa in tens of aafety-m1ated capabilities.
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POWER BURST FACILITY View looking northeast showing cooling tower on left,
emergency generator in center, and PBF reactor building on right
c

c

Figure 7-4.

ABC-sponsored progr_ at the Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
and at the Carolina-Virginia Tube Reactor (CftR) have provided data
useful in the developlll8llt of procedures for contailUlle1lt leakage
testing, 1ncluding malytical methods which permit application of such
procedures to higher operating pressures and for determining the
effects of higher temperature and lDOisture content of the contaimaent
atmosphere on leakage rates. Steam-air pressurization tests have been
conducted at CVTR (following its decOlB1ssioning and removal of nuclear
fuel) to provide experimental data for testing of ABC and industry
analytical 1IOdels used for evaluation of "dry" containment. (Ref. 28).
Other contaiDllent test work was carried out by General Electric and the
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. to confi1'll the response and design adequacy
of pool suppression containment systems.
The Containment Systea Experiment facility, Figure 7-5, at Hanford' baa
also been used to obtain data from steam-pressurization of an externally
insulated aodel containment vessel for cClDparison with analytical mocle1
predictions. (Ref. 29).
Calculational mdels have been developed for making conservative pred1.ctions
of overall pressures and temperatures in water-reactor containment
systems following a postulated· loss-of-coolant accident. Analytic models
for making these predictions for both PWR contaimaent designa ad BWR
pool suppression contaiDlUllt ayste1l8 are being improved ad expanded to
incorporate the effects of internal structures in multi-coapartmented
containment designs on the structural ability to withstand postulUeci
localized pressure aDd temperature conditions during a LOCA.
7.6

FISSION PaoDUcr BEHAVIOR AND CCIn'ROL

An early .aphasis in the zeactor safety program was givan to the study. of
potential release, trmsport, ad deposition of radioactive fisston
products frca the fuel pellets to the pri_ry syst_ ad into the CODtain. a t shall vol..... The test variables for the.e studies were obtained
froa the malYRs and evaluation of a wide spectZ'1a of postulated
accidents including loss-of-coolat and rapid overpower tran.ient.. The
fisston product types likely to be available from overheated fuel were
identified.

The "scrubbing" effects of primary syste. water and steam, ad trapp1Dg
efficiencies of filter syatems on fission producta Were atudied ad
1IIproved syste1l8 developed. (Ref. 30). The potential for plateout o£
fission products on interior surfaces vas "sessed, ad adcl1tives were
developed ad tested wb1cb could be cOlllb1ned with contain..at presaurereduction apray syste. to reduce both the _ount of airborne fissiOll
products &cl the driving pressure for leakage fro. the conta1nweat
structure. (Refs. 31, 32).
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C()NTAINMENT SYSTEMS EXPERIMENT
Figure 7-5.

The Containment System
Experiment Fac ility.
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The retent10ll of fission products accordillg to types of paint OIl surfaces
_d the ease of surface decoatam:lD.ation were studied and improftd
aualytical uucierstaudillg _d computer codes were developed. (Ref. 33.
34). In general, the test results frOlll these programs indicsted rapid
reductions in the airborne concentration of fissioa products released
to the contaiDlleDt sbell, cOllfirm1.ng the coosenative nature of the
fission product release values employed in calculatillg site bOUDdary
doses ill the lic8llsillg process (Section 5.4.3).
7 .7

SEISMIC RESEARCH

As part of the ABC's gea.eral requirelllBllts for the design aud evaluation

of nuclear power plauts, special precaut10lls are taken to assure that
Avere natural pheuolllBlla, such 88 earthquakes, C8Il be safely acco_odated.
Regulatory criteria have been developed to aid in the determination of
earthquake risks at a given site 80 that sufficient earthquake resistance
C8Il be provided in the nuclear power plaut (see 10 CPR Part 100, Appendix
A) • Additional 1uf01'll&tion to improve the 88sesSlllBllt of earthquake risks
at potential nuclear plaut sites sud of earthquake ..resistsut designs
of nuclear power plants is being developed by research conducted and
coordinated with the aid of the "Program Plsu for USABC-BDT Seismic Research."
OJHL-tM-3804 (Ref. 35).
Areas of work identified ill this program plsu have the major objectives
of aupplyillg data ill areas that will contribute to (1) a more precise
definition of earthquake cODditiOlls in the assessment of a site,
(2) illproved tests _d criteria for establishing the suitability of a
site _d the foundation upon which the reactor is constructed aud
(3) iIlprOYell8Dt _d verification of methods that are used in the design
of reactor plants to withstand safely the effects of an earthquake.
Participaots 1Dclude Gove~t organizations such 88 the u.S.
Geological 'Survey (USGS), the National Oceanographic and AtlDospheric
Adainiatration (NOAA), 88 well as the ABC, and several UDiveraities
and private firma with specialized knowledge ill this area.
Most of the ABC-sponsored work that relates to better Characterizing
the geologic sud seismic setting at a site has been accomplisbed by
the USGS sud NOAA. Host recently, this work has been focused on
providillg generalized regional sud local "risk" maps. Such maps may
provide a useful screening and site selectiOD tool for evaluating the
potential seismic eDviromaeut likely to be encoUDtered at a particular
site. Fairly detailed maps have been completed for parts of the
California coast _d a "sei_otectonic province map" coyerillg the
eastern United States is to be completed this year.
A variety of tasks haft been sponsored on the tran8l1l1ssiOll of seismic
IIOtions through soils _d into reactor structures. These have ranged
frOlll the developDleDt of improved devices to me88ure the dynamic properties
of soils (with preliminary tests of a prototype device currently UDder
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way) to the development of improved analytical techniques to determine
soil-structure interaction effects OD seismic motions likely to be
encountered by a facility.
Investigations of the earthquake resistance of designs have also been
conducted. These studies have ranged from development of proposed
criteriA necessary for adequately testing the stabUity and structural
integrity of large nuclear power plant components through simulated
earthquake vibrations, to the conduct of field tests to measure the
actual motions of a reactor and its components under earthquake-like
motions. As an example., a series of tests were recently cOllducted at
the unfueled Experimental Gas-Cooled Reactor at ORNL, using explosive
blasts in nearby soils to stmulate strong motion earthquake effects
on power plants. (Ref. 36).
In addition to the programs sponsored by the ABC, cODtributions to
general seismic-geologic knowledge and studies of very specific areas
are provided by industry and its cODsultants, both with regard to
specific sites and specific reactor CODceptS.
7.8
7.8.1

POEL BEPROCESSING PLANT EFFLUENT CONTROL

Technology for Effluent CCiltrol

Effluent control systems of fUel reprocessing plants are designed and
operated to maintain releasea of radioactive mat eri ala to the environ.ut at the lowest practical levels cODaistent with available tecbDology
and well below the guialines established by Federal regulatiODs. The
first commercial reprocessing plant (Nuclear Fuel Services) was designed
to release restricted quantities of radioactivity in both gaseous _d
aqueous effluent streams. More recent commercial reprocessing plants
(Midwest Fuel Recovery Plat, Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plat) are designed ..
to release no liquid, effluenta cOlltaining radioactivity; all radioactivity leaves the site with solid wastes or with gaseoua effluents up
the stack. (See Chapter 4.0, Tables 4-17 through 4-20) .,
New techoology is beiDg developed _d suitable equipaent should be
available for Use in future years to remove tritium _d noble gases fro.
gaseoua effluents, ad to increase the efficiency for removal of iodine.
In general, this technology .. suaes the use of the PURIX process (see
Chapter 1.0) in which the irradiated fuel is chopped into short lengths,
the fuel aaterial is dissolved in nitric acid, _d the uranium _d
plutoniua are separated fro. the fission products _d fro. each other
by solvent eztraction and ion ezchange processes.
The basic principle. to bafollowed to achieve the objective. of lliDilliaing
the radioactive effluent. are: (1) to reduce the flow rate of gaseous
_d liquid effluent .tr.... through the use of extensift recycle and by
decreasing the ..,uat of gase. ad liquids entering the ay.t_ _d thus
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th. 8IIOUIlts of gases aIld liquids which auat leave the system; (2) to
develop improv.d treataeDt (purification) ayste_; aIld (3) to isolate
the 'fis.iOA product' triti1a iD a head-end process before it llixes
with water iD the dissolver. since it is impractical to separate
triti. . from large aIOUIlts of water. An alternative to a head-end
removal of tritiuata future fuel reprocessing operatioD.8 would be
the recycle of essentially all process water in the plallt until the
ctiv1ty level froll triti.. required bulk disposal of the water. A
necessary consequence of the reaoval of radioactivity from effluent
strea_ are _thod. for the .afe and reliable bandliDg ad storage of
the isolated radiODuclicles; such methode are beiDg developed.

A conceptual (but unproven) applicatiGll of the.e principle. is illu.trated
iD ligure 7-6 where the flow rate of cODtlllinated gaseous effluent ia
1000 cubic feet p.r minute compared to 133,000 cubic feet per minute
listed for a current plat in ligure 1-32, Chapter 1.0. Triti_ and
part of th. noble gases _d iodiDe are volatilized in the .hearing 8Ild
volosidation step. (see section 7.8.2). The tritiUli is trapped as a
few gall01l8 of tritiated water in common desiccant., a cold trap, or BIOlecular
sieves ad stored as a radioactive solid waste. The remainder of the
iodiDe _d noble gases i. volatilized frOll the di.solver .olution _d
pa.... iDto the proc••• equip.nt. The evolved gas would be treated by
(1) the lodes (section 7.8.3) proc:esa to remove 1IIIOst of the iodine, (2) the
cryogenic distillation or selective absorption processes (section 7.8.4)
to reacwe the noble gases for .torage as coapre.sed g.... in .teel
c:yl1Dders, and (3) final iodiDe reaoval by adsorption GIl a solid silverimpregnated zeolite. Theae new proce•• iDg step. are described bri.fly as
follow••

7.8.2

Volox1dation

Voloxidation (!lef. 37) iDvo1ves th. expo.ure to air or oxygen at higb
temperature of fuel piDa which have been .heared into short ....ent ••
Thi. tr.atlleDt will convert the uralli. dioxide fuel (V02) to other
ozicIe. of urani_ (e.g •• V~08) ad iD 80 doiDg will tend to bzeak up
the fuel material .tructure teleasiDg gaseous or volatile products
not tightly iDcorporated iDto the fUel .tructure. The extent to which
the fUel ..cerial break. up or pulveri.e. c1epencla upon the t1ae,
t..,erature ad 0X1l~ cOAtent of the gas phase in which the voloxidation i . carried o·.~.
the u . . of oxygen in the proce•• .., not be nece ••ary if the principa1
objective i. n.ova1 of tritiua. lor .xaple, heating te.t. GIl .a11sa.,le. in air 1nd1cate that greater tha 99% of the triti_ and 30-90%
of the DOble
ad 1od1ae are volatilized by heating the .beared
fuel to 4S0·C. unur nducad pnaaure. for ••veral hour.. Additional
evolution of it17PtoD _d 1od1ae durina di••olution will ·facilitate tbe:1r
.ub. .quent r • .wal from the di.solv.r off-gas. this early rellOval of .
iodine before solv.t extracti_ is • •irable because the iodine, .ither

8--
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Future Treatment of Gaseous Effluents from a Fuel Reprocessing Plant.

elemental or inorganic and organic iodide., tends to spread through the
p,"ocess because of its solubility in both aqueous aDd organic solvents.
Scale-up studies of both equipment aDd process with irradiated fuel v.11l
be required before co_rc1al plant application of this ORNL-developed
process step CaD be COIlsidered. A conceptual dr_iDg of a rotary voloxidizer
kilD is sbowD in Figure 7-7.
7.8.3

Cryol!Dic Distillation and Selective Absorption

Cryogenic distillation and selective absorption are used to remove and
concentrate noble gases. Cryogenic distillation (Ref. 38) involves
separation by distillation at very law temperatures. In the case of
the separation of krypton aDd xenon from air the distillation column ~8
run at liquid nitrogen te..,eratures, about 330 degrees beJ.Dw zero
Fahrenheit. In order to prevent plugging of the distillation columu
by materials that freeze out at very much higher temperatures, the' gas
stream fed to the columu DUst be purified. The chemical impurities in
the effluent gases such as nitrogen oxides, carbon dioxide and water
must be removed before entry into the noble gas separation systems.
In the cryogenic distillation process, the last traces of oxygen are
removed in a catalytic recombiner, and moisture and carbon dioxide
are removed on molecular sieves. The recovered Krypton and Xenon are
transferred to pressurized cylinders for pemaDent storage (Figure 7-8).
In the selective absorption process (Ref. 39), the gases are dried and
then are contacted with a fluorocarbon liquid at about -25°F and 400
pounds per square inch pressure in _ absorption column where the
Krypton aDd XeDon are selectively absorbed by the fluorocarbon liquid.
The Krypton _d Xenon are stripped from the fluorocarbon in a second
colWID md the gases transferred to pressurized cylinders (Figure 7-9).
The cryogenic distillation .thod has been successfully applied in a
_U-8Cale production unit at the USAEC Idaho Chemical Processing Pl_t
to recover Krypton-8S for sale; the purpose of running the unit was DOt
for effluat control ad thus the process was not optimized for complete
recovery. The selective absorption systell has been evaluated in a
nonradioactive pilot plant at the OBNL Gaseous Diffusion Plant and
ret_tions of greater than 99% have been .asured (Ref. 39). Although
both syste.. are offered by com.ercial V8Ddora for use at nuclear reactors
in the later 1970' s. the successful removal of chemical impurities frOID
the gaseous .fflueats and large-acala application at reprocessing plamta
naaiD to be cle1Ionatrated.
7.8.4

Iodine _oval

The IodG systea (Ref. 40) UDdar study at OBHL COIlslats of a bubble-cap
scrubber 111 which coilceatrated nitric acid is cGDtacted with the g. . . .
(ligure 7-10). S.a11-aca1. teats in4icate that greater than 99.99% of
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both the org_ic iodides _d ,elemental iodiDe are l'8taiDed in the acid.
The iodiDe is separated in _ 'evaporator as a solid (1 2 °5) and the

aCid 1. recycled for reuse. The solid product would be stored 88 a
solid waste. as 1205 or caaverted to _other solid fom, such as sodium
iodide. This pZGceaa is used chiefly to xemove macro quantities of
iodine. A "polishing" step may be required to reduce traces of iodine
still further left after the Iodex process. Zeolite solids impregnated
with silver iOl1s adsorb both organic iodides 8Dd elelll8Dtal iodine from
effluent gases (Ref. 41). Retentions of sr,ater thali 99.99% have been
dellGDstrated in 8IUl,l.... cale tests with 2-in.-thick beds of silver
zeolite. Saae reprocessing plants an now installing silver zeolite
beds as an additioual gaseous effluent treatmeilt step.
It is possible that future reaoval nquireEllt8 may impose on ~PJ:Ocess1Dg
plants a stack air discharge caacentratiOll of not more than 10-12 gr_
of iodine per cubic meter of air, depending 011 the stack air flow rate
_d the site dilution fac1;or available. The capability for sUver
zeolite to adsorb iodine apecies at these extremely low concentrations
in air 18 being studied in laboratory equipment.
An alternate procesa to the shearing and voloxidation steps in prepariag
nuclear fuel for solvent extraction nprocessing is the so-called
"pyrochemical head-end" (Ref. 42) which has beea investigated at ANL.
In this pJ:Ocess the fuel is separated from. the cladding by dissolving
the cladding in molten zinc at approxlmately 1500·'. The uranium 8Dd
plutoniua are reduced to the elemental state by the addition of magnesium
ed calcium. The zinc is tIaen volatilized, leaving the metallic uraniUII,
plutonium and some of the fission products ready to be dissolved in
nitric acid aolutiOll and then to becaae the feed for thePUUX process.

This proce.. could be advantageous for CODtrol and zetention of triti1D,
iodiDe ad kryptOll because aall gas Stl:881118 would be used anduo wa«:er
would be presmt. The process has been explozed 011 a laboratory scale,
but is DOt under active developaaent. Many questiOlls xemain to be answered
with zegard to the exact fate of the fissiOll products and the engineering
of large-scale equipment befon the process could be fully evaluated for
~ial application.
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'1'BE SAJ'ETY OJ' NUCLEAR POWER. BEACTOllS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
ABD IlLATED FACILITIES

CHAPTER 8.0
SELECTED TOPICS IB AREAS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

The pnceding chapters of this nport have discussed those topics which are
CODaldend to be the .,."t importaat factors in the safety of nuclear power
plants· aad nlated facilities. AIIloDg thea an topics which have been
matters of special concen to a llU1Iber of people, aad that have nceived
attention in the se-ral news _dia, articles in teclmf.cal journals, boob,
pamphlets, hearing recorda acc:uaulated in the course of lice_ing revt_
aad the like. In this chapter, those topics which appear to be of special
current intens t, or Which have been a matter of pubUc concen in recent
years, an collected aad nviewed briefly in the hope of providing SOM
additional perspective for the general nader.
8.1

CAN NUCLEAR POWEl PLANTS EXPLODE LIKE ATmtIC BOMBS?

The captioned question has been an obvious source of apprehension for 1I8I1Y
people for the past fifteen years or so, during which period commercial
nuclear power. has entered the scene. This appreheD8ion steas frOll the
:DBage of nuclear energy engendered by its initial use in atom.c weapons
during World War II. The answer is no for any type of nuclear power plant
in existence or likely to be built inthe future. Since this report
concems the safety of COIIDBrcial LWRs, however, the following remarks
will be directed largely to this type of nuclear power plant.
As noted in Chapter 7.0, 1I8Ily experiments -- including experim8nts designed

to destroy small experimental reactor cores -- have shown that the iDberent
characteristics of reactors, such as the LWIt, lim.1t the (destructive) power
output that could be attained in any foreseeable accident situation, even
if control systems fail to operate. In addition, a serious accident leading
to loss of the water coolant in an LWIt would also be accoapanied by ceiisati~~
of the nuclear chain reaction, because this chun relies on water 88 a
neutron !DOderator. Monover, if a series of un1ikely event. wen to lead to
_lting of commercial LWR fuel and the as.ociated _ltlng of .tructural
. .terials, the !DOlten .... of fuel aad .tructural material. would not
.ustain a nuclear chain reaction, because of dilution of the contained fi ••ile
material.
.
Dilution of fissile material is a key factor in ..suring that nuclear
power plants cannot, under the worst of accident cirCllll8tancea, ha'e a
nuclear explo.ive e_rgy output .ore than a very small fraction of yield.
typical of _apODS. Typical ccmcentratiOlia of fi••ile material. in LWIt
cores are shown in Table 8-1, in ccaparison with concentratiODS in
explo.ive nuclear devices. It should be noted that, in addition to high
fi ••ile concentration; a nuclear explosion requina an ezt:r..-ly rapid
(fraction of a .ec:oad) ...embly of a supercrit1ca1 ..... Because of the
peat dilution of fi•• ile _terial in today' s ~rctal LWIts, such -r
explosion. is physically 1apos.ibl~ _dar .., circ:uaataaces.'
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Table 8-1

DilutlO-, 9f Fissile Materials in :aeacton

Fuel IDriclaeDt (%)

COIBerciall /
Reacton -

Research
or Test 21
Reactors-

WeapODs

1-4

90-95·

90-100

01 - 0.4

1-1.5

18

0.1 - 0.3

0.2-0.4

18

Fi8811e CoDcentratiOD in
Fuel

(grams fiaaile per cubic
centimeter of fuel)
As.-blecl DeASit.;i
(grams fisaile per cubic
centimeter of solid,
including clad _d
structure)
Fisaile CODCentratiOD in
Core
(grams fissile per cubic
centimeter of core

18

0.05 - 0.15

.o1U118)

11

Theima1 neutron power reactors, excluding
those fueled with natural uranium.

21

Thermal neut ron type.

31

Without tr8Dsient compactiOD.

.
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It ... t be emphasized that the precedi11l r-arka pertain to the possibility
of a weapOll-like aplosiOil. Then could be explosive thermal, chaical or
nuclear ellergy nleaaes of considerably _Uer _pitucle in power
reactors. although these an 8aOIlg the highly UDlikely events which are
prevented by design and safety features, as discussed in preceding .
chapters of this report. As DOted in the report WASB-740 (Ref 1 - which
will be the topic of the following sectiOll):
"Even in the worst imaginable cases of nuclear rUIlaway the
energy release would be comparable OIlly to a mild. chea1cal
exploaiOll. Chemical reactiOll8 occurring in the wake of a
nuclear rUIlaway might in fact contribute more energy than
the rUDaway itself. . If power reactors are located at si tes
similar to those now being proposed, the release of energy
accompanying a reactor accident would COIlStitute a
negligible hazard to the public. The energy release is
important OIlly because it cOlltributea to the possible
extent of the fissiOll product release. n
8.2 WHAT ABOUT THE POSSIBLE EXTENT OF FISSION PBODUcr .RELEASE?

(WASH-740)

An 8D8ver to this question vas needed in the early days of development of

commercial nuclear power for use in estimating the amount of liability
insurance that the industry might be required to carry. The 8Il8Wer
obviously required SOlDt! idea of the extent of damage that might be caused
by a catastrophic nuclear power plant accident. Toward that end, the
report, WASH-740 <Ref. 1), was prepared for the ABC by a study team of
staff members of the Brookhaven National Laboratory, assisted by outside
consultants. The report vas published in March 1957, before any
co_reial nuclear power p.lantswere in operatiOll in the U.S.
The WASH-740 study estimated fatalities, injuries, and property damage
(largely radioactive cOlltaminatiOll of land) that might occur from the"
accidental release of fissiOll Pl'oducts from a nuclear power plant UDder
several sets of ....-d circums tancea • Referring OIlly to the max111111J1l
consequence eirCUllStancea suggested by the study, the major UDderlying
asSumptiOll8 were: <a) 50% of the fission product inventory of a 500 MW
(thermal) reactor could, in conceivable but highly UDlikely accidents,
be released to the atmosphere. Allowance for time to escape and to
reach surrOUlld1ng POPUlatiOll areas was made by assumi11l a 24 hour decay
period for the fissiOil product inventory and (b) the release ~ght occur
UDder an adverse co.,iutian of cOllditiona, including acherse weather
canditions, which may prevail leas thaD 10% of the time.
For. the 50% fissioa product release case, the study estimated 0 to
3400 fatalities, 0 to 43,000 injuries, aDd from 18 to 150,000 square
ailea of laDd that aight be placed under SOll8 fon of seaeral ftstrictiODS due to radioactive COIltaadnatiOD. As indicated by the ranga,'
*This is obviously a relative ten.
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injury to the public from a very large fission product release would, un~r
circumstances that would prevail most of the time (e.g., relatively favorable weather conditions, prompt evacuation), not necessarily be large in
magnitude. The upper ltmits refer to circumstances estimated to occur less
than 10% of the ttme and are probably overstated due to the pessimistic
assumption. involved.
The authors of WASH-740 used great care in placing their study and its
results in proper perspective. Some critics of nuclear power have bypassed this perspective by using selected quotations from the report to
suppqrt their points of view, while ignoring other portions that would
not tend to do so •. Critical reviews of books and articles that have
used WASH-740 in this manner have been published (Ref. 2, pp. 355-396).
The report has been cited by intervenors in connection with their
opposition to the licensing of nuclear power plants. Some people
interpret the report as a frightening revelation of the dangers of
nuclear power. Thus, WASH-740 has gained some prominence, in a
contentious sense, in the public eye.
In 1965, the AEC gave some thOUght to issuing an updated version of WASH-740.
taking into consideration the large sizes of nuclear power plants then being
designed or built, in comparison with the 500 MW thermal (about 160 MWe)
plant originally assumed as a source of fission products (Ref. 3, pp. 347-348).
No such report was issued. Given the assumptions used in WASH-740 and a larger
number of fission products, one will inevitably calculate larger "upper limits"
for the consequences. But WASH-740, in effect, used extreme fission product
release values on an intuitive or judgmental basis, and a simple updating wou1d
have given little additional insight into the probability that such releases
will occur from the plants currently in service. Consequently, the con temp la ted
up-dating would have provided no insight into the magnitude of the population
risk. Moreover, the quantitative assessment of such risk requires much more
sophisticated methodology and much more detailed input data than were
available for the origll1al WASH-740study, or for :he contemplated updating.
The evolving probablistic analysis methodology (Chapter 6.0) appears to offer
the best path to meaningful assessment of accident probabilities and risks
that may be associated with nuclear power plants currently in service. Such
methodology is betag developed for this and related purposes (See,
Section 6.4.8, Chapter 6.0).
From the AEC point of view, WASH-740 served an important historical
purpose at the time it was developed. In the intervening years, the
information available, reactor safety systems and analysis techniques
have all been upgraded considerably from those available when the
WASH-740 study was made. This upgraded capability has been in routine
U8€. for many years, in connection with the licensing of nuclear power
plants, for the assessment of a broad spectrum of assumed accident
situations, and the ability of inherent design features and engineered
safety systems of each specific plant to prevent or minimize harm,
should such accidents occur (See Chapter 5.0).
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8.3
8.3.1

PUBLIC LIABILITY INSUlAHCE

~

PIICE-ANDEISOR

LlGIS~IO.

BacltarOUDd md l!peria1ice

The origiD8, purpose, iatent, etc. of the Price-ADderaoa legislation for
third party liabUity (i. e., the liability of ....ra of radioacti".
_teria1 to _hera for ct.ase arisiq out of .c~ideat.) iacte-1ty for
~rc1a1 nuclear power i • •xt...i"l,. revi_d ia Reference 4,
"Selected Materials OIl Atollic EBergy lade_ity Legi.latioa." For the
purpo• • of this brief eliscuesioa, the . .tter is stated aucciactly ia the
fo11ow1al quotat1oa froa "fenace 5, ,tlSafety Detend.aatioaa ia Nuclear
Pow.r Licenaial: A Critical Viw":
"Shortly aft.r the 1954 Act opeaed the auclear power lad_try
to private enterpriae, it becaae appareat that the probl. . of
poteatial liability to the public w. a subst_tial roadb1ock
to 1aveatMlat of private fuacis ia auclear power project.. The
1aauraace 1acluatry, with virtually DO experieace 1a . . . . .iDl
aucl_r riSks, was uapnpared_d uavill1ag to write third
party liability iaaurace cOlltracts agaiaat the .troDOllica11y
hip poteatial liability that could re.ult 1a event of _
acc1d_t~
Ia additioa, the wry .i.e of the poteatial
liability was ia it. .l, beyoad the capacity of the iaaurace
1adUlitry. racad with the 1aability to acquire adequate
1asur_ce protect1oa, the utilities md the ~uc1ear equip_t
. .ufacturers serve4- notice that they were uavill1aa to
proceed .ith nuclear power deve1op..at, which could nault ia
baakrUPtial public- liability clat.s 1a eveat of . . accideat,
. UDl. .s . . . _chaalam .ere fouad to provide adequate fiaaacial
p1:Otect1oa. Both the ABC ad the JCAE thea undertook cOllsideration of a proar_ for goveru.at uaderwrit1a1 of th._ risks.
"Their COD8ideratioa resulted ia eaactaaat 1a 1957 of _
" ' - " t to the 1954 Act cc.aOllly nferred to as the PriceAaderaoa Act. Thi. legislation re.ted OIl two juatificat1OD8:
first, that 1adUlitry, OIl which nliace was placed for de".lop_ t of nuclear power, .hould be protected al&iust poteatial
bakrupt1a1 liability, thereby euab11Dg 1adUlitry to proceed
with deYe1op_t of the techllololY; md, .ecOIld, that .surece
should be provided that in the ewat of a .erio... accide1lt"
fuada would be available to COIIpeDaate the injured public for.:'
its 10..... The priDciple feature. of the Act are as followa:
(1) 'lbe ABC requiree each lic..._, as a cODelitioa of his pOwer
nector licaaae, to carry ., fiamcia1 protectioa' equal 1a
a.ouat to the 1I8X1. . avaUu1e fre. privat• •ourcea. Stace by
th~s ti_ th.iDe~race tadUlitry was prepared to offer 60
1I1ll1oa dollan ta public liability COftr_, the eff.ct of
thi. w. to require uti11ties to carry i_ura_ 1a. that _ t .
(2) OIl top of thi. private iDeurace, the AIC_t.~ tato

caa.tracts with licea.e•• inclemifyf.ng them agaill8t public
liabUity claUs to the .xtent of a addit:l.oual 500 1I:I.11ion
dollars. '1'h:l.e iIldemity extends not OIlly to the license••
but alao to ay oth.r persOll who 1I:I.ght be liable .. a result
of a 'nuclear iDc:l.dent' at the licensed facUity."
The follow1Da aclcIltioul iIlfonat:l.on IIay be DOted:

(a) the $560 II:I.llion
... of private iDaurace md goftaa.lltal iIlcle_ity DOt CIIlly mpm_nta
the public liability coverage available, it alao repre.ent. the legal
1:I.a1t of l:I.ab:l.1ity of the :blaured. (b) ctaaage occurriDg to the nuclear
station itaelf is DOt cOftred by the $560 1I:I.11:1.on; the GWDer/operator
.u.t act as aelf-iaaurer or abtaill private iDaurance to cover such
ruk. _d (c) Price-AndenOll iIl_mity ia ava:l.1ab18 DOt OIlly to AlC
liceas• • but also to ABC operating contracton (e.g., cOiltracton
operat:blg ABC nuclear facilities).
Pre• •tly. the ABC haa Price-Alldenon contracts with about ll3 licens....
The CUrnDt Price-.Anderaou 1_ require. that _y further liC81Ulea for
production md utU:l.zation facUities (includillg a cODstructiOll per.1t)
i ..ad before August 1977 shall haft Price-ADderson indeality before the
liceaae em be i.aued. The Price-Anderson cODtract is effecti... for the
1:I.fe of the lic:eaae - presently a 4O-year tel'll.
In the nearly sixteen yean .ince the inception of the' Price-And.nOD
progr_. DO cla1a illVolv1ng licensee indemity agre8Mllts haa ever been
nce1ftd. The OIlly claill paid Out UDder _ insur_ce policy used to
proY1d. fiDaDcial protect:l.ou under the· iIlclemification proar- for
1:I.c....... 1IIvolved a cuk used for the ahip.nt of irracl1at.d fuel. Due
to leakage of ccat....at.d cooliDg water f r . the cask. it wa necessary
to decontD:l.llate two trucka used in the .wiMmt_d a cla:l.a of $3.500
wa paid by the in.urance c:mIP-iea.
The nuclear l:I.ability in.urace
pools have BeYer received a cla1a ar:l.8iDg fr_ the operation of a
DUclear reactor of ay type. On the other hand. $75,000 hu been paid
out for c1ailla UDcIer ABC caatractor inclemity agr• ..-nta (iDclucl:l.ng
$70.000 for a claia caauect.d with the SL-l reactor accident _tioud
111 Chapter 6.0).

*

UDder alD.. nnrve rating ay.t_ 8IIIployed by tlla tvo nuclaar liab:l.1ity
iDaurace pools. a .ub.tatial portion (65-70%) of the prea:l.... mcei. .d
fre. lUIClear :luanda·:I.D the Uu1ted State. :I.e ,laced :I.D a 10•• nune
fUDcI ad. i f notut:iliHcl for loa.... i. ntumed to the :luareda after
a lap.e of ten yean. ..fUDela of the. . ruene'NId.... ha". bMll _ _
_
ally .iDee 1967 ad by 1972 haft totallad $3.7 Id.ll:l.on ( . .e
Table 8-2).

.
*'the Ruwar IIleraY Liability In.arace • •oc:I.ats.. ad.the Mutual AtOll:l.c
lneraY Liabil1ty VDdewrit.rs are ...ociati.. (poola) of private
iDaurance CGIIP_lu whic1a UDclenrite DUclaar l1ability wurace. The
$3.500 ,.,.ant vas aade froll thue pools OIl behalf of the iDaund.
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TABLE 8-2

JlUCLIAIl LIABILITY USUblCB - BSEIlVE
PRlHIUHRlJ'UNDS .

Year Prem:l.ua Paid

Refund (10 years later)

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962

$

% of Pre1l1uaRefUDded

46,436
241,209
477,870
784,612
1,017,609
1,167,152

66.2
67.4
66.8
67.2
68
67

n.-

In addition, the iaaurmce pools h.". incre.ed the -xf _
. . .t of
private liability iuaurmce coverage available over the yeaa, the ••
~uat DOW .tmcl1aa at $95 million per iaaured facility. UDder the
Pr:llce-AudeI'8OD for.ala, the Govemmeut·. potential liabUity i. thereby
reduced for . y .iuplar nuclear 1nc1cleut to $465 1I1l1ion. r.... paid
to the GovemaeDt for Price-Alldenon iude_ity had accu.a1atecl to about
$3.8 million by the ead of 1972.
8.3.2

Poiut. aDd Counterpoint.

lafereace 5, quoted above, i8 a critique of the Price-Alldenon ay.t_,
abodyiBa 81_t8 of critici. . that haft also be_ aprea8ad by othere.
The el~t. of Price-Alldenon which, through the yean, have caused the
great_t critici_ appear to be:
a.

b.

The fiDac1al participatioo of approx1ute1y $500 1I1llion

by the Govem_t iB iudealifyiDa private utility
corporation. for their public liability. Thi. has be.
viewed .. a aovemmeatal 8ub.idy to the electric power
iuduatry.
The lialtation of liability UDder Section 170. of the
Atamc IDergy Act of 1954, as __ded, prOYid.. that the
••x1PNa liability which my utility em iBcur .. a result
of a nuclear iBc1deat is $560 811U.OD. By pmtectiBa the
utUiti_ fre. add.1tiODa1 llabUity. the 1iJdtation caa
be viewed .. aaother fora of 8ub.idy _. thi.
providecl
by the injurecl public.

GIl.

Th_ poiuts are Dot iuva11c1, but thay caa be iBterprete. iu cl1ffenat
way.. It sboulcl be neal1ecl, for u.ap1e, that the, GoYerD881lt has p1.,.e.
the cio1I1lU11lt role iu the .bort history of nuclear .ergy to clate, beca• •
of the c1rc. .tmcu of it. fint applicat10a (nuclear veapoaa), the
pot_tial haaara of my large-.eale nuclear app1icatiOD acl the large
coat8 of clevelopiBa the requi.ite technology for peaceful purpose.. Through the ABC's c1v11impower develop...t proar-. ,the people of thi•
• $30 per thenal . ._att, with a $100 1I1D.1Iua fee.
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COUIltry have 1I1.".ated upwarda of $2 billion alODe in the develop_t of
LWI. techDology, becauee it was judged to be needed for the relatively

Dear-tera energy _ecla of the u.s. population. Thia inveat_t can
obviously be conatrued .. a aubaidy to the electric power industry. In
the ....caatezt, the Price-AndemOD legialation may be viewed as a
aubaidy, but it haa alao been a neceaaary part of public investment in
nuclear power technology. It is doubtful that the LWR industry would
have developed to ita prea.t atatus without it.
It h1i8 b_ auggested (Bef. 6, alao aee Bef. 7)tbat the very exiateace
of the Price-Andeoon Act has bacm. a psychological Achillas heel,
regardleaa of the logic, .,tivatiOR _d purpose that lay behind it at
ita inception:
It

II

• • • the public doea DOt have to be expert 111 nuclear
utt.rs to CORclude that the nuclear plat poa.. a great
threat - it can m_ the n18ben in the Act, _d the
naber i. $560 million. That dwarfa the large.t
non-federal 11ab11ity policy ever written. lurthenaore,
of au po.aible catastrophes GIla 1I1ght f-.giDe, the only
ORe that i. flagged by Federal in_mification is nuclearplant _sociated.
Like it o~ DOt. the Price-Andenon Act is _sociated in the
public Iliad rith the 1956 Brookhaven study, known aa WASB740. • •• The calculation c.- to 3400 dead, 43,000 injured
and $7 billion pmperty d..... In the light of this, the
Priee-ADdenon buff.r between the nuclear cm.lDi ty _d
liability for Uus.a looks like a mal impoaition GIl the
credibility of the public. It is hard for the public not
to auapect that there ia __thing about the aafety of
nuclear pOller plant a that is beiDg hidden." (liaf. 6, p. 40)

If Priea-ADderaoa illpreaa. . 80_ people aa a apecial cORee.aioa to a
poteatial public hazard. oth.r people ncoani.. tbat the 1aap is aore
.,paz.at tb.a nal.. In brNCl principle, Price-ADderaonca1la for the
expenditure· of pab11c faa_ ·in the UIllikely Gecumace of an event
tbat cauld b. daaipat.d a ''Dational diaaater, II aa are so_ f1oo_. cIaa
failuna, earthquakea. fir••• aploaioDa, crop faUun•••tc., which
alaoqual1fy for lederal ..a1atanee 1a cae "ay or anoth.r. Price__non per . . is UIlpne.....t.d. but caly ill the .... a. . . that the
oriab of the nuclear iIlduatry ia .precedented ill thia CCNltry.

'lba _clear lad_try v .. the firat ill u.s. hiatory to be 18trocluced
ria Federal legla1atioD nquir1ag a overriding CGlceED for the h.alth
... aaf.ty of the pablic. Aa IIOt.d pnvioualy. Price-Andenon tI. .
jwlpcl to b. a liacea.ry e1_t 18 .arly atOllic energy lepalati_. It
ClU'tataly vas IIOt lat_dad to hide or obfucat. aything about the saf.ty
of auclear power pl_ta; quit. the caatrazy; It _aa _ UIlprecedent.d
""na,-tioa of the poi_t1a1 dab of the .... 18duatry ill a atralghtfolWrd .ad practical - . r .
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If today's essential industries, which are alao the major sources of air
pollution, (e.g., metallurgical, power production) had developed under
circumstances comparable to those of the nuclear industry, the Nation
might not be faced today with air pollution d_ge approaching the' order
of $25 bUlion per year* (Ref. 8). This is, however, hindsight in the
face of proble_ which crept up on an unalert or unsuspecting society.
The intent for the nuclear industry has been, and caotinues to be, ODe,
of alert foresight ad the avoidace of problemS.
8.3.3

The Forthcomins Review of Price-Andenon Legislation

It should be noted that the Congress did not intend Price-Andenon
legislation to be a peTmaDent solution to indemnity for the nuclear
industry. As stated in the 1957 report of the .Joint COIIIIII1.ttee OIl
Atomic Energy, recommending enactment of the Price-Anderson Act:
"The provisions of this bill provide govemmental
indemnifications to those licensees who obtain their
licenses within the next 10 yean. The inde1l'llif1cation agreement is to run for the life of the license.
During the lO-year period it is hoped that there will
be enough experience gained so that the problems of
reactor safety will be to a great extent solved and
the insurance people will have had experience on which
to base a sound program of their own."
Price-AndersOll legislation was reviewed and re-enacted in 1965 (Ref. 3,4).
Another review of the need for such legislation will be necessary during
the next few yean, since the existing legislation is due, to expire in
1977. The ABC is currently conducting an assessment to provide a basis
for submit ting recommendations to the Congress on whether the PriceAnderson Act should be extended or modified. The study is taking into
account the technological developments in nuclear power, the safety
record of the industry, actuarial experience and other relevant
experience.
8.4

EMERGENCY CORE (DOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) - RULEMAKING HEARING ON
INTERIM DESIGN CRITERIA

During the past year, the ABC's interim criteria for the analyses of ECes
performance have been the subject of an extensive public rulemaking
hearing, which has involved, DUch debate 8810DS the parties to the hearing
*Projected national annual damage costs in 1977, including health damage
costs of $9.3 bUlion, residential property damage at $8 billion, and
materials ad vegetation damage at $7.6 bUlion per year. Capital and
operating costs over the 1970-1980 decade for abatement procedures to meet
current environmental standards have been estimated at about $287 bUlion'
(Ref. 8, 9) ,and would serve to reduce actual damages significantly from
the projections.
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(see SectioD 8.4.3). A brief review of historical circumstances leadiD.
to the current atatua of ECes follows:*
8.4.1

Evolution of ECCS Desips

The earlieat LWRa (as well as current ones) were neceasarily provided
with coolant .teup syste_ for normal operational loaaes of coolant
(atea. leaks, losaes during refueling operations etc.). Capability for
providing long-te1'lB cooling of core fuel for removal of decay-heat w-.
alao provided. Before 1966, however, high-pressure, high-capacity syste_
to provide emergency coolant were not inatalled. Under theae circumstances,
capability to cope with re:latively small leaks or breaks exiated, but the
unlikely break of a large prim.ary system. component could have led to fuel
melting. For the protection of public health and safety, em.phaais was
placed on the primary and secondary containment - maintenance of its
structural integrity and low leakage rate, transfer of decay-heat energy
out of contaimaent to prevent unacceptable pressure buildup, and
containDlent air cleaning systems. For the relatively nall, early LWRs,
such containment provided adequate public protection in spite of limited
ECCS capabilities.
During the review by the ABC regulatory staff and the ACRS in 1966 of
several applications for cODstruction of large power reactors, it became
apparent that further cOllsideration of the role of ECCS was needed. For
the larger reactors then being proposed, melting of a substantial 8IDount
of the fuel cladding could lead to consequences not considered feasible in
earlier reviews. Because of the increasing importance of emergency core
coolingperf01'lBance, an advisory task force was appointed in 1966 by the
ABC Director of Regulation to study the problem.. The late Dr. William. K.
Ergen was cha11'118D of the task force, whoae membership included senior
technical persOllnel from. the nuclear industry and the AEC. The conclusions of this task force (atated in Ref. 10, the Ergen Task Force Report)
clearly pointed to the need for more sophisticated, high-capacity ECes
systema to provide a high degree of assurance that the larger power
plants could cope with a major LOCA without major additional damage to the
plant or hazard to the public.
The ChiDa Syndrome
Conclusion II of the Ergen Task Force Report states in part:
"Current technology is sufficient to enable predicting with
reasonable assurance the key phenomena associated with the
loas-of-coolant; for quantitative UDderstanding of the
accident, the analysis of such an event requires that the
core be maintaiDed in place and essentially intact to
preserve the heat-transfer area and coolant-flow geom.etry.
"rgency Core Cooling Systems (ECes) have been discussed in chapters 1.0,
2~0, S.O in respect to BCes component functions and functional analyses of
ECCS during a range of assumed loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA). Related
R&D is deacribed in Chapter 7.0.
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Without preservation of heat-transfer area and coolant-flow
geometry, fuel-ele.-nt melting and coredis88sembly would
be expected. With. the start of core dis88sembly, there
would be a 1I8j or increase in the uncertainty of prediction
of core behavior, and degeneration of the core to a meltdown
situation could not be ruled out." (Ref. 10, p. 9)
The inabUity to predict the precise course of events for an assumed,
major loss-of-coolant accident without emergency cooling was recognized
prior to this task force study. What the Ergen. Task Force Study brought
out, however, was that the decay-heat energy of the nuclear fuel in
large power plants is sufficient to raise serious questions as to
whether plant containment integrity would be maintained under the
assumed circumat8DC8s.
.,

As mentioned in Chapter 5.0 (Section 5.4.1), the melting of some cladding
and of some fuel would be inevitable in aD uncooled core., and energetic
interactions between molten cladding, molten fuel and residual water
would then be likely. For relatively small decay-heat outputs, the
situation would be expected to stabilize without breaching plant
containment, (i.e., gas pressures generated during the process of
stabilization would not be expected to exceed capability of the containment),
and resolidification of molten materials would be expected due to natural
heat losses through the various walls and surfaces of the plant.
When plants are made larger in power, however, the various wall and
surface pathways for heat dissipation generally do not increase
proportionately. Thus, the above-mentioned expectations would not
necessarily be fulfilled for an uncooled core in a larger reactor.
In addition to the possibility of generation of higher pressures
than the containment could withstand, fuel could remain molten and
flow to vessel walls, and undissipated heat energy would serve to
raise the temperature of, and melt, additional structural materials.
The Ergen Task Force mapped out (Ref. 10, Appendix 5) a series of
hypothetical events for a large (about 1000 MWe) reactor, starting
with the assumption of a double-ended break of it large primary
system coolant pipe and concurrent failure to provide any emergency
cooling. In brief summary thereof, the Task Force concluded that heat
transfer pathways might not be adequate to cope with an uncooled core
and that substantial portions of the molten core could melt through the
bottom of the pressure vessel, thence through the containment and to the
earth below. Somewhere, apart from the Ergen Report, this sequence was
given the
"The China Syndrome," since the molten material is
supposed to be headed in the general direction of China. Contrary to
the implications of this name, however, the molten material could not
progress very far into the grotmd - perhaps 60 to 90 feet at DIOst (Ref.
10, Appendix 8), and perhaps not .at all (i.e., it is not a certainty that
such molten material would penetrate the containment).

name,
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Adoption of High Capacity, Redundant EeCS
As a' result of these kinds of considerations, there w,as a rapid escalation

in the design capabilities of ECCS installed in nuclear power plants.
Comparisons of plane designs before and after the summer of 1966 show that
this was the time of significant changes in ECCS designs, incorporating
significant improvements over previous designs: (a) in amount and rate of
coolant available, (b) range of postulated pipe ruptures for which remedial
protection is provided, (c) provision against damage to core internals and
other systems important to safety following postulated pipe rupture,
(d) provisions for reliably supplying e~ergy to ECCS 'active' components
from both onsite and offsite power sources, and (e) redundancy (and some
diversity) in both instrumentation signals and components for effectirag
such cooling.
These "modern" (since 1966) systems have greatly enhanced ECCS pe~forrnance
capabilities (relative to prior ECCS) as well as reliability of functioning.
Earlier operating nuclear power plants have been backfitted, or are in the
course of being backfitted, with such improved systems. The backfitting
of nuclear power reactor facilities to satisfy present"-ECCS'per.formance
criteria must be completed by 1974, in accordance with AEC regulations.
8.4.2

Evolution of ECCS Criteria

Consistent with one of the principal conclusions of the Er~en Task Force,
(Ref. 10), the AEC promulgated in 1967 general performance requirements
for emergency core cooling systems for LWRs. Criterion 35 of the
Commission's present General Design Criteria (10 CFR 50, Appendix A)
and its predecessors in earlier versions of the criteria reflected the
task force finding that the effectiveness and adequacy of ECCS requires
that "the core be maintained in place and essentially intact." Designs
of ECCS for all LWR's have subsequently been evaluated by the regulatory
staff to determine whether this overall performance requirement has been
satisfied.
Since 1967, the regulatory staff has also been developing more detailed
internal guidelines relnted to required ECCS performance. The present
form of the ECCS performance criteria, IIInterim Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Reactors" (Ref. 11) was
developed in the spring of 1971 by a regulatory staff task force, with
assistance from AEC laboratory personnel engaged in related safety
research, after another intensive study of ECCS design and performance.
The basis for this review was the experience that had been gained in the
case-by-case evaluation of the emergency core cooling systems for over
50 reactors by the staff, and the accumulation of experimental data and
information concerning the expected behavior of ECCS, since issuance of
the Ergen report in 1966.
One particular body of information considered was that from the semiscale
tests (Ref. 12) performed at the National Reactor Testing Station by the
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Idaho Nuclear Corporation during the period of November 1970 through
March 1971. These scoping tests were performed in a semiscale assembly
using electrically heated rods <9" in height) in a vessel about I'
diameter. They were designed to test certain assumptions used in mathematical prediction models of some of the .events which may occur during a
LOCA. The results of some water injection tests were not as predicted
by the then-available AEC hydraulic code, and, in fact, the injected water
failed to flow up through the electrically heated rods as expected. On
the basis of the uncertainty thus revealed in the predictive model, the
task force recommended some additional conservative assumptions to all
evaluation models used in connection with the interim acceptance criteria.
There are, however, cogent reasons for' believing that the semi-scale
results were peculiar to .the equipment used and not representative of
hydraulic behavior in large systems.
In the more general sense, the regulatory ECCS task for~e considered
a number of altenative courses of action and points of view in
developing the criteria and evaluation models recommended for adoption
by the Commission. It was suggested by some that no new or revised
criteria were needed, and by others that arbitrary limits be established
on reactor power, peak power density, and other variables to assure the
adequacy of ECCS. Serious consideration was given to such proposals. The
Task Force finally adopted the evaluation model approach, because of its
ability to distinguish real differences in the behavior of reactors of
various designs. The various points of view and the basis and significance
of the new criteria were discussed with the ACRS and the Commission, prior
to the issuance by the Commission in June 1971 of the AEC Interim Policy
Statement for ECCS.
The 1971 Interim ECCS Accept'ance Criteria not only provided more detailed
performance criteria, but also specified in considerable detail acceptable
analytical techniques for calculating expected ECCS performance. The
acceptable analytical techniques, together with accompanying assumptions,
were incorporated in the Interim Criteria in the form of evaluation
models.
8.4.3

ECCS Rulemaking Hearing

Various citizen groups and environmental organizations intervened in a
number of reactor license hearings, making contentions regarding the
uncertainty of the necessarily complex evaluations of ECCS performance.
In view of thes~ challenges to, and comments on, the June 1971 Interim
Policy Statement on BCCS <as amended in December 19.71 to add two evaluation
models), the AEC scheduled a rulemaking hearing on the ECCS Interim
Acceptance Criteria to: (a) allow full discussion of this subject at one
place and at one time, instead of re~etitive discussions in each individual
plant license hearing; and (b) to develop a record on which the Commission
could make a determination as towbether the interim criteria should be
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modified or continued in effect in their preseDt form. This public rulemaking hearing was convened in January 1972. The parties to the hearing
are: the AEC's regulatory staff, the Consolidated National Intervenors,
the Consolidated Utilities, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, General
Electric Company, Babcock and Wilcox Company, Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
the Lloyd Harbor Study Group and the States of Maine, Minnesota and
Vermont. The hearing is being conducted by a three-member hearing board
charged with the responsibility for developing a record of information
relevant to the interim. criteria that is as complete as possible. The
complete hearing record will be certified to the Commission to be used
as a basis for making its determination in regard to the interim criteria.
The hearing can be divided into three phases l/ : first, a presentation
of direct written testimony concerning the ECes criteria by the AEC
regulatory staff and other hearing participants, followed by questioning
concerning this testimony by the parties and members of the hearing
board; second, a presentation of supplemental or rebuttal written
testimony by interested parties followed by additional questioning by
other parties and the board; and, finally, presentation by the
participants of recommendations for changes, if any, in the present
interim criteria. The hearing is not yet completed, but has presently
reached the third and final state.
The major issues that have developed during the course of the hearing
to date include' the following:
1.

The suitability of the limit on the maximum calculated
temperature of the hottest portion of the clad on the
hottest individual fuel rod. Related to this issue is
the question of the need to specify a "time-at-temperature"
criterion in addition to a maximum temperature criterion.

2.

The method of determining the extent of embrittlement and
loss-of-strength of the clad as a result of oxidation (timeat-temperature) •

3.

The need and method of taking into account changes in fuel
cladding geometry (swelling and rupture) during a LOCA.

4.

The adequacy of the computer programs and codes used to
predict ECes performance. Related to this issue is the
adequacy of experimental results needed to verify some
aspects of the analytis:al techniques and the assumptions
used to compensate for such uncertainties.

s.

The significance of the differing opinions expressed by
some members of the AEC staff and some of its consultants
regarding technical details of the ECes performance

11

A possible "fourth phase" is questioning on the Environmental Impact
Statement associated with the rulemaking proceeding.
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criteria ad evaluation models. Related to this issue
is the extent to which dissenting opinions were considered
in the development of the criteria.
As part of the hearing process, the regulatory staff, on October 26, 1972,

filed its supplemental written testimony.. The testimony discussed in some
detail the major technical issues that have been addressed in the hearing.
In the testimony, the staff suggests that increased conservatism would be
appropriate in some aspects of the criteria. The most significat of
these staff opinions relates to decreasing the acceptable temperature
limit for the cladding of the single hottest fuel rod in the reactor ad
to increasing the conservatism in the methods used to calculate the
temperature of the rod cladding during a LOCA.
By February 1, 1973, there had been U2 days of hearing, and the trascript consisted of more than 22,000 pages, plus approximately 200 exhibits
which bad been 1'eceived in evidence. The hearing is expected to be
concluded later in 1973. It would be inappropriate to extend this
discussion ay further at this time, pending CoIImission review of the
record and their subsequent findings.

8.5 SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT EXISTING RADIATION PROTECTION GUIDES AND
THE EFFECTS OF LOW LEVELS OF RADIATION
Beginning several years ago, the existing radiation protection guides
(i.e., recommended limits of exposure to ionizing radiation) •• have been
challenged on the grounds that they have been set too high ad will lead
to a large increase in the incidence of cancer and genetic defects in the
general population. The principal c~itics have been Drs. John W. Goman
and Arthur R. T..,lin, who have written and spoken rather extensively CD
the subject (e.g., Ref. 13-17). Their viewpoints and arguments have, in
tum, been challenged (e.g., Ref. 14, 17-18) because the ABC and others
believe they are incorrect.
In a similar vein, Dr. Ernest J. Stemglass of the University of
Pittsburgh has extensively published results of a study purporting to
show that lDw levels of radiation in the environment due to weapons
testing have increased the incidence of leukemia ad altered the trend
of infant mortality in the U.S. (Ref. 19-22). In an extension to his
arguments with respect to weapons testing ad fallout, he has mo1'e
recently tumed his attention to infat mortality in the vicinity of
nuclear facilities in general, with emphasis on nuclear power reactors
(Ref. 22). Theae correlations have been extensively challenged as
being incorrect (e.g., Ref. 18, 23-24).

*U.S. Atomic Energy CoaIIdssion, Regulatory Staff, "Interim Acceptance
Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light-Water Power
Reactors," testimoDy at pubUc Rule Making Hearing, Docket No. RM-SO-l.
"See APPENDIX I, and Section 4.1.5, Chapter 4.0.
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8.5.1

The Stemglass Correlations

In April 1969, Dr. Sternglass published an article, "Infant Mortality
and Nuclear Tests, If in the Bulletin of the Atomic Sc:1entists (Ref. 19).
In this article, Dr. Sternglass stated that his research had proven a
causal relationship between the deposition of strontium-90 from fallout
due to atomic weapons testing, and a decrease in the rate of downward
trend of infant and fetal tlDrtality. He assumed that without the
fallout of strontium-90, infant mortality rates would have decreased
in a geometrically linear fashion. He also stated that the slower rate
of the decline was caused by "excess" deaths that resulted from genetic
damage due to incorporation of strontium-90 into the genetic material
of the parents before the child was conceived. Dr. Stemglass
subsequently reported this work elsewhere (Ref. 20, 21, 22). The
arguments on fetal and infant mortality were based on an alleged corre1ation
of lIexcess mortality II between the onset of weapons testing and the strontium90 concentrations in milk. His arguments concerning increased childhood
I leukemia were based on an alleged relationship with rainout of radioact:lve
debris experienced in the Albany-Tray-Schenectady area in April 1953, and
the leukemias oc:curing some ten years later. Similar cause and effect
correlations have been alleged in the vicinity of nuclear power plants
(Ref. 22). In this ease, infant mortality rates in areas adjacent to
nuclear reactors have been compared with other, non-adjacent areas over
the same time span.
The cla1as of Dr. Stemglass have been examined rather extensively.
The principal difficulties found with Dr. Stemglass' arguments are
(1) not only is there no obvious basis for expecting infant mortalityrates to decrease in a geometrically linear fashion (Ref. 18, 23), but
it is known that such periods of linear decrease, which generally follow
dramatic improvements in medical care, cannot be sustained indefinitely,
(2) there is no mechanism to explain the action of very small doses fJ,"Om
strontium-90 in the assumed production of such high mortality (Ref. 23~
25), (3) while there is an apparent correlation between lIexcess infant
mortal1ty ll and strontium-90 in milk in the States Dr. Sternglass chose to
examine, no such correlation is found for others that Dr. Stemglass chose
not to examine, (4) the apparent correlations by States do not hold up to
detailed examination (Ref. 23, 24), (5) in the case of childhood leuke~a,
the population at risk, 0-14 year old group, increased by 38% between
1950 and 1960 in New York State, which is about the same as the increase
in number of leukemias observed in the same period. Thus, no !lexcess"
leukemia deaths are apparent in this area of the Stemglass study (Ref. 24),
aDd (6) cause-effect relationships in the neighborhood of nuclear reactors
do not exist when examined statistically over a sufficient time span (Ref. 25).
The recent report of the Advisory Committee on the Biological ·Effects ()f
Ionizing Radiation (BEIR), Division of Medical Sciences, National Academy
of S<:1ences/National Research Council (Ref. 18) states the following .
conclusion with respect to the Stemglass study:
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"It is clear that the correlations preset.'.ted in sUPP0i.'t
of the hypothesis depend OIl arbitrary selection of datil;
supporting the hypothesis· ad the ignoring of those that
do DOt. In several mgaru, the data used by Stemglass
appear to be in error. One of the most vital 888UDlptions
in the model - that withoUt the atomic tests the inf at
IIDrtal1ty rate would have coutinuedto fall in a
geo_trically l~ear fashion - is· without basis e1ther
in theory or in Observation of trends in other countries
ad other tilles. The doses of stroatiua-90 used in the
experiments refe~d to by Stemgl888 were of the order
of 100,000 t1aes greatertha those mceived by huaas
fraa all the atadc tests ad were 88sociated with
elCtr.el.y aall. ~fferences in infat mortality (8~ 7% in
the irradiated
7.5% in the cOlltrol'1III.ee) • • • ~'

w.

"In sbort, there is at the present ti1ll8 DO cOllvincing
evidmcetbat the low levels of radiation in question
aft associated with incft88edrisk of mortality :tn
infancy. • ."
8 ..5.2

The eot..-T..,lin Estimates

The effect of lDw levels of radiation has been discussed briefly in
Chapter 4.0 (Section 4.1.5) aloDg with so_ speculatioa about the n~er
of ca.cer deaths in the U.S. population that might possibly be attributable to ionizing radiatiOll from nuclear industry effluents. It was
noted that a average per penon dose of 0.0002 to 0.0004 relll per year
1III.ght be expected frOID the nuclear industry, projected to the year 2000.
Using these estimates ad the BEIR (Bef. l8)l1Dear, DOD-threshold
extrapolations, a estimated upper limit of 10 to 20 cancer deaths per
year was indicated for a population of 300 1III.llion. These estimated
mortalities would be in "excess" of the DOnal expectation of about
486,000 ca.c:er deaths per year in the same population.
By coutrast, Dn. Gofmaa· ad T..,lin have estD.ated "excess" ca.cer
mortality in the U. S • population, dUe to nuclear effluents, at
16,000 (Bef. 14, p. 655) or 32,000 (Bef. 13) or 104,000 (Refs. 15-16)
deaths per year. The large discftpanc:y between these estimates ad
the estiaates of Chapter 4.0 is due to two fact on : (1) the assUlDption that every 118D, WOII8Q ad child in the U.S. population will
receive a chrODic dose of 0;17 ma per year fr_ the ionizing
radiatio.. in nuclear effluents, because this is the 8IIIOUIlt of radiation
that ".. • the ABC is legally allowed to g1 ve us • • ." (Ref. 26);
ad (2) AssUlDptions used forestimatiDg caacer incidence per Wlit of
radiation. Some of these 88sUllptions have been disputed as questionable
or invalid, 88 will be discuSsed.
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The Gofman-Tamplin 0.17 rem/yr. Assumption
The BEIR Report (Ref. 18) has pointed out difficulties arising from the
misinterpretation of existing ICRP, NCRP and Federal Radiation Protection
Guides:*
"A major difficulty has been the misinterpretation of these
standards, particularly in the public mind. The intent as
stated is that no individual in the general population
should receive whole-body exposure of more than 0.5 rem/year
and that the average exposure of population groups should
not exceed 0.17 rem/year. What is often not realized is
that one or the other of these limits may be governing
depending on the nature of exposure. For example, if the
exposure were to arise from specific locations such as
nuclear power plants or reprocessing plants and it was
assured that no individual at the boundaries of the installations could be exposed to more than 0.5 rem/year, it
would be physically impossible for the U. S. population
averages to approach anywhere near the level of 0.17
rem/year from such sources."
In this category, the 0.17 rem/year assumption used by Gofmanand Tatnplin
ignores the stated intent of the guides, the practices of the AEC and of
the nuclear industry, and the impracticabi~ity (or physical impossibility)
of delivering the assumed general population dose by way of normal or
even abnormal effluents from nuclear facilities. As noted above, the
average general population dose expected from the greatly expand,ed nuclear
industry in the year 2000 will be a small fraction of the recommended'
population limit of 0.17 rem/year.
As has been mentioned previously (Chapter 4.0), the limits of radiation
exposure recommended by the ICRP, the NCRP (and more recently by the
Federal Government) have -- over the past two to three decades -- been
accompanied by the assumption that no level of radiation exposure is
without risk. Accordingly, the recommended limits of exposure have not
been offered as routinely permissible doses, but rather as limits to be
observed with the understanding that exposures to man-made radiation
should be held "as low as practicable". These caveats have been an
essential part of theirrac1iation protection recommendations of these
bodies.
The AEC and the nuclear industry have observed the lias low as practicable"
philosophy, as attested to by the low levels of radiation experienced from
nuclear facilities -- generally 1-2% of the specified annual plant boundary
dosel1mit of 0.5 rem, to an individual who might be expected to spend a
full year at the boundary. In December 1970, the AEC formalized the "as
low as practicable" philosophy in respect to nuclear power plant effluents
(Ref. 27) and in June 1971 issued quantitative guidance (Ref. 28), as
discussed in Section 4.1.4 of Chapter 4.0. These actions will serve to
*International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP); National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP).
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maintain plant boundary doses far below (l/lOOth of) the previously specified
limit and will generally maintain off-site doses to annual values much less
than one-percent of natural background radiation levels. They should serve
to remove any remaining doubts about AEC intent with respect to limits of
radiation exposure.
Basis of Cofman-Tamplin Mortality Rate Estimates
Cofman and Tamplin's estimates of radiation effects are based on three
"Laws" (Ref. 13), later called "Generalizations" (Ref. 16).
'~e can now summarize the general laws for cancer production -by
radiation of human beings, including the evidence for infants
in utero, children and adults.

"Law I

"Law II

- ' All forms of cancer, in all probability, can be
increased by ionizing radiation, and the correct
way to describe the phenomenon is either in terms
of the dose required to double the spontaneous
incidence rate of each cancer or, alternatively
as the increase in incidence of such cancers per
rad of exposure'
'All forms of cancer show closely similar doubling
doses and closely similar increases in incidence
rate per rad.'

"Law III - 'Youthful subjects require less radiation to
increase the incidence rate by a specified
fraction than do adults.'"
These "Laws" or "Generalizations" and resultant conclusions
examined by the BEIR Committee, by the AEC and others. The
doubling dose has been questioned by the-AEC because of the
found in the spontaneous incidence rate of cancers (Ref. 14

have been
concept of the
wide variability
p. 685):

"The concept of a doubling dose as applied to carcinogenesis
by Gofman and Tamplin is here reviewed in detail and found
to be without scientific validity.

"As an ICRP Task Group pointed out (ICRP, 14, 58, 1969):
'In radiological protection the radiation dose required to
double the natural cancer incidence is sometimes used in
assessing acceptable risks for somatic exposure by analogy
with the concept of doubling dose used in assessing the
genetic risks from exposure of the gonads. This concept
of doubling dose for somatic hazards is a specific example
of the misuse of the ratio of cancer rates. The natural
incidence of stomach cancer in men and women in five
different countries varies between 65 and 706 per million
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living so that for a fixed risk per rad the doubling dose
varies more than ten-fold and will induce between 65 and
706 additional cases of stomach cancer depending on the
particular population to which attention happens to be
drawn • • • the only reasonable parameter to use is the
actual number of cases induced by the exposure under
consideration •• "
The BEIR Committee has looked at the reports by Gefman and Tamplin in some
detail. The report of the committee states:
"The conclusion, therefore, is that the figures generated by
Gofman et al are overestimates: The reasons for their overestimates are:
"1.

An overestimation of the relative risk* of solid

tumor induction following irradiation of 0-9 year
olds by a factor of 4-5, and by a factor of 10
for all other ages.
"2.

The unreasonable assumption of a lifelong plateau.
region following in utero irradiation.

"No conclusion can be made at this time on the absolute versus
relative risk dilemma.. Should the absolute risk model be closer
to reality no numbers greater than approximately 3,000 extra
cancer deaths from exposure of the U. S. population to 0.1 reml
year could be obtained given the present risk estimates, regardless
of the lengths of any of the plateau regions for cancers other than
leukemia."
In summary, extensive examination of the Gofman-Tamplin estimates and their
underlying assumptions shows that they are unreasonably high. The assumption of a population dose of 0.17 rem per person per year from nuclear
facilities is contrary to established fact, and is some 400-800 times
larger than the average annual doses that can be expected in future years
from a greatly enlarged nuclear industry. Basic assumptions used by
Gofman and Tamplin in estimating cancer mortality rate per unit of rad~a
tion are questionable and are j~dged to lead to substantial overestimates.
*The relative risk model is based on the assumption that radiation acts to
increase the spontaneous rate and the resulting increased incidence can, for
example, be expressed either as a percentage increase in the spontaneous
incidence rate or in terms of a doubling dose - that dose required to double
the spontaneous incidence rate. The absolute risk model is based on the
assumption that a given amount of radiation will produce a given incidence
independent of the spontaneous rate. Exposure to radiation is often followed
by a latent period or state of seeming inactivity b,tween the time of
exposure and the appearance of a somatic effect. After the latent period, a
plateau exists. This is a period during which the incidence of the effect ~s
above normal (above the spontaneous incidence) and relatively uniform. The
duration of the plateau is not known with certainty.
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8.6

UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES IN NUCLEAR. POWER PLANTS'

As noted in Chapter 2.0 (Section 2.3.4), unusual occurrences in licensed
nuclear facilities must be reported to the ABC and are investigated by
AEC inspectors. Such occurrences largely consist of equipment failures or
malfunctions frOll a variety of causes. Over the 15 years of coumercial
nuclear power plant operations in the U.S., none of the reported events
have resulted in a direct threat to public health or safety. In a very
real (though uncomfortable) sense, these events have provided direct
evidence that nuclear plant systems, as designed and built, are very
"tolerant" of even rather severe incidents (e.g., sudden depressurization).
Nevertheless, the numbers, frequencies and kinds of events are symptomatic
of problems (e.g., inadequate qUality assurance in some areas) that have
to be corrected, OIl a high priority basis, by actions that will necessarily
come from both the ABC and ·from the industry.

8.6.1

Statistical View of Equipment Failures and Malfunctions

In January, 1970 only ten licensed, U.S. nuclear power stations had been
in operation for one year or more. The largest and most complex of these
were Connecticut Yankee and San Onofre 1. Four large plants had been
licensed in 1969 (Oyster Creek, in April, Nine Mile Point, in August,
Ginna in September cd Dresden 2, December ), but all of these
facilities were still in the shakedown period of operation. The number
of "operationally mature" plants (in operation for one year or more) at
the end of 1972 was 21*, aver twice the number at the start of the
period.
During 1970, 49 of the events reported to the ABC by all power reactor.
licensees were considered by the regulatory staff to be of sufficient
concern to be called to the attention of regulatory manage.ut. The
comparable figure for 1971 was 83; for 1972, 120. These numbers are
shown in Table 8-3a, as well as a breakdown of the distribution of
these events betwee11 those occurring at newly-licensed facilities and
at operationally-mature plants. These totals are converted in
Table 8-3b to average rates of occurrences of significant events per
plant per month and are, therefore, normalized to eliminate COIlS ide ration
of the number of plants in the data base. During the 1970-72 period,
the stringency of surveillance and testing required by the regulatory
"Technical Specifications" was substantially increased, and the scope of
events required to be reported to the AEC was broadened. These changes
undoubtedly have a significant impact on the apparent increase in the
rate of occurrences.
The data in Table 8-4 describe Significant events involving as prtmary
or contributing causes: (a) failures of passive components, such as
condenser tubes or small pipes, (b) malfunction or failure of aD active
*Dresden 1, Yankee (Rowe), Indian Point 1, Big Bock Point, Humboldt Bay,
Fermi 1, Peach Bottom 1, San Onofre 1, CAmnecticut Yankee, LACBWR, Oyster
Creek, Nine Mile Point 1, Ginna, Dresden 2, HBBobinsOll, Millstaae Point 1,
Point Beach 1, Dresden 3, Monticello, Palisades, Quad-Cities 1.
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caaponent, e.g., valves, valve operators, pumps or signal-initiating
devices and (c) human failure, such as failure to follow procedures.
Table 8-5 shows the average rates of occurrence of significant events
from the same causes. These data appear to indicate a trend of
increasing failures of facti~ components. However, the increased
stringency of ''Technical Specifications" mentioned above is partially
responsible for the increase in the number of evente considered as
significant.
The distribution of significant events between newly-licensed plants and
operationally-mature plants confirms that a substantial fraction of unusual
occurrences take place in the relatively smaller number of newly-licensed
plants. For example, approximately 34 of the 83 events in 1972 attributable to failure or malfunction of active components occurred in facilities
licensed less than one year. Yet, such new plants comprised only about 16%
of the plant population. Stated another way, the rate of occurrence of
this type of event at newly-licensed facilities was about three times the
rate of operationally-mature plants during 1972.
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS (ALL CAUSES)

TABLE 8-3
a.

T<YrAL NUMBERS OF SIQUFICANT EVENTS

(1) All Licensed Power Reactors

(2) New (Licen.ed<l yr.)

1971

1972

49

83

121

25

34

37

24

49

84

~ower

Reactors
(3) Mature (Licensed>l yr.)
Power Reactors
b.

1970

AVERAGE RATE OF .OCCURRENCE OF {EVENTS/PLANTMONTH)

1970

1971

1972

(1) All Power Reactors

0.27

0.40

0.52

(2) New (Licensed<l yr.)
Power Reactors

0.81

0.59

1.0

(3) Mature (Licensed>l yr.)
Power Reactors

0.17

0.27

0.39
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TABLE 8-4
NOTE:

PRIMARY AND MAJOR CONTRIBUTING CAUSES OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Some events m8J have more than one cause.
1970

1971

1972

(1) Failure of Passive
Components

22 (43.2%)

17 (20.5%)

27 (22.5%)

(2) Failure or Malfunction
of Active Components

21 (41.2%)

51 (61.5%)

83 (69.2%)

8 (15.6%)

15 (18.0%)

10 (8.3%)

83 (100%)

120 (100%)

(3) Human Failure

51 (100%)

TABLE 8-5

AVERAGE BArES OF OCCURRENCE OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS - BY CAUSES
(EVENTS/PLANT-MONTH)
1970

1971

(1) Failure of Passive
Components

0.12

0.08

0.15

(2) Failure or Malfunction
of Active Components

0.15

0.25

0.36

(3) Human Failure

0.04

0.07

0.04

8.6.2

Some Problem Areas

Prtmary Coolant Releases
Although statistics, such as those mentioned above, are of benefit in
detecting trends in operating history, a tho tough examination of individual
events and classes of events is of equal or greater value. For example,
during the 1970-72 period, a series of incidents involving the unintentional
discharge of significat quatitles of primary coolant into the primary
conta1maeDt during reactor operation (in BWRs) prompted a detailed review
by the ABC staff of these events during the latter half of 1972. A comprehensive report (Ref. 29) covering these experiences was prepared ad has
received wide distribution. The report concludes that, although there
does not appear to be one COlllllOD initiating cause for these events,
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several CODlllon features contributed to the relative severity of the p1ant
responses to the initial upset conditions. These were identified and
are currently being corrected. Independent evaluations by others (Refs.
30 and 31) reached the same general conclusions.
Inadequate Valve Performance
The integrity and operability of valves in nuclear power plants have been
a continuing operational concern. Maintenance of valves has constituted
one of the largest elements of the maintenance work load in most plants.
The reliance placed on valves in many safety-related systems and the
frequency of occurrence of valve malfunctions dictated that this subject
receive prompt attention. As a result of surveys of reports of v~ve
malfunctions and of the adequacy of the structural integrity of valves,
several ,steps have been, or are being taken on a generic basis, t~
improve the operability and integrity of valves (Ref. 32).
Stress Corrosion
As a result of operating experience, the ABC and the nuclear industry have

become more aware of materials problems having potential effects on fpassive'
caaponents; e.g., sensitized stainless steel and chloride stress corrosion.
For example, one plant has recently experienced a particularly acute
chloride intrusion problem that necessitated an extensive outage for repair.
More stringent quality assurance programs have been instituted for des1.gn,
construction and operation of nuclear power plants. As part o~ these
augmented quality assurance programs, improved water chemistry contro1
and increased surveillance programs are aimed at alleviation of these
materials problems.
Protection Against Pipe Ruptures Outside of Containment
The General Design Criteria (Appendix A of 10 CFR 50) for nuclear power
plants are a fairly comprehensive statement of design features required
by the ABC for reliable and safe plants. They allow flexibility in details
of engineering approaches and specific design choices, provided that the
results provide the inherent safety and protection intended by the cnteria.
The allowed flexibility imposes the particular responsibility on the
industry and on the ABC regulatory staff to use disciplined procedures for
assuring that such intentions have been met. The situation described l.n
this section indicates that these responsibilities have not yet, in 811
cases, been adequately carried out. On the other hand, deficiencies -- when
they are recognized -- are subject to prompt required corrective actioDs.
Criterion No. 4 of the ABC's General Design Criteria (Appendix A of 10 CFR
Part 50) requires that:
"Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall
be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be compatible
with the environmental conditions associated with normal
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operation, maintenance, testing and postulated accidents,
including loss-of-coolant accidents. These structures, systems
and components shall be appropriately protected against dynamic
effects, including the effects of missiles, pipe-whipping, and
discharging fluids, that may result from equipment failures and
from events and conditions outside the nuclear power unit."
The purpose of this criterion is to provide assurance that, among other
things, nuclear plants are designed so that the reactor can be shut down
and maintained in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a postulated
rupture, outside containment, of a pipe containing a high energy fluid.
This includes the double-ended rupture of the largest pipe in the main
steam and feedwater systems, and requires that plant structures, systems,
and components important to safety be designed and located in the
facility to accommodate the effects of such a postulated pipe failure,
to the extent necessary to assure that a safe shutdown condition of the
reactor can be accomplished and maintained.
In late 1972, the Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety
received a letter from an anonymous source raising questions about the
location of steam-line piping in the Prairie Island plant in Minnesota,
which was then under review for an operating license. The ~gulatory
staff immediately requested detailed information from the applicant on
the routing of the steam piping in the Prairie Island plant. After
review and evaluation of the information submitted, the staff determined
that the routing of some portions of the main steam lines and the feedwater
lines was such that, in the event of ruptures in certain locations OIl
these lines, the effects of pipe movement, of fluid jet impingement, and
of the environment produced by the escaping steam and water could result
in damage to nearby equipment and structures that were needed to assure
the capability for safe shutdown of the plant. On the basis of this review,
the staff determined that design changes would be required at the Prai~e
Island plant.
All utilities that operate nuclear power plants, or have applied for
operating licenses, were asked to review their assessment of the effects
on essential auxiliary systems of postulated ruptures, outside containment,
of pipes containing high energy fluid. The staff provided detailed guidance
as to the information required in the analyses, as well as its interpretation of the protection required by the general design criteria. Since
piping layouts differ substantially from plant to plant, it is necessary to
review the information submitted by each utility in detail to determine
what corrective action, if any, is necessary in each case. The changes
could include such steps as relocating piping, providing venting of
compartments, the addition of piping restraints, and, in some cases,
structural strengthening.
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Recently-Observed Fuel Densification Phenomena
During refueling of the Ginna reactor in April and May 1972, it was
observed that some fuel rods had developed some short, flattened or
"collapsed" sections. This observation led to an iumediate examination
by the regulatory staff of the available information and its implications.
A technical Nport was issued in November 1972 (Ref. 33), which cOllcludes
that the observed gaps in the fuel pellet columns and the collapsed
cladding sections Nsulted from the densification of fuel pellets during
operation of the reactors.
Typical pellet densities for light-water Nactor fuels are in the range of
90 to 95 percent of theoretical maximum density. The void volume in the
pellets, 8mOuntingto 5 to 10 percent of the total pellet volume, is
distributed in many small voids, or "pores," in the oxide matrix. The
density of the oxide pellets is adjusted by the manufacturer to achieve
a value considered most suitable for Nactor service, based on irradiation
experiments and prior reactor experience. The presence of some porosity in
the fuel oxide is desirable to offset the tendency of the pellets to swell
during service as fission products accumulate in the oxide matrix.
The dens1fication of the fuel pellets causes a decrease in their volume
and corresponding shrinkage in the pellet radius and length and in the
height of the pellet column. Mechanical interaction between the cladding
and the pellets can cause the hangup of a fuel pellet in the cladding tube,
thus preventing the settling of that pellet and those above it onto the
top of the Nduced-length pellet column below. This mechanism can
produce the axial gaps in fuel rods that have been observed. Once the gaps
are present there is the possibility for the cladding to flatten in the
gap region. Cladding collapse has been observed in fuel rods of the
"unpressurized" type.
The space within a fuel rod that is not occupied by fuel pellets is filled
with a gas, generally helium. Fuel rods are characterized as "unpressurized"
or "pressurized" (sometimes "unprepressurized" or "prepressurized") depending
upon the pressure of the gas at room temperature, before the fuel rod is
placed in service. Unpressurized fuel rods have a room temperature initial
gas pressure that is close to atmospheric pressure. Pressurized rods have
initial gas pNssures of 200 to 400 psi (pounds per square inch). A number
of initial core loadings for current-generation PWRs have been composed
partly or entirely of unpressurized fuel rods. Several years ago, PWR fuel
manufacturers began to pressurize fuel rods, and all current PWR fuel
production is of pressurized rods.
The change to pressurized PWR fuel was in recognition of an increasing
body of data on the rate of "creep" (the time-dependent permanent
deformation of a material under continued stNSS) of irradiated Zircaloy
at reactor operating temperatures. The coolant water surrounding the
fuel rods in a reactor is under substantial pressure; typically 2200 psi
in a PWR. The fuel rods are thus subjected to a large extema! pressure
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during operation. The benefit of internal pressurization ·of the fuel
lOds is to counterbalance the external pressure to some degree, and by
reducing the net pressure force on the rod cladding to reduce the inward
creep rate of the cladding. Complete balancing of the pressures is not
practical since an allowance must be made for the gases evolved from the
fission process during operation.
BWR fuel lOds are of the unpressurized type. BWRs operate at substantially
lower primary coolant water pressures than PWRs, and the fuel cladding
operates at a somewhat lower temperature than in PWRs. The combined
effects of Lower temperaures, thicker cladding and lower pressure reduce
the expected creep rate of BWR fuel cladding enough so that internal
pressurization is not needed.
Because of the lack of a full understanding of the time dependence of the
densification process and of the time dependence of creepdown of the cladding,
the staff concluded frOD its study that it should be assumed that densification and axial gap formation occur immediately when a reactor is operated
at substantial power, unless convincf.ng operating data are available
to show that gaps do not occur. Available analytical models are
sufficiently accurate to determine whether clad collapse will occur in
a given reactor core during a particular operating cycle.
The effects of fuel densification cause the fuel rod to contain more
stored energy; increase the linear heat generation rate of the fuel
pellet; decrease the heat transfer capability between the pellet and
cladding, and create the potential for occurrence of a power spike or
a collapsed section in any fuel lOd. One of the important results of
the staff review was the designation of the essential elements of analyses
for determining these effects of fuel densification on reactor normal
operating modes, anticipated transients and possible accident sequences.

As a result of the staff's study, all applicants and licensees were required
to prepare supplemental safety analyses for their plants to include consideration fo the possible effects of fuel densification using the methods
described in the staff's Technical Report. At the time of this writing,
the staff's review and evaluation of these new analyses and of the details
of the applicant's analytical methods are still in progress.
8.6.3

Standardization as a Means of Reducing Problem Areas

CODIIlercial nuclear power plants licensed thus far have been, to a large .
extent, custom ,designed with substantial diversity in detailed design
and engineering. The rapid trends toward larger sizes and engineering
improvements have involved extrapolations in basic components and
evolutionary .changes in systems. Each ext rapolation or change can
involve the,'POtential plOblems of ''breaking-in" or "debugging", with
attendant failures or malfunctions. Presumably, this process accounts
for some of the adverse experience in the newer nuclear plants, as
discussed in this section, and industry-wide experience should imp~Jve
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as relative stability is achieved with proven designs, components and
systems. A higher degree of standardization than now exists could a1so
serve to reduce the time required for the licensing review of new
plants.
Toward these ends, the AEC has been encouraging the industry to
standardize nuclear plants to the extent possible. On May 1, 1972,
the ABC issued its policy statement (Public Announcement Ip-127)
encouraging greater standardization in terms of plant design, fabrication,
conStruction, testing and operating. On March 5, 1973 (public
announcement IR-85), the AEC announced that "Effective immediately,
the •••• Regulatory Staff will be prepared to consider applications for
review and licensing of standardized designs for nuclear power plants and
for major plant systems important t., safetyll. The industry is thereby
offered the opportunity to obtain "class type" licensing review of
"standardized packages," which may be an entire facility design or portions
thereof, as allowed by the options identified in announcement IR-'85.
8.7

PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES AND OF SPECIAL NUCLEAUR
lrATERIALS (SNM)

When the initial Atomic Energy Act of 1946 was amended to make nuclear
materials available to the commercial sector, the fabrication of an
illicit nuclear weapon from stolen special nuclear material (SNM) was only
a very remote possibility, and special nuclear material itself was
Government-owned and -controlled. Since passage of the 1954 Act,* s:l.gnificant changes have occurred in three respects which make safeguarding of
plants and materials in the nuclear industry of vital' importance:
(1) large quantities of privately-owned special nuclear material of
strategic value are now being processed in the commercial sector, (2)
information on the principles of nuclear weapon fabrication is read:l.1y
available, and (3) terrorist activities have emerged on a dramatic scale
throughout the world. Today, terrorists or political extremists cou1d
attempt to sabotage nuclear facilities, disperse radio-toxic materiaf,
or even fabricate an illicit nuclear weapon as a means of terrorism,
extortion, or political coercion. In recognition of these threats, the
AEC is taking steps which will strengthen protection of nuclear fac:l.1ities
against industrial sabotage and protection o~ special nuclear mater:l.al
agains t theft.
Currently, commercial nuclear electric plants and the supporting fue1 fabrication and reprocessing facilities utilize, for the most part, uranium ,
enriched to less than five percent in the uranium-235 isotope, a material
which has little strategic value and low risk from a health and safety
hazard viewpoint. For the same reasons, existing and proposed regulations
do not prescribe requirements for physical protection of uranium enr:l.ched
to less than twenty percent in the uranium-235 isotope.
*Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
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Plutonium obtained from reprocessing plant operations in kilogram quantit1es
is now being used for developmental purposes in the commercial sector.
Very limited quantities of uranium-233 are presently available. In the
future, however, tens of thousands of kilograms of plutonium and high1yenriched uranium are expected to find use in the commercial sector. In
anticipation of the increasing private use of these materials, more
stringent guides and standards have been developed, or are being developed
or modified, to ensure that licensees protect their facilities (that
process or use this material) against acts of industrial sabotage that
could endanger public health and safety and against theft or unlawful
diversion of special nuclear material (SNM), both fixed at sites and during
transit.
8.7.1

IndUstrial Security For Nuclear Power Plants

February 20, 1967, a memorandum and order was issued by the CODIIlission
on the matter of the Florida Power and Light Company, Turkey Point Units
3 and 4, stating that the licensee would not be required to provide
measures to protect against sabotage acts by enemies of the United States
but physical security, including protection against industrial sabotage,
had to be addressed by the license applicant at the operating license
review. Later that year, a contract was initiated by the Commission with
Southern Nuclear Engineering to study how sabotage acts may adversely
affect public safety, to provide a better understanding of the vulnerability of nuclear power plants, and to recommend additional preventive
measures or safeguard features which appeared desirable. The results of
this study were published in July 1968 as SNE-51, "An Appraisal of the
Potential Hazard of Industrial Sabotage in Nuclear Power Plants."
(Ref. 34)
On

Generally, it was concluded that built-in safety features would control
singular acts of sabotage, and in order to damage the plant so as to
pose an off-site hazard, it would be necessary for a saboteur to establish
a carefully developed plan, which, in turn, would presuppose a considerable
level of knowledge and technical ability on the part of the saboteur. The
Southern Nuclear Engineering report states that almost all generating
stations employ some form of plant security, primarily as a means of
visitor control, protection of personnel, and protection of the large
capital investment from theft and vandalism. It has been the experience
of the electric utility industry within the last 30-40 years that sabotage
incidents have occurred only infrequently. Such incidents recognizable as
sabotage have been directed at transmission lines, distribution centers,
and transformers external to the generating plant, and these have been
located in fairly remote areas. Prior to plant operation, a few incidents
attributable to sabotage, or suspected of being sabotage, have occurred
in construction of power plants during periods of strained labor relations
among cons truction workers. For example, several welding machines were
found to be in a damaged condition during construction of a power
plant in New Jersey.
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Even though the probability of such an event is extremely low, the Commission
recognized the potential hazard that could result from the successful
sabotage of a nuclear power plant, and, in October 1971, issued Safety
Guide 17, "Protection Against Industrial Sabotage." (Ref. 35) This
guide described a suitable program for protecting against industrial
sabotage by: (1) control of access of personnel and material to the
plant and plant site, (2) selection and training of plant operating
personnel, (3) monitoring of plant equipment, and (4) design and arrangement of plant features. Utilities with nuclear facilities operating prior
to October 1971 were requested to prepare a security plan in accordance
with the guide, when a major review of their license was performed.
Detailed security measures for the physical protection of the facility
against industrial sabotage are withheld from public disclosure as
provided in paragraph 2.790 of the Commission's regulations 10 CFR Part 2.
A national standards group is in the last stages of developing a detailed
standard to reflect the type of measures being taken by power reactor
licensees to follow Safety Guide 17. The Commission staff is reviewing
Safety Guide 17 in light of the industry standard and the industrial
sabotage protection being proposed by the Commission for other types of
nuclear facilities.
8.7.2

Industrial Security for Fuel Fabrication and Reprocessing Facilities

Certain fuel fabrication and fuel reprocessing licensees possessing
plutonium or highly-enriched uranium have been required by condit!ons of
license to provide measures to protect their facilities against industrial
sabotage. Proposed amendments to the regulations (10 CFR Parts 50 and 70)
would require all fuel fabrication and fuel reprocessing licensees who are
licensed to possess more than 2000 grams of plutonium or uranium-233 or
more than 5000 grams of U-235 contained in uranium enriched to greater
than 20 percent in the uranium-235 isotope, to comply with detailed
requirements for protecting their facilities against industrial sabotage.
The physical protection requirements would be very similar to existing
license conditions. All licensees would be required to develop and
submit to the Commission for approval a security plan detailing the
facility security procedures.
The requirements specify locating vital equipment only within areas
protected by barriers within the fences or walled-protection area. The
area between the perimeter fence of the protected area and the inner
barrier would be monitored to detect "abnormal presence or activities."
Procedural requirements would specify a need for training and equipping
guards and watchmen, restricting access to vital areas, coded picture
badges for all employees, and a search of all persons, packages, and
vehicles prior to permitting entry into a protected area. Vital areas
would be further protected by intrusion alarms. Liaison and two independent
communication links would be required between the licensee and a law
enforcement agency capable of providing the facility guards and watchmen
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with assistance during threat situations. The security plan which details
the facilities security procedures would be withheld from public disclosure
as provide/ in § 2.790 of the Commission's regulations 10 CPR Part 2.
8.7.3

Protection of Special Nuclear Material at Fixed Sites

The Commission requires in 10 CPR Part 73 licensees to protect strategic
quantities of special nuclear material (SNM) by confining the process, use,
and storage of such material within protected areas to which access is
controlled by an authorized individual. In addition, while in use, access
to the material is under the control of an authorized individual. Material
in storage is in locked security containers or stored in buildings of
substantial construction. Containers and storage facilities are protected
either by intrusion alarms or by a guard or watchman who shall patrol at
intervals not exceeding 4 hours.
It is proposed that 10 CFR Part 73 would be amended to specifically
incorporate requirements now included as license conditions for recent
and current applicants. Specifically, SNM would be used, stored, and
processed only within material access areas within buildings or vaults
which are in tum wholly within fenced or walled areas. The activities of
a single individual within a material access area would be observed.
Access to the fenced area would be controlled, and access to material
access areas would be restricted to persons who require access to SNM.
Badges would be required and the badges would indicate the areas to which
access is authorized. Vaults and vault-type rooms where SNM is stored
would be protected by intrusion alarms. All persons, packages, and vehicles
exiting from a material access area would be checked for concealed SNM. Many
of the measures which afforded protection of facilities also protect the
SNM within (fences, guards, monitoring of areas).
8.7.4

Protection of SpeCial Nuclear Material In Transit

About 5GG snipwm&i;.a uf Djii:Q41 1.&",.:1':41:" ii.a~':i"ial haY'e to be protected against
theft or diversion each year because the quantity and/or isotopic enrichment
is of sufficient magnitude to be considered strategically important.
No attempted thefts of special nuclear material in transit have been
reported. Misroutings have occurred, however, causing shipments to be
temporarily lost. The potential for theft during misrouting became
apparent, and a regulation, 10 CFR Part 73, was issued, in part, for
the protection of SNM in transit. Under the present provisions of
10 CFR Part 73, ship~ents of more than 5 kilograms of plutonium,
uranium-233, or uranium-23S (in enrichments of 20% or greater) are
required to be transported: (1) in the custody of a person designated
by a licensee, or (2) under the established procedures of a cammon or
contract carrier which provide for the protection of valuable material in
transit and which require the exchange of hand-to-hand receipts whenever
there is a change of custody. Part 73 also requires licensees to notify
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consignees, in advance, of the names of carriers and estimated time of
arrival of a shipment; to conduct a trace investigation of any delayed
shipment; to report to the AEC any lost or delayed shipment which results
in a trace investigation, along with results of the investigation; and
to keep appropriate shipping records.
The need for improved security during transportation has become
increasingly clear in the last few years. Cargo theft in 1970 was
estimated at more than $1 billion dollars. The cost to carriers in a11
modes of transportation amounted on an average to 1 percent of their
revenues, and shippers and consignees incurred losses valued at approximately one-half of 1 percent of the freight charges that they paid.
The need for additional transportation safeguards is further emphasized
by the expected increase in shipments of special nuclear material. This
will come about because of the increased use of plutonium in the breeder
reactor program and in combination with uranium as recycle fuel for the
current generation of power reactors. Further, as more high-temperature
gas-cooled reactors are placed in operation, licensees are expected to
handle greater quantities of highly-enriched uranium. Accordingly, 10
CFR Part 73 has been revised and is being further revised to provide
increased protection for special nuclear material in transit.
Recent amendments to Part 73 prohibit licensee shipments aboard passenger
aircraft of more than 20 grams or 20 curies, whichever is less, of plutonium
or uranium-233 and shipments of more than 350 grams of uranium-235 enriched
to more than 20 percent. Other amendments being proposed would apply to
licensees who ship 5000 grams or more of uranium-235 (contained in uranium
enriched to more than 20 percent) or 2000 grams of plutonium, or uranium-233,
or a combination of these materials which is less than 5000 ~rams if the
plutonium or uranium-233 content is greater than 2000 gramB. Truck shipments involving these higher quantities of material would have to be
escorted by two armed guards in a separate vehicle or alternatively, the
licensee may use a truck or trailer specially designed to protect against
theft or diversion. Truck shipments would be made directly from the
shipper to the consignee with no loading or tmloading of other cargo
between these points.
Additional measures being proposed to help assure prompt detection of
an actual or attempted theft or diversion of a truck shipment include:
(1) use of a continuous communication capability by radiotelephone on
board the truck (where radiotelephone coverage is not available, conventional telephone calls would be made when there has been no communication
for more than 2 hours); (2) marking of surface vehicles on the top and
sides with identifying letters or numbers; (3) use of preferential routing
to avoid troubled areas; (4) continuous surveillance of truck transport,
including the use of two persons on board; (5) preplanning shipments to
assure delivery at a time when the receiver is available to accept the
material; and (6) the use of locks and seals on vehicles and containers.
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When cargo aircraft are used, the number of enroute transfers are to be
m:l.nimized and are to be cbserved by monitoring personnel. When rail
transportation . is used, the shipment would be escorted by two armed
individuals, either in the shipment· car or in an escort car of the train,
who would keep the shipment cars under observation and would detrain at
stops when practicable and time permits to guard the shipment and check
the car or container locks and seals. Radiotelephone cOlllllunication would
be maintained with a licensee or his agent every 2 hours or less, and at
scheduled stops in the event that radiotelephone coverage was not available
in the last 2 hours before the stop.
To provide the same degree of protection for import shipments, the importers
would be required to protect shipments in accordance with the proposed
requirements from the time of their arrival in this country.
8.7.5

Protection of Special Nuclear Material by Controiand Accounting
Procedures

Material control and accounting are the mechanisms for determining the type.
form and quantity of any materials missing, and for identifying the locatioll
of the loss. The completion of material balances based on physical inventories
i& a necessary means for determining the effectiveness of measures for the
physical protection of speci~l nuclear material. Presently, 10 CPR Part 70
requires licensees authorized to posses more than 5000 grams of plutonium,
uranium-233 or uranium-235 contained in uranium enriched greater than 20%
in the U-235 isotope to conduct annual inventories. License conditions
require licensees to determine a material balance at the time of each
inventory, maintain a documented inventory system, and determine quantities
of material-unaccounted-for, and the limit of error associated with this
quantity. The quality of the inventory and material balance performed is
unspecified.
The Atomic Energy COIIIDission is proposing to amend 10 CPR Part 70 to reV':l.se
the material control' and accounted requirements for special nuclear matena1.
The new requirements are needed to provide further assurance that the loss
or diversion of significant amounts of such material does not go undetected
for extended periods of time.
Licensees authorized to possess more than 350 grams of contained uranium-235,
uranium-233, or pluton1.um, or any combination thereof, would be required
to conduct physical inventories at least annually. Licensees authorized
to possess more than 1 effective kilogram* in unsealed form would be
required to establish a measurement system and physical inventory procedures adequate to assure that any uncertainty on .the material balance
be within prescribed l.1m1ts, and to calculate material balances based on
physical inventories at monthly intervals for plutonium, bimClllthly for
*."Effective kilograms" of speciai nuclear . .terial is detendaed;
(a) for plutClllium and uranium-233 by their weight in-ilograma;
(b) for uranium with an enrichment of 0.01 (1%) and above, by its
weight in kilograms multiplied by the square of its enrichment; and
(c) for uranium with an enrichaent below 0.01 (1%) by its weight in
kilograma multiplied by 0.0001.
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urani~2~3 and highly-enriched urani~and semiannually for irradiated
materials Qf the type just identifi~d and for low-enriched uranium. Certain
minimum standards would be stipulated for the quality of these material
balances •. These minimum standards, effective until December 31, 1975, are
performance requirements considered to be achievable with the use of
present material control and accounting technology. The standards that
would be effec;t1.veafter that date are b~sed on the estimated technology
capabili~y and anticipate greater utilization of commercially-available
equipment, i1nprovekeasurement quality assurance programs, additional
measurement points and improved physical inventory measurements, than under
current practice.

These requirements ,are being proposed as part of an overall ABC effort to
strengthen the safeguarding of strategically-important special nuclear
material. The application of the proposed amendments to large-'scale
U-233 recycle fuel fabrication facilities has not been considered since there
are currently no such facilities in the licensee sector. The application
of materials protection systems and procedures to such facilities is under
study and additional rules will be developed as necessary.
8.8 UNDERGROUND SITING OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The possibility of underground siting fQr nuclear power plants has been
suggested as a solution to various siting problems. Major advantages
have been postulated for underground Siting, but perhaps the most attractive
is the expectation that und~rground containment could permit "absolute"
containment of fission products from any conceivable accident situation.
This would be accomplished by the additional barrier to the movement of
fission products provided by the surrounding rock and earth.
The ABC has maintained an active review and assessment of information
pertinent to underground siting, and it is currently participating with
th,,~esources Agency, State of California, in a general siting study which
includes consideration of underground siting as a possible option (Ref. 36>.
From the information thus far available, however, the ABC has found little
technical basis for encouraging the general use of underground siting.
The weight of evidence currently suggests that underground siting: (a> has
necessary featur~ (e.g., penetrations) which tend to offset the presumed
containment advantages, (b) would add significantly to the costs of
nuclear . power plants, (c) requires extensive. and costly R&D for unresolved
engineering problems,and (d) does not offer.a general solution to siting
problems in the U.S.
8.8.1

Brief Discussion of Available Information

A few research reactors and power reactors have been built in underground
locations in France (Ref. 37), Norway (Ref. 38), Sweden (Ref. 39) and
Switzerland '(Ref. 40), or have been considered for underground siting •. In
the U.S., the gen.eral use of underground locations for the safe siting.
of.nuclear power ,plants, particularly breed~r reactors, has been suggested
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e.g., Ref. 41, 42), and several studies pertinent to various aspects of
the subject can be found in the literature (Ref. 43, 44, 45). No
engineering desiga exists for an underground nuclear power plant in the
U.S., and no application has been filed to locate a plant at an underground
site.
Some information on the capability of cavities in competent rock to retain
fission products has been Obtained in the weapons testing programs at the
Nevada Test Site. The relevance of this experience to the reactor siting
problem is UDcertain, but these weapons test site experiences in retaining
fission products have generally been favorable, with occasional atmospheric
releases attributed to inadequate access tunnel and instrumentation penetration seals.
The capability, or even feasibility, of providing adequate long-term seals
for the large. access tunnels, ventilation and cooling water ducts and power
line and instrumentation penetrations that would be required for a power
plant has not been demonstrated. Accomplishing this objective at a suitable
rock-base site with adequate cooling water supply seems especially difficult,
and more difficult to reproduce on a predictable basis for each reactor
installation. This position is reinforced by the experience to date with
sealing the relatively simple penetrations of conventional containment vessels
and keeping them sealed adequately over the plant life.
The feasibility of underground siting is very dependent on the geology of
the proposed site. Most concepts investigated to date have been limited
to locations in competent rock. The depth of cover above the facility must
be sufficient for the rock roof to be self-supporting with the aid of rock
anchors and rock bolts. This avoids costly roof support during construction. The roof thickness required for this purpose depends largely on the
jointing of the overburden and is not determinable without extensive
exploratory drilling and testing.
Preliminary investigations indicate that .with the use of rock anchors, the
roof thickness should be at least equal to the clear span, or about 120 to
150 feet to provide the strength for spanning without structural support.
In general, the technologies required for design, excavation, construction
and operation of the underground nuclear power plant are within the present
state of the art. However, the span widths of 130 and 140 feet for the
turbine building and containment building, respectively, are quite large
and unprecedented for permanent facilities. Spans of 80 feet or so
represent the limit of experience to date, but extensive testing and rock
instrumentation during excavation could validate the .acceptabi1ity of
longer spans.
The few studies of underground siting that have been made are only partial
scoping studies at best. Little headway has been made in detailed engineering assessments, and some very important studies required to support the
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design of an underground plant have not been accomplished. These wou1d
include, for example:
a.
Circulating water system and component design (especially for
high pressure operation) of the heat rejection system.
b.
Containment design
c.
Location and type of backup and emergency power suppl:a.es.
d.
Location and type of service boilers •
Flooding, isolation and sealing system design and development:.
. e.
f.
Geotechnical and seismic design criteria.
g.
Analysis related to fuel handling, maintenance, containment,
radwaste and licensability of the plant.
Many of these studies would be, of course,. dependent on knowledge of the
detailed characteristics of a particular site.
In the absence of definitive engineering studies of this type, many problem

associated with underground siting seem formidable and costly, and it :l.s
difficult to foresee whether the net effect of underground siting woul.d be
me of greater or lesser safety, as compared with surface siting.·
Accordingly, although the ABC does not reject the concept of underground
siting, it finds little basis for favoring it over surface siting, or for
expea4~g substantial amounts of R&D funding to develop requisite
technology.
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TIll SAPB'l'r OF NUCLEAll POWD UACTOIlS (1.1GBT WATEIl-COOLED)
AND ULATBJ) FACILITIES

APPDDIX I
BACJCG1l0UHD MATI1lIAL

lbe suppa-ntary . .terial of this APPENDIX :l.s intended for those readers
who are not faa:l.llar with nuclear technology. Such readers . .y find this
APPEBDlX useful in placing the subject _tter of the report in perspective,
at least in terllS of the questi0D8:
What is nuclear power!
Where does :l.t £:I.t into the schue of things!
Where does it stand and where is it going?
What are the risks involved in introducing 8ID8l.l aaGunts of
additional radioactive . .terials into the enviroaaent!
the following discuss:l.on :l.s :l.ntended to give brief answers to these
questiOll8. Since nuclear power is a rapidly growing part of the electric
power industry, the di.cussion beg:l.ll8 with a brief ......ry of the history
and growth of this iadustry ia the u.s.
1.1 IlISTORY AND GaOWTB OF THE ILBCTRIC POWER
IRDUSTlty

1.1.1

Early History

the teChnical basis for both the electric generator and the electric aotor
beca.e available to 1I8Ilkind in the early 1800' s, through the discoVery that
... electric currant will flow ia a conductor, such as copper wire, whea
the conductor is .a¥ed ia a . .gnetic field (the f:l.eld of force surrounding
a . .gnet). Conversely, a conductor located in a _gneticfield was observed
to .ove, if free to do so, when an electric curreat is . .de to flow through
it (laf. 1). 'J.'bis latter effect is the .baa1a of the electric aotor.
In the yean :1IaIediately following these discoveries, a number of ingenious
people .began to devise, and then improve on, a variety of electric geaerating
. .chines. the early . .chines generally c0D81ated of coils of wire, much
like spools of thread aounted close to an iron _gnet where they could be
rotated to produce an electric curreat. Figure I-lA showa a sketch of an
early, hand-cranked electric generator. To produce a austained flow of
electricity without the need for hUII&D IlUScle power, various forma of the
water wheel or of the ate.. engine were soon being used to spia the rotating
part of these generators. thus, the force of falllng water or of ste. .
under presaure were the "pd.. aovers II of the early electric generators, as
tbe1 atill are for today'. more advanced generators (aee Fig. 1-11), and
will continua to be for the foreseeable future. For this reason, the tera:
hydroelectric plant (hydro stemming fro. the Greek word for water) sad ste. .
electric plant are cOlalODly used today to describe electric generating
statiOll8 OIl the b .. is of the pri_ movers used.
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Tecbnical Notes I. 1. 1

ENERGY. WORK. POWER

Work is done when a force acts on an object and moves it over a
distaDCe.
EnergY !-s expended in doing work. Wben work 1& done. an equal amount
of energy is used up from some source. and usually a little more to
overcome friction •..
£DerBY • Useful work + work to overcome friction (or
otber reslstance)
In tbe metric· system of measurement, the!!& is the
basic unit of work or of energy. It represents a
very small amount of work or energy, however (lOOO.erg.
0( work would lift a peanut about • in~~
The ,oule
t. a larger unit. defined as ten million (107) ergs.
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I Joule • 107 ergs
Power ia the time rate at whicb energy is expended.
Power •

Enersy
Time

!!!1 (one joule per second) is the commonly used unit of electric
power, and· the kilowatt (1000 watts) and the megawatt (million watts)
are freqqently used multiples.

The

To convert units of electric power (watts, kilowatts, etc.) to units of
eleCi~~~g~nergy. the power must be multiplied by the time in use. Tbat
11, Time
(l.e. Power) x Time. Energy. If 1 kllowatt ls used for 1
bour, the energy expended is 1 kilowatt-hour (kwh) or 3,600,000 joules
(i.e. 1000 ':~!es x 3600 sec).

Figure I-lA.
Sketch representing early bandcranked electric
generator, typical of laboratory models produced ca. 1830-1840. Compare with Figure I-1B
which depicts a modern electric generator.
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Figure I-lB. Tandem-Compound 6-Flow
Turbine-Generator for Nuclear Steam

Systems over 1,000,000 (We.
Courtesy of

General Electric

By 1860, electric generators were being used in practical applicatious, such
as to operate arc lights, (a brilliant light produced by passing an electric
current through a gap between two carbon rods) at first for lighthouses, and
later for street lighting. In the 1870's, a few small commercial groups were
foraed, both here and abroad, to generate electricity in central station
plants to provide power for aaarby mining operations, factories or streets.
SOlIe electric motors were powered by these early plants, since the electric
motor (whose development lagged that of the generator) was beginning to
emerge as a commercially significant aachine in this period.
'l'h0lllU A. Edison's development and introduction of the carbon filament
electric l1ghtbulb (the incandescent lamp) in 1879 did much to speed up the
development of c01lllD8rcial electrfc . power , as we know it today (Ref. 2).
Edison's historic Pearl Street central generating station in Hew York City
(a steam electric plant with an initial capacity of about 500 kilowatts
electric) began operation in September 1882, and by the end of the following
year was serving 455 cust088rs using IIOre than 8,000 Edison lamps.
Obviously, the public wanted this particular advantage of electricity in
their offices and hoaea, as well as their factories, and the use of electricity baa" to spread throughout this country at a rapid rate.
(Beferences 1 and 2, listed at the end of this APPENDIX, contain much
general information on the history and development of the electric power
industry.)

1.1.2 Growth of Electric Industry and of Total Energy Use
a matter of fact, since the time of these early cOlllll8rcial activities,
just about 90 years ago, the industry has grown at a phenomenal rate,
unmatched by any other major American industry in rate and cODS1stency.
For so88 years now, electric power has ranked among the largest industries
in the economy, no matter what measure· is used (Ref. 3). The total
electric generating capacity in the U.S. is now (1972) about 400 million
kilowatts, or about two kilowatts for each man, woman and child in the
Ration. Table 1-1 presents an estimate of how the installed electric
generating capacity and electricity cODSumption might grow over the next
few decades, if previously _~ured rates of growth are maintained. As
will be discussed in a later section of this APPENDIX, such a growth rate
could not possibly continue indefinitely.

As

Table 1-1 - Growth in Per Capita CODSumption of
Electricity in the U.S.
(a)

!!!!.
1960
1970
1980
2000
(a)
(b)

(b)

(a)

Elec. Energy Usage
Elec. Gen. Cap.
(KWh/Capita)
(KW /Capita)
4,200
0.93
1.62
7,600
12,160
2.47
6.0
30,000
Beference 4, p. 64
Reference 5, p. 6, Ro. 3
1-4

Total Population
(ml1lioas)

1SO
205
235
300

Technical Notes 1.1.2
NOTATION IN POWERS OF TEN
In dealing with very large and very small numbers, it is convenient to use a
notation based on powers of 10. Note that: .
100 = 10 x 10 = 10 2
1000 = 10 x 10 x 10 = 103
10000= 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 104
1

-1

and 0.1 = 10 = 10
0.01 = - 1 = -1- -~ 10 -2
100
lOx 10
0.001 =

1~00

=

10Xl~10

= 10-3

etc.

Thus, the number 2,100 can be·written: 2.1 x 1,000 = 2.1 x 103 •
can be written: 2.1 x
= 2.1 x 10- 3 •

The number 0.0021

TUfiu

As a "rule of thumb," note that 1 x 102 (or simply 102 ) is the number 1 followed by
2 zeros, 103 is 1 followed b 3 zeros, etc., while 10- 1 refers to the first place
after the decimal pOint, 10- to the second place after the decimal pOint, etc.
For example, 2 x 10- 2 = 0.02; 2 x 10- 3 = 0.002.

2

With reference to Figure 5, total energy used in the u.S. is plotted in the
vertical direction in terms of 1015 (i.e., quadrillions of) British thermal units
(Btu). For the year 1900, for example, the figure shows about 9 x 1015 Btu of
energy used (this is as close as one can estimate from the figure) or
9,000,000,000,000,000 Btu. It is obviously easier to write 9 x 1015 Btu.
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As shown in Figure 1-2 (dashed line), the estimated total installed
electric capacity in this country would be about two thousand million
kilowatts by the end of this century, if the growth continued in
accordance with Table I-I. One can perhaps better visualize the imp1ied
growth in this industry by noting that it would require, in effect, the
addition of a new, million-kilowatt electric generating plant each and
every week for the rest of the century, plus replacements for older p1ants
reaching the end of their service lives, in order to achieve that estimated
capacity. That is not to say that all new electric generating plants would
have the capacity of one million kilowatts; some of those built in the
future will be larger and some smaller, although most recent trends have
certainly been in the direction of the larger size plants (Figure 1-3).
From the point of view of total energy utilization in the U.S., (i.e •• all
coal, oil, gas, water power and nuclear energy used) the generation of
electrical energy uses about 25% of the energy resources consumed at this
time (1972). It has, however, been gradually using a larger proportion of
the total and may account for about 50% by the end of the century
(Figure 1-4). The total energy consumption in the u.s. over the years
since 1850 18 depicted in Figure 1-5 (Ref. 6,7,8). The dashed line drawn
on the figure from the present time to the year 2000 is based on the
assumption that total energy utilization will continue to grow at about
the same rate for the next few decades as that generally indicated from
the past 120 years of experience. If the assumption is correct, the
people of the U.S. would consume more energy during the next 28 years
1«1)
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Technical Notes

1.1.3
Thermal (Heat) Energy

The energy stored in fossil fuels and in uranium and thorium minerals is most
readily released in the form of heat. Heat (thermal) energy i8 the most
common form of energy available for mao's use.
The unit of heat energy in the metric system of measurement is the gramcalorie, or simply, the calorie. It is the amount of heat necessary to raise
the temperature of 1 gram of water (at or near room temperature) by 1 degree
Centigrade. The unit in engineering is the British thermal unit (Btu), which
is the amount of heat necessary to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water
(at or near room temperature) by 1 degree Fahrenheit. The Btu will be used
in this report. Some useful conversion factors are:

When a gas (e.g., helium) is the working fluid, it is compressed and heated
and then is passed through a steam generator (e.g., :a bundle of metal tubes
through which the hot gas flows, giving up heat through the tube walls to
water surrounding the tubes). The steam generated in this part of the system
then follows the cycle previously described for steam electric 'plants. The
,gas leaving the steam geI)erator is usually further cooled in an "economizer",
which is a device to preheat water entering the steam generator. The gas ia
then recycled to the heat source.
Although not currently the practice, a direct gas cycle is possible, wherein
the heated and compressed gas is allowed to expand directly through a special
gas turbine, causing it to rotate. The heat energy of the gas is reduced in
the expansion process. Gas leaving the turbine is then further cooled (again,
usually by cooling water) and recompressed to the proper pressure for recycling to the heat source.
Thermal EfficiencI

To~

Btu
Btu
Btu
Btu/hr
t-I

....,•

Multi!!lI bI

To Obtain

2.52 x 10 2
1.055 x 103

gram-calories

2.928 x 10-4
2.931 x 10 -1

joules
kilowatt-hours
watts

Some notion of the size of the Btu unit may be derived from the following
approximate relationships:
The burning of 1 barrel
of cru~e oil

5,800,000 Btu

The burning of 1 cubic
foot of natural gas
The burning of 1 ton
of coal

1032 Btu
26,000,000 Btu

Conversion of Heat to ElectricitI
The conversion of heat to electricity on a large (commercial) scale, usually
involvea the use of water and steam as the 'working fluid", although compressed gas is so used in a few nuclesr electric plants today.
In steam electric plants, the water absorbs heat from nuclear fission or from
burning fossil fuel, and changes to steam under pressure. The steam is made
to impinge on turbine blades causing the turbine shaft to rotate, which in
turn, operates the electric generator. Spent steam leaving the turbine is
condensed to water (usually by cooling water from a nearby body of water)
and returned to the boiler.

The extent to which heat is converted to electricity is often expressed as the
thermal efficiency of the conversion system. For steam electric plants:
Thermal Efficiency (in percent)

D

Electric EnerSI Produced X 100
Heat Generated in Boiler
(using the same units
for electric and heat
energy).

The thermal efficiency of the most modern fossil fuel
1~ about 4~1..
This is a significant improvement over
ciencie. achieved in the early days of steam electric
represents a practical upper limit with the materials
able for building such plants today.

steam electric
the 5% thermal
plants, but it
and technology

plants
effiprobably
avail-

There are theoretical upper limits for the thermal efficiency of conversion
systems, because heat energy can never be converted entirely into mechanical
or electric energy. Thus, even if there were no heat losses in the system
(which is almost impossible to avoid in practical systems), there will always
be a need to reject or dissipate unused heat from the working fluid at the
lowest temperature in the conversion cycle, in o,rder to maintain a stable and
continuous cycle. Perhaps technological advancements in future years will
eventually make it possible to reach thermal efficiencies of 50% - 60% in
heat conversion cycles, but not likely much more.
In describing the power rating of a steam electric plant, one must distinguish
between the power rating of the boiler and the power output of the plant. For
a plant having a thermal efficiency of 33-1/3%, for example, the electric
power output will be 1000 megawatts electric (usually written 1000 MWe) if the
boiler is capable of producing 3000 megawatts thermal (or 1.02 x 10 10 Btu/hr).

UNITEO STATES TOTAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
IN YEARS 1970 - 1985 - 2000
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than has been cOll811Md previously in the entire (nearly 200 year) history
of the country.
1.1.3 The Use of Nuclear Energy as a Ste.. Uectric Power Source
'lbe major sources of energy for electric power plants have been the
bum1na of foas1l fuels (coal, oil and gas) and falling water
(hydroelectric plants). More recently, nuclear energy (i.e., nuclear
fission of uranium and plutonium) has been added to the energy sources
available for the large-scale generation of· electricity. As will be
discussed in Section 1.2, the energy potentially available frOll uranium
(and thorium) resources far exceeds the energy available from falling
water and fossil fuel resources combined, and it appears that nuclear
energy will be used in increasing quantities as ti_ goes on. Nuclear
fission provides a source of heat to generate steam which is used to
drive electric generators (Ref. 9,10). 'lbus, aside from the nature of
the heat source, nuclear and fossil fUel plants are steam electric plants
and have lI&I1y features in C01llllOR, as suggested by the sketches in
Figure 1-6.
Commercial nuclear electric power (or simply nuclear power) was introduced
in the U.S. in 1957 by the operation of the 60,000 kilowatt (electric)*
Shippingport Nuclear steam electric plant, a joint venture of the Atomic
Energy COIIIIII1ssion and the Duquesne Light Company. '!'his kind of plant is
commonly called a light water reactor plant (LWR) because ordinary water
(purified to certain specifications) is used to carry the heat energy from
the fuel to the steam generating equipment. 'lbe water also serves as a
moderator, to slow down fission neutrons (see Technical Notes at end of
this APPENDIX). 'lbe term "light" rather than "ordinary" water is used to
make a distinction with heavy water (i.e., water made with deuterium, an
isotope of hydrogen - see Technical Notes) which is used as a moderator in
some cOllllD8rcial nuclear power plants, though not in the United States.
Until recently, light water plants were the only type of nuclear power
plant being manufactured in any significant numbers by U.S. industry
(Ref. 11). Another type of plant, called the high temperature gas-cooled
reactor plant (HTGR), is now available for purchase by the utilities
(Ref. 12). In place of water as the coolant, this kind of plant uses
pressurized helium gas to transfer heat from the fuel to the steam generator.
During the 15 years since the Shippingport plant started operation, electric
utility companies in the U.S. have ordered or announced plana for 193
coamercial nuelear plants (185 LWRa and 8 HTGRs) having an aggregate
capacity of about 170 million electric kilowatts.** Of this number, 30
nuclear plants are now in operation, 59 are in various stages of coustruction,
*Later increased to 90,000 kilowatts (electric) capacity.
**In addition, seven sDlall experi_ntal or deaoDStration plants of various
types were built and operated, but were subsequently permanently
shutdOWll.
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78 are contracted for and 19 have been announced as future additions to
local capacitles (status as of December 1972). In additlon, there are
123 naval propulsion reactors, all of the light water cooled type, in
current operatlon (Ref. 13).
The nuclear commercial plants expected to be in operation by 1980 will
account for about 23% of the installed electric generating capacity
estimated for that time (Ref. 3). If the trend continues as predlcted
(Figure 1-7), nuclear plants would become the predominant source of
electrlcity in this country by the end of the century (Ref. 3 and 14).
Figure 1-7 also reflects an expected continued growth ln the use of
fossil fuels for electric generation, as well as a small growth in hydroelectric capacity. In short, a combinatlon of all of our energy resources
will evidently be needed in the forthcoming decades to meet the everincreasing demands for electrical energy. Similar patterns of growth in
the use of nuclear, fossil and hydroelectric resources are also being
experienced in the other highly industrialized countrles of the world.
The status and growth of nuclear power in the U. S. has been dls cussed and
reported in many public documents over the years slnce the inception of the
program. The reader should be aware of the annual hearings before the Joint
Committee on Atomlc Energy (in accordance with sectlon 202 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, and amendments thereto). The testlmony presented at
these hearlngs ls published annually (Ref. 15) and the publlshed documents
are aval1able in many librarles.* Special hearings are also held from tlme
to time by varlous Congresslonal Committees on selected aspects of nuclear
power and related areas (such as Ref. 8), and many are used as references
ln followlng sectlons of this APPENDIX and in Chapters of this report.
1.2 ENERGY RESOURCES AND ENERGY UTILIZATION IMPACT OF BREEDER REACTORS
1.2.1 Tabulation of Energy Resources
Wlth the very large and lncreaslng quantlties of energy being used in
this country, lt ls lmportant to know something about our energy resources
and how long they are likely to last. In considerlng the estimates of
energy resources that have been made by varlous people in recent years,
lt ls convenlent to use the "Q unlt", whlch has been defined as:

Q • 1018 Britlsh Thermal Unlts (Btu)
The British thermal unlt (Btu) is that quantlty of heat required to ralse
the temperature of one pound (about one pint) of water by one degree
Fahrenhelt. One Btu ls a small quantlty of energy,' but the Q represents
a very large amount of energy lndeed. For example, all of the energy**
used throughout the U.S. during 1970 adds up to about 0.067 of a Q unit
(see Figure 1-5). The Q is a convenient unlt of measure because:
*There are two Government deposltory llbrarles, containing such
published documents, in each Congresslonal Dlstrict of the U.S.
**Includes electrical energy, space heatlng, transportatlon (gasoline), etc.
1-11

(a)
(b)
(c)

Heat energy is the predominant form of energy used by
maD, either directly or to produce other forms of
energy (e.g., electrical, mechanical);
All other forms of energy can be measured or expressed
in terms of equivalent heat energy;
Very large amounts of energy are stored in natural
resources and a big unit is needed for convenient
measure.

the Q values for the energy stored in the various estimated quantities of
energy resources in the u.s. are given in Tables 1-2 thru 1-5. The Q
values of estimated world-wide resources are also given where available
on a comparable basis. In considering the tabies, note that cumulative
energy use in the U.S. for the present century will be about 5Q, but will
almost certainly be in the 20 Q range in the next cent"ry, and could
possibly exceed 40 Q. (See section 1.2.3.) Figure 1-8 summarizes the
reaource situation in graphic form.
With respect to Table 1-2, Fossil Fuel Resources, the reader should be
_are that there are U.S. fossil fuel resource estimates as high as
125 Q (Ref. 19). Such high es timates include, however, "educated
guesses II as to considerable quantities of undiscovered deposits of
marginal quality (SO Q) and_ do not make allOllance for the fact that
generally only 35-60% recovery of the quantities of coal, oil and gas
thought to be present in worked deposits can presently be achieved in
practice. Estimates of recoverable quantities of fossil fuels, such
as presented in Table 1-2, necessarily involve judgments and guesses
which could prove to be either overly optimistic or pessimistic in the
long term. Also, the estimates in Table 1-2 do not couider present
day limitations on the use of fossil fuels with high sulfur content, nor
do they reflect the growing shortages of domestically produced oil and
gas, in comparison with demand for these particular resources (see Baf. 17).
With reference to Table I~3, the reader should not be tempted to conclude
from the relatively small Q values that hydro, tidal and geothermal
resources are not significant. They obViously will never be enough to
satisfy more than a fraction of the Nation's total energy needs, but the
potential 0.01 Q/year is a significant block of energy. For example,
this amount of thermal energy (heat) would have supplied more than half
of all the electricity used in the U.S. during 1970.
The sun's energy impinging on the earth has not been included in the list
of energy resourcea, because an adequate technology does not appear to
exist at this time to utilize this abundant, but dilute, energy on a
large scale at reasonable costs. While future research and development
may change this situation, the difficulties to be overcome seem formidable.
The interested reader will find a brief, but revealing discussion of this
subject in leference 7, Hottel and Howard, pp. 331-347.
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Table 1-2
Fossil Fuel Resources

Total Estimated Recoverable
Resources !./ ____

Q Values; 1018 Btu)
United State·s

~

29

200

2

14

7

17

~

..1.Q

40

241

Coal
Oil
Oil Shale

'!>J

Natural Gas
Total Fossil

Sources:

(includes U.S.)

References 12, 13, 14, IS, 16, 17

The figures in this table are largely based on references 12 and 14, which reduce total estimated resources
to take into account the inefficiencies generally experienced to date in recovery operations. With respect
to the U.S. resource figure of 40 Q, only 4 Q to 6 Q
are generally considered to be measured or proven re~, recoverable at or near present prices and with
established technology. A considerable portion of the
remaining 34 Q to 36 .Q is expected to be recovered in
due course, but with increaSing costs and difficulty.
The figure for oi~ from shale are derived from reference
17, Duncan and Swa~son, and include 50% of those resources
defined in the reference as· known resources which range in
grade from 10 to 100 gallons per ton of shale. Shales have
not yet been used for the commercial production of oil.
Table

1-3

HydroelectriC, Tidal and Geothermal
Resources

United States
Max. Potential

!.I

W

~

W

Max. Potential

9LI£

0.005

Kwh (eUIr
4500 x 109

0.045

Tidal (North America) 260 x 109

0.003

560 x 109

0.006

Geothermal

0.001-0004

Kwh(eUvr
500 x 109

Hydroelectric

Total

about

~:

!f

W
fll

9LI£

0.009 - 0.012 fll

about 0.05

References 3,14, 18

In 1970, about 40% of estimated U,S. maximum hydroelectric
potential had been developed; ·a very small amoUnt of geothermal and no tidal energy was developed.
Equivalent to energy of fOSSil or nuclear fuel that would
otherwise be consumed to produCe the indicated· electrical
. energy, assumLng an average conversion efficiency of 33 1/3%.
Thus, these U.S. resources combined would ·produce in one
century only about 1 Q of equivalent fossil.9r nuclear
energy.
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Table

I-4

Fission Fuel Resources (U.S. only)

Q Values; 1018 Btu)
Uranium receverable
at U3 08 price per
pound up to:

Q at 1% of Energy
Theore ticall y
Available J!I

$10.00

Q at 70% of Energy
Theoretically
Available ~ !if £1

0.6

42

30.00

1.5

100

50.00

6

420

100.00

16

1100

Source:

Reference II, WASH 1098 pg. 2-11

J!I

The current generation of light water reactors in the U.S. use only
about 1% of the energy theoretically available in the uranium fuel.
Breeder reactors will make it possible to use 70-80% of the uranium
for energy production (see section I.2.~).

~I

Comparable amounts of energy will be available from U.S. thorium
resources in the same price range when thorium breeders are developed
and introduced on an industrial scale.

£1

Vast additional quantities of uranium and thorium are present at low
concentration in granites, shales and ocean waters. A significant
fraction of these marginal resources could be recovered, if necessary,
at costs estimated from $100 to $500 per pound of U3 0 8 or Th02 • Even
at these costs, the cost of electricity from breeder reactors would
be competitive with fossil fuels.

IiJi!le

I-5

Fusion Fuel Resources

J!I

Q Values; 1018 Btu

220 ~/

Lithium Resources
(Fusion of Tritium with Deuterium)
Deuterium Resources

750, ODD, 000

£..1

(Fusion of Deuterium with Deuterium)
Sources:

Reference 14, 15

!!I Fusion refers to the process of causing two atomic nuclei to
combine ~omentarily and then to break up into different nuclei,
releasing energy (heat) in the process. Only the atoms of the
lightest elements can be made to "fuse" with subsequent net
gain of heat energy. Controiled fusion has not yet been achieved
in the laboratory on the scale needed to permit development 'of
large-scale energy producing maChines. Current eevelopment work
with tritium-deuterium fusion is very promising, however, and
many believe that feasibility for this reaction on the needed
scale will be established soon. Lithium-6 would be the source
of tritium through the reaction: 6Li + neutron - 3 H + 4 He •
Initially, the neutrons would have to be supplied in a nuclear
reactor to mahufacture enough tritium to start the fusion process.
Once started, the fusion reaction would supply neutrons to pro:
duce more tritium from Lithium-6 (see Reference 19).
~I

Based on estimated U.S. lithium ore deposits. Vast additional
quantities of lithium are present in ocean waters at 0.1 ppm.

£1

Based on an arbitrary 10% of deuterium in ocean,waters.
obviously a world resource, not just U.S.
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This is

U. S. RESOURCES
POTENTIALLY EXPLOITABLE
WI TH BREEDER REACTOR S

(lQ

=

1018 Btu\)

Figure 1-8

URANIUM RESOURCES = 1,100 Q
(Exploitable up to $100 lib. Uj)g,
Assuming 7CY1o utilization.)

Coal Resources

=

29Q

H
I

....

V1

Oil Resources = 9Q
(I ncluding Shale
OiD

Note:
Cum. Energy
Demand

1971 .. 2000
~

[] =

3.~

1.2.2

Breeder Reactors

'lbe light water reactors (LWRs), which are the predominant type of nuclear
power plant being built and operated in the U.S. at this time, usually
extract less than 1% of the energy theoretically available from uraniU1ll
fuel. At best, they can extract only about 2% of this energy.. In effect,
they selectively use the relatively scarce fissile U-235 isotope
(constituting only 0.711% of natural uranium) for their operation, plus
only a small fraction of the more abundant U-238 (99.284% of natural
uranium). Thus, 98-99% of the energy potentially available from natural
uranium remains unused, even after the uranium fuel has been used to the
maximum extent practicable in LWRs. Continued use of uranium resources
on this basis would exhaust the relatively inexpensive (i.e., $10 per
pound of U308 or less; see Table 1-4) resources fairly quickly -- within
a few decades if the use of nuclear power continues to·grow at currently
projected rates -- and then would result in significant increases in the
cost of producing nuclear electric energy, as the more expensive uranium
resources necessarily come into use.
Fortunately, nature has made it possible to utilize a much larger fraction
of the potential energy in uranium (or thorium), through the use of a
different type of reactor to which the name "bree.der" has been given.
(See Technical Notes at end of this APPENDIX, also Ref. 24). Also, the
cost of producing electric energy in breeder reactors will be relatively
insensitive to the cost of uranium, such that breeders using uranium
costing $100 per pound of U308 or more could evidently compete economically
with LWRs using uranium costing $10 per pound U30 8 ' or less.
As the name implies, breeder reactors produce more fissile fuel (i.e.,
p1utoni~239

in a uranium breeder; urani~233 in a thorium breeder)
than they consume during operation. '!bis is possible because the
design features of these types of reactors result in more neutrons
being produced frOL the fissioning fuel and/or permit the excess
neutrons to be more effective, than in LWRs, in converting thorium or
uranium to fissile materials.
Due to unfavorable changes that take place as fission products accumulate,
breeder reactor fuel (like LWR fuel) mfJSt be periodically removed from
the power plant and reprocessed to separate fissile (plutonium or U-233)
and fertile (urani~238 or thorium) materials from fission products.
'lbe recovered fissile and fertile materials are then refabricated into
*These numbers do not apply to reactors operating on the thorium U-233
fuel cycle (see Technical Notes) such as the high temperature gas
reactor (HTGR) now available as an option to U.S. utilities. HTGRs
are designed to operate with U-233 generated from thorium mixed with
some U-235, and it should be possible for them to extract 4-5% of the
raw material energy. This is still not highly efficient in comparisOD
with the performance expected from breeder reactors.
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fresh fuel, to which small amounts of fresn uranium or thorium must be
added to make up for the fertile material which was consumed.
Since there is only about a 5% consumption of the fertile material in
each fuel cycle (i.e., each time that it is re-used in fresh fuel), it
would require about twenty.such recyclings to convert all of a given
amount of fertile material to fissile ·material. Due to small process
losses (to waste tanks at the fuel reprocessing plant, for example)
during each recycling, however, not all of the fertile material in
reprocessed fuel manages to get back to the reactor. The cumulative
process losses over many cycles may amount to 20-30% of the recycled
fertile material. Thus, with current recycle technology, about 70-80%
of the fertile material will be available for energy production. Future
improvements in process efficiencies would increase the fuel utlli~ation
factor.
One type of breeder using the uraniu~plutonium fuel cycle (the Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor) is under intensive development at this time and will
become a major option for the utilities beginning in the mid-1980's
(Ref. 25). The technical fea~ibility of breeding in the uranium-plutonium
cycle has been demonstrated in the U.S. and abroad. The engineering development which is now taking place involves the difficult job of translating this
demoastrated fact into a commercially useable product which will operate
safely, reliably, and economically.
From the point of view of energy resources, the following factors are most
important in respect to breeder reactors:
a.

b.

c.

In addition to extracting or recovering much of the e~ergy
available in the fertile materials, breeder reactors can
economically use the large resources of low-grade uranium
and thorium ores, which could be used in LWRs only at
considerably higher power costs.
The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (and others, such as
the Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor) will be able to
utilize the unused uranium from LWRs (i.e., the 97%
remaining in spent fuel from the LWRs) or the depleted
uranium from uranium enrichment plants. Thus, no appreciable
amount of potential energy is being los t as a result of the
relative inefficiency of current generation reactors with
respect to fuel utilization.
Breeders on the thorium-uranium-233 fuel cycle (see Technical
Notes at end of this APPENDIX) could open up energy resources
at least equal in magnitude to those represented by uranium
in the earth's crust.

1.2.3 Energy Use Projection vs. Resources
Referring to Figure 1-5, it will be seen that the total energy used in the
U.S. during the year 1900 was equivalent to about 9 x 1015 Btu or 0.009 Q,
and just about seven times as much in 1970 (0.067 Q). It is a reaaonable
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presumption that the annual consumption figure will continue to increase
at some rate over the next few decades, judging from the fact that total
annual. energy use has been increasing more or less steadily in the u. s •
since 1850 or earlier. It cannot continue to increase very much longer
at past and present rates, however, as the following considerations will
show.
'rhe straight-line extension (dashed line) in Figure 1-5, showing total
annual u.s. energy consumption projected to the year 2000, assumes that
the present rate of growth continues unabated. Under this assumption,
the yearly energy use rate would rise to about 0.17 Q by the year 2000.
'Ibis is a relatively large, but credible figure, and it-does not differ
greatly from more studious estimates derived by others (Ref~' 8, p. 997;
(Ref. 20 p. 30). If at that time, energy use rates were to abruptly
level off and remain constant (highly unlikely), the cumulative energy
consumption in the U.s. during the next (21st) century would be: 0.17
Q/yr x 100 yrs. • 17 Q. On this basis, one could say that u.s. energy
use during the twenty-first century will almost certainly be at least
of the order of 20 Q, and likely more because the preceding assumption
of achieving a constant rate of usage of energy is not consistent with
prior experience.
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If, however, this particular straight Une were extended to the year 2100
(thus implying continued increases comparable to the experience of the
past 120 years or so), the indicated annual rate of energy consumption in
the U.S. would then rise to about 5 Q (see Figure 1-9). This is not a
credible figure, because at such increasing rates, the people of the U.S.
would consume some 150 Q of energy during the next 128 years (i.e., up to
the year 2100). This number should be compared with the 5 Q total estimated
energy use in the U.S. for the century beginning with 1900.
Apart from considerations of what 18 "right or wrong" for society, it would
probably be physically impossible to achieve such an increase in energy
production over the period of time in question. For example, if half of the
energy projected in this manner were to be in form of electricity, it would
be necessary to achieve an installed electric generating capacity of about
30,000 million kilowatts by the year 2100. On the average, this would
require the startup of .. new, million kilowatt electric plant 5 days out of
every week, for the next 128 years ,* and each of the plants would need to
operate at full power at least 80% of the time. Also, the 150 Q far
exceeds the energy contained in all estimated fossil fuel resources in the
U.S., including estimated marginal and undiscovered deposits (not included
in Table 1-2), and implies development and use of nuclear energy resources
at rates that would likely be impossible to achieve.
It would seem necessary to assume that future energy consumption will
follow a pattern more like the curved line in Figure 1-9, which suggests
a cumulative energy consumption in the range of 40-45 Q from now to the
year 2100, instead of the 150 Q suggested by the straight-line extension.
This pattern is borrowed from a discussion of energy resources in the
AEC's 1962 Report to the President on Civilian Nuclear Power (Ref. 4).
It assumes that the growth rates in population and in per capita consumption of energy must taper off in future years, but the rates of change
have been, of necessity, arbitrarily selected. Accordingly, the curve is
not a prediction based on any special knowledge of future trends, but
rather a guess, subject to change as' time goes on. It does point,
however, to the future use of enormous amounts of energy in this country,
even if the rate of growth in usage falls off significantly from the rates
experienced in past and present times.
If one accepts the projected 20 Q to 40 Q for energy use in the U.S.
during the next century, and compares this with the estimated recoverable
fossil fuel resources (Table 1-2) in the U.S., it becomes clear that the
continued well-being of this country cannot be based for very long on the
fossil reserves alone. As shown in Table 1-4, the discovery of nuclear
fission, coupled with development of the breeder reactor has, in
effect, added many centuries to the time when the pr~viously available
energy resour~es of this country would otherwise have been exhausted.
If need be, nuclear energy could serve electric energy needs for many
thousands of years through exploitation of known, but very low concentration sources of uranium and thoriu_ (e.g., granites, shales, sea water).
Such need will not arise, however, if the fusion reactions of deuterium
(heavy hydrogen) with tritium, and particularly with deuterium itself, are
,/*Obviously, it would be better to build fewer plants of larger
capacity if this path were chosen.
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achieved on a sustained basis and successfully engineered on the large
scale needed. In this way, deuterium would cODStitute a reserve that
could possibly serve all reasonable energy needs for as long as the sun
can support life on earth (Ref. 19, 23).
1.3

THE NATURE AND EFFECTS OF RADIATION

The potential hazards of radioactivity were recognized before the first
nuclear reactor was designed and built during World War II. Prior to
the discovery of nuclear fission in 1938, about 40 years of experience
gave warning that radioactive materials and penetrating* radiation must
be treated with respect. On the other hand, it was also well established
that such materials ·and radiation can be used safely with proper
precautioDS, and efforts were being established on an international basis
by the 1920's to define and adopt, in practice, safe limits of occupational
exposure to radiation. Thus, when nuclear fission was discovered and the
radioactive nature of most fission products was identified, the need for
extreme care in the study and application of this phenomenon was well
unders tood.
1.3.1 The Discovery of Radioactivity and the Potential Hazards of
Penetrating Radiation
Radioactivity has always been present in nature, although mankind was
not ~are of this fact until about 75 years ago wnen Henri Becquerel
discovered the penetrating radiation emitted spontaneously from a uranium
compound (1896). This phenomenon was given the name, radioactivity, by
Pierre and Marie Curie, well-known pioneers in the field. Before the end
of the nineteenth century the Curies had isolated minute quantities of two
intensely radioactive elements from uranium ore, which they named polonium
and radium. The identification of several other naturally occurring radioactive species by others soon followed, as indicated in Table 1-6. Studies
in this early period identified three distinct types of radiation from
radioactive materials, to which the names, alpha, beta and gamma radiation
were given (Ref. 26,27).
Table
Year

I~6

- Early Discoveries of Naturally-Occurring
Radioactive Materials*

Scientist (s)

Radioacti vi ty

1899
1899
1904

Becquerel
Schmidt & Mme. Curie
Mme. & Pierre Curie
Debierne & Giesel
Hoffman
Rutherford, Soddy

1905
1907
1907
1907

Hahn
Hahn
Boltwood, Hahn & Marckwald
Campbell

1896
1898

Radiation from uranium compounds
Radiation from thorium compounds
Polonium and Radium
Actinium
Radio-lead (Pb-2l0)
Uranium-X(Th-234)
Thorium-X (Ra-224)
Radio-thorium (Th-228)
Meso-thorium (Ra-228)
Ionium (Th-230)
Radio-potassium (K-40) & Rubidium
(Rb-87)

* There are 64 naturally occurring radionuclides known today.
*Mare properly, ionizing radiation which can penetrate various thicknesses
of material objects, including human flesh.
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Just several months before Becquerel's discovery of radioactivity, Wilhelm
Roentgen had observed the emission of a "man-made" penetrating radiation
from a cathode ray tube (a primitive forerunner of the modern x-ray tube)
which he named x-radiation -- the x, as usual, standing for an unknown
quantity. Roentgen's name for these rays persists today, even tbough the
nature of x-rays is now well understood. They are electromagnetic
radiation similar to visible light, but much more energetic and penetrating. Similarly, the gamma rays emitted by radioactive materials are
also electromagnetic radiation, usually even more energetic than x-rays,
but not in every case. The alpha and beta radiation from radioactive
materials are electrically charged particles emitted from the nucleus of
disintegrating radioactive atoms. The beta particles are electrons; the
alpha particles are identical with helium atoms stripped of their
planetary electrons. A large fraction of the helium found in natural
gas deposits and in trace quantities in the atmosphere must have originated from the spontaneous disintegration of radioactive substances in
the earth's crust.
It was not long after Roentgen's discovery of x-rays that many people
were experimenting with this interesting and useful kind of radiant
energy, which was found to penetrate human flesh and produce a shadowlike image of bones on a photographic plate. Unfortunately, some of
these individuals also discovered that excessive exposure to x-rays
can produce harmful effects, such as loss of hair and painful, peculiar
burns to the skin and flesh. Other early experimenters eventually
developed malignant tumors and died of cancer.
That radioactive materials can likewise induce severe skin burns was
noted at an early date by the discoverer of radioactivity -- Becquerel
himself -- from an exposure to a small quantity of radium without adequate
protection (shielding). Further evidence of toxicity was gained as a
result of medical experience. For reasons that may have seemed logical at
the time*, physicians began using solutions containing radium and thorium
in the early 1900s for the treatment of various human ailments, particularly
arthritis. This practice proved to be catastrophic for some of the people
so treated. In 1912, for example, a German woman suffering from arthritis
was treated with injections of a solution of thorium-x** and died within a
month, showing symptoms apparently of what is now called radiation sickness
(acute radiation syndrome). More typically, however, the effects of ingested
or injected radium or thorium solutions were more insidious, producing cancer
in some 6f the people so treated after many years had passed. As we know
today, a small portion of ingested (or injected) radium or thorium is
retained more or less permanently by certain parts of the body, particularly
*Small amounts of radioactivity were identified in the mineral spring
waters of the popular "health spas" of Europe and presumably were
thought to be the "therapeutic agent" in these waters.
**Radium-224, extracted from thorium ore.
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the bones. Hhen retained in the body, relatively minute quantities of
these long-lived radioactive substances can cause injury because of the
continuous and cumulative exposure of nearby cells to alpha radiati~n
over long periods of time (Ref. 28).
Thus, over a period of years, it became evident that radioactive
materials and x-rays produce the same kinds of deleterious effects ::I.n
humans and that such effects can arise as a result of either externa1
or internal irradiation. Moreover, both early effects (including dE!8th)
and delayed or late effects (such as cancer and premature aging) were
recognized as consequences of excessive exposure to x-rays or to thE!
radiation released by radioactive substances. These effects and ma~y
aspects of the mechanisms involved in their development have been (and
continue to be) studied in detail.
1.3.2 The Effects of Radiation on Man
X-rays and the alpha, beta and gamma radiation from radioactive mat E! rials ,
as well as several other kinds of radiation now known to exist, are called
ionizing radiations. They are energetic enough to disrupt some of the
atoms or molecules in their path as they travel through matter. thE!
affected atoms and molecules are thereby converted to negatively and
positively charged fragments (ion pairs). This characteristic of h::l.ghly
energetic radiation provides both a basis for its detection and for ~ts
quantitative measurement. Within suitable instruments, ion pairs rE!veal
the intensity or cumulative amount of ionizing radiation. (Ref. 29).
Mankind has always been exposed to low levels of ionizing radiation from
the sun and outer space (cosmic radiation) and from naturally occurr~ng
radioactive ~terials (see section 1.3.3). Ionizing radiation from these
sources undoubtedly affects a number of cells as it passes into or through
human tissues, but it does not harm a person in any readily apparent
manner. The obvious injuries and deaths caused by ionizing radiation since
the discovery of x-rays, and since the discovery and use of natura11y
occurring radioactive substances, have been the result of exposure to
amounts of radiation many times larger than the natural background radiation
levels (Ref. 28).
In order to sort out what levels of radiation are injurious and what levels
do not cause apparent injury, it is necessary to have a measure of radiation
doses absorbed by people exposed to the various kinds of ionizing radiation.
In the body of this report, use is made of a unit called the.!!!. (acronym
for Roentgen-Equivalent-Man) (Ref. 30). For radiation doses less than one
rem, the millirem (0.001 rem) is generally used. The rem is a measure of
the energy deposited in human tissue by ionizing radiation of any sort that
enters the tissue. The rem and related units are defined in the "technical
notes" for this section. Without reference to the definition, however, the
reader can get a "feeling" for the rem unit from the information contained
in the following paragraphs.
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As a reference point, it is useful to note that the "average" person in

the United States receives a dose of ionizing radiation each year of
about 0.130 rem (13O mi11irem) from naturally occurring radiation
(background radiation) and approximately 0.07 rem (70 mi11irem) from
diagnostic medical procedures (see section 1.3.3). By comparison,
radiation doses of a much greater magnitude may be applied to a limited
portion of a patient's body for palliative or therapeutic purposes.*
For example, a recipient of a kidney transplant may receive a total of
600 rem of gamma or x-rays, administered in a series of four equal doses
localized to the area of the transplant, to minimize the likelihood of
rejection. Radiotherapy for cancer typically entails the use of massive
quantities of x- or gamma radiation (up to 6,000 rem total dose) applied
to the tumor site in a dozen or so individual exposures over a period of
several weeks.
High Doses and Dose Rates
When a relatively large quantity of ionizing radiation is delivered to
the human body over a short period of time (i.e., seconds, minutes, a few
hours), the exposure is termed an acute radiation exposure. Acute
exposure to the whole body producing doses up to about 75 rem may result
in few, if any, observable effects in humans, although subtle radiationinduced effects in some persons so exposed can be detected by means of
special methods of analysis. At higher acute whole body doses, symptoms
of acute radiation sickness (nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, drop
in levels of white blood cells and platelets) begin to ap~ear in some of
the individuals exposed. Table 1-7 summarizes the probable clinical
effects of acute who1e-bodv radiation doses, ranging up to the generally
lethal levels (Ref. 31). It may be noted that an acute whole-body dose
of about 300 rem would (without medical attention) be expected to result
in death of about half of an exposed human group within 30 days, as a
consequence of damage to the blood forming tissues.
Several points need to be noted in connection with human exposure to
relatively large amounts of ionizing radiation. First, the biological
effects (both severity and frequency of appearance) are dose-dependent.
Second, the effects of a given exposure vary widely from person to person
and it is not possible to predict precisely how any individual will
respond, except for the generally lethal dose level. Third, although an
acute whole-body exposure to, say, 600 rem of radiation would have lethal
consequences in a majority of cases, the same amount of exposure would
not have the same effect if delivered solely to the forearm or to the
shoulder or chest, for example. Finally, relatively large doses
accumulated gradually (low dose rate) over a long span of time are much
*Because of the possibility of cancer induction from the large doses
involved, ionizing radiation now is generally employed for these
purposes only when the patient is suffering from a malignant affliction. In the elderly patient, however, the use of large radiation
doses is a lesser problem because of the relatively long latent
period associated with the induction of cancer.
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Table 1-7
Probable Effects of Acute Whole-Body Radiation Doses
Acute Dose

(rem)
0-75

f
75-200

200-600

.600-1000

Tecbnical Notes

Probable Clinical Effect
No effects apparent. Chromosome abberations
and temporary depression in white blood cell
levels found in some indfviduals.
.Vomiting in 5 to 50% of exposed individuals
within a few hours, with fatigue and loss of
appetite. Moderate blood changes. Recovery
.within few weeks for most symptoms.
For doses of 300 rem or more, all exposed
individuals will exhibit vomiting within 2
hours or less. Severe blood changes, with
hemorrhage an increased suseptibility to
infection, particularly at higher doses.
Loss of hair after 2 weeks for dose@ over
300 rem. Recovery within one month/g year
for most individuals exposed at lower end
of range; oaly 2~4 survive.at upper end of
range •
Vomiting within one hour, severe blood changes.
hermorrhage, infection and loss of hair •
.From 80-100% of exposed individuals will
succumb within 2 months; those who survive
will be convalescent over a long period.

1.3.2
Radiation Dose Units

Auy biological effect prod~ced by ionizing radiation depends on an absorption of energy
fra. the radiation; bence; the most meaningful measure 'of radiation exposure is the absorbed

dose, which is defined as the energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiat ion per unit mass
of irradiated material at the place of interest. Additi~al information that must be
specified for a definitive dose description includes (1) the type of radiation, (2) the rate
at wbich the dose is delivered. and (3) the portion of the body receiving the dose.
Roentgen (R)-A measure of the ability of gamma or x-rays to produce ionization in air.
Quantitatively, ~ roentgen corresponds to the absorption of about 86 ergs of energy from xor gamma radiation, per gr!lm of air. The corresponding abltOrption of energy in tissue may
be from one-half to two times as great, depending on the energy of the radiation and the
c:beIIIical compositiCIII of the tissu~.
Rad-:-A measure
being defined
of irradiated
....orption of

(applicable to any form of ionizing radiation) of actual energy absorption,
as tbe amount of energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiat ion per unit mass
material at the place of interest. Quantitatively, 1 rad corresponds to the
100 ergs of energy per gram.
.

we.-ln order to express on a common scale the irradiation. incurred by exposed persons, a
qwaatity called tbe j,ose ·equivalent (DE) has been defined. The unit of measure of this
qaaatity is ~he re. (from roentgen-equivalent-man). Dose equivalent is the product of
abeorbed dose (D) in rads and a quality factor (QF) which: is a measure of the relative
biOlocical effectiveness df the radiation.
DE(rem) • D(rade) x QF
Beta. Ja1IIIIIIl and x-radiation generally have a quality factor of I, so that rad doises and

n. dosea are lI1~ical1y the same for tbese kinds of radiation. The quality factor for
alpha and neutron radiation depe~ds on the energy of the radiation; if a quality factor of
10 ia applied to ),Kif radiations for all energies, the error will be small and normally on
the . .fe side •
....1 rem doses of different types of radiation produce equivalent biological effects; but,
f_ aample, radiation with a quality factor of ten will require only one-tenth the absorbed
red dose to produce the same effect as x-rays with· a quality factor of one.
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less likely than acute doses of the same magnitude to produce obvious
direct symptoms of radiation effects.
In very qualitative terms, the human body has an ability to repair damage
caused by noxious agents, including ionizing radiation. There is, for
example, a constant process of rejection and replacement of aged and
defective cells going on in the body. The effectiveness of repair
mechanisms depends, however, on many factors including the type of
radiological damage received, the general state of health of an individual, age, inherited traits, etc. If radiation damage to organs or
tissues ovewhelms the repair mechanisms, the effects of such damage
appear within days or weeks in the exposed individual (early effects).
On the other hand, even if no early effects appear, some individuals
exposed to relatively large radiation doses exhibit late effects (e.g.
cataracts, leukemia, cancer) beginning months or years after the exposure
has taken place. The mechanisms for such late effects are not precisely
or completely known, but could be due in some cases to damaged cells
which manage to reproduce, and thereby to multiply the damage, until
there are enough of these defective cells to cause the clinical symptoms
to become apparent.
Except for therapeutic and diagnostic x-ray exposures, members of the
general public are not likely to encounter large acute or large cumulative
exposures to ionizing radiation. Large acute whole-body exposures occurred
as a result of the use of nuclear weapons during World War II, but such
exposures have been rare in the very extensive activities leading to today's
nuclear industry. The very few acute radiation injuries or deaths that have
occurred since World War II have involved workers in nuclear facilities.
They were the result of accidents which will not recur if relatively simple
precautioas are rigorously and coasistently applied in nuclear activities.
Also, the large cumulative exposure to x-rays that often occurred in the
past to physicians (radiologists) and x-rtI:J technicians (and to some
segments of the general public for almost frivolous reasons, such "as
removal of unwanted hair) need not be repeated. With the knowledge,
equipment and techniques available today, such exposures are unnecessary
and can virtually be eliminated.
Low Dos.. and Dose Rates

During a nonaal lifespan, an "average" person in the United States accUDlUlates a total dose of about 10-20 rem to the whole body due to natural
background radiation, routine medical x-rays, and the small amounts of
manmade radioactivity present in the environment. Under existing radiation protection guidelines, occupational workers (e.g., radiologists,
personnel in nuclear facilities, etc.) could accumulate a life-time dose
of about 200 rem, although on the basis of experience in the nuclear
industry to date, most will accumulate very much less than this maximum
guideline dose (see section 1.3.3).
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These amounts of radiation, received at rates ranging from 0.2 rem to 5 rem*
per year, are substantially less than the amounts evidently required to
produce clinical symptoms (somatic effects) in man.** One can speculate
that human bodily repair mechanisms for radiation damage are. generally
sufficient to cope with these levels of radiation, at least to the extent
that no obvious effects occur in human populations as a result of theD1.
Over the past 30 years or so, however, there has been a growing body of
opinion that there is no level of exposure below which there is certaLnty
that no effect may occur. This opinion stems primarily from the study of
genetic effects of radiation (mutations) which do not appear in the exposed
individual but rather in subsequent generations (Ref. 32). A similar
opinion is held by some with respect to somatic effects as well.
The possibility of inducing mutations with various doses of ionizing
radiation has been investigated in many organisms, from bacteria to mice.
The results leave no doubt that radiation can cause genetic changes. In
all organisms investigated, the frequency of induced hereditary changes
has proved to be dose-dependent even at the lowest doses and dose rateul
investigated, and there is no reason to believe that this is not so in
man. However, the risks involved from natural background radiation and
the low levels of additional man-made radiation to which man is usualLy
exposed must be exceedingly small***. Neither somatic nor genetic
effects of low levels of radiation have been detected in human populat~ons.
This does not mean that there are no effects; but if there are, they escape
detection by currently available techniques. (See Chapter 4.0 for
additional discussion of this subject).
References 33 through 35 provide general information on the various effects
of radiation.on man, written in substantially non-technical terms.
*Recommended annual dose rate limit for occupational workers;· see
section 1.3.4.
**However, see section 4.1.5 of Chapter 4.0 for discussion of the
currently-used conservative assumption that there is no level
of exposure, however small, for which there is certainty that
no effects will occur.
***Biologists have shown that radiation doses as low as 0.5 to 1
rem (500-1000 millirem) per day administered continuously can
give rise to observable genetic and somatic effects in small
1III1DIIUlls. These levels of radiation are millions of times
higher than the average radiation dose added to the population
from the operation of nuclear facilities.
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1.3.3 Man's Usual Exposure to Radiation*
People in the U.S. receive a total body dose of about 100-250 mill1rem
(0.10-0.250 rem) per year from natural radioactive sources. Some sources
are within their bodies; others are in the environment ~round them, the
amounts depending on where they live. A national "average" dose is
probably about 130 millirem per person per year. In addition, people
receive an average dose of about 75 millirem from man-made sources,
mostly medical x-rays, for a total of about 175-325 millirem per year.
The fluctuations around these figures can be substantial, depending on
particular local conditions and the number and type of x-ray examinations
for any individual. (Ref. 37 through 39 are generally applicable to
the subject matter of this section and are suggested as easy supplemental
reading.)
MOst background radiation is received from cosmic rays from outer space
and gamma rays from naturally-occurring radioactive materials in the
earth's crust. The exposure to cosmic rays depends both upon latitude
and altitude, ranging from about 40 to 130 millirem per year in the U.S.
The radiation from naturally occurring radioisotopes in the earth,
principally the uranium and thorium series and potassl~4O, contributes
about 30 to 115 millirem per year to the total body dose, depending on
location. There are certain regions on the earth in which the exposure
from natural sources is much higher; for example, the exposures in the
monazite (thorium ore) regions of India amount to about BOO millirem
(0.8 rem) or more per year (Ref. 40).
Man also receives natural internal dosages which come chiefly from

pot88sium-40 from food and water, and from gaseous radon-220 or radon-222,
which is produced from the radioactive decay of small amounts of radium
occurring in rocks and soil, from which many common building materials
are made (e.g., granite blocks, bricks). Based on a normal diet, a man' s
body contains about one-third of a pound of potassium, of which about
0.01% is radioactive potassium-40. The average internal body dose from
this source is about 17 mill1rem (0.017 rem) per year, but the brain dose
is about 30 mill1rem per year. The internal lung dose from radon-220 and
radon-222 varies from about 40 millirem per year to about 160 millirem
per year, depending on both the type of building materials used for
housing and the geographical location of the subject. The average equivalent whole ~ dose from these internal sources (potassium-40, radon-220,
222) is estimated to be about 25 millirem per year.**
*Indiv1dual dose values were obtained from Ref. 36, except as noted in
the text.
**Other naturally occurring radioisotopes contributing to internal
radiation are: carbon-14, lead-2l0, radi~226, radium-228, and
hydrogen-3 (tritium). Tritium is also a by-product of nuclear
power plant operation and i. discussed in Chapter 4.0. Man's
current dose from all sources of tritium currently amounts to
about 0.04 millirem per year on the average.
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Diagnostic x-rays are the largest contributor to radiation from man-made
sources, resulting in an estimated average abdominal dose of about
70 millirem per year per persOn. Medical diagnostic procedures account
for at least 90 percent of the total man-made radiation to which the U.S.
population is exposed and approximately 35% of the total radiation dose
from all sources (including natural radioactivity). Of course, not all
people are exposed to diagnostic x-rays in a year's time, but something
on the order of one-half of the u.S. population received radiographic
examinations in 1970 (Ref. 36). Technology is available for reducing
exposure per x-ray with no loss in information from the x-ray, so that
average radiation doses from this source can be reduced considerably if
new equipment and techriiques are adopted (Ref. 41).
The fallout residues from atmospheric weapons tes ting, which was banned
in 1962 by the U.K., U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. (but still practiced occasionally
by France and Communist China), is currently a source of 4-5 mi1lirem per
year of equivalent whole body radiation dose to the average person in the
U.S. These exposures have been declining over the years due to radioactive
decay, particularly of the shorter lived materials in the residues
(Ref. 36,38,42).
Nuclear power facilities have thus far contributed a dose of very much
less than one millirem per year per person in this country on the
average (see Table 1-8). Considering the relative infancy of the nuclear
industry, however, it is perhaps more pertinent to ask what this dose may
be when many nuclear power plants are in operation. The AEC Regulatory
staff has recently considered this question in connection with some
proposed changes in the regulations covering releases of radioactive
materials from nuclear plants (see section 1.3.4) and has estimated an
average dose of about one millirem* or less per year by the year 2000,
when there will be about 1,000 nuclear power plants in operation
(Ref. 43). From the results of a more recently completed AEC study
(Ref. 44), it appears that the average population dose from all nuclear'
industry sources in' the year 2000 should be no more than about 0.2
Ddllirem (see Chapter 4.0).
Radiation exposure of occupational workers in AEC programs has been
routinely monitored and documented since the earliest days of nuclear
energy activities in the U.s. On the basis of records of AEC and AEC
contractor operations over a 28-year period (Ref. 45) covering about
1,600,000 man-years of occupational activities, the usual dose is 0-1
rem per year for 95% of the workers, and 0-5 rem per year for 99.8%.
Other records compiled from the regulated private industrial sector
*For people living at, or close to, the nuclear power plant
boundaries, and obtaining a substantial portion of their
protein food and drinking water from the body of water used
for cooling the power plant, this figure could range up to
10 millirem per year. This is' hi~ly unlikely.
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Table 1-8
CURIES OF NOBLE GASES RELEASED,
BOUNDARY AND AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL DOSES AND
POPULATION DOSES (MAN-REM) FOR 1971

FACILITY

TYPE

~URIES

WITHIN SO MILES
Population
Average·
Dose
Indiv;i.dual
BOUNDARY DOSE
Dose
RELEASED . (mrem)
(1
(mrem)
(man-r~)

I

.035

.00005

.• 77

13

.3

.0003

.41

San Onofre

7610

2.2

.002

PWR

Conn Yankee

3250

5.6

.003

PWR

Ginna

31800

5.0

.004

PWR

H.-

18

- .05

.00002

.015

PWR

Poin t: Beach

838

.2

.OOOS

.15(2)

BWR

Oyster Creek

516,000

BWR

Nine Mile Point

253,000

BWR

Dresden (1,2,3)

1,330,000

32.

.057

BWR

Humboldt Bay

514,000

160.

.54

BWR

Big Rock Poin t

284,000

4.6

.026

BWR

Millstone

276,000

5.5

.0056

BWR

Monticello

76,000

4.4

.0036

PWR

Indian Point:

PWI<.

yankee Rowe

PWR

B. Robinson

360

31.
4.S

11
4.5

•013

46 •
8.2

.009

(1) The man-rem dose for a group of people is the product of the
average dose to those people and the number of people.
(2) Man-rem dose is for the population within 40 miles for this
facility_ (See Chapter 4.0, References 10 & 11.)
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6.3

420.

,

61.
3.1
15.
4.4

(Ref. 46) show comparable percentages in these exposure ranges • Table
1-9 presents a listing of various mean occupational doses as compiled
in Reference 36, IIEstimates of Ionizing Radiation Doses in the U.S.
1960-2000. II The overall mean occupational dose in 1970 was about 200
m1llirem, or 0.2 rem.
Figure 1-10 summarizes non-occupational U.s. population exposures to
radiation in graphic form.
1.3.4

Radiation Protection Standards

.~

a result of the early injuries and deaths from contact with, or
ingestion of, radioactivity and excessive exposures to x-rays, international efforts were organized during the early 1920's to promulgate
standards, criteria and techniques for radiation protection. In 1928,
the first international agreement was reached on a unit (the roentgen)
by means of which radiation exposure could be measured. In the same
year, the International Committee (now COmmission) on Radiation
Protection (ICRP) was formally established. In the U.S., a group
called the Advisory Committee on X-ray and Radium Protection, later
to become the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP), was organized in 1929. More recently, the Federal Government
has entered the field of radiation protection standards through the
activities of the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) , whose functions were
transferred to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1970.
The work of these standards groups, as well as that of the medical
profession and other organizations and individuals over the years,
has led to the comprehensive radiation protection criteria and
s,tandards in general use today (Ref. 47, 48, 49). These include,
among other things, radiation-limiting recommendations and comprehensive tables of maximum permissible concentrations, in air and in
water, for the various naturally occurring and man-made radioactive
species.
The recommended general population dose limitation, for example, is
0.17 rem average whole body dose per person per year from all sources
except natural background radiation and medical procedures. (See
Table 1..,10). The maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) in air or
water are those to which a person might be exposed externally or
internally without exceeding the recommended dose limitations. It
should be noted that these limitations are not recommended as permissive,
routine doses; they are suggested as upper limits, with the understanding
that radiation exposures should always be kept as low as practicable. As
stated previously, these recommended limiting levels of exposure or dose
are substantially below the level where harmful effects have been observed
in humans.
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Table 1-9
Mean Occupational Doses - 1910
Reporting
Agenc;)!:

Number of
Workers

Mean Dose per
Worker ~mrem~

7,445

95

17,591

88

Navy

55,051

197

AEC

102,918

197

Public Health
Service

508

129

Other Federal

2,000

129

AEC Licensees

62,090

215

State Agencies

24,519

273

Non-Federal
Medical X-ray

194,551

320

Non1Federal
Dental X-ray

171,226

125

Medical Radium

37,925

540

Non-Reporting*
AEC Licensee

93,000

54

771,814

212

Army
Air Force

TOTAL

*

Estimate of doses received by employees of AEC Licensees
for whom reports were not required.

COMPARATIVE RADIATION EXPOSURES
APPROXIMATE ANNUAL AVERAGE IN UNITED STATES
Figure 1-10

FROM NATURAL SOURCES

FROM MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

FROM NUCLEAR WEAPONS FALLOUT (1969 ESTIMATE)

FROM NUClEAR POWER PLAN'fS
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Table 1-10
DOSE-LIMITING RECOMMENDATIONS*

NCRP Report 139

1-1
I

~

Maximum permissible dose equivalent for occupational exposure:
Comblned whole-body occupatlonal exposure
Annual limlt
Long-term accumulation to age N yeara
Bone
Skin
Hands
Forearms
Other organs, tiaaues and organ syatema
Thyroid
Dose limlta for the public, or occaeionally expoaed individuals:
lndlvldual--whole-body
Skin, bone. thyrold

S rem ln any IIIDE! year
(N.18) x 5 rem
15
75
30
15

rem
rem
rem
rem

in anyone year
ln any one. year (25/qtr)
ln anyone year (10/qtr)
In.any one year (5/qtr)

ftC Report 11

(N-18) x 5
226
0.1 pog Ra
(or equivalent)
30
75 (25)

(N-18)
30 ram
30
75

15 ( 5)
30 (10)

15
30

0.5 rem in anyone year

0.5

0.17 rem average per year
0.17 re. avetaae per ~.a.

0.17 averas_
of 'ullabl_
exAlI!ple

Hande, forearm., feet, ankle.
Other 81ngle organs
Population dose limits:
Genetic
SouCie

a Gonaa. and red blood marrow
b 1.5 rem to thyroid of children up to 16 years of as-.

* a.I.

37. 31. 3'

ICRP Publ. 19

5

Y

It

5

0.5
3 rem in a!,~
year.!V
7.5 rem ln any
year
1.5 rem ln anY
year
0.17

TECHNICAL NOTES
Basic Nuclear Concepts
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Technical Notes
Atoms
All things. are made up of atoms and combinations of atoms, the tiny building
blocks of the Universe. The behavior of atoms can be described in terms of
three sub-atomic particles*:
The proton $The neutron 0
The electron #I

having a positive electric charge
a neutral particle with about the same mass as the proton
having a much smaller mass than the proton and an equal
but negative electric charge.

The simplest atoms -- those of hydrogen -- have a nucleus of one proton plus
either zero, one or two neutrons, around which a single electron revolves,
much like the earth revolves around the sun. Helium atoms have a nucleus of
two protons and one or more neutrons, with two planetary electrons revolving
about the nucleus. Lithium atoms have three protons and two or more neutrons
with three planetary electrons, and so on.

Element In
Hydrogen-l

Element 112
Helium-4

Element 113
Lithium-7

All atoms having the same number of protons in the nucleus are collectively
called an element. The number of protons is called the atomic number of the
element. The total number of protons plus neutrons is called the ~ number
of th~t particular kind of atom of the element (see isotopes in following
section).
In building the elements, nature has arranged for a new and distinct elementary
substance for each proton added to the nucleus. But neutrons are also needed,
perhaps as a sort of "nuclear glue" to keep the positively charged protons

*

Physicists have identified a IWlllber of other particles, which are emitted
from atomic nuclei when bombarded wi th other atoms in the so-called "a tomsmashing machines", but these need not enter into this discussion.
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from repelling each other. There are apparently "right" numbers and "wrong"
numbers of neutrons for every element. The atoms of an element having the
"right" number of neutrons in relation to the number of protons are g-fab1e
and unchanging with time. Those atoms having the "wrong" number of neutrons
are unstable (see radioactivity in a following section) and spontaneously
undergo change over a period of time, such as to achieve a stable configurationa
ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ELEMENTS AND SYMBOLS
Element
Actinium
Aluminum
Americium
Antimony
Argon
Arsenic
Astatine
Barium
Berkelium
Beryllium
Bismuth

Boron
Bromine
Cadmium
Coil'lum
Calirornlum
Carbon
Cf'!rilJm
C(>sium

CJlIorlne
Chrumium

Cobalt
Correr
Curium
Dyspro.lulR .
f: insteinium
Erbium

Europium

Fermium
f'luorlne
F!'ancium
Gadullnium
Gallium
trt~1"ma.nium

Gold
Hafnium
Ilelium
Holmium
Ilydrogen
Indium
Iodin..
Iridium
Iron
Krypton
Lanthanum

Lawrencium
lA>ad
l.Ithlum
Lutetium
Magnesium
Manganese

Mendelevium
Mercury

Atomic
Symbol number
Ac
Al
Am
Sb
Ar
As
At
Ba
Bk
Be
Bi
B
Sr
Cd
Ca
C{
C
Ce
Cs
CI
Cr
Co
Cu
Cm
Dy
Es
Er
Eu
Fm
F
Fr
Gd
Ga
Ge
Au
H{
He
Ho
H
In
I
Ir
Fe
Kr
La

Lr
Pb
LI
Lu
Mg
loin
Md
Hg

Element

~9

Molybdenum
Neodymium

13
95
51
18
33
85
56
97
4
83
5
35

Neon
Neptunium

Nickel

Atomic
Symbol lIumbe:r
Mo
Nd
Ne
Np
NI

42· .
60
10
93
28

Niobium

(Columbium)
Nitrogpn
Nt)belium
Osmium

Oxygen
P.lladium
Phosphorus
Platinum

48

Plutonium
Ptllonium

20
98
6
58
55
17
24
27
29
96
6&
99

Potassium
Pr:\sf>odymium

Promethium
Protactinium
Radium
Ra<1on
'Rhl'nium

Rhodium
Rubidium
Ruth('nium

68

Sam:1rium

&3
100
9
87
64
31
:12
79
72
2
67
1
49
53
77
26
36
57
103

Scandium
Selt'nium

Silieon
Sih"rr
S()dium
Strontium
Sulfur
T:tntalum
Tf'chnE'tlum
Tellurium
Terbium

Thallium
Thorium
Thulium
Tin
Titanium

Nb
N
No
Os
0
Pd
P
PI
Pu
Po
K
Pr
Pm
Pa
Ra
Rn
Re
Rh
Rb
Ru
Sm
Sc
Se
Si

Ag
Na
Sr
S
Ta
Tc
Te
Tb
TI
Th
Tm
Sn
TI

41
7
102
76
8
46
15
78
94
84

19
59
61
91
88
86
75
·15
37
44
62
21
34
14
47
11
38
16
73
43
52
65
81
90

69
50
22

Tungsten

(Wolfram)
Uranium
Vanadium

~2

Xenon

3
71
12
25
101
80

Ytt.. rblum
Yttrium
Zinc
Zirconium

W
U
V
Xe
Vb
Y
Zn
Zr

74

92
23
54
70

39
30
40

Isotopes
There are three kinds of hydrogen atoms in nature, differing only in the
number of neutrons in the nucleus:

Hydrogen-1

Hydrogen-2
Deuterium
1-35

Hydrogen-3
Tritium

All behave similarly in chemical reactions (the planetary electrons govern
the chemistry of an element), but are slightly different in physical properties
such as density. Hydrogen-l is the most commonly occurring hydrogen atom,
constituting 99.985% of all hydrogen atoms on earth. Hydrogen-2 (deuterium)
makes up most of the remaining 0.015%, while hydrogen-3 (tritium) occurs
only in trace quantities. Tritiumls unstable and undergoes spontaneous change
(see radioactivity).
Hydrogen-l, -2 and -3 are called isotopic forms of hydrogen or, more simply,
isotopes of the element hydrogen. All of the elements have two or more isotopes, although some isotopes are unstable, as mentioned above.
ISOTOPES OF SOME OF THE ELEMENTS·
Element
lIyrJrogen
lIl'Fum
Lithium
Cat'bon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Fluorine
Sodium
Magnesium
Aluminum
Sulfur
Chlorine
Potassium
Calcium
Iron
Cobalt
Nickel
Copper
Zinc
Bromine
Silver

Tin
Iodine
Barium
Platinum
Gold
Mercury
Lead
Bismuth
Radon
Radium
Thol'iumt
Uranium
Neptunium
Plut.onium

Isotopes (Mass Numbers)
I, 2,3
4,3,6
7,6,8, .9
12,1:1, 14,11,10,15
14, IS, 13. 16,17, 12
16,18,17, IS, 14, 19
19,18, 17, 20, 21
23,22,24,2.5.21,20
24, 26, 25, 28, 27, 23
:n, 26.29, 21i, 25,24
32, :14, 33, 36, 35, 37, 31
35, :17,36,39, 31', 33, 34, 32
39, 41, 40, 43.42,44, 38,37
4~ 44, 42, 48, 43, 46, 41,45,4~ 4~ 39
56, 54. 57, 58, 55,59,52,53
5!I, 60,57,56,58,55,61,6.2,54
58. 60, 62, 61, 64, 59, 63, 66, 57, 65, 56
63, {i5, 61,64,61,-60,62,58,66,68
64, 66, 6~, 67, 70,65,72,62,71,69,63
79, RI, 7l, 82,16,83,75,74,84,80,78,85,87,
88
107, lOll, lOS, 106,111,113,112,103,104,115,
108, IH, 110
120, 118, 116, 119, 117, 12·1, 122, 112, 114, 115,
123,113,125,121,108,127,126,111,109.
127, 129,125,126,131,124,133,123,1.10,135,
1.12,121,134,128,122,137,138,139
138, 137, 136, 135, 134, 130, 132, 133, 140, 131,
128, 129, 126, 141, 142, 143
195,194,196,198,192.,190,188,191,197,189,
187, 1.9.9
197,1.95,1.96,199,198,1.94,1.93,192,191,200,
18.9, 201, 187, 203
202, 200, 199, 201, 198, 204, 196, 203,197,195,
192,193,191,189,205
208, 206, 207,204, 202,210, 203,200, 212, 201,
209,19.'1, 211,214,198
209,210,207,205,206,204,203,201,202,212,
213,200,199,214,215,198,211
222,211,210,.209,221,212,208,220, 219,218,
217, 216, 215
226,228,225, 223,224,227,213,222,221,220,
219
232,223,224,225, 2.!6, 227,228,229,230,231,
233, 234
238,235,234,236, 233, 232, 230, 237, 231.. 240,
229, 239, 228, 227
237,236,235,234,239,238,240,231,233,241,
232

24'1,242,239,240,238,241,236,237,246,21;"
234, 2·13, 232. 235

.Stable isotopes in ordinary type. Naturally radioactive isotopes

in boldface. Other radioisotopes In italics. Natural isotopes given
In order of abunuance. All other isotopes given in order of length
of lllilf -Ina.
tNot listed In order of length.of half-life.
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Nuclides
In descriptions of processes that primarily involve the nuclei of the isotopes of the various elements, the nuclei are frequently called nuclides.
The isotopes of a given element are different nuclides, so that there are as
many nuclides as there ,are isotopes of elements. The system used to describe
nuclides involves the symbol for the element preceded by a subscript indicating the atomic number and a superscript indicating the mass number of the
is'otope. Thus, the three hydrogen nuclides (isotopes) would be written:
Mass ........... ,
number ~l
1

~NO. of protons
3JV plus neutrons
lH
"-No. of protons

H

Atomic "'Jt.
number/.hy d rogen

deuterium

tritium

As another example, the element having 36 protons in the riuclei of its isotopes is called krypton. There are 22 known isotopes of krypton, six of
which are stable and the remainder unstable (radioactive). All 22"nuclides
have the same atomic number, but different mass numbers, depending on the
number of neutrons in the nuclide. These range from 74 Kr to 95 Kr
36
36'
Radioactivity, Radionuclides
There are 64 naturally occurring nuclides and a larger number of artificially
produced (in nuclear reactors, particle accelerators) nuclides which are
unstable and spontaneously undergo change. The vast majority of the unstable
nuclides of interest in this report undergo change by one of two routes;
1.

By the spontaneous emission of a beta particle (electron)
from the nucleus, usually accompanied by gamma radiation
(electromagnetic radiation like x-rays, but usually more energetic).

2.

By the spontaneous emission of an alpha particle (a newly formed
helium ato~stripped of its two planetary electrons, so that it
" 4 ++
bears a double positive electric charge 2He ). The alpha
particle is emitted from the nucleus and is also accompanied
by gamma radiation.

The phenomenon of spontaneous nuclear disintegration is called radioactivity,
and the disintegrating nuclide is said to be undergoing radioactive decay.
Each'radioactive species (also called radioisotope or radionuclide) decays
with a characteristic and unvarying time rate, which is measured by its
half-life.
The half-life of a ~adionuclide is the time for half of any given number of atom
of that nuclide to undergo radioactive decay. If one starts the clock when
there are N radioactive atoms of a given kind, there will be ~ N atoms remaining after one half-life has passed, ~ N after two half-lives, 1/8 N after
three half-lives, etc. The half-lives of the various radionuclides cover a
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tremendous range of times, from fractions of seconds to billions of years.
The shorter the half-life, the more rapid is the rate of radioactive decay.
In suitable instruments, the beta and alpha particles emitted by decaying
radionuc1ides can be detected and counted, so that the number of atoms decaying per unit of time can be determined. The unit used to measure amounts of
radioactivi.ty is the curie, which is drOined as that quantity of any radionuclide decaying at a rate of 3.7 x 10
disintegrations per second.
A
sample of radioacti~e material is said to have an activity of 1 curie when
it disintegrates at this rate.
Ions. Ionizing Radiation
Atoms, with their equal numbers of positively charged protons and negatively
charged planetary electrons, are normally electrically neutral. There are
many chemical and physical processes, however, wherein atoms and molecules
(combinations of atoms) either lose or gain planetary electrons,
Those which lose electrons bear a net positive electric charge; those that
gain electrons 'have a net negative electric charge. Such charged atoms or
molecules are called ions.
The alpha, beta and gamma radiation emitted by radionuc1ides are called ionizing radiation, because they are sufficiently energetic to dislodge planetary
electrons from some of the atoms or molecules they encounter while traveling
through matter. The "debris" left in the path of such ionizing radiation consists of ion pairs -- positive and negative fragments of disrupted molecules,
or freed planetary electrons and the positively charged residual atom. The
ions formed revert to electric neutrality fairly quickly by recapturing
electrons, or by combining with nearby ions of opposite charge. By the latter
process, some molecules quite different from those originally present can be
formed.
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PARTIAL LIST OF RADIONUCLIDES
Number of Curies
per Gram
of Nuclide

Particle
Emitted

Half-Life

94 Pu

alpha

2.4 x 104 Years

0.06

238 U
92

alpha

9
4.5 x 10 Years

1.9 x 10- 7

235 u
92

alpha

7.1 x 108 Year"s

1.2 x 10- 6

233 U
92

alpha

1.6 x 105 Years

0.01

Thorium

232 Th
90

alpha

10
Years
1.4 x 10

1.1 x 10- 7

Radium

226Ra
88

alpha

I
1.6 x 103 Years

1.0

224Ra

alpha

3.64 days

1.7 x 105
1.6 x 105

Element

Nuclide
239

Plutonium
Uranium

88
Radon

222Rn
86

alpha

3.8 days

Cesium

137 C
55 s

beta

30 years

Xenon

133Xe
54

beta

5.3 days

1.9 x 105

Iodine

131 1

beta

8.06 days

1.25 x 105

beta

28.9 years

138

beta

10.7 years

395

87.3

53
Strontium

90 Sr
38

Krypton

85 Kr
36

Potassium

40K

beta

9
1.3 x 10 years

6.9 x 10

19
Carbon

14C

beta

>,730 years

beta

12.3 years

4.5

6

3
H

Tritium
1
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9,700

-6

Radioactive Decay Products
In radioactive decay by alpha particle emission, the immediate product of
decay is a nuclide with !!£ protons and !!£ neutrons less than the decaying
nuclide. It will, therefore, always be an isotope of the element with an
atomic number two less and a mass number four less than the parent nuclide.
For example:

+ ~He ++ (alpha particle)
The product, in this case, is also radioactive and decays by beta emission to
protoactinium -234, which in turn is radioactive and deceys as shown in the
following table.
234 Th

~ 234 pa

90

+ beta particle

91

Note that the product of beta decay has one more proton and one less neutron
than the parent and is, therefore, an isotope of the element with an atomic
number one greater than the parent nuclide.
The Uranium Series
Radiation
emitted

Element

Symbol

Uranium
Thorium
I'1":JtactiniuDl"
Uranium
T1lf"lriulIl
",,,liulIl
Haden

23BU
211Th
Ulpa
U1U
2J'Th
22GHa
222nn

Q

Poloniumt

218I'u

{Q

Lead
Astatine

p

Bismutht

214Pb
mAt
214Bi

Polonium
Thallium
Lead,

2111'0
211)'J'l
210Pb

Bismutht

210m

Polonium
Thallium
Lead

21Opo
206T1
206Pb

a

"alC life
4.51 >( 10 9 years
21.1 days
1.18 minutes
2.4H x 10 5 years
8.0" 10· years
1.1)2 ••' 103 years

P
p
a
a
Q

3.~2

(ll!).98%)

and p (O.o2'.H

days

3.05 minutes
26.8 minutes
2 seconds

Q

{II (99.96,*)
lind,. (0.01%)

o'
{J

Il

{P (-100%)

19.7 minutes
1. 6 )( lU- 4 second
1.32 minutes
19.4 years

and a (2 )( 10-4%)

5.0 days

a

138.1 days
4.20 minutes

p

Stable

*Protactinium also undergoes a process of isomeric transitlon
in 0.12% of Its decay events. The resulting isomer of 2UPa has a
lower energy state. It then undergoes beta decay, with a half-life
of 6.7 hours, to form 2UU.
tUndergoes both alpha snd beta decay, In definite proportion to
the decay events, as shown.

many
Decay through/successive daughter products is characteristic of the
heaviest nuclides, those beyond lead (atomic number 82). With only a few
exceptions, decay by beta emission is characteristic of the lighter radionuclides, those below lead on the atomic number scale. For these radionuclides, beta decay often
produces a stable nuclide directly, as for
example:

3
3
1 H ---;,.. 2He
Tritium

+ beta particle

Helium-3
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Nuclear Fission and Nuclear Reactors
Neutrons
In the late 1920's, the emission of a very penetrating radiation was observed
when the alpha radiation from polonium was made to impinge on certain light
elements, such as beryllium, boron and lithium.
In 1932, this penetrating
radiation was identified as a neutral particle (given the name, neutron),
ejected from the nuclei of the light elements after absorption of an alpha
particle. For example,
9
4 Be

+

+

With convenient laboratory sources of neutrons, based on alpha radiation of
light elements, many scientists of the time began studying the interaction of
neutrons with matter.
Fission
The phenomenon of fission (splitting apart) of uranium nuclei upon absorption
of a neutron was discovered in 1939.
It was established soon thereafter that
the uranium isotope, 2~~u (frequently written: U-235) is the uranium nuclide
which most readily fiss~ons, particularly with low energy (slowly moving)
neutrons.
U-235 constitutes only 0.711% of natural uranium, the most abundant isotope
being U-238 at 99.284%. U-238 will undergo fission with energetic (fast moving)
neutrons but not with slow neutrons. Thus, U-238 is fissionable with sufficiently energetic neutrons, but U-235 is a fissile nuclide - easily undergoing
fission with low energy neutrons, and fissionable by neutrons of all energies.
Fission Products
When U-235 and other fissile or fissionable nuclides undergo fission, they
split into two fragments, sometimes three, called fission products. The
fission products are nuclides of lighter elements (see table) which recoil
from the split nucleus at high speeds for short distances. This energy of
motion (kinetic energy) is quickly transmitted to surrounding atoms and molecules by successive collisions, thereby raising the temperature of the surroundings.
The heat or thermal energy of a .substance is the energy of motion
- the kinetic energy - of its atoms and molecules (combinations of atoms).

PRINCIPAL PRIMARY FISSION PRODUCTS
Isotope
Strontium
Strontium
Yttrium
Yttrium
Zirconium
:,iobium

Symbol
pSS r
sOSr

Half Life
53 days
28 years

9(\y

6~.2

Sly
S5Z r

57 days
65 days
35 days
68.3 hours
39.8 days

~5;"'1J

~lolybdenum

99:'110

Ruthenium
Huthenium
r:hodium
Rhodium
Tt'llurlUm
Iodin<'
lodllle
Xenon

IG3nu
IO'Ru
I03mRh
tJ6Rh
132Tp
131 1

hours

1 year

57 minutes
30 seconds
77.7 hours

132r

S.l days
2.4 hours

133Xe

5.27 days
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(cont.)
Cesium
Barium
Barium
Lanthanum
Cerium
Cerium
Praseodymium
Praseodymium
Neodymium
Promethium
Promethium

I37Cs
I37Ba
140Ba
140La
WCe

144Ce
143Pr
IUPr
147Nd

UTPm
1(9Pm

30 years

2.6 minutes
12.8 days
40 hours
32.5 days
290 days
13.7 days
17.5 minutes
11 days
2.6 years
54 hours

Most of the fission products are radioactive and decay with their characteristic half-lives to stable nuclides, either directly or through the decay of
radioactive daughter products (secondary fission products). Nearly all fission
products decay by beta emission, usually accompanied by gamma radiation.
Approximately 88% of the heat produced from fission comes from the kinetic
energy of the fission fragments. The balance comes from the interaction of
beta and gamma radiation and neutrons with surrounding atoms.
Fission Neutrons and Nuclear Chain Reactions
Neutrons are also ejected from fissioning nuclides, the average number of
neutrons per fission event ranging from about 2 to about 3, depending on the
fissioning nuclide and the energy of the neutron causing fission. The fission
neutrons are "born" with tremendous speeds (kinetic energy), but these speeds
generally drop off due to successive "billiard ball" collisions with surrounding nuclei, and many neutrons are absorbed by nearby nuclei of any of the
atoms present. Nevertheless, it is possible to arrange fissile materials and
structural materials in a nuclear reactor core such that a self-sustained
chain reaction of fissions can be made to take place, and to stop, at will.
In order for this to happen, one neutron from each fission event must manage
to find another fissile or fissionable nucleus and cause it to fission, etc.
Thermal Neutrons, Moderators
There are two ways to improve the chances for fissile nuclei to undergo
fission. One is to slow down the fission neutrons with a moderating material,
such as water. The slowing down occurs by successive collisions and is most
effective with small nuclei having about the same mass as the neutron.
"

Water is an effective moderator because it contains many hydrogen-l nuclei
which are protons having almost the same mass as the neutron. When the fission
''-neutrons have been slowed down to speeds comparable with those of the moderator
molecules, they are said to be thermalized or thermal neutrons. That is, they
have energies comparable with the thermal (heat) energy of the moderator. For
a fissile nuclide, the chance of fission is increased 200-300 times with a
thermal neutron, as compared with a fast (energetic) neutron.
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Uranium Enrichment, Light Water Reactors
The second way to improve the chance of fission is to increase the number of
fissile nuclei in the nuclear fuel. This is done by increasing the concentration of U-235 atoms in natural uranium by an isotope separation process
known as the gaseous diffusion process. The fuel for most nuclear power
plants in the U. S. is enriched in U-235 from the naturally occurring 0.72%
to 3-4%. Also, these nuclear power plants predominantly use ordinary water
as a moderator (a few use graphite ) and as a coolant to remove the heat of
fission, transform water to steam and thence to generate electricity. They
are called Light Water Reactors (LWRs) to distinguish them from other power
reactors (as built in Canada, for example) which
use heavy water (water
made with hydrogen-2, deuterium) as the moderator. In general, however, all
reactors using moderators to thermalize neutrons are called thermal neutron
reactors or thermal reactors. Those that use no moderator (or a coolant with
poor moderating properties) are fast neutron or fast reactors (see breeding
in a following section).
Fertile and Fissile Materials
Fission is not the only event which can occur to a fissile or fissionable
nuclide upon absorption of a neutron. Actually, there are competing processes.
U-235 occasionally absorbs a neutron without fissioning; it simply emits
gamma radiation to rid itself of excess energy and becomes the next highest
isotope of uranium, U-236, which is non-fissile.
As mentioned previously, U-238 fissions with a sufficiently energetic neutron,
but it normally makes the following transformations upon absorption of
neutrons of lesser energy:
neu tron

.~

239

239

92 U ~ 93Np

+ beta

239
94Pu

~

+ beta

The plutonium -239 formed by the successive beta decay of the intermediate
products is fissile, like U-235, and it has a relatively long half-life.
(24,000 years) so that, once formed, it stays around long enough to be used
as a nuclear fuel.
Thorium, 2~6Th, which occurs in the earth's crust with an abundance comparable
to uranium, can also be the source of an artificial fissile nuclide:
232 Th
90

+ beta
+ beta ~233u
92

+

Fissile U-233 also has a long half-life (160,000 years) and can be used as a
nuc lear fue 1.
In summary, there is one naturally occurring fissile nuclide, U-235, and two
that can be manufactured from excess neutrons* in nuclear reactors, Pu-239
and U-233. The starting materials for the latter two fissile nuclides are
the so-called fertile materials, U-238 and Th-232, respectively. All these
nuclides are of great importance to the nuclear power industry.

* i. e. neutrons in excess of those needed to sustain the fission chain
reaction.
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Conversion of Fertile Material to Fissile Material
Light water reactor fuel is generally made up of a homogeneous mixture of
3-4% U-235 atoms and 96-97% U-238 atoms, both in the form of uranium dioxide
(U02 ). During operation of the reactor, some of the fission neutrons are
absorbed by U-238 which converts to Pu-239. Generally, for each pound of
U-235 fissioned, 0.5 to 0.6 pound of Pu-239 is formed. About half of this plutonium is fissioned in place; the balance can be recovered from the spent fuel
during reprocessing. The recovered plutonium can be used in place of U-235
in some of the fuel recycled back to the reactor. Some plutonium recycle
in light water reactors is being done by the nuclear power industry on an
experimental basis at this time.
Thermal Reactor Material Balance
Per Metric Ton Uranium
U-235 Charged
U-235 Discharged
U-235 Consumed

34,000 grams
9 2 000 grams
25,000 grams

Fissile Pu Produced
Fissile Pu Discharged
Fissile Pu Consumed

19,000 grams
7 2 000 grams
12,000 grams

Th-232, U-233 (or U-235) mixtures can be used (and have been used on an ex~
perimental basis) as fuel for light water reactors. In this case, some of
the thorium is converted to U-233, and the reactor is said to be operating as
a converter reactor on the thorium - U-233 cycle. In the case discussed above,
the reactor is a converter reactor operating on the uranium-plutonium cycle.
Breeding
Reactors that produce more fissile fuel (by conversion of U-238 or Th-232)
than they consume in the course of producing electric power are called breeder
reactors, and such reactors are under development for eventual commercial use
on both the uranium-plutonium cycle and the thorium-U-233 cycle.
The basic differences in the design of converter reactors and breeder reactors
on the uranium-plutonium cycle are the following:
1.

The fissile fuel for breeders is Pu-239 instead of U-235. Thus,
the Pu-239 produced in light water reactors can be used to start
up breeder reactors.

2.

The breeder core must operate on fissions caused by fast neutrons,
because more neutrons are produced in fast fissions than in thermal
fissions, so that more are available to convert U-238 to plutonium.
This means that the coolant used to extract the heat of fission from
the breeder core must be a poor moderator, in order that the fast
fission neutrons will not be slowed down too much.

3.

To compensate for the decreased chance of fission with fast neutrons,
the concentration of fissile nuclei in the fuel must be increased
considerably over that used in light water reactors. Breeder fuel
generally needs to have a concentration of 15-20% plutonium; the
remaining 80-85% can be either natural uranium or depleted uranium
(the "waste" roduct of aseous diffusion lants havin a lower
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than natural U-235 content}.
4.

The breeder core needs to be surrounded by a "blanket" of natural
or depleted uranium to intercept neutrons that would otherwise
escape from the core and be wasted.

As a consequence of the fast neutron population in the fast breeder core, about
20% of the fissions are fast neutron fissions of U-238. This is sometimes referred to as a "fast fission bonus". By comparison, about 5% of the fissions
in a light water reactor are fast fissions of U-238, caused by those fission
neutrons that manage to encounter a U-238 nuc~eus before being slowed down
by the "moderator.
Interestingly enough, breeding on the thorium -U-233 cycle can evidently
be accomplished with thermal neutrons, because the number of neutrons emitted
from the thermal fission of U-233 is sufficient for breeding if used efficiently
(the neutron yield from thermal fission of Pu-239 is not). Also, the neutron
yield from U-233 does not increase greatly as the energy of the neutron causing fission increases, whereas the neutron yield from Pu-239 fission does not
become adequate for breeding until fast neutron fission predominates.
The theoretical breeding ratio (ratio of fissile atoms produced to those consumed) inthermal thorium - U-233 breeders is about 1.05, as compared with
about 1.6 in fast, uranium-plutonium breeders (1.2 to 1.4 actually expected
in practice). Accordingly, the main design problem for thorium - U-233 breeders
is one of selecting and arranging core materials to minimize waste of neutrons
by "parasitic" absorption in materials that do not contribute to the fission
or breeding process. There are not as many excess neutrons to work with in
this cycle, as in the uranium-plutonium cycle.
Fission Energy
The fission of a single U-235 nucleus (or other fissile or fissionable nucleus)
is accompanied by the release of an amount of thermal energy which is about
50 million times as much as that obtained from the combustion of an atom of
carbon-12, the major constituent of coal. Thus, the fissioning of· one pound
of fissile material produces as much heat as the burning of about 1,400 tons
of coal. The heat liberated in the fissioning of all of the atoms in one
pound of fissile material is approximately:
0.9 x 10~3 calories
1.0 x 1010 kw-hr
3.6 x 10
Btu
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THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS (LIGHT WATER-COOLED)
AND RELATED FACILITIES
APPENDIX II
THE DISCHARGE OF HEAT TO THE ENVIRONMENT*
Man's utilization.of energy - the food he eats, the fossil or nuclear fuels
he consumes in energy production, virtually any activity he undertakes - is
converted to heat sooner or later. The heat output from man and his
activities on a daily or annual basis adds up to some very large numbers.
Even so, it is still a very small fraction of the energy arriving on earth
from the sun, most of which the earth constantly reflects and radiates back
into space, thereby keeping average temperatures and climate relatively 15
constant. From the use of energy, mankind presently adds about 0.02 x 10
Btu per hour of heat to the environment. When this is compared with the net
solar input of about 400 x 1015 Btu per hour, man's contribution of about
0.005% hardly adds a noticeable burden to the earth's ability to dissipate
heat.
The problems associated with the dissipation of waste heat at this time in
history are purely local, and are arising in increasing proportions from
the discharge of heat from steam electric plants to nearby bodies of water.
In all machines in which heat is converted to work, a substantial portion
of the heat input is invariably discharged to the environment. This
appears to be a fact of nature with no exceptions known or expected.
Heat from the combustion of fossil fuel in a bOiler, or from the fission
of nuclear fuel in a reactor, is used to produce steam at high temperature
and pressure which, in turn, drives a turbine connected to a generator.
When that part of the energy in the steam which nature "allows"** to be
converted to 'mechanical energy in the turbine has been used, the "spent"
steam is converted back into water in a condenser.
This condensation has usually been accomplished by passing large amounts
of cooling water from a nearby natural body of water through the
condensers of a steam electric generating plant. In this process, the
heat is transferred from the "spent" steam to the cooling water. The
*The material in this Appendix is largely based on AEC Report, WASH-1169,
"Thermal Effects and U.S. Nuclear Power Stations."
**NatureT"allows" that portion of energy represented by the fraction:
Thigh- Low to be converted to mechanical energy where Thigh as the
Thi h
highest tem¥erature of the working fluid (steam in this
g
case), and low the temperature of the working fluid
immediately after the conversion has taken place. In practical
systems, Tbigh is limited by the melting temperature, corrosion
effects and other variables of the materials of construction.
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discharge of this heated cooling water to rivers, lakes. estuaries and
ocean waters is the origin of the thermal effects problem (i.e., possible
adverse effects on aquatic life).
At the present time, the electric power industry is responsible for three
quarters of the national usage of cooling water in the manner described
above. As .might be expected, fossil fuel plants are the major contributors to the discharge of waste heat because they are the predominant type
of electric plant today. With the rapid growth of nuclear power, however,
this situation will change in a decade or so. By 1985, about 50% of the
heat discharged to cooling water by steam electric plants will come from
nuclear plants (see Figure 11-1).
The light water reactors currently being marketed operate at somewhat
lower thermal efficiency than the most modern fossil fuel plants of the
same generating capacity. For this reason, and because about 10% 'of the
heat from fossil fuel plants is discharged directly into air through the
stack, modern fossil plants discharge about one third less waste heat to
cooling water than do nuclear plants of the same generating capacity.
The advanced reactors now under development will have efficiencies
comparable to the most advanced fossil fuel plants, but their eventual
wide-spread use will not eliminate waste heat problems. The number of
electric generating plants, and thus the quantity of waste heat, is
increasing so rapidly that the relative efficiency of plants, while
important, is not the single, most important factor in alleviating the
problem (Figure 11-2).
11.1

CONDENSER COOLING METHODS

In the least costly and most widely used method, the cooling water is
taken directly from nearby rivers, lakes, estuaries, or the ocean in
a "once-through system." The cooling water is heated 10 to 30
degrees F -- depending on plant design and operation -- and then
usually returned to the same body of water.
the once-through method can be coupled with techniques for reducing the
impact of condenser cooling water upon a natural water body, as for
example, dilution in long discharge canals, using additional large
capacity pumps to reduce the cooling water temperature by adding cooler
water to it before it is discharged into a natural water body. Where
required, different cooling methods may be employed. Two CODlllOD reasons
for choosing something other than the ODce-through method for condenser·
cooling are (1) inadequate supply of cooling water,. particularly during
the summer and winter peak power production periods, and (2) the
inability to operate within the requirements (maximum temperature and/or
maximum temperature rise) of water use permits and/or temperature criteria
(from state water quality standards).
In the U.S. there is a noticeable trend toward the use of alternatives
to the "once-through" cooling systems. These presently involve the use
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of artificially created lakes or ponds or the erection of wet* cooling
towers (see Figures 11-3 and 11-4). In wet cooling tower systems, the
cooling wateria brought in direct contact with a flow of air and the
heat ia dissipated to the atmosphere, principally by evaporation of
some of the cooling water. The flow of air through the cooling tower
ia provided by either mechanical Mans or natural draft, and malte-up
water is added to replace evaporative losses. In artificially created
lakes or ponds, the water is recirculated from pond to plant, with
only makeup added to replenish the losses du~ to evaporation. While
artificial lakes or cooling ponds can have very decided advantages,
including recreation, they can only be used where the needed land is
available. For example, from 2000 to 4000 acres or more of lake
surface may be required for a 1000 MWe nuclear plant.
Although these alternatives do offer relief from the addition of large
amounts of reject heat to natural bodies of water, their use can
involve other environmental effects and economic penalties. For
example, both of the above methods result in higher consumptive use of
water than does a once-through cooling sys tem. Moreover, use of a
cooling tower results in a slight reduction in thermal efficiency for
the plant and adds large amounts of water to the atmOsphere in the
immediate vicinity of a power plant. This latter factor could result,
\alder certain atmospheric and temperature conditions, in fog, ice
formation on roads and power lines, and even the formation of snow. ~n
cooling towers, chemicals are added to inhibit biological growth, corr~
sion, and deposition of dissolved salts. These chemicals, transported
from cooling towers by airborne water droplets (drift), might have
damaging effects.
Although wet towers can function where an adequate supply of makeup
water exis ts, th.er,e are ques tions about whether or not salt water is
suitable. The drift from salt water cooling towers is expected to
contain salt in the same concentration as is present in the tower
itself. It has been predicted that the salt depositions from this
drift will cause damage to plant and animal life at considerable
dis tance8 from the cooling towers. However, several salt water
cooling towers have been operated for some time with tolerable environmental effects. For example, two natural draft cQoling towers have been
operating on sea water at the Fleetwood Station, a 90 MWe plant located
on the Irish Sea, since 1955 and the only apparent effect has been the
browning of grass within 50 feet of the bottom of the 250 foot high
towers.
*Dry cooling towers, which operate basically like an automobile
radiator may be used in future plants, but generally have not
been used because of their large size and cost in comparison
with other cooling methods.
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11.2 WATER TEMPERATURE STANDARDS
Thermal standards for natural bodies of water are set generally by the
states under guiding criteria provided by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and are subject to approval by EPA. There is quite a
wide range of temperature standards set by states to date. A number
of states have not yet set standards. The Water Quality Improvement
Act of 1970 requires certification from the state or interstate water
pollution control agency or the Administrator of EPA, as appropriate,
that there is reasonable assurance that federally licensed activities
which may result in discharges into navigable waters of the U.S. will
not violate applicable water quality standards (including thermal
standards).
Applicants for an AEC permit or license to construct or operate a
nuclear power plant must provide this certification before a permit
can be issued. Certification itself is a necessary condition but may
not always be sufficient. Under a recent court ruling on implementation of the National Environmental Protection Act, the AEC must
examine the environmental effects of the thermal discharge for each
individual case.
Increasingly restrictive water temperature standards will increase the
use of methods of heat dissipation other than once-through cooling. As
indicated previously, alternative methods offer relief from thermal
effects in the receiVing water, but involve other environmental effects
and economical penalties. A weighing of the relative effect of the
various methods is part of the environmental assessment that must be
made for each case.

11.3 BIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THERMAL DISCHARGES
Perhaps no other Single environmental factor affects aquatic life as
profoundly as temperature. A host of biological questions are often
raised about the possible damage or benefit to aquatic life in waters
receiving heated discharges. If distributions of heated discharges
are controlled, then the concern is primarily with ''monitoring'' of
effects to assure that no serious trends requiring corrective action
are occurring due to subtle temperature effects on aquatic populations
of various kinds.
The literature on the effects of elevated temperature on individual
aquatic organisms is extensive. Numerous articles and reports have
been compiled into convenient bibliographies and the general subject
of temperature effects on aquatic organisms has been reviewed. Despite
the information available, a number of factors limit the application of
past studies to the problems of heat discharges from various power plant
sites. These factors are (1) regional variations in chemical, physical
and biological characteristics of different waters; (2) the difficulty
of using laboratory results, originally designed for fundamental studies,
in field situations; (3) the paucity of studies on thermal effects on the
11-7

il;lterrelationships in aquatic CC)lDlDlmi ties (assemblages of plants and
animals that are more or less interdependent and self-sustaining).
Knowing the ltmitations of existing data in itself provides guidance
to the examination of each local situation for ways of ainimizing the
effects of thermal discharges. Cautious approaches, together with
programs for monitoring for impact, have thus far enabled the nuclear
industry to avoid significant thermal effects. The kinds of factors
that are studied or monitored for each nuclear plant are summarized in
the following paragraphs.

11.3.1 Effects on Fish
Water temperature standards, which vary from one water body to another,
are all set well below lethal temperatures for local fish. Repor.ts of
losses of aquatic organisms by natural or man-induced temperature
changes are in the literature, but since these are unexpected, detailed
measurements or observations are often lacking. It is usually not
known what other environmental stresses may have been present along with
elevated temperatures. Reports on fish kills by heat always have to be
evaluated cautiously unless obvious, extreme, lethal temperatures were
observed. Fish kills are often reported without water quality measurementa, other than temperature, taken at the time. I t is not uncommon
to find such losses attributed to elevated water temperature, only to
discover later that some toxic material or other environmental factor
was the causative agent.

11.3.2 Effects on Plankton
From a basic biological and ecological aspect, biologists are concerned
mainly in how heated discharges affect the metabolism, physiology,
growth, reproduction, population dynamics and other life processes of
planktonic species. The significance of plankton killed by power plant
operation may often be difficult to assess in terms of the impact on
the health of the planktonic population. Many sources of pelagic fish
larvae, for example, suffer greater than 99.99 percent natural
mortality. This suggests any large body healthy with planktonic life
may be able to sustain a localized loss without serious detriment to
the higher forms of aquatic life they sustain; however, specific local
species could be adversely affected by any increase over this natural
mortality rate. Significant lack of food will surely show up in effects
6ft the higher forms of aquatic life.
An important point to consider in evaluating effects on populations is

theleneration time of the organiams involved. Individual phytoplankton under good environmental conditions may divide (reproduce)
every day or two. Zooplankton populations bave a generation time of
3-4 weeks while fish typically reproduce once a year. The group of
organisms with the shorter generation time can better withstand the
effects of mortality under. adverse conditions than can the organisms
with a longer generation time. For instance a power station on a small
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lake might circulate the volume of water in the lake through its condensers
once every 15 days (average). The phytoplankton population would suffer
little damage while the zooplankton population would be seriously affected.
11.3.3 Effects on Benthos
Benthos is animal and vegetable life found at the bottom of bodies of water.
Since the temperature of the hottest effluent from a nuclear power station
averages only 15-20 degrees F above ambient, the receiving water near the
shoreline outfall will not be void of aquatic life. It is possible,
however, that the diversity of the benthic organisms near the influence of
the heated discharges would change. Like plankton, the population dynamics
of benthic organisms make it extremely difficult to predict, in a long-term
sense, the significance of localized changes. The situation is akin to a
plot of ground reduced somewhat in productivity, while.surrounded by fertile
fields, all available to the surrounding forms of animal life that feed on
them.

The bottom organisms resident in the area of influence of heated di'scharges
are generally considered to be good indicator organisms of thermal effects.
Since many of these species are essentially nonmobi1e, unlike the free
sWimming fish, these bottom organisms may be continuously exposed to
heated discharges. Partly for this reason, most ecological surveys for
nuclear sites include bottom samples in the pre- and post-operational
studies. A search of the literature shows no field experience, however,
where the thermal effects of heated discharges destroyed benthic organisms
to such a large extent that its impact was reflected in the health of
desired fish populations.
11.3.4

Temperature and Blooms of Nuisance Organisms

While scientists do not know precisely the levels of plant nutrients or
other conditions required to make a particular body of water conducive
to algal blooms, it is generally accepted that water with high organic
wastes and high temperatures run higher risks for nuisance growth. Much
publicity has been given, for example, to the situation in Lake ,Erie's
western basin where organic wastes and high phosphorous have been cited
as factors in excessive algae growth.
The question of whether heated discharges from power stations will cause
undesired blooms of nuisance plants, algae, or bacteria in receving water
is often raised, but a firm prediction for a particular body of water
cannot usually be given because the processes and the interaction of
complex factors that cause excessive populations of nuisance organisms
are not fully understood.
11.3.5 Species Diversity
This is a frequently used term among ecologists, but one which is not
well-defined in an operational or practical sense. The relevant ecological concept suggests that communities that are "rich" or "diverse"
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in species (i.e., have many different species) tend to be stable and to
resist the effects of pollution or other stresses and to recover from
damage more readily than do IIsimple" communities (ultimate example would
be a monoculture). Persisting adverse conditions may well lead to a reduction in di veris ty, and an overabundance of a few dominant species; however,
many of our intensively managed ecosystems are highly productive with
similar results.
11.4 THERMAL EFFECTS RESEARCH
With our present state of biological and ecological knowledge, it is not
unreasonable to see an apparent wide variance in the details of biological
studies. Perhaps, due to the fact that each site is really a unique
biological system, a case-by-case study is the best approach until some
unifying principles are developed.
Typical thermal effects study programs for nuclear power plants being
built or planned involve tidal, lake or river current determinations;
predictions of the temperature distributions due to the discharge of
heated water; pre-operational temperature measurements, using a
variety of techniques; and ecological studies, two or more years in
duration, to obtain baseline data in the vicinity of the plant site.
The pre-operational studies are then usually followed by post-operational
studies, two or more years in duration, to determine the effects, if any,
of plant operation on aquatic life. The post-operational studies are
primarily temperature measurements and detailed ecological studies,
including determinations of the physical and chemical water quality
parameters and detailed surveys of the aquatic life present.
Tidal, lake o~ river current determinations generally involve one or more
of the following: data from u.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and/or U.S.
Arm¥ Corps of Engineers, dye studies, drogue studies and hydraulic model
studies. Temperature distributions are usually predicted using either
mathematical simulation modeling techniques or physical hydraulic model
studies, although sometimes both of, these techniques are used.
Pre-operational temperature information is usually obtained in one or
more of the following ways: from records (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, USGS, utilities, etc.), from continuous
recording monitors or from intermittent sampling using spot checks,
airborne infrared surveys, etc. Most of this work is carried out by
competent consultants. In many cases these studies are made in
cooperation with state and/or Federal agencies.
Pre- and post-operational ecological studies normally include a
literature review of preliminary site work, sampling, planning and
repetitive field surveys, both within and outside the zone of
influence of heated water.. The field surveys generally involve an
identification of the species of aquatic life present and some
determination of their relative abundances (diversity indices).
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These thermal effects studies, primarily sponsored by individual
utilities, a~e concerned with the environmental impact of power plant
waste heat discharges at selected sites. This type of research is
supplemented by more basic research, primarily sponsored by state and
Federal agencies. Examples of some of the thermal effects research
sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission are given in the
following paragraphs.
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, operated by the Westinghouse
Hanford Company (a subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation) has
developed a temperature prediction model for calculating the capacity of
major rivers to accept once-through cooling within existing constraints
such as low water flow and water temperature standards. After being
verified in mathematical simulations of temperatures in the Illinois and
Deerfield rivers below the Dresden and Yankee nuclear power plants in
Illinois and Massachusetts, respectively, the model has been applied to
the prediction of the total capacity of major river basins. Assessments
of the capacities of the Ohio, Upper Mississippi, Lower Mississippi,
Missouri and Columbia river basins, and major Northeast, Southeast and
Gulf Coast river basins have been completed.
The Virginia Institute of Marine Science is performing field work to
determine the waste heat distributions and related environmental variables
in the vicinity of the Surry nuclear plant; and to evaluate the analytical
and hydraulic modeling methods that were used to predict the temperature
patterns resulting from the waste heat discharges from this ~lant.
Pre-operational measurements have been completed and post-operation
measurements are now starting.
The Center for Environmental Studies, Argonne National Laboratory, has
undertaken comprehensive studies of power plant siting on the Great Lakes,
particularly Lake Michigan, with emphasis on thermal effects. The research
includes field measurements at operating power plants and potential sites
(cooperative field studies have involved state resources agencies, utilities and environmental groups) and the preparation of state-of-the-art
reports on various aspects of thermal effects associated with power plants
located on the Great Lakes. Reports already completed include the
evaluation of a determination of the mass/energy balance of the Great Lakes,
a review of field data and reviews of modeling techniques (physical scale
modeling and analytical modeling).
The USAEC is supporting a portion of the University of ~tlami's ecological
study of the South Biscayne Bay in the vicinity of Turkey Point, Florida.
The research is directly at determining the effects of heated power plant
effluents on marine organisms, especially the changes in the ecological
community structure that may occur in time and space as a result of
increased water temperatures.
The Center for Great Lakes Studies, University of Wisconsin, (Milwaukee)
is studying the nearshore biology and the physics of nearshore circulation
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in Lake Michigan using fixed monitoring instrumentation and research
vessel measurements. Data being obtained on ambient currents and the
reports being prepared on the nearshore currents and seasonal
variations in these are necessary for the prediction of_ thermal plume
transport and dispersion in the Great Lakes.
The USAEC has recently completed a research facility at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory where studies of the effects of temperature on
growth, survival, reproduction and food conversion efficiencies of
fish and other aquatic organisms will be conducted. Data obtained
by scientists using this facility will be used to interpret the
effects of acute as well as chronic temperature alterations in aquatic
habitats.
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APPENDIX III - PUBLIC ATTITUDES
Any discussion of public attitudes toward nuclear power must proceed
from an imprecise base since it is difficult to first define what
"public" we are talking about. Is it conservation and environmental
organizations? Intervenors in contested licensing hearings? Authors
of books and 1etters-to-the-editor? Persons living near nuclear plants?
Little nationwide sampling of public opinion has been done on the subject
of nuclear power. Utilities have commissioned private polls which
generally show that a great many persons in their service areas do not
oppose nuclear plants. On the other hand, the number of contested
licensing hearings is increasing. These hearings, which used to be
sparsely attended, if at all, now draw large attendance and news media
interest is at an all-time high.
Public awakening to the environmental issues which confront our society
coincided with the initial period of rapid growth of nuclear power.
Land usage, energy growth, the economy, and distrust of government,
science and industry are other issues .which have come to the forefront
during this period and, as one scientist has put it, "nuclear power has
by historical accident become the arena in which these questions are
being discussed."
Although the nuclear power program in the United States has developed
with unprecedented public scrutiny, there is ample evidence that many
members of the public still have concerns about the safety aspects of
nuclear power generation, ranging from release of small amounts of
radioactive material to the environcent during normal operation, to the
possibility of serious accidents which could harm the public, and to
the handling of the highly-radioactive wastes which result from chemical
reprocessing of the used fuel. Other concerns are expressed about the
effects of dischargi~g condenser cooling water into nearby rivers, lakes,
or oceans; about the transportation of spent fuel from the power plant to
the reprocessing site; and about the disposal of radioactive waste
materials.
Basic to an understanding of the controversies which have surrounded some
nuclear plants is the realization that from the inception of the nuclear
power program, the Commission has been concerned with safety. For many
years that was practically the only issue considered at the public
hearings held in local communities on individual plants. Many persons
within the nuclear industry have commented that the AEC talked about
safety so much and is supporting so much safety-related work that it is
not surprising that the average citizen may have some apprehensions.
The jargon of the nuclear industry has not offered much comfort. Terms
such as "design basis accident", "maximum credible accident" and
"reasonable assurance ll may be perfectly acceptable to the scientist and
engineer, but are not reassuring to the public. On the other hand, some
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persons who willingly accept everyday risks such as highway traffic,
walking across streets, using electricity and fire, often use another
yardstick with respect to nuclear power, insisting on absolutes which
will never be attainable. Public attitudes about nuclear power have gone
through a number of phases, ranging from little interest to very high
interest, the situation that prevails today.
111.1

Nuclear Power Plants

Early nuclear power plants, such as the Shippingport facility (Duquesne
Light Company), Dresden Unit 1 (Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago) ,
and Yankee Rowe (Rowe, }~s.), experienced little public apprehension.
The Enrico Fermi breeder reactor (Honroe, Hichigan) ran into opposition
in a case which challenged the Commission's licensing regulations--a
matter finally decided by the U.S. Supreme Court. It is interesting to
note that the strongly worded dissent by two justices in this case has
received more attention than the majority opinion, and even today is
used by some opponents of nuclear power. It was during this early period
of nuclear power that the first fatal accident in the history of U.s.
reactor operations occurred in the SL-l--a small military reactor--at
the AEC's National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho.
111.2 Siting and Seismic~
Organized resistance to nuclear power plants first emerged in the period
beginning about 1962. Although regionalized in the New York City and
Calfornia areas, it was the first serious challenge to the safety of
nuclear power. The controversies surrounded the application of
Consolidated Edison Company to build a 1,000 megawatt nuclear plant at
its Ravenswood station in New York City; and applications for two proposed
plants in California, the Bodega Bay plant of Pacific Gas and Electric
Company and the Halibu plant of Department of Water and Power of the City
of Los Angeles.
The opposition to Ravenswood included a former Chairman of the Atomic
Energy Commission, David Lilienthal, who was quoted as saying he would
not dream of living in Queens if the Ravenswood plant was built.
Hr. Lilienthal also raised questions about the handling of high-level
radioactive wastes. Groups such as "ctNpopll--Committee Against Nuclear
Power Plants"--were formed and persons attending public meetings were
greeted with literature headlined "No Hiroshima in New York. 1I
The Ravenswood application presented the Commission with a major policy
issue--whether to permit the construction of nuclear power plants in
large cities. This case never completed the AEC regulatory process,
since Consolidated Edison withdrew its application for a construction
permit.
loJhile all this was going on in :>lew York City, another controversial
case was taking shape on the West Coast. That involved the application
of Pacific Gas and Electric Company for a permit to build a nuclear plant
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at Bodega Head, about 50 miles north of San Francisco. Opponents to this
plant began with a plea to preserve this ocean site for parkland, but when
this argument failed at the local level they turned to the AEC and the
issue of earthquakes and reactor safety. The Bodega Head plant was never
built because the AEC Regulatory Staff reported it could not make the
required safety fi~dings for the facility at that site, and the utility
withdrew its application.
Also in California, the application of the Department of Water and Power
of the City of Los Angeles to build a nuclear plant near Malibu Beach ran
into strong opposition. Here too the initial controversy involved industrial encroachment of the area, although intervenors ultimately raised
the earthquake safety issue in AEC hearings. The Malibu plant wasn't
built either. After lengthy public hearings, the Commission decided it
didn't have enough information to support approval of the plant at that
site.
Despite these scattered controversies, the public's opinion of nuclear
power seemed receptive during this period. For example, the San Onofre
nuclear plant (located between Los Angeles and San Diego) and the Nine
Mile Point nuclear plant (New York State) did not encounter serious
opposition. Subsequently, there were other favorable examples, enough
so that possibly the nuclear industry was lulled into believing that its
public information efforts had been ~nough, and that the new industry now
could undergo a rapid expansion without facing serious public reaction on
each proposed facility.
111.3

National Controversy Begins

If a period of complacency existed, it was short-lived. In 1969 the AEC
and the nuclear industry found themselves in the midst of a nationwide
controversy concerning the environmental aspects of nuclear power,
principally radiation effects from the low levels of liquid and gaseous
radioactive effluents released during normal operation, and the thermal
effects on lakes, rivers and oceans of the discharge of condenser
cooling water.
For some years, the AEC had taken the position that it should not debate
the opponents of nuclear power. It believed that its proper role was to
provide the facts (technology) and to do a conscientious job of regulating
nuclear plants. The reason behind this view was that the Commission did
not want to undermine the integrity of its regulatory process by engaging
in debates which, while cast as an overall discussion of nuclear power.
could be interpreted as an endorsement of a particular plant.
But the period of greatest growth of nuclear power came at a time when the
environmental conscience of many Americans was becoming troubled. As the
Washington Post noted, "In many ways atomic power is growing at a difficult
time. The public, sensitive about dangerous pollution from its present
power plants, is becoming aware that atomic plants may have dangerous
pollution of their own."
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During tbe period beginning in early 1969 a large number of books(1,2)and
articles(3,~,5) began to appear on news stands and bookshelves; most
Challenged the atom on environmental grounds, although safety also was an
issue. The partial meltdown of fuel at the Enrico Fermi plant in 1966
was often cited, thereafter, sometimes in the vein that the City of
Detroit narrowly escaped a catastrophe, and always raising the question
"But what if ••• 1" Accidents unrelated to the nuclear power program, such
88 the costly Hay 11, 1969, fire at the AEC's weapons plant at Rocky Flats,
Colorado, also were cited as c',idence of the lack of care being exercised
by the AEC for assuring the protection of public health and safety.
The State of Minnesota adopted standards for limiting the releases of
radioactive materials which were far more stringent than concurrent
Federal standards, setting off a debate which involved States' rights,
the conservatism of existing standards and the question of whether the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 pre-empted to the Federal Government the
authority to regulate effluents from nuclear power plants. That issue
was not finally decided until 1972 when the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed
a decision of the u.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit which held
that the Congress had given the Federal government sole authority(6) over
radiation safety matters.
The subject of radiation standards was widely debated-during this period.
Charges included increased infant mortality in areas near nuclear plants-Charges promptly refuted by State Health Departments and other authorities-and widely disputed estimates concerning the number of cancer deaths which
would result from exposure of the whole U.S. population to 170 millirem
per year--the recommended upper limit for large groups of people from
sources of radiation other than background radiation and medical uses.
Responsible scientists pointed out that it would be virtually impossible
for the general public to receive such an exposure from routine nuclear
plant effluents, but these supportable statements did not receive the
attention given to the more frightening allegations which evoked the
response.
The AEC's position with
have jurisdiction since
plants--also drew sharp
the AEC was ignoring an

respect to thermal effects(7)--that it did not
this was a matter common to all thermal power
criticism in many quarters from persons who felt
important environmental matter.

111.4 Period of Confrontation
Early in 1969 there was a shift in thinking at the AEC. The Commission
decided that it no longer could view the nuclear controversy from afar.
There was, the AEC decided, a need to counter the frightening material
being distributed. This decision led to a period of confrontation with
the accusers of nuclear power, beginning at a school auditorium in
New Jersey and stretChing from there to New Hampshire, Vermont, New York,
Michigan, Oregon and elsewhere.
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the ABC continued to refuse to debate specific projects--that was and still
is the individual utility's responsibility. But Commissi.on representatives
did discuss overall safety precautions, the basis for radiation standards,
thermal effects, and the need for nuclear power in the total U.S. energy
picture.
the Conference (8) on "Nuclear Power And The Environment" in Burlington,
Vermont, in September of 1969 brought out the deep concerns being
expressed by some members of the public. Arranged under the auspices of
Senator George Aiken and Governor Deane Davis, the conference brought
together three members of the Atomic Energy Commission and key persons on
its staff, and a number of the critics of nuclear power. The critics
repeatedly. emphasized two areas of concern, i.e., the effects of low
levels of radiation and thermal effects on the biosphere. Similar
interests were reflected in questions from members of ~e public. One
observer calculated that of 130 questions from the audience during an
afternoon question-and-answer session, 42 were on the subject of radiation
effects and standards; 24 dealt with thermal effects, and 17 were concerned
with the organization and procedures of the AEC. Such issues as fuel
supply, energy demand, plutonium, the breeder, and economics drew only a
few questions each.
The proceedings(8) of the Vermont meeting were published by the AEC, and
they provide a valuable insight into the dimensions of the controversy as
it existed in late 1969.
In their self-analysis of the Vermont meeting, AEC particpants generally
agreed that their presentations tended to be too technical, their answers
a bit too scholarly for a lay audience. In striving for precise answers
to questions, the impression often left was that the AEC was beating
around the bush.
The Vermont meeting was followed by a conference(9) sponsored in
Minneapolis by the University of Hinnesota. It brought together
representatives of the Congress, the ABC, the Environmental Protection
Agency, the nuclear indus try and nuclear critics. Mos t observers agreed
that the ABC had profited by its mistakes in Vermont and its answers to
the questions of concerned Minnesotans were more straight-forward and
understandable.
Public hearings in late 1969 and early 1970 before the Congressional
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy concerning the "Environmental Effects
of Producing Electric Power" amassed information on all aspects of the
subject. the Committee heard from Government, industry and from
scientists(and engineers representing a wide spectrum of disciplines.
the record 10) of these hearings may well be the most comprehensive
source document available on electricity and the environment.
By early 1910 it became clear that the controversy over nuclear power
and the environment was not abating; if anything, it was intensifying.
On April 22, the first "Earth Day" programs on the environment were
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aired across the nation. Although nuclear energy wasn't singled out
in many of these programs, the AEC cooperated by providing speakers
for many of the observances.
Earth Day was a turning point, according to one news reporter. "It was
a turning point not because this day produced any new evidence, but
because it suddenly changed the environmentalist cause from something
that was confined to the cranks and fringe groups to something that was
completely respectable," he observed.
III.S

NEPA BecomesLsw

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), an historic piece of
1egis1ation,(11) became law on January 1, 1970, but har.· profound an
effect it would have on the AEC licensing program did not become evident until months later. The AEC published its first policy statement
implementing NEPAon April 2, 1970, and a revised policy statement on
December 4. In its policy statement, the AEC noted that the Water
Quality Improvement Act of 1970 required an applicant for an AEC
facility license to provide, before the license is issued, a certification from the appropriate State or Federal Agency that applicable
water quality standards would be met. The AEC thus would accept this
certification with respect to these efforts. The AEC's implementation
of NEPA was contested in Federal Court in a proceeding involving the
Calvert Cl1ffs nuclear power p1ant(12) in Maryland.
The Circuit Court of Appeals for District of Columbia Circuit issued
a decision in the Calvert Cliffs case on July 23, 1971, directing
changes in the AEC's implementation of NEPA. The court charged that
the AEC had "made a mockery" of NEPA. On August 27, the Commission's
new Chairman, James R. Schlesinger, issued a statement asserting that
the Commission would not appeal the Court decision, and would issue
revised regulations to implement that decision.
Chairman Schlesinger said:
"The effect of our revised regulations will be to make the Atomic
Energy Commission directly responsible for evaluating the total
environmental impact, including thermal effects, of nuclear power
plants". and for assessing this impact in terms of available
alternatives and the need for electric power.
'~e intend to be in a position to be responsive to the concerns
of conservation' aa.d environmental groups as well a other members
of the public. At the same time, we are also examining steps that
can be taken to reconcile a proper regard for the environment with
the necessity for·- meeting the nation's growing requirements for ..
electric power on a timely basis."
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tbe AEC published its new regulations on September 3, 1971, and they were
generally regarded by environmental groups as being fully responsive to
the Court of Appeals decision.
111.6

Radiation Controversy Abates

Actions in 1970 and 1971 by the Commission with respect to the low-level
radioactive effluents which may be discharged from nuclear power plants
also served to quiet the debate over radiation effects. On December 3,
1970, the Commission announced steps to implement its policy of keeping
releases from light water cooled nuclear power plants to levels which are
as low as practicable. tbis formal implementation of the low as practicable guidance recommended by national and international radiation
protection organizations provided qualitative guidance for determining
when design objectives and limiting conditions for operation meet the
requirements _for keeping levels of radioactivity in effluents as low as
practicable. The AEC noted that exposures of the public living in the
immediate vicinity of operating power reactors have usually been small
fractions of the existing radiation protection guides and that it was
taking this step toward further reductions to help assure that exposures
of the public would continue to be kept very low as the number of nuclear
plants continued to grow.
In June of 1971, the AEC followed up on this action by proposing numerical
guldelines(13) which would limit radioactivity in effluents to levels that
would keep resultant radiation exposures of persons living near the nuclear
plants to less than five percent of the average natural background radiation.
Such exposures would be about one percent or less of the Federal radiation
protection guides for individual members of the public. this numerical
guidance to implement the low as practicable concept was the subj ect of a
public rulemaking hearing during 1972 in which general agreement was
expressed with the AEC proposal.
lbe Commission also took steps to make clear to the nuclear industry and to
the public what its role is, and what it is not.
In his initial speech as AEC Chairman, Dr. Schlesinger told the nuclear
industry at Bal Harbour, Florida, on October 20, 1971:
"It is the responsibility of the Atomic Energy Commission
vigorously to develop new technical options and to bring those
options to the point of commercial application. It is not the
responsibility of the Atomic Energy Commission to solve industry's
problems which may crop up in the course of commercial exploitation.
That is industry's responsibility, to be settled among industry,
Congress, and the public. The AEC's role is a more limited one,
primarily to perform as a referee serving the public interest. I
might add that it is to industry's long-run advantage that the
public has high confidence that the AEC will appropriately- perf9rm
its role in this regard •••
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"there is a heightened public sensitivity on environmental
issues--an insistence by the public that it be consulted.
We shall all have to learn to operate 'under these changed
conditions. You will not only have to operate in the glare
of publicity, you will have to take your case to the, public.
Do not e"''Pect us to do this for you ••• "
The environmental movement has moderated its tone over the last year or so,
and so has the AEC. Efforts were initiated by the Commission to discuss
concerns with leaders of environmental and conservation groups, and these
exchanges have been productive for all involved. There are indications
that while the AEC--and the nuclear industry, as well--are taking stock of
their positions, so too were environmental and conservation organizations.
Fred Evenden, Executive Director of The Wildlife Society, has
this though t:

expr~ssed

"Some 'conservation' groups (and I use that term somewhat with
my fingers crossed) have become so outspoken and active against
business and industry that a strong backlash is growing that makes
it increasingly difficult for even a modicum of reason and communication to prevail toward solutions to some of our environmental
problems. Industry is rebelling strongly in many quarters. This
is, of course, a more or less natural conflict •••
"Now let me lead you further down the proverbial, but jaundiced,
primrose path. One wonders today who is who among conservationis t
and conservation groups. Self-s ty led ecologis ts, conservationis ts
and environmentalists are coming out of the woodwork everywhere.
A big headline of the January 7, 1972, Washington Post read:
'Conservationists Ask Court to Split ABC. i A reading of the
article to see which of my sister organizations were involved
revealed none of them. All those involved were local or regional
groups from portions of a few eastern states such as Long Island's
Lloyd Harbor Study Group. the article revealed the plaintiffs bad
not even analyzed the steps to be taken if their suit for dividing
the ABC were successful. Much of this type of action may not be
so much an expression of concern for the environment as it may be
an expedient and productive endeavor for today's crop of young
attorneys ••• "
Although the tone of the controversy has moderated, in most quarters, issues
remain, and the debates over them continue.
Although it is difficult to categorize the continuing issues, it can
generally be said that they involve reactor safety and related matters such
as the traasportation of nuclear materials, the storage of higb-leve1 radioactive wastes, the development of the breeder reactor and widespread use of
plutonium fuel, safeguarding fissionable materials from diversion and the
dual role of the Atomic Energy Commission which is both developer and regulator of nuclear power.
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111.7

Reactor Safety

Reactor safety appears to have been an on-again, off-again issue in the eyes
of many members of the public. During the period when the Ravenswood,
Bodega Head and Malibu applications were before the AEC in the early 1960s
it was a hotly-debated matter; then it receded into the background as radiation standards and thermal effects became prominent issues. Now reactor
safety has come to· the forefront again, although from the standpoint of the
AEC it always has been a paramount concern in the licensing of nuclear plants.
Part of the reason for the re-emergence of reactor safety as an issue
probably lies in a growing distrust of technology. In large part, it also
involves the ABC's on-going rulemaking proceeding concerning acceptance
criteria for emergency core cooling systems for nuclear power plants. The
ABC's public hearing, an innovative proceeding which has attracted nationwide attention from the news media, has allowed persons representing all
viewpoints to express their position on this highly complex subject. It is
difficult for the average citizen to understand the complexities of
emergency core cooling systems. It is equally difficult for him to judge
who is right when scientists differ on such a subject.
Also involved in the safety issue are: the long-term storage of high-level
radioactive wastes, the opposition to storing them in a salt repository near
Lyons, Kansas (despite the fact that the local populace generally was in
favor of the proposed project); transportation of high-level waste and used
fuel from reactors, as well as plutonium, in increasing quantities; and the
development of the fast breeder reactor.
The high-level waste conttoxersy appears to have eased somewhat as a result
of the ABC's announcement(l ) that it plans to design and build engineered
surface storage facilities which will be capable of handling the wastes for
as long as is required to develop additional information which can prove.
the safety and feasibility of permanent storage in a selected geologic
formation.

111.8 More Information Needed
The public wants more information on the subject of the transportation' of
nuclear materials such as radioactive wastes, increasing amounts of spent
fuel, and plutonium, as the industry grows. This is an area where the
Commission expects to concentrate more attention in its public information
program. Additional information efforts also are required on the development of the fast breeder reactor. This program has- the strong support of
the Admtnistration and the Congress, and it is the top priority effort of
the ABC in the reactor development area. A solid information base must be
presented to the public, both in the Tennessee area where the first
developmental plant will be built and nationwide. Thus far, the public's
attitude on the breeder reactor appears to be one of "tell me more. II 'l1le
public is entitled to the facts, and the Commission is committed to
providing them. The environmental statement already issued by the ABC on
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the liquid metal breeder demonstration plant offers a wealth of
information to the public, and widespread distribution of it has been

made.
At the outset we noted that public attitudes are hard to assess. They
may differ from one section of the country to another; the concerns are
not always the same. But alrl concerns must be met with responsiveness
on the part of the Commission.
The attitude of the public toward nuclear pOwer can be strongly affected
by the willingness of both the AEC and the nuclear industry to talk frankly
about goals, accomplishments, and, of more importance, problems.
Much progress has been made, but a large task remains. l'his is illustrated
by letters such as the following one from a fifth grade school teacher who
wrote:
"I am teaching my class all about nuclear energy. Please send
me a picture of an atomic bomb-and some mushroom clouds if you
have them."
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